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Allied Governments in London—War Efforts and Peace Aims

BY WINIFRED N. HADSEL

AS the military initiative passes into the hands

of the United Nations, the reconquest of what
the Nazis have begun to call “the fortress of

Europe” comes within, the range of possibility.

Under the circiS&stanecs, the? question whether

their governmen^ji-exile actually represent them
today and ^oulSiiesugie theferule after the war

becomes a f&htter jcf imniedilit^concern to all who
are interests in jj peS^q^that? would fulfill the

pledge conMned^fn th
c
ej Atlantic Charter regard-

ing the rig|S of all peopfe fe choose the form

of governmSfTt under wj§ch they will live. In some

cases the problemsas triplicated by rivalry be-

tween various leat^rs, alj claiming to speak for a

conquered nation, and this rivalry may be expected

to grow more bitter as the assault on occupied

Europe gains in strength.

The United Nations have had a foretaste of these

difficulties in recent disputes over the status of

Admiral Jean Francois Darlan, former commander

of the Vichy government’s fleet, who has been

giving temporary military cooperation to the Amer-

ican forces led by General Eisenhower in the North

African campaign. On December i, 1942, when
Admiral Darlan proclaimed himself Chief of State

in North Africa and set up an imperial council in

what was presumably a step toward the establish-

ment of a permanent regime in North and West

Africa, vigorous objections were raised not only

by jdje Fighting French under General Charles de

Gaflille, who regard Darlan as a traitor, but also

Ca by^many in Britain and the United States, who
M? beUeve^he is fascist. Similarly, conflicts have

57 arisen dyeL-Archduke Otto of Habsburg, pretender

& To thedthcqnejof the Austro-Hungarian Empire,

who oji November 19, 1942 secured Secretary of
Ct-
f\i; F6x example; Ferdinand Czernin, chairman of the Austrian

S^-Ctioji/ group,'"and Oscar Jaszi, well-known historian of the

"^Danubian region, protested against Otto’s action in two letters

to the editor of the New York Times

,

on November 24 and

Decehaber 4, 1942. Czernin declared that “no more harm can

be done the Austrian cause than to have Austria’s fight for

freedom linked with the name of Habsburg,” And Jaszi in-

sisted that “the restoration of the Habsburgs would mean an

accentuation-of old, hostilities, a new bulwark for feudalism and

the preparation for the Third World War.”

War Henry L. Stimson’s acceptance as head of a

committee to recruit an Austrian battalion for the

United States Army. Austrian Social Democrats

and other opponents of the monarchy, 1
as well as

representatives of the former Habsburg subjects

—

Czechoslovaks, Yugoslavs, Poles, Hungarians, and
f

Italians—charged that Otto planned to use the

Legion to impose his restored imperial authority

on Austria and Central Europe.

Prospects of political readjustment in Europe are

also obscured by the presence in Britain and the

United States of more than a half dozen “Free

Movements,” most of which are divided among
themselves. These groups claim to represent coun- -

tries which are under fascist control, but have not

secured Allied recognition as the official spokes-

men for their nations. The Free Austrians, as has

been pointed out, are split into those who are ready

to cooperate with the monarchists and those who
will not associate with them even for the purpose J
of opposing the Anschluss. The Free Hungarians

are divided into a democratic wing, which, sharply

opposes the regime of Admiral Horthy in Buda-

pest, and a group composed of diverse elements

who resist that regime for personal rather than

ideological reasons. The Free Rumanians, a smaller -

organization, are split by a conflict between King
Carol’s former diplomats and the liberals opposed to

them. Some free movements are even more frag-

mentary—the Free Catalonians, the Free Basques,

and the several Italian movements. The Free

Danes, by contrast, are united, have a democratically

elected council in London, and make a sizeable

contribution in men, ships and money to the war

effort of the United Nations.

This Report attempts to clarify the confused

political picture by examining the record of the

eight governments in London which remain the

legal sovereigns of their nations2—Belgium, Czecho-

slovakia, Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,

2. For a legal analysis of these governments’ positions,
^

see

F. E. Oppenheimer, “Governments and Authorities in Exile,”

The American Journal of International Law (Washington,

D.C.), October 1942, pp. 568-95.
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Norway, Poland and Yugoslavia. In addition, the

Fighting French should be included for, although
not technically a “government,” they have been
associated with the Allies since I940.

2a

FIGHTING ON DESPITE DEFEAT

The primary goal of the “Allied governments in

London” (or the “legal governments abroad,” as

they usually prefer to be called, to avoid the op-

probrium of the term “in exile”)—the national sur-

vival of their people despite military defeat and
Axis occupation—obviously depends on the victory

of the United Nations.3 It is the winning of the

war, therefore, that they consider their most im-

portant task, and into it they have thrown the

men, ships, colonial resources, and workers sal-

vaged after the military conquest of their nation.

The participation of the Allied governments in

the war is, of course, by no means equal. In each

case the contribution necessarily depends on the

extent of the country’s* manpower, raw materials

and wealth, as well as on the conditions that pre-

vailed within its borders at the time of its defeat.

The most direct contribution of the Allied govern-
ments is their fighting men. Although mere num-
bers do not give a fair picture of the effort involved

in rebuilding armed forces from defeated countries

—which even before defeat had miniature reserves

of manpower when compared with the U.S.S.R.,

China, the United States and the British Empire

—

their approximately 300,000 men on land and in the

air are not negligible.4 Many of these men, more-
over, are veterans who have had actual experience

in fighting the Axis war machine, and most have
unusually high morale. These forces serve in al-,

most every area of the world to which the war has

extended—the British Isles, the Middle East, Africa,

Russia and the Far East.5 In the air, pilots of some
of the governments are organized in separate units

under United Nations command; others are in-

corporated in British organizations. The Poles,

Fighting French, Greeks and Norwegians, as well

2a. In Washington on January 2, 1942 the eight governments
signed the Declara'tion of the United Nations to wage war to
the full extent of their resources and to make no separate peace.
Although the Fighting French are eligible signatories as one of
the “appropriate authorities which are not governments,” they
have not yet endorsed it. V. M. Dean, “European Agreements
for Post-War Reconstruction,” Foreign Policy Reports, March
15, 1942, p. 6. The representatives of General de Gaulle did,.,

however, sign two other inter-Allied agreements, on June 12
'

and September 21, 1941. /

3. See Eduard Benes, “The New Central Europe,” Journal of
Central European Affairs (Chicago), April 1941, p. 1.

4. Stoyan Pribichevich, “The Exiled Governments,” Fortune
(New York), August 1942, p. 81.

5. For a useful compilation of the numbers of armed men and
the theatres of war in which they are engaged, see V. M. Dean
and others. United Nations Discussion Guide (Washington,
D.C., U.S. Office of Education, October 1942), pp. 7-9.

as the Netherlands naval airmen, have their own
national air forces; whereas the Belgians, Yugo-
slavs and Czechs, as well as the Dutch army
fliers, have squadrons in the RAF Volunteer
Reserves. Several hundred Luxembourgers are

scattered in the British, Canadian and Fighting
French units. Armies have been similarly re-

organized, with only the Poles, who have the larg-

est army of any of the exiled governments, and the

Fighting French maintaining a completely inde-

pendent command.6

Included on the side of the United Nations are .

150,000 to 200,000 Yugoslav guerrillas, who put
aside rifles, grenades and machine guns at the time

of their surrender, and have since succeeded in

securing some supplies surreptitiously from their

own people, by raiding Axis stores, and from the

Allies by way of submarines and parachutes. Some
of the guerrillas are members of the country’s regu-

lar army, now under the command of General
Draja Mikhailovitch. Others— and probably the

majority—are informally organized ptisans whose
ranks include persons of all political op^on and
various nationalities. Between the MikhafrvJ'*ch
followers and the partisans there has been troubv

some friction, chiefly as the result of the partisans^

complaint that the regulars are not as active as

they might be because of their primary interest in

preserving as large an army as possible in order

to control the country after the war.7 Despite these

differences, the two separate groups manage to

continue their resistance to the Axis.

All fighting forces of the exiled governments
necessarily have been built up and developed rather

slowly. Men who were evacuated from the con-

tinent following military defeat had to be reorgan-

ized and usually reequipped as well. The thousands

of Poles, Dutch, Belgians, Norwegians, Czechs and
French who arrived in Britain in the spring of 1940,

however, were not merely a responsibility to their

host; in the ensuing Battle for Britain many of them
played an important part, particularly in the air

over Britain and the Channel.8 Pilots from all the

conquered nations fought alongside .the RAF, and
the polish squadron alone downed more than 150

enemy planes.9

6. For a sketch of the organization of each nation’s armed
forces, see The Who*s Who of the Allied Governments (Lon-

Publications, 1942).

7. Ralph Bates, “Mikailovitch and the Partisans,” The Na-
tion* (New York), November 28, 1942, p. 578. The Daily

Worker, in support of the Communists included in the partisans,

has*charged that General Mikhailovitch is pro-fascist and has
made “deals” with the Italians. The Daily Worker (New York),
September 29, 1942.

8. “Britain’s Allies,” Bulletins from Britain (New York), sup-
plements, Nos. 24, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31.

9. Poland Three Years After (New York, Polish Information
Center, 1942), p. 11.
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Since 1940 men from subsequently defeated na-

tions, 'nationals from all parts of the world, and
refugees from conquered areas have found their

way to Allied camps and fighting fronts. Above all,

100,000 Poles, most of whom were released from
Russian prison camps in 1941-42 following Ger-

many’s invasion of Russia, swelled the ranks of the

exiled governments’ forces. These several sources

have by now been rather thoroughly tapped, ex-

cept for the thousands of Poles in the U.S.S.R. who
remain to be liberated for war participation.

10

SHIPS—NAVAL AND MERCHANT

All but Czechoslovakia and Luxembourg, both

landlocked countries, have made contributions to

the war on the high seas. As a result, approxi-

mately 222 fighting ships and 25,640 officers and

men from the defeated countries operated with

the British Ministry of War Transport as of Octo-

ber 1942.
11 Many of the ships, particularly those

of the Dutch, Norwegians, and Fighting French,

are in the cruiser and destroyer class, but the great

majority ate smaller craft, such as submarines,

minesweepers and patrol boats. Although many
ships have been lost, replacements have been rap-

idly forthcoming from British and American yards.

Approximately 7,500,000 tons of merchant ship-

ping have also been contributed by, the govern-

menfs,12 and employed in carrying food and sup-

plies to the various theatres of the war. The Nor-
wegian merchant fleet, which is one of the four

largest in the world, has been particularly useful

because of its high proportion of tankers. During
the year 1941-42 these ships transported more than

40 per cent of the oil needed on Britain’s fighting

fronts.13

COLONIES AID UNITED NATIONS

Another important, although less obvious, way
in which the exiled governments aid in the United

Nations’ war effort is through their colonies. The
Fighting French, the Belgians, and the Dutch
have overseas empires whose size and population

dwarf those of the mother countries. But it is not

in size and numbers alone that the wartime impor-

tance of these colonies resides. Their strategic loca-

tion and resources make them significant assets on

the side of the United Nations.134

1 o. Ibid., pp. 1 1 - 1 2.
x

-

v
v

11. Information furnished by the United Nations Information

Center (New York), October 1942. *

12. Ibid., July 1942 *

13. Inter-Allied Review (New York), February 15, 1942, p.

40; see also O. Lorentzen, Norwegian Shipping and the War
(New York, Oxford University Press, 1942). ,,

13a. In addition, their colonial troops have participated in a
number of engagements.

Organized under General de Gaulle’s Council

for the Defense of the Empire, the Fighting French

have territories which are approximately six times

the size of France,14 Among these areas are Equa-

torial Africa and the mandated Cameroons, stretch-

ing across the center of Africa, New Caledonia,

and establishments in Oceania—the islands which
form part of the outlying defenses of the United

Nations’ Australian base in the Far East. On No-
vember 9,* 1942 the civil administration of the Island

of Madagascar, which British forces wrested from
Vichy control in the autumn of 1942, was placed

in the hands of General Paul le Gentilhomme,

Commissioner for War on de Gaulle’s French Na-
tional Committee,15 and later the same month a

Fighting French expedition tobk over Reunion,

350 miles east of Madagascar.16 Syria and Lebanon,

key points in the Near East, were promised full

liberty, in accordance with the terms of their

mandates, by General Georges Catroux, Com-,

mander-in-Chief of the Fighting French Forces

in the Middle East, before the Free French entered

Syria in 1941.
17 These two areas continue, however,

to remain associated with the Fighting French.18 A
few outlying points, such as the tiny enclaves in

India, and the islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon

off the coast of Newfoundland, are also in the

hands of the Fighting French.

Free French Africa has been particularly im-

portant to actual and potential supply lines since the

Japanese severed Allied trans-Pacific air and ship-

ping routes in 1941. In the spring of 1942 Free

French headquarters in London announced that

they were prepared to help move war supplies for

battlefronts in Libya and southeastern Asia across

central Africa on two roads recently completed

from the Cameroons to Khartoum. The roads,

1,500 to 2,000 miles long, had been laid through

jungle country by the Free French and thousands

of native workmen.19 The de Gaullists subse-

quendy proposed large-scale development of other

trans-African transportation routes which, they

felt, might prove crucial at future stages of the

war.20 The extent to which these plans have been

put into effect is, of course, a military secret, but

14. “Territories of Free France,” France Forever Yearbook

,

1942 (New York, France Forever, 1942). For a collection of

reports/articles and books on the Fighting French colonies, see

The Fighting French Press and Information Service, New York.

15. New York Times

,

November 10, 1942.

16. Ibid., December 1, 1942.

17. “General de Gaulle in the Middle East,” Free France

(New York), September 1, 1942, p. 98.

18. For an address by Sheik Taggeddine on the first anniver-

sary of Syrian independence, see ibid., pp. 196-97. Syria and

Lebanon plan to merge officially on April 1, 1943. New York
Times, December 6, 1942.

19. Christian Science Monitor (Boston), February 4, 1942.

20. New York Herald Tribune

,

March 6, 1942.
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is known that new airfields as well as roads have
'been built in Free French territory.21

The Belgian Congo, which lies to the south and
east' of Free French Africa and is administered
from London by the Belgian Minister of Colonies,
is also valuable for the United Nations because of
its strategic location. It completes the belt of Al-
lied territory across central Africa over which air-
craft and supplies go from the south Atlantic to
the Middle East. In December 1941, moreover,
-Pan-American Airways instituted an air service
between the United States and the Congo to in-
crease collaboration between the two continents.
Even more important, there is a great demand
among the United Nations for practically every
one of the colony’s exportable products22—tin, rub-
ber, copper, cobalt, industrial diamonds, palm oil,

cotton, lead and natural silk.
2^ Congo officials have

attempted to meet the new requirements by open-
ing up more roads, work camps and plantations,
and by placing the colony’s economy on a wartime
basis. For the duration, natives can be obliged to
work 60 days a year to cultivate or harvest the
various agricultural products which the Governor
General considers essential for the war effort.

24

The Dutch East Indies, until just before the
Japanese invasion in the spring of 1942, wer6 the
fifth largest world producer of oil, much of which
could be refined into high-test gasoline, the second
largest producer of tin, and the second largest of
rubber;25 With the loss of the Indies, however, the
Netherlands empire was reduced to a few colonies
in the Caribbean region, where Surinam (Nether-
lands Guiana) and Curasao, a group of six islands
off the coast of Venezuela, continue to provide the
United Nations with essential resources. Surinam’s
bauxite mines furnish more than 60 per cent of all
the aluminum used by the United States war in-
dustries,^ while oil refineries on Curasao and its
near neighbor, Aruba, process Venezuelan and

Colombian petroleum into the high-test gasoline
needed by planes and tanks. British and American
soldiers cooperate with Dutch officials in protect-
ing the bauxite mines of Surinam and the oil re-
fineries of the islands from attack by enemy sub-
marines.26

'

WORKERS IN WAR INDUSTRIES

The Allied governments in London, are not in a
position to supply labor for the factories of the
United Nations on the same vast scale as the
Axis-controlled rulers of Europe do for Germany.
In the spring of 1942 the total number of Allied
civilians in Britain, including Russians, Americans
and Chinese, was less than 100,000, and only 40,000
were registered with the local labor exchanges27—an
infinitesimal figure when compared with the esti-
mated 4,500,000 from occupied countries whom the
Nazis have set to work for the German war ma-
chine.28 The importance of many of these workers
is, however, far out of proportion to their number.
The Czech group of approximately 15,000 special-
ists is particularly valuable. Men and women who
had been employed in Czech pump works, glass,
shoe, button, or woolen-cloth industries easily
made the transition to production of gas masks,
air-raid shelters, uniforms, and precision appliances
for aircraft. In addition, engineers and workers
from the Skoda works and the Zbrojovna plant
in Brno brought with them knowledge of im-,
portant secret processes used in making shell-
casings and guns. The Czechs still produce a few-
of their famous civilian goods for export, notably
leather goods, textiles and toys, thus helping in-
crease the supply of foreign currencies in Eng-
'land.29 The Poles, Belgians, Dutch, Norwegians
and French also have a considerable number of
skilled workmen in British factories.30

SABOTAGING GERMANY’S “NEW ORDER”

’ **• Egon Kaskeline, “Americans, Free French, Bolster West
Africa, Christian Science Monitor

,

July 8, 1942.
22 - Tke British have agreed to purchase all the rubber, copper
and gold the Congo can produce. This arrangement' was regu-
larized in a treaty of June 4, 1942. New York Times, June 5,
1942.

23. Harry ,W. Newman, “Belgian Congo Supplies Civilization’s
Weapons, Foreign Commerce (Washington, D.C., Department
ot Commerce), April 25, 1942, p. 5; Pierre Ryckmans, “The
Belgmn Congo s War Effort,” Belgian Congo at War (New
York, Belgian Information Center), p. 5; Max Horn, “The Bel-
gian Congo m the War,” Belgium (New York), .March 12,
1941, pp. 21-23. ' <

24. Governor General Pierre Ryckmans in radio address from
Leopoldville, March 10, 1942, Inter-Allied Review

,

April is,
1942, pp. 72-73. .

* D '

°n *e In
.

die£ *mportance, see, Eelco N. Van Kleffehs,

JJ
* D/™oc™tIC

, future °£ ‘he Netherlands ’indies,” Foreign
Affairs (New York), October 1942, p. 11; Netherlands Overseas
Territories (London, Royal Institute of International Affairs,
information Department Papers, No, 28), pp. 62-63.

In the task of winning the war the governments

26. Netherlands News (New York), August 26-September 10,
i942> Pp. 149 -53 ; A. Kasteel, “Curasao in the Fighting Line
of Economic Warfare,” Netherlands Trade Review (New York)
July 1942, p. 4 On December 6, 1942 Queen Wilhelmina an-

nounced plans for a post-war “commonwealth” of the home-
land, the East Indies, Curasao and Surinam, each of which
would be independent in internal affairs. New York Times
December 7, 1942. ,

'

27. E. C. Sosnowicz, “Allied Labor in Britain,” Free Europe
(London), March 13, 1942, p. 92; News from Belgium (New
York), August 22, 1942, p. 272, stated that nearly*300 factories,
representing about. a hundred different industries, had been
established in Britain by refugees from the continent.

I8 -

??r *n Germany’s use of foreign workers, see

n ?*
Hcuiger, Nazi Exploitation of Occupied Europe,” Foreign

Policy Reports, June i, 1942, pp. 75-76. . „

29. Central European Observer (London), August 22, 1941,

Y«rt
2
r>’
3
°t

Czechoslovak Workers on the Batdefront” (New
York, Czechoslovak Information Center, press releases, 1942).
30. Sosnowicz, "Allied Labor in Britain,” cited.
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in London count heavily on the resistance of the

people at home to Nazi armies and administration

authorities. By slowing down German-controlled

factories, sabotaging communications, and refus-

ing cooperation in any phase of the Nazis’ “new

order,” the “underground” makes it necessary for

the Axis to divert more of their men from the ac-

tual battlefield and hinders them in securing

needed supplies. It was with these possibilities in

mind that President Benes recently called the un-

dergrounds of Europe the “third front.”*
1

Much of the underground’s action is spontaneous

but, in the case of some large-scale efforts, careful

planning is the first requirement for success. Some-

times this planning can be done by a leader on. the

spot; at other times more effective direction can

be given by men who are abroad. Nothing can

be revealed by the Allied governments at present

concerning the precise way in which contacts are

made, for such information would endanger key

men in their organizations. They do indicate, how-

j ever, that many contacts are made daily—a state-

ment which obviously means that radio communi-

cation is used. Messages are transmitted over the

BBC and the radio of the American Office of War
Information to listening posts in the ocqupied

countries. Personal messengers are also known to

forge important links between country and gov-

ernment, while more devious means of communi-

catipn are undoubtedly also used.32

SAFEGUARDING NATIONAL CULTURE

Keeping up the fight on the military front and

resistance to the conquerors are only part of the

exiled governments’ efforts for restored independ-

ence. Realizing that political survival will mean

little if cultural institutions are destroyed, the gov-

ernments have attempted to transplant some of

their countries’ intellectual life abroad for safe-

keeping during the war. In this connection they

have established and supported schools, learned

and literary societies, magazines, newspapers and

radio broadcasts as media for the expression of their

national culture.

Adult education receives the greatest share of

attention, for most refugees are in this age group.

Exiled governments with large numbers of chil-

dren and young persons have, however, attempted

to provide them with schools, too, lest thieiijr edu—

31. Eduard Benes, “Unseen Struggle on the Third Front,”

New York Times Magazine, August 2, 1942, p. 8.
_

. ,

32. Each of the governments has one or more regular publica-

tions in which news from the occupied zones as well as from

abroad is circulated. These reviews usually take the form of

modestly printed pamphlets or mimeographed sheets. Their

circulation varies, but most of them are sent to a rather re-

stricted audience of editors, lecturers, writers and librarians, as

well as to fellow nationals abroad.

cation be completely disrupted by the war. Th&

Czechs support three schools in Britain, one of

which prepares pupils for attendance at English

universities, while the others supplement instruc-

tion given in English schools or give training in

the arts and crafts.
33 The Poles, Belgians, French

and Norwegians also operate some secondary

schools, and the Poles have a special college of

medicine at Edinburgh University and a school of

architecture at Liverpool University. In coopera-

tion with their British or American allies, some

of the governments have established educational

centers in London and New York.34
'35 In London

several national groups also support societies with

an intellectual bent, where literary activity can be

encouraged and social life enjoyed. In addition, all

publish magazines and newspapers in Britain and

America—some in their native language and others

in English—and include in them not only reports

of national news, but historical and literary articles

as well.36

PAYING THEIR EXPENSES

The governments-in-exile have invented some

ingenious ways of financing their administrations

and war efforts, and have also resorted to the an-

cient devices of loans and gifts. In general, five

methods have proved most popular.

(1) Most of the countries had funds abroad, par-

ticularly in the United States and Great Britain, on
f

which they have been able to draw.

(2) Large gold supplies were rushed out of

most of the countries by the fleeing governments

and sent to what appeared to be safer places of

deposit. In 1940 the Belgians, Luxembourgers, and

Poles selected the Bank of France for some of their

gold, but Marshal Henri Philippe Petain subse-

quently caused more than $200,000,000 of the Bel-

gian and Luxembourger gold to be turned over to

the Germans37 and the Pole’s supply to be frozen at

Dakar.38 The Norwegians, Dutch and Greeks, hav-

ing chosen the Bank of England, were more for-

tunate. The Czechs, however, deposited their gold

in the Bank of England to the order of the Bank

of International Settlements at Basle, and were

33. Czechoslovak Press Bureau releases (New York), Septem-

ber 18, 1942.

34-35. Inter-Allied Review, June 15, i942 » P* I 43*

36. For lists o£ institutions, societies and publications in Great

Britain, see The Who's Who of the Allied Governments, cited.

See also H. L. Scanlon, “European Governments in Exile,”

Memorandum Series, No. 3 (Washington, D.C., Carnegie En-
r

dowment for International Peace), January 15, 1942.

37. Belgium, March 12, 1941, p. 42 > York Times, No-

vember 7, 1942. Most of the Belgian gold was sent to Britain

and the United States.

38. The Poles recovered approximately $64,000,000 in I94 1

: by bringing a legal suit in the United States courts against the

representatives of the Bank of France in this country.
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later obliged by German pressure to put over

^6,000,000 at the disposal of the Deutsche Reichs-

bank before the war broke out in 1939.
39 The

French gold supply, which the Fighting French

would find very useful today, is stored at Mar-
tinique, one of the West Indies controlled by Vichy

until November 21, 1942. On the eve of the French

defeat, a large shipment of gold was sent from
Brest to Halifax, where the captain found orders

,to proceed to Martinique. Canadian officials, aware
that a Franco-German armistice was imminent,
tried to prevent his departure, but he slipped away
at night and out-distanced the belated pursuer they

sent after him.40

(3) Some of the Allied governments still re-

ceive regular fiscal returns. The Belgians’ chief

source of income is the Congo. In the case of

the Netherlands, the same was true until the

fall of the Dutch East Indies.41 Income taxes on
nationals abroad, regardless of responsibilities to

the governments under whom they live, offer the/

Norwegians and the Dutch some revenue,42 and
levies on merchant ships are made by the Yugo-
slavs, Poles, Greeks, Dutch and Belgians 43

(4) Most of the nations receive some contribu-

tions from their nationals or former nationals all

over the world. The Greeks and Yugoslavs, both

of whom have over a million of their countrymen
abroad, and the Norwegians, Czechoslovaks and
Poles have found this source particularly useful 44

(5) For a majority of the governments, the

most important source of income is borrowing, in

one form or other. Only the Dutch, Belgians and
Norwegians have thus far paid cash for all sup-

plies and expenses. British loans are
'

particularly

important in the case of the Poles and the Fighting

French, all of whose military expenses are met
in this way, with the understanding that they will

be repaid after the war.45 The Poles have a simi-

lar arrangement with the U.S.S.R.,46 and the Lux-
embourgers with the Belgians. United States lend-

lease agreements, involving varying amounts- of

aid, have been made with all the governments Ex-

cept Luxembourg.47

39. Lucy M. Sayre, Freedom in Exile : A Handbook of the

Governments in Exile (Washington, D.C., American Associa-

tion of University Women, 1942), p. 15. Later the Czechoslovak
government reached an agreement with the British on this

question.

40. W. A. Roberts, The French in the West Indies (New York,
Bobbs-Merrill, 1942), pp. 308-09.

41. Belgium, March 12, 1941, p. 42.

42. Sayre, Freedom in Exile, cited, pp. 19, 32.

43. Ibid., pp. 26, 23, 19, 32; Christian Science Monitor, No-
vember 4, 1942.

44. Sayre, Freedom in,Exile, cited, pp. 19, 26, ioj 15, 23.

45. Pribichevich, “The Exiled Governments,” cited, p. 170.

46. Poland Three Years After, cited, p. 2.

REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT UNDER DIFFICULTIES

With fascist puppets or Axis forces in control at

home, the governments in London are intent on
maintaining their constitutional and representa-

tive political institutions regardless of the difficul-

ties involved. And those difficulties are many and
serious. Chief among them is the possibility that

the terrible experiences of the conquered peoples

may create wide divergences between government
and nation despite the governments’ continuous

efforts to keep in touch through underground
channels. Moreover, difficulties arise from the lack

of political paraphernalia that a representative sys-

tem ordinarily employs, notably elections and criti-

cal parliaments. The reservoir of leadership that

democracy requires is also -lacking, for many of

the most able and popular political leaders of the

pre-war period refused to leave their countries,

and others were unable to do so. Today, therefore,

the governments still represent for the most part-

the political forces that happened to be in* control

at the time of defeat, although conditions at home
probably have been revolutionized in the interim 48

The Belgians, Dutch, Luxembourgers and Nor-
wegians have made only minor Cabinet changes

since their arrival in London, and there seems to

be no indication of any forthcoming modifications

at the present time. The same generalization holds

true for the Fighting French, who have added
new leaders to their National Committee in order

to emphasize the unity that exists between the

underground and de Gaulle rather than to make
any marked shift in politics. Chief among these

new Fighting Frenchmen is Andre Philip, a so-

cialist deputy from 1936 to 1939 and, during 1941-

42, editor of Liberation, one of the chief organs of

the French underground.49 Philip has declared that

his appointment is an indication that the organiza-

tions of resistance are “an integral part of the forces

of Fighting France, carrying on in the interior of

the territory a struggle which comes within the

plan of action of the allies.”
50

On the other hand, important changes in per-

sonnel and policy have been made by the Greeks

and Poles. Greece, when invaded, had been under

martial law and without parliamentary institutions

for four years. In 1936 General John Metaxas de-

47! ^See the President’s sixth report to Congress on Lend-Lease
Operation* September 14, 1942, 77th Congress, 2nd session,

House Doc. No. 839 (Washington, D.C., Government Printing

Office), p. 11. The Fighting French signed a reciprocal-aid

agreement on September 3, 1942. Department of State Bulletin,

September 5, J942, p. 734.

48. For a statement of the view that the governments abroad 4

may fail to represent their people, see The New Republic (New
York), October 26, 1942, p. 528.

49. Free France, August 1, 1942, p. 56.

50. Address over BBC, Free France, August 15, 1942, p. 78.
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dared that a Communist threat made his personal

rule necessary and that Parliamentary democracy

was ended in Greece forever.
t
However, after the

military disaster of 1941, the death of Metaxas, the

growth of far-left demands in Greece coincident

with famine and disease and, it seems likely, the*

pressure of United Nations’ opinion, the Greek

government-in-exile effected a series of changes.

It announced on February 4, 1942 that the demo-
cratic charter of 1911 was in full force where cir-

cumstances “do not make its application impos-

sible”;
51 subsequendy dismissed the Minister of

'

Justice, Stelios Dimitrakakis, who had long been

known as a foe of trade unions; and appointed as

a new member of the Cabinet Panajotis Kan-
nellopoulos, a former leader of the underground

and the reputed idol of Greek youth.52

The Poles’ changes in policy have been similarly

marked. On June 11, 1941, for example, the Po-

lish Cabinet in London condemned “any anti-

Semitic policies” as harmful to the Polish cause.53

In part, the statement was probably a reply to

German propaganda that it was the Jews who were

responsible for the downfall of Poland in 1939, but

it seems also to have been a reflection of insistence

at home that this policy of the pre-war totalitarian

regime be rejected in the future Poland. The Si-

korski government, furthermore^ has departed from
the record of the earlier government by making a

number of pro-labor statements, and late in No-
vember 1942 reports from London indicated that

the Polish. National Council was considering sweep-

ing land reform and industrial socialization.
54

REPRESENTATION VERSUS UNITY

.

^ To be representative and, at the same time, pre-

sent a united front is usually difficult; and the

governments have generally preferred to sacrifice

party discussion to national unity. As a result, single

national parties have sprung up.55
"59 The Nor-

wegians and Czechs, for example, have govern-

ments resting on coalitions of their pre-war parties.

The Poles, similarly, have a Cabinet of “national

unity and defense,” which is composed of repre-

sentatives of the four strongest parties in pre-war

Poland.60 The Fighting* French also insist that they'

represent no political party, and that old class and

party lines have lost their meaning in the France

51. For text of Cabinet announcement, see Inter-Allied^ Review^
March 15, 1942, p. 52. *

_

!

52. Free Europe

,

February 27, 1942, p. 78; also, Christian

Science Monitor, May 5, 1942. S'*

53. A News Bulletin on Eastern European Affairs (Polish In-

formation Center, New York), June 26, 1941, p. 3.

54. New York Times, November 24, 1942.

55-59. The Communists, however, remain,excluded from mem-
bership in any of the governments.

60.

BBC, Polish News Service, February 25, 1942.

of post-1940.61 De Gaulle himself has repeatedly

said: “I am not a politician—I have not and I do

not want to have any political ties. My goal is the

union of all Frenchmen for the resurrection of#

France.”62

These attempts to be nonpolitical, essential and
inevitable though they are in strengthening the

governments during the war, sometimes produce

confusing situations. They result, for example, in

the rallying to the United Nations of some ele-

ments that are far from democratic in sympathy*

In October 1942 the Fighting French, whose policy

is to accept any one not directly responsible for the

armistice,63 warmly welcomed Charles Vallin, vice

president of the old Croix de Feu, a rightist group

which had been one of the steady supporters of

Marshal Petain. Far from repudiating his rightist

views, Vallin stated *hat he came to join de Gaulle

“without giving up or denying any of my ideas or

friendships.”64 This reception by the Fighting

French of a man with an anti-democratic oudook
disturbed not only Englishmen and Americans,65

but progressive groups among the French emigres

as well. Both the Groupe Jean Jaures and the Cen-

trale Syndicate Frangaise passed resolutions criticiz-

ing de Gaulle’s acceptance of Vallin,66 but the Gen-

eral nevertheless gave the ex-rightist leader a post

with the Fighting French Forces in Africa.

HINDRANCES TO POST-WAR PLANNING

The moratorium on politics complicates the prob-

lems of post-war planning as well as the waging of

the war. All-inclusive national parties hinder the

crystallization of any distinct ideas concerning the

future, for political groups which cooperate only

for the purpose of winning the war frequently find

it difficult to agree on definite post-war plans.67

This handicap to planning the peace is, however,

by no means the only one under which the ex-

iled governments labor. In addition, they are de-

terred from speaking out clearly by the danger of

reprisals against friends and relatives at home, the

61. Victor Vinde, “In Defeated France,” Foreign Affairs, Oc-

tober 1942, p. 64. They admit, however, that the main centers

of their support are the labor organizations, schools and uni-

versities, and churches. See Paul Vaucher, “The Meaning of the

French Resistance,” Political Quarterly (London), November-
December 1941, p. 366. ,

62. See Barrfes, Charles de Gaulle, cited, pp. 243-44.

63. In May 1942 the Fighting French rejected .Camille Chau-
temps’ application for membership because, as Vice Premier in

the Petain government, he had played a part in the signing of

the"armistice. PM (New York), May 21, 1942.

64. New York Times, September 18, 1942.

65. Ibid,

66. H. J. Laski, “A London Diary,” The New Statesman and
Nation (London), October 10, 1942, p. 234.

67. “Underground Politics,” Economist (London), August 15,

1942, pp. 197-98.
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absence of some of their most competent Specialists,

their inevitable uncertainty as to the effects of the

war on all phases of post-war life
68 and, above all,

by their recognition of the necessity for submitting

their plans to the people after the war.69 Despite

these limitations, however, planning the peace is

one of the Allied governments* major objectives

—

one, in fact, which many of the statesmen in Lon-

don consider just as crucial and even more difficult

than winning the war.70 All have either set up
special research agencies to study reconstruction,

especially in the economic field, or have assigned

this work to an already existing staff of experts.

BLUEPRINTS FOR RELIEF
,

'

All the governments agree that ways and means
of bringing relief to their countries immediately

the war is over must be workedout now.71 A few

Have drawn up plans for supplying their nations

with food, clothing, housing and transportation,

and the Dutch have already begun to store goods

which they think will be needed.72 Requirements,

however, outrun the resources of any of the gov-

ernments, and the British since September 24, 1941

have cooperated by setting up an Inter-Allied Post-

War Requirements Bureau within the Ministry of

Economic Warfare. Under the' chairmanship of

Sir Frederick Leith-Ross some food supplies have

already been stored in the Empire for shipment

when needed, and a few plans have been made
for pooling the Allied shipping required for dis-

tribution.73 The United States took a similar' step

on November 21, 1942/ when President Roosevelt

appointed ex-Governor Herbert H. Lehman of New
York Director of Foreign Relief and Rehabilita-

tion, and instructed him to plan the feeding, cloth-

ing and rehabilitation of countries which are

friendly to or occupied by the United Nations.74

68. Ethel John Lindgreen, “Reconstruction Research Conducted

in Britain by the European Allies,” Agenda (London), July

1942, p. 255; Egon Raushofen-Wertheimer, “The Governments

In Exile,” The Voice of Austria (Ottawa), December 1942, p. 7.

69. Polish Feature and News Service (New York), No. 28;

“Outlook for France,” Planning (London), September 22, 1942,

No. 193; Eduard Benes at the opening session of the Third

Czechoslovak State Council, London, Czechoslovak Press Bureau

releases, November 17, 1942.

70. Dr. Pieter Gerbrandy, in Rebuilding Europe—Allied States-

men Look Ahead in Talks to Valentine Heywood (London,,

Cassells, 1942), P* *3*

71. For text of resolution by eleven Allied nations signed in

London on August 14, 1941, see Inter-Allied Review, October^

I5> I 94 I > P* *•

72 ; For speech by Anthony Eden, see ibid., p. 7.

73. No public reports have been made by the Leith-Ross Com-
mission to date. For a discussion of the commission, see H. P.

Whidden, Jr., “As Britain Sees the Post-War World,” Foreign

Policy Reports, October 15, 1942, p. 204.

74. New York Times,
November 22, 1942.

ATLANTIC CHARTER OUTLINES PEACE

When the governments look beyond immediate

post-war relief to essential conditions for a recon-

structed Europe, they agree on the principles of

the Atlantic Charter which, in Churchill’s phrase,

is the rough and ready wartime statement of the

goal; but when they specifically interpret the Char-

ter’s statements, they differ among themselves and'

also with the other United Nations.75 For example,

although they heartily endorse well-known

third point of the Atlantic agreement—“the right

of all peoples to choose the form of government

under which they will live”—they find that it pre-

sents problems, particularly in Central and East-

ern Europe where nationally homogeneous states

have never existed. To further complicate the' sit-

uation, the war has increased the minorities prob-

lem, for the Germans have moved great numbers

of Jews, workers from the occupied countries to

distant industrial centers, and families from strate-

gic zones. In considering this matter, most of the

governments simply hope for the return of these

thousands of people to their pre-war homes, but

President Benes, whose country was so disastrously

affected by its German minority prior to, 1939, has

suggested that “it will be necessary after this war

to carry out a transfer of populatipns on a very

much larger scale than after the last war.” He
adds, apparently with the record of the Greco-

Turkish forcible exchange of populations after

1923 in mind: “This must be done in as hu-

mane a manner as possible, internationally organ-

ized and internationally financed.” Recognizing that

it will not be possible to move all minorities, he

goes on to urge that the Atlantic Charter’s principle

be interpreted in terms of “human democratic

rights” protected by the government under which

they live, but that it must not be construed in such

a way as to give them “the character of interna-

tionally recognized political and legal units, with

the possibility of again becoming sources of dis-

turbances.”76

“hard peace” demanded

The Atlantic Charter’s declaration that nations

shall be afforded the means of dwelling in safety

within their own boundaries is interpreted by the

exiled governments as meaning a “hard peace” for

Gefman^! Several of them, having experienced a

German invasion before, charge that Germany is

tffe" chief aggressor in Europe and should be pun-

75. Anthony Eden, in Rebuilding Europe, cited, p. viii.

76. Eduard Benes, “The Organization of Post-War Europe,"

Foreign Affairs, January 1942, pp. 15-16. Bernard Newman
states: “It is almost certain that exchanges or transfers of popu-

lation will form an" important part of the machinery for the

reconstruction of Europe.” Free Europe, March 13, I942j P* 86.
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ished accordingly. The Poles contend that “Hider
is not the author of the pan-German idea—he is

not the originator of the conception of the biologi-

cal extermination of the Polish nation. Hitler only
raised the instincts and ambitions dormant in the

soul of every German.”77President Benes similarly

indicts the Reich as the nation “which ever and
again hurls the world into terrible wars in which
it commits shame and barbarity As a remedy he
has insisted that “there must be a decentralized

[German] confederation. In fact, Prussia herself

should be divided into three or four State units.

And Germany as a whole must be restricted to her
pre-1938 frontiers, with possible rectification in

favour of her neighbors, if they are demanded in

the interests of European security.”78

Experience with the armies of occupation has

further convinced the exiled governments that they

are in a better position than the other Allies to

know what should be done with Germany. The
Central European Observer declares: “You have to

live with people to get to know them. Some of the

free people of Europe have had now more than
three years of the German occupation.”79 Acting
on this first-hand knowledge, the eight govern-

ments and the Fighting French signed a pledge on
January 13, 1942, stating that one of their principal

war aims Was “the punishment through the chan-
nels of organized justice of those guilty and re-

sponsible for these crimes [in the occupied coun-
tries].”.

80 In the ensuing months some of the gov-
ernments have broadcast instructions to their citi-

zens to draw up evidence of crimes committed in

preparation for the day of reckoning.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION '

During the war the governments in London have
had practical experience in cooperating as United
Nations on the military front, in inter-Allied meet-
ings on specific wartime problems, and even in

handling their press relations through inter-Allied

information centers.
81 In considering the questions

of how much of this cooperation will last on into

the post-war period, one thing, at least, appears

certain—all have been disillusioned by neutrality,

and with one accord label it a bankrupt policy.82

77. Black. Book °f Poland (New York, Putnam, 1942), pp.
149-51; also Polish Feature and News Service, cited, No. 57.

78. Benes, “The Organization of Post-War Europe,”
t
cited; p.^5,

79. Central European Observer, January 23, 1942, p.$2i.

80. For full record of the conference and resolution on Ger-
man war crimes, see Inter-Allied Review

,

February 15,1 942.
'

81. The Inter-Allied Information Center in London and the
United Nations Information Office in New York function as
central clearing - houses for data concerning their supporters.
The New York office publishes the bi-monthly Inter-Allied
Review.

82. This view has been stated by representatives of all the.

governments in Rebuilding Europe, cited.

A.

But in seeking satisfactory partners with whom "to

cooperate in the, future, few hope to find them in

a world-wide structure for peace similar to the

League of Nations, or in an ambitious plan for a

United* States of Europe.83 They consider a new „

international organization desirable and worth-

while as a goal, but only for the distant future if,

indeed, it is ever realized.

SECURITY THROUGH FEDERATIONS ?

Instead of looking to a league, many of the gov-

ernments hopefully turn toward the maintenance

of the present war-community of the United Na-
tions.

84 But, if this should not be practicable, they

are willing to collaborate with like-minded neigh-

bors.85 A Scandinavian bloc, such as that proposed

in 1940, could presumably be built on such a basis

as this, for Norway Sweden, Denmark, Iceland

and Finland have kindred institutions. The war,

however, has affected the five nations differendy.

Trygve Lie, Norwegian* Foreign Minister, con-

tinues, nevertheless, to declare that He hopes there

will be post-war cooperation between all the Scan-

dinavian states, although he admits this necessarily

depends on factors which cannot be weighed until

after the war is over.86
,

^
Another possible area for cooperation is in East-

ern and Central Europe. Here two federal unions

have been planned.87 The Czechs and Poles pro-

pose their future confederation in order “to assure

common policy with regard to foreign affairs; de-

fense, economic and financial matters; social ques-

tions; transport, posts and telegraphs.”88 The
Yugoslavs and Greeks envisage a similar union,

and have gone on to draw up specific blueprints

for putting it into effect.
89 These two federations,

by complementing each other politically and eco-

nomically, hope to buildup a powerful bloc which
could repel aggression from without.

Federations, even though set up to solve their

region’s particular problems, need not be closed

corporations, and those proposed in Central and

83. See J. Anton de Haas, Postwar Reconstruction of the
Netherlands (New York, Netherlands Information Bureau,

1942), p. 19; Eduard Benes, “The New Order in Europe,” The
Nineteenth Century (London), September 1941, p. 154.

84. See Eduard Benes, “Future of the Small Nations and the
Idea of Federation,” speech" to the Foreign Press Association,

New York, April 28, 1942; statement by Trygve Lie, Inter-

Allied Review

,

March 15, 1942, pp. 57-58.

85. Inter-AUied Review, March 15, 1942, pp. 9-10.

86. Ibid., June 15, 1942, p. 140.

87. Josef Hanc, Eastern Europe and the United States (Boston,

World Peace Foundation, 1942), pp. 68-72.

88. For Polish-Czechoslovak Agreement of January 23, 1942;
see Dean, “European Agreements for Post-War Reconstruction*”
cited, p. 9.

89. For Greek-Yugoslav Agreement of January 15, 1942, see

ibid., pp. 10-11.
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Eastern Europe are intended to be nonexclusive.

Both visualize the ultimate adhesion of their neigh-

bors who are now Axis partners—provided they

become democratic for, as Benes has insisted: “We
could not confederate with, an authoritarian Austria

or a feudal Hungary.”90 Moreover, both have stated

their eagerness to cooperate with the Anglo-Saxon

world and Russia. Momcilo Nincitch, Yugo-

slav Foreign Minister, states emphatically that

“Britain is in Europe and of Europe, and must play

her part if peace and prosperity are to be achieved

in Europe.” ,On the need for American collaboration

in post-war Europe there is also general agreement.

The Norwegians and Dutch, whose interests are on

the seas and in far parts of the world as well as

on the continent, are among the strongest sup-

porters of cooperation with Britain and America.

Russia’s place in a reconstructed Europe is em-

phasized, too, and by none more strongly than

Benes, who insists: “I have always fought against

the idea that Britain and Russia do not belong to

the European continent.”91

REMODELED ECONOMIES

Economic problems are not overlooked by the

exiled governments. In fact, although their plans

for international security differ, they all spring

from the realization that economic welfare is’ es-

sential to lasting peace. But precisely what methods

should be used to end economic crises, mass un-

employment and the struggle for markets is a

question on which these Allied statesmen are

somewhat at odds. Some endorse collective econo-

mies which depart completely from the liberal

system, believing that the war has made a nation-'

ally planned economy under the direction of the

state necessary in all countries .

92 Others, however,

notably the Belgians, believe that great dangers are

inherent in planning, and hope for a middle course

between it and laissez faire.

Particular stress is placed on the importance of

having large-scale economic units in dealing with

problems of employment and agrarian reform 93

This need for international cooperation has long

been axiomatic for the heavily industrialized Bel-

gians, who must have a large foreign market, and

go. Rebuilding Europe, cited, p. 45; for a similar view in an

address by Dr. Hubert Ripka to the Czechoslovak State Council

on January 7, 1942, see Inter'Allied Review
, March 15, 1942,

pp. 48-49.

91. Sec Rebuilding Europe, cited, p. 36; also pp. 11, 30, 47.

92. For a Norwegian statement, see Inter-Allied Review, March

15, 1942, p. 57; for Polish plans, see New Yor\ Times, Decem-
ber 5, 1942.'

93. See Benes, “Organization of Post-War Europe,’* cited, p. 17.

the Norwegians, whose shipping services must find

employment abroad. But in Central and Eastern

Europe, too, the need for international cooperation

is now emphasized. In this section of the continent

—which the French economist, Francis Delaisi,

once called “the draught-horse” region to distin-

guish it from “the steam-horse” region of the

.west
94—agricultural production is low and indus-

tries are. lacking except in a few localities. The
need for remedying this situation has been rec-

ognized in the planning of the proposed fed-

erated .bloc in the region, which in the words of

one of its supporters, Jan Stanczyk, Polish Minister

of Labor, is intended “to make possible both the

development of their own industry and economy
and . . . forever abolish the economic hegemony and

consequent political domination of Germany .”95

Some steps have already been taken to convert

these principles into working arrangements. The
Czechs and Poles, and the Yugoslavs and Greeks,

have pledged themselves to establish customs

unions, common monetary policies, and joint sys-

tems of transportation and communication. In ad-

dition to these minimum essentials of economic

cooperation, these four nations have signed a

Declaration of common aims
,

96 and set up a

Central and Eastern European Planning Board in

New York97 and an agricultural commission in

London to study and recommend plans for the re-

vamping of their industry and agriculture, par-

ticularly in relation to the social and economic

standards of the peasant population. But as yet,

although many problems have been clarified and

some adjustments suggested, much remains to be

done in working out practical remedies.

CONCLUSION

The role of the legal governments representing

the. occupied countries of Europe is threefold: to

increase the war effort of the United Nations, to

maintain contact with the isolated conquered

peoples and encourage their continued resistance,

and to keep their national point of view on the

post-war world before their allies. And although

the present exiled leaders themselves may not long

remain in power, they are'in a position to serve as a

very useful bridge between the periods of war and

permanently established peace.

94 Lcs deux Europes (Paris, Payot, 1929), p. 28.

95. Broadcast to Poland, November 12, 1941 (Polish Informa-

tion Center releases).

96. . United Nations Agreements and Documents (New York,

Commission to Study the Organization of Peace, July >1942), p. 4.

97. Ibid., *pp.. 4-5; see also,' Documents and Reports (New
York, Central -and, Eastern European Planning Board, 1942).
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Who’s Who in thi#Exiled Governments
By Winifred N. Hadsel and OnavK. D. Ringwood

Belgium. The Belgian Constitution and a law of

September 7, 1939 declared that, in case of emergency,

all the government’s powers should be transferred to

one member of the Cabinet. Soon after the end of the

fighting in Belgium, A. de Vleeschauwer, Minister for

Colonies, went to London to prepare the way for the

establishment of the Belgian government there. Within

the next few weeks de Vleeschauwer was joined by six

other members of the Cabinet, including Hubert

Pierlot, Prime Minister since February 1939, and ten

members of parliament, who together formed an ad-

visory "‘Belgian Parliamentary Office.”

Czechoslovakia. On October 5, 1938, a week after

the Munich Agreement, Eduard Benes, President of

Czechoslovakia since December 1935, resigned under

German pressure and went first to England and then

to the United States. Immediately following Hider’s

occupation of Prague the following March, however,

he organized a movement to reestablish the Czecho-

slovak Republic. With the outbreak of war in Septem-

ber 1939, a Czechoslovak National Committee was

formed in Paris. Since then, the Committee has been

transformed into a Provisional Government in London,

with Benes as President, and granted recognition by all

the United Nations and several of the South Ameri-

can countries. Among its 14 Cabinet members are

Premier Mgr. Jan Sramek and Foreign Minister Jan

Masaryk. There is also a State Council—an advisory

.$pdy of 43 members—which is appointed annually by

-President Benes.

fighting french. On June 23, 1940, the day after

Marshal Henri Philippe Petain’s government signed

• an armistice with Germany, General Charles de Gaulle,

a veteran of the war and Under Secretary for National

v Defense and War in the government of Paul Reynaud,

charged that Petain had capitulated unnecessarily,

and was no longer an independent agent. In order to

protect “the fundamental interests of France,” de

Gaulle formed a Provisional Free French National

Committee under his presidency and proceeded to

continue the war on the side of the Allies. Several of

the French colonies at once rallied to his cause, and

were placed under a Council for the Defense of the

Free French Empire. On September 24, 1941 de Gaulle

reorganized and enlarged the National Committee in

order to make it more effective as a 'Cabinet. On July

14, 1942 the Free French changed their name to the

Fighting French.

Greece. Two Greek Prime Ministers, John Metaxas

and Alexander Koryzis, have died since the beginning

of the war. The present Premier, Emmanuel J.

*

3*$bu-

deros, financial expert and former Minister of For-

eign Affairs, came to office on April 21, 1941, a month

before the Axis occupied the whole of Greece: Al-

though he and four other members of his government,

together with King George II, later came to London,

other ' Cabinet officials are either in Cairo or the

United States.

Luxembourg. Grand Duchess Charlotte, the con-

stitutional and hereditary monarch of Luxembourg,

is at present in Canada. Two members of the Cabinet,

which was appointed in November 1937, are in Lon-

don and two in Toronto, both of which places are

official seats of the government. The President of the

government is Joseph Bech, leader of the Catholic

party^
c^netherlands. The Dutch Constitution provides

that the seat of the government shall never leave Hol-

land. Queen Wilhelmina, the constitutional monarch

of The Netherlands, has reconciled this provision with

her present necessity by ruling that the Dutch gov-

ernment has taken “temporary headquarters” in Lon-

don. At the head of the Cabinet of 14 Ministers in

London is the leader of the Anti-Revolutionary (con-

servative Protestant) party, P. S. Gerbrandy, who is

also^Minister for the Coordination of Warfare.

6/norway. Norway had a Labor government from

1935, when Johan Nygaardsvold became Prime Min-

ister, until the German invasion in April 1940. At

that time the Storting decided to give the government

a broader national basis by adding to the Cabinet of n
members three representatives of the other main par-

ties. Norway’s constitutional monarch, King Haakon
VII, and the government left Norway on June 7, 1940,

when the Allied forces withdrew from the country.

Poland. The Polish Constitution of 1935 provides

that the President can nominate his successor in case of

emergency. When the invasion of Poland began on

September 1, 1939, therefore, President Ignacy

Moscicki nominated Marshal Eduard Smigly-Rydz,

the national political leader, as his successor. Then,

lest both he and Smigly-Rydz be unable to act as free

agents, Moscicki named as his second appointee

Wladyslaw Raczkiewicz, former Speaker of the Sen-

ate. On September 30, when Moscicki and Smigly-

Rydz were interned in Rumania, the President re-

signed his post and Raczkiewicz at once took over the

office in Paris and appointed General Wladyslaw

Sikorski, who,was laying the foundations for a Polish

Army in France, both as Commander-in-Chief and

Premier. Nine more representatives of the four largest

Polish parties were subsequently appointed to the

Cabinet.

i^yugoslavia. Yugoslavia was under a Regency

Council from the assassination of King Alexander in

Marseilles in 1934 until “the bloodless revolution” of

March 25-26, 1941, staged by opponents of the gov-

ernment’s adherence to the Axis. General Dushan

Simkovitch, who had taken part in the coup d'etat

,

became Premier, and the royal power was placed in

the hands of * 17-year-old Peter II, son of King Alex-

ander. Less than two weeks after these political

changes had taken place, Yugoslavia was invaded by

German forces and King Peter and his government

were forced to flee. The top-ranking positions in the

Cabinet were reorganized in January 1942, and Dr.

Slobodan Yovanovitch, a liberal and a student of

British political institutions, became Premier.
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FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS
Now that the United States is in the war with all her power and resources,

it is the responsibility of every American to know the facts about what
is happening.

FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS will give you the help you need. They deal

with the latest developments and the historical background of the important
world problems of our times. In the program of Reports planned for 1942,

special attention will be given to problems of the war and of post-war
reconstruction which are of immediate concern to the American people.

FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS are prepared by a staff of research experts

under the direction of Vera Micheles Dean. Each expert has not only special-

ized knowledge in a particular field of international relations but facility in

presenting facts and ideas clearly and succinctly.

FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS are based on material obtained from official

texts and pronouncements, from the foreign press, and from direct personal

contact with government officials, political leaders and writers. They are

carefully documented and scholarly. Published twice a month, they keep you
close touch with major developments throughout the' world,

A

FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS are submitted before publication to critical

analysis by outside authorities with differing points of view in- order to insure

true impartiality. As a result, they combine the integrity and objective author-

ity of the research expert with the clarity and conciseness- of the journalist.

TO F.P.A. MEMBERS Only — $3.00 A YEAR

(24 Issues — Regular rate- is $5 a year)

FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION, Incorporated

Midston House, 22 East 38th Street, New York, N. Y.

Enclosed is $3. Please enter my subscription to FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS
at the special rate to members.

Name

Address
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The wot is profoundly altering the position of le United States

in the world In partnership with twenty-eight other naions, we

are engaged in a struggle to liberate people everywhere from

the forces of aggression and tyranny, To this end American

soldiers, sailors, aviators, technicians and laborers are perform-

ing services in every quarter of the world

THE CITIZEN ASSIES A NEW ROLE, The necessities of

global war have brought the world to our very doors, As citi-

zens, we should equip ourselvesnow to play the new role which

American democracy requires of us, Global war and post-war

reconstruction are our concern,

THE FPA'S FICTION, For knowledge and understanding of

the problems involved in winning the war and the peace, the

Foreign Policy Association offers you, through its publications

and discussion meetings, a complete and accurate record of

events both at home and abroad in the field of world affairs,

together with thoughtful, reliable interpretation of their under-

lying causes,

TODAY,,, AND TOMORROW, In the months ahead, le Asso-

i i i

size ’pamphlets. Written in a popular

page weekly which includes a Wash-

ington News Letter twice a monl, Its

which are presented in le long-term

Associate Membership S3

more,

includes i fpa pitotas. & Assistance of le staff in answering

recommf

Ing lists, and fumfi

in compuni

THEMWOIK

The work of le Foreign Polcy Association is sig-

nificant not only through its national membership

but also through le wide scope of its education

program, Foreign Polcy publications reach thou-

sands of civilians in all walks of 1, students I

schools and colleges, and men in the armed forces.

The Research Department is responsible for the

preparation of Foreign Polcy Reports and le For-

eign Policy Bulletin, Its permanent staff of experts

base leir writings on fist hand sources of news

as well as on frequent interviews wil govern-

ment officials, political leaders and writers,

The Washington Bureau is an essential outpost of

le Association's information service and an ac-

tive center for maintaining constant contact wil

the State Department, government officials and

agencies, and foreign embassies.

FPA Saturday Luncheon Discussions serve le all-

important purpose of presenting to le American

pubic le various phases of current international

problems and of American foreign polcy, FPA

forums, institutes, lecture series and dinners held

throughout le year afford fuller opportunity for

discussion,

The Popular Education Department's major activ-

ity is le publication of Headline Books, of which a

million and a half copies have been distributed

Bath Braille and Spanish editions have been pre-

pared for certain titles, The Department's program

also includes le preparation of sidy material for

discussion groups, le organization of institutes on

world affairs for discussion leaders, and forums

and study groups for students I schools and col-

leges,

i i i

The FPA which has no endowment welcomes

your support. Its operating expenses must be met

by membership fees, subscriptions to publica-

tions, sale of literature and contributions from

foundations and individuals who believe in its

research work and its education program.

We cordially invite you to become a member of the Associa-

tion, The privileges of membership are outlined on the following

page,

come tax,
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Comments from Recent Letters . .

.

and, as one can see, alter most careful study and research,"

1 1 1

"I think this last (Headline Book) ol yours a great piece of work,

It is as interesting to read as a novel and cuts like a knife

through the confusion and muddled thinking that characterize

many of our discussions,"

1 i i

"I simply wish to say that I appreciate more than I can tell

you the spirit in which you write, There is so much that is be-

ing written and spoken about the world situation today that

leaves out the consideration of the underlying principles with-

out which nothing good is ever done,"

1 i i

"I have been Intending to congratulate you on the sound inter-

pretations of international affairs appealing in the FPA Bulle-

tins which I have been following closely for the past few years,

Tour suggestions for post-war settlements seem to me to come

closer to workability than those of others writing and lecturing

in this field,,,

"

i 1 1

"lust a note to congratulate you on the United Nations Report,

I had embarked two weeks ago on an attempt to get material

for a visual presentation of the United Nations and was ex-

pecting to have to plow through endless stuff, and not then be

sure I had all the Inks, Now the FPA hands me exactly what

I've been looking for,"
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I enclose $ for membership in the Foreign Policy Association
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AFRICAN OFFENSIVES OPEN "SIDE DOOR" TO GERMANY
A S the war in Europe enters its fourth winter, the

Allied offensive in North Africa appears on the

point of breaking the deadlock Hitler had hoped to

create. On November 7, while General Montgomery
was forcing the remnants of Rommel’s shattered

army toward the Libyan border, strong American
forces suddenly landed at key points along the 1600-

mile .coastline of French Morocco and Algeria. Sup-

ported by Allied naval units, American landing par-

ties under the'suprfeme command of General Dwight
' D. 'Eisenhower gained Strategic footholds on ffie

North African coast from 'Agadir on the Atlantic

to Algiers on the Mediterranean. An extension of
these positions eastward into Tunisia to effect a junc- •

tion with British forces .driving westward through
Libya appears to be developing.

This Allied offensive against French territory was
made necessary by the refusal of France’s military

leaders in June 1940 to continue the fight against

the Nazis from their North African bases. It was
ultimately made possible both by the British decision

in July 1940 to strip Britain of desperately needed-

troops to strengthen the defenses of Egypt, and by
Hitler’s even more fateful decision just a year later

to destroy Russia’s military power before he had
gained control of the whole of North Africa and
the Near East.

This great amphibious undertaking depended for

full success on the victory gained over Rommel
by brilliant coordination of superior Allied air,

land and sea power under General Alexander and
‘

General Montgomery. Thus, the American offensive,

carefully timed to coincide with that of the British,

'

can be viewed as the second phase of a single Allied

move aimed at the reconquest of a vital position lost

to the anti-Axis forces by the collapse of France in

1940. But it is clearly more than that. It is also part
of a grand strategy which envisages the encircling

of German Europe by control of its most exposed

flank. All reports from General Eisenhower’s head-

quarters suggest that Vichy’s resistance in North Af-
rica is not likely to be sustained and that the second

phase of the Allied offensive may be even more
rapidly realized than the first. President Roosevelt’s

declaration to the French people that the Allies are

waging a war of liberation, not of conquest, will un-

doubtedly facilitate military operations by increasing

support for General Giraud, who took command of

pro-Allied French forces in North Africa on Novem-
ber^-

~ ~ ~ -- ~ "'1

SHORTENING OF SUPPLY ROUTES. The most
obvious advantage to be expected from the success-

ful conclusion of this pincers attack is the open-
ing of the Mediterranean to Allied shipping. Supply
routes to the Middle East, Russia and India would
be shortened by from seven to. ten thousand miles.

Even if Crete were not. wrested from the Nazis,

Allied air and naval forces operating from bases

on the North African coast should be able to keep
the Mediterranean open its full length. Even more
important prospects are unfolded with respect to

both the bombing of strategic objectives in Italy and
the Balkans and the establishment of a land front

on the Mediterranean coast of Europe. Landings in

Yugoslavia, Italy and southern France should not'be

dismissed from a reckoning of the new situation.

Whether or not any of these developments materi-

alize in the coming months, their very potentiality

constitutes a threat which must impose a heavy strain

on Nazi resources of men and material. The pros-

pect of invasion is bound to heighten tension in Italy,

and may possibly precipitate domestic clashes which
would necessitate an increase in German occupation

troops. French reaction is not yet altogether clear,

but the Nazis may feel compelled to take over the

whole of unoccupied France. A Nazi move into Spain
also appears possible. Repercussions from this latest

Allied move will be felt at the other end of the Medi-
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terranean as well, where Turkey will be even more de-

termined to resist Axis aggression. "While there is no
reason to contemplate a large-scale withdrawal of

German troops from the Russian front, Hitler will

have to divert considerable air strength and possibly

some mechanized forces either from the East or

northern France to meet the new threats from the

south. It would be dangerous to assume that Hitler

has been caught napping, but his threat of Novem-
ber 8 that he would strike a counterblow in answer
to the American action can hardly be fulfilled in the

Mediterranean region without weakening the Ger-
man position on some other front.

NEW PHASE OF WAR OPENED. Whatever
move Hitler may make, it seems clear that the pres- -

ent Allied offensive, taken in conjunction with the

fact that the Russian armies have now halted the

Nazis from Murmansk to the Caucasus, marks a new
and decisive stage in the war against, the western
Axis partners. Action in Africa can hardly be called

the “second front,” but it may well lead to a second

front—in southern rather than western Europe. Popu-

lar support of a strategy that would force Hitler into

a two-front war in Europe, dreaded by Germany since

the time of Bismarck, should not blind us to the pos-

sibility that the Allies, in this war, may turn to other

patterns than simply a frontal attack on Germany

through western Europe. Taking advantage of the

lessons learned at tremendous- cost on the Western

Front in the last war, and of the freedom of move-

ment afforded them by their command of the seas,

the Allies may plan a three-front or even a four-front

war against Germany. With the Russian armies still

holding the bulk of German strength in the East,

an attack on Hitler’s exposed southern flank may
prove to be but the first of several fronts to be opened

in western and northern Europe, as well as in the

Mediterranean. Undue optimism at this point is un-

warranted, but continued Russian resistance and

further Anglo-American offensives hold the promise

of a gradually unfolding pattern of victory.

Howard P. Whidden, Jr.

STALIN’S SPEECH CLEARS INTERNATIONAL ATMOSPHERE
British victories in Egypt and invasion of French

North Africa by American forces have been hailed

in Moscow not as the equivalent of a second front

—

since they do not constitute a direct blow at Ger-
many and therefore offer no immediate relief to the

Russians—but as the harbinger of an Allied offensive

against the Axis in the Mediterranean- theatre of
war; For the Russians realize that Allied command
of the Mediterranean would, as Vice President Wal-
lace said to the Congress of American-Soviet Friend-

ship on November 7, open “the shortest possible

supply route to southern Russia,” and thus link the

Battle for the Atlantic with the Battle for the Cau-
casus.

GERMAN THREAT TO CAUCASUS. From the

Russian point of view, the most important move that

the Allies could undertake at this moment would be
a diversion of German land forces from the eastern

front—a diversion the operations in Africa cannot
provide, if only because it would be physically diffi-

cult for Hitler to transport large forces across the

For a survey of military strategy in Africa and of
the natural resources of' the African continent,

READ:

Africa and the World Conflict

by Louis E. Frechtling
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Mediterranean at the present juncture. For the time

being, therefore, the Russians, as Stalin pointed out

in his November 7 address to the Moscow Soviet

on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Bolshevik

revolution, must continue to wrestle with some 200

German divisions—a far more formidable force'than

that put in the field against Russia by Napoleon,

or even by Kaiser Wilhelm.

Nor has the danger threatening Russia been avert-

ed by the stubborn resistance of Stalingrad’s defend-

ers. While all eyes have been focused 'on that key

city, the Germans have made rapid advances in the

area of the Caucasus. The capture of Nalchik and

Alagir brought the Germans to the northern end of

the Ossetian Military Highway, within reach of the

Georgian Military Highway—the one road across the

Caucasus that remains open a considerable part of

the winter. The main object of the Germans in this

theatre now is to block access by the Russians to the

oilfields of Baku—even if the Germans themselves

should not succeed in making use of Russia’s -oil.

Yet the Russians, undaunted by over a year of

bitter warfare and by the innumerable political and

economic adjustments that war has made necessary,

have won three important advantages. In spite of

serious losses of man power, territory and resources,

they have preserved the cadres of their army, whose
annihilation has been proclaimed again and again by

Nazi propagandists since October 1941; they have

prevented the Germans from reaching Astrakhan,

and, have maintained their supply line across the

northern Caspian; and they have forced the Nazis

to continue the struggle into a second winter without

a clear-cut decision. The question now uppermost
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is whether the Russians can turn the tables on the

Germans and launch a counteroffensive—i£ not this

|

winter, at least next spring, when the Allies would

! ,
presumably have succeeded in dislodging the Axis

powers from the periphery of Europe.

STALIN LOOKS TO FUTURE. Observers recently

returned from the Soviet Union believe that the Rus-

sians have the men, the morale, and the indomitable

will necessary for a counteroffensive but have hith-

erto been skeptical of the eventual purposes of Brit-

ain and the United States. This skepticism, nourished

by memories of Munich, has been dispelled not only

by the Anglo-American offensives in Africa but also

by Stalin’s forthright speech of November 7, which
has noticeably cleared the international atmosphere,

recently clouded by controversies about the
.
second

front and the punishment of Rudolf Hess. >

While Stalin minced no words about the necessity

of opening another front on the European continent,

he confidently predicted that there will be a second

front "sooner or later . . . not only because we need

it, but, above all, because our Allies need it no less

than we do.” Far more important for the future

course of the war and the fate of post-war recon-

struction, he unreservedly associated the cause of

the U.S.S.R. with that of Britain and the United

States, contrasting the "program of action” of the

_ .
United Nations with that of the "Italo-German co-

- alition.” -In* contrast- to -the Axis program- of -racial

inequality, subjugation and exploitation, Stalin de-

clared, the Angla-Soviet-American program provides

for "abolition of racial exclusiveness, equality of na-

tions and integrity of their territories, liberation of

enslaved nations and restoration of their sovereign

rights, die right of every nation to arrange its affairs

as it wishes, economic aid to nations that have suf-

fered and assistance to them in attaining their ma-
terial welfare, restoration of democratic liberties,

[and] the destruction of the Hitlerite regime.” Re-

cognizing the differences that exist in the ideologies

and social systems of Britain, Russia and the United
States, Stalin asserted that these differences do not

preclude “the possibility and expediency of joint

v action’.’ on the part of members of this coalition

against the common enemy. On the contrary, the

events of the past year, notably Molotov’s visits to

London and Washington arid die conclusion of the

20-year Anglo-Soviet alliance, indicate growing rap-

prochement between the three countries, and consoli-

dation of their “fighting alliance” for victory in this

"great war of liberation.”

It is noteworthy that, in oudining the three prin-

cipal aims of the United Nations—destruction of the

“Hitlerite state and its inspirers,” of "Hider’s army

and its leaders,” and of the “hated new order in

Europe” accompanied by punishment of "its build-

ers”—Stalin made no threats of wholesale revenge

against the German people. On . the contrary, he

clearly stated that "it is not our aim to destroy Ger-

many, for it is impossible to destroy Germany, just as

it is impossible to destroy Russia.” This realistic

statement is perhaps the best answer yet given by

United Nations leaders to the main point now
stressed by Nazi propagandists—and again by Hit-

ler in his Munich speech of November 8—that the

Germans must continue the struggle to the bitter end

because they know "the fate that would befall us

should the other world be victorious.” It is essential,

for a lasting'Allied victory, that the military offensive

now being developed in Africa should be accom-

panied by an equally vigorous and imaginative psy-

chological offensive to drive a wedge between the

Nazis and the German people, and prepare the Ger-

man people for participation in the tasks and re-

sponsibilities of post-war reconstruction.

Vera Micheles Dean

Survey of British Commonwealth Affairs

,

Vol. II, Prob-
lems of Economic Policy, 1918-1989

,

Part II, by W. K.
Hancock. London, Oxford University Press, 1942. $5.00

-This.-vohime,tissued .like the. preceding ones- under the-,

auspices of the Royal Institute of International Affairs,

concludes Professor Hancock’s notable survey of Common-
wealth affairs. In it the author completes his study of eco-

nomic policy in the Empire with an analysis of South and
West Africa.

The Lost Peace; by Harold Butler. New York, Harcourt
Brace, 1942. $2.75

A personal narrative of the mistakes and misconceptions

of the interwar years by* a man who was on the inside of

the Geneva experiment and is now British Minister in

Washington in charge of British Information Services.

The,author reveals that the peace was lost largely because

the collective method of security was never tried, and
explains, in part at least, why.

Our India, by Minoo Masani. New York, Oxford University
Press, 1942. $1.75
Fascinating account of the resources, geography, agri-

culture and daily life of India as well as the. possibilities

of improvement. Although written for children, it will

prove extremely instructive for adults.

Wings of Defense, by Captain Burr W. Leyson. New York,
Dutton, 1942. $2.50

Although its specific facts were beginning to be out-

moded even before publication, this book contains a good
popular account of the United States’ system of aerial

warfare, with much interesting material on certain types
of planes. Some quarters will disagree with the author’s

contention that dive bombing is no longer an effective

weapon in land warfare.
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Nov. 9-—The current Anglo-American offensive

in French. North Africa is subjecting the traditional

friendship between the United States and France to

the greatest strain in its 164 years of existence. For
the first time since the undeclared naval war of 1798,
American and Frenchmen are fighting and killing

orie another. The Vichy government that de jure

speaks in the name of France broke relations with
the United States in consequence on November 8.

The battle that the United States has opened by
its invasion of North Africa is diplomatic as well as

military. The hearts of the French people must be
conquered no less than the ports and airfields of
North Africa. Propaganda is as vital in this cam-
paign as tanks and airplanes.

THE PROPAGANDA FRONT. This fear is not
as idle as it may seem to many Americans. Pierre

Laval’s opposition to the American enterprise may
be discounted, but Marshal Petain’s prestige in

France is still great, and he has rejected President

Roosevelt’s explanations with “stupor and sadness.”

The Germans control the instruments of propaganda
in three-fifths of France and, in the rest of the coun-
try; the tools of publicity are in the hands of the

Vichy Propaganda Minister, Paul Marion. For
months this pro-Nazi agent has been hammering at

the French'people by press and radio that the Anglo-
Americans are out to despoil France of its empire.
' President Roosevelt, with his customary flair, has
grasped the vital importance of the psychological

aspect of the North African campaign. While the

Rangers were landing on the coast on November 7,’

he sent a message to Petain and, at the same time,

broadcast in French to the French people assuring

them that the United States had no designs on their

colonial possessions and that the ultimate object of
the offensive was liberation of France from the Nazi
yoke. Assurances were also sent by the President to

General Francisco Franco, Spanish Chief of State,

and to General Antonio Carmona, President of Por-

tugal, that the American operations were not directed

against those countries or their colonies.

And when Laval broke relations with the United
States President Roosevelt, after expressing “regret”

for this act, added in his message of November 9,

"we have not broken relations with the French. We
never will.” Desire to avoid offending the suscepti-

bilities of the French people by seeming to impose a

government on them without their consent is prob-

ably the reason the United States is not for the time

being, as Mr. Hull said on the same day, extending

diplomatic recognition to General Charles de Gaulle’s
' Fighting French movement.

The announcement by General Dwight L. Eisen-

hower, Commander of the Allied Forces in North
Africa, that General Henri Giraud has arrived in

Algeria "to organize the French armies again to take

up the fight” is of the utmost importance in the ef-

fort to win the support of the French people. Gen-
eral Giraud, who was captured by the Germans near

Sedan in May 1940, is regarded by the French as one
of their ablest military leaders, and his spectacular

. . escape from the German prison at Koenigstein this

spring has enhanced his. already great popularity.

END OF AN EXPERIMENT. The break with

Vichy marks the end of a policy that the State De-
partment has tenaciously pursued for more than two
years despite its manifest unpopularity. Thanks to

this course, the State' Department has succeeded, as

Mr. Hull pointed out at his press conference on No-
vember 8, in keeping the French fleet from falling

into the hands of the Axis. At the same time it was
enabled to maintain consular agents in North Africa

and to receive first-hand information as to what was
going on in that strategically vital territory. The
larger purpose of winning over Marshal Petain’s

government to the side of the United Nations, how-
ever, was not achieved. •

With the entrance of the United States into the

war on December 7, 1941, it was evident that sooner

or later Vichy would have to climb down from the

fence on which it was perched waiting to see which
side would be the ultimate victor. The return of.

, Laval to power last April was a clear indication that,

when it came to a showdown, Vichy-would opt for

the A.xis. Relations between the United States and
Vichy steadily deteriorated after that disastrous de-

velopment until they became only a “fiction,” as Mr.
Hull aptly called them.

Rupture of diplomatic ties with the United States

may be the beginning of the end for the Vichy re-

gime. If the United Nations obtain control of the

entire North African littoral, an invasion of Europe
through southern France becomes a military possi-

bility. The Nazis will almost certainly be obliged to

face this eventuality by fortifying the French Medi-
terranean coast. German occupation of all France

would probably be followed by -liquidation of the

Petain government, and installation of a Nazi puppet

regime headed by Jacques Doriot. John Elliott
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Agricultural Cooperation in the Americas*
By Ernest S. Hediger

THE sudden disruption! of long-established pat-

terns in international trade with the outbreak of

World War II has drastically changed the economic

life of the American nations. For several decades

these countries had relied on distant parts of the

earth, especially Asia, for their supply of such vi-

tally important products as rubber, tin, Manila

fiber, quinine and other drugs, and vegetable oils,

to mention only a few. While most of these products

could have been developed in the Western Hemis-

phere, lower labor and production costs in the Far

East, as well as the better technological orientation

of that area, made it more advantageous to import

them. One of the main purposes of the program

sponsored by the Office of Foreign Agricultural

Relations in Latin America is to help overcome

these' handicaps.

Since many of the products that needed to be

replaced are agricultural, their increased develop-

ment naturally fostered die growth of agricultural

cooperation between the United States and the

Latin American republics. During the past three

years a number of agreements designed to intro-

duce or expand production in the Americas of

commodities formerly imported from the Far East

have been concluded with Latin American authori-

ties and corporations under the auspices of various

United States agencies. Their implementation has

woven a new fabric of inter-American cooperation

which is daily increasing in scope and strength,

and covers a range of activities from trade, indus-

try, finance, and transportation to agriculture, sani-

tation, public health, and education. In all these

fields North American government agents, busi-

nessmen and experts are collaborating with their

colleagues of the other Americas in an unprece-

dented effort to expand the production and market-

ing of Latin American, goods;; a'n effort buttressed

* This report examines only the most recent trends of inter-

American collaboration in ithe" field of agriculture, and is in-

tended to complement information already given in previous

Foreign Policy Reports: L
; E. 'Frecfitling, “Replacement of

Strategic Materials ,Losi0inl /fsia,” June 15/1942; D. H. Popper,

“Hemisphere Solidarity in the War Crisis/’ May 15, 1942; J. C.

deWilde, “Economic Projects for
^
Hemisphere Development,”

March 1, 1942, and . “Wartirpc; Economic Cooperation in the

Americas,” February is,.
1

T942^-and’ A. R. Elliott, “The Re-

sources and Trade $f iCbntfal America,” September 1, 1941.

and made possible only by large-scale financial and

technical help from the United States.

RUBBER: THE NUMBER ONE PROBLEM
Paramount among the raw materials needed by

the Allies in their world-wide war effort is natural

rubber, previously imported almost entirely from

British Malaya and the Netherlands Indies* With

the loss of these sources—except for smaller planta-

tions in Ceylon and India—the tapping of the rub-

ber resources of the Americas, birthplace of Hevea
brasiliensis, the most profitable of all rubber-yield-

ing plants,

1 became a wartime necessity.

The problem of developing American natural

rubber resources was attacked from two angles:

immediate tapping of existing mature wild trees,

and long-term establishment of rubber plantations

in favorable areas of the Western Hemisphere. The
most important from the point of view of prosecu-

tion of the war is the exploitation of wild rubber.

Since it takes from five to ten years for a rubber

tree to bear, the creation of new plantations must

be considered from the point of view of post-war

reconstruction rather than that of meeting pressing

needs.

Under these circumstances, it is natural that the

bulk of the Allied effort should be applied to the

exploitation of hitherto untouched wild rubber

trees, of which millions exist in tropical America,

rather than to the planning of new plantations. It is

natural, too, that the United States, as the world’s

greatest peacetime consumer of rubber and the

“arsenal of democracy” in this 'war, should be the

nation most direedy interested in developing the

rubber resources of the Western Hemisphere.
2

1. The principal varieties of commercially used rubber trees

in America are Hevea, Castilla—often misspelled Castilloa

—

Manicoba and Mangabeira, to which a rubber-bearing shrub,

Guayule, must be added.

2. Merely to buy the normal output of American wild rubber

would not noticeably have helped the Allied war effort. Before

World War II, Latin American rubber production was small

and did not suffice to cover even the needs of the producing

countries. The production of Brazil was about 18,000 tons a

year; that of* Mexico about 5,000 tons; Ecuador, 1,500 tons;

Bolivia, 1,000 tons; and other countries, 500 tons or less. At
the time, these countries consumed some 30,000 tons of rubber

goods annually, about two-thirds of which were manufactured

locally. E. S. Holt, VThe Inter-American Rubber Agreements,”

Arbitration in Action (New York), April-May 1943, p« 17.
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Soon after Pearl Harbor the United States con-
cluded agreements with fifteen Latin American
countries to develop rubber production in tropical

America under joint control.3 The most important
of these agreements, and also the first to be signed,
was the one concluded by Brazil with the U.S.
Rubber Development Corporation, a subsidiary of
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Agree-
ments were subsequently effected with fourteen
other countries or colonies in the Americas,4 ac-

cording to which the U.S. Rubber Development
Corporation pledges itself (1) to purchase all rubber
offered by the contracting countries until December
31, 1946; (2) to stimulate development of rubber
production in these countries by liberal term loans,

technical assistance, and the provision of needed
supplies and equipment; and (3) to ship in ex-

change a minimum amount, stipulated in each
agreement, of rubber goods for the maintenance of
transportation, industrial activity and health.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMAZON BASIN

Chief in importance among the various wild-

rubber tapping projects undertaken in Latin Amer-
ica with the financial and technical aid of the

United States is that of the Amazon Valley, for

which a fund of $5,000,000, to be used in collabora-

tion with Brazilian government agencies, has been
set aside by the Rubber Reserve^ Company.5

At the beginning of this century, the Amazon
<
region was the world’s chief source of rubber, pro-

ducing annually from 40,000 to 50,000 tons from
wild trees. The present emergency program foresees

a production of some 70,000 tons in 1944, when the

work will be in full swing. This goal sets a tre-

mendous task for, before the scattered trees can be
tapped, trails must be* cut in the jungle, and trans-

portation, housing, food and sanitation provided
for the workers needed in this huge, sparsely set-*

tied,
6 and malaria-infested territory. Under such

circumstances, the opening of the Amazon Basin,

involving the joint efforts and collaboration of the
~

United States and five South American countries

—

Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru—rep-

resents one of man’s greatest achievements.7

3. In May 1941, previous to these agreements, a contract under
which all the exportable surplus of Brazilian rubber was ear-
marked for. sale to the U. S. Reconstruction Finance Corporation
was signed by Brazil and the United States.

4. Bolivia, Colombia, Costa 'Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, British
Guiana, Honduras, British Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Panama, El Salvador, Trinidad and Venezuela.

5. For a brief study of the U.S.-Brazilian agreements of March
3, 1942 which also cover the rubber program, see D. H. Popper,
“U.S. Brazilian Economic Accords,” Foreign Policy Reports,
March 1, 1942, p. 307.

6. For instance, the Brazilian state of Amazonas, three times as
large as Texas, has a population of only 450,000 inhabitants, or
about two per square mile, including cities.

As was the case with the building of the Panama
Canal, sanitation is the prime requisite for economic
development, and to create bearable living condi-

tions in these torrid, fever-ridden lands, a herculean
task of sanitation and colonization must first be
accomplished. This program is already well under
way in the Amazon Basin. As a result of the com-
bined efforts of the six above-mentioned American
countries, all of which contributed funds, doctors,

sanitary engineers, workers, and materials to the
task, a territory of more than 2,000,000 square miles
is gradually being opened to civilization. Beginning
with the construction of a chain of medical centers

from the mouth of the Amazon on the Atlantic
deep into the lowland forests on the eastern slopes

of the Bolivian, Peruvian, Ecuadorian and Colom-
bian Andes, this program provides for the estab-

lishment of means of communication, including the

building of a dozen airfields, the setting up of
housing facilities, stores, etc., for the 100,000 rubber
workers who, according to the United States-Bra-

zilian agreements, are to be recruited in other parts

of Brazil and settled in the Amazon Basin by 1944.

Execution of the Amazon health and sanitation

program has been placed under the general direc-

tion of a United States citizen, Dr. George M.
Saunders of the Washington Institute of Inter-

American Affairs. Early in 1942 Dr. Saunders and
his aides went to Brazil to establish contact with
local and national health authorities and, since their

arrival, the Amazon Health Mission has opened
some twenty medical posts in strategically located

places. Powerful air transports are now bringing
doctors, supplies and medicines to previously in-

accessible parts of the Amazon Basin, and locally

constructed hospital launches ply up and down the
great river and its tributaries, giving medical aid to
the rubber workers and their families. It is expected
that by the end of 1943 fifty infirmaries will be in

operation in the Brazilian section of the Amazon
territory alone.

The other countries of the Amazon Basin have
concluded with the United States arrangements
similar to that of Brazil, although narrower in
scope. The government of Peru, on April 23, 1942,
signed agreements for joint development of its re-

sources of strategic materials essential for hemis-
phere security. Included in'these arrangements was
the establishment, with the help of a $1,125,000-

fund made available by the U.S. Rubber Reserve
Company, of a Peruvian-Amazon Corporation to

develop the production and encourage the collec-

tion of wild rubber and other tropical products of

7.

Much of the factual information in this section is taken
from “Battle of the Amazon,” by John C. McClintock, Foreign
Commerce Weekly, July 3, 1943, p. 3.
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importance to the Allied war effort.

8 In Ecuador
the National Development Corporation,9 estab-

lished in 1942 to foster the development of all pos-

sible sources of national wealth and financed

through an Export-Import Bank loan of $5,000,-

000,
10

is studying, in cooperation with the U.S.

Department of Agriculture, a scheme destined to

stimulate greater collection of wild rubber by in-

habitants of the country’s rubber-producing areas.

One of the features of the scheme is the establish-

ment in these areas of trading posts stocked with
' foodstuffs, clothing and other articles available in

Ecuador and supplemented by merchandise from
the United States, which would serve as centers for

the procurement of rubber.11

LONG-RANGE RUBBER DEVELOPMENT

The wild rubber-tree tapping program will prob-

ably be largely abandoned as soon as cheaper plan-

tation rubber again becomes available. This does

not mean, however, that the Western Hemisphere
will once more lose its importance as a rubber pro-

ducer. So much progress has been made in rubber-

tree pathology, treatment and improvement that a

commercially sound and profitable exploitation of

selected, high-yield rubber-tree plantations in the

American tropics appears possible after the war,

even in the face of resumed Asiatic competition.12

Preparatory work for large-scale rehabilitation of

8. Bulletin of the Pan American Union (Washington, D. C.),

June 1942, p. 355.

9. One of the twenty-one national commissions set up in con-

nection with the Inter-American Development Commission of

Washington, D. C. This agency, was constituted in November
1939 by the Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory
Committee created in September 1939 at the Panama Meeting
of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics.

The centraMnter-American Development Commission gradu-
ally organized affiliated development commissions, composed
of 5 to 7 citizens prominent in financial, industrial and engi-

neering circles. The first of these national groups to be estab-

lished was the Brazilian Development Commission;' the last

—

in January 1943—the United States Commission. For a detailed

description of their aims and achievements, see "Descriptive

Memorandum,” Inter-American Development Commission,
(Washington, D. C.), July 1, 1943 (mimeographed).

10. For a study of these loans, see "Export-Import Bank
Loans to Latin America,” Foreign Policy Reports

,

June 15, 1941.

r 11. For description of an earlier cooperative rubber develop-

ment project, die Societe HaYtiano-Americaine de Developpe-
ment Agricole (SHADA) in Haiti, see deWilde, "Economic
Projects for Hemisphere Development,” cited; also Bulletin of
the Pan American Union

,

February 1942, p. 66.

12. Dr. Earle N. Bressman, Director of the Inter-American
Institute of Agricultural Sciences at Turrialba, Costa Rica, for

instance, recently declared that, given the opportunity of cul-

tivating higH-yield and disease-resistant varieties, American
planters could produce natural rubber for as little as 5 to 6
cents a pound and thus face any competition; Inter-American
Development Commission, Bulletin No. 57, July 1943 (in Span-
ish). For a description of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s

extensive long-term program for development of rubber planta-

tions in the Western Hemisphere and the problems it raises for

the post-war world, see deWilde, "Economic Projects for Hemis-
phere Development,” cited, p. 300.

H
'

American rubber plantations began on June 22,

1940, when the United States Congress approved a

$5oo,ooo-appropriation. Immediately following this

decision, the U.S. Department of Agriculture sent

survey parties to investigate sites for rubber produc-

tion and aid in establishing experimental rubber

stations in Latin America. High-yielding seeds and
clones imported from the East Indies were planted

under its supervision in various parts of the West-

ern Hemisphere. At the time of Japan’s attack on
Pearl Harbor, over ten million rubber-tree seeds

had already been planted as part of this cooperative

program, and a shipment of 5,500 budded rubber

trees from the Philippines reached American shores

soon afterward. Today, U.S. Department of Agri-

culture experts cooperate with the government

agencies and private industry of most Latin Ameri-

can counfries in order to increase the number of

demonstration plantations, and small farmers all

over tropical America are encouraged and helped to

grow rubber.13

In Mexico the remnants of two old plantations of

Hevea trees have again been put to work. Both are

, of great value as producers of seed for high-yielding

plants, and, one has a nursery in which over a mil-

lion first-quality trees are being grown for future

Mexican plantations. It is expected that these trees

will give three to four times the quantity of latex

produced by plants whose seeds have not been care-

fully selected. An agreement signed by the Mexican

and United States Secretaries of Agriculture on July

14, 1943, during the Second Inter-American Con-

ference on Agriculture,14 provides for the establish-

ment of five demonstration plantations of Hevea
rubber of not less than 300 hectares each (about 750

acres). A joint committee from the two govern-

ments is to select the lands, and the plants will be

supplied from present cooperative rubber produc-

tion stations in tropical America. When the trees

are fully mature, in some eight to ten years, they

will produce from 800 to 1,200 pounds of latex an-

nually per acre. Smaller quantities will be available

after five to six years.

In Honduras a 500-acre nursery has been estab-

lished in San Alejo, for which the U.S. Department

of Agriculture furnished the seedlings as well as the

services of specialists. In Guatemala twenty-five

nurseries are being developed in connection with

private haciendas, most of them plantations striving

to free themselves from exclusive reliance on coffee.

In Costa Rica the central experimental station,

* 13. W. D. Rasmussen, “Agriculture in War,” Agriculture in

the Americas (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C.), June 1943, p. 104.

14. For a brief discussion of the proceedings of this confer-

ence, see R. H. Allee, "Agricultural America Mobilizes,” ibid.,

September 1942, p. 163.
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working in cooperation with the Costa Rican De-
partment o£ Agriculture, has achieved excellent re-

sults in' its research on rubber-plant diseases. In
Panama a central station working in cooperation
with the experimental farm of the Canal Zone, at

Sumtnit, has been established, and a rubber-tree
nursery located at Divisa and connected with* the
Panamanian Department of Agriculture produces
good trees for local plantations. Moreover, one of
the greatest rubber plantations of this hemisphere,
established in 1935 by the Goodyear Tire and Rub-
ber Company near Gatun, Panama,15 has recently

been acquired by the Inter-American Institute of
Agricultural Sciences at Turrialba, Costa Rica.
Ecuador has cooperative nurseries, and agreements
have been concluded with the Ecuadorian Devel-
opment Corporation for the establishment of a
2,000-acre productive plantation in Quevedo. Co-
lombia and Peru also have nurseries which produce
high-quality plants, and the Peruvian Department
of Agriculture, as well as the Peruvian-Amazon
Corporation, are cooperating with the Colombian
Department of Agriculture and Agricultural Credit
Bank in a joint rubber project.16 Moreover, U.S.
Department of Agriculture Cooperative Rubber-
Plant Field Stations are in operation at Turrialba,
Costa Rica; at Tela, Honduras; and at Marfranc,
Haiti.

EL ORO REHABILITATION PROJECT

Another example of inter-American solidarity in
the agricultural field is the joiht rehabilitation

project of the Ecuadorian ‘ province of El Oro, a
region which suffers economically both from the
loss of its banana and cacao markets as a result of
the war and from devastation as a consequence of
the frontier dispute with Peru.17

This rehabilitation has been entrusted to a gov-
ernment agency, the Ecuadorian Development Cor-
poration, which works in close cooperation with the

Inter-American Development Commission in
Washington. At the request of the Ecuadorian
authorities, the Office of the Coordinator of, Inter-

American Affairs has placed at the disposal of
Ecuador a technical mission which helps local

farmers develop new and more promising crops.

The mission has already established a model farm
in the neighborhood of Machala, the provincial

capital, where soya beans, fodder grass, avocados,

mangoes, and various fiber plants are now being

15. This plantation, covering 2,800 acres, is surpassed in size

in America only by the Ford plantations in Brazil and the
Goodyear plantation in Costa Rica.

16.

' Inter-American Development Commission, Bulletin No, 24,
May 1943 (in Spanish).

17. El *Oro was confirmed as part of Ecuador in the recent
boundary settlement.

tested for commercial production.18 The Ecua-
dorian Development Corporation has also under-
taken experimental cultivation of barbasco, the root

of which is a source of the powerful insecticide

rotenone.19
'21 American Indians are believed to

have long known the properties of this plant, but
only in recent years has modern agricultural

science begun to investigate its value as an insecti-

cide. Once its killing power was recognized, it

soon became a leading product in the field, and
in 1940 six million pounds of raw and pulverized

rotenone were imported into the United States.

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW FIBERS
'

Second in importance among the inter-American
agricultural development programs to which the

war gave new impetus is the production of fibers.

War industries and farms of the United Nations
need great quantities of rope, cordage, cloth, and
binder twine. In pre-war years these products were,

for the most part, imported from the Philippines,

the Netherlands East Indies and India. Here, as in

other fields, the course of the war in Asia has
drastically cut, or completely terminated, the flow
of these goods to the Western Hemisphere.

Fortunately, there are many wild and cultivated

fiber plants in the Americas which can replace the

Asiatic fibers. Henequen and sisal, two closely re-

lated .plants, whose fiber is the best substitute for

Philippine abaca—better known as Manila hemp

—

are grown extensively in the Mexican peninsula of

Yucatan and in some of the Caribbean islands; flax

and linen thrive in Peru, Chile and Argentina;
long-staple cotton in Peru; .and so forth. Other, less

*

familiar fibers, such as pita and cabuya, grow in

Colombia, Peru and Ecuador. To assure rapid de-

velopment of fiber plants in this hemisphere, official

United States agencies, such as the Department of
Agriculture and the Inter-American Development
Commission, are assisting Latin American republics

to increase by many thousands of tons the. yearly

output of American fibers.

The present fiber development program, which
has been implemented and developed on the basis

of recommendations adopted by the Rio de Janeiro
meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs,22

includes the following projects: (1) cultivation in
Panama, Honduras, Guatemala and Costa Rica of

40,000 acres of abaca (Manila hemp)
; (2) doubling

the present henequen fiber production of Haiti; (3)

18.

Inter-American Development Commission, Bulletin No. 33,
June" 1943 (in Spanish).

19-21. 4 The Ecuadorian Development Corporation was able to
secure 85o:rotenpne roots from Panama.

22./; For a;study*of the proceedings and resolutions of this
meeting, see. D. H. Popper, “The Rio De Janeiro Conference of
1942,” Foreign Policy Reports, April 15, 1942.
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acquisition of all exportable surplus of henequen,

flax and ixtle23 produced in Mexico; (4) contract-

ing with the principal producers of Cuban fibers

for all the exportable surplus; (5) an agreement
with Peru to buy the country’s linen surplus and
extend linen cultivation; and (6) experimentation

with, and study of, the cultivation of other fibers,

such as malva fiber in Cuba, cabuya in Ecuador,
and roselle in Cuba and Central America. In the

application of this general program, many thou-

sands of, acres of new fiber plantations have been
prepared and seeded during 1943, promising a large

increase in total American production in 1944.

Dominican Republic. Vast new henequen planta-

tions have been laid out in this Caribbean republic,

and a henequen-fiber bag factory has been built. It

is expected that the new plantations will in time
produce all the fiber needed by the Republic, and
even some for export. Temporarily, however, hene-

quen fiber must be imported from Haiti.

El Salvador. This Central American republic pio-

neered in the use of locally grown fiber for the

manufacture of bags. As early as 1932 it established

a henequen-fiber bag factory, which has been con-

siderably enlarged since Pearl Harbor and is now
operating at full capacity making bags for the coffee

and other exports of Salvador, Guatemala, Hon-
duras, Costa Rica and Panama. It utilizes about
three-fourths of the 5,000,000 pounds of henequen
fiber annually produced in El Salvador, and its

product is a welcome substitute for the jute bags
previously used throughout Central America.
In an effort to increase the flax trade between

Chile and the United States, the Inter-American
Development Commission of Washington is help-

ing its national affiliate, the Chilean Development
Commission, to prepare commercial specifications

and standards for flax fibers, in consultation with
United States experts in fiber grading.

As part of the inter-American program for pro-

duction of strategic and critical materials inside the

Western Hemisphere, small cooperative experi-

mental plantings of roselle, a fibrous plant similar

to the jute grown in India, have been established in

seven of the republics of tropical America. This
quick-growing fiber, which can be harvested ninety

days after sowing, seems excellently adapted to the

manufacture of burlap cloth and could, therefore,

take the place of Asiatic jute.

Some years ago small-scale experiments of roselle

cultivation were initiated in El Salvador with seed

brought from Java. The seeds produced from the

plant grown in America are now being used for

experimental plantations in other countries of the

hemisphere. The amount of manual labor involved

23.

A fiber extracted from the leaves of common agave plants.

in the cultivation of roselle is believed to be con-

siderably less than that needed for the preparation

of jute, which is important since labor is scarcer

and more expensive in the Western Hemisphere
than in the Far East. At present, studies are being

undertaken by United States technicians to find a

process for separating the fiber by simple and in-

expensive mechanical or chemical means, which
would further solve the labor problem.

DRUGS AND INSECTICIDES

Shortly before complete occupation of the

Philippines by Japan, a U.S. Army officer and
former director of the Philippines Forestry Service

escaped from Mindanao in a Flying Fortress, tak-

ing along some 2,000,000 seeds of the cinchona tree,

whose bark is the source of the invaluable quinine.

On his arrival in the United States, over 100,000

seeds were immediately sown in hothouses and
maintained under slow-growth while a search was
made for land favorable for transplanting. The
cinchona tree grows best in tropical lands located

at an altitude of 4,000 to 6,000 feet above sea level,

with a dry season lasting not more than one and a

half months, and the American countries best

approximating such conditions, it was found, were
Costa Rica and Guatemala. Agreements between
the United States and these countries for setting up
cinchona plantations were rapidly concluded. In

Costa Rica 10,000 acres are to be planted with cin-

chona trees and a United States mission of experts

is already on the spot selecting localities.
24 In Guate-

mala the agreement signed with the responsible

authorities provides for extension and moderniza-

tion of the largest existing cinchona plantation in

the Western world,' located in the district of San
Marcos.

Cinchona bark is also produced in other countries

of America, although in small quantities. A variety

of cinchona tree, known as JosephianaP grows at

altitudes of 10,000 feet in the highlands of the

Andes, especially Bolivia, and as early as 1933 the

U.S. Department of Agriculture was sending seeds

of Philippine cinchona to Brazil and Mexico. The
first cinchona seedlings pljanted by any United States

government agency—and until now the major por-

tion of these seedlings—were those planted under
the complementary products program of the Office

of Foreign Agricultural Relations. Nearly * 50,000

seedlings have been sent to Peru, and about as

many to Ecuador, for commercial plantations;

while small amounts (about 10,000 seedlings) have

24. Inter-American Development Commission, Bulletin No. ig,

April 1943 (in Spanish).

25. The commercial variety, which has a high alkaloid con-
tent, is known as Ledgeriana.
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been sent to a number of other countries for experi-
mental purposes.

Extension of war to the tropics has created a de-
mand for considerable quantities of insecticides
nonpoisonous to man. For example^ according to a
recent bulletin of the Inter-American Development
Commission,26 over a million pyrethrum “bombs”
have been sent to Allied troops on the batdefronts
of Africa, the Pacific, and elsewhere.27

One of the most effective insecticides is pyreth-
rum, which can be obtained from plants which
grow, or can be made to grow, in the Americas.
Pyrethrum is extracted from the daisy-like flower
of the pyrethrum plant found in Brazil, Chile, Peru
and Argentina. The Dalmatian coast was the
world’s main source of pyrethrum until Japan be-
gan to produce it on a grand scale some twenty
years ago and rapidly became the principal supplier.
Shortly before the outbreak of World War II Japan-
ese production, in turn, was menaced by cultiva-
tions set up in British East Africa and now, to com-
plement African production. United States agencies
are actively helping to develop cultivation of the
pyrethrum flower in -various countries of America.
Another potent nonpoisonous insecticide, rote-

none, is extracted from the roots of two tropical
plants, derris and lonchocarpus, the former culti-

vated mainly in the Far Eastern tropics, the latter
in the Amazonian territories of Brazil and Peru and
in Venezuela. Before Pearl Harbor, about half of
United States imports of rotenone roots came from
Asia, the other half from South America. After
Japanese occupation of southeast Asia, every effort
was made to increase production in the Western
Hemisphere of. barbasco, cube and timbo, as the
rotenone-bearing roots are variously called. Agree-
ments to this end have recently been concluded be-
tween the United States and several Latin Ameri-

' can countries, the most important of which provides
for joint development of plantings in the Amazon
Valley by the governments of Brazil and the United
States. This program started in June 1942 with the
arrival at the national Instituto Agrondmtco doNorte at Belem, Brazil, of a party of United States

26. Inter-American Development Commission, Bulletin No. 36,
June 1943 (in Spanish).

27. A new method o£ "bombarding” mosquitoes was recently
evolved under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture. Pyrethrum is introduced into a highly volatile solvent
which pulverizes the insecticides into a fog, and this is main-
tained under pressure in an iron container resembling a bomb.
From this container it can be instantly released by pressure of a
trigger, and the fog penetrates everywhere. A single “bomb”
gives off enough shots to exterminate for fifty days all the
mosquitoes in ten rooms ten feet high and one hundred feet
square without injuring human beings or domestic animals.
For the present, anti-mosquito “bombs” are earmarked for war,
but it is to be expected that after hostilities cease they will be
available for civilian use.

agricultural scientists, to survey wild rotenone re-

sources of the valley.28 The Instituto is establishing
a 250-acre nursery which will distribute cuttings of
rotenone plants to interested planters.29

In Peru the production of lonchocarpus, or bar-
basco, has been greatly increased in recent years,
jumping from 12,000 kilograms (exports) in 1933
to 542,000 in 1938 and 1,544,000 in 1942. As of June
r» I943 t^le country’s plantations covered approx-
imately 7,000 acres, and it is expected that some
4,000 acres of new plantings will be ready by the
end of the year. Barbasco exports already represent
a higher total monetary value than those of any
other single product shipped from the Peruvian
Amazon.30 Before the war, Brazil exported annually
between one and a half and two million pounds of •

roots and powder to the United States, and Vene-
zuela about 100,000 pounds, but production was de-
clining. Since it takes from two to three years before
the plant can be harvested, the products of recent
Western Hemisphere plantings of either derris or
lonchocarpus—the former grown in part from cut-
tings sent by air from the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture station at Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, the latter
from existing local plantations—will not reach U.S.
insecticide manufacturers until 1944 at the earliest.

FORESTRY RESOURCES

While increasing the need for wood as a raw
material, war developments have at the same time
deprived the Allies of access to important sources of
timber in Northern Europe, the Far East and the
Pacific, compelling them to rely more heavily on
the forestry resources of the Western Hemisphere.
This fact, to which must be added the drain on
Canadian and other North American forests caused
by war needs, is focusing attention on the still prac-
tically intact forests of the Latin American na-
tions.31 Up to now, in spite of their great timber
wealth, most of these countries were hampered by
the high cost of felling and transportation, and

28. Agriculture in the Americas, July 1942, p. 138.

29. Both commercial derris (Derris elliptica) and plantation-
grown lonchocarpus (Lonchocarpus tttilis) are not grown from
seed but propagated with stem cuttings from harvested plants,
which makes it^ difficult to obtain propagating stock in large
quantity except in areas where crops are already established on
a plantation scale. For details on the characteristics of rotenone-
bearing roots, see E. C. Higbee, “Rotenone ^Production in the
Amazon Valley,” Foreign Commerce Weekly, July 24, 1943,
p. 8.

30. Dried barbasco roots, often called “vegetable gold” by local
growers, are now quoted at 18 cents a pound f.o.b. in Iquitos
(Upper Amazon). Ibid., p. 9.

3t. Latin America, with 63 per cent of the forest lands of
the Continent, has produced thus far only some 5 per cent of
the timber felled in the Western Hemisphere, while Canada and
the United States, with 37 per cent of the forest lands, have pro-
dued 95 per cent.
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contented themselves with exporting high-priced

woods for fine cabinet work, dyewoods and tannin-

yielding woods. Soft wood; as a rule, was felled only

for local use.

The growing needs of war are rapidly changing

this picture. With the recent large-scale develop-

ment of many wood-consuming war plants, es-

pecially plywood factories, the United States and

perhaps even Canada may soon find it difficult to

supply their requirements—at least in the better

grades of wood—and may have to draw more and

more on the resources of the Central and South

American forests. Before the hitherto almost un-

tapped wealth of Latin American forests can be

efficiendy exploited, however, a comprehensive,

survey must be made.32 In order to help the coun-

tries concerned make such a survey and develop

timber production, a forestry mission was recently

sent to Ecuador, and another to Central America,

with funds provided by the Office of Inter-Ameri-

can Affairs and specialists furnished by the U.S.

Forestry Service.

The mission to Ecuador will concentrate its ef-

forts on development of balsa production. Methods

fpr drying and testing are being investigated, and a

study is being made of the insects which attack this

wood. Other lumber resources are also being exam-

ined, and local woods are already used extensively,

especially for the small xoo-ton boats which have

proved very satisfactory in coastal navigation.

The Central American mission’s main task is to

discover a lumber supply to fill the wartime needs

of the United States. At the same time, it is to study

the possibilities of using local hardwoods instead of

iron and cement for bridges, piles, conduits and

other works needed for the Pan American Highway.

This mission has collected information on some

fifty different types of local lumber, many of which

showed outstanding qualities. In the mountains

towering over the Pan American Highway south of

San Jose, Costa Rica, for instance, it discovered a

forest of oaks often reaching a height of eighty feet

or more. Finally, the mission is studying the prob-

lem of supplying Costa Rica with the soft-wood

cases needed for export of their vegetable,produce.33

Mahogany is extensively used in war industries as

a resistant veneer for plywood boards, a material

which provides many parts of PT boats, large

transport planes and bombers. Before Pearl Har-

bor, more than half the mahogany imported

into the United States came from the- Philippines.

The disappearance of this source of supply after

32. For a brief study of American forestry respurces and their

future, see C. L. Forsling, “The Future of ithe-Forfests,” Agri-

culture in the Americas

,

January I943> P* *3*

33. Inter-American Development Commission, Bulletin No* 1

,

February 1943; ibid*. No* 23, April 1943 (in Spanish).

Japanese occupation of the islands focused atten-

tion on near-by Central America, Cuba and Haiti,

and various agreements to increase exports of ma-

hogany wood were concluded between interested

agencies in the United States and Mexico, Guate-

mala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Peru and Brazil.34 T°
facilitate exploitation of Central American mahog-

any, mechanical saws and other equipment are now
being shipped from the United States.35

Balsa, the lightest wood in the world—twice as

light as cork and much stronger—is needed in great

quantities for the manufacture of war material. It is

used in Britain mostly for the construction of the

famous “Mosquito” bombers, and in the United

States for the manufacture of life preservers, mine

buoys and various other articles. Before the war,

balsa wood was practically an Ecuadorian monop-

oly, with that country producing some 98 per cent

of the world’s total output. Balsa trees are found,

however, in other tropical American countries. Ac-

cording to results of a recently completed survey,

four million feet of balsa wood could be felled in

Costa Rica by the end of 1943
36 and the present

supply increased by systematic planting. A joint

program for accelerated development of these re-

sources and other Latin American products required

for the war effort is now under way.

COOPERATIVE FOOD PROJECTS

Further examples of Latin American collabora-

tion in the field of agriculture are projects for the

supply of fresh food to the Panama Canal Zone.

The war, with its need for greater defense of and

stricter watch on Canal installations, has greatly

increased the Canal Zone population and created

new problems of food supply for the armed forces

as well as the civilian workers engaged on construc-

tion projects in the Zone. As shipping shortages and

other causes prevent large-scale importation of U.S.

foodstuffs into Panama, a scheme to develop local

production has been devised through joint study by

the Republic of Panama and the Institute of Inter-

American Affairs. An agreement recently arrived at

34. Tfie agreement signet! with Mexico provides for United

States importation of more than 15,000,000 feet of mahogany

in 1943, or twice as much as in the preceding year. Excellent

mahogany grows in southeast Mexico, especially in the territory

of Quintana Roo, the state of Yucatan, and on the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec. From Brazil and Peru, over 6,000,000 feet of ma-

hogany are expected to be available for export in 1943, compared

with 2,000,000 feet in 1928, and large quantities are to be

shipped from Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua.

35. In one case, a complete West Virginia sawmill was shipped

to Nicaragua to expedite production.

36. Inter-American Development Commission, Bulletin No* 44,

June 1943 (in Spanish). This same source indicates that a 1500-

acre experimental plantation is being set up in Costa Rica by

the International Balsa Corporation, under agreement with the

Defense Supply Corporation and the Board of Economic War-

fare.
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provides that the latter will furnish the funds and
equipment needed to develop production in the
form of a cooperative food project,37

•' To complement Panamanian food production,
moreover, the Office of

,
the Coordinator for Inter-

American Affairs has made plans for another co-

operative farming program in Costa Rica. Financed
by the Export-Import Bank of Washington, this

plan provides for (1) easy agricultural credit loans

to farmers’ cooperatives by the Central Bank of
Costa Rica, based on promises to buy given by the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, the agency
charged with carrying out the plan on behalf of the
United States government; (2) establishment by
the Institute of storage warehouses near Costa
Rican production centers; (3) technical aid from
the United States, such as experts, seeds and tools;

and (4) over-all agreements to buy all surplus food
produced in Costa Rica for the Allied armed forces

stationed in the Caribbean area. Conversely, the

government ,of Costa Rica agrees to transport lo-

cally produced foodstuffs by rail to the nearest port
'at cost, and to remove all taxes or duties on the ex-

" port of agricultural products. The 1942 harvest was
the first under the plan, and important shipments
of Costa Rican foodstuffs to the Canal Zone ’have
been made regularly ever since.38

TECHNICAL COOPERATION

^
No program of agricultural development can be

efficiently prepared without expert technical counsel

and assistance. The Third Meeting of Foreign Min-
isters of the American Republics, held at Rio de
Janeiro in January 1942, recognized this fact when
it resolved to instruct the Inter-American Financial

and Economic Advisory Committee to create, under
the auspices of the Inter-American Development
Commission, a permanent body of technical experts

to study the natural resources of each country when
so requested by its government. While a “perma-
nent body of experts” has not yet been formally'

constituted, numerous instances of agricultural tech-

nical cooperation with Latin American countries

—

ranging from the sending of special missions to the

building of complete experimental stations—have
paved the way for such an all-inclusive body.

pected, most .missions are interested primarily in

expansion*’ of :the output of strategic products. In
addition to providing the groundwork for suchim-
mediate requirements,’ however, they are endeavor-
ing to develop activities of permanent value to the

Latin American republics.

At the request of the Brazilian Deyelopment
Commission, a technical mission oh seven United
States experts was sent in March 1942 to study the

industrial and commercial possibilities of vegetable

fats and oil production in Brazil. Another mission

of seven United States technicians is stationed in

the interior in connection with the program of ex-

pansion of wild rubber-tree tapping. In Ecuador a

group of six specialists has been surveying the

agricultural situation with special inquiry into di-

versification of crops. A technician experienced in

plant, products used by the medicinal and pharma-
ceutical manufacturers has been sent to Peru, and
is scheduled to do similar work in Bolivia and
Ecuador. A U.S. Department of Agriculture mis-

sion of experts has visited several American repub-

lics to survey the problems of milk production and
distribution/ as well as processing methods and
sanitation in connection with the dairy industry.3?

In the rubber field, a Department of Agriculture

specialist in plant pathology, who recently visited

Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, Costa Rica, Pan-
ama, Ecuador and Peru, expressed himself very

optimistically about the future of American-grown
rubber, basing his convictions on the progress

achieved in combating diseases of the Hevea. A
mission of four United States technicians was
sent to Venezuela to survey soil and water con-

servation problems and submit recommendations.
Other specialists were dispatched by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the 'Board of Economic
Warfare to investigate the development of rote-

none-bearing crops in Brazil, Haiti, Colombia,
Ecuador and Guatemala, the procurement and
mechanical cracking of babassu nuts in Brazil,

and the study of cinchona resources in Colombia.
According to a recent statement from the Office of

Inter-American Affairs, other missions have been
^

assigned, on request, to Costa Rica, El Salvador,
"

Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua and Para-
guay.40

AGRICULTURAL MISSIONS

* The number of technical missions, large and
small, which have been sent by agencies of the

United States government to Latin American coun-
tries to help "develop natural resources .is too
large to permit complete listing. As might be ex-

37. Inter-American Monthly (Washington, D. C.), April 1943,
P* 45- « * ,

38. Bulletin of the Pan American Union, May 1943, p. 299.

COOPERATION WITH NATIONAL STATIONS

The complementary products program, although
accelerated by the war, was first formulated in

1936, when Henry .A. Wallace was Secretary of
Agriculture, and was inaugurated by the Office of

39v
' Inter-American Development Commission, Bulletin No, 8

(not dated).

40. Bulletin' of the Pan American Union, January. 1943, p. 60.
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Foreign Agricultural Relations in 1939, when funds

were made available for the first time. When war-

time conditions made large-scale expansion of pro-

duction imperative in the Western Hemisphere, the

establishment of experimental agricultural stations

in conveniently located sites in various Latin Amer-
ican countries was speeded up.41 By mutual con-

sent between the United States, usually represented

by its Department of Agriculture, and correspond-

ing federal agencies of the American republics,

various agreements for the cooperative establish-

ment and operation of such stations have already

been signed. According to these agreements, the

United States furnishes agriculturists qualified to

direct the program and head the agronomic, horti-

cultural, and pest and disease-control activities. The
Latin American republics supply agriculturists to

work in cooperation with these experts, provide

land, buildings, skilled and unskilled labor, and

the general operating expenses of the production

station.
42

The first agricultural experimental station to be

set up cooperatively is that of Tingo Maria, in

Peru. On April 22, 1942 Peru arid the United States

signed an agreement under which the Peruvian

government undertook to furnish all the land

needed for establishment of the station, to build

the necessary service and residence buildings, and
to supply at least one Peruvian agriculturist to

work with each expert sent by the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture. The United States

pledged itself to provide scientists in specified

fields, as well as scientific equipment not available

in Peru, and various kinds of technical help. The
land set aside for the buildings covers about 11

acres, in the middle of a rich and unusually diversi-

fied agricultural region. Foundations of the main
building were completed late in 1942, and construc-

tion has been under way ever since. Among the

projects started at Tingo Maria are three rubber

nurseries, a cinchona plantation, and an experi-

mental field for cultivation of derris cuttings re-

ceived from Puerto Rico in connection with the

rotenone development program 43

Another cooperative station is being established

in El Salvador at San Andres, 20 miles north of

San Salvador on the Pan American Highway, to

41. Agricultural development is a slow process. Before new or

improved cultivation methods can be introduced on a large

scale, experience in the practical selection and reproduction of

the best plant and animal life must be accumulated, and farm-
ers carefully prepared for the task of commercial production.

Such training and preparation are best obtained at production
stations which, in agriculture, play the part of pilot plants in

industry.

42. Agriculture in the Americas, May 1943, p. 85.

43. Ibid,, June 1943, p. 108; Bulletin of the Ban American
Union, June 1942, p. 356.

which the government has allocated 595 acres of

land. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has pre-

pared plans for the station buildings, which will

include an administration unit, barns, shops, staff

residences, and buildings for a farm school for 80

boys, while El Salvador* has already appropriated

funds to carry its share of the program. The chief

agricultural projects of the station at present are

derris, roselle fiber and, at a higher altitude near-

by, cinchona.

In Nicaragua a similar station will be located at

El Recreo, where four experts of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture are already at work. The
buildings have been planned in collaboration with

Nicaraguan authorities, and complete blueprints

are being worked out. The staff will consist of

five North Americans and a considerably larger

number of Nicaraguans. The main projects con-

cern rubber, abaca, derris and the processing of

coconuts.44

INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

Outstanding among the new cooperative insti-

tutions is the Inter-American Institute of Agricul-

tural Sciences, a school of advanced studies devoted

to fundamental scientific research in agriculture.

This Institute is a creation of the government of

the United States and the Pan American Union,

and its official seat is in Washington. Regulations

provide for gradual construction of field offices and
experimental stations, however, and in April 1942

the Pan American Union submitted to its state-

members a report recommending establishment of

a field office
45 By October, nineteen of the twenty-

one American Republics declared themselves in

agreement with the proposal, and the Institute’s

first field office was set up at Turrialba, on the.

Atlantic side of Costa Rica. Lying among hills at

an altitude of 1900 feet, it is excellently situated for

its purpose.

* The Institute’s plan is to bring farm experts from

all over the Americas to Turrialba, where they will

be able to study under actual tropical conditions

and ascertain at virtually all altitudes the effect of

light, minerals, temperature, moisture, etc., on the

growth and health of plants. It is planned to bring*

to Turrialba a number of outstanding experts, each

of whom will teach groups of six or eight selected

students from different countries. The initial ex-

penses of organization, including construction of

buildings and preliminary operations, will be met

44. Agriculture in the Americas, June 1943, p. 102; Bulletin

of the Pan American Union

,

July 1942, p. 413.

45. Eleven countries (Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica,

the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua and Venezuela) offered sites for the field

office.

\
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out of a grant of $465,000 made available by the
United States government through the Office of
the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs on re-

quest of the Pan American Union. The govern-
ment of Co$ta Rica gave the Institute more than
1200 acres of fertile land,46 and it has an option on
another 1250 acres.

The cornerstone of the Turrialba Institute was
laid by Vice President Henry A. Wallace on March
x9> I943> on the first lap of his inter-American tour.

While a provisional building has since been erected
and quarters for the use of personnel are being
built, it will be difficult to make much headway in
construction due to scarcity of material, especially

cement and iron. Research work on vegetable pro-
duction, breeding and processing has already be-
gun, however, and by the middle of 1944 fifteen

students should be doing work at graduate level 47

INTER-AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE

,
As a parallel to the Inter-American Institute of

Agricultural Sciences, the opening in Colombia of
an Inter-American Meteorological Institute was an-
nounced early in 1943. The Institute, located .at

Medellin, was organized under the auspices of the
Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
the U.S. Weather Bureau and the Defense Supplies
Corporation, with the cooperation of the govern-
ment of Colombia and various Colombian insti-

tutions 48

The new agency’s functions are to help Latin
American countries: in agriculture, by better fore-
casting and timing for crop planting; in air trans-
portation, by increased safety in flying; and, in a
general way, by preventing damages and calamities
through flood forecasting, as well as by permitting
better public health work in connection with
weather forecasting. Classes are held in the build-
ings of the University of Antioquia, and instruc-
tion is given by an inter-American staff consisting
of five Latin Americans (one each from Argen-
tina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica and Guatemala),
and eight North Americans (four technical in-
structors from the U.S. Weather Bureau and four
linguists). For the time being, 200 students

—

chosen from among a thousand applicants, many
46. Bulletin of the Ban American Union

,

December 1942, p.
703.

47- Agriculture in the Americas

,

February 1943, p. 37. >

48. Bulletin of the Pan American Uniont July 1943, p. 415,.

I943

of whom had already had meteorological experi-
ence with airlines or in the armed services of their
countries—are registered at the Institute. The
course lasts six months, and a limited number of
high-ranking graduates will be offered opportuni-
ties for advanced study in a United States univer-
sity and at the U.S. Weather Bureau.

LOOKING AHEAD
Present-day inter-American agricultural coopera-

tion is developing along two main lines: (1) grad-
ual, permanent development of Western Hemis-
phere agricultural resources which, under normal
circumstances, could compete internationally or lo-

cally with similar commodities produced in the
rest of the world, notably Asia; and (2) accelerated
wartime exploitation in the Americas of agricul-
tural commodities previously imported from low-
cost colonial countries now occupied by the enemy.
Imperative as this exploitation may be for strategic

reasons, it is often contrary to sound economic
principles and may ‘have to be abandoned as soon
as the war is over and cheaper sources are again
available 49

As long as the wan continues, the principal prob-
lem will be that of the greatest possible output of
strategic materials and commodities, with cost a
secondary factor. After the conflict, when sources
now in the hands of the enemy will once more be
accessible, the question will be one of price, and
competition with goods produced under a low-
wage colonial economy will again confront Latin
America. The way in which this problem is solved
in the post-war era will be of decisive importance
in the development of inter-American economic
collaboration. The nations of Latin America are
slowly but inevitably acquiring a higher standard
of living. When hostilities cease, they will not want
to be pushed back to a semi-colonial status by un-
controlled international competition. Yet, in order
to maintain the social advances made in the last
decade, which they will certainly want to retain,
they must secure decent compensation for the
products of their soil, or else close the door to im-
ports and develop their own industries to the great-
est possible degree.

49. In some cases, however, the opening of hitherto inaccessi-
ble regions, the mastering of tropical diseases, and other ad-
vances due to wartime developments may permit continuation
of present activities on a competitive basis after the war.

In the October l issue of FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS:
WHAT FUTURE FOR ITALY? by C. Grove Haines
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Recent — Jort Bank Loan nenca

By Ona K. D. Ringwood and E. S. Hediger

Since 1941 the activities of the Export-Import

Bank—except for small disbursements to Chinese

Government agencies—have been related almost

exclusively to inter-American trade and develop-

ment of the. resources and industries of the West-

ern Hemisphere. Besides fostering this transforma-

tion through the national development commis-

sions, loans were granted for the improvement of

road and rail transportation systems in order to

facilitate delivery of strategic' materials required by

the United, States. A smaller part of the credits has

been devoted to the purchase in the United States

of products essential to the economic life of the

Latin American republics.
’

'

Among the Bank’s more important' commit-

ments in 1942 are those relating to rehabilitation

of the Victorias7Minas Railroad and the develop-

ment of an important source of high-grade iron, in

Brazil] the creatipn of a small but strategically

located steel plant in Mexico; and further advances

in connection with the output of esseritial strategic

metals and minerals ' in> various Latin American

countries.
1 From the time, of its creation; to the -end

of 1942, the Bank has authorized commitments

1. Annual Report of the Export-Import Bank, for 1942 (Wash-

ington, 1943, mimeographed).

aggregating some $1,100,000,000 ($264 million in

1942), of which about $300 million were subse-

quently cancelled either because the applicants

found they did not require the facilities, or ar-

ranged to obtain the necessary credits from private

sources. Actual disbursements have amounted only

to $337 million, of which nearly $200 million has

already been repaid. Disbursements would have

been much greater if Latin American beneficiaries

had been able to receive from the United States all

the goods and materials they wanted.

A novel' feature of the Bank, inaugurated in

•194Z, is a service through which the Bank assumes

responsibility for the delivery of export goods to

their destination within four’ months from the date

the goods are ready for shipment in the United

States. This new service helps American exporters

keep open their established trade channels in spite

of wartime shipping difficulties.

"The credits available to the Latin American gov-

ernments has been a military secret since 1942, and

their amount therefore has not been made public.

The,last available figures, reproduced below, are as

of May 31, 1942. They should not be substantially

different, however, from those for 1943.

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK LOANS RELATING TO LATIN AMERICA*
<

' May 31, 1942 ,

(in thousands of dollars)

Argentina

Bolivia
;

Brazil

Chile

Colombia
Costa Rica

Cuba
Dominican Republic

Ecuador, •

El Salvador

Haiti

Honduras
Mexico ,

Nicaragua
'

' ^

.

Panama '

;

Paraguay
Peru
Puerto Rico

Total
Commitments
61,120,000.00

16,962,000.00

103,609,529.14
29,467,329.54
22,181,385.48

6,374,607.29

78,478,473.36
3,300;000.00

14.255.000.

00
. 1;196;000.00 r

-

13 .250.000

.

00
2,700,000.00

37,149,291.20
,

,5,i56;O.OQ.OO

2,500,(066,69
’ 6,500,000.00

"

25,000,000.00

250,000.,0Q

19,585,000.00
29,933;000;00

. To May 31,.1942
Disbursed ' Cancelled

Uruguay
,

• 19,585,000.00

Venezuela
' '

29,933,000.00

Special Credits earmarked for

more than one country 182,000,000.00

130,000.00

529,344.21

40,299,067.78 *

9,450,21.7.84
' 11,741385.48

1,874,607.29

38,478,473.36
1,130,429.71
564,’714.95

- 50,00.0.00

5.480.000.

00

.11,069,19279
2 .650.000

.

00 -.

2,450,000,00,

2,770,060,60

33,893.00

3,192,178.35
>0 *

17,566,000.07

\ 45,000.00
500.00

31,555,443.81
1,912,849.88

1,427,307.41

274,607.29 •

38,478,473.36

,

' 239,645.31

68,474.53
,

’ 3 90’000.001

‘

1,093,406.98

. >315,833.34

.* .,272,500.00 P

; ; 254,356i*0& .

vltt 2£_U1 <

116333.35

(12 Alii 3 3’

4,339,?64:50-

Outstanding

$ 60,990,000.00

16,432,655.79

67.310.461.36
20,242,111.70

. 10,440,000.00

. 4-500,000.00

40,000,000.00

2,169,570.29

13,690,285.05

1.146.000.

00

7.770.000.

00

2.700.000.

00
26.082.528.37

2.500.000.

00
50,000.00

3.930.000.

00
25,000,000.00

13ii 250,000.00

19,551,107.00
26,740,821.65

• 164,433,999.93

TOTAL (20 countries) $660,961,61601 $149,459,504.33 $80,483,989.76 $515,929,541.14

*Inter-American Development Commission (Washington, D.C.), Bulletin No. 10, July 1942 (in Spanish) . Not included

in this tabulation are (1) undisclosed amounts of lend-lease aid to various Latin American countries for their defense un-

der the Lend-Lease Act of March 11, 1941; (2) direct military appropriations by the United States Congress such as, for

instance, the loans made to Central American states to assist them in building the Pan American Highway from Mexico

to Panama.
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0fcs.if o£ i^saeashh e2S?oai»S| tfejt it. -‘is.4 a nai?i office ia. Hscr l£otlt aad stiKSsteea

branch o^as&^toajf£& sa?eate& cities is to ISalte State t&as?® fjfogpoat

p&m» oetogo ^goseate o^&aa^g-'astoxi'tte is tema&va <2Jseaas&eas

of tn&^izMmirSl xi&sa o£ to day*

ioXLQ^m otoiaito trss sosssOd tea to sca^tatim of to
o&os'g? orgi^s^^tsa?

totmciiifo dw<A«tE3snt of teesdoan foreign peft&sr**

2a l£is2* to m&i&a?4 tlis ceg^sii

Sfc2SflrEo£0 tlssesr /
- 1 « Eses&deait -.-

V&aiaa'f* Staffs - ;
-« Tics B?csMto

Stesssa-’E-* Jordan
'

’
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(61-7802-83

ytitfpx?*ML& STQcstosd - is 2$S£ *tatec& 'tot- to SSseiso PsHrv"

iss^cia-totjas a .^tteeSlis* of tolxasaa of £*<& l&tta%
xcy
as-irs-

. (52^g8ii^ •••..'..
it i"!"?- c£afidest’2*i>Jj? faaartad in 3$£? that afexG assccx&fey;

©ntjuscssxsal is its is^^oticS lay f&© A;2gsisas S&'snX

! «*» £wa*e?.***?&* 9S

• " «ieg mis’&a stated that the* ihs^gsfc roiior fe®
/

it tiss g&t&mA WSQQf^iam. &S S<*
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SafeoTXmlsstX bj twrSte$tfj> vlth mo toadLcca CMl X&te&os listen. t!n& «giaye&-

into ®o tajsia of «k> Craoa&sta,*
(100-0^3351,-1)

Sa *f®3^ 392?* a &$*a«sa la -SSaiffspa advised tfcafc. Ms aoescEsfeloss x?ss.

1 p^-i^usalda. la Its ^eiTS sad propit^ds?
. . (61-628641)

^coaHtotlal sombgs? in. Cases* 1937* repeats! & hge% £b*»^ -C-es^

sm&Dh Tasty ’hsiited £ssnt^ o2gpstsahiio% atac&y*-- mo gsopsr&tty-e featthso sa
BMica$l<§ns locate la toM& €ity* 25&® ’dte&tte tsxs S»se4 ©siess&tly

licatioas, - (6l-7£66-*260)

A een&dsatfeal S9W9 in iSass* 3,23?5- atesefi mat §a triage® ©£ the
Fossa!.

js^at psaco

ashy*

test that me ies©tg&Isfoi^&Loa. t&s shelved. la Harm*
Feliey Aocsclati^a Steeat B^psrtoai x©s s eossdttaat ©a csteatlote. t$atei$&
ibrt&o Xoam-Coaxes© aeeffia&sg to & .pac^tSte Iscsied the latte «**
ps'*^sat4oa entitled **tov&fc FdlVjrimso lbs* -dohe emit t&sa#® xMxah pilgsfeage
isscrto be heM la Wemis2gt5% S+. c& ITiratv 3,0 «* 12* 1933* %h& &ne^lota Touil^

tax# ©sates oi! eoeparatica tSsroas^”sMsSi aaasseas os^tesat&aaa pasti-
eipdtsl lariat sm towssa $s me Xt-sais? atstcd that saa^ ©£ the „£©<*

failed HJsssal «* ssgtefess&SP SeszteLstic w^iss&oas .boss© Ssjteeste la tHa

(61-75664388x3

)

im article entitled sSo^let-»Xapaaesci .Foae® Mds batted t-Jatlo&o# 1* pqs
pslated la me Bally TZaSs&s $&se &$$$£ l£$ X9h3# waa-& repeat £res* as*

'

csjtielo ©£ siE&lar tttl0 tMeh appeared la the Foreign Xbltey Br^letLn 3£w
UpdX 9* X9&3* aggrs ite dteostei the Sc^lejNJ^aaeso SegiSatlaag

aS©cs»sm ' HeMag is sltefsa T?ate% ’srMdfe ©I jrss^rsd <sa l-arch 25* 15*43# a»4
.

sspsTimfled the 15®4&3SAss to the TMted Ifetieas vM&b vaviXd he iSafth^soSis^ ae a a&r '

^
^ lh8354

)
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> r*tG'/c-Gaptioacfl cud ovgoiws^m

n as xOTorfcsa ty a cos&deatial Sstfeaessat oa &fly S> tfeat a

v;r. 1235* Stenss*. a falser Attorney a& ths Circuit Court ‘ia Baling CteKtsay*

lor-^x advisor c>2 th© G^cs^~-^riCGa t,Uite?o Association os iorwicn Isj*

. (61-7566-1600 ) ...» .
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with refer©:!©©. to ite Ihrsign policy iiDccc^tzoziz ssoso jjs awtuc^a

a Kosrato containing a cueesss- oi centmtoa^
£21cs of Mile Emms® e©neGi*ii&s tSds orAanisatn©^ prepared as of June o, 1943*
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Al T T mur lITI

; OFFICE OF CENoOSRSH IP /

UNITED STATES OF AMEfv.*^

POSTMARK* HEW YORK
IETTSRHEADs tyFORBIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION
22 EAST 3Sth STREET, HEW "YORK
SIGHED* 1. PA'OHSSE

MR. G.\ AQROKSKX . EDITOR
THEteAISSTIJSS POST
Po 01 BOS 625
JERUSALEM, PAIBST.XME.

0— /

iDcdO of communication I Date of postmark

NOVEMBER 28 , 19Ah NOVEMBER 1944

language
ENGLISH

Previous relevant records

Previously censored by
. NONE

For interoffice use

*list$0NE~ see note.

Kind of mail

AIR

Station distribution

DR
DECEMBER 5 , 1944

DISPOSAL OF
ORIGINAL COMMUNI-

CATION

NONE RELEVANT

To be I Photo No.
photographed I

To whom photograph is to be sent

Sent with comment to

—

Examination date

DEC

«

2-4/44

Tygfes$slJh -

DEC

„

5/44

DR
use only

SI 6956

fwc

COMMENT

FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION ASKS EDITOR IN PALESTINE FOR
EXPLANATION OF HIS REMITTANCE.

Sasiders advise addressee of* recal l of his remittance of
i' 10oS0 through Barclays * Bank in London and request to
be informed whether this remittance is to cover a two'
years® subscription to foreign policy reports or some-
thing else*' 1 '

Examiner * & Note

:

There i© an\

p«a

* Gierson* \ Tel - Aviv. Palestine
jp

* (gj 4601 )

SEGUHT - Y L
- HOhfl'

. Mnnifo, d
. ^ldon.
. Buekl v/
. Bur\oh

,

. Cail'-n,
Cardon
Ounnia- a
Fi tch_
Flotin.

*

ia®o<o>b
•IC IS

4U
•

;

V
j

\
SPECIAL. NOTICE.—The attached information was taken from private communications, and Its extremely confidential character must be preserved. The

,

* infnrmflffirtT* mn^t be confided only to those officials whose knowledge of it Is necessary to prosecution of the war. In no case should It be widely distributed, or copies

#> used in lcgal proceedings or in any otherpublicwaywithout-express consent of the Director-of-Censorshlp. BYRON PRICE, ^

O-U.*. SOVEANMENT PRINTING OmCE 10 28125-3 CONFIDENTIAL **T—.
O-U. GOVERNMENT PitINTIHO OrFICt



OFFICE CF CENSORSHIP
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Yjr' .
,

•

"CONFSDENTIAL »«»“> 3?09^
POSTAL CENSORSHIP Page X of X

DR* ABBAfrHXLLICL JBJLVER
34a mRdison avenue

NEW- YORK 17, N* Y«

NONE
LIST:

Date of communication

nov/17/44

^Language

(
ENGLISH

Previous relevant records

NONE
RELEVANT

Date of postmark

Nov/a/44

Previously censored by

NONE

For interoffice use

To be I Photo No.
photographed I

MR. GERSHON AGRODSKY O
PALESTINE P<5ST

p. o . box si
u t, , „„„n_ JERUSALEM. PALESTINE

wArsMusir

list: NONE SEE NOTE
Rind of mail

SURFACE
Station distribution

m
dec/5/44

To whom photograph is to be sent

Register No.

NONE
DISPOSAL OF

ORIGINAL COMMUNI-
CATION

Sent with comment 1

Examiner

7114 6S69

COMMENT

Examination date

Dec/2/4/4"-

N. Y. ZIONIST OFFICIAL SENDS BOOK TO
EDITOR IN PALESTINE.

In mimeographed letter to "bear "V. Agronsky " ^signedAbba HllleX Silver% latter arises addressee
that he Is sending him a books "America and Palestine".
Just publlshedby the Zionist Emergency Council.

Writer points out that this volume contains pertinent
statements by high government officials, indicating
American Policy towards Jewish aspirations in Palestine.

Examiner* s N0te;
There is an V^gronskl, Gierzon at Te‘l-Aviv Palestine

r*~
’

* (GjJ-601 ).

|
SEOjlEf* v':.'

1 - t’-OU f j. fi T _

,
Ali-tafoi J.

;
M.*. Aide:-*

ij Mr. Eur- ,on..

ijMr. Ca.lan ...

jj

Ml-, Cai son
f Car. ,i,.

""

•Sr -V

'ys

SPECIAL NOTICE —The attached Information was taken from private communications, and ex*™“eI

^ ^^e^houl^r^^^i^^dlstributed
Information must be confided only to those officials whose knowledge of it Is necessary to prosecution of **

PRir
made, or the LifornlationnsOu In lcgalT>roirc-uUingS or In any other public way without express consent of the Director

„

of Cgnsorshlp. BYRON

O-U. f. eoyERNHCHT PRINTING OMTCE
"CONFIDENTIAL



OFFICE OF CENSORSHIP
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Record No.

POSTAL CENSORSHIP

PUBLIC RELATIONS - DEPARTMENT
NATIONAL JEWISH- WELFARE BOARD

% 1X5 EAST 32nd STREET
NEW YORK 16, IU Y*

MST: NONE

GERSHOnAAGINSKY . EDITOR „
THE PALESTINE POST

P.O*B. Si . <

JERUSALEM PALE STINE

£WC

NONE SEE NOTE

E'ri-O of communication

NOV/2g/2<4

Language

ENGLISH

Previous relevant records

Date of postmark

NOV/2S/*44

Previously censored by

NONE

For interoffice use

Hind of mail

Station distribution

DR *

DEC/5/244

Register No.

DISPOSAL OF
ORIGINAL COMMUNI-

CATION

f
' NONE

'RELEVANT To be I Photo No.
photographed I

To whom photograph is to be sent

Sent with comment to

—

use only

)U
/
a -4

-

SEC. WXj< 7114
D. A. C.

5632}.

Reviewer

6203

COMMENT

Pvmm'i 'b* vn

Fitch....... ...

Fletcher.
i Stricklai d

No Y. WELFARE AGENCY SENDS TO EDITOR XII PALESTINE MATERIAL
FOR PUBLICATION IN LATTER'S NEWSPAPER

In letter to dear ’'G-ershon 11 signed "YehoshuafySelig" writer
discusses with addressee th© contents or the three enclosure^

t

which he is forwarding to him, namely:

1) Letter written by one or addressee's forraer secretaries,
Sada Gordon, describing lir© In New York, its reverish campaign -
activities. Its manifold entertainments and its sixth war-bond
drive

o

2) A review or the book: "ChaimWeismann, statesman, scientist,
builder or the Jewish Commonwealth edited by Meyer W*,j WeisgaX* 19

published on the occasion or Dr* Weizmann's seventieth birthday

o

The reviewer, J@ss€f(Lurie, is advising addressee, that the editor
or the testimonial book, Meyer IWeisgal^ who has Just lert for Pa-2
lestine will bring a copy to addressee so that he can give , it a
longer review in his paper the ^Palestine Post*"

3 ) A magazine bill amounting to*

$

33*00 which writer requests ad-
di^ssfee to pay directly to the magazine agent Sidney Marcus, New *

York.
j

* - '

Enclosures: 4
A 4 page letter +

A revleiv or a book
A magikzine bill _
A newdpapsr clipping

1 n ^ .

- There ,jis an ^Agronski, ^Gierzory at Tel—Aviv, Palestine (GJ 4601)

-

.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—The attached information was taken from private communications, and its extremely confidential character must be preserved. T
information /nust be confided only to those officials whose knowledge of it is necessary to prosecution of the war. In no case should It be widely distributed, or copi*

made, or thcdnformatlon. usedJnJegal.procoodings or in any other_pubJicjs£ay_ without express consent of the Director of Censorship. BYRON PRICE,
'

j?fr«cfon

O-U. *. COVER IMENT PRINTING OFFICE 10 2812Q-3 gQMHDEMTIAL .



Aroatagg micy &cmounm
gagts&gicr 'iMsia yaXi* "paw

Pittsburgh, pa*,
hovosber SG ft 1SX13*

A naotlsg of iho FOraiga policy icsooiotio&ft Pittsburgh Brassy ms hold this:
evening at SflG p. xi. at Cfomo$to I'uaia Ball* t&th tfe? foIXot^ims ssoahcraj

rav£gF«IMa - notable Passion author oad otoncsiot » loading authority o&-
, ""' :““ 1

'
1

puccion affairs*

X.QuiK Pinohor r fanatic war coproapGudGafc* loataror and author*

toy*- zsviaiyfCrroya, Unitarian nis&ctar* student of BuooIgu affairs e©&
oSistiaa, pittofejtyh Cauaoil of ,*t^rteen<toviot. Friendship.

i&borb noted eo choircaa of the sooting a»d istraeasGd yr, Foilit
Beilin a chorfc shite haired jam of about SB years* cad aha tsge&a vita a carhcd
secant aledmod ho- had hoon tarred fr&p F.uooia, Id.died out of Porsrny sad othor
countries hut Ma close association with pucsia gavo loin ca opportunity to talk

that xm war of 1910 was capposad to "bo tha last aarld war* yet ws hats had world
tar too, cad world -war thraa is ^«st over «ho horigon or at least the groat porrgro
era talking of it* Shat today wa bova a poaeo hut it io aa oread par.oa* Euooia
states they -dll hoop a poseo axey of oaa third of thoir war tins arsy of £s,£2-3,ea0

E-oa to nan our chins is. short ardor*, and so gallia said that all mounts to gosca*
text an arnol paaco*

jadoaosiauB estd the 2rXt^c& era tsa&sg thoiy tanka sgaiaot ifea iudccsosioa rosisteeeoj
osothor tar in xrca sad still sasthsr la China* end the war is oapposoi to have
tonaiustad omths ago*

Sodayj, sr* tallla says thsro is friction as to tao wan tho worj tho tta^slp-RO
will cay they It hy thoir coorifics ogaiast Sitlor; Euglaad will cay they taro
the? buffer for Bony long years and hero in this coaatty* iho tFf.t will say -^loy ton
itj all this breads raopioim sn-l tends t> aroato foresee in tlxs heart eaid broods
f&tura wars* WEglead and ths 0FA kosJs together in boroasyj Basaia^hEsos this end is
casolalouo of a fffAwtra»lidli hloe* ®S©Otu>rai

/ n 0^105 —' /^cuoploiouo of a #fA~-i?sglidli hlos*
" e

^££)&-

.Fastsior factor shaping tha future of Heocia is that hoP^^iuing ooldioys
'soaiag co2ty of tho -abhor eouatrios* ?JoXcaaSi> Coscsny caS stkor ttfcjeoo*. that thsy lived
roll* had saro or loss desaossratie freeflow not oa^oytd is, K»oc&a| tejet thoir oitioa
oscl faotorioo wore hhttor, that thoir covonostd is foaosal watohod or ro-
strlotcd end so they feava returned to Fascia with Mo end this will
toad to prarato istor-safciomlicn iastoad of aaticiiolina for tho avorogo luDsian
hast; as soro about foreign policy sad affiirs t’asn tho everego dariootlo calaal is a
fars yard* Pallia said ho could cqo this rsvenoat* but tha Sucoic-ua wotsldwateh t'aois*. g

ltarQtiimsd saldiors for this idonlogy wa s eonsidcrod -dcaaoreitOo ;.,

r '

fif^_ ,.t

1

ph



iisnt eirt&ly ms going iJwcfe at Iran whore.Bmsaia
eins to 9paat» d ejfregl of Eassissfc odua&lesQy vM politieslly* Shat
•aitJ eannbry eupgocsd to gusrsntso the fsraotoa. of iraa'cad it looks ns if hliev
vail coatect £j28sia*’R entry there for l&sb Friday the UPd procesfesd o not® of iuaaairy
at tjcwow* Yat does the ©» mat tie oil that is in' Iran, it could bh and if co“

to* not# fills one vi$h the belief that? it avails of oil*

fsllin said bfc» rftaotioaarie# will toy there ca*at bo a ^irmiic #&r to finish
Suarie and will slur fascia, sad it was tfe# idea years an© if yon mat to fcSll *
~®8* c^sat first dsclors it cstd* -sad tIJBtTs -ot&h they ore doing to prossoto snubber
tar, tasting 111 feeling agclcst her* fhst freodoa of the press ms necessary in
Russia: to prteate hstisr fooling#* that the evarcre Euc&iss*. reads only the ucsatra
controlled pross, listened to the t'omim eo&trallecL radio end they did not know aboat
Iwsffciss ana dam and poeaibly wouia not understand if tfcsy wore told* Shat tiiorepst be n now -world national polity- to toko the placet of opposition, tart opposition
breeds wr<s end poecofal relations cculd not be gained by fores* that poaaa saaM
esly CO*# thru batter understanding of the tro powerful nstiont of -the acrid*.

She nest packer* Kw. 23ar*y »fd that suspicion, bitterness and hatred te~Ipon the fee crest powers. Easels end the fnitsd Statos, cauoled with atomic ww*)rtfeat^o power had and the ether had not, tk>uid. If not checked, pluses these two
^syntries into a tattle to the death jmd plunge the world bade 1*030 years or rare*
^hst friendship and nafeosl tryst wo needed for the peace ofjfche warld and ho for one
thougit wo imst do nil «o scot thru ssoh institutions ns the ounoil of /^erleext
ovist Friendship of which he bed the pleasure of boing ehniBsssn* to twosote thismoadly foaling bsfcwoa* the two great curios, Uo said if we fftttsrod imoranc*,

hatred and ill feeling* it t;snld ho crash-and crush mill the* lost wastage of gated
5a noafeind of the two nations muld ho loth to posterity, and those of our country
that are against SUMS* ssra traitor# to tMa country* for they sre briagiag on r
wey that will partially dottfoy the world find this country v*ith it#

t’orray snid'thut tzm -toys* ^hn tFt^ajh together and Acre©? 1* hut to ©heare
sut to our reletlonn with Eussla, suppose one said, wssn two he agresd, end *108: to*
gcvtisr?** 5&at Qsorsoa has snid* ^ friend is. on© that One esa he .sincere'

hurray cnid ho was not in fmror of n^essoasnt olther, th&t he wen no fellsn
traveler although w«ae secs, to thi«fe he is* that lisssin is not him host saatica in -the«om, that they haw their fault#* hut he m & sainleter lias found no asitissritiGSi
in Eussis* no race disorhaiaRtion* no aholitica of their civil Ubarttes* that he
2mew all ths eriticims sgaiast Buscin* Shut he has heard people la this country
ssy es wan th® war* t-ast the yritisfo -have -scld they wxc the war end wan it* Trc^'-7 forme ^uacisaB to say thoy^aa ti» -mr? no*

’ ^

* %e cuesfeion «ac not who rtm the war* hut do the Bastions end the Orleans
havc^easttch coral coarago to get along together, to rorh out the pe^es of the world
tc^4terj willful i^arsa.®* of each other will rebuff friendship sad there will he
esc loch mesa hath thr-tt will put us oil 2a cur grave*- prematurely, it coy aloaane
the world of eaauaim, '^st its cay aim tfcfee away froa uc our civilisetion aad
comocraoy* In the lest war the cod?; lost 30,000,008 peoplej Eupcla feows hew easy

l^st ws that war* w? do too* Ssgliah spotSdan people# lost hoavily* con wa
sxsorti anotner war« Eafoyw the war s» h&d our oceans for prateotioa, n*s? with the
ehps&e ho»b,W «sn. happen tvsraijdit* 2hoy »ll Waht peso©, Euseia ahovo ull tsmld •

liifS tO Sa^oy peaccj do the elites want pence* do they rent to roam China to noy
Buscict, do tlicy went to roho “’arsaay ogoia strong to hold Russia doaaj cro th^* rakinc
horfjs, Rtaaic ia nature in Erenco Spaini Su.a$$a hopes for noaco end 5& so i*
surrouudiug hcrsolf with friendly n^tioas to imam? tlic peace*

' “ *’



third end last sj39tik$%!i

ir Iioni# Fischer Stated thob fe§ kaon from 13** X2s?ffCiy*S
opssooh that ho knd esksS intentiono, Mb hat did act give the aasse* to tea eolation*
^hat should M done sots to insure the pence* thy id. there this tsaslmi tfigr do till

J*»
poctploa fear Tumi&$ -why is there this eppanssainb of EwudLit? Sba* it ail dated

br^: to the death of Dv Soosovolt md the louden. %aferanc«* hhcai tea Eu8$ic» footer
discovered that X did not oquhi 2* Ja any land i cl^ys sguatod X, Mb is th$ dsSla
’sits Italia, Churchill and Roosevelt* 1 filray# «tu&ll8d S, Mb tecy gavo in to ttelia,
to keep him in the sria, to vds the isar$ after th* «©»* tht allies end ho ths ssodto*
'%&&. of bfl and t&giaad* bore down and that la why the Russian delegates at Madam
^sra co difficult to. komdle* there mis no cor© apgeasing tad ee a oonssftuoxwsh thora

difficulty oil around* Rusal* had to chang* their orithanstio and they did not
**&* It* fast tteyr^tellei 04 strongly the prose coaid not print their fdjaienoabe*
Eussia granted & majority minority relationsdiin cad .£nglnn& cad the EfA* after the®r#.

trould not go along#,

Euseia feat a foreign policy end in simple tens* it baauabs to thins ihay, thwi
Ocoaomio robbing of tto countries they conquered* *2li add to their material iscalthi
thoy mvo done it in the Baltin, in Finland they ©re doing it today in Cerncmy* thsy,
remwsd the machines, tk*s. cattle, the crops j starvation, is » mighty weapon, for fore*
sag the made of m«»$ -tawynrs going out from a nationalist srouatry to teat If an

parser* Of -course $032# ^£11 fikjr Su^Bia d&ggisfi^' ft^tesfxrfit 0ajT
"*** «*£?»*# aha must build sad roooaetruet her dm damaged cities, Sana*

sad •?iltegc#, her eleotsioal power, her railroads, hut doa^taUa, %aa f hare talked
to hia!f

* fronts to he an iatsraGtionaliet sad has, alas? 1935*

^Fischer said he reads the Cojssuaist |’racs* hero &nd abroad and he foe found
that »talia now proclaims the old Slav heritage, that all Russian* spring from tea
Blnr origin nnd it unites- teem into * solid, organisation kISj. hopes and nqniratiaa*
to ccgtare little hy little other coantrioo* 1

®hat is tty they r^soat the fi<%t in
d^ins* ibrtbs otiier head* the British -are intoraatioEalist too, and th^y firfet smr in Sathfiu to help ifco futeh aad lay low the Indonesians* it iw nosaible that
the Jadoaoslans ha^> 0®ssnslsta, annig thorn, so my friends in tMc day of $8&c&
have Tier* ih4 Hoarsts.end the tfoConaidcs drag the End J^ssrimg hut it does not. sot
ua ftaywhore otfesr than to x&ko m E«d conscious* uhat Stalin is doing is. misg fen-
glair and M H pr-or^tiag fan Slarifea to mshe feussissis latemati^nlistss ttfat tht
Slavs ns-ii superior^ mtionalim first, for feed, and food is -fend sad sc then it
•G&JSS& to Intornatioaalism*

. ©est is the ©esaomo-motivef hussio- has ?nidor tt fitrfcia for ths S3 V3*wtfr
tasy Milt -tip hkoir faotorios* tftair huge nrcys they noedod no nary so they redoubled
their sw^-aos ^ykvo ^nst cons thru a -heavy tar and they -mat to cut short their
parioi of rcoaaatruction m they are nilhing tharost of gurop® dry to do ,ca ?s4 idm
tfeoy get eistahliahod* s^*t it tdll he th»ir opportoni^y to gush farther their idee
of hoins «33 artemtioselist# As a result of isare in other couatrien there hava tsaa
politioil vetaetmt tlsro vms la ciiiiie, in FrMco md in fenasjgr, end’tdth the %>r
wor, Easeia vill gn into thss$ cauataios at thoir latest »hh end them vli2i
a nstr idOalOgy, the Sanaa of the coasron xasni it look« goed, it sounds "CoS, Mt
At goad! 1««& at France* they arc sateceodiag there* loci at Felaad* Ieoh at Central
BurspOa fedey KUssin fooln Esetmoed 6ad vsnt.# ta got into danesn. into iron- into
Corusny! oh® i?lU set retreat, sh® Till aivmcse

*odfiy wd haw the atonic homh, end it in said that in the first ten s&nntoe
of th» nest mgr, and it «iH te hetoeoa jSassla and the U2&, it could not ha feetwoon
any o^or- nation tho ’wey things ara going* -«as tenth of the population t?ill fee
^.Uedf that is the first sight* nfed you, Ssglasd 1ft latohaat$<maU»t - leo& at

endjnt Java! m ate ©atexsationslist* loo!?, at the ielanSs v?e aro and trill MM
in th* fodflsi 1035: at our interest in China at fcfes proeont tfcw, Mt sur-oae tM



other countries* Argentina, France tmd fee* Hko gb Jatornntiomlist* ton*b you see
Were it till toed to, and unlesa the Big ^hroo- renounce thoir xr&ormbicWlist
Mess t.'3 will torn another war*

Fischer said that the oalyacflubian. v,ua for the Big ftooo to renamed imperial**im end gat into- a torld tteiaa of nations* each ©no torkirg os a separate pator©!
State under the ^urtodiatiDu of a strong Federal ueyld Ohioa of other eeuntry states#
Ho said it worked in the H&A for ISO yeacjf sad could work for the peace of the world
to ©<&#* 2a sold bto ground «a& far the neat arses' already started* this expansion
at fee ospans® of the ice&ker nations* yassia branching out, Sa^tsad sskos
tliea the H0fi # tton thsy sot a Xisait for Eussia*® hdifaato* then fee wer ofepp* p^d.

you hare year wasy ferxeny did not declare ssr oa Esxgtaad» nor Fraacif* tat she
ororstepftsd thoir tins cad syato Units laid <ta» and fears was war auntor Wo*

Fischer said too only oaanor woe feat oil mtioao- should rotife into ttoircm sphere* sad lot. the Utile countrio* eloaej raiSt oat their own culture* toorefe.*-
•

S32it vftth&i ttoirm a0aat2d.es and let their tiens for world pawa* aXato*

W.ga® ctoopimofciya of friendship could not asato over £a3siaa~?j,toricsa friesd-
ships? Us needed sosssfeiag bigger than that* Fischer said lie Wa« a ra^eotor* &
double redactor of ox^sasisa at the omoaod of wesRor nations? feat to did not ssas&«
tiea fee* rape of -‘oaanla* the pitiless, pash against Poland nor tbs present fight in

• bin* and dtm nor at Iran nor Greece* that it loads to control* aasemtl^ end at-
cairen&afc by fair or foal, seen* cad that lends to war? that ho-wse n double roioctor-
all alcag the lias* Shot tousia Wata tocuri^ at fee ejspahso. of fee ofeor nations
easd p9oc3 wauM saSy cos* byyolunfesxy. rescRcifttion of xaporialisn? there is tsr
pw:er sad y&tl power* cad wo rust ueo will p<mvt feat Europe* was going into a
cooialiced and toto couatiy too* fesnges both within oft without? Win? mat stop
the irrstaata said btoa we -can. have p??a«©*

nhftijfcsn Gregg said tho jasobiEg tas-

-open to ^uosticas*

* ^oator in the cudcnpo ashed Eor*. Kurrcy if a jtcQhisg of this nature could -ho
hold in Soviet Sussin fodajr* l?his Boeter*» a^gathy ttes rith HussiK* hut fee only
TQt-.om ho hed not joined thsTflttshargh Ssuncil cf^s^ricon aosist ixisndehio «r's
that Assise had not ogsaed feeir nwe to such organisations tie enrr*. caM
that if 1m vers « Suasion, and hud been ItlWod «ro«nd os they h^d* w tould W sua«
plcioua of anyone jnid ototybody* hut to- feaewtr the ^uootim* ft&tzlv ho -could my
1T0* that he doubtod if it wjald ha pemitoed*

’
’

-

& lady in the galloiy es&cd Hr* tintshsu- isteit should to done hero t6 ^ot ^
mrhing nri*angtooafe for penco# He aaM to write thojr Dm&Um on tto aattor* hut
doubted if fee- present group of %aator3 trsuld do anything stosst it* hut to oloet
Sffiuotas^ at the next, olactdoa that tould do sostethtojS*

Buring ET* ?isehar ,s talk*, a srsBtl jert^eh enpeariag ifisa tdfe gray hair* vuell
dressed* glasses* partly told toad topt mtoering in on undortojse* and Wcrn one of
toe Qucstionas* afeed about the Sassiaa secret politocad J>«.i5i»dta?r isa* exoialnto®*
tntu. Bfortcd tois goaS^toian to yell out* ®lts c, lie* X s$ feoro and X hast??***

"""

% after nr. ^Oherwa^ thru* Kr. Gregg seid the gehtl$xan la fee audios os
dtot shouted would to grsntod tlaf to tofcs tn explanation, so to got up tofeto end
said that it waa all a lio* feat people ist Suads could not tolfe o’osinst Stalin*
feat he ta« in togeia end in fee dinsr of a train* to heard a table eowrarsattoa
feat indicated feat those rho -umtod to flay Stalin could to so* m& it res a lie
for Dr* Fischer to day otherwise* that to was a roislootor* end not to boHsyo hiaj-
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iswta iasws tjcsa s®m partial to fiassis la lias trltfi rruaaiaa-^slofia friosdsMp «
tco tsosiha cold tm&tsm £»j*ehaaaiso» ei^sratft* cosas* shimls* sicSasd^ss cad

2tw attached handbill si&Xsg^eapl* to atfcasd $fc»l3ol&x« ty fry ^^T^iUstr#
tfastiaara* 0c& Eitfc®* t«ai#saeSF ^sSodiatiM. of A$02il<t Oe£%sfcl*fcs a& -2^ Aiis£$'£$3*
cad Its iajlicfetion# fofc Cscuulty «t tb© First Baptist sslisftoH sa§-

ot** atrJny, facets1- Sadist S*0S full* »?•« Httrltuied -.’by ' ,
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ersura ook? to oStfloa* ttoirotf

Otopgitas t&aa, ia cagy eafefc® of tool** esdloa ttevb sssfid tos$ ftXbtnatelv* Xitld dofcs sit-0

opens ta jijcsEj. ^'4v'a o«24 tovo toon ©&& of tto X20g3t tMngo 'Sssfe ecUSS fessp topsosoek
So «s&& it tssa & toEgb ££$& Hfcr J&Soift J& ito *a*iy otod®® #3? tto ‘toy cad fctoir did
tJjoXs? tocfe laith- ’Sfoisr Xlttla fcgeXgnsafc «ss3 Xifctla load Scc«J&* ^r<sts ce& c£&.
“3i3« • ii OSk^to

I"r* Snifter cafLd to tsmld eflefcfiis fos* fE^tyBte*tofc fora ^©stfcjs pssidd*

gto gftojst&js ra$* d®ss poised «sssfe Ea&sls So got «£$& ito£y asoatip?? -

Sr* Ssiftozf agi& ttot ssssste vtsmfks $sftfc ftto cpsatito So tto LTt s»d ttot SBogf

toltto® l& tord wo&s cad totter getting w$i £irs& tljile i& tb&£ co^sts1^
Wr gab politic?*!? Slysb* »$fc caring if Store ns* elXJi£r& Oftfc of nasfe ead ©tsrvjns’s *

fcr to? pr,y sssaisj &1?t$&bX«a So polities ttos*. 4$ to tto Saeatom Sbsn of u^-es^a-s w
p3s=pl«f. ttot Poland d&owlS tssXso&s ft tord t&rHs£ nation itot to&Xd Isjcg ttocs

of ijss t&t&ed of OifftpS

JJr* Itertes* tod $&•?%&$& es^iaa&sfl tto story of $&$ aaieacs3r.sc.fi 4n t&§5 E&$clo&
tsssr of Ji£s» M &M al* bbe gtottsoiia ftotod# ito Boraor* stoical bo “ss-suld ?Jto to tossa

toso n&bto% ttob to «as & !&»<[&& Of act^waios «aci el&cisgh h» sSiS s«fe to &£i
n mossiest feo Wm of Xittstg to ilsssicjf- So cqS^
te Tbsited fassato 4® ftwssSr oseftslboe* to X5s5S eftd XC40* itojf no S’Sss.dss'll

of M’sifi.gf tltos1’' doa*s -tosw^iteS ga?d Xtotog to ft&$ Sboro asg^srod no ^o^rsoa tsrras'a

a Js?febsa? ftlESt&irci of Xto&sg, frcss'Sljo fJSfttw tlc^s Ito niniSed’ eanparsd So last.

^to$& i to Xt?s3<

tois follow fthen cctod ishjr naa 0^ grestoto^ to fceto ntspibjftf to tsffosf^

tba^ *2S. gptos tota eife. fisrst-s^ «r ©tooefiy Ob wasr !oibli tbm end
n&tob to tcss>.7 oaeoo-irefi aaa^ad t?$ •

§«f .osnbtoift ae a oj* poiaSto|,- to M« dtoobcr^ pto«- *££« Sftrtor oaaeentoct feo

to 3xa:3and oja to t&to 4souisS^ end o^er® on .

' V
f*sea bbfi «agSfis end tS»& ^aiw^ett O0r»to ototod ^beft to «a$$d 3^b felloe' \

mch tails to canttoas*- I2s?* s&ttor tiiaa tor^ oleae^r ttotod StoS isos not »a
oni^oid%* «a,.txafop«to aff«to3* tos b«sd 4$sp$to3 feto ft&ujr to 'inselfdo «ffatoa»

tbla «sdsd--t&$ za^ottoGt* 5to fotlot? fet tsssj-
. tototo-„s to i&as cXgtst bsssrs fecr-a

c gsod nm €feamlss ^as fttoat S§s, ^Xf4i ft toP7 doftoito Stolftob cr
(leftists* ,

?*z^ cairtor •vmn an toprsicciv© cpscSssr#. ols&s MS ^isasatto* stotad bto
n@ bo tern to ft»3 *XXo«3d to to tor ^csfe to e nsttoif of ifeto ototesfeib* seisovo'sv to
*9«Sfi fr» Ms oj?s»-3^s to5Sftj» to dnriatad ftrosa tto utofe Of Sto faOlfio to mw aa
Enesto too» fth«§ mj- tairf toaa o^acstcd ito sscS,«ato-

t^*» efoee^riatol^ eollod. t4tsfvjssft

o^oscb 135^ tocro tool

Xa bto edastog r^a&n to saswidcssS tto/o «%$ a lot to Ea#o|,a¥ .

Ei^lcnd sad six tto ernlior aat£aa$ to® a ee«t of ©eatltsfi# t» Bu^oia.* 1 too '&z&

tSss» ft fla3»fe to^atwo t’aoy soswd t^r toft to»a frefea- djt«0 ead a£2^? af sstsr ecassf

. tfe© ftft.aa ffttofcO

tocogbfe ca a^plcacft fs»n tto anSIoacft^

6/ - 7f o^, - /^
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£I£B5> susses* O^rni10* J
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. £&»& &* jocg.

& 0K«*^'^? &?S eitoad®! tfcis rtottetf jj^ cM#i £%S traaso &TO& t&oor$ of forte?*
W£ toTOca tali^T saAftetp sad TO ssraiitos ^ as** TO 030 nfr eitofgw

£36** SSEar&&» €oa?toi? as® is tto oijfi&totfioa xTOtx TOt^TO? eiwivc4 m3 tomes-
in thy grosssc® #r,TO ctotoa for TO oaeates £to-2% «M8*w&mt xztastst*

'
•

?**a£a# «$?« «»I1«S $$t of &.© mttoxst toftana tfei fcbtlas; to- &> iaTOdsood to ./

l-r« esrtor* ’% $30®3* ea^ £tfm$ wj$f oil Ghosto isgtoSscoa to 3&s»
esd eio® f*we»a to Jukihm aafirwroS. of TO» pito to wfiMag ea«5 o»to»3C& a 1

toy wdsel to^cas® to TOa* dca tody fa gartis-^s1 adscsva to to v©y oan>s* to \ j

tas- *Jfci sm* iSSs? pMgsfcv r<«a o? TOe* gea^fca ims amafi awl TOweea* «& asito i
is %a$a©.afc of TOis? aaaKSr* TO. TOSssaa fey TO ^xassSastsse aa% aoTOSscsd

Si TO SaTO^stl^ TO S&ttesi <ss&3 TOt Of* Carter £» toJ&tTO to tofe •

£&£!&yi&ty~&ziyml of insiefetoaa a-s TO of TO voy fotj wivtasgrti TOr«TO?a
to outer swucfcs olessfc -st i&H ottteti tex&tQ to «e&3»©a osgr «ssdtesti<£a &» ta
S4*.c*ssta «aa «afc m tea tea* ia am® sm to* fa TO nsofe taa#> aura,Wsaa TOa ©ailed t&BgftSas to 0 ixosTOs u& «o 2ia «feoto0* acs-o of & &TOtp* tat»0
held $3a$ Vo&je8d^r*v«sfe^; to. TO o« oa£it$?Ss^ at yhlck ffca? c nr* ®TO rnl.c

tlftf csspt«at TOnz to5& «|s M» «f toXSJs^ «li- is&osst feis fs&vale j:g^»
tiauteljr TOk TO r&r frast^ ’ Qm. ?;$sM fca-so to to. a trebles* to'TpsXito el<2?:i

TO ttaa Satac® of ijopsa to >Q55C# ste tho w&taf to totor SdcaJ^&ofi ;.a

rtoo^it^* j&t to (Stated TOt a tod.£» o? toco xwoyM

to «oeool^l fsy TO iisdt tito to TO »>te of
TOwssa*!*. Vv * .V"i*“
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^ss&stos^ £& aoatisacd ^aco* Cartoc? m mzafM&m iit»i tio*2
cSiKJtJficS' that t!ioy <$.3 aofe x&zit caa* t;\>or;3 ttois I of ssss3n aad' «;4€' ;•

TO %$&£>%& ®t TOna isasatoic^ at sis»t ttosts Sioisrtstos &&*&& au? ialtaopp* ntorS'^ 'i

£&&m, 'ctosd ead dtoed TOa to TOgr to^’ to to iito20to?
:

-

tot «>X& 52jS« too okmipd eto«? vietasy* ' tT3» TOycraat TO» to ^ot tod? to TO-ir« /

t&% offigSftoo* Ka cbH* te39ar#-TO T^zltoh aaTOTOd to ir,zria
.'
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:
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CHINESE MODERATES PRESS FOR END OF CIVIL WAR
A LTHOUGH political maneuvering in China has
z * been stimulated by General Marshall’s report
of January 7, all signs indicate that a negotiated set-

tlement of the civil war is more remote than ever.
The Central government, with American Ambassa-
dor J; Leighton Stuart acting as intermediary, took
the formal action of making a new peace offer to
the Chinese Communists on January 16. Two days
later the Communists’ rejection of the terms was
announced. The core of the government plan was
the proposal of a truce based on existing' military
positions, an arrangement which would require the
Communists to write off all the territory lost to the
Central armies since the breakdown of last year’s
agreements. The main point of the Communist reply
was that new agreements could not be more effective
than previous ones unless the government disavowed
the constitution, which was recently adopted without
the Communists, and agreed to restore the military
positions of January 13, 1946 when enforcement of
a cease-fire order began.

~ "
-

' -

THE DEMOCRATIC LEAGUE. One significant
feature of the current situation, in view of General
Marshall’s emphasis on the importance of backing
the Chinese liberals, is the steadfastness with which
the Democratic League, the chief liberal group, has
adhered to its criticisms of the Central government
and of American policy: In an interview in Shanghai
on January 20 Professor Lo Lung-chi, an American-

: educated leader of the League, denied that the Com-

issimo Chiang Kai-shek make concessions to th'>
:

Communists on the question of restoring the mili-

tary status quo of January 13, 1946.

For some months the Nanking authorities, per-:

haps mainly with an eye to American public opinion
and United States aid, have been clearing the ground
for a government "reorganization” which would
bring some non-Kuomintang elements into the Ad-
ministration, but not involve coalition with the Com-
munists. The task has not been easy in view of the
League’s unwillingness to settle for anything less

than' an all-parly regime based on last year’s peace
agreements. It is true that for a year or more the
Young China party, which once, formed the extreme
right wing of the League but later seceded, has been
working with the Kuomintang on most issues. But
this relationship has discredited the’Yo’ing China
party as an independent group, and its entrance into

the government would carry little weight.

. At least since the spring of 1946 the Kum_-
mintang has been wooing another conservative
League group, namely the State Socialist party, later

renamed the Democratic Socialist party. The govern-
ment’s efforts proved successful when the Demo-
cratic Socialist party joined in the ifecent constitution-

al assembly, which was boycotted by the League, and
subsequently withdrew from the League. But the
victory is of limited value to the Kuomintang, since

only a very small portion .of the League’s member-
ship is involved. Moreover, the’ Democratic Socialists

munist terms for peace talks made discussions itr^vW are not prepared^o join th£ ^dmimsH^eLv^iOw
possible. He expressed the view that reorganizatioAif The gove^hent has
of the Central government without the Commnnf^tc

possible. He expressed the view that reorganization*
of the Central government without the Communists'
would prolong the civil war and declared that the
failure, of General Marshall’s mission resulted from
the "wrong policy” of the United States. Two weeks
before, on January 5, Lo had proposed that General-

adopted last December wom^^cili^^xts**p^S' for
reorganization. But th£ new dqcumentTalthough wel-
comed in some sections^Ath^American press, has
not made a particularly striking impression in China,
where the dark realities of civil war and the daily,'

fwri. —/ _ Contents of tffis33ULLETIN may be reprinted with credit to the Foreign Policy Association.W 251947



struggle for existence overshadow verbal pledges.

The country's best-known newspaper, the Shanghai

Ta Kung Pao, complained, on January 4 that appli-

cation of the chapter on civil liberties has been de-

ferred, even though the constitution as a whole had
been promulgated officially at the beginning of the

new year. Moreover, Chinese political circles are

aware that the constitution contains important lim-

itations on the civil liberties it grants. According

to Article 23, citizens' rights may not be restricted

"except as warranted by reason of preventing in-

fringement of the liberties of other persons, avert-

ing an imminent crisis, maintaining social order or

advancing public interest." These qualifications are

jbroad enough to permit any limitation of civil rights

the government may consider necessary, especially

since China, will be in a state of "imminent crisis" .

invalving "social order" and the
*

'public interest"

as long as civil war continues.

^CIVIL WAR MAIN ISSUE. Criticism of the Cen-

tral government appears to be growing in China. Far

from being weakened by the defection of the Demo-
cratic Socialist party, the Democratic League, which

held its second national congress in Shanghai this

month, seems on the way toward becoming a more
tight-knit organization. The bitter student demon-
strations which were touched off in late December
and early January by the charge of a Chinese girl

student that an American marine had attacked her,

were directed not only at American policy, but also at

the Central government. While the movement was in

POLAND’S ECONOMY REVIVES
The Polish elections of January 19, the first since

1935, resulted in an even more sweeping victory

than had been anticipated for the government bloc,

which was reported to have won 11,000,000 votes as

compared with approximately 1,500,000 votes for

the Peasant party headed by former Premier Stanis-

„law Mikolajczyk, the only one of six political par-

ties which was in the opposition. The following day

the 383 seats in parliament gained by the govern-

ment bloc were assigned to component and support-

ing parties on the basis of 119 respectively to the

Communists and Socialists, 106 to the bloc-supported

dissident Peasant group, 38 to the Democratic party,

and one Independent. According to government
spokesmen, the Peasant party received only 10 per

cent of the votes, but Mikolajczyk contended that his

party would have had 60 or 70 per cent in an honest

„ count of election returns.

ELECTIONS NOT "FREE AND UNFET-
TERED.” The conclusion reached by the embassies

of the United States and Britain in Warsaw as well

as by correspondents of Western newspapers (whose
reports were uncensored) is that the January 19

poll did not constitute the "free and unfettered

elections” which the Polish government had

process, it spread tcTovef-a dozen cities, marking an
upsurge of left-wing and liberal student political ac- -

tivity not seen in government territory in many years.

The outstanding fact of the current Chinese situa-

tion is that "liberalizing” action by the government,

whether in the form of a new constitution or a re-

shuffled administration, can be little more than a

political maneuver as long as the civil war continues.

This is widely recognized in China today. On January

26, for example, a conference of eighty independent

business, financial and professional leaders issued a

manifesto in Shanghai, appealing for peace on this

ground: "If hostilities do not stop, the date of the

total collapse of China will not be far off.”

The Chinese situation is of importance to the

United States as well as the Chinese government, for

rising anti-civil war sentiment in Central govern-'

ment territory will mean rising criticism of Atoerican

policy. The United States has already lost touch

Chinese goodwill because of its material support of

a Central government engaged in civil conflict. It

is true that our current aid is at a rather low level,

but our total assistance since V-J day has been

substantial, and the expectation of future assistance

plays a large part in Nanking’s calculations. Few
issues facing the United States in world affairs are

more important than the need to reconsider our

China policy with a view to restoring traditional

goodwill between China and the United States.

Lawrence K. Rosinger

DESPITE POLITICAL CONFLICTS
pledged itself to hold under the Potsdam agree-

ment of July 1945. Peasant party candidates were ex-

cluded from voting lists, the party’s newspapers were

censored or suppressed, individual Peasant party

leaders were molested, threatened, and in some in-

stances killed, in many voting districts the party

was not permitted to participate in the counting of

votes, and voters were encouraged to use open in-

stead of secret ballots. The government, headed by

Boleslaw Beirut, a veteran member of the Polish

Communist party who had spent considerable time

in Moscow, made no secret of its hostility toward

Mikolajczyk whom it regards as too closely linked

to Polish exiles abroad, or of its reluctance to hold

the elections at the present time. It was only be-

cause of insistent urging by London and Washington

that the elections were held at all. Government lead-

ers had argued that continued civil strife, for which

they blame the underground, and the unsettled in-

ternational situation created conditions unfavorable

to free elections.

A HIGHLY COMPLEX SITUATION. Discus-

sions of Poland in the United States have been so

overshadowed by controversies over the elections

that the complex and contradictory factors at stake



r

have been relatively neglected byrhe Western press.

Poland suffered greater physical destruction at the

hands of the Germans than any one of the other

United Nations with the possible exception of Rus-

sia, yet it is showing signs of more rapid and more
solid recovery than most of its neighbors. Many
Westerners have thought of Poland as an appendage
of Russia, yet the proud individualism of the Poles,

comparable only to that of the Spanish, and their

centuries-old hatred of Russia, which is not confined

to' any one political group or class of the population,

make it difficult in practice for Poland to become a

mere carbon copy of Russian ideas and practices.

Some Polish liberals, while resenting the restrictions

imposed by the Communist-dominated government,

feared that genuinely "free and unfettered elections”

might bring back to power those elements in Poland
which sympathized with the ideas of Fascism even if

they did not actually collaborate with the Germans.
The majority of Poles are fervent Roman Catholics

and, in spite of tension between the government and
the Vatican, government leaders have sought to re-

assure the Church about its freedom to function and
its property rights, while the church hierarchy avoided
open denunciation of the government bloc during
the pre-election conflicts. The security police which,
in the opinion of both Poles and foreigners, has
threatened to transform Poland into a totalitarian

state but, according to the government, has been
needed to combat guerrilla activities of the under-

ground, is repugnant to a people imbued with a tra-

dition of passionate attachment to personal liberty.

It is significant that one of -the first actions of the

government following the elections was to announce
that the Ministry of Public Security, which has charge
of the security police, will soon be abolished.

REVIVAL OF POLAND. Meanwhile, by a para-

dox that strikes all foreign visitors to Poland; polit-

ical conflict bordering on chaos has not prevented

an extraordinary economic revival which, should fu-

ture conditions prove favorable, promises to make
Poland, with a population of 45,000,000, one of the

leading nations in Europe. This revival has been due
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in part to vigorous measures taken by the Commu-
^

nists and Socialists who number in their ranks some

of the best technicians in the country, but most of

all to the amazing vitality of a hard-working and in-

herently optimistic people who have resumed their

tasks without waiting for long-range government

plans. Poland has rich coal resources of its own,

to which have been added the German Silesian coal

mines, and thus has a base for modern industrial de-

velopment as well as a source of valuable exports.

In a period when Britain and the Ruhr suffer from

various coal-mining difficulties, the Poles plan to

export 20,000,000 tons of coal a year, which would

bring in about two-thirds of the $300,000,000 they

must raise by exports. The imports Poland needs
j,

most urgently are foodstuffs, for which it expects to

have to spend $132,000,000 now that the work of

UNRRA is nearing its end.. Eventually the JPoles

hope to obtain additional food from the farmlands,

of eastern Germany where 4,000,000 Polish citizens

have already settled, following the ejection of the'

area’s German inhabitants. This farming area, how- .

ever, was assigned to Poland at Potsdam pending

final delimitation” of Poland’s western border—and -

the reported intention of the United States to pro-

pose reconsideration of this border at the Moscow

conference has aroused alarm and resentment.

Poland is not, and because of its historic attitude

toward Russia would find it difficult to become, a

satellite of the U.S.S.R. It is unrealistic for us, how-

ever, to forget the fact that, no matter what govern-

ment may be in power in Warsaw, it would have to

lean heavily on Russia for security against the possible

resurgence of Germany. The United States still has a

very good chance to establish friendly relations with

Poland, which needs our machin,ery and manufac-

tured goods and appreciates the aid given by

UNRRA and American relief organizations, .but we
^shall not accomplish this aim merely by adopting a

^.negative attitude of resentment against the CocDnku-

nists, Socialists and dissident Peasants who compose

the present government. yERA Micheles Dean
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WILL G.O.P. CONTINUE BIPARTISAN

i Recent foreign policy statements by Republican

\
leaders confront the Democratic administration with

\
the problem of determining anew the nature of its

obligation toward its political rivals in the formula-

tion of "bipartisan” policy. Since the statements re-

veal that the two parties differ about certain funda-

mental issues in international relations, President

Truman and his new Secretary of State, George C.

Marshall, must decide which of three courses to

“take: accept the Republican point of view; reject it;

or search for a compromise with the Republicans.

The advantages of bipartisanship were -re-emphasized'
last year, when Democrats and Republicans, acting

in concert, successfully concluded negotiations over
treaties with Germany’s wartime European allies.

But conditions have changed since 1946. The Repub-
licans, then the minority party in Congress, now con-

trol Congress. Secretary of State James F. Byrnes,

who arrived at a practical method of working with
the Republicans, has been replaced by Marshall.

REPUBLICAN TENDENCIES. The goal of
American policy* as now conceived and practiced is

to keep the world as a unit and at the same time
to move away from the possibility of war. Indica-

tions that Republicans, on the contrary/ are thinking -

in terms of a divided world came in addresses by
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg, Chairman of the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee, to the Cleve-

land Council of World Affairs on January 11, and by
John Foster Dulles to the National Publishers’ Asso-
ciation in New York City on January 17. Referring
specifically to Latin America and China, Seriator

Vandenberg suggested that, in order to hold back,^.
tire advance of Communism, we support, or at lr

,

accept, governments which have so far been under*

cratic by our standards. Proposing that Germany be
federalized, Mr. Dulles advocated that the industrial

potential of western Germany be integrated with the
economy of Western Europe. By* its emphasis on the

"economic unification” of the western countries, Mr.
Dulles’s proposal fiiight encourage the division of
Europe into eastern, or Russian, and, western, non-
Russian zones.

;

The makers of United States policy have hitherto
** believed that such modifications as Republicans now
propose could improve, not harm, the position of the

Soviet Union in world affairs. Democratic policy-

makers in the Administration examine every issue in-

terms of its probable effect on the Russian-American
power balance. At the same time American diplo-

macy rests on the assumption that we can improve
our relative position in the struggle for power with-

APPROACH TO FOREIGN POLICY?
out letting our relations with Russia degenerate into

conflict and without breaking up the globe into a
number of political compartments.

This is the unifying element in a policy which at first

glance seems riddled by contradictions. To keep the

way open to understanding with Russia, the United
States last autumn discouraged the drive to remove
the veto (except for atomic energy questions) from
the United Nations Charter, partly because it feared
that Russia would withdraw from a vetoless UN.
TChe United States has refused to give its complete
support in Chifta to Generalissimo CMang^Kst1?!^^

’

because it believed that such action might in time
divide China into Russian and American portions,

to the advantage of Russia. Washington’s policy has
assumed that to turn to Chiang at the expense of the

Communists would not halt the Chinese civil war
but would cause Russia to intervene in China—if not
to counter us, then to restore tranquillity along the

Russo-Chinese border. In its Latin American rela-

tions, the United States has assumed that we would
foster the spread of Communism if we relied on-

authoritarian governments like that of Per6n to com-
bat Communist ideas. The Administration has con-

sequently opposed the convening of a special inter-

American conference that would include Argentina
so long as Peron has not fulfilled his promises to rid

the country of Nazi influences. Senator Vandenberg,
however, said at Cleveland that "it is past time to

hold the conference,” which he implied, would halt

the "communistic upsurge” that was "moving in.”

REPUBLICAN ATTITUDE. While Senator Van-
denberg certainly, will try to impress on Secretaiyor
State Marshall the wisdom of the policies he and
Mr. Dulles have proposed for Germany, China and
Latin America, it is unlikely that the Republicans
associated with the development of bipartisanship

will destroy it if Marshall and Truman reject some
or all of the suggestions. Vandenberg himself on
January 19 said bipartisanship had come to stay. He
has learned from foreign representatives that this

country increases its influence abroad in proportion
to the evidence it can give that its policies are stable

and continuous. Bipartisanship has also enabled Re-
publicans justly to take credit for the foreign policy

accomplishments of a Democratic administration.

If, however, Washington’s foreign policy at a later

date should strike the public as ineffectual, the

Republicans may decide that it is politically advan-
tageous to dissociate themselves from it.

Blair Bolles
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1

The Pittsburgh Chapter of the Foreign polity Association presented the

Hon. Randolph Churchill at the Stephen Foster Memorial last night at 8*30 P. M.

The Chairman of the meeting wa s M$^M!?albraith, the British Consul in Pittsburgh

who presented Mr. Chur drill as the Ison of the illustrious Winston Churchill®
i

Mr. Churchill apologized for his hoarse voice and said it had gone on

strike. He said he h^d delivered a speech in the afternoon of the sane . day before

a group of Jewish women and his voice was somewhat tired. He launched into the first

of his speech by saying the European Continent was -the cradle of Astern Civilize- /
-

tion and the last two world wars originated in Europe and if there is a third world ,

wa,r, it too,, will originate in Europe. He went on to say the material damage of a

war is negligible compared with the moral damage. -

' Continuing Mr. Churchill said North America has never known occupation

armies; has never lived under the heel of the enemy and the moral lesion caused by;

,

the occupational armies is far reaching on the minds and bodies of the occupied.

.

That some people think it best to collaborate with the enemy to ease their own hard-

ships of war «nri so black markets spring up' and have now left their frightful moral
.

legacy. That undfer ’'occupation**, black markets are patriotic because the enemy has

ail the, known, goods. But on the other hand, there is a legacy left by the resistance

movements; that some of them did fine work and in Greece and Yugo—Slavia, but in \

Yugo-Slavia there was rival resistance, fighting among themselves rather than their’

enemies. For in Yugo-Slavia this brought about great confusion in the public mind .
.

and as a result this friction, 80^ of the written material of that country was too . .

prejudicial to be of any value and this was born out by "the current issue of a .

-y

national monthly magazine on Yugo-Slavia.

Mr. Churchill said Germany marched into Yugo-Slavia in 1941 and in four or

.

five days had pushed citizens aside and completely took over all hig)i offices. / \

That Mikhailovich then retreated into Serbia and organized underground movements •

to fight back. That in Yugo-Slavia itself one can* live hidden in the mountains and.

forests for years on end and so Mikhailovich hid and was able to kill enemy sentries-

and do other damage, but it proved costly because the enemy would take a -hundred

lives of a village in reprisal.

Further that Hitler made his greatest mistake in advancing on Soviet Russia

and because of Russia being in the fight. International Communists came fout of

many hiding places- to defend Russia and in Belgrade Marshal Tito took to the mount-

ains to prepare for this emergency* That he gathered together an army Lof men, but

it seems that Mihailovich stood for the old Serbian order of comination while

Marshall Tito, the Communist, had no interest in the old Balkan trouble. That out
^

of the- 16 million Yugo-Slavs, one million were killed. Tito became stronger and, -

stronger and at the- same time very much harder in ,the^ end all key posi-^
y
/

tions were held by Communists* t,

v
Vsi!

^
tkkKsbr ’

,

‘
- .

•'

Churchill saicferSikhailovich had in his band Germans, Italians, and Commini.sts

.

ge hated Communists ana collaborated -with Germans, Italians mt^-the idea of gaining-^

ing control* He said Great Britain helped Mikhailovich, alsorfito, but it amount^

ft
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causa^ir^-if®
sn
|j

and w
i
t
J
drew support from Mikhailovich and helped Tito be-cause he ias killing the most Germans# *

. .

Churchill said he felt that Mikhailovich wasn’t a war criminal but at thesame time he would have killed Tito if he could.
' b b tb

i-
t

WTW1 ,r

Churchill said that today 6ver Europe there is a fear of Russia, and thatfirmly entrenched Communists make up as much as 30 per cent of the ueonle in some
V. ^ Communists had Rational ideals and o^e ttird of JrScITs

problems F^tl
7 *° Comn

^
nistio id

?
as so how can they solve their countries’ .

'

wtir^d are ^ ti,Ms as^w» *-«»• +
*

-

, .

M
L‘ J.?“

r0hiiysaid he thought the secret of the Atom Bomb will remain safe
’

T. .

mbb Bernardjfiaruch who will not hand it over to any potential enemy.
, .

months have eiVpsed since peace day and we aren’t even allowed to talk of

setSe
£
d!

PeaCe treatyS ^ “ mS Sab°taee by Russia', • preventing peace terms being.

but b 1™«n
r
^?!!

UrChi
ri

felt t
?
ere WOUld be another that it could be stopped.

'

but human beings will never learn by other peoples mistakes and the same generationwill have to contend with two great wars.
generation.

The speaker went on. to say that 18 million copies of Lenin’s book and 13

wie^he °nirf

eS
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I
S b°°k >lad bee

£
P^ted for Russian consumption and these

thSg ^Ly^rt^ad!
mentS °r th9 ible °f thS RUSSian Pe°^les -d bhe
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Mr. Churchill then read fexcerpts from some books which I was not able to :

’

get very clearly due to the poor speaking voice of Mr. Churchill, but he said that

'

dea^vf rr
1

TOUld
+S

e
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tha laSt °f US f° r df the same gyration Ls fsecoid war Jhev
my of neace°in

e
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e
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lrst war » He said Russia has divided the world by organizing-
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f
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f
ld as strong and so strong that Russia would not be a threat to'
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.

hiS hold 7/9 have t0 have a burning faith foundation and we mustgo on record as being against Russia taking over control. *

Aft^v.
*h8 spe®cĥ Was

e
good » brief and to the point on Russian World relations,

spoke up
S

t2t
0

Mr
,MCw ^f111 invit®d questions from the audience and a heckler '

United StaSs ThisTn h-f^ °T T® tq try t0 make war between Russia and the

that his T«oh °“ a
.

t6“si0n in the audience and Mr. Churchill answered
p .

Pe ®°k bad been as a basic idea on how bo prevent any pending war. ThatThe Russian Government, unfortunately is founded on evil poisJnou? SrtriSs 2dslavery of their peoples. This woman, a white haired lady, shortand pS eoSLedto mumble about ttmrights of the workers and to bring the meeting“o SSr,^and MT^gg Of the Foreign Policy Assooiation.-stood Ip beside Sr!

iKf1.!”*11^ °f th
!

<’halrmB‘1 told I'9 "- *0 sit down and be quiet as Mr. church-ill had answered her question#
,

u

J
fte

^ ,

th9 m9eting 1 beard some say this woman was a heckler that she was aSocialist and had attended one of the strike meetings at Carnegie Hall two Sundavsago and th^re distributed Socialist Labor Party iitfrature.
S yS

™re sayi^”oXrSS
r
o^?

£l9r Pr9S9nt ' “ Wh° ’'* S and people
^
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In conclusion Mr. Churchill said a United States of “astern Europe v;as the

goal of -our European friends and that it would be a great step forward toward build-

ing more strength*
'

Mr. Galbraith closed with Ella TSheeler Yfilcox*s poem the last line of which

was "The Art of being k nd is all -this world needs."

Mr. Churchill rs hoarseness and the clearing of his throat made it difficult

to get the smaller details of his speech* but the group of t eachers, » scholars, busi-

ness men, etc. that attended this meeting seemed to approve his talk and got
,
some-

.

thing out of it. There were about 500 people attended this meeting.
.

'

\ Foreign policy literature was distributed at the door along with the

new Civic Center Forum programs. Because of the strike in Pittsburgh, their program,-

Ws s .disturbed , so their first meeting will be Monday evening, October 28th, 7/hen •
-

El^tdulbertson r epresenting Americans United v/ill hold a discussion on the
,
stage 1

.

7/ithVclarwfiichelberger on "Can the United Nations Keep the peace? a> 8 P* M. at

.tiie Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hall. This is the outfit that the Rev. Irving

^feurray is working on to roplac© his Shadysido Forum* ^^,1 11
,

B

^ iiin^nfnnwirTia
.

^
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PALESTINE CRISIS CALLS FOR U.S. ACTION

PALESTINE’S war of nerves reached a new peak

last week at a moment when a rapid succession

of events in Jerusalem and London created the de-

ceptive impression that the problem was at last

approaching a solution. In Jerusalem the crisis was

precipitated by the death sentence of a 33-year-old

Hungarian-born Jew, Dov Bela Gruner, a former

Slance corporal in the British Army, who was to be
.‘ hanged on January 28 for participation in a terrorist

raid on the Ramat Gan police station last April. The

i kidnapping of two British civilians as hostages for

4Gruner led to British threats of martial law. On
/February 3 Jewish officials in Palestine were asked

/ by the British authorities “to state categorically and

at once” whether they were “prepared within seven

days to call upon the Jewish community to lend their

aid to the government by cooperation with the police

and armed forces in bringing to justice the members

of terrorist groups.” The Vaad Leumi, or Jewish

National Organization decided two days later to

“reject this ultimatum,' refusing ' to ask the Jewish

people to act as “informers.” Terrorists of the Irgun

Zvai Leumi (National Military Organization) ,
who

had kidnapped the two British hostages, asserted

they would “fight to the last breath” against British

authority.

-MORE TALK IN LONDON. In London, mean-

while, the latest in the long series of Palestine con-

ferences was being held. Only the Arabs fftpifrioffi--

dally present, but British leaders were*|tal^rig| on
the side with Jewish representative^^^Q^ritjsh

"

cabinet was apparently divided between the point

on Jewish immigration and on the size of the Jew- -

ish province. Bevin’s view prevailed. The resulting •

British proposal, made public on February 10, falls .

so far short of the hopes, of Jewish leaders that they . .

are reported to have totally rejected it. Arab spokes- ?

men have also repudiated the new scheme •
.

.

Since neither Arabs nor Jews will yield, it is likely - k

that any British plan would have to be imposed
;

. ,

by force. Yet Bevin is reported to have declared, in‘ - \

a letter accompanying his suggestions, that no at-
' -

tempt would be made to force their acceptance.

Under the drcumstances it is difficult to see what >

the British can gain by their current military activi-

ties. So far the only evident result is the consolida- -

tion of the Jewish community and the consequent »

strengthening of the terrorists in the Irgun Zvai 4

Leumi and the Stern Gang (a small faction which r/

broke away from the Irgun in 1940) .

A MANY-SIDED PROBLEM. The Palestine
;

.

issue is a complex of many closely related problems,
j

The strategic problem is" to satisfy Britain’s security -
‘=

;

interests, which are just as legitimate as those of the,_ -

'

United States in the Pacific islands. The humant/' C

tarian problem Is to find refuge for persecuted Jews . .V,

displaced by the war. The political problem is to \

reconcile conflicting Jewish and Arab daims for an ,

independent state. The latter two problems zxej-

dosely related because the Zionists, in effect, are?/ J.

using the humanitarian appeal to win the political//^
1

objective of a Jewish state, a fact of which the •

Arabs are keenly aware. Zionists believe that a Jew- .

ish state is an essential part of a humanitarian ap-
'

~
~ ITT '’y —

X 1 » t v . • JL

of view of Colonial Secretary GreeahH wiko; proach to the needs of world. Jewry.

favored the creation of separate Jewish and Arab

provinces with no ceiling on immigration in the _
Jewish zone, and the point of view of Foreign Sec- Jewish refugees Vho a

retary Bevin who wanted greater restrictions both end of the war are still a pay^a^

^\\ Contents of this BULLETIN may be reprinted with credit to the Foreign Policy Association.

The immediate need,

about the tragic fate of t

Jewish refugees Vho a

end of the war are still

,
M^ver,^^^CDsbmeth|ng/

'

tir^eyeraLhundred thousand l

a. Jefir aBS^ifigS^ffeer the / j|~

T#M<5%a £ajggj/The post>^.
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& war record indicates that is unwilling to
; take the risk of imposing a solution favorable to

j
either Jews or Arabs, or of even adopting the recom-

|

mendation of the Anglo-American Committee of
'{ Inquiry that "Palestine shall be neither a Jewish

I

state nor an Arab state.” Moreover, many Britishers
recognize that London does not have the moral au-
thority, in Palestine to carry put a policy. Under

,

the circumstances, many observers believe it is time
to look elsewhere for an attempted solution, and

;

the .logical place to turn to is the United Nations.
Britain might agree to accept a trusteeship agree-
ment for Palestine (drawn up by the Trusteeship
Council and approved by the necessary two-thirds
wote in the General Assembly) on one condition

—

that Britain should be granted a strategic base in
part of Palestine. Since the formulation of a political
.decision in the United Nations would doubtless
prove long and difficult, the humanitarian problem
might be tackled at once by Anglo-American co-

operation in sending 100,000 Jews to Palestine at

the rate of 10,000 a month which, according to the
Jewish Agency, the country can absorb. Should such

. a plan be undertaken, it should be made clear* that
the 100,000 are to go in on schedule, but .that any

, further immigration will depend on the decision of
the United Nations.

J AMERICAN INTERESTS AND RESPONSI-
BILITIES. The United States, as the strongest power
in the world, has the greatest responsibility for
helping to solve the refugee and other world prob-
lems. At Frankfort-am-Main in the American occu-
pation zone in Germany, General Joseph T. McNar-
ney on February 6 told a press conference that "the
only feasible solution” for. the future of 125,000
"Polish Jews in the American zone was settlement
in Palestine. Increased American Interest in Middle

v
Eastern oil also us to share responsibility for
problems of that region. Only 4 per cent of the
world s oil production to date has come from the
Middle East, but it is estimated that the area con-
tains 42 per cent of the world's proved oil resources.
A special Senate committee to investigate this counv
try’s petroleum resources reported on January 3lC
that our continental reserves were insufficient to
meet our needs in case of another world war. Finally* V
Washington has a special obligation, because Jewish
citizens of the United States are taking,ap. active
part in Palestine agairs. Mr. MortimerMav. vice-

president of the^ionist Drganization of America
declared on January 25: "We are going to have to*
realize now that for the first time leadership
world Jewry and world Zionism has passed tdF-
United States.” The 1600 delegates who heard Im
May make this statement to th^Jational Mnbth*

L

tion Conference of the Zionist Organizatioi; o
"America voted to raise a special 551 .000.000 tunc'”

'*

Zionist propaganda in the United States.

The Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry esti-

mated that "as many as 500,000 (Jews) may
or be impelled to emigrate from Europe.” |t*'*

United States could contribute to the settlemen4- *

one of the world’s most acute problems by (1) &
ing its doors to 200,000 Jewish refugees; (2) uA

r

other nations to absorb another 200,000 immigrf

(3) strengthening its insistence on immediate*
mission of 100,000 Tews to Palestine: (4) pufc

strong pressure on^Britain. to~turn the mandate
to the United Nations; ( 5 ) arid furnishing final,

technical and even military aid to insure the train

and safety of the J1 00,0UU Immigrants until

United Nations assumes this task.

v--;,:

, V'

Vernon McK|v
UNREST IN JAPAN LEADS MacARTHUR TO ORDER NEW ELECTIONS 1

~ A » - 1 \ ( i __ _ ^ J*

.
General MacArfhur’s directive of February 7,

:
ordering national elections- in Japan "as soon
4-s practicable,” will give the Japanese people a
aew opportunity to express their political senti-

ments. It also offers the occupation authorities an
opportunity, if they so desire, to get out of a situa-

tion in which American prestige has become closely
.dentified with support of Japan’s extreme conserva-
cive elements. For one of the principal political facts
of recent months in Japan has been the use of Amer-
ican influence to prop up Premier Shigeru Yoshida’s
cabinet. The chief complaint of Japanese critics of
the regime has been against its do-nothing policy in
handling economic problems, particularly rising
prices. The labor unions, especially those in which
the Communists and Socialists are influential, have
been the spearhead of opposition to Yoshida, but
the existence of dissatisfaction far beyond the left is

suggested by a recent poll o£ more than 200;,*

Japanese voters by the Tokyo newspaper, As
According to the results, announced on Februar.

48.7 per cent opposed the Yoshida governni
only 26.4 per cent favored it, and the rest expre: .

no opinion. The figures also indicate that in

elections the Socialists might well become the lar
single parliamentary group.

;

CHANGE IN JAPANESE SENTIMENT. W
the Liberal party, now headed by Yoshida, sect

’

the largest number of Diet seats in last April’s;-

tional election and soon formed a governing c<

tion With the even more conservative Progress,
party, the results caused no surprise. The voting
took place less than eight months after Japan’s
capitulation, and the past experience of the Japanese ;

people made it natural for them to elect candidates

not too remote in outlook from their previous lead-

"V
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< ers. Changes, however, weitf^ready taking place

in Japanese opinion, and this^erment has increased

in the months since the balloting. Although reports

indicate no significant sense of war guilt in Japan,
and the temper of the people cannot at this date be
considered democratic or anti-militaristic, progress

has been made in eradicating some of the traditional

subservience to authority. There appears to be a new
questioning of authority in certain sections of the

population, particularly in Japan’s mushrooming
labor movement, whose membership now runs into

the millions, an unprecedented figure in Japanese
history. It is paradoxical that while this emergence of
labor reflects in large measure the freedom of or-

ganization and opinion permitted by the occupation
' authorities, theflatter have been worried for some

time by the strength of left-wing leaders in a num-
of .the unions.

. . :

S. AND JAPAbtESE LABOR. It has been ap-

. ]-J nt for quite a while that the Yoshida cabinet

. -•uld not be in office Except for the firm support

given it by American representatives. Yoshida has

launched several unsuccessful efforts to strengthen

his regime through the inclusion of new elements.

He has been particularly anxious to' split the oppo-

sition and deflect popular criticism by drawing a

number of Socialists into the cabinet and he has also

tried to take advantage of differences between the

right and left-wing sections of the Socialist party.

His efforts, however, have failed, and the best he
* has been able to achieve is the entrance of a few
“non-partisans” into the cabinet on January 31.

This attempt at reshuffling took place on the eve

of a scheduled strike of government workers. Some
time before, as part of the labor movement’s drive

to secure wage increases, to change the government’s

economic policies and unseat Yoshida, a joint com-

mittee of the Japanese unions had called a strike of

some 2,500,000 government employees for Febru-

ary 1. When various unions of non-government

workers decided to strike in sympathy, it became
clear that a partial general strike was impending.

: Page Jjtree
*
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On January®!, “ under pressure from General

MacArthur’s htaaquarters, the Yoshida cabinet off

fered limited concessions on some of labor’s de-

mands, but the unions found the government’s plan

as a whole unacceptable. The American authorities

then attempted in private conferences to induce the

labor leaders to cancel the strike, blit these efforts

proved fruitless. On January 28 a crowd, estimated

at from 100,000 to 300,000 demonstrators, paradec-

peacefully through the streets of Tokyo and marched

to Yoshida’s residence to demand his resignation^

Finally, on January 31 union leaders were called tq.

occupation headquarters, where the text of an order

by General MacArthur forbidding the strike was

read to them. Under great pressure from the Amerk
can authorities, the leaders called off the strike three

hours before it Was scheduled to begin.

WITH WHOM SHALL WE WORK? General

MacArthur’s statement declared that he would nof

“permit the use of so deadly a social weapon in the;

present impoverished and emaciated condition ofi

Japan.” One of the most strildng passages expressed

the view that the strike was the work of a minority^,

which "might well plunge the great masses into a'_

disaster not unlike that produced in the immediate^

past by the minority which led Japan into the destruc-h

tion of war.”
f?

Although the Communists, whom General Macf'

Arthur unquestionably included in the word "minorif

ity,” have a far greater , influence in the Japanese-

labor movement than their numbers would suggest!

the strike demands were widely supported in nonj?

Communist labor circles. In addition, while the*

potentially serious economic effects of a general

strike were averted, the United States assumed thj-:

political risk of going on record in support of a^'

unpopular Japanese government. This situation seemC

especially unfortunate because the issue of a genera/*
1

strike might never have arisen if the Japanese cab;,

inet ’had been allowed to fall ’months ago in th<j

ordinary course of political evolution.
;

Lawrence K. Rosinger
i-

i:

Nothing to Fear, edited by B. D. Zevin, -with foreword by
Harry L: Hopkins. Boston, Houghton, Mifflin, 1946. $4.00

A selection of President Roosevelt’s speeches, each

prefaced by a brief historical note.

There Will Be No tjirhe, by William Liseum Borden. Ne-

York, Macmillan, 1946. $3.00

An analysis of the revolution in Strategy caused by tb
development of the atomic bomb and other weapons. Th^
author urges world federation as the only way to win
neace but also sees the need of defense preparedness, i
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MARSHALL URGES CONGRESS TO ACT ON FOREIGN POLICY PROPOSALS
The task faced by Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg,

bhairman. of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
In winning the support of his Republican colleagues

jn Congress for that part of the Administration’s for-

eign policy which he himself accepts may grow; in-

creasingly difficult as 1947 unfolds. The test of his

leadership in his own party will come when Congress

lakes up the list of the twenty-seven legislative -pro-

posals which Secretary of State George C. MarshaE
transmitted to Vandenberg on February 5.* This ar-

ticle is intended to give brief background ibforma-

jion on the six proposals Marshall put at the top
j>f his list.

! 1. Legislation authorizing the United States to

parry on its own relief program abroad, in coordina-

tion^ with other governments, is sought because
UNRRA will practically cease to operate in Europe
bn March 31 and because present relief allocations

in some countries, notably Austria, Italy and Greece,

^ire regarded by the Administration as insufficient.

jJnder Secretary of State Dean Adheson on Decem-
ber 6 proposed that the United States provide food-

stuffs free to countries whose needs were well estab-

lished. The Administration regards the problem as

Jhort-term, to be ended with next summer’s harvests,

put views the current shortage of food in the neediest

’countries as the supreme international emergency,
the State Department has not yet concluded its study

l |f the relief problem. When the requisite legisla-

tion is introduced in Congress, it wiU be referred to

pfte Senate Foreign Relations and Appropriations and
House Foreign Affairs and Appropriations Com-
mittees.. , .

i 2. Senate approval is required for the Italian,

Bulgarian, Hungarian and Rumanian peace treaties

J/hich were signed by representatives of aU govern-
ment^ concerned in Paris on February 10. When the
>riginal copies for the United States are returned
)rom Paris to Washington, President Truman wiU
fubmit them with a letter of transmittal to the Sen-

ate, which probably wiU refer them to the Foreign
Relations Committee. Ratification requires the ap-
proval of two-thirds of the members of the Senate
present.

3.

Enactment of legislation for American mem-
ership in the International Refugee Organization is

fought to provide care for refugees and displaced
persons after UNRRA ends its operations on
une 30. The United Nations General Assembly on
December 15 accepted the IRO constitution at the

1

suggestion of the United States. The agency is to

come into existence when fifteen member nations,

providing at least 74 per cent of its $151,000,000

budget, have approved it. The United States would
contribute $73,000,000 toward the first-year budget.

Legislation probably wEl be ready about March 1

for introduction in Congress and consideration by
the committees concerned with international relief.

4. Senate approval of the Anglo-American oil

treaty has been sought since 1944, when the treaty

first was negotiated. Revised in 1945, it provides^;
'

for consultation between the United States and the,
'

United Kingdom on common problems relating (: ; ;

the extraction and sale of petroleum and its produc, C :

overseas, and paves the way for the establishment'

of an international oil organization. President

Truman submitted the oil treaty to the Senate in

November 1946, but the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee has not held hearings on it.

5. Legislation to authorize use by the Interna-

tional Children’s Emergency Fund of $500,000 con-

tributed by the United States to UNRRA woHd
further the work of a special relief agency, ere?

in December by special resolution of the Ur,

Nations General Assembly to aid children ane
pectant and nursing mothers in invaded countries.

Maurice Pate, Children’s Fund executive director,

said oh January 24 that its goal for 1947 is the dis-

tribution of $450,000,000 in relief. The $500,000 in

unexpended funds from the United States contribu-

tion to UNRRA cannot be passed on to the Fund
without legislation authorizing the transfer. The re-

quired legislation has not been prepared. The Fund
expects to obtain additional funds from a variety of

sources.

6. President Truman on October 4 said that

legislation enabling displaced persons to settle in

the United States was desirable. Changes in the im-
migration laws, increasing existing quotas, would
facilitate the transfer of DPs from overcrowded
camps in Germany, Austria and Italy. IRO will care

for the DPs in the camps but not resettle them.
The resettlement problem is urgent because the pres-

ent homeless condition of miEions of DPs contrib-

utes to unrest and political instability in Europe.

Belgium, Bra2E, Argentina and Canada have indi-

cated an interest/in taking some DPs as permanent
settlers. When

/
prepared, immigration legislation

wEl be the concern of the Senate and House Immi-
gration committees. Blair Bollbs

/ .
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Puerto Rico: An American Responsibility
BY OLIVE HOLMES

This Report is a general survey of the Puerto Rican situation, incorporating infor-

mation and impressions gathered by Miss Holmes on a recent visit to the island.

PUERTO RICANS await with more than usual

concern the report of the joint Congressional com-
mittee which visited the island in February 1947.

On its findings depend prospects for the insular re-

form program adopted in 1940 and for early settle-

ment of Puerto Rico's political status. Because the

Republican party has won the majority in Congress

and is affiliated with the minority Puerto Rican

•party of the same name, the people of the island are

asking themselves whether new and different solu-

tions to their critical problems will now be sought.

Aftjer four centuries of colonialism, Puerto Rico's

problems are deep-rooted and stubborn.1 They
result primarily from a serious maladjustment be-

tween the number of people living on the island

and the ability of the land to support this num-
ber. Like all insular peoples, Puerto Ricans face the

danger—in this case real and imminent—of being

crowded into the sea. At the time of the 1940 cen-

sus the population totaled 1,869,255; it is now ap-

proximately 2,175,000; and, according to estimates

based on the present rate of growth, by i960 it will

be over 3 million.
2

Means of supporting the population other than

agriculture are conspicuously lacking. The island

possesses in quantity none of the resources needed

for the development of heavy industry. Such enter-

prises and occupations as exist depend for the most

part directly or indirectly on agriculture. But em-
ployment opportunities in the fields, the sugar cen-

trales and simple industrial establishments have not

kept pace with population growth, increasing only

1. For discussions of Puerto Rico’s economic and social prob-

lems, which this Report attempts to summarize, sec Victor

Clark and others, Porto Rico and Its Problems (Washington,
Brookings Institution, 1930); Earl James, “Puerto Rico at the

Crossroads,” Foreign Policy Reports; Vol. XIII, No. 15; and
E. S. Garver and E B. Fincher, Puerto Rico: Unsolved Problem
(Elgin, Illinois, Elgin Press, 1945).

2. Puerto Rico: Planning Board, Technical Paper No. 2,

Frederick Bartlett and Brandon Howell, “Puerto Rico y su

problcma de poblacidn” (San Juan, 1946), p. 3.

half as fast as the latter.
3 The effort to support a

dense and growing population on the products of

,the soil has proved a losing battle, and the planta-

tion economy is characterized by chronic unem-
ployment and uneven distribution of wealth.

EFFECTS OF AMERICAN OCCUPATION
Fifty years of United States occupation have ag-

y

gravated the discrepancy between population and
resources. Rapid economic development and im-

provement of sanitation and public health facil-

ities in this period have, in fact, accelerated popula-

tion growth and this, in turn, has held down liv-

ing standards. The xhief consequence- of the oc-

cupation has been to intensify the 'colony's depen-

dence on the United States for a free market.4 The
relationship, however, has not been altogether an
unmixed blessing either for Puerto Rico or this

country. Under the tariff preference, Puerto Rican
sugar has reached a market in the United States to

which Cuban sugar has not had access despite

Cuba’s better lands and lower production costs. But
unprotected crops like coffee, which had been the

most important export under Spanish rule, were ad-

versely affected by the cession of Puerto Rico to the

United States.5 Specialization in a few export

crops, notably sugar, has required underpaid Puerto

Ricans to buy from
,
the expensive mainland mar-

ket almost all their manufactured goods and the

bulk ofi their food supply.6 The gain represented

3. Ibid., p. 6.

4. For discussion of tariff assimilation of Puerto Rico by the
United States, see Tariff Commission, The Economy of Puerto
Rico (Washington, 1946), pp. 5-1 1.

5. For relative importance of seven major Puerto Rican ex-
ports for selected years, see S. L. Descartes, Basic Statistics On
Puerto Rico (Washington, Office of Puerto Rico, 1946), p. 50,
Table VI-7.

6. Ibid., Table VI-8, p. 51. Foodstuffs constitute approximately
one-third of Puerto Rican imports and about 60 per cent of all

food consumed on the island is imported. A. D. Gayer, P. T.
Homan, and E. K. James, The Sugar Economy of Puerto Rico
(New York, Columbia University Press, 1938), p. 32.
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by the free market in the United States is thus off-

set to some extent by a high cost of living.7

One of the results of specialization for the conti-

nental market that brought a great deal of invest-

ment capital into the island is a hidden unfavor-

able balance of payments for Puerto Rico. Except

in abnormal periods like the war, the gain to the

island from the excess of commodity exports over

imports is cancelled out by the net deficit in such

invisible items as interest and dividend payments.8

The adverse balance of payments has been the

object of a great deal of critical comment by Puerto

Ricans to the effect that the wealth of the island is

being drained off by absentee sugar interests in the

United States9 which are regarded as the principal

beneficiaries of the tariff arrangement. But the

amounts leaving the island have not by any means
been as astronomical as Puerto Ricans sometimes
assert and are now declining, because the period of

rapid development is over, agriculture is being re-

organized, and industry is assuming greater impor-

tance in the formation of insular income. Whereas
in 1928 payments of interest and dividends to out-

side' investors amounted to about $12 million, in

1942 such payments had declined to approximately

$9 million, and to $5 million in 1943.
10 In the war

period, 1939-1944, net payments of interest and divi-

dends abroad declined from over 2 per cent to 1.2

per cent of the total net income of the island.
11

Apart from the benefits deriving from reciprocal

free trade, Puerto Rico also receives considerable

economic aid from the mainland. This aid consists

of loans and emergency expenditures for hurricane,

unemployment and work relief, and grants for

agricultural adjustment, farm security, soil conser-

vation, food relief, public health, and both military

and non-military war projects.12 From 1898 through

1943 these expenditures amounted to the rather

modest sum of $306 million, 94 per cent of which
was made after 1933, when sugar production was
restricted.13 The single most important feature of

7. Furthermore, goods may be moved to Puerto Rico only in

vessels o£ U.S. registry, under the coastwise shipping laws, and
the effect of this monopoly is to raise the cost of Puerto Rican
exports by the amount which the rates charged by American
ships represent over rates of cheaper foreign shippers.

8. Robert Sammons, The Balance of External Payments of
Puerto Rico

,

7947-2 and 1942-3 (San Juan, University of Puerto
Rico and Office of ' Statistics, April 1945) (mimeographed),
pp. 6-12.

9.

* Juan Enrique Soltero, El camino de la libertad (Rio Piedras,

Editorial Libertad, 1946), p. 97.

10. Porto Rico and Us Problems

,

cited, p. 414. The Balance of
External Payments, cited, pp. 48-55.

11. Daniel Creamer, Puerto Rico’s Income: Us Sources and
Distribution (Rio Piedras, Social Science Research Center, Uni-
versity of Puerto Rico, 1947).

12. The Economy of Puerto Rico, cited, p. 4.

13. Ibid. Puerto Ricans point out that, while sugar production
was restricted by artificial means at that time, maximum output

Federal assistance is the return of Federal excise

taxes collected in the United States on mainland

consumption of Puerto Rican rum and tobacco.14

Rum sales on the mainland soared during the war,

when ‘thirsty Americans could not buy other

liquors, and over $133 million were remitted to the

insular treasury on this account in the period 1941-

1945. After weighing various aspects of the eco-

nomic association between the colony and the

metropolitan country, a Tariff Commission report

concludes that “the Puerto Rican economy has

clearly gained much more than it has lost by the

tariff arrangement, whereas the economy of the

continental United States has lost more than it has

gained.”15

At the same time, however, the orientation of

Puerto Rico toward the United States has disrupted

the rural organization of life on the island, upset-

ting the old way in which land was owned and
used16-17 and people lived, without spreading the

benefits derived from the new relationship among
the entire group.18 This is an understandable conse-

quence of Puerto Rico’s situation as an island—with

few resources other than location in the tropics and
an abundant labor supply—and as a strategically-

placed neighbor of a great industrial power. The
economic structure, however, is unable to support a

rapidly growing population and the people, in turn,

have little incentive to improve the structure.

Dispersed Handling of Puerto Rican Affairs

Puerto Rico’s economic troubles are complicated

by the absence of a clearly defined national policy

for the eventual settlement of this “unincorporated

territory’s” political status and the lack of a strong

agency responsible for the home direction of Puerto

Rican affairs. The insular “constitution,” the Or-
ganic Act passed by Congress in 1917 during an
earlier war emergency, intended that Puerto Ricans

should have a larger degree of local autonomy than

that permitted by the Foraker Act of 1900, but at

the same time reserved certain powers to the Fed-

eral government which are theoretically unlimited.

Federal control over the island is channeled

through three different agencies: the President,

-Congress, and the Federal courts. The President,

with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoints

would have been reached anyway within a few years. Hence
Federal spending for rehabilitation was, they believe, economi-
cally justified.

14. Organic Act of March 2, 1917. As far as Puerto Rico is

concerned, the remission of these revenues operates as an export
tax, equalizing competition.

15. The Economy of Puerto Rico, cited, pp. 5-6.

16-17. Porto Rico and Us Problems, cited, pp. 495-500.

18. Report of the Puerto Rico Policy Commission (Chardon
Report, Washington, 1934) (mimeographed).
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the Governor and certain members of the Gov-
ernor’s Executive Council. In practice, the Pres-

ident makes these appointments and takes other

action regarding Puerto Rico on the recommenda-
tion of his political advisers and of the small, under-

equipped Division of Territories and Possessions of

the Department of the Interior.19

In default of a strong cehtral agency for Puerto

Rican affairs, members of the House and Senate

Committee on Public Lands have been described as

the “real rulers of Puerto Rico.”20 Acts of the Fed-
eral legislature have the same force on the island

* as on the mainland, unless Puerto Rico is expressly

excepted. Congress may legislate exclusively for the

territories and for Puerto Rico, in particular; and,

as it has given, it may also take away prerogatives

that the island now enjoys under the Organic Act.

The constitution grants the Federal legislature a

right to veto or repeal acts of the insular legislature

and to legislate cn the same matters. What makes
Congress’ influence paramount, however, is the pow-
er of the House Committee to extend or deny appro-

priations and to direct or withdraw the expenditure

of internal revenue which accrues to the insular

treasury. To Puerto Ricans the essential injustice

of this situation lies in the fact that they have ac-

cess to Congress only through a non-voting Resi-

dent Commissioner (who, by some electoral quirk,

may represent a minority group),21 and whenever
Congress opens committee hearings to them. But
sectional interests on the mainland may influence

decisions that directly affect the life and livelihood

of these two million offshore citizens. Actually, the

permanent danger to their interests stems less from

.

Congressional hostility, as Puerto Ricans believe,

than from neglect. American public opinion, the

only effective check on Congressional indifference,

is seldom exercised in the case of Puerto Rico.

Frustration of the Executive

This overlapping of authority has impeded the

insular government from functioning with maxi-

mum effectiveness. The Governor conducts his ad-

ministrative relations through the Department of

the Interior, but. must also work with a host of

Federal agencies whose policies and activities in

Puerto Rico are not tied in with those of the Divi-

sion to which the insular executive is immediately

responsible. Moreover, this official must contend

with the Congressional committees which, in the

19. Although the Foraker Act gave civil government to Puerto
Rico in 1900, the Division remained in the War Department
until 1934.

20. J. M. Jones, “Let’s Begin With Puerto Rico,” Fortune

,

May
1944.
21. A member of the opposition Coalition , Bolivar Pagan, was
elected Resident Commissioner in 1940 by a narrow plurality,

although he received only 39 per cent of the total vote.

words of a former Governor, appear “determined

to maintain direct managerial relations” with the

insular government but whose interest is neither

sustained nor consistendy sympathetic. Another dif-

ficulty of the executive is the statutory provision

that his cabinet appointments must be confirmed

by the Puerto Rican legislature, which also deter-

mines the size of his staff and their pay. Congress

clearly did not foresee the friction that inevitably

would arise between the popularly-elected insular

legislature and the appointed Governor coming

from the mainland with litde previous preparation,

as a rule, for his task. A strong appointed Gov-

ernor, however friendly to Puerto Rico, would be

likely to regard these legislative powers as “constant

attrition” upon his office.
22 Although leaders in the

insular legislature admit that certain positions,

notably those in the new public enterprises, ought

not to be subject to legislative confirmation, they

will cherish their powers as long as the' Governor

is not an elected official.

The possibilities of a broad interpretation of the

law and of appeal from the decision of the insular

government are numerous. In order to circumvent

the insular authority, minority Puerto Rican opin-

ion can and frequendy has taken the avenue to

Congress provided by the Organic Act. Appeal to

Congress has thus been made repeatedly in pro-

test against certain aspects of the reform program
adopted by the insular legislature since 1940.

Through its appropriating powers the House Com-
mittee virtually has the last word on Puerto Rico

and, during the Tugwell administration, some
members of the Committee attempted to use their

position to embarrass the Washington administra-

tion by alleging “collectivism” in Puerto Rico.23 The

1943 hearings held by the Senate and House Com-
mittees on the insular reform measures were accom-

panied by denial or drastic paring of appropriations.

The lack of institutional policy has had one posi-

tive effect in Puerto Rico: it acts as a constant irri-

tant on island opinion. The fact that the Federal

government appears to act arbitrarily, as for ex-

ample, when President Truman vetoed the insular

Language Bill (more than ninety days after its

submission to him),24 tends further to inflame na-

tionalist feeling and discourage Puerto Ricans who
believe that their best interests lie in association

22. For one view of the executive function in the insular gov^
erhment, see Rexford Tugwell, The Stricken Land (New York,
Doubleday, 1947)7 PP* 12-13, 234-35.

23. “Let’s Begin With Puerto Rico,” cited; Hearings before

Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Territories and In-

sular Affairs, 78th Congress, rst Session, February 10-May 5,

1943, and of the House Committee on Insular Affairs, October

26, 1943-May 11, 1944.

24. Foreign Policy Bulletin, November 8, 1946.
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with the United States* T^he constant uncertainty

as to Federal decisions has built up marked “co-

lonial” attitudes and tensions, one o£ the signs of

which is an exaggerated preoccupation with the

state of Puerto Rico’s relations with the United

States* Since the time of the Spanish colony, Puerto

Ricans of all classes have believed that final setde-

ment of the political status question would be the

panacea for many of their problems.25

The Republican party— to which belong the

sugar producers, industrialists, financiers and all

who have benefited by economic association with

the United States— has consistently worked for

statehood. But in 1924 one Republican faction joined

with a wing of the Unionist party, which had previ-

ously stood for independence, in a coalition known
as the Alliance and had the majority in the legis-

lature until 1932. In the meantime, a Socialist party

had been formed in 1912. The first party to sug-

gest solutions for Puerto Rico’s economic prob-

lems independently of the political issue, the pro-

United States Socialist party, in its early years had a

vigorous program akin to that of the British Labor

party and experienced a rapid growth. In 1928,

however, the Socialists combined with a dissident

wing of the Republican party in the Coalicidn and,

although the coalition won the insular elections in

1932, the crusading spirit had disappeared. At this

time, too, the Unionists in the defeated Alliance re-

incorporated as the Liberal party, whose leadership,

nominally pledged to independence, was conserv-

ative and unwilling to give any rein to the young-

er, ambitious nationalist elements among its mem-
bers. The political status question overshadowed

all issues of domestic import on which Puerto

Ricans conceivably might have taken independent

action. But the introduction in the Senate in 1936

of the first Tydings Bill, offering unconditional in-

dependence, acted as a shock treatment on many
of those who had come to believe that indepen-

dence was the only possible political solution. It

forced nationalist-minded Puerto Ricans to analyze

the economic implications of the various status pro-

posals; to face the unpalatable fact that for the

present ^Puerto Rico was economically wedded to

the United States, for better or for worse; and to

recast their thinking about the island’s future ac-

cordingly. The result was the rise of a new party,

pledged to reform within the existing political

framework, which six years after its creation

claimed the support of 65 per cent of the electorate.

A PLAN FOR PUERTO RICO
The appeal of the Popular Democratic party,

25.

Tomas Blanco, Proniuario historico de Puerto Rico (San
Juan, Bilioteca de Autorcs Puertorriquehos, 1943).

founded in 1938 by Senator Luis Munoz Marin*

then a dissident Liberal, lay in its promise of im-
mediate economic betterment for the small farmers*

field hands and artisans. In simple, concrete lan-

guage, the populares addressed themselves to the

jibaros, explaining that their votes would not be
interpreted as a mandate on the party to work for

any of the various status proposals. The immediate

task was to be the fairer distribution of wealth

—

which means land to Puerto Ricans—and discus-

sion of the political status question should wait

until the island was in better economic position

to consider, the problem. The 1940 popular cam-

paign was perhaps the first attempt “to educate the

people out of abstractions into reality.” It coincided

with the jtbaro's inarticulate understanding that

independence at this point would mean economic

suicide and appealed to his hunger for land and

his sense of proportions. It took into account the

fact that, with war raging in Europe, the imme-
diate prospects of obtaining independence—which

with “economic stipulations” Munoz then, advo-

cated26—were slight indeed for this Gibraltar of the

Caribbean; yet it did, not alienate the indepen-

dentistas whom Munoz took with him out of the

Liberal party. Around the dominating figure of

this leader gathered progressives, nationalists, ex-

perts and country people—a mixed following that

contained elements of both strength and weakness.

In 1940 the populares won a majority in both

houses of the insular legislature by an insecure alli-

ance with one Liberal and one Socialist ^in the

House (although this alliance fell apart in 1943)*

At its second test at the polls, in 1944, the party

won all but four seats in both houses.

The new political group won the election largely

— though by no means solely— on the promise

of agrarian reform. There had been earlier isolated

attempts to improve land tenure conditions.27 In

an effort, apparendy, to prevent the growth of

monopolies and establish small, independent farm-

ers, Congress had passed a joint resolution in 1900

forbidding the purchase or lease by corporations of

land in excess of 500 acres.
28 This provision, later

. inserted in the Organic Act, was ignored by the

sugar companies and apparently was overlooked

by those advocating land reform. After a Puerto

Rican Attorney General began in 1938 to enforce

the “500-acre” requirement and the United States

Supreme Court upheld the action^ leaving it up to

26. “Puerto Rico at the Crossroads/' cited, p. 189.

27. For description of earlier tenure reforms, see Marshall

Harris, “Tenure Reform in Puerto Rico,” Land Policy Review,
Spring 1946.

28. For account of the origins of the “500-acre” resolution,

see Puerto Rican Public Papers of R . G. Tugwell, Governor
(San Juan, 1945), pp. 294-306.

J
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the insular government to determine how the new
policy was to be carried out, the question of future
land ownership took on added importance.29 Ac-
cording to ex-Governor Tugwell, the reform orig-

inally called for the redistribution of wealth by
breaking up the large estates into small family-type
farms.30 The much amended insular Land Law of

1941, however, provided an interesting alternative

—

the proportional-profit farm. It was devised to

maintain on “high yield” sugar lands, where divi-

sion is impractical, the production standards
achieved under competitive private operation while
distributing the income derived from large-scale

enterprise 'more widely.

The Development Plan

Legislative action since 1941 consistently reflects

the new emphasis on increasing the means of liveli-

hood through the extension of government services.

The mass of legislation falls into four main cate-

gories : agricultural reorganization and crop diversi-

fication, industrialization, public ownership of util-

ities, and government reorganization.

1. Land Reorganization . The Land Law of 1941
created a board known as the Land Authority in the

‘ insular Department of Agriculture.31 This board was
empowered (x) to end corporate latijundia and pre-

vent their reappearance in the future; and (2) to use

the land acquired by legal action and purchase to es-

tablish pwner-operated family farms (Section 25), sub-

sistence plots for agregados (Title V), and “propor-
tional-profit” farms (Title IV). The Land Authority,

during a period of five years after the land has passed
into receivership, has preference to buy at the court

valuation, and after five years it has preferential pur-
chase rights, provided it offers a price equal to that of

the highest bidder. The Authority’s main sources of
funds derive from appropriations and special bond
issues.32

Qualified farmers who do not own other land are

being settled in the interior on tracts varying from 5
to not more than 25 acres. The farmer has the right

to use the products of the farm for life in return for

an annual payment large enough to repay the prin-

cipal in 40 years, with interest at 3 per cent. While he
is at full liberty to produce whatever crops he wishes,

he is expected to practice soil conservation. All im-
provements made on the property and the growing
crops belong to him; and, in case of death, his heirs

receive the amount paid on the principal, or one of

the heirs may be permitted to continue the usufruct.

29. People of Puerto Rico vs. Rubert Hermemos, Inc., March
25 > 1940 , 309 U.S. 543 -

30. The Stricken Land, cited, p. 7.

31. Puerto Rico, Autoridad de Tierras: Ley dc Tierras de
Puerto Rico, Ley No. 25 (as amended to 1945), and Reglamento

‘

de la Autoridad de Tierras (San Juan, 1945).

32. Autoridad de Tierras: Informe anital ano fiscal 1945-46
(San Juan, processed, 1946), Anexo No. 1.

The purpose of Title V was not to set up the agre-

gado as a farmer; but rather to alleviate the living con-

ditions of the rural squatter, give him a supplementary
source of income, and halt the exodus to city slums.
The plots vary in size from one-quarter of an acre to

3 acres, and although the law stipulates a nominal pay-

ment for plots larger than one-quarter of an acre, the

Authority has not attempted to collect. The only re-

quirement upon the recipient is that he may not trans-

fer the property in any fashion; he is not under any
obligation to work in Authority projects. On his plot

of land the agregado usually grows food crops such as

potatoes, corn and yuca. The Title V program is con-

sidered so important that it has a separate budget,

special appropriations, and its operating expenses are

charged against the Authority’s General Fund.
The heart of the land-tenure, program is the propor-

tional-profit farm. The farms vary in size, depending
on their situation, but their area is not held to 500
acres. There may be as many as six colonias

,

or units,

in a project, the boundaries roughly following the old
subdivisions of the private estate from which the lands
were acquired. The farm is “leased” -to a manager,
who may be a farmer, an agronomist, or a person
with experience in agricultural management. He re-

ceives a portion of the net profit—ranging from 1 to

15 per cent—and the remainder is distributed among
the field workers according to days worked and wages
received. The Authority supplies the land and the
operating capital, receiving up. to 3 per cent of gross
income on the investment, audits all accounts and
supervises the fulfillment of the contract. It has also

entered the industrial phase of sugar production with
the purchase of two sugar mills.

In the agricultural field the developmental agehey
is the Agricultural Development Company, established

in 1945, with an appropriation of about $13 million.

This instrumentality is designed to take up where the

government experiment stations stop: to develop com-
mercially, on the pilot plant scale, new and improved

1 crops, the usefulness of which had already been thor-

oughly demonstrated by research. Another of its func-

tions is the improvement of the distribution system,

and a third is the development of neglected areas.

2. Industrialization . Wider distribution of income
among the increasing population was clearly only half

of the solution to the economic problem; it was evident

that what possibilities existed for increasing insular

wealth should be exploited to the utmost. Hitherto the

great sugar industry had absorbed available local cap-

ital and services. But even in this field the possibilities

of further development had not been capitalized. The
island does not possess metals but has ample resources

of clay deposits, glass sands, bamboo, fibers, vegetable
oils, and so forth, and the sugar industry yields by-

products like bagasse and molasses of which industrial

use can profitably be made. It seemed desirable to

branch out in three directions: industries servicing raw
sugar and rum manufacturing; consumer goods for the
local market; and “specialty” articles for export.

In 1942 an insular law created a Development Com-
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pany^ modeled after the new Latin American enter-
prises, and a Development Bank to fill the long-felt
need for a source of investment capital on easy credit
terms. The Development Company has already re-
ceived appropriations totaling about $13 million and
has authority to issue bonds to the value of $5 million.
It is authorized to make loans to private companies
and to create and finance producing subsidiaries which
are intended to point the way for private industry. An
important part of its program is design, cost and mar-
ket research for the guidance of private capital.

3. Governmental Reorganization . The expansion of
government services since 1941 underlined the need
for overhauling the antiquated administrative struc-
ture, and, in particular, for centralizing administrative
services distributed among the seventy-seven munici-
palities, reducing the political hold over appointments,
and reorganizing the defective financial system. The
good working relations between ex-Governor Tugwell
and the popular majority made it possible to achieve
considerable progress along these lines during the
former’s administration. The most far-reaching inno-

. ration was the creation of a Planning, Urbanizing and
Zoning Board in 1942 to coordinate the activities of
the new public enterprises, as well as to regulate the
use of land. A regulatory agency for the island as a
whole, the Planning Board directs private real estate
development through urban zoning and guides public
development by means of budgetary recommendations.
Public projects are fifted into a flexible six-year master
plan in which the requirements of the particular enter-
prises are met as public interest and the present and
future situation of insular revenues may suggest.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
Private Puerto Rican producers have attempted

to show that the Land Authority has not ap-
proached their production record.33 The Authority
maintains, however, that its purpose is to produce
sugar as efficiently as is consistent with land con-
servation, the living conditions of the farm worker,
and the interests of the colono who sells his cane
to the Authority.34 Since however, many aspects of
sugar production are controlled, comparison at this

point seems difficult. As “cooperatives,” the propor-
tional-profit farms receive larger benefits than priv-
ately operated lands, and wages—the largest cost
factor—are closely determined in the United States
contract with insular producers.
The most serious problem with which the insular

government is confronted in recasting its agricul-
tural economy is the highly uncertain future of
Puerto Rico’s sugar. At present the United States
sugar industry is controlled by a complicated patch-
work of arrangements dating back to 1934 and de-

33* “Business Can Do It Better/’ Economic Review (San Juan,
Chamber of Commerce), June 1944.

34. Raul Gandara, La ley de tierras de Puerto Rico (San Juan,
1942), p. 7.

signed to meet the problem of over-supply. Should
a break occur in this fabric of quotas, subsidies
and preference, Puerto Rican sugar interests, in-
cluding the Land Authority which is on the way
to becoming an important producer, would be seri-

ously affected. The island’s high-cost sugar is con-
tinually on the defensive in Washington against
the western beet area, the Louisiana and Florida
cane growers with their vocal lobbies, and the
Cuban interests with their State Department sup-
port. As a matter of fact, Puerto Ricans are gen-
erally dissatisfied with the existing production and
marketing arrangements.^5 (Quota arrangements

. were set aside in 1942, and since then purchase of

»
crop has been negotiated on an island-wide

basis with the Commodity Credit Corporation.)

T.he sugar problem is, as Puerto Ricans are
fully aware, more political than economic. As
long as the United States continues to guarantee
its own supply of sugar, they believe that “Author-
ity” sugar will have a market on the mainland. If
/Puerto Rico should be given independence, the
only basis on which it could compete successfully
with domestic and offshore shippers would be
with a handicap” such as Cuban sugar possesses.36

In time sugar production, even the cane-cutting
phase, will become highly mechanized and, as such,
a high-wage industry providing revenue but fewer
°PPortunhles for employment. The slack in em-
ployment will have to be taken up in other ways,
and for these reasons the efforts of the develop-
mental agencies to break out of the one-crop pat-
tern seem well considered.

Industry .and Political Status

Creation of new industries in Puerto Rico has
been viewed as an alternative to increasingly large
outlays of Federal money for relief purposes. Puerto
Rico has certain resources—notably its subtropical
location and relatively cheap labor supply—which
could be turned to account. The initial difficulties

are readily apparent. For the present the insular
government has assumed the business risk. Future
growth must depend both on the profitableness of
the industry and the availability of insular savings
for industrial expansion. Private capital has been
reluctant to follow the government’s lead. Without
a large reservoir of local capital and a highly pro-;
ductive skilled labor force on which to draw, new
industries must be of a type requiring relatively

35. What Sugar Means To Puerto Rico

,

cited, pp. 36-39.
36. Even on this basis, however, Puerto Rico would have to
pay one-fifth of the cost of its sugar exports to cover U.S. tariff
duties, it is estimated. Rafael de J. Cordero, “Algunos factores
economicos en el problema politico de Puerto Rico/’ Boletin de
Comercio (San Juan), January-February 1944, p. 4.
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little capital and much labor, like the government

textile mill using sea island cotton. The need for

keeping down the cost of labor—where Puerto

Rican industry has a competitive advantage—pre-

sents particular problems under present arrange-

ments because the concept of “social income” is so

intimately involved. Since Puerto Rico is covered

by the United States tariff, the insular government

cannot use the expedient of tariff protection to

which industrializing countries frequently resort,

and must apply other tools such as subsidies. To the

extent that tariffs might adversely affect insular ex-

ports, this is perhaps fortunate. For regardless of

the eventual political adjustment, new industries

must be slanted toward the export market in order

to add to the island’s purchasing power abroad.

How the new public enterprises are to be fi-

nanced in the short-term, with revenues declining,

is a source of considerable preoccupation for the in-

sular government. The war furnished increased

income as a result of greater rum consumption on

the mainland and Federal spending for war pro-

jects in the island (including military pay and

allotments).37 Receipts from United States internal

revenue taxes jumped from $3 million in 1940 to a

record high of $64 million in 1944? insular gov-

ernment income from all sources increased from

$48 million to $147 million during the same peri-

od.38 Since the peak year 1944, the rum revenues

which floated insular prosperity have fallen off; in

1945 they were $37 million and in 1946, $17, million.

The Planning Board estimates that, provided the

rum industry is further developed, they will be

stabilized at $20 million annually during the next

six-year period.39 The insular legislature has deter-

mined that the windfall should be largely allocated

to income-creating projects—irrigation works, new

industries, agricultural development, and so forth

—rather than to the tax-supported agencies for new

schools, public health centers and low-cost housing.

This was a painful decision, since the latter needs

clamor for attention. It was felt that forced expan-

sion of social services at this time would incur

greater operating expenses than the government

could afford to carry in ordinary times; whereas

the new public enterprises would create income

which could be taxed to permit gradual enlarge-

ment of these services.
40

This “pay-as-you-go” program will have to be

supplemented by public borrowing, it is believed.
41

37. Puerto Rico’s Income

,

cited.

38. Basic Statistics

,

cited, Table IX-x, p. 69.

39. Puerto Rico Planning Board: Third Six-Year Financial

Program for the Fiscal Years Jg4&-y to igsi-z (San Juan, 1946))

P* !•

40. Ibid., Table I, p. vii.

41. Ibid., Appendices A and B, pp. 41-42.

But this assumption rests on the expectation that

income tax collections can at least be maintained

at current levels and that Federal revenue will be

rebated to the insular treasury for expenditure as

the insular government directs. Budgets worked out

for the next five years by the Planning Board natur-

ally cannot anticipate possible Congressional action

on the rum revenues42 or a change in the island’s

political .status.

Planned Emigration

The measures projected to alleviate Puerto Rican

living conditions will not suffice by themselves to

bring insular resources into ratio with the number

of people. Population control is therefore an essen-

tial—perhaps the most essential—part of the pro-

gram. The insular birth control law of 1937 has

had no appreciable effect on the birth rate. Emigra-

tion, moreover, has been on an individual basis,

fluctuating according to the season and the barom-

eter of economic conditions on the island and

abroad. At the present time, there is a heavy exodus

of Puerto Ricans to the continent. The number of

persons who left the island in the first nine months

of 1946 was estimated to be 36,21 8.
43 Even if this

net outflow could be maintained over a long peri-

od, it is only a fair-weather solution of the problem.

Those who are leaving the island now, in many

cases, go without security and without requisite

language and job skills, and their tendency to re-

main at the point of entry is creating a new minor-

ity problem in over-crowded cities like New
York 44 A program of settling one million Puerto

Ricans on the continent and in neighboring Span-

ish-speaking countries has been seriously advocated

as the only means of solving the economic problem.

TOWARD A POLITICAL SOLUTION

In order to become politically more independent,

it is frequendy asserted that Puerto Rico must be-

come more independent economically. These two

interwoven themes are so frequendy encountered

in insular planning as to take on the quality of a

leitmotif. At the present time it may appear that

economic diversification is premised on the mainte-

nance of the present status; yet the present status

is so subject to change without notice that a prior

42. It is recalled that in 1943 the House Insular Affairs Com-

mittee adopted the Cole amendment to obligate rum revenues

for Federal work projects, with preference to Army and Navy

projects. For conjecture on this score see numerous articles in

the San Juan press during November and December 1946.

43. The Social Science Research Center of the University of

Puerto Rico has a report on emigration in preparation.

44. See statement of regional director of the Veterans Admin-

istration in Puerto Rico, E7 Mundo, November 1, 1946; and

editorial, “El exodo crece,” ibid., November 2, 1946.
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decision on political status^ and its economic con-
comitants, seems necessary before economic plan-
ning; can go forward. The question constantly in-
trudes upon considerations of political allegiances
and of such vital administrative problems as, for
example, the development of desirable standards
for the insular civil service and the unions of gov-
ernment enterprises.45 The very size of the Popular
party, which in a sense absorbed its own opposition
in the last elections, makes it difficult to impose
discipline upon the members, among them the in-
dependentistas who followed Munoz into the party
and the element found in any political organization
which merely floats with the times. The indepen-
dentista group is becoming more aggressive, and if

it cannot impose its solution upon the leadership it

will break away en masse to the new Independence
party now forming.46 The nucleus of the move-
ment is the Pro-Independence Congress which
draws its support from a diverse group: Hispanist-
minded intellectuals, some city workers— among
them Communists— and a number of Popular
members of the legislature.

Confronted by the Coalicidn, which was shat-
tered in 1944 but hopes to make a comeback with
the help of the Republican majority in Congress,
and harried in the rear by its independentistas, the
Popular leadership is under constant temptation to
make some concession either to the Right or to the
Left. This temptation extends, as well, to its rela-
tions with the Federal government. The comment
has been made that, in order to achieve a greater
degree of “home rule,” the Popular party would be
willing to temper its economic program to con-
form somewhat more with the conservative oudook
in Congress.47 Senator Munoz and his supporters
therefore believe they must obtain an immediate
commitment from the Federal government on at
least the minimum proposal for an elective gov-
ernorship. They have joined the procession of dele-
gations that have recently made their way to Wash-
ington to test out Congressional opinion regarding
their respective status proposals.

Statehood

The advocates of statehood argue that it has clear-

ly been the intention of the United States progres-

45- Rexford and Grace Tugwell, “Puerto Rico’s Bootstraps,”
Harpers

,

February 1947. For a general discussion of the needs
of “good government,” see statements by Senator Munoz and
ex-Govcrnor Tugwell in the record of the Public Administration
Conference, October 29, 1945 (San Juan, University of Puerto
Rico and Puerto Rican Civil Service Commission, 1945).
46. At a party convention in the early part of 1945, several
independentistas were dropped from party rolls as a result of
activities judged to exceed the party’s political terms of reference.

47. “Puerto Rico’s Bootstraps,” cited.

sively to accord Puerto Ricans the rights and re-

sponsibilities conferred on the people of the forty-

eight states, culminating in full statehood.48 They
contend, furthermore, that under United States oc-

cupation the island has built up a dynamic econ-
omy, as shown by the increase in bank deposits and
industrial plant capacity 49 The acquisition of state-

hood will bring distinct further gains. Puerto Rico
would, to be sure, “lose” its revenue collections on
products consumed in the island and on those ex-

ported to the mainland and, in turn, would be re-

quired to pay individual and corporation income
taxes on the same basis as other states. The total

loss has been estimated at close to $12 million a
year. At the same time, however, the state of Puerto
Rico would be entitled to receive Federal aid and
loans in much larger amounts than it now1

receives,

and the increase in Federal aid would more than
offset the income from special tax privileges the
island now enjoys.50 Puerto Rico, it is believed,

must have the assurance of free trade with the
mainland which can only be obtained under state-

hood.

Arguments advanced against association with the
forty-eight states center on the belief that cultural
and language differences would make it impossible
for Puerto Rico ever to become an integral part
of American life; and that its representatives in
Congress would argue narrow sectional interests,

and argue them unsuccessfully because of the
island’s small representation. Advocates of indepen-
dence, moreover, assert that incorporation of Puerto
Rico as a state would appear “imperialistic” in the -

eyes of other countries, especially the independent
Latin American countries. On economic grounds,
there would be no assurance that Federal aid be-
yond that which the island now receives would be
forthcoming, unless the insular government would
share in the cost of special programs such as social

security.51 The proponents of statehood, on the
other hand, think not only that independence
would he ruinous, but that the present administra-
tion—in preparing the ground for economic inde-
pendence—is taking the road to destruction. Under

48. Reece B. Bothwell, “En torno al status politico de Puerto
Rico,” Cartbe, November 1941, Vol. I, No. 1.

49. “Puerto Rico is Ready for the Responsibilities of State-
hood,” unpublished manuscript by Luis Ferre, President of Pro-
Statehood Association.

50. Hearings before the Senate Committee on Territories and
Insular Affairs on 5. 227, 79th Congress, 1st Session, part> 2
(Washington, D.C., 1945), pp. 173-83.

51. The Tariff Commission has published an analysis of the
economic implications of the various status proposals in The
Economy of Puerto Rsco, cited. For an objective abbreviated ac-
count of the arguments for and against, see Clarence Senior,
Self-Determination For Puerto Pico (New York, Post War
World Council, April 1946).

V
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Progress ur~^blic Enterprise

By Olive Holmes and O. K. D. Ringwoo\)

_~rto Rico

After the Popular Democratic party’s victory in

1940 the insular governrftent greatly expanded its

activities in the economic sphere.1 Lands held by

private corporation "in excess of the 500 acres per-

mitted by the law were expropriated, power facil-

ities and the means of transportation were acquired,

and the Land, Transport and Water Resources

Authorities were created. To develop new' income-

creating industries the Development Company and

the Agricultural Development Company were es-

tablished. In 1945-46, 45 per cent of outlays from

the General Fund were made for developmental

purposes, 16 per cent for the land tenure program,

4 per cent for public utilities, and only 34 per cent

for all other government services.
2

Through 1946 the Land Authority had acquired

about 63,000 acres of land, almost 3 per cent of the

entire area of the island. After the Supreme Court

decided the test-case of Rubert Hermanos, Inc., in

the insular government’s favor, other companies,

with the notable exception of Eastern Sugar Asso-

ciates,3 have submitted to consent decrees. The

three proportional-profit farms now in operation

under article 25 of die Land Law are located in the

north-central part of the island where less cane is

produced per acre than in the cane lands along the

southern coast. Negotiations, however, are under-

way with three large companies for die purchase

of extensive sugar lands in the south.
4 Of the three

farms, or projects, Cambalache (in its third year of

operation) and San Vicente showed a profit in

1946; but in the-Toa lands (which are in their sec-

ond year of operation) only two of the six colonias

in the project made a profit. Losses in the other

four colonias will be charged, off against future

profits of the colonias—each of which has a separate

account with the Authority.

The Land Authority has also acquired two sugar

mills: Cambalache, which has already completed

one grinding season, and Plazuela, which started

grinding under new management in January 1947.

In the Cambalache mill 350,937 tons of cane were

ground with a profit of $166,420.91, after costs and

5 per cent interest on the invested capital were de-

ducted. Unskilled laborers received 44 cents an

hour at this mill and at Plazuela, a wage asserted

to be higher than that of any other central in

the island. At Cambalache the workers’ share of the

1. Sec pp. 286-87.

2. Puerto Rico Planning Board: Third Six-Year Financial Pro-

gram for the Fiscal Years 1946-47 to 1951-52 (San Juan, 1946),

Table I, p. vii.

3. New Yorli Times, November 12, 1946.

4. El Mundo (San Juan), November 5, 1946.

profits was $32,787.24, or the equivalent of 10 cents

on every dollar received in wages during the year;

and the private farmers who had sold cane to the

mill received a bonus of 5 cents on each twenty-

pound weight of raw sugar produced from their

cane.5

Under Title V of the Land Law 126 rural com-

munities have been established, including more .

than 15,000 garden plots and reaching an estimated

77,000 people. During the first years of operations

the need fc?r resettlement was so urgent that agre-

gados were placed on whatever lands were avail-

able, even on fixed sand dunes. Although the Au-

thority is empowered to provide building materials,

it has not been able to do so because of present

shortages, which presumably have also held up con-

struction of schools, churches, medical centers, and

recreational facilities for which land has been set

aside. Since 1945 the establishment of hiral com-

munities has-been slowed down pending comple-

tion of an island-wide rural survey.

The Agricultural Development Company has

only been in existence for two years and much of

its activity is still in the planning. It has placed in

operation in San Juan an average-priced market,

the Praco . Activities which are already under way

or projected for the near future are the develop-

ment of a beef catde and dairy industry on the

small near-by island of Vieques, construction of a

cigar and cigarette factory, fishery development,

and the processing of fruits, vegetables and other

food products. ^
Before, the creation ofythe Development Com-

pany, the only experience of the government with

industrial management nad been in the cement

plant established by the Puerto Rico Reconstruction

Administration. The first industry, established, the

glass container factory, grew out:^ of a war-time

need to manufacture bottles for the rum industry

when containers could not he obtained from the

continent in sufficient quantity.xThe bottling plant,

which is partially financed by local distillers, will

also produce other types of glass. A paper mill ad-

joining the factory supplies cartons made' out of

bagasse and waste paper to the rum industry. The

Company, in cooperation with the Land Authority,

will put up a plant near the Cambalache sugar mill

to produce wallboard from the central's bagasse.

Other enterprises include a shoe factory in Ponce,

a ceramics plant and a textile mill, and plans are

afoot for the establishment of other small industries

in cooperation with local private capital.

5.

Autoridad de Tierras, Informe anual ano fiscal 1946 (San

Juan, 1946), p. 4 *
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U.s. APPRAISES TRUMAN POLICY OF INTERVENTION

Aran. 11, 1947

THE discussion precipitated in the Senate and
throughout the country by President Truman’s

statement of March 12 on Greece and Turkey has
had the effect of uncovering some of the principal
issues raised by the Administration’s decision to play
an active and continuing part in world affairs. Look-
ing at the past decade in perspective, the Truman
Doctrine might appear to be only a development of
the policy gradually formulated by President Roose-
velt who, beginning with his "quarantine” speech of
1937 and ending with his last message to Congress in
January 1945, pointed out with increasing emphasis

necessity ^or country to accept world respon-
sibilities not only in time of war, but also in time
of peace. Actually, however, while President Roose-
velt envisaged international cooperation with all of
the United Nations, President Truman contemplates
American intervention in a given area to oppose Rus-
sia and totalitarian regimes.

%
significant aspect of the current debate is that

* it .cepters nqt on the question whether isolation is
^preferable to intervention, but on the need for inter-

J ve&tion in this particular case, the form intervention
‘Should take if it is necessary, and this country's
capacity to pay the resulting cost. Only yesterday, it
seems, the United States had been merely an inter-
ested spectator of the international scene, applauding

l the hero or hissing the villain, occasionally offering
peacetime advice, intervening in two world wars, but

S
feel&g little or no responsibility for the outcome of

J

rama. Now it is cast for the principal role. And
s new role it is beginning to learn that participa-
involves hitherto unsuspected obligations, sacri-
and anxieties. ^

Intervention Costs Money. The first lesson
;ht home by the Truman/Doctrine is that, if the
d States is to ach^ev^/its two primary aims

—

~ BULLETIN may be reprinted

mn m v?

check the spread of Russia’s influence, and help "free
peoples” achieve, economic and social conditions
favorable to political democracy— it will have
to expend resources in money, goods, and tech-
nical assistance to an amount whose total can-
not even begin to b.e estimated. The suggestion
made by Senator Byrd on April 6 that Bernard M.
Baruch be asked to make a study of this country’s
internal resources and its capacity "to pay the bill”
can be carried out if the subject of the study 'is the
amount of money the United States as a nation can
afford to invest in or give to other countries for their
reconstruction, now recognized to be inextricably
linked with our own economic well-being. It would
be well-nigh impossible, however, to estimate the
ultimate cost of aiding all countries which, because
of their present economic plight, are susceptible to
Russia’s pressure or to Communist propaganda.

2. U. S. Aid Must be Controlled, The chief rea-
son for this is that the Truman Doctrine, in its pres-
ent form, constitutes an open invitation to all coun-
tries fearful of Russia or of native Communists or
both to seek financial aid from the United States, not
only for peacetime economic reconstruction but also
for military establishments, without imposing on
them the obligation to put their own house in order
so as to reduce the pressure of extreme Leftist groups.
The testimony of veteran American correspondents
in Athens, for example, indicates that the Greek gov-
ernment, which has disregarded Britain’s advice con-
cerning reasond||- restra^ts on ;the use‘"o’f funds/i
supplied ^^^Bri^^goYSmmcnt to finance in/
gpjlSfha§*o^ntent|pghf f?S^g&j5§ad?ice of the

Wilted States. Gentu^/6ympadhy0 for the plight of
the Greek people—which, it should hot be forgotten,
was due in the first.place.to the depredations of Italy
and Germany, not Russian-should rafobscure the

with credit to the Foreign Policy Association*

<?s *- /
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problem created by the reported unwillingness of the

Greek government to accept outside curbs on its fi-

nancial policies, which include permission to import

luxuries sold at bladk market prices, and refusal to

reform the system of taxation, which at present works

to - the advantage of - the wealthy segment of the

population.

3. Half-Way Measures Impossible. This situation

points to a third problem confronting the United

States—the need to supervise the expenditure of

funds it may furnish to “free peoples.” Such super-

vision, contrary to some of the statements made by

^-Administration spokesmen before the Senate Foreign

delations Committee, will probably involve interven-

tion) in the political affairs of the peoples who re-

quest and receive aid from the United States. So far

the Administration has sought to draw a distinction

between financial aid, even when accompanied by

technical advice, and political intervention. This is

undjerstandable, since it has been the traditional pol-

icy of the United States, under the Monroe Doctrine,

~ to insist on non-intervention by other nations in the

affairs of the Western Hemisphere, and to adopt an

attitude of political non-intervention in the affairs of

at least some countries outside the hemisphere, not-

ably Spain. The United States itself, however, has

from time to time resorted to political intervention

in the Far East and in Latin America and is now

beginning to do so in Europe. In practice it is difficult

to see how the United States government will be able

to furnish money to other countries in time of peace

without wanting to. make sure that its contributions,

which could otherwise be usefully expended at home,

are. devoted to what it considers constructive pur-

-'po'ses.

4.
|
Collective Action the Answer. The United

State's could easily become the target for charges of

"imperialism” and "dictatorship” unless—and here

is the crux of the matter—it conducts such interven-

tion as it undertakes within the framework of the

United Nations organization. Under pressure of pub-

lic opinion the Truman Doctrine, which originally

made no provision for UN supervision of American

aid to Greece and Turkey, has been modified by the

March 28 statement of Warren R. Austin, American,

delegate on the Security Council, and by *es*

Truman himself at the Jefferson Day dinner on April

5 at which he said that the United States must, when

necessary, "supplement” the activities of the United

Nations. Senator Vandenberg, who has displayed

high qualities of statesmanship in his handling ot

this issue,' has proposed that the United States, waiv-

ing its veto in the Security Council, should accept the

decision of the majority in the Council or two-phirds

in the General Assembly concerning discontinuance

of American aid to Greece and Turkey.

In the historic struggle now being waged all over

the world between concepts of national sovereignty

and international organization the United States, on

the question of aid to Greece and Turkey, has indi-

cated a desire to work within the terms of the UJN

Charter. This decision, if carried out with determina-

tion on all other issues, would greatly strengthen this

country's position in its criticism of unilateral inter-

vention by Russia in the affairs of neighboring coun-

tries. At the same time, study might be given to the

question whether non-intervention as previously un-

derstood is compatible with international organiza-

tion, Dr. Alfaro, speaking in the Political and Secur-

ity Committee of the UN Assembly on December 3,

offered an approach to this problem when he de-

clared that intervention is a "fetish word, and

added that the theory that no individual state-can

intervene in the affairs of another does not bar cofc,

lective action by the community of nations,
j . a>V

^
Vera Micheles Dean- &

SUCCESS OF GENEVA TRADE PARLEY DEPENDS ON US TAMFI^POLICY

Under UN auspices the representatives of seven-

teen) nations which account for over 90 per cent of

woijld commerce gathered in Geneva on April 10 to

’conduct negotiations for the reduction of tariff bar-

riers, and at the same time to complete the draft for

an International Trade Organization (ITO) . This is

an unprecedented conference, for never before have

. so many governments acted simultaneously to reduce

trade restrictions. No other world economic confer-

ence, moreover, has been precede^ by such careful

and detailed preparation.

U.S. DELEGATION HANDICAPPED. Elaborate

planning, however, will not of itself assure the suc-

cess of the Geneva meeting. Much will depend on

whether the tariff negotiators of other nations are

prepared to proceed on the assumption that the

American delegation can and will grant generous

concessions. The Reciprocal Trade Agreements 4^
of 1945 authorized a cut of as much as 50 per c©#,

in the tariff rates in force as of January first of .that

year. It is therefore possible for this counts, to

make substantial concessions. Some members oftfie

Republican majority in the present Congress, Jhpvv-

ever, have directed an all-out attack in recent weeks

on the Administration’s trade program. These pe®-

bers, most of whom represent western states in which

farm and mining interests predominate, have insisted I

that the United States should not be represented~at >«

Geneva.* Their attack proved unsuccessful, but only

because the Administration accepted a compromise

whereby all trade pacts are to contain a safeguarding

clause permitting cancellation of any concessions tha*

threaten "serious injury to domestic producers.” £

*See Foreign Policy Bulletin, February 7, 1947. .



was also agreed that the U.S. Tariff Commission
shall review any duty reduction concerning which a
complaint is made after the concession becomes ef-

fective. Given these stipulations, other governments
may well question the permanence of any tariff cuts
made by the United States.

Although the United States has vast economic
strength compared with the straitened circumstances
•of countries whose productive capacity was seri-

ously crippled as a result of war—our negotiators
are subject to limitations which are hardly in keep-
ing with the strong position of the American econ-
omy. If the Republican opponents of the program
represented a group as substantial as it has been
vocal, then the outlook for world economic coopera-
tion would be grim indeed. The trade program, how-

, ~evef, 'has"be6n endorsed by several important indus-

\ i
tr*al and trading groups, not to mention the many

,

millions* of consumers who appreciate the lower
prices it would bring. Thus the proposed ITO, whose—charter~wilLobligate^members to reduce their trade
barriers steadily, has been endorsed by the National
Association of Manufacturers, the National Foreign
Trade Council, the League of Women Voters, the
United Automobile Workers Union, etc., as well as

’

by many prominent industrialists and economists.
BRITISH TARIFF POLICY. Whether these pro-

ponents of freer trade can so marshal their strength
as to sustain the Administration in a showdown with

- the ;protectionists is a question of great moment to
the,'British. Addressing the House of Commons on
the eve of the Geneva meeting, Sir Stafford Cripps,
President of the Board of Trade, noted with regret
the^limitations applied to the' bargaining power of
thec American negotiators, but expressed the hope

* -that" some success could be achieved. He again re-

minded the Commons that British exports must reach
a volume at least 75 per cent above the level of 1938,
if the standard of living for that year is to be re-

_ Under s the circumstances Britain, he said,

welcomed any plan to increase world trade.

In answer to those who oppose reductions in Em-
tariff preferences—a system instituted in 1932

whereby members of the British Commonwealth en-
joy special low duties in their mutual trade—Sir
Stafford declared that the Dominions and colonies
could not possibly supply all the raw materials Brit-
ain has to import, nor do they provide a market large
enough to absorb the volume of goods Britain must
export. At an earlier gathering of Commonwealth

* representatives in London, this same line of reason-
ing was used to overcome opposition, particularly by

Australia and Nev^Zealand, to the gradual elimina-
tion of preferential tariffs.

But if the London and Dominion delegates at
Geneva are prepared to give up their preferential
trading system, they will actually do so only pro-
vided other countries—primarily the United States

—

f^ke generous compensatory adjustments in their
import controls. Australia and South Africa; for ex-
ample, have indicated that in return for freer entry of
American manufactures into their markets, our duty
on wool must be cut by 50 per cent. New Zealand will
demand a substantial lowering of the American tariff
on butter, and Canada will seek a larger market
here for its farm produce, newsprint, etc. London
will ask for a lower American duty on woolen and
worsted cloth, also sought by the JFrench. Since the
Commonwealth delegates will bargain in concert, theT
American negotiators will have to face squarely the
issue of increased competitivejimports, if concessions
are to be obtained for our exporters.

FREE ENTERPRISE AT STAICErVlmerican wool' '

growers, woolen manufacturers and dairy interests,

however, have always taken the lead in the crusade
for a high tariff. How far the Administration can
go in overcoming their opposition will have an im-
portant bearing on the ultimate outcome of the ITO
program. Failure to make real progress in reducing
our tariff rates, many of which remain high, can only
mean that our exports will shrink—a development
that will be all the more serious since productive
capacity in both industry and agriculture were greatly
expanded during the war.

While the primary goal of the American trade
program is a higher and more stable level of world
prosperity, a broader and no less important purpose
is the promotion of free enterprise in other countries.

Bargaining at Geneva will focus on-tariffrates, quotas
and other trade controls, but underlying the negotia-"
tions is the fundamental issue of whether there shall

be further state control of economic life. The out-
come of the parley may well determine the extent to
which the trend toward economic nationalism-begun_
during the world depression of the 1930’s, can be
reversed.

Harold H. Hutcheson

The Trade of Nations, by Michael A. Heilperin. New York.
Knopf, 1947. $3.00

An excellent survey of the world trade problem, with
particular reference to the United States. The case for
freer, multilateral trade and exchange is cogently argued.
Constructive suggestions are made for the improvement of
our tariff policy.
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UN TALKS ON PALESTINE
The Washington Administration today sees Pal-

estine in a new light and as a new problem. In the

past the White House has freely given advice about

the Holy Land in the safe knowledge that it would

be Britain’s task, not ours, to turn advice into action.

Now, however, the White House and the State De-

partment are preparing for the first time to formulate

a policy for the execution of which we might have

at least partial responsibility. The possible prospec-

tive change in American relationship to the Holy

Land results from Britain’s decision to refer the Pal-

estine problem to the United Nations. Whatever re-

sponsibility, if any, the, ,UN eventually takes for

Palestine will also be ours as a member of the UN.

U.S. ENCOURAGES DELAY. Yet the Adminis-

tration is putting off the decision about the nature

of an official responsible American policy toward

Palestine as long as it can. It foresees difficulties in

arriving at a clear, realistic policy for two main rea-

sons: first, because of profound disagreement among

Americans about the merits of the conflicting causes

of Arab and Jew in Palestine; and, second, because

of the tendency of Americans to look on the Holy

Land as the scene of a struggle between Jews and

Arabs, rather than as part of a strategic area which,-.

in the Administration’s view, is vital to the security
•

of the United States.

Washington’s desire for .delay will guide the

special Palestine session of/ the General Assembly,

which will probably meet in May. Britain has agreed

to the request of the United States, made on 'March

29, that the Assembly limit its action next month to

the appointment of a fact-finding commission and

instruct it to report to the regular Assembly meeting

in September. After negotiations by the British with

Jewish and Arab representatives for a Palestine set-,

tlement had broken down - on February 10, Britain

on February 14 made the forthcoming collective

inquiry possible by turning to the UN. On April

3 Britain formally requested the UN to summon

an extraordinary meeting of the General Assem-

bly after obtaining assurances that the United

States, France and the Soviet Union would support

its proposal. Following the UN meeting the United

States intends to act cautiously and avoid leadership

in the collective search for a settlement of the Pales-

tine problem. For whether it is a member of the pro-

posed fact-finding commission or only an onlooker,

the United States does not wish to be offered the

Palestine mandate. Britain, it should be noted, has

raise new issue for U.S.

not said that it plans to surrender the mandate.

AMERICAN INTEREST. The basic questions,

about Palestine which the United States has yet to

answer are, first, whether we have a real interest in

that country and, second, how we can protect our

interest if it exists. In his statement of March 12 on

Greece and Turkey President Truman implied that

the United States is directly concerned in the entire
(

Near and Middle East. A disorderly Palestine, un-

settled by armed conflict between British military

forces and Jewish guerrillas and civilians, could

tempt other powers to interfere in Palestinian affairs

and thereby add to American difficulties in attaining

the goals Mr. Truman hopes to achieve through his

policy on Greece and Turkey.

Humanitarian and political considerations prevent -

the Administration from proposing a solution; for

Palestine in terms calculated to safeguard our purely
,

strategic interests. Disturbed by the plight of
j

the

Jews still in.DP camps in Europe, the White House •

has urged that 100,000 European Jews be settlejd in

Palestine. This proposal aroused the anger ofj the

Arab League* whose Council on March 29 decided

that the American immigration suggestion has* '‘at

Cfected the good relations between America and .the

Arab States.” The Arab states in the UN, mqre-

over, objected to the special session of the General . .

Assembly. . _
!

’’

Conflicting points of view in the White House

and the State Department regarding the Palestine

problem add to Washington’s dilemma in attempt-

ing to define a workable policy. While presidential

statements during the past 18 months have consis-

tently reflected sympathy with Jewish hopes in Pales-

tine, the State Department—which favors the Arab

cause—has argued in official councils that since the

United States has tangible interests in communica-

tions lines and oil concessions in Arab countries,

especially Saudi Arabia, it would be dangerous for

us, by supporting Zionism, to run the risk of perma-

nently alienating the good will of the Arabs who

might, it is argued, turn to Russia. Others, however,

contend that the ruling Arab groups have no desire .

to work with Moscow, and that a strong Je'wish state -j

in Palestine would support our strategic interests more ,

reliably than the Arabs. These conflicts of outlook
j

and judgment might result in a do-nothing policy on
j

Palestine unless public opinion encourages the Ad-
j

ministration to take positive action. 1

Blair Bolles J
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NEW PRESIDENT PLANS TO EXPAND*

fiH

WM. WVXANCASTER

. Mi. William W. Lancaster, Chairman of the
~ Board of Directors of the Foreign Policy Associa-

tion, has announced the appointment of Brooks
Emeny as President of the Association. Mr. Emeny
is’

7

known* to members of * *-

•the. Association' not only krF
'through his Headline piiP' '

Series pamphlet “Main- mm *

springs of World Poli-

tics”, but also as the able

and the chairman of Cleve-

“Report froxnthe World”.

jor General Frank Ross

McCoy, U.S;Army, retired, wm. wV^ancaster

now president emeritus of the Association.

In his acceptance, Mr. Emeny stated: "The presi-

dency of the Foreign-Policy Association offers one of

the most challenging opportunities today for further-

ing the public understanding of the problems of con-

temporary world relations as they affect America and

for the development of a leadership of informed .

opinion upon which alone a constructive foreign

policy can be based. The. Association, with its nation-

wide membership and network of branches and affili-

ates, is uniquely situated to serve as the national

agency for the furtherance of such a program. This

can only be achieved through a widespread coopera-

tive effort not only among the members of the Asso-

ciation but through the aid and partnership of other

national organizations devoted to research and edu-

cation in specialized fields of world affairs.”

A member of the class of 1924 at Princeton Uni-
* versity, Mr. Emeny received his graduate degree from

Contents of this BULLETIN may be reprinted

} 1 *5^

iMPB iQW?

- V ;

Yale following three years of Study in internationai

relations at the Sorbonne, the London School of Eco-

nomics, Konsular Akademie (Vienna) and the Uni-

versity of Madrid. He is the author of "The Strategy

of Raw Materials’.' and co-

author, with the late Frank

Simonds of “The Great

Powers in World Politics”

'
-J and “The Price of Peace.”

In 1935 Mr. Emeny
went to Cleveland, where

'*?£% the remarkable growth of

%&&&£ interest in international af-

y' fiSsM/i fairs is directly attribut-

able t0 hls leadership.

,1^ Communities all over, the

country pattern their edu-
brook^meny cational program a r5'1 com-

munity technique on~ the Clevelandrher' T I. T^'*.”~^3t .
i

annual institute of the Clevelhd^d Coui
}

. lav nnu l

ary enjoyed the' Cospphsorshijp

This "Report SErom“&'fe
f

%oild” ;brou|hf;to Qeve- , ,

land such outstanding' leaders as .form^r ?^. r :

of State James Fr^yrn'esT Senafor A'rthur‘H—v anded—

“

berg; Premier Alcide de Gasperi of Italy; Dr. Eelco

van Kleffens, Netherlands delegate to the UN Se-
'

curity Council; and Dr. Oswaldo Aranha, Brazilian

->•'*'* //H
’"Mr. Emeny^s appoiutmec^p^jesid^ut of the

Foreign*Policy Assohf^on,”i'2vfe~LMcaster stated,

“hasten made with SlOfuttner strengthen-

in^the educational program of the Foreign Policy

Association. It is the desire of the Board of Directors

that the distribution of the Association’s publications

throughout the country be expanded and that the*

branches should increase as vital and focal points of j-r*

interest in international affairs,.” O
with credit to the Foreign Policy Association.
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WOULD UN CONTROL ANSWER PROBLEM OF DARDANELLES?

s

Warren R. Austin, United States delegate, assured
the United Nations Security Council on March 28
that the proposal for Argg-ficaja: aid tto Greece and
Turkey is only a stopgap sffias^e designed to assist

these two countries until '^ioi^antinational agen-

ass are ajale to extend long-r^hge’ gjsistance. His
^itatem^ indicates belatednec^ftMoja by the Ad-

mm^satxbn of widespread fear' iri-'fchfs', country that
bad deliberately bypassed the United

. ^ Mr. Austin succeed? in allaying this feat,;,*

v^^ieV^.belp to overcome f-r9 of the strongest ohjfcc- <

4*9% lo^he President's plan as a who’*. However,^
until Aumioistration spokesmen have presented a *
stronger case than they have hitherto made in favor ?

V .

' ** assigning $100,000,000.for support of the^Turkish''

;

they may find it difficu]j;...to-win widespread
s. pnbltc and Coiigressional backing for this particular

;
phase of Mr. Truman’s program.
One reason for the Administration’s ’comparative

silence as far as Turkey is concerned is that the
Turkish crisis is compounded of less,, dramatic ele-

ments than' the crisis in Greece. From the point of
view of the potential struggle for power between
Russia and the United States in the Middle East,
however, Turkey is even more * significant than
Greece. For the western territories of Turkey lie

athwart the Straits, through which Russia must pass
to reach the Mediterranean, and its eastern provinces
form part of the approach from the U.S.S.R. to the
Persian Gulf.

TURKEY FEARS RUSSIAN CONTROL. The
existing arrangements concerning the Straits, as es-

tablished by the Montreux convention of 1936, are
essentially satisfactory to Turkey. Under this con-
vention the Turkish government has full responsibil-
ity for the defense and control of the Straits, subject
to the provision that all merchant vessels shall have
|roedoin n£ pgssgge ih peace or war»\while warships
°£*bGth BlacK Sea and nbn-liftorai powers shall be
permitted passage only in special cases. The Turks
have raised nAobjections to suggestions by both the
United States and Russia that the Montreux terms be
revised to permit free passage for warships of Black
S.ea powers while denying such passage to naval
units of other nations except in limited cases. They
have, however, opposed the Russian proposal that
the Straits should be jointly defended by the U.S.S.R.

Turkey. This, Russian plan, in the opinion of
the Ankara government, would not only lead to vir-
tual Soviet control of the Straits but would seriously
restrict Turkish sovereignty. Fearing that Russia .

might exert military pressure to obtain approval of
this proposal, the Turks have continued to maintain
a,large standing army. The Turkish army, as pointed
out in the memorandum prepared by the State De-
partment for members of Congress, will cost Turkey

approximately $152,000,000 during 1947, or 44 per

cent of the national budget.

RUSSIA AFFIRMS HISTORIC POLICY. From
the point of view of Russia, which has regarded the

Straits as its natural entrance to the Mediterranean,

for two centuries, the attainment of full political con-

trol over this important -waterway has hr-topically

constituted a primary objective. Although th« T^arite

government never succeeded in achieving il“i? ob*
'

<ve, -success seemed within its grasp during World
v- r I. Jn a desperate effort to keep Russia in the

. • . e Western Allies secretly agreed in 19.15 tb it
“

/ -i. should receive the Straits' and Constant A
,.«pie following defeat of the Central Powers.

though this agreement was hot carried < )’'

'

the Bolshevik revolution occurred befor •
i- J

had been defeated. It embodied a Russia) p
which the Soviet government revived wht>
appeared opportune. Thus during the pe <

;

ing conclusion of the Russo-German pi ,

,

Russia attempted not only to secure' the posing’. -

the .Straits to non-Black Sea powers,* but also to ob-

tain naval and air bases in Turkey for the' purpose
of controlling the waterway. Although shortly after

the Nazi invasion in 1941 Russia retreated from this

historic policy and affirmed Its fidelity to the Mon-
treux arrangements for Turkish control of the Straits,

Soviet leaders reverted to Russia’s traditional objec-

tive as the war drew to a close. During .the spring

of 1945 Russia formally denounced its pact of friend-

ship and neutrality with Turkey, and in August and
September 1946 pressed for the establishment of

joint Russp-Turkish defense of the Straits,

U.S. URGES INTERNATIONAL SOLUTION.
It was under these conditions of acute tension be-

tween Russia and Turkey that the United States

claimed an important role in the settlement of the

long-standing controversy concerning the Straits. At
the Potsdam Conference of July 1945 President ~\|

Truman contended that, since the policies governing

international waterways have a direct bearing- on
world peace and security, the United States has a

. keen interest in the determination of these policies

and should participate in revision of the Montreux
convention. Although the Big Three thereupon
agreed, in a document on "The Black Sea Straits”

made public by Washington on March 19, that each

of them should discuss revision with the Turkish gov-
ernment, it is now clear that Russia- did not intend

to give the United States the important voice in the

settlement of its dispute with Turkey which Wash-
ington has claimed since Potsdam. According to the

Russian, text of the agreement, "negotiations,” rather

than "conversations”—as the American and British

versions of the Potsdam document state—were to be
held between Turkey and each of the Big Three,



i

and these negotiations were to constitute "the proper

course”—rather than "the next step”—toward settle-

ment of the question. The marked differences in

translation of key phrases in the Potsdam agreement
on the Straits might not have proved insuperable.

But underlying these phrases is the fundamental con-

flict between Russia’s belief that its security depends

oh the establishment of national control over the

Straits and the American view, that Russian domina-
tion of the Dardanelles would endanger American
interests in the oil-rich Middle East and upset the

present balance of power throughout this strategic,

area.

When it became clear that Russia was pressing for

joint military control of the Straits .with Turkey- as

-

UN LAUNCHES TRUSTEESHIP
Secretary-General Trygve Lie, in opening the first

' session of the United Nations Trusteeship Council on
March 26, recalled the false prophecies of the skep-

'

tics and cynics who had predicted.that the. ,Council
would never meet. The absence of a Soviet delegate

marred the inaugural, meeting of this last major UN
organ to go into operation, but Mr. Lie and United
States representative Francis B. Sayre later pointed

out to newsmen that according to the Charter the

Council’s decisions are made by a majority of mem-
bers present and voting. The work of the Council

will therefore proceed despite the non-attendance of
the U.S.S.R., which has never answered the Secretary

General’s January 14 request for the names of Trus-

teeship Council representatives. Mr. Sayre, express-

ing his regret at Russia’s failure to send a delegate,

declared: “I hope with all my heart that a represen-

tative of that great country will be here shortly.”

SOVIET BOYCOTT. Russia’s attitude is not' sur-

prising in view of its contention last December that

the eight trusteeship agreements approved by the

General Assembly were illegal, and therefore im-

proper as a basis for creation of the Council. Many
observers, however, are associating this attitude with

the fact that the Soviet Union belongs to only one
(World Health Organization) of the nine existing

or projected specialized agencies of the United Na-
tions.

Largely ignoring Russia’s boycott, the nine re-

maining members of the Trusteeship Council pro-

ceeded methodically to take up the task of supervis-

ing the administration of six African and two Pacify

trust territories which are inhabited by 14,555,t>o<)

people and ruled by five members of the Council

—

Britain (Tanganyika, British Cameroons, British

Togoland), France (French Cameroons and French

Togoland), Belgium (Ruanda-Urundi)
,

Australia

(New Guinea) , and New . Zealand (Western
Samoa) . The only noticeable effect of the Soviet ab-

sence occurred during the election of officers in which

Mr. Sayre, former United States High Commissioner

its junior partner, the United States on October 9,

1946 reaffirmed its interpretation of the Potsdam
. agreement, and repeated an earlier suggestion that

the Montreux convention should be revised by means
of an international conference. Mr. Truman now
proposes unilateral American financial and military

support of Turkey to offset the unilateral pressure

exerted on that country by the U.S.SJL However, in

view of the assurances Mr. Austin has given the

Security Council that the United States will welcome
long-range United Nations assistance to Turkey, the

possibility still exists that the centuries-old dispute

over control of the Straits might be settled by the es-

tablishment of a United Nations regime.
- -**-«-*—^^WinifreiX'N^.Hadsei,- -

COUNCILrespite ' difficulties
to the Philippines, was chosen president, and "Sir

Carl Berendsen of New Zealand, vice-president.

Members'of the Council are said to have previously'

. agreed on the election of Dr. Luis Padilla'Nervo of
Mexico as president, but just before the balloting a
short adjournment was requested by Roger Garreau
of France. The subsequent vote was secret, but it is

reported that during the twenty minute recess the

five administering powers agreed to cast their ballots

for-Mr. Sayre.

The remaining items oh the agenda of the Trus-

teeship Council are (l) adoption of rules of proce-

dure, (2) formulation of questionnaires on.the ad-

vancement of trust territories, (3) consideration of
petitions, (4) study of reports submitted by admin-
istering authorities, (5) discussion of relations be-

tween the Trusteeship Council and other UN agen-

cies, (6) consideration of items proposed by any UN
members, and (7) schedule of future sessions and
work, including arrangements for visits to trust ter-

ritories. The adoption of the rules of procedure alone

is expected to take as much as two weeks. Sixty-two

provisional, rules for the_Councii were adopted by
the UN Preparatory Commission in the faE of 1945;

but the French delegate warned thaf alterationswere
necessary, and Col. W. R. Hodgson of Australia de-

clared that hisgovemment had about fifty sugges-

tions to make. .

*

SAMOAN PETITION. One of the most interest-

ing of many petitions submitted for the Council’s

consideration, made public on March 9, was a re-

quest for self government by forty-six native chief-

tains of Western Samoa, a New Zealand trust terri-

tory. The Samoan chiefs also protested against the

"unnatural division” between Western Samoa and
American Samoa (which is administered by the Navy
Department)

. J. A. Krug, Secretary of the Interior,

announced on March 15 that he would ask Congress
to replace military rule by civilian government in

Samoa, but the United States is unlikely to accept the

proposal to unite the Samoan islands. Moreover,
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as a result o£ its wuuui over American Samoa, the

United States will be one of six members of a new
South Pacific Commission modeled on the Caribbean

Commission. An agreement creating this new organ-

ization to promote the economic and social develop-

ment of South. Sea, islands was signed at Canberra,

Australia on February 6, but is as yet unratified.

Temporarily, the absence of the Soviet Union from

the Trusteeship Council gives the administering pow-
ers a five to four majority over the non-administer-

ing states (United States, China, Mexico and Iraq)

.

In the future this situation will probably be altered

whether or not Russia continues to boycott the

Council. For if the American draft agreement to

place the Japaoese mandated islands under trustee-,

‘ship is approved by the.Segirity Coim^i!'4nd
A
tJbe Sen;'

-ate‘ the iMted States
-v. mu - o ^ : .Li

^

#
power. ^ charter, the General As-

sembly will then have to elect two more non-admin-

istering members to the Council, making a total of

six administering and six non-administering states.

This action will place the five former League of Na-
tions mandatory powers in the minority since the

United States, despite its new role as an administer-

ing authority, will probably assume an attitude mid-

way between that of colonial and non-colonial pow-

ers. One obstacle to American assumption of the role

of an administering authority was removed on March

28 in the Security Council when Australia withdrew

a proposal which would have postponed the applica-

tion of the Pacific islands agreement until the sign-

ing of a Japanese' peace treaty.

>4* f
‘
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\ Vernon McKay
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The Web , of Government, i?y M/ Maslter.
Macmillan, 1947. $4.00 ' \

^

In writing: about the fundamental nature of the state.

Professor Maclver of Columbia University brings to bear
on the eternal political problem of liberty and order a
wealth of information from four related fields of political

science, sociology, anthropology and psychology.

The Individual, the State and World Government

,

by A. C.

Ewing, New York, Macmillan, 1947. $4.00

This treatise deals with the problems of democracy vs.

totalitarianism, the rights of individuals, and the prospects

for international organization. Professor Ewing, lecturer

in Moral Science at Cambridge University, England, be-

lieves that the UN has been erected on sound ground, even
though the sovereignty of individual states has been pre-

served in that organization. The alternative, he contends,

was not greater federation but division of the world into

two opposing camps.

Defeat in Victory

,

by Jan CiechanowSki. Doubleday, Gar-
den City, N. Y., 1947. $3.50

"

A strong indictment by the wartime Polish Ambassador
to Washington (1941-45) of what he regards as Anglo-
American betrayal of Poland for the sake of achieving

wartime cooperation Wlth-Sissia.
^

A National X'^abor Policy, by H. W. Metz and M. Jacdb-

stein. Washington, D.O. Brookings Institution, 1947./"

This study is based on the 1945 Brookings Institution

publication. The Labor Policy of the Federal Government

,

by H. W. Metz which presented a factual record of labor

legislation and court decisions affecting industrial relations.

In the present book the authors have analyzed current

labor policies and conclude that collective bargaining can

be made an effective means of adjusting industrial differ-

ences, while at the same time safeguarding the public

interest. They argue -against the alternative policy of com-

pulsory adjustment of labor disputes.

* re ^ u * *
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FOREIGN TP^J3B, PDUCY OF THS
UNITED STATES ;

by Harold H. Hutcheson

IMMIGRATION POLICY OP THE UNITED STATES
'by Earl G. Harrison

THE FIVE AXIS SATELLITE PEACE TREATIES
by Winifred N. Hadsel

25 cents each
Foreign Policy Reports are published on the 1st and 15th

of each month. Subscription, $5 ; to F.P.A. members, 4.

American Diplomacy in Action, by R. W.’ Van Alstyne.

California, Stanford University Press, 1947. $5.00
f

In this revised edition of his text the author has fol-

lowed the topical approach to American foreign policy,

and has added information on wartime developments and

the United Nations. The scope of the volume is indicated

by its three main parts: I. Security and the^ Monroe Doc-

trine; II. Expansion and the Concept of Manifest Destiny;

and III. Neutrality and Isolation. %

Caribbean: Sea of the New World, by German Arciniegas.

New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1946. $3.75

The Colombian historian takes this locked sea as pro-

tagonist of a rich history that bridges the years from

Columbus* discovery, when "life acquired new dimen-

sion,” to the building of the Canal.

Pearl Harbor: The Story of the Secret1 War, by George

Morgenstern. New York, Devin-Adair, 1947. $3.00

A Chicago Tribune editorial writer seeks to prove the

thesis that the United States was engaged in an "unde-

clared” war months before Pearl Harbor.

Soviet Philosophy: A Study of Theory and Practice, by
John Somerville. New York, Philosophical Library, 1946.

$3.75

A useful summary of Soviet thought on culture and sci-

ence as well as politics and economics, by a lecturer in

philosophy who spent considerable time in the Soviet

Union before World War II, and had an opportunity to

study Russian sources.

\
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pay $25,000,000 to Yugoslavia and $45,000,000 to

Greece. At the same time the United States and
Britain also agreed that Albania should receive the

token sum of $5,000,000 in reparations from Italy.

The terms of the Italian treaty as finally drafted,

provide that Italy must pay a total of $360,000,000

in reparations over a period of seven years from

the coming into force of the peace treaty, for dam-
ages inflicted by Italian troops. This sum is to be

'distributed as follows: Yugoslavia, $125,000,000;

Greece, $105,000,000; Russia, $100,000,000; Ethiopia,

$25,000,000; and Albania, $5,000,000. These repara-

tions are to be paid from four sources: existing

factory and tool equipment which was originally

designed for war production and is now either un-

necessary for Italy’s limited military establishments

or not readily convertible to civilian purposes;

Italian assets in Rumania, Bulgaria and Hungary;

current industrial production, including produc-

tion by extractive industries; and other types of

capital goods and services, including the passenger

ships Saturnia and Vulcania .
12

The specific amounts Italy must pay from each

of these sources are not fixed by the treaty, bjut

certain provisions in the settlement indicate that

- Italy may find it possible to pay the bulk of its

reparations from Balkan assets, existing war poten-

tial and other capital goods, rather than from cur-

rent production. Thus, instead of placing responsi-

bility for the valuation of Italy’s foreign assets and

, surplus war plant on the receiving countries, which

would be inclined to offer a low estimate, the

treaty assigns this task to the Ambassadors of

the big Four in Rome. Since the American and

British Ambassadors may be expected to place a

reasonably high valuation on Italy’s assets and ex-

isting equipment, the Western powers may be able

to hold Italy’s deliveries from current production

to a minimum. Moreover, lest reparations from

current production impede Italy’s economic recov-

ery and impose additional relief tasks on the

United States, the treaty not only permits the

Italian government to declare a moratorium on

payments from this source during the first two

years, but requires all the receiving countries to

furnish Italy with essential imports the value of

which is to be deducted from the value, of the

reparations delivered. Finally, by providing that

12. According to the terms of the treaty Russia alone may
collect reparations from Italian Balkan assets, and only Greece,

Albania, Ethiopia and Yugoslavia1 may make collections from
the category of special capital goods, including the Saturnia and
Vulcania. For the provisions concerning reparations, see Treaties

of Peace with Italy, Hungary, Roumania and Finland (English

versions), Department of State Publication 2743, European
.Series 21 (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,

1947), Treaty of Peace with Italy, Part IV, Section I, Article 74.

the Ambassadors of the Big Four in Rome shall

not only be informed of all Russo-Italian agree-

ments concerning reparations payments, but shall

cordinate and supervise Italy’s reparations arrange-

ments with the smaller Allied states, the treaty

gives Italy a court of appeal in the event that the

Italian government feels its reparations schedules

are unduly heavy.

In the cases of the Rumanian, Hungarian and

Finnish treaties the reparations provisions, unlike

the series of compromises incorporated in the

Italian settlement, represent adoption of the Rus-

sian terms as set forth in the armistice agreements

Moscow drew up for, these states during 1944-45,

rather than a compromise between Russian and

Western views. Rumania, Hungary and Finland,

according to their treaties, are each required to

pay $300,000,000 worth of commodities at 1938

prices over a period of eight years, beginning with

the dates these countries signed their respective

armistices with the Soviet Union. With the excep-

tion of $100,000,000 of the sum to be paid by Hun-
gary, $70,000,000 of which is payable to Yugoslavia

and $30,000,000 to Czechoslovakia, Russia is to be

the sole recipient of these reparations, and is not

required either to consult or inform the other

Allied powers concerning any phase of its collec-

tion program.

Although the United States and Britain argued

at every stage of the treaty-making process that

Rumania, Hungary and Finland were not alike

either in the degree of their aggression or in their

capacity to pay, the Western powers were unable

to obtain any change in the arrangements Russia

had already made during the armistice period.13

Hungary’s economic life, the United States pointed

out, had been shattered by the war and, in any

event, the country’s predominantly agricultural

economy made it incapable of delivering the man-
ufactured goods required by Russia.14 As far as

Finland was concerned, the United States con-

tended that the Finns, despite the fact that they

had thus far managed to pay their reparations on
schedule, would find it increasingly difficult to

meet their obligations.15 These warnings about

the economic consequences of the reparations set-

tlements imposed on Hungary and Finland, par-

ticularly, were brushed aside by Russia as an effort

13. For amounts of reparations Russia had collected from these

countries by the middle of 1946, see V. M. Dean, "Russia’s

Foreign Economic Policy," Foreign Policy Reports, February 1,

1947, p. 273.

14. Chronology of International Events and Documents (New
York, Royal Institute of International Affairs), Vol. II, No. 19,

p. 6p4.

15. Ibid., No. 20, p. 646.
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on the part of the United States to win political

favor in the Soviet-controlled states of Eastern
Europe. Instead, therefore, of persuading the
U.S.S.R. to modify its economic terms for the satel-

lites, the American arguments merely had the ef-

fect of making it, even more certain than before
that any modification in Russia’s reparations policy
would be carried out unilaterally by the Soviet
Union rather than as a result of representations

made by the Western powers.

Compensation to Allied Property Owners
The campaign the United States waged during

the treaty negotiations to limit reparations to the
capacity of the ex-enemies to pay was carried over
to the question of compensation for Allied prop-
erty holders. In the opinion of Mr. Byrnes and his
advisers, it was more important to give the former
enemy countries some prospect of economic re-

covery than to salvage the largest possible amount
of Allied property in the satellite states. Accord-
ingly the United States held that the former enemy
countries should be obliged to pay only 25 per
cent compensation to Allied nationals who had
suffered war-time losses in- these states. Russia,
which had no pre-war holdings abroad, found itself

in agreement with the view of the United States
on this issue, while Britain and France—who were
neither rich enough nor poor enough to share
the American and Russian view—urged 75 per
cent compensation. Following an extended debate
the Council of Foreign Ministers finally .decided
at its New York session that the former enemy
states should compensate the Allied owners, of lost

or damaged property in local currency to the ex-

tent of 66% per cent of the sum necessary, at the
date of payment, to purchase similar property or
to make good the loss suffered.

Equality of Trading Opportunity

Another provision to which Mr. Byrnes attached
great importance was that of equality of trading
opportunity for the ex-enemy states. It was only
by making certain, he repeatedly declared, that
the countries which had recently been under Ger-
man economic domination were free to trade with
all countries on equal terms that these states could
maintain) their independence and avoid becoming
appendages of any single country or economic
bloc.16 The Soviet Union opposed this American
principle of equality of trading opportunity, charg-
ing that it cloaked an effort' on the part of the
Western powers, and the United States in par-

16.

For text of statement by Mr. Byrnes, see New York. Times,
August 1 6, 1946.

ticular, to use their economic superiority to domi-
nate the weak ex-enemy countries.17 When, how-
ever, the Russian representatives found it impos-
sible to convince a majority of the Paris Peace
Conference that multilateral trade would lead to

“enslavement” of the former satellite states, they

finally agreed to accept the American principle,

subject to the limitation that it should be enforced
only during a restricted period. At the final session

of the Foreign Ministers it was accordingly de-

cided that all five treaties should include a pro-

vision that the ex-enemy states would assume the

obligation, over a period of eighteen months, not
to discriminate against any of the United Nations
in matters pertaining to industry and commerce.
Although the United States had hoped to secure

a three-year guarantee, it accepted the eighteen
months restriction in the belief that this period
would be long enough to test the practicability of

current American proposals for the expansion of
world trade.18

Free Navigation of the Danube

Closely related to the questions raised by dis-

criminatory trading practices on the part of the

former enemy states was the issue whether the

treaties should provide for the free navigation of

the Danube, one of the- principal commercial
routes for central Europe and the Balkans. The
United States and Britain set great store on the

inclusion in the treaties with the Danubian states

of a provision for free navigation, in the belief

that it might enable these countries—which had
been exclusively controlled by Russia since the

end of the war—to trade with the West as well as

with the Soviet Union. Russia, however, contended
that the rules concerning navigation of the Dan-
ube should be formulated solely by the countries

along the river’s banks, and the Soviet represen-

tatives regarded the policy of the Western powers
as unwarranted intervention in the affairs of East-

ern Europe. If the Western powers were sincerely

seeking to establish free access to important trade

routes, the Soviet delegates declared, they should
apply this principle to the Suez and Panama
Canals as well as the Danube.19

Despite Russia’s opposition the Paris Peace Con-
ference voted by a two-thirds majority for inclu-

sion in the appropriate treaties of some statement

of the principles of free navigation, and when the

17. Chronology of International Events and Documents, cited,

No. 1 6, p. 512.

18. “Third Session o£ the Council of Foreign Ministers,” cited,

p. 185.

19. Chronology of International Events and Documents, cited.

No. 20, p. 643.
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Western powers pressed for adoption of this rec-

ommendation at the subsequent meeting of the

Foreign Ministers, they finally succeeded in over-

coming the'Russian objections.20 The three Balkan
treaties accordingly include, the statement that

“navigation on the Danube shall be free and open
for the nationals vessels of commerce and goods of

all States on the footing of equality with regard

to port and navigation charges and conditions for

merchant shipping.” Although the United States

and Britain had hoped to arrange for inclusion in

the peace treaties themselves of provisions for im-
plementation of this general principle, they agreed
to Russia’s suggestion that such provisions should

be embodied in a separate convention. On the last

day of the meeting at the Waldorf Astoria the

Foreign Ministers adopted a formal agreement to

call a conference within six months in which the

United States, Britain, the Soviet Union and
France as well as the countries in the Danubian
basin would participate in establishing an interna-

tional regime for the Danube.21

Thus the important question of what kind of

agency will be set up to enforce the general

principle of free navigation of the Danube re-

mains to be answered. Although both the Inter-

national Commission of the Danube and the Euro-
pean Commission of the Danube, established in

1854 for the purpose of controlling the course and

,
mouth of the river, are still technically in existence,

it will not be possible for the Allies merely to re-

vive these bodies. Russia not only regards these

commissions, which were established following its

defeat in the Crimean War, as an instrument of

Western imperialism22 but strongly resents the

fact that it was not included in either agency be-

tween 1919 and 1939.
23 Now that the U.S.S.R. has

emerged as the major continental power and a

Danubian state as well, following its recovery of

Bessarabia from Rumania, Moscow will insist on
obtaining a far more important role in any future

international regime for the Danube than it has

enjoyed in the past.

POLITICAL CLAUSES
TERRITORIAL SETTLEMENT WITH ITALY

As in the case of the economic clauses incor-

porated in the five peace treaties, the political

provisions concerning territorial changes, military

20. “Third Session of the Council of Foreign Ministers,” cited,

p. 185.

21. Chronology oj International Events and Documents, cited,

No. 24, p. 788.

22. Ibid., No. 20, p. 643.

23. C. E. Black, “The Axis Satellites and the Great Powers,”.
Foreign Policy Reports

,

May 1, 1946, p. 52.

and naval limitations, and withdrawal of Allied

forces of occupation represent uneasy compromises
between the points of view of the Soviet Union
and the Western powers. Under the terms of the

Italian treaty Italy ceded to Greece the strategically

located Dodecanese Islands, at the southern ap-

proaches to the Dardanelles.24 Since the Soviet

Union tentatively indicated at the outset that it

wished to secure bases for itself in these Greek-
populated islands, this cession, which was agreed

upon by the Foreign Ministers before the Paris

Conference, represents a triumph for the Anglo-
American point of view.

In connection with the disposition of the Italian

African colonies the Allies found it more difficult

to devise a solution, for the Western powers not

only disagreed among themselves on this question,

but they opposed a Soviet supervised trusteeship

over Tripolitania.25 Under the terms of the treaty,

Italy renounces all rights to Libya (Cyrenaica and
Tripolitania),

,
Eritrea and Italian Somaliland,

which lie along the “short route” from the At-
lantic to the Far and Middle East. However, the

Allies, finding themselves unable to agree on the

disposition of these strategically located areas

—

which have been under British military control

following Italy’s defeat—have merely provided 'for

postponement of a final decision for one year. If

the Big Four should find it impossible to reach
agreement at this 'time, they are required to refer

the matter to the General Assembly of the United
Nations for a recommendation which is to take

into account “the wishes and welfare of the in-

habitants' and the interests of peace and security.”26

What the nature of this recommendation will be
it is impossible to predict. But whether the As-
sembly proposes independence, incorporation in

the neighboring territories, or trusteeship—exer-

cised either by the United Nations as a whole or by
Italy or individual Allied nations—the Big Four
are obliged by the terms of the treaty to accept the

Assembly suggestion and to take appropriate meas-
ures for putting it into effect. This means that the

major Allies, having been unable to reach agree-

ment upon an issue in which they are all inter-

ested, have decided that, if their deadlock persists,

they will accept the decision of an organ of the

United Nations in which none of the members
has the veto power.

Although the future balance of power in the

24. Treaty of Peace with Italy

,

Part I, Section V, Article 14.

25. See V. McKay, “International Trusteeship—Role of United
Nations in the Colonial World,” Foreign Policy Reports

,

May 15,

1946; V. M. Dean, “Issues Before Paris Peace Conference,”
cited, p. 1 21.

26. Treaty of Peace with Italy, Annex XI,
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Mediterranean thus remains somewhat undefined,

the relations between East and West on the Adri-

atic have been considerably altered in favor of the

Spviet Union as a result of Italy’s cession to Al-

bania of the Island of Saseno, located at the nar-

rowest point of the Strait of Otranto27 and, above

all, by the revision of the Yugoslav-Italian border.

During the, early stages of the peace negotiations,

Russia, in an apparent effort to win a key role in

the Adriatic, strongly supported Yugoslavia in its

bid for control of the entire peninsula of Venezia

Giulia, including Trieste. The United States and

Britain, while admitting the desirability of modi-

fying the old Yugoslav-Italian border, insisted

that an effort should be made to draw an ethnic

boundary, which would permit Yugoslavia to

acquire only part of the area in question. When-
the Council of Foreign Ministers found itself un-

able to harmonize these conflicting points of view

at its first two sessions, it appointed a four-power

commission of experts to visit the disputed area in

the spring of 1946 and to make recommendations

concerning its disposal. The members of this com-

mission, while agreeing on the essential facts, nev-

ertheless proposed four different boundary lines,

thus obliging the Foreign ' Ministers to abandon

any efforts to establish a boundary based on ob-

jective analysis and to adopt a line which might
bring about a compromise among the great pow-
ers. Such .a boundary, known as the “French
line,” was proposed by Georges Bidault, and on
the eve of the Paris Conference the Foreign Min-
isters agreed' that Italy should cede to Yugoslavia

the estimated 3,000 square miles of territory east

of this line. This territory includes the Izonzo

Valley, Istria and the port of Pola, and contains

approximately 225,000 Slavs and more than 128,000

Italians. At the same time it was decided that

Trieste, together with its immediate hinterland

—

estimated at 300 square miles—should be placed

under international control. As a result of this

change Italy loses a population of 355,000, of whom
255,000 are Italians and 100,000 are Yugoslavs.

FREE TERRITORY OF TRIESTE

The willingness of both Russia and the Western
powers to accept the “French line” as the new
boundary between Italy and Yugoslavia was closely

related to the attainment of a mutually satisfactory

regime for the administration of the Free Terri-

tory of Trieste. Throughout the complicated ne-

gotiations between the Western powers and Russia

on this issue, the fundamental question was
whether arrangements could be devised which

27.

Treaty of Peace with Italy

,

Part II, Section VI, Article 28.

would safeguard the interests of both sides in this

key port, and at the same time prevent the area

from falling under the domination of either Italy

or Yugoslavia. The Russians, who feared that a

strong governor responsible only to the Security

Council might become the instrument of the

Triestine middle class and the Western powers,

championed local democracy for the Free Territory

and argued that a locally-elected assembly should

constitute the chief organ of government.28 By
contrast the United States and Britain, who were
determined that the Free Territory should be gen-

uinely international in character, opposed govern-

ment by the popular assembly lest this arrange-

ment spell complete dictation by the closely-knit

Yugoslav Communist group in Trieste. In order to

avoid this eventuality, the Western powers insisted

that the neutral United Nations governor who was
to bear responsibility for the integrity and security

of the area must have adequate powers to dis-

charge his responsibilities.
29

The influence of the Paris Peace Conference was
particularly evident in breaking the deadlock be-

tween Russia and the Western powers over the

question of the respective roles to be played by the

local assembly and the United Nations governor

of the Free Territory. By a two-thirds vote the

Paris conferees adopted a proposal setting forth the

principle of a strong, internationally-controlled and

impartial government of the type Britain and the

United States had been advocating, and although

M. Molotov was at first unwilling to accept this

recommendation, he finally did so at one of the

final meetings of the Council of Foreign Ministers

in New York.30

The Permanent Statute of the Free Territory of

Trieste which is incorporated in an annex to the Italian

peace treaty,31 provides that the neutral Territory shall

have its own flag and governmental institutions, in-

cluding a governor, a council of government, a locally

elected popular assembly, and a judiciary. The gov-

ernor, who may not be a citizen of Yugoslavia, Italy

or the Free Territory, shall be appointed by the United

Nations for a term of five years—after consultation

with the governments of Italy and Yugoslavia—and-

shall be directly and solely responsible to the Security

Council. Among the broad powers conferred on him
by the Statute are the right, in case of emergencies

which he believes threaten the independence of the

Free Territory, public order, or respect for human
rights, to call for appropriate action by the United

Nations security forces, subject only to the limitation

28. Chronology of International Events and Documents

,

cited.

No. 1 6, p. 518; No. 18, p. 571.

29. Ibid., No. 18, p. 570.

30. Ibid., No. 23, p. 750.

31. Treaty of Peace with Italy, Annex VI.
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that he must make an immediate report on his actions
to the Security Council .

32 Whether these provisions
will succeed in preventing eventual seizure of power
in Trieste by either the Yugoslavs or Italians remains
to be seen. But in view of the clash of Russian and
Western interests over Trieste, it is difficult to see now
a more easily workable scheme for preventing this

area from becoming a battleground between opposing
groups could have been devised.

In another provision of the Italian treaty, which is

of far less significance as far as the European bal-

ance of power is concerned, Italy cedes to France
small Alpine districts around Briga and Tenda
and accepts border rectifications in the region of
the Little St. Bernard Pass, the Mont Cenis Plateau
and Mont Thabor.33 The Italian treaty also in-

corporates the Austro-Italian bilateral agreement
of September 5, 1946 concerning the Southern
Tyrol—which Italy obtained from Austria after

World War I—and obligates Italy to extend to

the German-speaking inhabitants of this district

equality of rights with persons of Italian extraction

in education, public office, and the courts. The
agreement also specifically provides that German
family names which were Italianized under Mus-
solini may be reestablished.34

NEW BOUNDARIES IN EASTERN EUROPE

The territorial clauses incorporated in the peace
treaties with the other former satellites, unlike
those imposed on Italy, were determined almost
exclusively by Russia at the end of the war, and
neither the sessions of the Council of Foreign
Ministers nor the Paris Peace • Conference suc-

ceeded in modifying these arrangements except in

a few minor details. Hungary, under the terms of
its treaty, loses all the territories in southern Slo-

vakia, the Carpatho-Ukraine and northern Transyl-
vania which it had formerly held before 1918 and
regained during World War II through the 'as-

sistance of the Axis. It is thus again reduced to

the boundaries established by the Treaty of Tri-

anon after World War I, which left approximately
three million Magyars in neighboring countries,

and in addition loses to Czechoslovakia a small

bridgehead area across the Danube from Bratis-

lava.35 *

*

At the Paris Peace Conference the Hungarian

32. “Third Session of the Council of Foreign Ministers,*’ cited,

p. 184.

33. Treaty of Peace with Italy

,

Part I, Section II, Article 9.

At the Paris Peace Conference a number of the small Allies

attempted to block these French claims on the grounds that
France had advanced no adequate reasons for the proposed
changes. Chronology of International Events and Documents,
cited. No. 17, p. 543.

34. Treaty of Peace with Italy, Part I, Section III, Articles 10,
11, Annex IV.

35. Treaty of Peace with Hungary, Part I, Article 1.
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delegates, while entertaining litde hope of being

able to retain any of the territories they had re-

gained as partners of the Axis, nevertheless pressed

for the adoption of provisions in the peace treaties

which would guarantee the rights of Magyar mi-
norities in Czechoslovakia, Rumania and Yugo-
slavia. However, these efforts were quashed,

chiefly because of the strong opposition of the

Czechoslovak representatives, who alleged that

Hungary wished to safeguard the rights of its

minorities abroad merely in order to make certain

that the basis for its irredentist claims
.

remained
intact.36

In sharp contrast to Hungary, the pro-Russian

Bulgarian government is permitted to retain part

of the territorial gains it made during the period

of its cooperation with the Axis. According to the

Bulgarian treaty southern Dobruja, an area front-

ing on the Black Sea and originally acquired in

the treaty of San Stefano (1878) and lost to Ru-
mania from 1919 until 1941, is to remain Bulgarian.

At the same time, however, Bulgaria is obliged to

return to Yugoslavia the large slice of Serbian

territory which it gained with Hitler’s support, and
fails to obtain the outlet on the Aegean at the ex-

pense of Greece which its delegates sought to ob-

tain at the Paris Conference.37

Rumania and Finland are more directly affected

than any of the former enemy states by Russia’s

policy of re-acquiring many of the territories which
belonged to the Tsarist Empire. To the U.S.S.R.

Rumania confirms the cession^ of Bessarabia (part

of Russia until 1918) and, under pressure from
Moscow, Bucharest returns Southern Dobruja to

Bulgaria.38 Since, however, the pro-Soviet Ru-
manian government has been assisted by Russia in

recovering the large area of Northern Transyl-

vania, which Hungary was awarded by Hider in

1940, it is able to point to this territorial restora-

tion as tangible proof of the value of Rumania’s
present ties with the U.S.S.R.

Finland’s southeastern boundaries with the So-

viet Union are identical with those arranged after

the Winter War of 1940, when Finland ceded the

Karelian Isthmus above Leningrad. In addition,

Finland cedes the Arctic province of Petsamo to

the Soviet Union, thus providing Russia with ter-

ritory surrounding the approaches to the Soviet

port at Murmansk and giving the U.S.S.R. a com-
mon frontier with Norway,35> and grants Moscow a

36. Chronology of International Events and Documents, cited,

No. 15, p. 474.

37. Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria, Part I, Article 1, Annex 1.

38. Treaty of Peace with Roumania, Part I, Article 1; Annex 1.

39. Treaty of Peace with Finland, Part I, Articles 1 and 2.
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By Winifred N. Hadsel and O. K. D. Ringwood

In. spite of the efforts the Allies made to prevent
the development of a revisionist movement after
World War II by permitting the former Axis satel-

lites to present their views at the Paris Peace Con-
ference, Italy, Rumania, Hungary and Bulgaria
launched a campaign for modification of the peace
settlements the very moment the treaties were
signed in Paris on February io.

1 Finland alone
among the defeated nations filed no official protest
against the terms imposed by the Allies.

CHARGE OF “DICTATION”

Two common complaints registered by Italy and
the other ex-enemy states against the treaties are
that the agreements were “dictated,” and that the
Allies failed to give adequate recognition to the
contribtjtions the former enemy countries made to

the^United Nations during the final phases of
''fhe war. Italy contends with particular bitterness
that the active assistance it rendered the Allies,

following its unconditional surrender in Septem-
ber 1943, was not sufficiendy appreciated by the
treaty-makers. Foreign Minister Carlo Sforza and
Premier Alcide de Gasperi declare that Italy was
entitled to receive easier territorial and economic
terms, and that the Italian navy—which fought in
the closing years of the war alongside the Allied
navies—should not have suffered the “undeserved
humiliation” of virtual disbandment.2

OTHER CAUSES OF DISCONTENT

Italy’s demands for revision center on the pro-
visions concerning Trieste, the former Italian col-
onies, and the reparations bill of %6o,ooo,ooo.

3

Popular opposition to these clauses is so strong in
Italy, that the government has found it necessary
to give special assurances to the Constituent As-
sembly that ratification of the treaty will not be
complete until the Assembly gives its assent.

Bulgaria, having suffered few losses Under the
terms of its treaty, regards the peace setdement as
a whole with satisfaction. The pro-Soviet Father-

‘

land Front regime, however, maintains .that the

1. For summary of protests presented by the Italian, Rumanian,
'

Hungarian and Bulgarian delegations to French officials, who <

were requested to convey the statements to the other signatories Iof the treaties, see New Yor\ Times, February 1 o, 1947, 5

2. Speech by Premier de Gasperi to the Constituent Assembly. 3

February 8, 1947. Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts (Ccn- c

tral Intelligence Group, Washington, D.C.), February 10, J947. x

3. Interview with Foreign Minister Sforza, February 16* 1047. t
Daily Reports, cited, February 17, 1947. r

Western powers committed an “extreme injustice

against the new democratic Bulgaria” by refusing
to recognize the country’s cobelligerency during
the period from September 1944 until the end of
the war, and by presenting a reparations bill for
$7°>°oo,ooo/* To Rumania, the most serious
grounds for official complaint are that the Allies
failed to deduct from the country’s reparations
the sum of $500,000,000, which the Foreign Of-
fice in Bucharest estimates it spent on the
war against Germany between September 1944
and V-E Day.5 Although some nationalist ele-

ments in Hungary privately deplore the loss of at
least some of the territories their country gained h

during the period of collaboration with the Axis,
the government is keenly aware that it would be
highly impolitic to refer to these areas. Instead,
therefore, of voicing objections to the virtual re-
establishment of the boundaries created by the
Treaty of Trianon in 1919, Hungary contents itself

•with protesting the absence in its treaty of special
guarantees of the rights of the approximately three
million Hungarians living in Rumania, Yugoslavia
arid Czechoslovakia.6

STRATEGY FOR REVISION

All four states demanding changes in the peace
settlements have mapped out a strategy for achiev-
ing revision of the treaties which calls not only for
direct diplomatic negotiations with the Allies, but
also for action by the United Nations. As soon as
the ex-enemy countries are admitted to member-
ship in the international organization, they will
probably request a hearing before the General
Assembly under Article 14 of the Charter, which
provides that the Assembly may recommend meas-
ures for “the peaceful adjustment of any situa-
tion . . . which it deems likely to impair the general
welfare or friendly relations among nations.” If,

however, one of the states desiring treaty revision
believes that a specific provision of its setdement
“endangers the maintenance of international peace,”
it could present its case to the Security Council,
under Articles 34 and 35 of the Charter.

4. Speech by Vulka Chervcnkov, Secretary of the Communist
party and member of the Fatherland Front, to a public rally in
Sofia on February 10, 1947. Daily Report, cited, February 12,
1947.

5. Rumanian note of February 8, 1947 to the Allied govern-
ments, cited.

6. Hungarian note of February 8, 1947 to the Allied govern-
ments, cited.
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THE peace treaties, which formally terminated

the state of war between the Allies on the one

hand, and Italy, Rumania, Hungary, Bulgaria and

Finland on the other, were signed at a simple cere-

mony held at the French Foreign Ministry on the

Quai d’Orsay on February io, 1947? in an atmos-

phere conspicuously lacking in public enthusiasm.

Parisians, surfeited with the long period of nego*-

tiations which had led to the conclusion of the

treaties and preoccupied with their* own political

and economic problems, were indifferent to the

procedings, and in other Allied countries the gen-

eral reaction has also been marked by apathy and

skepticism. In the United States, for example, the

opinion voiced by former Secretary of State Byrnes

and Secretary George C. Marshall before the Sen-

ate Foreign Relations Committee on March 4, that

the treaties, while “unsatisfactory” from many

points of view, are nevertheless as good as the

United States can hope to obtain now or for some

time to c&me, is widely accepted.
1 The advantages

of prompt Senatorial acceptance of the agreements,

according to the former and present Secretaries of

State, would be threefold. First, ratification would

pave the way for the withdrawal of occupation

troops from Italy and the former satellite states.

Second, the agreements might “create an element

of stability and encourage further progress along

the road to peace.” Finally, the former enemy

states, by becoming eligible for admission, to the

United Nations, would obtain the right of appeal

to the international organization for the settlement

of future problems affecting their peace and se-

curity.

In the former Axis satellite states the general re-

action to the peace treaties has been one of out-

right opposition, and representatives of Italy, Ru-

mania, -Hungary and Bulgaria have formally an-

jSfSncgd their intention to launch a campaign for

eaBy Jsvisicm of the settlements.
2 Finland alone

laiorgj the -ex-satellites has voiced no official pro-

C^tSj^m^i^silence is due to the fears of the Fin-

CxI>
. N$h>lX°r

:

k Times, March 5, 1947-

eV»- S?c p. 32.

nish government that any expression of dissatis-

faction might arouse Russia’s suspicions rather than

to approval of the peace terms.

OBSTACLES IN WAY OF PEACEMAKING

The negative reaction to the first five peace trea-

ties concluded after World War II is traceable in

large part to the circumstances which accompanied

the negotiation of the setdements. During the

eighteen months which elapsed between the Pots-

dam Conference of August 1945, when the United

States, Britain and Russia arranged for the draft-

ing of the treaties by a Council of the Big-Five

Foreign Ministers, and the actual signing of the

treaties, -no less than four lengthy sessions of the

Council, a special meeting of the Big-Three pow-

ers, and a peace conference of twenty-one nations

were required to formulate the terms of the agree-

ments. In itself this slow progress toward peace

on the part of the Allies probably would not have

proved discouraging. The long succession of sharp

clashes between Russia and the Western powers

which attended nearly every step of the peacemak-

ing process, however, had a disillusioning effect,

for the impression became widespread that it was

far more difficult to achieve some kind of working

agreement among the victors than to arrange terms

for the former enemy states.
3

To some extent these clashes between East and

West reflected the differences in national interests

on the part of members of a wartime coalition

3. Former Assistant Secretary o£ State, Adolf A. Berle, in a

statement issued on February io, lamented the fact that the

peace negotiations had been primarily concerned with attempts

to reach a modus vivendi between the Eastern and Western

states, and he urged the Senate to postpone ratification of the

treaties until it could be learned whether or not the agreements

were based on an enduring foundation. New York Times

,

Feb-

ruary 11, 1947. Harold Nicolson, well-lcnown British diplomatic

observer who had pointed out in Peacemaking, 1919 (Constable,

London 1933) and The Congress of Vienna (New York, Har-

court, Brace, 1946), that at Vienna in 1815 and again in Paris

in 1919 the Allies found it as difficult to reach a solid basis of

agreement among themselves as to impose peace on the de-

feated nations, has observed that the same problem arose in

an even more acute form at the Paris Peace Conference of 1946.

“Peacemaking at Paris, Success, Failure or Farce?” Foreign

Affairs, January 1947, PP- 190-203.
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which inevitably develop following the defeat of

a common enemy. The gap between the major

Allies after World War II/ however, appeared

particularly deep, not only because of ideological

divergences between East and West, but also be-

cause of the vacuum left in Europe by the removal

of Germany and Italy as effective powers and the

marked decline in the strength of Britain and

France. Under these conditions the United States

and Russia, the two remaining great powers, were

confronted with the task of readjusting the entire

balance of power on the continent.

At the outset of the treaty1 negotiations, the

United States, Britain and France indicated that

they expected to have a free hand in settling the

questions affecting Italy and the Mediterranean.

As far as Eastern Europe was concerned, the West-

ern powers insisted that the Soviet Union main-

tain an open door policy. Russia, for its part, viewed

the settlements with Finland, Rumania, Hun-
gary and Bulgaria as its own concern, and de-

manded the right to participate in decisions on the

Italian treaty. In view of the conflicting concepts

the Western powers and Russia held about their

respective rights in Europe, it was not surprising

that the problems of peacemaking proved “hard

and difficult
”4 At the first session of the Council

of Foreign Ministers, held in London from Sep-

tember 11 to October 2, 1945, the difference be-

tween Russia and the Western powers over the

question of which nations should be permitted to

participate in the negotiation of the treaties proved

so '.great that the conference broke up over this

procedural issue. The Soviet Union contended

that only those states which had actually signed the

armistice agreement with a given enemy country

should draw up the peace terms. The United

States and Britain, on the other hand, maintained

that the peacemaking procedure should be broad-

ened and that all states, large and small, which

hadTougfit and suffered in the war should take an

active part in making the setdements.5

In an effort to find a way out of this impasse,

Secretary Byrnes reluctantly agreed at the Moscow
Conference of the Big Three in December 1945

that the “preparatory and exploratory work” on

the treaties should be confined to the signatories

of the surrender terms, provided Russia would

agree to a general peace conference composed of

4. For text of Secretary Byrnes* report on the Paris Peace Con-

ference, see “The Paris Peace Conference,” Department of State

Bulletin, October 27, 1946, pp. 739"43*

5. For discussion of the decisions reached during the first three

sessions of the Council of Foreign Ministers, see V. M. Dean,

“Issues Before Paris Peace Conference,’* Foreign Policy Reports,

August 1, 1946.

all those members of the United Nations which,

had made substantial contributions to the winning

of the war in Europe. According to this comprom-

ise procedure the treaties were to be negotiated in

three stages. First, the drafts were to be “prepared”

by those members of the Council of Foreign Min-

isters who were signatories of the armistice terms.

Next a conference of twenty-one Allied nations

was to “consider” the drafts, and then the Council

of Foreign Ministers was to draw up the final texts

of the settlements.

Role of the Paris Peace Conference

Although agreement on this procedure enabled

the Foreign Ministers to resume work on the peace

treaties and to reach accord on a considerable num-

ber of important questions at their second and

third sessions held at Paris from April 25 to May 16

and from June 15 to July 12, it did not provide

a clear definition of the respective roles of the

great powers and the smaller nations in the treaty-

making process. The Soviet Union, conscious of

its position as the proponent of a political and eco-

nomic system repugnant to a large number of the

smaller Allied governments, had originally ac-

cepted the plan for a general peace conference with

the greatest reluctance and, having done so, was

determined to restrict "the influence of the conferees.

Britain and the United States, on the other hand*

insisted that the forthcoming conference should

not be obliged merely to agree to the decisions

handed down by the Council of Foreign Ministers,

but should be permitted to participate freely in

shaping the final settlements. From the point of

view of the Western powers, the twenty-one na-

tion conferences offered an opportunity not only

to secure the cooperation of the smaller Allied na-

tions but also to hear the views of the former

enemies.6 For both Mr. Byrnes and Mr. Bevin,

who had frequently found it difficult to deal with

M. Molotov in the Council of Foreign Ministers,

the “aggregate sentiments of mankind,” as regis-

tered by a strong majority of Allied opinion, also

appeared a possible means of strengthening their

own positions on a number of controversial issues.

The compromise finally worked out on the role

of the general peace conference was weighted in

favor of the Russian point of view. The scope of

the twenty-one nation meeting was so restricted

that, as Harold Nicolson has observed, the discus-

sions at the conference took place “in a bag tied at

each end.”7 According to the rules of the confer-

6. “The Paris Peace Conference,” cited, p. 741.

7. “Peacemaking at Paris,” cited, p. 191. See Philip E. Mosley,

“Peacemaking, 1946,” International Organization

,

February

1947, pp. 28-29, f°r an analysis of the rules devised for the

Paris Conference.
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ence as proposed by the Council o£ Foreign Min-
isters, the members were not supposed to change,
or even pass judgment on the large number of

clauses concerning which the Ministers had already

reached decisions, and on the twenty-six points

which the Council had been obliged to leave open
because of their inability to achieve agreements, the
conference was merely to make “recommenda-
tions.” Whether these recommendations would be
seriously considered and adopted by the Foreign
Ministers when they drew up the final drafts of

the treaties was left entirely to the discretion of the

Ministers themselves.

Despite the restrictions imposed on the Paris
sessions at the insistence of Russia, the conference
succeeded in giving the smaller Allied states and
the former enemy countries an opportunity to ob-.

tain full discussion of many controversial aspects

of the peace treaties and to adopt fifty-nine recom-
mendations by a two-thirds majority and forty-

eight recommendations by a simple majority.8

Moreover, an analysis of the final treaty drafts as

they emerged from the third session of the Coun-
cil of Foreign Ministers, which met at the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel in New York from November 4 to

December 12, 1946; reveals that the recommenda-
tions of the conference—and especially those backed
by a two-thirds vote—played an important if not
determining part in settling issues which the For-
eign Ministers had heretofore been unable to re-

solve.

ECONOMIC CLAUSES

REPARATIONS

The central economic clauses of the Italian peace
treaty represent a compromise between the oppos-
ing views of the U.S.S.R. and the Western powers.
When the question of reparations was first

broached at the Potsdam Conference in August
1945, Russia tentatively suggested that Italy should
pay a total of $600,000,000 worth of reparations.

To the Soviet government the major considera-
tion in connection with reparations was the urgent
need of the victorious but impoverished U.S.S.R.
for immediate assistance in rebuilding its war-
devastated areas, and the Russian negotiators in-

sisted that the question of reparations payments
was not a matter for examination by economic ex-

perts.^ The United States and Britain, on the other
hand, had concluded from the experience of the
Allies following World War I that practical rea-

8. “Third Session of the Council of Foreign Ministers,** De-
partment of State Bulletin, February 2, 1947, p. 184.

9. “Report on First Session of the Council of Foreign Minis-
ters,** ibid,, October 7, 1945, p. 509.

THE FIVE AXIS SATELLITE PEACE TREATIES

sons made it highly desirable to dispense with all

reparations, not only because they might impede
the recovery of the paying nations and thus have
a depressing effect on international trade, but be-

cause efforts to collect them might lead to seri-

ous friction and misunderstanding. As Mr. Byrnes
also pointed out, the United States had already sent

Italy $900,000,000 worth of direct and indirect re-

lief to maintain the country at a bare subsistence

level, and the United States was determined that

it was “not going, to advance millions of dollars

to enable Italy to produce goods to be paid as rep-

arations to any of our Allies.”10 At the same time,

however, Mr. Byrnes realized that it was necessary

for the United States to take into account the atti-

tude of Allied countries “whose territories were
laid waste by military operations,” 11 and following

the second session of the Council of Foreign Min-
isters he agreed to limited reparations based on
careful consideration of Italy’s ability to pay.

At the Paris Peace Conference, when the claims

of the smaller Allied countries which had been
invaded by Italian troops were considered, the

United States further conceded that these states as

well as Russia, should be entided to reparations

from Italy, subject to two provisions. First,
^

Italy’s

total reparations bill was. not to exceed $325,000,000

—the figure American experts estimated as the ex- -

tent of the capacity of Italy to pay—and, second,

the states receiving goods from current production

were to furnish Italy, on commercial terms, with
raw materials normally imported by Italy.

Having established these principles, the confer-

ence turned to the difficult question of how Italian

reparations should be allocated. While the United
States and Britain contended that Greece should
receive the same amount as Yugoslavia, Russia
insisted that Marshal Tito’s government was en-

titled to twice the sum alloted Greece. Moreover,
Russia and the Slav group argued that Albania
should also receive reparations, while the Western
powers demurred on the ground that Albania was
still formally at war with Greece. According to a

complicated arrangement devised by the final ses-

sion of the Foreign Ministers the Soviet demands
in behalf of Yugoslavia were met by providing
that the Yugoslavs should receive $125,000,000 and
the Greeks $100,000,000 from Italy, while the re-

quirement of the Western powers that these two
smaller Allies should receive equal amounts was
fulfilled by requiring Bulgaria—whom Russia had
heretofore insisted should pay no reparations—to

10. “Report by the Secretary of State on the Paris Conference
of Foreign Ministers’* (May 20, 1946), ibid., June 2, 1946,
p. 950.

11. “Paris Peace Conference,*’ cited, p. 739.
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states from acquiring particularly dangerous instru-

ments of war, the treaties make no real attempt to

take into account the effects of new weapons on

the strategic geography of Europe.

PRELUDE TO GERMAN TREATY
The peace settlements with the five former Axis

satellites are important not only as the first real

step toward the return to normal peacetime condi-

tions. They are perhaps equally significant because

the experience gained in the course of the negotia-

tions on the satellite settlements may prove help-

ful to the Allies in connection with' their present

and forthcoming work on the German treaty. One
conclusion which clearly emerges from the record

of the laborious negotiations concerning Italy and

the other Axis satellites is that peacemaking under

present international conditions is a very long

process, and that there can be no substitute for

months and even years of diplomatic manoeuver-

ing. Mr. Byrnes observed at the close of the Paris

Peace Conference: “We must not lose faith nor

cease to struggle to realize our faith,, because the

temple of peace cannot be completely built in a

month or a 'year.”45 This advice, given at a mo-

ment when there was widespread discouragement

in this country because of the, tedious pace of the

Paris conferees during their seventy-nine-day ses-

sion, applies with even greater force to the German
treaty negotiations.

In the second place, the experience of the Paris

Peace Conference of twenty-one nations has clearly

indicated that any further attempt by the great

powers to consult the small nations on terms of

peace only after the major decisions have.already

been adopted by the Big Four may precipitate a

revolt on the part of the smaller powers. At one

of the final meetings of the Paris Conference, on

October 8, Foreign Minister Spaak of Belgium

served notice that he would demand a different

procedure than that followed in the case of the

satellite treaties when the time came to make
peace with Germany.46 For although the small na-

tions represented at Paris managed to make im-

portant and useful recommendations on issues

upon which the Foreign Minister had not already

45. “Report on the Paris Peace Conference,” cited, p. 742.

46. Chronology of International Events and Documents, cited,

p. 638.

agreed, M. Spaak complained, they were unable

to express their opinion on important questions

previously settled by the Big Four. To the United

States and Britain, who were particularly eager to

assure the smaller powers active participation in

the making of the peace, the threatened revolt on

the part of these nations was a matter of con-

siderable concern, and both Washington and Lon-

don were determined to assure them a larger voice

in the making of the German settlement. Accord-

ingly, at the New York session of Foreign Minis-

ters, Mr. Byrnes and Mr. Bevin insisted that there

should be no hard-and-fast set of decisions among
the Big Four on any questions regarding Germany
before the views of the European nations were can-

vassed by the deputies in London during the early

weeks of 1947. However, it remained for the Mos-
cow Conference, convened on March 10 to discuss'

the peace treaties with Germany and Austria, to

decide the important procedural questions of which
nations other than the Big Four should take part

in framing the setdements and how much weight

should be given .to the views of the smaller powers.

On March 20 the Foreign Ministers partially an-

swered these questions by accepting a formula

whereby the list of Allied states to be consulted

during all subsequent stages of the treaty negotia-

tions will be broadened to include certain non-Euro-

pean nations which were not overrun by the Nazis.

A final conclusion which emerges from the long

and difficult period of work on the satellite trea-

ties is that inter-Allied agreement cannot be

achieved by assigning particular areas of Europe

,

as spheres of exclusive influence to the East or

West. As indicated by the tortuous negotiations

leading up to the Italian and Eastern European
settlements, both Russia and the Western powers,

while willing to concede a position of predominant

interest to each other in the Mediterranean or the

Balkans, claim the right to be consulted on all

international questions regardless of the particular

region concerned. Under these conditions, any pro-

posals for a western-oriented United States of Eu-
rope, with the Ruhr as. its economic hub, or any
Soviet efforts to use. the German Communist party

as a means of maintaining long-term control over

the Reich, can only lead to further postponement

of the German settlement.

In the May 1 issue of FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS:
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The ( 1 for Treaty Rer

By Winifred N. Hadsel and O. K. D. Ringwood

In spite of the efforts the Allies made to prevent

the development of a revisionist movement after

World War II by permitting the former Axis satel-

lites to present their views at the Paris Peace Con-
ference, Italy, Rumania, Hungary and Bulgaria

launched a campaign for modification of the peace

settlements the very moment the treaties were
signed in Paris on February „ to.

1 Finland alone

among the defeated nations filed no official protest

against the terms imposed by the Allies.

CHARGE OF “DICTATION”

Two common complaints registered by Italy and
the other ex-enemy states against the treaties are

that the agreements were “dictated,” and that the

Allies failed to give adequate recognition to the

contributions the former enemy countries made to

the^United Nations during the final phases of

"'the war. Italy contends with particular bitterness

that the active assistance it rendered the Allies,

following its unconditional surrender in Septem-
ber 1943, was not sufficiendy appreciated by the

treaty-makers. Foreign Minister Carlo Sforza and
Premier Alcide de Gasperi declare that Italy was
entitled to receive easier territorial and economic
terms, and that the Italian navy—which fought in

the closing years of the war alongside the Allied

navies—should not have suffered the “undeserved
humiliation” of virtual disbandment.2

OTHER CAUSES OF DISCONTENT

Italy’s demands for revision center on the pro-

visions concerning Trieste, the former Italian col-

onies, and the reparations bill of $36o,ooo,ooo.3

Popular opposition to these clauses is so strong in

Italy, that the government has found it necessary

to give special assurances to the Constituent As-
sembly that ratification of the treaty will not be
complete until the Assembly gives its assent.

Bulgaria, having suffered few losses Under the

terms of its treaty, regards the peace settlement as

a whole with satisfaction. The pro-Soviet Father-
land Front regime, however, maintains .that the

1. For summary of protests presented by the Italian, Rumanian,
Hungarian and Bulgarian delegations to French officials, who
were requested to convey the statements to the other signatories
of the treaties, see New Yor\ Times

,

February 10, 1947.
2. Speech by Premier de Gasperi to the Constituent Assembly,
February 8, 1947. Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts (Cen-
tral Intelligence Group, Washington, D.C.), February 10, 1947.

3.
^

Interview with Foreign Minister Sforza, February 16, 1947.
Daily Reports, cited, February 17, 1947.

Western powers committed an “extreme injustice

against the new democratic Bulgaria” by refusing

to recognize the country’s cobelligerency during

the period from September 1944 until the end of

the war, and by presenting a reparations bill for

$7o,ooo,ooo.4 To Rumania, the most serious

grounds for official complaint are that the Allies

failed to deduct from the country’s reparations

the sum of $500,000,000, which the Foreign Of-
fice in Bucharest estimates it spent on the

war against Germany between September 1944
and V-E Day.5 Although some nationalist ele-

ments in Hungary privately deplore the loss of at

least some of the territories their country gained
during the period of collaboration with the Axis,

the government is keenly aware that it would be
highly impolitic to refer to these areas. Instead,

therefore, of voicing objections to the virtual re-

establishment of the boundaries created by the

Treaty of Trianon in 1919, Hungary contents itself

•with protesting the absence in its treaty of special

guarantees of the rights of the approximately three

million Hungarians living in Rumania, Yugoslavia
and Czechoslovakia.6

STRATEGY FOR REVISION

All four states demanding changes in the peace
settlements have mapped out a strategy for achiev-
ing revision of the treaties which calls not only for
direct diplomatic negotiations with the Allies, but
also for action by the United Nations. As soon as

the ex-enemy countries are admitted to member-
ship in the international organization, they will

probably request a hearing before the General
Assembly under Article 14 of the Charter, which
provides that the Assembly may recommend meas-
ures for “the peaceful adjustment of any situa-

tion . . . which it deems likely to impair the general
welfare or friendly relations among nations.” If,

however, one of the states desiring treaty revision

believes that a specific provision of its setdement
“endangers the maintenance of international peace,”
it could present its case to the Security Council,
under Articles 34 and 35 of the Charter.

4. Speech by Vulka Chervenkov, Secretary of the Communist
party and member of the Fatherland Front, to a public rally in
Sofia on February 10, 1947. Daily Report, cited, February 12,
1947.

5. Rumanian note of February 8, 1947 to the Allied govern-
ments, cited.

6. Hungarian note of February 8, 1947 to the Allied govern-
ments, cited.
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The Occupation of Japan
BY LAWRENCE K. ROSINGER

IN Japan, even more than in Germany, the United

States faces a clear-cut test of its ability to act as

effectively in peace as in war* The price of an un-

successful occupation would be high in either coun-

try. But in Germany the responsibility for rooting

out militarism and helping to reorient the people

rests on four powers, each operating in a separate

zone. In Japan, however, there are no zones, and

there is in essence only one occupying authority,

the United States; for despite the creation of inter-

national machinery to shape occupation policy the

actual role of other powers has been slight.

POSITION OF U.S. AND MACARTHUR

In the autumn of 1945, in accordance with pro-

posals made by the United States, a Far Eastern

Advisory Commission was established to help in

formulating policy toward Japan, but the Soviet

Union did not participate, since it desired an inter-

national control commission. At the Moscow Con-

ference of Foreign Ministers in December 1945 a

compromise was finally reached when the Big

Three agreed to create a Far Eastern Commission

(supplanting the Far Eastern Advisory Commis-

sion) and an Allied Council for Japan. The former

body, with headquarters at Washington, contains

one representative from each of eleven govern-

ments: the United States, United Kingdom, So-

viet Union, China, France, Netherlands, Canada,

Australia, New Zealand, India and the Philippines.

The Allied Council for. Japan, located in Tokyo,

contains one representative from each of the fol-

lowing: the United States, Soviet Union, China

and a British group (Britain, Australia, New Zea-

land, India). The chairman is the American rep-

resentative, who may be cither the Supreme Com-
mander-General MacArthur—or his deputy. 1

The Allied Council, whose stated function is to

consult with and advise the Supreme Commander,
has been a public forum which for many months

saw much of its time consumed by sharp clashes

1. Department of State, Occupation of Japan: Policy and
Progress (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1946),

pp. 69-73*

between the American representative, George

Atcheson, Jr., and the Soviet member, Lieutenant

General Kuzma Derevyanko. There were also

numerous disagreements between Atcheson and

the British Commonwealth member, W. Mac-

Mahon Ball. Recently the Council sessions have

lost something of their tempestuous quality, but

the Council as yet has played no significant part .

in setting the course of the occupation.

The Far Eastern Commission, which carries oh
its work in private sessions, has devoted consider-

able energy to the careful study of various occu-

pation problems, such as reparations, trials of

war criminals, food imports and the Japanese

constitution. Its function is to adopt policy deci-

sions, which are transmitted to the Supreme Com-
mander through the United States government.

Although the Commission has on some questions

followed an independent course, for example, by

questioning the Supreme Commander's handling

of certain aspects of constitutional revision, its de-

cisions have for the most part formalized and in-

ternationalized existing United States policies.

Recently on the issue of interim reparations the

United States decided to take action without wait-

ing for a decision by the Commission. It is plain,

however, that if there is to be a larger degree of

international cooperation on Japan, the Commis-
sion can serve as an appropriate instrument.

Within the framework of American authority.

General MacArthur's position has been extraor-

dinarily strong, for his efforts to keep his occu-

pation powers intact have been largely success-

ful. As a result few Americans in history have

had so decisive a voice in fashioning a major

segment of policy. It is
,
especially noteworthy that

his influence in the occupation of Japan finds no
parallel in the occupation of Germany. In view of

these facts, although many measures linked with

his name have actually originated elsewhere, Mac-
Arthur is far more than an executor of a course

set by others. He is rather a leading policy-maker,

exe&ng^ pressure both in Japan and the United
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States through his paouc statements, his day-to-

day attitude toward Japanese developments, and
the timing of his actions.

IS JAPAN REALLY CHANGING?

The occupation of Japan has proceeded with
amazing smoothness ever since it was launched in

September 1945. The repatriation of many millions

of Japanese troops overseas and the demobilization

of the Japanese armed forces have been carried out

with almost incredible efficiency. During the entire

period there has been no evidence of any significant

overt act of hostility by the Japanese against the

occupation, and both the people and their leaders

have shown a striking spirit of compliance in ac-

cepting defeat. The common American feeling that

all is well in Japan has been heightened by the

Supreme Commander’s frequent references to the

democratization of the defeated enemy nation.

For example, in a statement made on September 2,

1946, the first anniversary of the surrender cere-

mony, he declared that when the Japanese saw
the “spiritual quality” of the American combat
soldier, “a spiritual revolution ensued which al-

most over night tore asunder a theory and practice

of life built upon two thousand years of history

and tradition and legend.”2

The formal framework of Japanese life has un-

dergone extensive alterations, and there has been

a considerable influx of new ideas. The chief prob-

lem in judging the occupation is to decide how
lasting these changes are likely to be. In the past

there has been little popular control over Japan’s

national life, and the forces of militarism, economic

monopoly, landlordism and political authoritarian-

ism have been dominant.3 Under the circumstances

it is not surprising that after less than two years

of occupation Japan’s future path remains uncer-

tain. But it is therefore all the more necessary to

ask whether the progress which' seems to have been

made in the direction of a new Japan has substance

to it or is simply a passing phenomenon.

FRAMEWORK OF THE OCCUPATION

, Although occupation policies were in some re-

spects improvised hastily because of Japan’s early

surrender, they reflect certain aspects of previous

American policy toward Japan, in addition to in-

corporating several declarations made by the Allies

during the war. The decisions reached by Roose-

velt, Churchill and Chiang Kai-shek at Cairo in

2. New York Herald Tribune, September 2, 1946.

3. For a description of the ruling elements in the older Japan,
see Lawrence K. Rosinger, “What Future for Japan?” Foreign
Policy Reports, September 1, 1943.

* t -
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Novembei emu. uy Roosevelt, Churchill and
Stalin at Yalta in February 1945 pledged a Japan

without empire. At Potsdam on July 26, 1945, the

United States, Britain and China went beyond this

to issue a broad statement on occupation policy

toward the Japanese government and people.4 Soon
afterward, on August 8, the U.S.S.R. expressed its

adherence when it declared war on Japan.

v Under the Potsdam terms “the authority and
influence of those who have deceived and misled

the people of Japan into embarking on world con-

quest” were to be “eliminated for all time,” and
“points in Japanese territory” were to be occupied.

Japan’s war-making power was to be destroyed, and

“Japanese sovereignty” limited essentially to the

four main islands. The military forces were also

to be disarmed, war criminals were to receive “stern

justice,” civil liberties were to be guaranteed, and
“the Japanese Government” was to “remove all

obstacles to the revival and strengthening of demo-

cratic tendencies among the Japanese people.” The
Allies declared that they would allow Japan in-

dustries to “sustain her economy” and to provide

“just reparations in kind,” but not to rearm. Japan

was also to have access to, but not control of, raw
materials, and was to be allowed eventually to

participate in world trade. The occupying forces

would be withdrawn after the various Allied ob-

jectives had been achieved and after Japan had
established “in accordance with the freely expressed

will of the Japanese people a peacefully inclined

and responsible government.”

The Potsdam Proclamation outlined some of the

essential aspects of a sound occupation policy. At
the same time it was so worded as to constitute an

appeal to Japan’s rulers to surrender short of in-

vasion. The references to “Japanese sovereignty,”

“the Japanese Government,” and occupation of

“points in Japanese' territory” all indicated that the

Allies would work in some fashion through a con-

tinuing Japanese state. Phrases such as “self-willed

militaristic advisers” and “those who have deceived

and misled” Japan also suggested that the Allies

would seek to differentiate between a group about

the Emperor, regarded as having peaceful inclina-

tions, and another group of leaders and advisers,

considered the fountainhead of militarism. The
Potsdam Proclamation therefore fitted smoothly

into the grooves of previous American policy, for

throughout the thirties, and during the war period,

the United States had made
,
a distinction be-

tween so-called “moderate” and “extremist” ele-

4.

Text o£ Cairo and Yalta declarations in Occupation of
Japan, cited, pp. 51-53. Text of Potsdam Proclamation, ibid.,

PP. 53-55.
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ments in the Japanese government. The hope at

first was that the “moderates” would become domi-
nant and keep the peace; later that they would
restore the peace and to a significant degree work
with the United States in the peace.5 As a result,

the United States government entered the' post-war

period with a special interest in the Japanese Em-
peror and circles Jinked with him.

The most elaborate definition o£ occupation ob-

jectives is the United States Initial Post-Surrender

Policy declaration of August 29, 1945, a Presiden-

tial paper drafted for the guidance of General

MacArthur as Supreme Commander by the State,

War and Navy Department Coordinating Com-
mittee.6 Sharper in tone and moje detailed . than

the Potsdam Proclamation, this statement clari-

fied the objectives and nature of the occupation

authority. The Emperor and Japanese government

were declared subject to the Supreme Commander,
who was to exercise his powers through them “to

the extent that this satisfactorily furthers United

States objectives.” The Supreme Commander
might, however, require changes in governmental

machinery or personnel, or act directly if necessary,

and was not committed to support the Emperor
or government against “evolutionary changes” in

accordance with American objectives. There fol-

lowed a highly significant passage: “The policy

is to use the existing form of government in Japan,

not to support it. Changes in the form of govern-

ment initiated by the Japanese people or govern-

ment in the direction of modifying its feudal and

authoritarian tendencies are to be permitted and

favored. In the event that the effectuation of such

changes involves the use of force by the Japanese

people or government against persons opposed

thereto, the Supreme Commander should intervene

only where necessary to ensure the security of his

forces and the attainment of all other objectives

of the occupation.”

This document provided, in effect, for a policy

of supervised revolution in Japan. It specified that

Japan was to be disarmed and demilitarized, ultra-

nationalists were to be purged, political pris-

oners freed, civil rights guaranteed, and the schools,

laws and political system reformed. In addition, the
' “economic basis of Japanese military strength” was
to be destroyed, war production was to cease, and
the Supreme Commander was “to favor a program

5. See Joseph C. Grew, Ten Years in Japan (New York, Simon
and Schuster, 1944); also former Ambassador Grew’s Chicago
speech of December 29, 1943, as reported

^
in the New Yor\

Times

,

December 30, 1943; and Ellis M. Zacharias, Secret Mis-

sions: The Story pf an Intelligence Officer (New York, Putnam.

1946), P* 370, fl.

6. Text in Occupation of Japan , cited, pp. 73-81.

for the dissolution of the large industrial and bank-

ing combinations which have exercised control of

a great part of Japan’s trade and industry.” En-
couragement was also to be given to democratic

organizations in labor, industry and agriculture.

There was a clear-cut statement that “the plight

of Japan is the direct outcome of its; own behavior,

and the Allies will, not undertake the burden of

repairing the damage.” Various economic re-

sponsibilities were placed on the Japanese gov-

ernment, and general principles were established

for handling reparations and controlling Japanese

foreign trade.

After landing in Japan and receiving the sur-

render on September 2, 1945, General MacArthur
directed his attention first of all toward bringing

in enough troops to ensure security and disarming

and demobilizing the Japanese forces. MacArthur

himself became known by the abbreviation, SCAP
(Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers), a

contraction which was also applied to his head-

quarters and the occupation’s policy-directing ap-

paratus. Although subordinate to MacArthur, the

Eighth Army, the actual occupying force, was sep-

arate from the SCAP organization. Faulty liaison

between SCAP in Tokyo and the Eighth Army in

the field subsequently became a major adminis-

trative difficulty.
„

<

SCAP’S own organization also presented impor-

tant problems of personnel and technique. The
top levels, largely military, consisted of MacArthur,

his general staff, and the heads of the various sec-

tions of SCAP’s General Headquarters (Govern-

ment, Legal, Economic and. Scientific, Civil

Information and Education, Natural Resources,

etc.). The sections covered^ the essential aspects

of the occupation, and their personnel, civilian

and military, received the task of appraising con-

ditions and drawing up recommendations for use

in executing policy. In theory all acts of the Jap-

anese regime were to be observed carefully, but

SCAP was short of staff. At the same time there

were internal difficulties of organization, such

as the fact that a large number of separate SCAP
sections had to be consulted and coordinated in

considering Japan’s economic problems.7

Under the circumstances, while SCAP’s person-

nel worked diligently, the occupation authorities

were in large measure dependent for statisti-

cal and other data, as well as for the execution of

policy, on the Japanese government they were

seeking to control and remake. A different kind

7.

John R. Stewart, Notes on the Economic Aspects of the

Allied Occupation of Japan (New York, Institute of Pacific Re-

lations, 1947) (mimeographed), pp. 4-5.*

J
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more than 4,400,000 in December 1946. While
showing signs of immaturity, the labor movement
is probably the most important genuinely new
force in Japanese life and could play a useful role
in the remolding of Japan. There are three prin-
cipal federations of labor unions: (1) the National
Congress of Industrial Unions, claiming 1,607,699
members on September 30, 1946, (2) the Gen-
eral Federation of Japanese Trade Unions, claim-
ing 1,061,899 members on the same date, and

(3) the All-Japan Council of Labor Unions, whose
preparatory committee in late October 1946 rep-

resented 300,000 unionists.30 Recendy these groups
and a number of semi-independent unions, includ-
ing railway and communications workers, have
been unified through the creation of a National
Liaison Council of Labor Unions.

Politically the National Congress leans toward
the Left, including Communist influence, the Gen-
eral Federation is under right-wing Social Demo-
crats, and the All-Japan Council reflects left-wing
Social Democratic leadership. The Japanese unions
have been deeply interested in politics—perhaps
chiefly because governmental policy is a crucial

factor in Japanese economic life—but the inflation

and other economic considerations have been the
main causes of labor action. The attitude of SCAP
toward labor has had two aspects. On the one hand,
the entire post-war expansion of Japanese unionism
has arisen from the unprecedented freedom of or-

ganization made possible by SCAP. On the other
hand, SCAP has been disturbed by the political

implications of the new unionism, especially the
presence of Communist leadership and the pressure
exerted on the Japanese government by the unions.
In seeking to counter these conditions, drastic steps

have sometimes been taken, notably on January 31,

1947, when General MacArthur forbade a proposed
strike of some 2,500,000 government employees
which had been called for February 1.

THE SPIRIT OF THE OCCUPATION
Although the United States has had great free-

dom of action in Japan and Russia’s influence has
been at a minimum,31 policy toward Japan has

30. Summation

,

cited, November 1946, p. 21 1; December 1946,
pp. 28-29.

31. That the Russians are deeply interested in Japanese dcvel-

been deeply influenced by the trend of American-
Russian relations. It appears likely, for example,
that every significant development in Japan has
been scrutinized by the occupation authorities for
its possible influence on Japan’s future role with
respect to the U.S.S.R. and the United States.

While this type of scrutiny is inevitable under
current world conditions, inherent in it is the dan-
ger that American-Russian difficulties may serve
to inhibit Japan’s anti-militaristic evolution. All
Japanese groups, conservative, liberal and radical,

are naturally quick to measure and react to

changes in the political atmosphere of SCAP. As
a result, if the United States were to become perma- S
.nently committed to Japanese right-wing elements
because of fear of the Japanese Left and Russia,
the rise of constructive liberal forces would be
frustrated. Under such circumstances Japan might
seek to return to an aggressive course. Latent hopes
of such a development have probably been encour-
aged by chaotic post-war conditions in China,
which serve to strengthen Japan’s relative position
in Asia. Significantly, Japanese right-wing circles

give every indication of regarding themselves as
potential political and military allies of the United
States.

The spirit of the occupation is linked with

the problem of its duration, for it is clear that
while the framework of a progressive evolution has
been created, the stated objectives of the occu-
pation are far from having been achieved. It ap-~”~
pears probable, given the balance of forces in
Japan today, that an early American withdrawal
would cut the ground from under liberal, anti-
militarist elements who need more time to grow.
Continued occupation, however, is in itself no
guarantee- of Japan’s development toward a peace-
ful society. The occupation can succeed only if it

vigorously pushes the reforms laid down in the
directives and encourages the rise of the new type
of Japanese leadership needed to carry them out.

opments is indicated by editorial comment in their press, the
statements of their representative on the Allied Council, the
large staff associated with him, and their efforts to bring Rus-
sian books and other published materials to the attention of the
Japanese. But the overall influence of the U.S.S.R. inside Japan
has been slight, in part because SCAP apparently has sought to
keep to a minimum all direct foreign influence other than that
of the United States. This seems to have been especially true in
relation to Russia.

In theJune 1 tssue of FOREIGN POLICY REPORTS:
SOUTH AFRICA—Land of Conflicts by Grant S. McClellan



The Japanese Elections of April-May 1947
By Lawrence K. Rosinger and O. K. D. Ringwood

The launching of the new Japanese constitu-

tion on May 3 followed the holding of four

separate elections at various levels of government.

On April 5 the electorate voted for the governors

of prefectures (equivalent to our states), city and

town mayors, village headmen, and members of

local assemblies. On April 20 members of the

House of Councillors—the new upper house of

the Japanese Diet, replacing the old House of Peers

—were chosen. On April 25 balloting took place

for the House of Representatives,, lower house of

the Diet. And on May i
k

the voters selected the

prefectural councils (equivalent to our state legis-

latures) .

Although complete returns are not yet avail-

able, the main results are known. The party affilia-

tions of the 46 prefectural governors elected on

April 5 (and in run-off balloting on April 15) are

as follows: independents, 31; Liberals, 4; Social

Democrats, 4; Democrats, 3; minor parties, 4.

Since the independents as a group were conserva-

tives, who felt their chances of success would be

greater if they ran without party designation, the

balloting was a victory for the right-wing circles

represented by the Liberals and Democrats (for-

merly the Progressives). The conservatives also

won a sweeping victory in the local contests for

village, town and city posts. The Social Democrats,

however, received about 24 per cent of the total

vote for prefectural governors, an unexpectedly

high figure, which was not reflected in the number

of Social Democrats who won governorships.

Of the 250 members of the House of Councillors

242 were chosen- on April 20, with the remaining'

8 seats undecided because a serious fire caused the

postponement of voting in one city. The distribu-

tion of the successful candidates is as follows: in-

dependents (plus a small group from various mi-

nor parties), 117; Social Democrats, 45; Liberals,

39; Democrats, 29; People’s Cooperatives (formerly

Cooperative Democrats), 8; Communists, 4. This

also represented a victory for the Right, since most

of the independents came from their ranks. It

should be noted, however, that a number of labor

leaders were elected as independents or Social

Democrats.

The April 25 elections for the House of Repre-"*

sentatives diverged somewhat from the main trend,

^ith the Social Democrats emerging as the largest

single party in the lower chamber of the Diet.

Tht 466 members of the new House include 143

Social Democrats, 133 Liberals, 126 Democrats, 31

People’s Cooperatives, 4 Communists, and 29 minor

party members and -independents. The popular

vote of the Liberals, , however, exceeded that of

the Social Democrats, since the two parties received

27 per cent and 26.2 per cent of the total, respec-

tively. The Democrats followed close behind with

25.8 per cent, while the People’s Cooperatives secured

7 per cent, the Communists 3.5 per cent, and inde-

pendents and minor parties about 10.4 per cent. In

the May 1 elections for prefectural councils the con-

servative pattern- of April 5 and 20 was repeated.

Although' many factors entering into the elec-

tions remain uncertain, the following conclusions

may be drawn: (1) The right wing won an im-

portant victory, but there was a slight trend toward ,

the center. Here it should be borne in mind that

the predominant Social Democratic leadership

leans strongly toward the right and has long been

interested in a coalition with the two large con-

servative parties. (2) If the election is analyzed in

terms of parties—rather than political positions

—

there was a trend toward the Social Democrats.

The large number of independent candidates

elected, especially in local contests, indicates, that

party politics has not yet become strong at the

grass-roots level. (3) The electorate, while endors-

ing conservatism, -desired & change of cabinet, per-

haps largely for economic reasons. (4) The Com-
munists suffered a very severe electoral defeat, win-

ning no governorships, losing two seats in the

House of .Representatives, and polling less than

half as jmany votes as in the balloting of April

1^46. (5) The Yoshida cabinet apparently used its

governmental, position to the disadvantage of op-

position groups. On March 30, with less than half

the Diet members present, a right-wing bloc in

the lower House passed a new election law, pro-

viding for redistricting and changes in the
t

method

of voting. This action probably worked to the dis-

advantage of the Social Democrats, Communists

and women candidates. The handling of local

elections also favored well-established as against

new
,

candidates* and the predominantly Liberal

government used the purge of politically undesir-

able elements in such a fashion as to weaken its

•conservative rivals in the Democratic party. (6)

The conditions of voting were essentially free and

democratic, but the results suggest that Japan has

*a long way * to go before it can be said to have

broken decisively with the past.,
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PLANNING STAFF SEEKS^T© IRON OUT .PGUCy CONTRADICTIONS
also to help other na-

rT'HE most encouraging development within the
State Department since George C. Marshall’s

appointment as Secretary of State is the establish-
ment of the Policy Planning Committee headed by
George F. Kennan, veteran Foreign Service officer,

who has had wide experience in Europe for twenty
years, notably in Germany and Russia. The function
of this committee is to study long-term world trends
and, on the basis of information garnered from
many sources, map out the groundwork for an over-
all foreign policy program for the United States.

The many interests
, this country has developed

abroad as a result of the war, and the growing com-
plexity of our relations with other nations, which
involve problems of economics and philosophies of
life as well asi politics, give the work of this com-
mittee top rating in national importance.

It is inevitable that in 'a society like ours, where
thete must be an opportunity for all interests to be
heard, no matter how narrow, there should.be much
conflicting counsel, with resulting confusion of pub-

.
lie opinion on key issues such as the advisability of
loans to Greece and Turkey. Once outside the over-
heated atmosphere of Washington and New York,
however, one becomes aware that the American
people are endowed with rare common sense, which
is the most effective antidote against current attacks

of hysteria about world problems. But this common
sense also leads thoughtful citizens to detect certain

divergences between the declared objectives of the
United States and the concrete policies used to
achieve them. * ysf _ _
HUMANITARIANISM NOT ENOUGH, bfre

' '

contribute^“to ILirVesItdS
of the primary objectives of the United States is to by immediate use of immigration quotas not filled

give as much aid as possible to less fortunate peoples. during the war. This actiofffi%l ^fimatidl^ohld
Granted that our material resources may be sufficient permit the entrance of 100,00j^immigr£nti
not only tj^maintain here the highest standard of any revision of our immigrat;'

'

_ .
. rmrr'r^ „

Contents of this BULLETIN may be reprinted with credit to the Foreign Policy aI,

ass Wf . yfiT
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living known in history, but
tions, the fact remains that na^other~coimfry 'in "its

heyday has been so constantly and—let it be said

without undue modesty—so genuinely preoccupied
with human suffering outside its own borders. If is

estimated that the United States since V-J Day has
contributed over five and a half billion dollars -for

relief of devastated countries in Europe and Asia,

including the work of UNRRA (72 per cent of
whose funds were furnished by this country) and
other government allocations, to which should be
added several hundred million dollars in private

relief contributions. Yet the United States vigor- .

ously urged in the UN General Assembly last fall

the termination of UNRRA activities. UNRRA’s
work is to end on June 30, but arrangements remain
to be completed for a substitute relief program under
national auspices and for the transfer of displaced-

persons to the care of the newly organized Interna-

tional Refugee Organization (IRO) . The uncertain-

ties of this transition period-have caused much con- —
fusion, hardship and anxiety abroad'.

Moreover, public discussion here of the problems
of the nearly one million DP’s (most of whom areC

kept alive with United States funds, but without/
having an opportunity to do productive work), Has
gone on the assumption that the‘DP problem could
be settled by the admission of 100,000 Jews intn

Palestine. Our unquestionably genius- hiumani-
tarianism hipfefcomincmg ‘^o/'t»thS"2l’"2-

« « peoples if^w^d squa^gl^Mcegi^Hart'lfiat; only

l

^

a portion of tl^eQDP’s are -Jews,,.and riiariwe might
One contribute to their resettlement and- reRShflitntirin
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to grant a new amnesty t. U opponents, giving furth
:

to the Greek guerrillas,

might secure the good office? of the Security Coun- In view of the probable inability or e ecur ty

cil in supervising the measure. Council to agree upon an integrated plan or reso v

WILL SUGGESTIONS BE IMPLEMENTED? ing the crisis along .the Greek frontier, the tasks

Taken as a whole the recommendations set forth by which the United States faces as it inaugurates its

the Balkan Commission form a thoughtfully com- new policy in Greece may become all theheavier

pounded prescription for the restoration of good re- Ever since this policy was formulated by President

lations between Greece, on the one hand, and Yugo- Truman on March 12, the Adminis ra ion

slavia, Albania and Bulgaria, on the other. The blunt tinguished between the external t ea s o r ,

warning given the three Slavic states to desist from which it relied upon the United a ions o an

,

further interference in Greek affairs, in conjunction and the internal dangers arising rom oca

with the establishment of a neutral frontier com- munist pressure, which it hoped to reduce by

mission empowered to investigate alleged border vi- skillful use of American military and economic aid.

olations, should quickly reduce the number of in- It appears, therefore, that if the ecunty o

cidents which have caused so much fear and dis- should fail to devise a scheme or remoj nS

trust between Greece and its neighbors. Moreover, threat to Greece from its nort ern neig or ,

the schemes proposed by the Commission for the United States may find itself oblige o cope w

resettlement of dissatisfied national groups and the even more difficult and dangerous pro em an

repatriation of political refugees might be expected originally intended to undertake.

to help remove some of the deeply rooted causes Winifred N. Hadsel

of friction in the Balkans.

Yet, however coherent and appropriate the sug- Greek Dilemma: War and Aftermath, by William H.

eestions worked out by the majority of the Balkan McNeill. New York, Lippmcott, 1947. $3.50

Commission may appe^. it seems highly unlikely “So?
that they will all be put into operation. For Russia

and thorotlghly well-informed on the broad international

and Poland, who refused to accept the Commission's issues as well as the local problems which are involved m

recommendations, can hardly be expected to drop the Present Greek crisis
‘

-

their objections when the proposals are laid before Our Vichy Gambie, by William L. Langer. New or ,

the Security Council, and on this occasion the Soviet
presents a wealth of new evidence on

Union's opposition will be sufficient to block further
the reasons for our war-time recognition of the Vichy

action. This does not mean that Russia will oppose government in France, a policy which he approves because

all sections of the Commission’s report. Neverthe- it enabled us to
and f*

las, in view of the determined effort which Andrei
”” 01 N”‘t

„ . ,, „
. . ,

A. Gromyko, the Soviet representative at Lake Sue- 1946. 14.00

cess, made on May 22 to abolish the interim Balkan
The courageous story of the French Resistance move-

sub-commission in Salonika^ lest it develop into a ment revealed in selections from its own writers, accom-

permanent body, there is little reason to believe that panied by Liebling’s incisive commentary.

Russia will accept the plan for long-term supervision o/ True Experience, by Sir Gerald Campbell. New York,

of the Greek frontier by a neutral commission. Dodd, Mead, 1947. §3.50
. .

.

-NT • f i iM i
, -i , ttccb The^e naffes are filled with reminiscences from a long

Neither does it seem likely that the U.S.S.R. Will
and coiorful career in the British Consular service. Sir

permit the Security Council to issue a Stern warning Gerald Campbell has served the United Kingdom, among

to Yugoslavia, Albania and Bulgaria to refrain from

”
i Britisher in America.” The book’s charm, wit and insight

, , , . make interesting and pleasant reading.
Just published—- .

ACDTr’A nt Cn»flirt Public Investment and Full Employment, by International
SOUTH AFRICA Land of Conflict Lab0r Office, Montreal, 1946. $2.25

by Grant S. McClellan TWs book is based on the thesis that public works pro-

• grams may be used effectively to counteract cyclical do-

25 cents
pression and maintain a high level of employment. The

June 1 issue of Foreign Policy Reports authors give a detailed analysis of the obstacles to be me

Reports are issued on the 1st and 15th of each month. and how they may be overcome. A valuable survey of plans

Subscription $5 ; to F.P.A. members, $4. thus far developed in many countries for public investment
- projects is included.
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o£ control," however, could have been established

only if the American leaders and people Jiad felt

the need for a more thoroughgoing occupation.

Such a feeling did not develop because the ex-

isting tendencies toward a limited effort in Japan
and the understandable popular desire for a sweep-
ing demobilization of the American armed forces

were heightened by an outpouring of optimis-

tic official statements from Tokyo. On Septem-
ber 15, 1945, for example. Lieutenant General
Robert L. Eichelberger, commander of the United
States Eighth Army in Japan, declared: “If the

Japs continue acting as they are now, within a

year this thing should be washed up.”8

PROGRAM OF THE OCCUPATION

The objectives of the occupation, as laid down
in Washington’s instructions to MacArthur, were
soon expressed in a series of directives covering
virtually all aspects of Japanese life. Japanese Im-
perial General Headquarters was abolished; arrests

of a limited group of war criminals took place;

and the Japanese government was instructed to

establish economic controls, ‘speed the production
of essential commodities, and provide complete in-

formation on Japan’s financial position and regu-

lations. On October 4, 1945 a directive, which
became known as the Japanese “Bill of Rights,”

abrogated all laws restricting civil liberties, ordered
the release of all political prisoners, and abolished

the secret police;and similar agencies. A week later

SCAP ordered - the government to enfranchise

women, encourage labor unions, and liberalize

education. Some of the subsequent directives called

for dissolution of the leading Japanese economic
combines, the development of plans for agrarian

reform, and the separation of the nationalistic

Shinto religion from the state. Two directives of

January 4, 1946 provided for the exclusion of mili-

taristic and ultra-nationalistic personnel from pub-
lic office and forbade the formation of political or-

ganizations of a similar outlook.

The directives and other actions of SCAP in

the first half-year of the occupation gave the Jap-
anese people a measure of political freedom they

had never known and outlined some of the poli-

cies that would have to be enforced if militarism

was to be eradicated. But the fact that directives

are merely pieces of paper until implemented, or

that the execution of so sweeping a group of in-

junctions is necessarily a long-term problem, has

not been fully appreciated in the United States.

The limited staff employed by SCAP to help

foster and supervise change in Japan only serves

8. New York. Herald Tribune, September 15, 1945.
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to emphasize the need for Japanese initiative in

creating an unaggressive, democratic society. The
efficacy of the occupation directives depends in
large part on Japan’s general political development
—the nature of the leaders "and character of the
political parties, the emergence or non-emergence
of a genuine Japanese public opinion. But Japan’s
development, in turn, is deeply influenced by the

outlook of the occupying authorities. As a result,

the spirit of American policy—for example, its

preferences-in-action among die contending po-
litical groups—will prove more significant than the

language of the directives.

JAPANESE POLITICS SINCE V-J DAY
*

One of the principal differences between Japan
and defeated Germany is the fact that the frame-
work of the Japanese state has not been destroyed.

Continuity of rule has been maintained from war
to peace and, despite the removal of the militarists

from power, important elements of the wartime
and pre-war ruling groups retain a grip on the

administrative structure. This grip is looser than
before because of the effects of defeat and occupa-
tion, but it has not been broken. It is an important
fact » that while the two Premiers so far named in

the post-war period—Shidehara and Yoshida—were
not , militarists , and at times disagreed sharply
with the militarists on tactics, they were, members
of the ruling circles which dominated Japan
for many decades. Moreover, the vast bureaucracy
of civil. servants whose formative period in office

was spent in serving an aggressive regime remains
largely untouched.9 This is* not to say that all „who
were associated with pre-surrender governments
are unfit for office in a peaceful Japan, or to forget

that the infusion of new blood into the Japanese
administration is a^ most difficult task. But until

the process of replacing administrative
,
personnel

develops on a large scale there will be no assurance

that the far-reaching changes initiated since Sep-
tember 1945 will prove lasting.

The Emperor and those of his officials who de-
cided to accept surrender rather than fight on until

utter defeat presumably entered the occupation
period with political calculations of their own.
They already knew from the Potsdam Proclama-
tion and the surrender correspondence that the
Allies would begin the occupation by using them
as intermediaries in dealing with the Japanese
people.10 In the period between the acceptance of

9. See John M. Maki, “Japan: Political Reconstruction,” Far
Eastern Survey (New York), April 9, 1947.

30. Surrender correspondence in Occupation of Japan

,

cited,

pp. 56-61. At no point did the United States or the Allies
assume' any obligations toward the Japanese government. The
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unconditional surrender on August 14, 1945 and

the tightening o£ occupation controls in the latter

half of September 1945 something of their strategy

and hopes was revealed. They acted publicly as if

Japan’s sovereignty was unimpaired, and in his

last statement to the people before the occupa-

tion began Emperor Hirohito defended the war

against the United States and Britain as aris-

ing from P“our sincere desire to insure Japan’s self-

preservation and the stabilization of East Asia.” 11

Prince Naruhiko Higashi-kuni, a cousin of the

Emperor who became Premier oh August 16, 1945,

told the Japanese Diet on September 5: “The ter-

mination of the war has been brought about solely

through the benevolence of our sovereign.” 12 Nine

days later Higashi-kuni expressed willingness to

forget the atomic bomb, if the United States would

forget Pearl Harbor. And he added: “We are look-

ing forward to a continuous flow of American

capital and technique.”13

It may be argued that statements of this type

were necessary to facilitate acceptance of surrender

by a militaristic nation. But the ideas were also

in keeping with the mentality of Japan’s leaders,

who made it clear that they hoped to utilize the

occupation in a manner favorable to themselves.

They stressed the retention of the imperial state,

protested to MacArthur against Russia’s military

actions in Manchuria before the surrender took

place, and urged a disciplined submissiveness on

the Japanese people, to impress the conquerors

and reduce the extent and duration of the occu-

pation controls. Given their traditional patterns

of thought, Japan’s leaders also could hardly have

overlooked the strategic position of their islands—

lying off the coast of Asia as England lies off

the coast of Europe— and the opportunities for

maneuvering that would arise if American-Russian

tension should increase.

Higashi-kuni resigned as Premier on October 5,

1945 and was soon succeeded by Baron Kijuro

Shidehara, a veteran diplomat who had served as

Foreign Minister a decade and a half before. The
new cabinet included some holdovers from the

Higashi-kuni regime, notably the Foreign Minister,

Shigeru Yoshida, son-in-law of one of the Em-
peror’s closest advisers, Count Makino. The evi-

dence suggests that both Shidehara and Yoshida

were considered for the premiership and were

United States declared on September 6, 1945: “Our relations

with Japan do not rest on a contractual basis, but on an uncon-

ditional surrender.*’ Ibid., p. 89.

11. New Yor\ Times} August 15, 1945. -

12. Ibid., September 6, 1945.

13. Ibid., September 15, 1945.
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acceptable to Higashi-kuni.14 The Shidehara cab-

inet, although containing a number of new faces,

was ' in spirit little more than a reshuffle of its

predecessor. Seven months later, when Yoshida

became Premier, Shidehara was included as Min-

ister without Portfolio, and the government rested

on a coalition of their two parties. Shidehara’s

father-in-law was the head of the Mitsubishi trust,

and a number of other important members of his

cabinet were closely* associated with the Mitsui and

Sumitomo combines or the Bank of Japan. This

indicated an important characteristic of post-war

Japan: that following the removal of outright

militarists from positions of power, persons linked

directly or in outlook with the other major element

among Japan’s rulers—namely, the economic com-

bines, or Zaibatsu—remained prominent.

japan’s political parties

Soon after the launching of the occupation po-

litical parties, which had been suppressed in Japan

for some years and had never operated freely, be-

gan to reappear. Of these the most influential were

the Liberal, Progressive (now Democratic),, Social

Democratic and Communist parties.
15

The Liberal and Progressive parties, representing

the most conservative elements in Japanese life,

have sought to preserve as much as possible of the

old Japanese social structure. Their character is

indicated by the fact that the continuing purge of

pro-militaristic Japanese from public life has borne

most heavily on their leaders. In May 1946, for

example, Ichiro Hatoyama, then president of the

Liberal party, was purged by SCAP as “an un-

desirable person” who “has consistently supported

Japan’s acts of aggression.”16 The programs of the

two parties have been of a very general character

except on the issues of supporting the Emperor

system and opppsing communism.

Despite the purges the Liberals and* Progressives

have drawn strength from the well-established con-

servative character of Japanese political life, espe-

cially in the countryside. Their strongest backing

has come from financial, business and landowning

circles, as well as from peasant proprietors and

professional people.17 They have benefited from

the fact that the execution of the directives issued

in Tokyo has depended in large part on the

14. New YorJ{ Herald Tribune and New Yor}{ Times, Octo-

ber 5, 6, 7, 1945- - .

15. Charles Nelson Spinks, “Postwar Political Parties in Japan,”

Pacific Affairs (New York), September 1946.

16. Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, Summation

of Non-Military Activities in Japan (Tokyo), May 1946, pp.

23-24.

17. Nippon Times (Tokyo), February 4, 23, 1947.
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cooperation of persons holding similar views who
permeate the central^ prefectural and local govern-
ments. While carefully avoiding head-on conflicts

with the occupation authorities, the leaders of the

two, parties have rarely shown any desire to go
beyond SCAP’s directives and frequendy have been
in a position to blunt the effect, or delay the exe-

cution,, of occupation policy.

The Social Democratic party18 has directed its

appeal to dissatisfied elements among salaried and
professional people, city workers, and rural small-

holders and tenants. Although the largest party

in the Diet, as a result of the April 1947 election,

the Social Democrats have been hampered by their

heterogeneous membership. The dominant right

wing, which has lost some members in SCAP’s
purges, includes such leaders as Suyehiro Nishio
and Rikizo Hirano. Tetsu Katayama, the party’s

chairman, is a Centrist leaning toward the Right.

Two of the important left-wing leaders are

Kanju Kato and Mosaburo Suzuki. The party as a

whole stands for a moderate socialism (including

nationalization of banks and key industries), im-

proved conditions for industrial workers, and aid

to small business. But the right wing has inclined

toward a coalition with the Liberal-Progressive bloc

and the left toward a united front with the Com-
munists. This difference has been linked with dis-

agreements over the activities of the trade unions

and the general outlook of the party.

The Communist party appeared openly on the

political scene in October 1945, when many of its

top leaders were released from prison. Although
small in numbers," the Communists have ex-

erted considerable influence in trade union and
intellectual circles and have been active in promot-
ing mass demonstrations for economic and political

purposes. But their success at the polls has been
very limited. Their two best-known leaders are

Kyuichi Tokuda, secretary-general, and Sanzo
Nosaka. The Communist program stresses agrari-

an and industrial reforms, but the preservation

of the right of private ownership is also pledged.19

Unlike the other parties, the Communists prior

to the promulgation of the new constitution in

November 1946 opposed the Emperor system and
called for a republic—a demand which undoubt-
edly served to restrict their ' political appeal and

s

which they now appear to have abandoned.

.

The Diet election of April 1946—the first held

under the occupation—resulted in a conservative

18. Summation

,

cited, April 1946, pp. 25-26. “Japan Under
Control,” The Economist (London), August 10, 1946, pp.
202-203.

19. Summation, cited, February 1946, pp. 33-35.

victory, with a Liberal-Progressive bloc controlling
the new parliament.20 The balloting brought out
72.1 per cent of the registered voters and was freer

than any previous Japanese election. Especially
notable was the fact that women voted for die first

time, and that 38 women won seats in the Diet.
This was a small symbol of the upsurge of women
in Japan, for the process of female emancipation,
although necessarily slow, has been one of the
major developments of the occupation period.

In May 1946 Shidehara was succeeded by Yoshi-
da as Premier. In the preceding months Shide-
hara’s position had grown increasingly difficult

because of opposition attacks and the purge of
January 4, but support from SCAP had made it

possible for him to weather the storm. Yoshida,
although representing the Liberal party, the largest

single group in the new Diet, and also receiving
Progressive backing, soon found himself in a simi-
lar position. This situation arose mainly because
of the dissatisfaction of organized labor, attacks

by the Social Democrats and Communists, and
•widespread popular dissatisfaction over a worsen-
ing economic situation which the government, even
within its powers, seemed to be doing litde to

alleviate. Hard pressed by the opposition, Yoshida
was sustained by SCAP. On October 16, 1946, for
example, George Atcheson, Jr., acting as MacAr-
thur’s deputy in the Allied Council in Tokyo, de-
clared with reference to, the Japanese government
that “the time has come when Japanese aims have
become virtually identical with Allied aims.”21

Nevertheless agitation against the cabinet con-
tinued, and on December 17 large-scale labor {dem-
onstrations were held to support a Social Demo-
cratic resolution for immediate dissolution of the
Diet, i.e. for new elections. At the end of January

1947 a last-minute prohibition by SCAP prevented
a widespread strike of government workers, which
might have caused the downfall of the cabinet.

Shortly afterward SCAP ordered new elections.21 *

THE EMPEROR AND THE CONSTITUTION

During the war years no question about policy
toward Japan was argued more heatedly in the
United States than' the issue of the Emperor’s

20. Many Diet independents later joined some larger group,
producing the following line-up of the most important parties
at the end of 1946: 148 Liberals, m Progressives, 99 Social
Democrats, 44 Cooperative Democrats and 6 Communists.
Summation, cited, January 1947, p. 32. The Cooperative Demo-
cratic party (now People’s Cooperative party) has a conservative
agrarian outlook. In April 1946 it stood fifth in popular votes,
receiving slightly fewer than the Communists, although winning
more than three times as many seats. i

21. New York Herald Tribune, October 17, 1946. f

21 a. See p. 60 for April 1947 elections. /
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future. Some regarded the Emperor as a peace-

fully inclined puppet of the Japanese militarists

—

a puppet who might, as a constitutional monarch,

become a force for peace. Others viewed the Em-
peror as an institution crucial to Japanese miltar-

ism—an institution whose survival might well

make a resurgence of the militaristic state possible.

The former group tended to stress the importance

of stability in a defeated Japan, the latter the need

for fundamental change.

Since the end of the war the Emperor issue has

been overshadowed by day-to-day developments in

other fields and by the seeming completeness of

steps taken to divest the Emperor of his divinity

and political powers. Early in the occupation

preparations were made to enable Hirohito to be-

come a constitutional monarch. He visited General

MacArthur, gave an interview to the press, and

toured devastated areas. In a New Year’s rescript

for the year 1946 he referred to “the false concep-

tion that the Emperor is divine and that the Jap-

anese people are superior to other races and fated

to rule the world.”22 In March 1946 the Shidehara

cabinet issued a proposed draft for a new Japanese

constitution to replace the highly undemocratic

Meiji constitution of 1889. Under the terms of the

draft, which reportedly had been drawn up by

SCAP’s staff, Japan was to become a constitutional

monarchy with an Emperor shorn of his govern-

mental powers and serving as “the symbol of the

state and of the unity of the people, deriving his

position from the will of the people with whom re-

sides sovereign power.”23 Other clauses renounced

war for ail time, provided for a responsible cabinet

system, and guaranteed extensive civil liberties.

The new constitution, with its many admirable

clauses, represents a striking change from the con-

stitution which preceded it. Whether it can be

made to work is another matter. It is worth noting

that in the Diet debates on the constitutional
v
draft

the attitude of the Yoshida government was one

of resigned compliance with SCAP’s desires, ac-

companied by hints to the members that distaste^

ful clauses might be eliminated at a more favorable

time.24 With regard to the Emperor, the fact that

most Japanese continue to revere him despite his

renunciation of divine status may ultimately prove

more important than the highly modified role as-

signed to him under the new constitution. On the

basis of developments so far, it would be an illusion

22. Occupation of Japan

,

cited, p. 135.

23. For final text of constitution, as adopted by the Diet in

October 1946, sec Summation cited, October 1946, pp. 22-33.

24. New Yorli Times

,

August 29, 1946; Christian Science

Monitor

,

August 31, 1946.

to think that he is now a force for a peaceful, demo-

cratic Japan.

THE JAPANESE ECONOMY
Although, foreign observers tend to pay most

attention to Japanese political developments and

the international aspects of the occupation, eco-

nomic factors are uppermost in the minds of the

Japanese people. The activities of the political par-

ties, the operations of SCAP,_ and the attitudes of

the Allied powers toward Japan are all examined

in terms of food, prices, clothes, housing arid jobs.

Judgments about the Japanese economic situa-

tion depend on the kind of standards that are

used. The Japanese today are not only better off

than the Germans, but also better off than some
Allied peoples .in Asia. Moreover, neither their

wartime record nor present need gives the Japanese

any right to priority in economic assistance. On
the other hand, it is in the interest of the United

Nations that revival be promoted within a frame-

work of reform, so that a Japan whose economic

institutions have been purged of their militaristic

bias may play a useful role in world economy.

Japan’s wartime and pre-war economy was so

organized as to reflect and reinforce militaris-

tic concepts of government and foreign policy.

The Zaibatsu, great financial-industrial-commercial

holding companies, dominated economic life, pre-

venting the rise of an independent middle class

and operating hand in hand with the militarists in

aggression. At the same time industrial labor,-

lacking the right to organize freely, worked in en-

forced docility, while the peasants were bound to

an outmbded agrarian system. The occupation

has sought to help remedy these conditions.

Action is under way against the Zaibatsu as a

group, but has gone farthest against five of them

—

Mitsui, Mitsubishi, Sumitomo, Yasuda and Fuji

—

whose stockholders voted dissolution in October

1946 under plans worked out by SCAP. The com-

panies later transferred their securities to the Hold-

ing Companies Liquidation Commission, which is

to dispose of the assets through sales to the Jap-

anese public. The five firms have not been expropri-

ated, but will receive special government bonds

to the value of the capital remaining after the satis-

faction of creditors’ claims, dissolution costs, and

taxes. These bonds, which are to be non-negotiable,

will not mature for ten years.25

25.

William W. Lockwood, “Economic Issues in the Occupa-

tion of Japan,” The Yale Review (New Haven), Autumn 194b,

pp. 55-57; Corwin D. Edwards, “The Dissolution of the Jap-

anese Combines,” Pacific Affairs, September 1946, pp. 227-40;

Department of State, Report of the Mission on Japanese Com -

bines, Part I, Analytical and Technical Data (Washington, D.C.,

1946); Stewart, op . cit., pp. 10-16.

x
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Policy toward the' incomplete,

pardy because o£ the complexity of the economic
phenomena involved, the Japanese government’s

. lack of zeal for the task, and delays within SCAP.
The, difficulties inherent in seeking to create a new
financial-industrial ownership, to prevent the new
groups from repeating the Zaibatsu pattern, and to

make it impossible for the old Zaibatsu* to stage a

comeback are tremendous.

With regard to land reform, General MacArthur
in December 1945 ordered far-reaching changes “to

destroy the economic bondage that has enslaved
E the Japanese farmers for centuries of feudal op-

pression.”26 Initial proposals of the Japanese gov-

ernment proved unsatisfactory to SCAP, and it
y

was not until October 1946 that acceptable meas-

ures were passed by the Diet. Under the new land

law the government is to purchase all tenant land

I owned by absentee landlords and all other landlord

holdings above a certain number of acres for re-

sale to tenants. Rural land commissions^ rep-

resenting landlords, tenants and others, are to

determine the amount of land for sale and super-

vise the transfer of land to tenants. The tenants

are to repay the government in thirty annual in-

stallments, * and it is said that more than three-

fourths of the land now in tenancy v{i\l be sold.

' There is a loophole in the right of the rural land

commissions, which may be dominated by land-

lords, to allow an owner-operator to hold more
than the normal maximum if he has a good farm- *

ing record and is using the land efficiently. It is

probable, however,, that large numbers, of tenants

will benefit at least temporarily. Two other* ques-

tions—probably incapable of solution by SCAP

—

I will remain untouched by the land reform: how
! to prevent the tenants from falling into debt' and

f
losing their land, and how. to reorganize a farm

I

system whose minute plots are uneconomical,

[

In the realm of reparations no removals have

l yet been made from Japan, but some equipment

will probably be taken out of the country in the

near future. A major botdeneck has been the in-

ability of the Far Eastern Commission members
to agree on* the status of machinery removed from

26. Lockwood, op. «/., p. 58. See, also, “Japanese Agricul-

ture,*’ The Economist

,

February 2, 1946, p. 176; Summation,

cited, October 1946, pp. 67-70; Harold Strauss, “MacArthur in

the Paddy Fields,** The Nation (New York), November 9,

f
. 1946; pp. 521-23; Stewart, op. cit pp. 27-30.

Although jnost Japanese landholdings -are very small in Amer- '

ican terms, the landlord groyp dominates the rural economy^
In 1936 30.9 per cent of rural households consisted of inde-

pendent owners, 27.1 per cent of tenants, and 42 per cent of

part-tenants. Only 53.5 per-cent of the total farm area was
cultivated by owners. Interest rates and indebtedness were high,

and the average tenant delivered more than half his crop to the

landlord as rentv Rosinger, op. cit., p. 151.

Manchuria by the U"S.b'.K. after the war’s end. The
Russians consider this “war booty” not charge-

able to them as reparations from Japan, but the

Commission as a whole appears to believe that

all 'Japanese assets, within or outside Japan, should

be accounted for in fixing reparations. The Rus-

sian issue, however, is only one part of the larger

question of determining national shares of Jap-

anese reparations—a question which has given rise

to differing viewpoints in the Commission.

The first reparations proposals were drawn up

in December 1945 by a Reparations Commission

headed by Ambassador Edwin W. Pauley, and the

Far Eastern Commission subsequently used this

material in working on an interim program of re-

movals. Under the interim arrangements Japan was

to lose its arsenals, aircraft and light metal plants,

its steel ingot capacity was to be reduced from 12

million to 3.5 million tons, and much of its capac-

ity in pig iron, shipbuilding, machine tools, and

various chemicals was to be removed. It was also

understood that other removals beyond the interim

program could later be made. Early in 1947 a sec-

ond reparations mission under Clifford Strike

made recommendations which were milder than

those of the Pauley group.' In April 1947 the

United States announced that it would initiate in-

terim removals from Japan, with the largest share

of the first installment going to China and smaller

portions to various territories in Southeast Asia.

The reparations question is of crucial importance

in keeping Japan disarmed and in determining

Japanese living standards, since the decisions in

this field will fix the country’s level of industry

and greatly influence its import needs and ability

to export. The main category of reparations is

likely to be industrial equipment, for Japan’s gold

stocks and external assets are small, and the

United States will probably be as opposed to

reparations in cash or from current production as

it has been in the case of Germany. Under the

prevailing American policy of deficit financing of

occupied countries, exports of goods as reparations

might, in effect, be paid for by the American econ-

omy. According to present plans, as stated by the

Far Eastern Commission in a policy decision of

January '23, 1947, Japan will revert substantially

to the standard of living of 1930-34. The Japanese

economy, however, is to be altered to leave a far

weaker industrial war potential than in 1931, wbfen

Japan seized Manchuria. .Nevertheless, Japan will

remain strong in comparison with most surround-

ing countries. While protection against the misuse

of this power might be found temporarily in eco-



nomic controls, it could be guaranteed in the long Under these conditions the Yoshida cabinet has i

run only by a peaceful Japanese society.
27 shown much more interest in controlling wages

j

In the future, as in the past, Japan will be ex- than prices and has not yet applied a tax plan
traordinarily dependent on exports—perhaps more drawn up well over a year ago for the purpose of
so, because the rice, sugar and raw materials se- draining off war profits. In March 1946 stringent^ 1

cured on unequal terms from former Japanese col- currency controls , were introduced, with a tem-
onies, such as Korea and Formosa, will have to porarily chastening effect on inflation, but the in-

be purchased on an ordinary commercial basis, crease in yen notes and prices continued. It is diffi-

Japan’s population, now roughly 76,000,000, will cult to escape the feeling that the Japanese govern-
probably reach 80,000,000 by 1950. Moreover, with ment has followed a conscious do-little policy,

its heavy industries restricted through reparations blaming conditions on occupation costs—admitted-
and Allied controls, Japan will turn to light in- ly high—and other circumstances beyond Japanese
dustry to a greater extent than before and will control. The object seems to be to persuade the 1

seek to sell its products in ever larger markets. United States to solve Japan’s growing economic
In many fields, however, serious difficulties will problems through* various forms of assistance, in-

exist, such as the competition of American nylon eluding food imports, and to induce American 4

with Japanese silk, or the great decline in the leniency in such matters as reparations,

number of Japan’s textile spindles as a result of the jn this connection, the food question is particu-
war. At the same time, the more Japan drives larly enlightening. Faced by a bad 1945 rice crop

1

for exports, the more it will have to import raw an(j predictions of widespread starvation in 1946,
materials, such as cotton, for processing. It is ob- SCAP asked for large food imports, to prevent
vious that) the field of foreign trade presents two “disease and unrest.” But in fact, although SCAP
conflicting aspects.: Japan’s need for trade, and the received far less than its own minimum estimate
danger of Japans revival as a military power if it 0£ required food imports during the critical seven
becomes strong economically. At present trade is months, January-July 1946, the predicted starva-
at a low level and is conducted through Japanese

tion did not occur, and there were no food riots.
29

and foreign governmental channels, but steps to- Examination of Japan’s food difficulties indicates
ward the restoration of private trade with Japan large-scale food hoarding by farmers. At the same - '

will probably be taken before long.28 time there have been serious fertilizer shortages,

inflation and food while fishing has been hampered by lack of equip-

Since the war’s end Japan has experienced a ment and ^ue^*

growing inflation and black market. Both develop- Japan’s growing economic problems were noted

ments result from many factors, including low with concern by General MacArthur when he de-

industrial production; an unbalanced budget and dared on March 17, 1947 that the military phase

large national debt, accompanied by great expan- °f the occupation had been completed, that the

sion of the note issue; and weak governmental ac- political phase “is approaching such completion as

tion on prices, hoarding, taxes and other essential possible under occupation,” and that occupation

economic phenomena. Linked with the shortcom- cannot setde the economic phase, but “can only i

ings of Japanese government policy has been enforce economic strangulation.” Advocating . an

SCAP’s inadequacy in handling economic issues, early peace treaty for Japan, he stressed the need

Japanese industry emerged from the war in better for allowing Japan to carry on foreign trade. On 1

condition than the large-scale fire-raid destruction March 22 he sent a letter to Premier Yoshida,

in some of the leading cities might suggest. But warning that the Japanese government must take

industrial reconstruction has been impeded by the vigorous economic measures and that outside aid

confusion arising from wartime dislocations and would be contingent on full use of Japan’s own
defeat, the inflation, shortages of coal and raw ma- resources. As a result of this pressure, food col-

terials, lack of shipping for inter-island transpor- lections by the Yoshida regime increased,

tation as a result of war losses, and the “go-slow” One of the most striking economic developments
tactics of Japanese industrialists and officials. The under the occupation has been the rise of the Jap-
delay in handling reparations has also been a factor anese labor movement. The highest pre-war union
causing uncertainty. membership was 420,000 in 1936, compared with
27. Lockwood, op. ctt., pp. 47-53; mimeographed press release 29. The Far Eastern Commission on April 25, 1946 issued a
of the Far Eastern Commission (Washington, D.C.), April 17, foocj policy statement declaring that Japan should not receive
I947J Stewart, op. ett pp. 7-10. a fo0(J priority over any Allied or liberated peoples except to the
28. G. C. A., “Japan’s Economy in Transition,** The World extent that imports were immediately essential for the safety

Today (London), October 1946, pp. 460-61. of the occupation forces.



tion of the intricate issues at stake. If we can learn

that there are no ready-made solutions for any prob-

lems, that the mere signing of relief checks does

not produce goods sorely needed abroad, and that

the world is not simply divided into two rival camps
of American free" enterprise and Russian com-

WILL SECURITY COUNCIL ACT ON
After a four-month study of the charge made by

Greece that Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Albania were
aiding guerrillas against the Athens government, the

United Nations Balkan Investigating Commission
adopted a report in Geneva on May 23 which com-

mands particular attention. In the first place, it em-

bodies the findings and recommendations of the

only on-the-spot investigation which the United

Nations has as yet authorized in connection with a

situation which might endanger the maintenance of

peace. As such, the statement of the Commission
furnishes the first indication of the degree of candor

and realism which may be expected from a fact-

finding body established by the Security Council.

Secondly, the report, which was completed just one

day after President Truman' signed die bill provid-

ing $400,000,000 worth of American military and
civilian assistance to Greece and Turkey, Contains

conclusions and recommendations which are of

special significance to the United States as it launches

its new policy in the Eastern Mediterranean.

STERN INDICTMENT OF THREE STATES.
In a conclusion proposed by the United States and
approved by eight members of the Commission

—

with France abstaining and Russia and Poland in

opposition—the report found Yugoslavia, Albania

and Bulgaria guilty of having supported the Com-
munist-led guerrillas in northern Greece. However,
in spite of this indictment of the three Slav states,

the report acknowledged-the existence within Greece

itself of a number of causes for the present civil

war. In a dispassionate account of the complex
background of the Greek . situation, the majority

group pointed out the difficulties which have arisen

from the Greeks’ own past, their tragic experiences

during "World War II, the guerrilla warfare waged
during the occupation, and the political bitterness

and economic catastrophe to which this struggle.gave

rise. Moreover, the Commission, by observing that

"most of the countries concerned” not only refuse

to accept their present boundaries as final, but per-

mit refugees to engage in political and military ac-

tivity against their former government, suggested

that Greece shares responsibility for the unrest ex-

isting along its northern borders.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES STRESSED. In ac-

cord with its efforts to give a balanced picture of

the forces responsible for the guerrilla warfare in

Greece, the Commission adopted a body of recom-

munism, but is rife*'with all kinds of ideas and sys-

tems, all of which have to be in some way adjusted

and compromised if another world war is to be

avoided, we shall have taken the first step toward

formulation of a wiser foreign policy.

Vera Micheles Dean

REPORT OF BALKAN COMMISSION?
mendations emphasizing measures for the prevention

of future offenses on the part of Yugoslavia, Bul-

garia and Albania rather than the punishment of

these states for past actions. These suggestions,

which were endorsed by all the members of the

Commission except Russia and Poland, call, first of

all, for an appeal by the Security Council to all four

Balkan governments to "refrain from any support,

overt or covert, of elements in neighboring, coun-

tries aiming at the overthrow of the lawful govern-

ments of those countries.” If such appeals prove of

no avail, the Commission stated that, in its opinion,

"future support of armed bands formed on the ter-

ritory of one state and crossing into the territory of

another” should be.considered by the Security Coun-

cil “as’ a threat to peace” and dealt with by means

of diplomatic pressure, economic sanctions or even

the use of international armed force.

Realizing the importance of avoiding a future

crisis requiring drastic action of this kind, the Com-
mission offered several concrete proposals for easing

the. tension along the Greek frontier. One recom-

mendation provides for the conclusion of frontier

conventions by Greece and its neighbors. However,

it is difficult to see how a’ series of traditional diplo-

matic agreements of this kind could be effective

until better relations prevail among the countries

concerned. The Commission accordingly proposed

that the Security Council should attempt to estab-

lish normal conditions along the Greek border by

creating a neutral frontier commission which would

be in existence for a period ‘of at leastirwo years and

would be charged with assisting in the settlement of

any frontier violations that might occur. Moreover,
• in order to remove two main sources of frontier dis-

turbances, the Commission suggested that the po-

litical refugees on either side of Greece’s northern

boundary should be removed to camps supervised

by an international authority pending repatriation,

and that arrangements for the voluntary transfer of

minorities should be given careful study. Finally,

the Commission hoped to encourage Greek political

refugees who have fled abroad or joined the guer-

rilla forces to return to their homes, but it feared

that the proposal of an amnesty might constitute

undue intervention in the internal affairs of Greece.

After a long struggle with this problem, the investi-

gatory body finally made the cautious suggestion that

the Greek government, in- the event that it decided
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to grant a new amnesty t_
^

il opponents,

might secure the good office? of the Security Coun-
cil in supervising the measure.

WILL SUGGESTIONS BE IMPLEMENTED?
Taken as a whole the recommendations set forth by
the Balkan Commission form a thoughtfully com-
pounded prescription for the restoration of good re-

lations between Greece, on the one hand, and Yugo-
slavia, Albania and Bulgaria, on the other. The blunt
warning given the three Slavic states to desist from
further interference in Greek affairs, in conjunction

with the establishment of a neutral frontier com-
mission empowered to investigate alleged border vi-

olations, should quickly reduce the number of in-

cidents which have caused so much fear and dis-

trust-between GreeCe and its neighbors. Moreover,
the schemes proposed by the Commission for the

resettlement of dissatisfied national groups and the

repatriation of political refugees might be expected
to help remove, some of the deeply rooted causes

of friction in the Balkans.

giving furth
. to the Greek guerrillas.

In view of the probable inability of the Security

Council to agree upon an integrated plan for resolv-

ing the crisis along .the Greek frontier, the tasks

which the United States faces as it inaugurates its

new policy in Greece may become all the heavier.

Ever since this policy was formulated by President

Truman on March 12, the Administration has dis-

tinguished between the external threats to Greece,

which it relied upon the United Nations to handle,

and the internal dangers arising from local Com-

munist pressure, which it hoped to reduce by the

skillful use of American military and economic aid.

It appears, therefore, that if the Security Council

should fail to devise a scheme for* removing the

threat to Greece from its northern neighbors, the

United States may find itself obliged to cope with an

even more difficult and dangerous problem than it

originally intended to undertake.

Winifred N. Hadsel

Yet, however coherent and appropriate the sug-

gestions worked out by the majority of the Balkan
Commission may appear, it seems highly unlikely

that they will all be put into operation. For Russia
and Poland, who refused to accept the Commission’s
recommendations, can hardly be expected to drop
their objections when the proposals are laid before

the Security Council, and on this occasion the Soviet

Union’s opposition will be sufficient to block further

action. This does not mean that- Russia will oppose
all sections of the Commission’s report. Neverthe-
less, in view of the determined effort which Andrei
A. Gromyko, the Soviet representative at Lake Suc-

cess, made on May 22 to abolish the interim Balkan
sub-commission in Salonika, lest it develop into a
permanent body, there is little reason to believe that

Russia will accept the plan for long-term supervision

of the Greek frontier by a neutral commission.
Neither does it seem likely that the U.S.S.R. will

permit the Security Council to issue a stern warning
to Yugoslavia, Albania and Bulgaria to refrain from
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American Policy Toward Germany
In preparation for the meeting of the Bigf

Four Council of Foreign Ministers on Germany

,

scheduled for November 25 in London , the Foreign Policy Association has invited two distinguished ex-

perts on German affairs—Professor James K. Folloc\ and Professor Edward S. Mason—to analyze the

main aspects of American policy toward Germany .

h
e^OJJXLC^^ Situatio n

BY JAME^K^J^QLLjOCK^ Professor of Political Science and Chairman of the Division of the^ Social Sciences, University of Michigan. In 1 945-46,
1'and again in 1947,

Professor Pollock served as Adviser on Governmental Affairs to Gen-

eral Lucius D. Clay, Military Governor of the American zone in

Germany, where he was instrumental in setting up the Laenderrat

,

or Council of States. He is now serving as a member of the Com-

mission on the Organization of the Executive Branch.

TWO and a half years have passed since the

mighty German war machine was brought to its

ignominious end by the combined forces of the

Allies. Never before in modern times, if ever be-

fore in history, has a nation been so thoroughly

crushed as was Germany. The disintegration of

the Nazi state left the country without leadership.

Although Hider endeavored to pass on to his

shadow, Admiral Doenitz, full powers to represent

the German nation, so complete and shattering

was the collapse of the Nazi machine that it fell

to the lot of the surviving military leaders of the

Reich to sign the terms of surrender.
1

When the final terms were signed by Field Mar-
shal Keitel in Germany’s destroyed capital, the

country was left in the worst condition it had ever

known since the Thirty Years’ War. In contrast

to the end of World War I, when the Allies did

not attempt to occupy'all of Germany, in May 1945
Germany was prostrate and helpless for everyone

to see; its countryside was devastated, its principal

cities were in ruins, and every part of its territory

was occupied by the victorious troops of the Allies.

It is difficult to imagine how a modern nation could

have been more condignly punished; and if it is

true, as many thought^ that what one does not

achieve at the moment of victory one is not likely

to secure later, then the work performed by our

armies left little to be desired.

1. The Axis tn Defeat, Department of State Publication 2423,
1945 .

Unfortunately, however, there are difficulties and

disadvantages as well as satisfaction and security

in assuming responsibility for a helpless and de-

feated people. Millions of displaced persons who
had been released from bondage by the advancing

armies had to be cared for. Transport and com-

munication had to be restored, disease prevented,

and order maintained. The Allies had captured

over 7,000,000 members of th^y^eichswehr, and

thousands of leading Nazi officials. Proper dis-

position had to be,made of them and of their, arms

and equipment. Looking back on the first month
after the end of hostilities, it seems almost impos-

sible to believe that order could have been so

promptly brought out of this incomparable chaos.
2

PROBLEMS OF ALLIED OCCUPATION
The German people, although stunned and bat-

tered, came through the war very well. About
/

4,000,000 German soldiers and civilians had been

killed during the war, but Europe had been forced

to put at the disposal of the conquering Germans
vast quantities of food and supplies of all sorts.

These accumulations proved to be indispensable

during the first year of the occupation. After food,

housing was the greatest problem. In Germany
before the war there were approximately 19,000,000

2. See Harold Zink, American Military Government in Ger-

many (New York, Macmillan, 1947) for a complete, over-all

evaluation of the accomplishments of American Military Gov-
ernment; also W. N. Hadsel, “Allied Military Rule in Ger-
many, “ Foreign Policy Reports, November i, 1945.
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dwellings. Of this number 2,900,000 were destroyed

and 4,400,000 were damaged. In three states of the

American zone—Bavaria, Wiirttemberg, and Ba-

den—there were about 3,000,000 dwellings before

the war—just about the same number as have been

destroyed in all of Germany. To put it another

way, statistics show that in the years from 1918 to

1937 4,000,000 dwellings were built in Germany

—

about the same number as have been damaged
and not yet repaired. Altogether, of every hun-

dred dwellings, fifteen were destroyed, twefity-three

were damaged, and sixty-two were either un-

touched or not seriously impaired. In Hessen alone,

54,225 dwellings were lost, of which 14,654 were

in the city of Kassel. As a result of Nazi destruc-

tion of bridges plus the ravages of war, rail and

road networks were badly disorganized. But per-

haps above everything, the quartering on the popu-

lation of millions of Allied soldiers, some of whom
(the French and the Russians) lived off the land,

forced the Germans to begin to appreciate the

enormity of their crimes and to realize their obli-

- gations.

The^Qccupation of Germany bv
n
the^armies^of

Sfate^tooiTplace according to plans which had

beeuTmade apthe Quebec and Yalta conferences

—anA_in_tb^Europefan Advisory Commission.3 The

L

decisions of the Potsdam conference, reached after

the war had ended, added other complications to

the already difficult situation. First of all, accord-

ing to the decisions of the four powers, Germany
was to be partitioned (at least temporarily) and
them divided into four occupation zones. All the

territory east
w
of the Oder-Neisse line was to be

administered by Poland or the Soviet Union. The
remaining territory, which has come to be called

“Rump Germany,” was divided into four curiously

constituted zones of occupation with each of the

major powers assigned to a zone. Berlin was agreed

upon as the administrative center of the occupa-

tion, although it was located in the middle of the

Soviet zone and the Berlin headquarters of the

other powers were thus physically separated from
their respective zones. Only one concerned with

the day to day problems of the occupation can *

comprehend what these physical arrangements

meant to the three Western powers. Early in July

1945 Berlin was divided into four sectors, and

special arrangements for the joint administration

of the whole metropolitan area were put into effect

board consisting of the Berlin commanders of the

four occupying powers.4

Poland proceeded to expel the German inhabi-

tants from the territories brought under* its ad-

ministration and to incorporate parts of these ter-

ritories, and eventually all of them, into the Polish

state.
5 The Soviet Union incorporated the northern

part of the former province of EastPrussia into

the^RJS.F.S.R. under the name of^Kalmingmd
provmceT6*France at first developed special admin-

istTative arrangements for the Saar, and then later

incorporated a somewhat enlarged Saar territory

into France.7 Germany today, therefore, includes

only territories west of the Oder-Neisse line exclud-

ing the Saar. Into this truncated and devastated

area, according to another Potsdam provision, have

been moved more than 10,000,000 so-called Volks-

deutsche expelled from Poland, the Sudetenland

and Hungary.8 Thus with about a quarter of its

most productive agricultural land under Polish ad-

ministration, “Rump Germany” was faced with

the problem of trying to feed and house and care

for more than 66,000,000 people including the mil-

lions of expellees and evacuees who had been

pushed back into the four occupation zones. When
the Allied Control Council was prevented from

treating Germany as an economic unit,jSrst by the

opposition of France and mbre recently, also, of

the Soviet Union, the respective zones were left to

their own resources or to those of the occupying

powers in order to provide for their overcrowded

populations. The United States and Britain have

been forced to pour out hundreds of millions of

dollars each year to keep the Germans' in their

zones alive.
9

by therzP&mmandatura, the inter-Allied control

3.

J. K. Pollock and Others, Change and Crisis in European
Government (New York, Rinehart, 1947), ch. IV; also James
P. Warburg, Germany—Bridge or Battleground (New York,
Harcourt, Brace, 1947).

4. Anne Whyte, "Quadripartite Rule in Berlin,” International

Affairs, January 1947, pp. 30-42, is a good discussion o£ the

subject.

5. See Sidney B. Fay, “Europe’s Expellees,” Current History,

April 1947, pp. 321-28. The former German territories east

of the Oder-Neisse line have been incorporated into the Polish

administrative system and renamed. Die Nette Zeitung, 23

Juni 1947*

6. See John Hazard, "Constitutional Problems in the U.S.S.R.”

in Pollock and Others, op. cit ch. I, p. 10.

7. By an' order dated June 6 the French Military Governor

modified the boundaries of the Saar territory to include districts

in the northeast and east which contained lateral railways serv-

ing the Saar industries. Elections to a legislative assembly for

the Saar were held on October 5, 1947. The question whether

the Saar is to be incorporated politically as well as economically

into France has not yet been finally settled.

8. The expellee figure of 6,650,000 set by the Allied Control

Authority in November 1945 has been substantially exceeded

since the Polish government expelled the largest part of the

German population from the ,areas east of the Oder-Neisse line.

The problem of caring for the millions of DP’s was handled

chiefly by the occupying armies, UNRRA, and other interna-

tional organizations. In the American zone 3,000,000 DP’s have

been repatriated since the end of the war, but on June 30, 1947
there were still 535,580 DP’s in the American zone.

9. The figure for -the United States is $350,000,000, to which

should be added the costs of occupation.
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ALLIED CONTROL AUTHORITY

Under the Machinery of Control Agreement for

Germany, signed on June 5, 1945 by the four pow-
ers, each Commander in Chief became supreme
in his own zone, and the four together constituted
the Control Council, which under instructions

from their respective governments was to be the
supreme authority in matters affecting Germany
as a whole.10 Decisions of the Council had to be
unanimous, but the Council was to “ensure ap-

propriate uniformity of action by the Commander
in Chief in their respective zones of occupation
and will reach agreed decisions on the chief ques-
tions affecting Germany as a whole.” An elaborate

international organization was developed in Berlin
to perform the work of tHe"Gontrol Council, con-
sisting of tlie^Coordinating^Committee (the work
horse of the Council), ten directorates in as many
functional fields with numerous committees"' and
subcommittees, and a Secretariat. Decisions by the

Control Council and the Coordinating Committee
are published and are transmitted to the four zone
commanders for enforcement.11

In the two years of its operation the^llied Con-

trol Authority has developed into aneffiSentad-
ministrative organization for the presentation and
discussion of the policies of the four powers in all

matters affecting Germany as a whole. It has also

given valuable experience to hundreds of Allied

experts in many fields in the negotiation of com-
plicated and important draft proposals. But the

Control Council has not distinguished itself as an
organ for deciding the critical problems which
crowded in upon it from week to week. As former
Secretary of State Byrnes stated in his Stuttgart

speech of September 6, 1946: “So far as many vital

questions are concerned, the Control Council is

neither governing Germany nor allowing Germany
to govern itself.”

12

In the ensuing year, deadlocks continued, re-

flecting disagreements at the highest level between
the four governments, and what promised to be-

come a useful and constructive organ of interna-

tional government degenerated into time-consum-

ing conferences, pleasant buffet sessions, and frus-

trating delays. It was not that Germany could not

be governed by an international control council;

it was rather that the four powers could not come

10. The essential documents are conveniently available in J. K.
Pollock and J. H. Meisel, Germany Under Occupation (Ann
Arbor, Wahr, 1947).

11. See Pollock and Others, op. cit ., chs. Ill and IV. The enact-
ments of the Control Council are published currently in the

Official Gazette of the Control Council of Germany. In the
American zone official, unrestricted orders are published in

Military Government Gazette Germany, U.S. Zone.

12. Department of Statp Bulletin
, September 15, 1946.

THE POLITICAL SITUATION

to basic agreements as to what they wanted to do
with Germany. Decisions of a negative nature deal-

ing with disarmament and demilitarization were
made and carried out. But the measures necessary

to restore the shattered economy, to increase the

production of food and consumer goods, and to

put the Germans in a position where they could

help themselves, could be formulated but not

agreed to in the Control Council. Hence the Ger-

man, and with it the European, economic, social,

and political situation grew steadily worse. Equally

dangerous were the bitter disagreements among
the occupying powers—and embarrassing, too, be-

cause it was not an edifying spectacle for the Ger-

mans to observe their conquerors Rattling openly

in their midst.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ALLIES

The lack of international agreement on the larger

questions affecting Germany as a whole forced the

various occupying powers to make the most of a

bad situation and to go forward as satisfactorily

as possible, with such means and resources as were
at their disposal in their own zones, or that they

could command elsewhere. The Russians and the

French not only lived off the land, but also requi-

sitioned for their own use supplies and materials

sorely needed in the remaining portions of Ger-

many. Britain and the United States took nothing

from the German economy aside from agreed

reparations, and in addition to caring for their

own forces, delivered to their respective zones

large quantities of food and other necessary ma-

terials aggregating $350,000,000 a year for each

country. The partition of Germany east of the

Oder-Neisse, the division of the remainder of the

country into zones, and finally the failure of the

powers to treat Germany as an economic unit, not

only perpetuated but actually intensified the eco-

nomic and political chaos into which Germany was

plunged by the defeat. Even worse from the Amer-
ican and British points of view was the fact that,

while the Soviet Union and France benefited from

the occupation, their gains really were due in large

part to huge American and British subsidies to

their respective zones in Germany. For if the goods

taken by the Russians and the French for their

own uses had been made available for the German
economy, American and British subsidies could

have been much smaller.

In administering their respective zones, the four

powers interpreted or applied the Potsdam pro-

visions, or ignored them, as they saw fit. The poli-

cies of the four governments could be carried out

without let or hindrance. Much depended upon

3
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their respective military government staffs and
organization, upon the leadership, and upon the
pressure of conditions in the various zones*13 All
of these differed from power to power and zone
to zone, and in due course affairs in Germany
began to go in several different directions. In
the American and British zones, with a differing
tempo and with some fundamental differences in
principle and emphasis, German political life was
reconstructed on a democratic basis as the Potsdam
Declaration prescribed.14 In the Russian zone, em-
phasis was placed on securing reparations, on
the development of and the control by the^SED,

^(Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschland),
’

a
forced merger of

^^ocraticfparties, on radical agrarian and^industrial
reforms designed to alter the social and political

structure of the zone, ^uid on tight military and
police supervision by th^dviet Military Adminis-

Jt^tion. In the French zone, aside from rigid eco-
nomic controls and a vigorous “cultural” propa-
ganda, the Germans were left largely to their own
devices until pressures and developments in the
other zones forced several measures looking toward
democratization.15

.

ATTITUDE OR GERMANS &j> j -situs A/ ?t. k . i,

-To all this political confusion and diversity, the
Germans in the various zones reacted quite nor-
mally. As a strongly disciplined people, they con-
tinued to follow the orders they were given. They
adjusted to the occupying power, whichever it was.
There has been litde disorder; and underground
activity, although in existence, has been unimpor-
tant. In general, there has been no security prob-
lem, and the occupying powers have been bothered
more with their own border and other restrictions
than with the opposition or hostility of the Ger-
mans. Actually, German officials as well as the
German population have cooperated surprisingly
well, especially in the American zone, even with
unpopular measures like denazification, land re-

form, and reparations. Food riots have occurred
in die British zone, and there has been some in-

French policies and officials—undoubtedly also, to
a certain extent, in the other zones, but there it is

not as significant. On the whole, however, the four
powers have been remarkably fortunate up to now
in receiving willing and capable assistance from the
Germans. It is therefore the policies of some of
the occupying powers that must be held respon-
sible for bringing Germany, and with if most of
Europe, to the present unhappy condition.

Two events during the occupation throw some
light on the attitude of the Germans toward their
conquerors and their present plight.16 One was the
election of the city council in Berlin on October
20, 1946; and the other was the recent conference
of the Minister Presidents of the four zones in
Munich on June 6 and 7, 1947. In the Berlin elec-

tion in all sectors of the city, the Social Demo-
cratic party, which is banned in the Soviet zone,
led all the other parties. Even in the Soviet sector
of the city, the Social Democrats secured 43.8 per
cent of the total vote, while the Soviet-sponsored
SED was a poor second with 29.8 per cent of the
total vote.17 In the Munich conference of the Min-
ister Presidents of all four zones, the representa-
tives from the French zone were in attendance
only-because they -promised not to discuss political

questions, while the German officials from the
Soviet zone withdrew from the conference when
political items, which the Soviet Military Admin-
istration wanted to have discussed, were not put
on the agenda. Only the German officials from the
American and British zones were free agents, hav-
ing been trained in the democratic process in their
two zones, while the German officials from the
other two zones were complaisant or willing tools

of their foreign masters, however much in their
hearts or in private discussion they desired to sup-
port a common program for the relief of Ger-
many’s economic plight. Thus in German confer-
ences as well as in those of the Allies, there is lack
of agreement. Restricted by the artificial barriers

which man himself has erected, normal recovery
is inhibited.

dustrial sabotage in the Soviet zone. Bitter feeling
also exists in parts of the French zone against

ADMINISTRATIVE MACHINERY REBUILT

13. The original American directive known as JCS 1067 was

.

superseded on July 11, 1947 by a new policy directive to be
found in ibid., July 27, 1947, pp. 186-93.

14. See Occupation of Germany, Policy and Progress, Depart-
ment of State Publication 2783, European Series 2783.
15. New constitutions have recently been promulgated in
South Baden, South Wuerttemberg, and in the Rhein-Pfalz. On
June 6, 1947, Gen. Koenig, the French Military Governor,
issued Ordinance No. 95 dealing with the powers of the Laender
in the French zone. For a discussion of the new Rhein-Pfalz
constitution see Deutsche Rechts-Zeitschrift, 2 Jahrgang, Heft
8, 245-49.

In some ways a very remarkable reconstruction

16. Much of the feature writing on German attitudes reflects
the prejudices of the writers. With Germany divided into four
zones, the conditions and

v
attitudes of Germans in the various

zones are entirely different, and no one has been able to pre-
sent even a close approximation to what could be called a com-
posite or dominant German opinion toward anything except
food, shelter, and clothing.

17. Weekly Information Bulletin

,

October 28, 1946, p. 14,
November 11, 1946, p. 4J

*

‘Statistics of Elections in Germany,
1946,” Special Report of the Military Governor, U.S. Zone,
March 15, 1947.

1
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of German administrative machinery has taken

place in all zones.18 Led by the American zone,

all other zones have now gone through a similar

cycle of popular elections, and self-governing in-

stitutions have been developed, subject always to

the overriding authority of the occupying powers.19

Elected local and state officials have now been se-

lected and installed in office under appropriate

local government codes and state constitutions;

German administrative machinery and staffs have

been created and activated to meet the new and

extraordinary requirements of the occupation such

as denazification, restitution of property, expellee

and evacuee problems; and even new government

organs, heretofore unknown either to the Ger-

mans or their rulers, were developed to permit the

zones to function properly in certain fields re-

quiring uniformity of action. Thus th^^Mderra^
in the American zone, its rather anaemic counter-

part in theJJritish zone, and the

yowtriu^Zentraheru^qltun in the Soviet zone,

demonstrated both Allied Military Government

and German capacity to meet the unprecedented

problems of zonal occupation under the differing

policies of the powers.

Within the zonzs^^ender were either revived

or created, sometimes on an artificial and tentative

basis because of the fantastic boundaries of the

zones; sometimes on the foundation of centuries,

as in the old kingdoms of Bavaria and Saxony.

Today, therefore, Germany, although still without

a central government, is organized territorially for

administrative purposes into fourteen Laender or

States, plus two Free Cities—Bremen and Ham-
burg—which also have the status of States. With

some consolidation and alteration of boundaries,

these existing units of government could serve as

the basis for a new German commonwealth, either

Einheitsstaat or Bundesstaat as. the Germans may

wish or as the powers may permit. The three West-

ern powers, with some differences, favor a federal

Germany; Russia has been working for a central-

ized government, although at Potsdam it agreed

to “the decentralization 'of the political structure.”

The zones have differed as much politically as

governmentally. Reference has already been made

to the policy of the Soviet Military Government

in favoring one political party, the SED. In other

1 8. Thanks to the coordinating machinery of the Laenderrat,

the states in the American zone have been able to make great

progress in re-establishing a Rechtsstaat with most of its legal

norms and institutions. If we could point to equally great po-

litical rehabilitation, we would be well on the way to normal,

peaceful Germahy. Political determinations, however, are still

subject to decisions on the international plane.

19. American Policy in Occupied Areas, Department of State

Publication 2794. Also Pollock and Others, op. cit., ch. IV.

ways, the Soviet authorities have prevented the

free growth of political parties and ideas by strict

police and information controls. In the French

zone strict regulation of political activities has been

the rule, and on several occasions political leaders

have been prevented from leaving the zone, and

others have been prohibited from entering the

French zone.20 In the British and American zones,

on the contrary, political party activities have been

encouraged, and a full complement of party organ-

izations exist. The party leadership up to die pres-

ent consists mainly of former party stalwarts, and

the membership of the parties is not large. Nor
have party policies become firmly crystallized. Party

names are not too descriptive of actual political

groupings, and factionalism is rife. Nevertheless,

fairly strong party organizations exist; they have

selected and presented their candidates for elec-

tion; and their elected representatives are now run-

ning the German organizations. A free press has

been established in die western zones, and a be-

ginning made in the use of radio under govern-

ment regulation. Reorganization of public educa-

tion is in progress in the various zones, and uni-

versities in all zones have been reopened after

being denazified. An elaborate system of property

control, originally established by Military Govern-

ment, has now been taken over by the German

state governments in the American zone and is

being managed by them in the interest of the

victims of nazism and the state.

In the much discussed field of denazification,

practices and progress have varied from zone to

zone. Despite the rigorous requirements of the

Potsdam Declaration, and the provisions of Con-

trol Council Directives *Nos. 24 and 38, enforce-

ment has been uneven. Only in the American zone

has a thorough and complete program of denazi-

fication been attempted.21 Following a rigorous de-

nazification program laid down in JCS 1067, the

basic American directive, the Germans passed their

own denazification law on March 5, 194^

since that time have been screening all adult Ger-

mans in the American zone through the special

machinery which they established to carry out the

law. In the British zone nearly as many persons

have been removed from office or prevented from

occupying a public position, but the standards have

been less rigorous and the mass of depopulation

has not been as much affected by th^genazification

process as in the American zone^The double

20. Der Tagesspiegel

,

June 3, 1947-

21. Weekly Information Bulletin, October 21, 1946, p. 7*

“Denazification and Public Safety,** Report' of the Military Gov-

ernor, June 1 -July 31, 1947; also Elmer Plischke, “Denazifying

the Reich,** The Review of Politics, April 1947, PP- i53'72-
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standard of denazification in effect in the two
zones came to public attention when the American
and British zones were merged economically. In
the other two zones enforcement has depended
upon the political objectives and administrative ef-

ficiency of France and Russia.22 In sum, as in the
economic field so here in denazification, “the uni-

formity of treatment of the German population
throughout Germany” which was required by the

Potsdam Declaration has not been followed. The
^NationaLSocialist party, however, has been de-

stroyed, most ot ' the "leading Nazis have been dis-

posed of or are being punished, and the residues

of the Nazi system are being gradually eliminated.23

ANGLO-AMERICAN MERGER

The most recent significant development in Ger-
many has been the economic merger of the Amer-
ican and British zones. When, it became apparent
that agreement on setting up central administra-
tive agencies Was not going to be secured in the
Control Council, former Secretary of State Byrnes
instructed General McNarney (July 1946) to in-

vite any and all zones to join with the American
zone in setting up the agencies envisaged at Pots-

dam. Only the British came forward, and so the

merger became antAnglo-American one24 with* the

signing of the Byrnes-Bevin agreement of Decem-
ber 2, 1946. *

Many difficult administrative problems were en-

countered in setting up the bizonal agencies. As’
has been explained, the pattern of government in

the British zone was quite different from that in

the American zone, and so was the denazification

program. But despite these and other difficulties,

six joint executive committees were set up to deal

with economics, transport, communications, fi-

nance, food, and civil service. Two of these agen-
cies, economics and transport, were located in the
British zone at Minden and -Bielefeld; the other

four in the American zone—communications, fi-

nance and civil service at Frankfurt, and food at

Stuttgart.
'

Following the Moscow conference of the Foreign

22. In a proclamation issued in August 1947, Marshal Soko-
lovsky, the Soviet Military Governor, ordered in point 4 that
"the German administrative officers are entrusted with the task
of removing, within a period of three months, the former active
Fascists and militarists who hold public and semi-public .offices

and corresponding posts in important private enterprises.” This
is a surprising admission to make after more than two years of
occupation and Soviet charges that other powers have only
removed the little Nazis. New York Herald Tribune, August
18, 1947.

23. On June 30, 1947 there were 47*656 German civilian in-
ternees in the American zone. Report of the Military Governor,
Statistical Annex, p. 90.

24. Pollock and Meisel, Germany Under Occupation, cited,

pp. 237-46.

Ministers, a reorganization of the bizonal setup took
place in the summer of 1947. By agreement be-

tween the British and American Military Gov-
ernors, a new Economic Council, an Executive
Committee, and Executive Directors were author-

ized to be chosen by the elected German officials

of the two zones,25 Utilization of the elected Ger-
man officials was made possible after the British

zone had held elections on April 13, 1947 for state

legislatures similar to those which took place in

the American zone in November and December
of the previous year. The new bizonal organization

consists, first of all, of thê Ecpnomic Council,

54 niembers chosen by lSe
Landtage of the eight states, roughly in proportion

both to population and to division of politick opin-

ion in the Land, as shown by the popular vote in

the most recent Land-wide elections. The^Execu-^
tive Com

^ consisting of

one^Fepresentative from eacK Land in the two
zones appointed by the Land government and serv-

ing on a full-time basis, supervises the Executive
Directors who head the 'administrative agencies.

The organization was centered in the American
zone city of Frankfurt, and On June 26 the Eco-
nomic Council came together for its first meeting.
*On July 27, after much political pulling and haul-

ing between the^S^D, and the^D^ factions in

the Council, Eve'Executive Directors^ all belong-

ing to or close to the CDU, were selected to head
the various administrative agencies.26 Two of the

elected Directors having declined appointment, the

Economic Council at a session on August 12 select-

ed two others for the Directorships 01 Transporta-

tion and Finance.27 The Social Democrats had de-

manded the position of Economic Director for

their party, haying already in their hands the Eco-
nomic Ministers of all the states in the two zones.

When this demand was refused by the other par-

ties in the Economic Council, the Social Democrats
went into opposition. The split in the German
ranks is also represented in the ranks of British

and American Military Government over both the

question of socialization and the extent and char-

acter of supervision over the German agencies.

These inevitable conflicts, however, should not in-

terfere with a program to lift the two zones out
of their economic, difficulties. The opposition of the

Trench government, on the other hand, to any in-

crease in the ‘level of industry in the two zones
held up for a time the new bizonal level of indus-

try program which was worked out by the two

25. Weekly Information Bulletin, September 1, 1947, ,pp.
11-16.

26. Die Neue Zeitung, 28 Juli 1947.

27. Stuitgarter Zeitung, 13 August 1947.
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Military Governors in Germany. After a confer-

ence with the French, the new plan was announced

early in September.28 Once opposition has been

straightened out or disregarded, the British and

American zones can be made into a highly pro-

ductive industrial area capable not only of paying

its own way, but also of contributing enormously to

the economic revival of Western Europe.29 A firm

agreement among the French, British and Amer-

icans on the German problem is essential for the

success of the Marshall plan.

FAILURE OF MOSCOW CONFERENCE
All the disagreements in the Control Council

that had prevented an orderly settlement of the

German problem were referred to the^Moscow
^^conference of Foreign Ministers^ which met on

Marcl^^ concerned

every aspect of the^erman occupation: demilitar-

ization, denazification, democratization, economic

problems, reparations, central administrations, pop-

ulation transfers, and treaty making. After six

weeks of detailed discussions on all the points, the

Foreign Ministers adjourned, referring a few mat-

ters to the Control Council for action, and certain

others to Deputies who were to work on the points
^

of difference and to have a report ready for the

next meeting of the Foreign Ministers to be held

in London beginning on November 25. “Agree-

ment,” Secretary Marshall reported to the American

people upon his return, “v^as made impossible at

Moscow because, in our view, the Soviet Union

insisted upon proposals which would have estab-

lished in Germany a centralized government,

adapted to the seizure of absolute control of a

country which would be doomed economically

through inadequate area and excessive population,

and would be mortgaged to turn over a large part

of its production as reparations, principally to the

Soviet Union.”30 Thus, as he pungently conclud-

ed: “The patient is sinking while the doctors de-

liberate.”

Between Soviet demands for reparations and

French demands for security, it is difficult to see

where there can be any practicable compromise.

The new British-American level of industry agree-

ment has sharpened French fears of a rearmed

Germany, although as * ex-President Hoover hass

28. The conference between the French, British and Ameri-

cans was held in London the end of August, after which the

new level of industry plan was made public. See Weekly Infor-

mation Bulletin

,

September 8, 1947, PP* n-13* The French have

not to date withdrawn their final reservation pending discus-

sions on a larger coal allocation for them from the Ruhr.

29. See Report No. 3 by ex-President Hoover for a careful

discussion of this subject, New York. Times

,

March 24, 1947.

30. Department of State Bulletin, May 11, 1947, PP* 9 1 9
-2-4 -

pointed out in his recent report, “almost every

industry on earth is a war potential in modern

war and no industry (except direct arms manu-

facture) is a war potential if the energies of a

people are confined to the paths of peace.” Secre-

tary Byrnes at Paris and Secretary Marshall at

Moscow have proposed a forty-year non-aggression

pact to assure France, or any other nation which

fears German revival, that the United States will

come to its aid in the event of a future German
act of war. Such a pact, in addition to the thor-

oughgoing destruction of' all arms, ammunition,

implements of war, and fortifications, and the ex-

tensive removal of war plants should be sufficient

to allay French fears, especially if accompanied by

continued international control of the Ruhr. Recent
• developments appear to indicate that France is

moving in the direction of closer collaboration with

Britain and the United States. To date, however,

the Soviet attitude appears unchanged.

From this brief review it can be seen that on the

eve of the momentous London conference we are

faced with a German problem more serious in

many respects than that confronting us at the

end of the war. Valuable time has been lost, new
international complications have developed, and

the social and economic conditions of the German
people have deteriorated until they are now not as

able to assist in reconstruction as they would have

been two years ago. The Control Council still

exists and could be made to function, but the basic

fact about Germany is that the four occupying

powers have become tangled up with each other

and at present are standing in the way of German
and European recovery. There is still grave uncer-

tainty as to the kind of Germany which will

emerge from the post-war international confusion

—whether it will be a united or a divided Ger-

many, and whether it will become a pawn in the

game of international politics. The shortcomings

of Allied occupation even raise doubts as to the

nature of any continuing control of Germany and

the length of the occupation. Delays and doubts

about disarmament and demilitarization—princi-

pally concerning the return of German prisoners

of war—cast ominous shadows over the whole situ-

ation.31

^ The great human problem of caring for the

^^isplaced persons , who are still being housed

ancTTed" by theAmerican and British authorities,

seems to be no further toward solution than

31. At the Moscow conference it was agreed that German
prisoners of war will be returned to Germany by December 31,

1948. A plan for the repatriation of war prisoners was to have

been worked out by the Control Council before July 1 of this

7
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\

two years ago. Meanwhile, there is a progressive

deterioration of good human material .
32 Quite as

disheartening, and fraught with graver social and

international consequences, is the expellee problem.

The transfer to Germany and settlement of ap-

proximately 10,000,00c

.Germany” has already had dangerous resultKof a

1 far^eacHmg character. As French Foreign Minister

!
Bidault pointed out at Moscow, the overcrowding

of huge, undigested masses of people in the

l shambles of Germany constitutes a serious menace

to the peace. The French, at least, see this problem

clearly. Despite the most sincere and capable e£-

|

forts of responsible German authorities, the ex-

pellee situation today is so serious and of such huge

proportions, that the Germans themselves are

\
totally unable to solve its most difficult aspects.

Finally, the denazification problem requires uni-

form treatment; in fact, if there could be uniform

;

treatment of the whole population of Germany

which Potsdam prescribed, most if not all of the

1

present problems would be capable of solution,

f

Failure to treat Germany as an economic unit;

transfer to Polish and Soviet administration of the

^
area east of the Oder-Neisse which deprived the

|r rest of Germany of absolutely essential food; for-

) mation of 'Germany into air-tight* compartments;

interference with the free flow of indigenous goods

between zones; artificial controls over travel and

organization of political and social groups; cram-

ming millions of expellees in already overcrowded

{ areas—all of these mistakes must now somehow be

i corrected. The great powers have not given the

! world a very edifying spectacle of their ability to

j

solve the German problem. Perhaps association

s

with the smaller powers might leaven the discus-

sions and point the way toward sound solutions.

f The Soviet Union, however, has hitherto opposed

* the presence of the smaller powers in the making

) of a German settlement. Moreover, until there are

decisions on the questions of reparations, level

of industry, and of a provisional central govern-

ment for Germany, little progress is likely to be
1 made on the larger question of a treaty of peace.

At the moment the question of a divided or a

united Germany must first be answered. If the

32. The Hoover Report, No. 1, New York Times, February

28, 1947, clearly and sharply outlines what is necessary to raise

the average German ration to a point sufficient to maintain

vitality to work. Reports from the Public Health Branch of

the OMGUS indicate that deterioration has continued to occur

in the health of the German population and that if such con-

> ditions persist we must ultimately reach a point where actual

starvation occurs. Lowering of ability to do work of all kinds

is regularly reported. Infant mortality has ranged between 92

and 102 per thousand live births per year as compared to a

pre-war average of 65. The incidence of tuberculosis reached

35.6 cases per 10,000 in May.

four occupying powers could agree at London on

a provisional German central government for all of

Germany, and* could clear the way for German
rehabilitation, it would then be possible to think in

terms of an eventual peace treaty. The original aim

of ffi^Pnfsdam Declaration “for eventual peaceful

cooperatidn in international life by Germany” is still

the soundest approach to the problem. Otherwise

any division of Germany, implying as it does the

incorporation of at least a part of it into- one or

more countries, and the development of an irre-

dentist movement will lay the foundations for fu-

ture strife. If such a division of Germany should

take place, and the erstwhile Allies continue to pull

Germany in several directions, the prospects for

peace in Europe would lessen, and the growth of

the United Nations would inevitably be impeded.

The choice at London is’ quite clearly for peace

or a continuation of the present “cold” war. Either

Germany should be reconstituted within boun-

daries and on an economic foundation which will

support its teeming population on a reasonable

standard of living, or it will be divided into a

Soviet-dominated area and one controlled by the

Western powers. If the latter alternative is followed,

then we might as well dig in and prepare for the

inevitable’ conflict; It is better, to solver the major

issue now rather than to allow the Germans to de-

cide the terrain and the other conditions on which

a conflict would come later on. Nothing will be

gained in the long run by an attempt to compro-

mise the basic issues.

The emphasis in the Potsdam Declaration and

in American policy on the development of demo-

cratic self-government has now gone as far as is

possible under present conditions. In fact, deteri-

oration in democratic progress is likely to set in, if

it has not already started, because of the deplorable

stalemate in economic matters. Without a better

standard of living based on a self-sustaining Ger-

man economy—requirements which are laid down
in the new American directive—political progress

is doomed.

It is entirely possible to solve the German prob-

lem in such a way as to contribute to the progress

of peaceful international life. But if there is con-

tinued drift, or if a division of Germany takes

place, a disintegration of the present embryo peace

will inevitably occur. It would be cruelly ironical

if the Allies, after having smashed the Germans,

could not now agree upon a program calculated

to rebuild Europe’s shattered economy and pro-

mote peace. Agreement at London on the measures

shown by the occupation to be necessary would

be the greatest achievement yet recorded in the de-

r

1
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velopment of a peaceful post-war world. Such an
agreement, however, can only be brought about
through large concessions by the Russians, and
acceptance of a different sense of timing and secur-
ity by the French. British and American economic

support of Germany cannot continue much longer
at the present rate, and Germany cannot remain
a sinkhole of starvation and despair. Today Ger-

. many is still one of the central problems of the
peace.

T h efl o n

BY EDWARD S. MASON, Dean, Graduate School of Public Administration, Harvard University.
Professor Mason served as chief economic adviser to Secretary of State
Marshall at the Moscow Conference of 1947, and is a member of the
President’s National Inventory Committee.

The two and a half years that have elapsed since
the surrender of the German armies in May 1945
have witnessed a remarkable shift in American
opinion and in American policy regarding this

country’s economic objectives in Germany. The
shift has broadly been away from our original aim
of industrial disarmament toward the view that a
very considerable degree of economic rehabilita-
tion will be necessary if we are to attain our objec-
tives not only in Germany, but in Europe as a
whole.

* r

The extent and the significance of the change in
American policy may be seen by comparing the
original basic directive to American Military Gov-
ernment authorities in Germany, the well-known
JCS 1067, issued in April 1945,

1 with the directive
of July 11, 1947,

2 and by comparing the figures on
industrial capacity to be left in Germany as pro-
posed by the original level-of-industry agreement
of March 28, 1946

3 with the figures proposed in the
recent Anglo-American level-of-industry agreement
announced from London on August 28, 1947.

4

CHANGE IN AMERICAN POLICY

According to the new Military Government di-

rective, which is the most important recent state-

ment of American policy on Germany, an orderly
and prosperous Europe “requires the economic con-
tributions of a stable and productive Germany as

well as the necessary restraints to insure that Ger-
many is not allowed to revive its destructive mil-
itarism.” Whereas the original level-of-industry

agreement proposed to retain in Germany indus-
trial capacity sufficient to produce about 55 per

;i. “The Axis in Defeat/’ Department of State Publication
2423, 1945, P- 40.

2. New York Times, July 15, 1947.

3. Cf. Department of State Bulletin, April 14, 1946.

4. New York Times, August 30, 1947.

cent of the output produced in 1938, the new agree-
ment would leave capacity sufficient to produce
roughly 80 per cent of 1938 output. This is approxi-
mately equivalent to the industrial output produced
in Germany in 1936, “a year that was not charac-
terized by either boom or depressed conditions.”5

The main reasons for this change in govern-
mental policy and in American thinking on the
German problem appear to be as follows

:

1. A growing conviction that European recovery
and well-being, depend to a substantial extent on
German recovery and well-being.

2. The realization that without a considerable
degree of recovery in Germany the United States

will find itself in the position of subsidizing Ger-
many indefinitely.

3. The growing belief that industrial disarma-
ment is both ineffective and unnecessary to prevent
the revival of a militarily aggressive Germany.
The opinion now prevails in the United States

that, if Germany does not again become a produc-
tive economy, the difficulties of maintaining pros-
perity in the rest of Europe are measurably in-

creased. Despite Hitler’s drive for self-sufficiency,

Germany still imported, as late as 1937, some $1.7
billion of merchandise and exported some $2 bil-

lion. In the twenties, the figures were roughly
twice as large. Normally more than 50 per cent of
this trade was intra-European trade. Germany was
not only the principal market but the principal

source of supply for a large number of European
countries. In addition, Holland, Belgium, and
other countries were dependent on a prosperous
and extensive transit trade in goods moving to

and from Germany.6

5. “Statement on Output in Germany,” ibid.

6. The figures quoted above are taken from The Network °f
World Trade (Geneva, League of Nations, 1942), and Europe*s
Trade, ibid., 1941.
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This interdependence of European economies, of

which Germany’s was the most important, cannot

be destroyed without drastic economic conse-

quences* The United States is now confronted, 'in

connection with its foreign aid program, with

large and continuing European trade deficits that

can only be met, for the time being, from Western

Hemisphere sources. But if Western European

countries are ever to become self-supporting, some

way must be found to meet a much larger share

of their requirements than at present from the

European sources that were available before the

war. This means, among other things, a substan-

tial rehabilitation of German production.

Rehabilitation of German production means, in

fact, rehabilitation of industrial production. The

density of German population and the inadequacy

of German agricultural resources make it essential

that, if Germans are to attain anything like the

standards of living of surrounding countries, Ger-

many must be a manufacturing country, exporting

manufactured products to pay for raw materials

and foodstuffs. This fact is so elementary as hardly

to require argument. When all population trans-

fers have been completed, a population of some

70,000,000 will have been crowded into a territory

that, before the War, contained 30,000,000. dn<the

British and American zones the population ex-

pected in 1952 will be from 8 to 10,000,000 larger

than in the same area in 1936.
7

Even with the present level of food consumption,

which approaches a starvation diet, 3,000,000 tons

of grain per year have to be imported into the

British and American zones. With anything like

decent standards of consumption, and even with

the fullest and most effective utilization of the agri-

cultural resources of the whole of Germany, the

food import requirements would be much larger,

at least in terms of value and, possibly, in volume.

The imports from outside of Germany necessary

to sustain planned production and consumption

in the British and American zdnes are now esti-

mated at $2 billion a year, at current prices.
8 Apart

from coal and small quantities of potash, Germany

has no raw materials whose exports might pay for

necessary food imports. Consequently, Germany

must manufacture or die.

In the course of time it may be possible to move

out of Germany some part of what seems certain

to become a surplus population. It may also be

possible to, shift somewhat the character of Ger-

man manufacturing toward light industry products

and away from the pre-war concentration on heavy

7. “Statement on Output in Germany,” cited.

8. Ibid.

industry products. These are, however, long-range

prospects largely dependent on the course of events

outside of Germany. Meanwhile, recovery and

prosperity in Germany and in Europe require a

substantial rehabilitation of German industrial out-

put.

- The fact has also been impressed on American

Military Government officials in Germany, on

authorities in Washington, and on the American

people that, without a substantial measure of eco-

nomic recovery ’in Germany, it is quite possible

that the United States will be called upon to sub-

sidize Germany indefinitely. Over and above mil-

itary costs of occupation, the United States is im-

• porting goods for German relief to the amount of

$350 million a year. Britain is obligated for a sim-

ilar figure and, in view of the British financial

crisis, it is altogether probable that this burden

will have to be assumed by the United States. Even

these expenditures, however, have proved inade-

quate to maintain a standard of food consumption

favorable to economic recovery. Low productivity

and absenteeism directly attributable to underfeed-

, ing have hampered efforts to revive German in-

dustry. Health conditions and morale continue

to deteriorate. If German output is to be increased,

•tit seems, probable that expenditures for^ imported

foodstuffs and raw materials will have, to be in-

creased. The financial drain on the United States

will cease only when Germany develops a volume

of exports sufficient to pay for necessary imports. In

the main, this is a problem of production, although

some part of the failure to achieve more than the

extraordinarily low current volume of exports is

probably to be attributed to the laxness of British

and American controls in Germany.

Finally, the shift in American opinion away

from economic disarmament and toward a substan-

tial measure of economic rehabilitation in Ger-

many is the result of a growing conviction that

economic disarmament is both ineffective and un-

necessary. It could be effective only if German in-

dustrial capacity, once destroyed or removed, was

not permitted to be rebuilt. To prevent Germany
from rebuilding, however, would require military

occupation for a period and under conditions that

neither the United States nor Britain have been

willing to envisage. As early as December 12, 1945*

the Department of State announced that the United

States had no intention of imposing a permanent

limitatipn on German industrial capacity.
9 With

that statement, economic disarmament as a means

of preventing German aggression become no long-

er tenable.

9.

Department o£ State Bulletin, December 16, 194s*

/6
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Its place has been taken by the proposal to pre-
vent the production in Germany of weapons of
war for twenty-five, forty or -an indefinite number
of years. This proposal,10 it is thought, would not
require a mass army of occupation but merely a
small surveillance force backed by an agreement
among the powers now occupying Germany to in-

tervene in case of violation. If these or similar
measures can prevent the re-emergence of a mili-
tarily strong Germany, economic disarmament
must be judged to be not only ineffective but un-
necessary. /
COULD^POTSDAM.AGREEMENT
BE REVISED? - ;

We have considered the substantial shift in
American policy toward Germany away from eco-
nomic disarmament as the principal objective. It

must be recognized, however, that the setdement
in Germany will be influenced not only by Amer-
ican policy but by the policies of the other occupy-
ing powers. To date the only general setdement
the occupying powers have been able to achieve is

represented by the Potsdam Agreement of August
i945j

11 and in many of its most important respects
Potsdam has remained merely a paper agreement.

Although unimplementcrd, the Potsdam protocol *

is, nevertheless, an agreement signed by the heads
of state of three of the powers now occupying Ger-

' many and conditionally accepted by France. None
of these powers has repudiated Potsdam, and it is

significant that at the conference of Foreign Min-
isters in Moscow in March and April 1947 the rep-
resentatives of each country, including the United
States, took particular pains to emphasize the com-
patibility of their own program for Germany with
the agreement reached at Potsdam. It is important,
therefore, to consider how far Potsdam still con-
forms to United States views concerning a proper
setdement in Germany, and whether modifications
which our representatives might deem it necessary
to bring forward at the November Council of For-
eign Ministers would be acceptable to the other
powers.

There is a disposition in some quarters to con-
sider the Potsdam protocol as an extreme example
of the Morgenthau point of view, now generally
repudiated in this country, and as such represent-
ing a settlement which the United States should
make every effort to modify. As indicated above,
this did not appear to be the view of our represen-
tatives in Moscow, whose principal efforts were in
fact devoted to the attempt to secure Russian agree-

10. See p. 204.

11. Cf. “The Axis in Defeat/* cited.

ment to the implementation of what they consid-
ered the principal clauses of the Potsdam protocol.

On the economic side these clauses relate primar-
ily to the treatment of Germany as an economic
unit, the level of industry to be permitted Ger-
many, and reparations.

TREATMENT OF GERMANY AS ECONOMIC UNIT

At Potsdam the three powers agreed not only to
the treatment of Germany as an economic unit,
but to the establishment of central agencies for the
administration of “finance, transport, communica-
tions, foreign trade and industry.”12 In spite of the
fact that France, in the Allied Control Council,
opposed for many months the establishment of cen-
tral agencies, its consent was finally, although re-

luctantly, given in July 1946.
13 Meanwhile, how-

ever, both France and the U.S.S.R. had raised such
serious difficulties that General Clay in May 1946
announced the cessation of reparations deliveries
pending participation in the treatment of Germany
as an economic unit.

At Moscow, although all the participating coun-
tries favored the establishment of central economic
agencies and all except France agreed that the level
of permitted industry in Germany should be raised,
each laid down ^conditions which it proved im-
possible to reconcile. It now appears clear that
central economic agencies will not be established
in Germany unless and until agreement has been
reached on all other important aspects of the Ger-
man settlement.

Meanwhile, the United States continues to re-

gard the treatment of Germany as an economic
unit as the core on the economic side of a satis-

factory German settlement. Without economic uni-
fication there can be no political unification, and
without political unification there is no hope of the
eventual emergence of .an independent Germany
neither pawn nor partner” of the surrounding

great powers, in the language of former Secretary
of State Byrnes’ Stuttgart speech.

Although the political aspects of unification, in-

volving as they do the possibility of a withdrawal
of occupation forces in the not too distant future,
are no doubt of primary importance, the economic
aspects of unification are hardly less important.
The interdependence of eastern Germany with its

agricultural surpluses and western Germany with
its industrial output scarcely needs emphasis. If

unification is not achieved and goods do not flow
freely between east and west, the difficulties of es-

12. Potsdam Protocol, ch. Ill, Sec. A., par. 9, IV.

13. See W. N. Hadsel, “The Ruhr: Object of Allied Rivalries,”
Foreign Policy Report, September 15, 1946, p. 165.
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tablishing a functioning western German economy
will be most serious.

THE LEVEL OF INDUSTRY

It is the original^^^^Ind^gy^grcemmt, ar-

rived at through Allied Control Council negotia-

tions on March 28, 1946 in conformity with direc-

tions given at Potsdam, that stands forth most
clearly in the public mind as the exemplification

of the Morgenthau influence in German policy.

This agreement, it is true, ’aimed at a very low
level of industrial production in Germany, ap-

proximately 55 per cent of 1938. It must not be
forgotten, however, that the agreement on produc-

tion capacities was conditioned on the fulfillment

of certain assumptions. These assumptions were:

(1) that the German population, after all transfers

had been completed, Would total about 66,500,000;

(2) that the territory embraced by the German
frontiers would be the territory occupied by the

victorious powers, exclusive of Poland, at the time

of the Potsdam conference; (3) that German ex-

ports envisaged in the agreement would find for-

eign markets.

None of these assumptions has been or will be

fulfilled. It is clear now that the population of Ger-

many will not bef less than 70,060,000, Both fhe
United States and Britain have indicated their sup-

,
port of the French claim to the detachment of the

Saar territory on condition that the level of Ger-
many’s permitted industry be raised to compensate
for the loss of Saar facilities. Finally, it is becoming
abundantly clear that the foreign demand for Ger-
man products, at least in the foreseeable future,

will be for the heavy items that composed Ger-
many’s pre-war stock in trade rather than for the

toys, ceramics, and textiles- contemplated by the

level-of-industry plan.

For all these reasons the industrial capacity to be
left in Germany would have to be increased to con-

form to the Potsdam standards. But there are other

reasons also. The initial level-of-industry agreement,

although an extremely difficult piece of negotia-

tion, was from a technical point of view a hit-and-

miss affair. Frequendy the solution for a particular

industry was to take the four estimates of capa-

city submitted by the four Allied representatives,

add the capacities, and divide by four. The result

is the existence of serious* inconsistencies in the

plan. The provision of electrical generating capa-

city is inadequate to satisfy the requirements of

the plan. This is also true of certain heavy chem-
icals including fertilizers and, probably, also of

iron and steel. Consequendy the level-of-industry

agreement would have to be revised merely to

permit the attainment of Potsdam standards.

When the new level-of-industry agreement, an-

nounced from London on August 28, 1947, was
under preparation the negotiators had to bear in

mind not only all the considerations mentioned
above, but others as well. Implicit in the Potsdam
setdement was the principle that none of the four

occupying powers would remove from their zone

industrial capacity in excess of such quantities as

were compatible with the plan for Germany as a

whole. Although the U.S.S.R. has never been will-

ing to state the amount of its removals, there is

apparently substantial evidence that in certain cate-

gories these removals have been excessive. If this is

so, standards envisaged at Potsdam could only be

attained by retaining compensating capacity in the

rest of Germany.

It is not known to what extent the negotiators

of the new level-of-industry took Russian removals

into account; nor is it known to what extent and
how these negotiators attempted to prepare for the

contingency of a possible partition of Germany.
Consequently it is extremely difficult to form a

judgment on the question whether the new level

of industry for the British and American zones is

or is not compatible with the Potsdam agreement.

But the fact that ^t is substantially higher^ than the

initial level-of-industry does not mean that it is

necessarily incompatible.

THE^pEPARATIONS DILEMMA

Although the primary purpose of the original

American reparations program, was to accomplish

economic disarmament by the removal of capital

equipment from Germany, there were in fact two
other purposes: to provide reparations for the coun-

tries devastated by Germany; and to make certain

that the standard of living in Germany would be

no higher than the average of other European
countries. The United States, as indicated above,

has by now practically abandoned economic dis-

armament as' an objective, and such concern as we
have for the standard of living in Germany is

rather to raise it than to hold it down. There re-*

mains the problem of reparations for the sake of

reparations.

At Potsdam, the victorious powers agreed to a.

program of reparations in the form of capital re-

movals. Although nothing was said about current

output, the language of Potsdam makes it fairly

clear that reparations in this form are excluded,

at least until German exports have become suffi-

cient to pay for necessary imports. No provisions

of the Potsdam protocol have occasioned as much
dispute as the reparations provisions and, among
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the economic terms, there are none on which the

differences among the powers appear to be as

great. The U.S.S.R; has reiterated its claims, ad-

vanced by Stalin at Yalta, to fio billion in repara-

tions which, i£ the Yalta formula was followed,

would mean a total of $20 billion in reparations

for all countries. Since the value of capital re-

movals, even under the original level-of-industry

agreement, would not exceed $3 billion, the Rus-
sian claim—if it is possible of achievement at all

—

would mean systematic exploitation of the German
economy for reparations purposes for a very long

period of time.*

The American interpretation of Potsdam, on the

other hand, limits reparations to the removal of

capital equipment or, in any case, holds that repa-

rations from current output could only be provided

after Germany has become self-sufficient at the

Potsdam standard of living. Since Germany is far

from being self-sufficient and since the present

standard of living falls far short of that contem-

plated at Potsdam, .it would be a very long time

before reparations from current output would be

practical.

At Moscow the United States made a small con-

cession in the direction p£ reparations from current

output. In return for an agreement to raise the

level-of-industry, the -United States delegation an-

nounced its willingness to consider reparations

from current output to the value of the plant and
equipment which would have been available but

which becomes no longer available with the in-

crease in the level-of-industry to be permitted in

Germany.14 Reparations deliveries from current

output, however, would not begin until German
exports are sufficient not only to pay for current

output but to pay, as a prior charge, costs of occu-

pation and relief incurred by occupying powers.

Reviewing the most important economic pro-

visions of Potsdam concerning the treatment of

Germany as an economic unit, the level of per-

mitted industry, and reparations, we have seen that,

despite the change in American public and official

opinion regarding a proper settlement in Germany,

the economic provisions of Potsdam, at least on the

basis of the American interpretation, are probably

not seriously incompatible with such a settlement.

Consequently, we may expect the American' dele-

gation at the London Council of Foreign Ministers

to show the same support for the Potsdam agree-

ment that it displayed at Moscow.

14. “Moscow Meeting of the Council ^of Foreign Ministers,”

Statement on Reparations by the Secretary of State, Department
of State Bulletin, April 13, 1947, pp. 652-53.

ATTITUDE OF RUSSIA

Although the United States, for reasons discussed

above, would probably be well satisfied to accept

a settlement on Germany essentially along lines en-

visaged at Potsdam, the prospects for such a settle-

ment do not appear to be bright.

At Moscow, the cleavage between the U.S.S.R.

on the one hand, and Britain and the United States

on the other, was even wider than it appeared to

be at Potsdam. The U.S.S.R. delegation at Moscow
advanced claims that were not only unacceptable

to the other powers, but were known in advance

to be unacceptable. Russia demanded that Britain

and the United States abandon forthwith their

bizonal operation in Germany 'which had been

adopted only because the possibility of joining the

four zones seemed to recede ever further into the

distance. Foreign Minister Molotov advocated four-

power control of the Ruhr although, with eco-

nomic unification, the U.S.S.R. could at any time

share in the control not only of Ruhr resources,

but of all resources in Germany. It was announced

at Moscow that the Soviet government regarded

the satisfaction of its claim to $10 billion in repara-

tions as an absolute condition to Russian agree-

ment on other aspects of the^German settlement.

Moreover, the Recalcitrance of She SoViet delegation

was as marked on other economic and political is-

sues as on these here cited.

The Soviet Union did not seek agreement on

Germany at -the Moscow conference, and it is an

interesting question why this was so. Two possible

explanations may be offered.15 According to the*

first, the Moscow conference represented simply

another example of Soviet tactics in negotiation

which are by now all too familiar. The negotiation

of peace treaties with Germany's satellites required

fifteen months largely because the Soviet negotia-

tors, through a long process of testing the firmness

of initial positions taken by the other powers,

maintained their extreme claims till near the end.

It is possible that the German settlement presents

another case in point. If so, it may be that conces-

sions will be made in London in November or* if

not in London, at some subsequent meeting of the

Council of Foreign Ministers.

The second explanation of failure at Moscow is

in terms of a possible Soviet estimate of its own
bargaining position. The U.S.S.R. may not have

sought agreement because it considered that the

probable course of events favored delay. Within a

relatively short period of time, the Russian position

in Eastern Europe may be consolidated, and eco-

15. Cf. E. S. Mason, “Reflections on the Moscow Conference,”

International Organization , September 1947, p. 475-87,
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nomic disintegration in Western Europe may work
in a manner favorable to an increase in Soviet

power and prestige." The long anticipated depres-

sion in the United States may actually occur, with

a consequent enhancement of American isolation-

ist tendencies. Over and above these short-term

considerations is the well-known Soviet conviction

that the tide of events is running definitely against

the capitalist democracies and in favor of the spread

of communism. Under these circumstances, why
make concessions when time will produce the de-

sired results?

If the first explanation of failure at Moscow is

correct, there is still hope in negotiation. If the

second is correct, the only fruitful course of action

for the United States is to attempt to bring about

a course of events favorable to us. It is entirely

possible, of course, that each explanation contains

an element of truth. Here we, are concerned with

the practical possibilities of negotiation.

WHAT CONCESSIONS COULD U.S. MAKE?
‘When the Council of Foreign Ministers meets

in November, it seems quite probable that the posi-

tions taken by the four powers in Moscow will be

reiterated. Are there any economic concessions by
means of which the United Spates relight* facilitate

agreement on the {assumption that the Soviet

Union wants to agree? While concessions might
be made on a number of relatively minor issues,

such as a special regime for the Ruhr, the treat-

ment of Soviet property acquisitions in Germany,
the details of a financial plan for Germany and
other matters, the one great and overriding eco-

nomic difference between Britain and the United

States on the one hand, and the Soviet Union on
the other concerns reparations. On this issue the

French o'ccupy an intermediate position.

Although space does not permit an adequate ex-

amination of the reparations question, it must be

emphasized that there are very serious limitations

to the possibilities of American concessions. The
United States already carries a heavy relief burden
in Germany and will in all probability have to as-

sume that now borne by the British. T° saddle

Germany with an obligation to pay reparations

from current output would gready increase that

burden. If the obligation is postponed until Ger-

many becomes self-supporting, a number of years

will elapse. If then the obligation is assumed, it

can -hardly be enforced without the maintenance
of occupation troops in Germany for the duration

of the reparations claims. Finally, it is difficult to

imagine any undertaking more likely to prove a

constant source of friction among occupying pow-

ers than the administration of a program of repa-

rations from current output.

For these reasons and others, it seems probable

that, if agreement is to be reached on this most
seriously contested economic issue now dividing

the four powers immediately concerned with a

German setdement, the major concessions will have

to come from the U.S.S.R.

MARSHALL PLAN AND GERMAN ECONOMY

If .the second explanation of failure at Moscow is

correct, the only practicable course of action open

to the United States is to attempt to bring about a

change in that current of events on which the

Soviet forecast would seem to be based. The for-

eign aid program now under discussion, the so-

called Marshall plan, is an attempt to do precisely

that in Western Europe, and in this program our

policy toward Germany has an important role

to play.

It is a policy obviously fraught with difficulties

both political and economic which lie beyond the

scope of this report. In general, however, it

may be said that a wise policy will aim at a Ger-

man recovery, within the broader context* of Euro-

pean recovery as a jwholevby treasures ^hicji (a)^

leave open as far as possible the door to eventual

accommodation with the Soviet Union in Ger-

many and elsewhere, and (b) pay due attention to

the long-range security preoccupation of Western

Europe, particularly of France, concerning dangers

of a highly industrialized and ‘aggressive Germany.

The British and American governments came to

the conclusion soon after Moscow that, whether

agreement on a German settlement could or .could

not be secured, the level of permitted industry in

their two western zones had to be settled in the

very near future. If production in Germany was to

recover, the Germans must know what facilities

were going to be available. The settlement of this

question was necessary also in order to resume the

flow of reparations deliveries to claimant countries

both east and west. It* was recognized, moreover,

. that the longer the decision was postponed, the

more difficult it would become to carry out a pro-

gram of capital removal.

The new level-of-industry agreement was nego-

tiated with all these considerations in mind and an-

nounced on July 15, 1947. The industrial capacities

to be retained in Germany were obviously deter-

mined on the basis of economic considerations. A
self-supporting Germany capable of contributing

to the recovery and prosperity of an interdependent

European economy was the primary objective. The
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French have protested strongly against this new
level of permitted industry on security and other

'grounds. The new agreement will also drastically

curtail the supplies of capital equipment available

for reparations deliveries.

New decisions will have to be made on both the

security and the reparations questions, but it is

difficult to see how these decisions can be taken

until it becomes clear whether Germany is to be

united or to continue partitioned. If the three west-

ern zones have to be constituted as a western

Germany, the total population will be approxi-

mately 48,000,000 rather than the 70,000,000 of a

united Germany. This in itself significantly changes

the magnitude of the security problem, although

it by no means relieves the Western powers of the
7

necessity of finding a solution. The prospects of

reparations .from current output for the Western

claimants will be seriously affected, by the much
greater difficulty of developing any sort of export

surplus from the misshapen and mangled western

Germany.

Pending the solution of these problems, it must

N^be recognized that the immediate limitation on

further industrial recovery in the whole of Western

' *
J > Cv

j
/ A

Europe, including Germany, is the shortage of

food, fuel, and raw materials. In so far as the

United States has influence on the allocations of

commodities in short supply—and that influence is

admittedly large—our preoccupation should be not

with recovery in Germany or any other particular

country, but with allocation that will promote re-

covery in the whole of the area covered by our

foreign aid program. It would be possible for the

United States, by concentrating attention on Ger-

many and, in particular, by diverting a niaximum

of the Ruhr coal output to German use, to cut our

costs in Germany. On* the other hand,, the slow-

ing down of recovery elsewhere would merely in-

crease the demand in other countries for Ameri-

can aid. It would also be possible, by diverting a

maximum of Ruhr coal output to export, to pro-

mote recovery outside of Germany^and'lessen-the

demand for United States aid. This, however,

would certainly increase the already heavy cost

of relief and occupation in Germany.

Unless and until we can secure Soviet coopera-

tion in a German settlement, our policy toward

Germany will have to be shaped within the con-

text of the current foreign aid program for West-

ern Europe.

h * i ( f . \
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Cleveland’s Foreign Affairs Council. An edu-
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Asia, and participate in a collective world
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real reason for the revolt of Italy, Germany,
and Japan was their fear of being cut off by
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costs involved. * American Academy of Political and Social Sci-
In September 1940 Emeny was asked by

cl
!
ce* the Council on Foreign Relations, the In-

Wendell Willkie, then making his nation-wide
stltute of Pacific Relations (of which he be-

campaign tour as a Presidential candidate, to
a er .°^ the board Of directors in

join his train party as adviser on foreign pol-
*

• *
i

th<
?
A<?dem-V of Political Science,

icy. In the next few months, Emehy, in 5e
J
s n° a mend3er the National Foreign

soeeches before the Fnreio-n a,, Jj!adP Council and, serves, on the. board of .thi

s —.7 *» .tu cu-
Iist the support of .one hundred thousand Amer-

cago, December 27, 1940), urged a neuttal for- 5® f
s and ^Cleveland Museum .of-Natural

eign policy for the United States, for he felt f!
he American Geographical Society,

that. American participation in the war could $L Reserve Historical Society, the
not be justified unless the United States in

American S(Xiety of Metals, the American So-
*~ded to remain the dominant nower

pubhcAdministration, and the Latin-tended to remain the dominant power in' Eurone A
iety

• w
c Administration, and the Latin-

and Asia after the war. rZ American Economic Institute of New York.
* . jwwci ill JiUrupe

and Asia after the war. The political scientist
.did. not. oppose the policy of- aid- to the-AHies
which was supported by large sections of the
American population, That these policies might
lead to war, Emeny felt, was not realized by
most of its adherents. . :

•
J

Emeny’s Vifews on postwar policy and' eon-
mtions...were—expressed—m~ Mmtuprims~r

c>fWorld Poit tcs, which was published by the
Foreign Policy Association in 1943. The des-
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ies°might
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aiizS bv f/'
R?te7- a”d City, of Cleveland;anzed by the.Metropohtan. and Chevy -Chase, of - Wash- ~ - k
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Sand con- of New York By his marriage in 1023 ^
TZTJu
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phine. Time's description of Emeny is “slen-
der” and “dark-haired.”
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: b. c/o The Washington Post, 1337 E
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St, N.W., Washington, D.C.
* A veteran newspaperman whose articles on
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have brought him renown in the field of jour-
nalism, Edward T. Folliard of the Washington
Post in May 1947 won a Pulitzer Prize for
his

^
distmguished example of telegraphic re-'

porting on national affairs.” The award was
•

s
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r*cs articles, printed in December
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ance of so strange and sinister a phenomenon” EDW’AHD t. folmakd
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cause it is said tw fVJL °H0m,'
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wither oririnatS 52? it
Washington s bad continues to write). His qualifications for this

venna- Edwfrd
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-WILL U.S. ADAPT POLICY TO CHANGiNG TRENDS !N EUROPE?-
rTnHE debates of the Council of Foreign Ministers

in London, which adjourned abruptly on De-
cember 15, resembled a curtain briefly lowered
while significant scene-shifting was rapidly effected

by the.Big Four. It is as yet too early to pass judg-

ment on some of the historic shifts of the past week,

but the following underlying trends should be noted:

1. Readjustments in France and Italy. The dan-

ger of prolonged strikes, ‘possibly degenerating into

civil war, with which French and Italian Commu-
nists, excluded from the cabinets of their respective

countries, had challenged the governments of MRP
Premier Robert Schuman and Christian Democratic
Premier Alcide de Gasperi, has for the time being

abated. The period of intense ferment revealed

three important factors which are bound to affect the

future course of events in France and Italy. First,

a majority of workers appear weary of industrial

unrest, and suspect the political motives of Com-
munist strike-leaders. Second, the governments of

^-aiice and Italy, although severely strained by re-

irring crises, -have sufficient strength, and enjoy

sufficient public support, to resist strike threats with-

out resort to violence and without submission to pres-

sure from the extreme Right. And third, it is now
generally recognized that in countries plagued by
mounting inflation, unrestrained black markets, and
precarious reconstruction, workers have legitimate

grievances which must not be confused with Com-
munist propaganda, and must be corrected by ad-

justments in production and prices.

Following settlement of the Rome strike, Premier

de Gasperi on December 14 broadened his cabinet

by inclusion of Republicans and right-wing Social-

ists Significant among changes in the cabinet are

the appointment of Randolfo Pacciardi, a Republican
~~jho fought Franco in the Spanish civil war, as second

O Contents of U;is BULLETIN may be reprinted wh

Vice-Premier, and of Guiseppe Saragat, leader of /-

right-wing Socialists, as third Vice-Premier; another-
;

right-wing Socialist, Roberto Tremelloni, has been- i~'

named to the key post of Minister of Industry and^-;

'

Commerce. In Paris on December 12 Rene Mayer, r

Minister of Finance, announced that he was con-; -
*

suiting leaders of labor and management concern-J

ing the government's proposed economic program^ .

which is reported to include increased supplies :

food for city workers, a decision by the cabinet

to borrow further from the Bank of France, an<L\

hope that food prices can be held at least at

present levels by increasing imports. Meanwhile, f
Brussels, Socialist Premier and Foreign Minister

Paul-Henri Spaak, regarded as one of the ablest;

political leaders in Europe, stated to an American ^
^

correspondent that "the only answer to communismyo'^
now is socialism—not reaction.”

2. US. Acknowledges Role of Socialism. The first

official indication that the United States is a^are
;

of

this fact *ln Europe,' and will no longer j^ffiit Lo

A/?
For background information on questions of immedi-
ate concerts to the Unitecf States

,
read the following
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foreign policy to be overshadowed by fear of social-

ism, was given by Secretary of State Marshall in

London on December 12 at the Pilgrims’ dinner,

when he said that the difference between Britain’s

Socialist economy and United States capitalism offers

"no serious difficulties” to continued development

of "close and even fraternal relationship” between

the two countries. Hitherto there had been increas-

ing danger that, in its efforts to check Russia and

communism, the United States, by confusing social-

ism with communism, and by identifying democracy

exclusively with free private enterprise of the Amer-

ican type, would find itself associated in the eyes

of the world with reactionary forces everywhere, at

incalculable risk to its prestige and influence. Had
the American government made its position with

respect to the need for social and economic reforms

in postwar Europe clear when the war drew to a

closed as urged by many observers,* the situation on

the continent, and the condition of Russo-American

relations, might be. profoundly different today. The

important thing now is for the United States to

' keep on understanding that demands for social and

economic reforms are not all inspired by Communist

propaganda, and that institutions of political liberty

' will have a chance to flourish in other countries only

;if they can emerge from the morass of war-created

misery. It is in this connection that the Eurbpean Re-

covery Program assumes particular importance.

: 3 . France and Britain Hold Balance Between U.S.

and US.S.R. The threatened strikes in Prance accel-

erated the process, already under way since the

Moscow conference of last spring, by which Foreign

Minister Bidault was gradually loosening the ties

J formed with Russia in the immediate post-war period,

chiefly by General de Gaulle, and drawing closer

to the Western powers. France’s post-war rapproche-

ment with Russia resulted from its- traditional effort

to balance off German pressure on France by a Rus-

sian pledge of pressure on Germany. To the extent

that the United States and Britain can hold out-the

promise of long-term protection to the French

against the re-emergence of Germany as a military

power, France will be less in need of Russian-safe-

guards.

Meanwhile, Britain has given many indications

that it is not prepared to go as far as the United

States in opposing Russia and the Russian-oriented

countries of Eastern Europe. On December 11 the

youthful British Minister of the Board of Trade,

J.
Harold Wilson, announced that he had arranged

a trade agreement with the Soviet government pro-

viding for exchange, on a barter basis, of Russian

, barley, corn and oats for British electrical machinery

and tools. In this connection it should also be noted

See "U.S. Policy In Europe,” Foreign Policy Reports, January 15, 1946,

*
that, contrary to the policy followed by the United

States of withholding financial aid from Eastern

European countries friendly to the U.S.S.R., former

Premier Mikolajczyk, in a speech on December 12

to the Overseas Writers Club in Washington, urged

economic aid to Poland as a check on communism

in that nation. Meanwhile, in spite of demands from

Republican, circles for cessation of shipments of

American goods to Russia, the Administration has

taken the view that such shipments should be con-

tinued. This view is strongly, supported by Hanson

Baldwin of the New York Times, who has pointed

out that the United States benefits more than Russia

by the present trade between the two countries, since

we import from the U.S.S.R. certam scarce strategic ’ ..

materials, notably manganese, chrome an^- platinum.

4. US. Emphasizes Policy of Intervention, In addi-

tion to acknowledging the role of socialism in nix-

rope, the United States has also recognizes! the need

for continued, as contrasted with spasmodic, inter—

ygjition ia European affairs. Coincident with the

withdrawal on December 14 of the last remaining

American troops from Italy, as provided by the
'

Italian peace treaty. President Truman stated on

December 13 that "this country continues its inter-

est in the preservation of a free and independent

Italy.” The statement went on: "If, in the course of

events, it becomes apparent that the freedom and

independence of Italy upon which the peace settle-

ment is 'based, are being threatened directly or in-

directly, the United States, as a signatory of the

peace treaty and as a member of the United Nations,

will be obliged to consider what measures would be

appropriate for the maintenance of peace and se-

curity.”

Some observers, both here and in Italy, believe

• -that the position of the United' States in the months

ahead would have been far stronger had the Ameri-

can- government urged United Nations protection

for Italy, even though Italy is not yet a member of

the UN. Others are proposing a regional security

agreement for southern Europe within the frame-

work of the UN Charter. While the United States

has taken a long step away from its traditional pol-

icy of nonintervention, it is still at the half-way stage

of preferring unilateral national intervention as in

Greece, and conceivably in Italy, to intervention

through the organs of the UN. Hitherto, Russia’s-

veto power in the Security Council has been re-

garded as an insuperable obstacle to the adoption of

international measures of security. This question,

however, calls for intensive study. For the danger

might arise that disinclination to argue with Russia

in the UN might drive the United States to rely on

unilateral measures which, in turn, become an easy

target for Communis*, propaganda. The Soviet gov-
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ernment, It should be noted, has announced that, in
accordance with the Bulgarian peace treaty, Russian
troops were withdrawn from Bulgaria on Decem-
ber 14.

5. Devaluation in Russia. That Russia, too, is not
immune from the strains and stresses of post-war
recovery was indicated on December 14, when the
Soviet government announced a triple-barreled pro-
gram of currency devaluation, termination of ration-
ing, and introduction of a single-price system with
reduction of prices for- bread, cereals and beer. In-
flationary tendencies had been apparent for some
time in the Soviet economy.* The Kremlin now un-
dertakes to combat these tendencies by three prin-

,, ,
PP^^^^sures. The ruble (which is not quoted on
foreign exchanges) has been drastically devalued.
On a cash basis one new ruble will be given for ten

.^M,,onessOii savings accounts and deposits, however,
the rate will\be one-for-one on the first 3,000 rubles,

.Jwo^new-rubles for three old ones on the next 7,000,
and one new one for two of the old on all accounts
above 10,000. Rationing of foodstuffs and industrial

consumer goods has been terminated— a measure
facilitated by an unusually good crop last summer
and by some improvement in the output of consumer
goods, notably by cooperatives. The two-price sys-

tem which has been in effect for several years, with
low prices (raised in September 1946) on rationed
goods, and high prices oxr unrationed items sold
through government commercial stores or in the free

market by individual peasant producers and coopera-

Internal Economic Problems/’ Foreign Policy Reports,*See "Russia’s
July 1, 1947.

F.P.A. BOOKSHEL
Gandhi and Stalin: Two Signs at the World3

s Crossroads^
by Louis Fischer. New York, Harper, 1947. §2.50

A well-known correspondent, who has intimate knowl-
edge of both Russia and India, feeling that the crisis of
our times is essentially moral, believes that the philosophy
of Gandhi offers a practicable alternative to the doctrines
and practices of the Soviet government. Little considera-
tion, however, is given to comparison of conditions in
Russia and India.

Recognition in International Law, by H. Lauterpacht.
Cambridge, England, Cambridge University Press, 1947.
$5.50

A full treatment of the legal aspects of recognition of
states and governments and of the status of belligerency
considered against the background of recent diplomatic
practice.

White's Political Dictionai'y, by Wilbur W. White. New
York, World Publishing, 1947. .$3.50

Written by a political scientist, this is a concise yet au-
thoritative guide for the layman.

tives, has been abandoned in favor of a "unified com-
mercial price.” The government, however, will corf^
tinue to control retail prices, and there will be
different price ‘scales for urban and rural .areas, with
advantages for the former, as well as ' for three
different geographic zones, with advantages for the
devastated regions. The immediate effect of price

;

changes may mean at least temporarily higher prices

for some items previously rationed. But prices for
bread and flour will be reduced by 12 per cent, and
those for cereals, macaroni and beer by 10 per cent.

Four points are particularly stressed in the Soviet

decree: (l) that the sacrifice asked of, Soviet citizens

is "the last sacrifice” resulting from World War II

which the country will be asked to bear; (2) that

devaluation will end the activities of "speculators”;

(3) that readjustment in prices will mean an increase
in real wages for workers and employes; and (4)
that the U.S.S.R., in spite of deflationary measures,

does not have "and will not have; unemployment.”
This last point will unquestionably receive marked
attention in Soviet propaganda.

It becomes increasingly apparent that the con-

troversy between the United States and Russia is

not only a conflict over ideologies, but a very concrete

debate about the practical measures that can be taken
in the post-war world to prevent economic crises

and improve economic ,and social conditions. In this

debate the issues are not all black and white. As con-

ditions in most European countries indicate, different

mixtures of economic ideas and practices are needed
to fit diverse conditions. XTv, ,, ^Vera Micheles Dean

Democracy m the Dominions
, by Alexander Brady. Toronto,

Canada, University of Toronto Press, 1947. $4.25

An original study of the emergence of democratic govern-
ment in Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
This book is a useful comparative analysis of the growth of
self-rule in each country, showing that geography# history
and race, among many diverse factors, have combined in
each case to produce a government and social structure
different from that in the other nations, yet related by ad-
herence (although not fully in South Africa) to the institu-

tions and concepts of democracy derived from Britain.

Canada, by Edgar Mclnnis. New York, Rinehart, „ 1947.
$5.00

A full-scale history of the oldest of the British Do-
minions,

^
fronj the colonial era. through World War II,

written mainly for use as a college text.

Italy, by Elizabeth Wiskemann. New York, Oxford Uni-
versity, 1947. §1.75

A valuable addition to “The World To-Day” series writ-
ten with sympathetic understanding yet with a historian's
perception of reality.
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PUBLIC OPINION REMAINS DIVIDED ON MARSHALL PROGRAM
\ «Now that the Capitol has almost completed action

[,$>% the bill authorizing wintertime relief for France,

f Italy, Austria, and China, Washington is interested

}

above all. in the reception which the Eightieth

!
Congress will give to the European Recovery Pro-

's
gram when it convenes in January. American opin-

|
ion remains so divided that the friends of the pro-

i gram lack the strength necessary to persuade a

i majority of members of Congress to demand its

j immediate enactment in a workable form. The Ad-

j

ministration apparently will face not only direct
'

'Congressional opposition but also lethal amendments

;
offered by members professedly in favor of the pro-

j
gram—amendments- that would forbid distribution

]
of recovery funds to governments committed to a

\
policy of nationalization, forbid recipient govern-

1 ments to pass American goods or the fruit of

i
those goods on to Eastern European countries, give

|

China a share in the program at the expense of Eu-

j rope, and reduce the expenditures to the point of

j

meaninglessness.

|

PUBLIC OPINION ' VARIES. An impressive

1
source of cheer for the Administration is the indica-

\
tion given by important, business and labor organ-

j

izations that they would support a plan calling for

. extensive United States expenditures to promote the

i rehabilitation of European economy. The directors

j
of the United States Chamber of Commerce, the

Commerce and Industry Association of New York

i City, the Investment Bankers Association, the Amer-

|

ican Federation of Labor, and the Congress of In-

i’ dustrial Organizations are outstanding among the

;
croups that have endorsed the recovery program,

j
Industrialist Roy W. Gifford, Chairman of the Borg-

I

Warner International Corporation, has made the

j
novel suggestion that American manufacturers es-

Y tablish an Industrial Council for European Aid to

! assist in rebuilding and overhauling the European

i econojpic machinery. Going beyond simple approba-

j

tion, the C.I.O. has evangelized for. the program in

I Europe. James B. Carey, secretary-treasurer, per-

I
suaded the executive bureau of the World Federa-

|

tion of Trade Unions, meeting in Paris recentH t»

j
send out commendatory information about the pio-

,
gram to the labor movements in the 63 .countries

affiliated with the federation, which the Soviet

j
Union, hostile to the program, helped to establish.

Nevertheless, some strong business and labor

groups oppose the program. Not all C.I.O. member
, unions support the stand of the parent organiza-

tion. In November the international executive board

of the Fur and Leather Workers, for instance, con-

demned the recovery proposal as "a scheme of the

big business trust ... to extend their domination

over the economic and political life of other na-

tions.” The international section Of the New York

Board of Trade expressed concern last month that

the program might cause the extinction of a number

of small traders.

; The National Association of Manufacturers, most

,
important among the organizations taking a nega-

tive approach to the program, hedged its endorse-

ment on November 10 with two conditions AV’LicIv

could render the program fruitless. The N.A.M. de-

manded "that participating nations evidence -their

intent to stabilize their currencies, balance budgets,

and place fiscal policies on a sound basis; . . . that

during the period of economic aid the countries

should not undertake further nationalization projects,

or initiate projects which have the effect of destroy-

ing or impairing private competitive enterprise.”

Since existing unbalanced budgets and evidence of

unsound fiscal policy abroad reflect rather than cre-

ate the economic disorder which the recovery pro-

gram is designed to eliminate, the N.A.M. condi-

tions cannot in effect be satisfied.

PARTY PROBLEMS. The Congressional decision

between those conflicting opinions depends, primar-

ily on the attitude and strength of Robert A. Taft,

Republican, of Ohio, chairman of his party’s steering

committee in the Senate. The key to Taft’s present

stand is his address to the Ohio Society of
1 -r v

York on November 10, when he said that ai •

Europe in the amounts proposed by Secretai

State George C. Marshall—$18,000,000,000 to v~

000,000,000 over a four-year period—would menace

domestic economic stability and encourage European

governments to follow unsound policies. Henry A.

Wallace, an outspoken opponent
-

of the recovery

program, said in Buffalo on December 11 that he

would prefer Taft to Truman for President because

the former would change the country’s foreign pol-

icy. Later, however, Wallace explained that he had

in mind Taft’s opposition to universal military train-

ing. The hostility of Representative Charles Halleck
‘ of Indiana, Republican leader in the House, toward

the program is another impediment for the Admin-

istration in the coming debate. But many leading

Republicans, including Governor Thomas E. Dewey

of New York, have endorsed the ERP.

Blair. Bolles



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ESSENTIAL TO HEMISPHERE SECURUV

AS a result of the decisions made on August 22 Cuba, he protested that economic pressure was being

by the steering committee o£ the Inter-American unfairly applied to force the collection of private

Defense Conference at Petropolis, Brazil, hemi- debts. However, before approving this legislation on

Spheric economic problems will not be on the agenda August 8, President Truman sought the opinion of

of the parley. Delegates of the twenty-one Ameri- Secretary Marshall, who advised that it is quite

can Republics will liniit their deliberations to draft- incorrect to interpret this section as an unfriendly

ing the treaty of mutual defense contemplated in act,” and that there was no intention to substitute

the 1945 Act of Chapultepec. Addressing the con- for or replace the orderly processes of settling dif-
,

ference for the first time on August 20, Secretary of ferences, including international arbitration.

State Marshall reiterated the position of the United . In the steering committee session on August 22, g

States when he observed that "our concern is with the Cuban delegate stated his government had ac- _

mutual defense and security.” In response to this cepted Secretary Marshall’s interpretation and was^

plea, the committee rejected by a vote of fifteen to prepared to drop the matter. But, supported by Bo-

five the efforts of Dr. Guillermo Belt, chief Cuban livia, Guatemala, Ecuador and Venezuela, Dr. Belt

delegate, to bring up the issue of economic aggres- voted in favor of the proposal to discuss the issue

sion. It also agreed, this time unanimously, that pqst-
,

of economic aggression. A precedent was involved,

w£r Latin American economic difficulties should be;* he said, for one country might without warning a er

considered at a special conference in the second half a quota with serious damage to the other party. Ad-

of 1948
‘ ’ mittedly, such a risk exists where quantitative trade

. By excluding economic issues, the conference has controls are used, and it is for this reason that the

simplified its task, which in any event will be highly . United States has sought a ban on the device-firths

complicated. Yet the fact remains that, in the past, proposed International Tirade Organization charter,

fhtpntg and acts of aggression have often been eco- Given the uneven economic development of nations,

•nomic in character. Thus, German penetration of the inequality in^th^ir ba^a^in^ has been ac-

economy of southeastern Europe before 1939 was in

effect "l bloodless war.”
‘ POLICY?

PROBLEM OF ECONOMIC AGGRESSION.
.

No- 62

In proposing that the hemispheric defense treaty REOScAKiZATION OF THE STATE
include a ban on threats and attacks of an eco- n M3|ARTMENT>
nomic character, Dr. Belt, who is also Cuban Am- Foreign 15, 1947

. bassador to Washington, stated that he was mo-
Today, as the^^^ffpian beg

tivated by a clause contained in Section 202E of the Europe and thp laired Sites, it i

United States Sugar Act of 1948. This clause pro- ever fo^Amerl^i^iJfe^to knov

vides that supplemental import quotas on sugar may foreign policy is/rpade. Sijpy gro

to withdraWf fom nates which have denied "fair
, ^

and. equitable treatment to American citizens or
indispensable as bc^oeground mate]

business. Since epctra quotas were given only to S_

\ Contents of this BULLETIN may be reprinted with credit to the Foreign Policy Association .
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Today, as th

Europe and thj

ever fo^AmerlSan begins to take shape in

es, it is more urgent than

j know how this country’sever for American&t^^to know how this country’s

foreign policy is/iptde. Sta3y groups will find these

two publication/preparpd'oy Blair Bolles, director of

the Foreign Policy A^ociation’s Washington Bureau,

indispensable as b^Qcground material.
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centuated; but in the absence cTa world authority
to control completely the trade of all countries, the
proposed ITO is the best system thus far devised to
protect weaker national units.

EUROPE’S REVIVAL AND THE AMERICAS.
Such progress as the twenty Latin American Re-
publics can make in developing a more balanced
and integrated economy will unquestionably strength-
en their bargaining power, and at the same time
reinforce the system of regional security which is
being worked out at the conference. For the pres-
ent, however, not much assistance can be expected
from the United States. As Secretary Marshall
reminded the delegates on August 20, this country
has already 'assumed unusually heavy burdens in a
determined effort to meet the minimum economic

Problems of the Western Hemisphere are not thereby
being ignored, for "the economic rehabilitation of
Europe is vital to the economy of, this hemisphere.”
The importance to Latin America of recovery in

Europe was graphically illustrated on August 20,
when suspension of convertibility of the pound ster-

ling into dollars was announced by Washington and
London. Since July 15, Argentina, Brazil and Uru-
guay have been permitted to obtain dollars in ex-
change for the sterling arising from their export sur-
plus with Britain; this they can no longer do. Ar-
gentina, whose import surplus from the United
States was at the annual rate of $436 million in the
Erst five months of 1947, faces a heavy drain on its

remaining gold mid dollar reserves. The Peron gov-

ernment, therefore, ceased issuing import licenses on
August 21, pending a study of the situation.

Except in the case of Cuba and Venezuela, re-

ported gold and exchange reserves of the American

Republics have been steadily declining in recent

months. Whereas in 1946 the total import surplus

in trade with the United States was $200 million,

it is now at an annual rate of $1.7 billion—a. figure

which does not include the dollars needed for freight

charges, debt servicing, etc. Export surpluses to other

areas are large; but they do not provide the con-

vertible exchange that the Republics want.

In short, Latin American trade with both the

United States and the rest of the world has become
distorted as a result of the war. Europe is buying

heavily from this hemisphere without being able to

export more "than a fraction of the pre-war volume.

The American Republics, in turn, are buying increas-

ingly large amounts of goods from the United States.

The over-all situation is one of transition, and in

that respect is a normal sequel to. the war. But with-

out a
,
prompt recovery of the productive capacity of

Europe, the process of readjustment will become
much more difficult for this hemisphere. An export

surplus to the devastated areas, which does not pro-

vide gold or convertible currencies, means that Latin

America’s excess of imports from the United States

must soon decline, lest remaining dollar reserves be

reduced to the danger point. For this reason many
countries have already adopted strict import controls.

Harold H. Hutcheson

COLONIAL POWERS COORDINATE POLICIES IN WEST AFRICA
ACCRA, GOLD COAST—-Opening the annual debate

on the colonial budget, Britain’s Secretary of State
for the Colonies,. A. Creech Jones, presented to
Parliament on July 29 a comprehensive report on
British colonial progress since the outbreak of war
'TA'l'939-'Here in West Africa, one of the most prom-
.isingj developments announced by Mr. Jones is the
inauguration, during the past two years, of regional
cooperation between Britain, France and Belgium.
This movement is a major step forward both in
colonial development and international cooperation.
STRATEGICROLE OFWEST AFRICA. In West

Africa, Britain holds four enclaves (the Gambia,
Sierra Leone, the. Gold Coast, and Nigeria) in a
great land mass under French sovereignty. The eco-
nomic and strategic importance of this area has re-

.

cently been somewhat forgotten because of publicity
given to two developments in East Africa: the ru-
mored project to transfer British bases from the
Mediterranean to East Africa, and the $100 million
socialized groundnuts (peanuts) plan for that re-

gion. The economic and strategic future of West
Africa, however, is a matter of grave concern to the

interested powers. A mission sent out by •the British

government left the Gambia for London on July 19
to recommend groundnut and sunflower oil seed

development projects in Nigeria, the Gold Coast

and the Gambia. Great air bases in Senegal, the

Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia, the.C ^ 'oast and
Nigeria have reduced their ""tiv* e the end
of the war but ior rapid expansion. The
United States is developing at Monrovia, the Li-

berian capital, a port which will have the largest

dock facilities between Gibraltar and Capetown.
Freetown, capital of Sierra Leone, has a natural har-

bor which at one time during the war held more than
250 ships. Officials in the Gambia hope that the fu-

ture development of the seaplane will make tbe
Gambia river a big air base.

War time construction of these air bases and har-

bor improvements brought to West Africa an influx

of men and money which set off ah inflationary spiral

that has more than doubled the price level. This eco-

nomic trend has greatly accelerated the pace of so-

cial and political change, a fact that is fully appreci-

ated by the most alert British and French officials.
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Tc them it seems imperative to tackle jointly the mendations for the improvement of telephone and

economic and social problems common to the whole postal communications, and for a better system of

transport regulations on the Niger River, which

flows through both British and French territory.

An atmosphere of complete harmony has reported-
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04 jof West Africa.

INTERNATIONAL COLONIAL PLANNING.

Planning toward this end has proceeded steadily for

two years. Officials in the British Colonial Office ty
characterized the four conferences thus far held,

have direct telephone connections now with French R was generally agreed that the UN specialized

colonial administrators in Paris, and London has agencies should be invited to send representatives

dose colonial contacts with Brussels through the to future conferences, But the long-range success of

Belgian Embassy in the British capital. Moreover, technical cooperation in West Africa will depend on

four international conferences on technical matters the maintenance of friendly political relations. In the

have already met. An Anglo-French veterinary con- p^t> France and Britain have come into frequent

ference at Dakar in May 1946 was Mowed in No- conflict on colonial issues, Their tee relations are

vember by a public health conference in Accra, which complicated by the perplexing attitude of the French

was attended also by delegates from Belgium and by Communists on colonial problems, and by the ex-

observers from Portugal and Liberia. In May 1947 tee of issues like the Ewe question in the trust

^

twownferences of importance met-simul^^^

an’ Anglo-French communications vP*P ;

-.P PP /"'f
:

Dakar, and a meeting in Paris to discusf; pv-V Vp
plan for tee meetings. ,The P^Pp.; ’
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20-23 are especially isr^ : ‘ £

an affair Detween Britain, Franc,,,., ... • ,v
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for eight technical conferences befy*

1950 on agriculture and soil conserv^^ - •
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BRITISH DOLLAR CRISIS HIGHLIGHTS ROLE OF US. LOAN AGEMC
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THE partition of Palestinewas agreed upon by the
'G-enerat-A-sSfembljr oh November 29 after a

bteictic week of, parliamentary maneuvers, adjourn-
ments, lobbying for votes, and last minute vote-
switching. With ten states abstaining and Siam absent
because of internal political conflicts, partition was
approved %y the unexpectedly large majority of 33
fPjl3, seven more than the requisite two-thirds ma-
jority. The Assembly’s decision is the first step in
creating three new political units in the small Holy
Eand; an independent Jewish state of 5,500 square
iffiles inhabited by 538,000 Jews and 397,000 Arabs;
ari:independent Arab state of 4,500 miles containing
SOffOOO Arabs and 10,000 Jews; and a UN trustee-
ship territory in the 289 square mile enclave of
Jerusalem in which 105,000 Arabs and 100,000 Jews

' ’

yWelL During‘;A,,i3r&hsitibh priod-wfiicli- ig'to

OctohSr: 1^-948,te£ari&ita$lah^vill be adminisi7"

QTiin*-
•Cilf’-By a^eiftieihbfer UM'c&mffiisslbh' Comprised ?-of

of^ales^rie are fo form
'an'^CGttOnfietmFpjn,And:ithetjewi^h' ahd Arab :

states
:&fi each to have an armed militia "sufficient in num- '

ber to maintain internal order and to prevent frontier
-clashes.” Provision is made for democratic institu-

tions and protection of minorities. British troops are>
to be withdrawn and the British mandate terminated

}

by August 1.

THE BALLOTING. Balloting on the partition
• proposal was marked by an air- of tense excitement
in the record crowd which packed the Assembly ball

Of the Big Five, the United States and the Soviet
Union supported partition throughout, Britain and
China consistently abstained, and France, fearful of
disturbances in its Arab dependencies, at the end re-

luctantly votec^es. Thirteen Latin American states

^ °fjfiisBULLETIN may be reprinted with credit to the Foreign Policy Association

9JAIH mm/

HINGES ON ARAB-JEWISH COOPERATION
approved the plan, six abstained, and Cuba alone
voted no. Yugoslavia abstained, reportedly because
of its Moslem minority but the rest of the- Slav bloc
joined the advocates of partition. The Western-Euro-
pean states and the older British Dominions, some of
which were at first inclined to abstain, cast an affirma-

tive vote, as did Liberia which at one time was ru-
mored to be in the opposing camp. In addition to
Cuba, the thirteen opponents of partition included
the six Arab members and six other states with Mos-
lem interests—Afghanistan, India, Iran, Pakistan,
Turkey and Greece.

During the last few days of debate, the United
'

States was attacked by both pro- and anti-partition-

ists, the former condemning Washington'for failing

- f i Give An FPA Membership
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membership is unlike any other gift..
" It appeals to the world-consciousness of the person
whoreceivesjn By giving a membership, in the Foreign
Policy Association, you share with your I’riends publica-
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Please fill in the coupon below, using" a separate «b»»f
for additional names. A Christmas card announcing
your gift will be sent to each recipient.
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of the Arabs will eventually induce then! to cooper-
to use pressure to line up votes for partition, and the

latter charging that the Administration was prevent-

ing a free vote by attempting to influence other states.

Some observers speculated that the late-hour switch

to partition by Haiti and the Philippines resulted

from American pressure, but no evidence is available

on this point.

ARAB OPPOSITION. When the final vote was
taken the six Arab delegations walked out of the

Assembly hall, serving notice that they would not

cooperate in the partition plan. Later that night they

issued a joint statement denying the legal right of

the UN to partition Palestine, and calling attention

to the fact that the states not supporting partition

included "all the nations of the East who are di-

rectly concerned in this matter and whose number

amounts to over one thousand million people.” In

Damascus, Syria, Arab rioters attacked the Ameri-

can Legation, while in Palestine Jews were killed

and a three-day Arab general strike was called.

Abdul Rahman Azzam Pasha, Secretary General of

the Arab League of seven states, warned in Cairo

that the UN decision would be resisted by force, al-

though he declared he could not say when and where

troops would be used. According to one report, King

Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia has agreed to contribute

his oil revenues from the United States, reputedly

#18,000,000 a year, to support Arab military forces

in the fight against partition. As yet, however, the

Arab states have not carried out past threats to with-

draw from the UN, launch a joint declaration of

war, cancel American oil concessions, or inaugurate

large-scale guerrilla warfare.

CAN A JEWISH STATE SURVIVE? There is no

doubt that Palestine is in for trouble. Zionist propa-

gandists, in their efforts to win partition, have min-

imized Arab opposition, but the Jewish Agency is

well aware of the danger. David Ben Guriod,

chairman of ' the Agency’s Executive, warned dele-

gates to the Elected Assembly of Palestine Jewry

on October 2 that their goal must be "security' first

of all and above all, since the fate of the Jewish State

depends, more perhaps than on anything else, on

our ability to ensure security.” "Every single Jew in

Palestine,” he declared, must play his part in "a

suitable security regime.” From Jerusalem on No-

vember 30 came the report that Haganah, the Jew-

ish defense organization, had called for mobilization

of all men and women from 17 to 35 for special

"security” ranks, and had called on all men from 25

to 45 to enlist for "home guard duty.” Well-informed

Zionists recognize, however, that defensive meas-

ures are not enough. They believe that a Jewish state

’ cannot survive in Palestine unless the Jews ultimately

win the friendship and cooperation of their Arab

neighbors. They contend that the economic needs

ate with the Jews, and that if the Jewish state can

defend itself until that time its future will be as-

sured. It is too early to pass sound judgment on

whether this Zionist emphasis on economic factors

is justified, or whether an intensified Arab national-

ism will frustrate Jewish hopes. Zionists fear that

Syria and Iraq will remain intransigent, but they

hope to reach agreements with Transjordan and

Egypt. King Abdullah, Zionists assert, would like

to add Arab Palestine to Transjordan.

BRITAIN'S WITHDRAWAL. Partition received

the necessary two-thirds vote because the United

States and Russia supported it, and because a num-

ber of other states believed it would be "better

than nothing.” Votes of many states were influenced

by the impression that "the Arabs are bluffing.”^

These states may waver in their determination to~

carry out the UN decision if this view proves to be

unfounded. In such an explosive situation the method

by which British troops withdraw from Palestine will

be of considerable importance. A Colonial Offi<e^

spokesman in London was quoted on November $0

as saying that Britain probably would terminate the

mandate before the August. 1 deadline. The UN
plan calls for clearing a seaport area by February 1

"to provide facilities for a substantial immigration,”

but Zionists stress their need for a completely free

port through which they can bring in guns and sup-

plies for defense. Britain could also aid partition

enforcement by keeping its troops longest at those

points where friction is most likely.

The inadequacy of enforcement provisions in the

UN partition plan was the subject of considerable

criticism in the Assetably. Since-novagreement could

be reached to provide tlN arrned forces, the hye-

natibn -coimmission which }S: to leave for Palestine

within .the next few weeksis confronted; by the fin-

satisfaCtory prospect having' to; rely on such'Sap-

port as it can get ffom (1) British armed forces in

the. process q£ withdrawing, :(2) Jewish and Arab

armed militia forces hostile to one another, and

(3) its own moral prestige. In passing the partition

plan, however, the UN Assembly branded any ah

tempt to alter it by force as a threat to the peace, and

called on the Security Council, in such a case, to take

action under Articles 39 and 41 of the Charter which

call for nonmilitary sanctions by all members of the

UN.
Many of the President’s advisers in the State De-

partment, numerous American business interests, and

most of the small group of Americans who have de-

voted their lives to Arabic studies believe that Amer-

ican policy on Palestine has damaged American in-

terests in the Middle East. There is no doubt that this

country has lost much good will in the Arab world,



but the permanent consequences of our action ..will

be determined by the course of events in the next

generation. The partition of Palestine was decided

upon only after long and exhaustive deliberation

during two official inquiries within two years. It was
approved by the General Assembly of the TJN. Con-

ditions in Palestine had reached such an explosive

point, especially following announcement of Brit-

ain’s decision to withdraw that some definite step

was essential. In this crisis the division of the Uoly
Land into two independent states appeared to many
Assembly delegates as the least harmful of possible

alternatives. Certainly the decision of the UN will

clarify the controversy as to whether partition will

work.
Vernon McKay

F • P. A . BOOKSHELF
Documents on American Foreign Relations, July 1944-June

1945, edited by Leland M. Goodrich'and Marie J. Carroll.

Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1947. $6.00

The seventh volume in an important series includes

documentary material on American foreign relations dur-
ing the last year of World War II.

The International Problem of Governing Mankind, by
Philip C. Jessup. Claremont, California, Claremont Col-

lege, 1947. $2.50

T' " This slim volume of addresses, delivered in an annual
series of lectures conducted at the Associated Colleges in

;
Claremont by Professor Jessup of Columbia University,

is a brilliantly written and stimulating analysis of the
principal problems of international organization. It is

“must” reading for all students of international affairs.

'

The United States and Russia, by Vera Micheles Dean,
with an introduction by Sumner Welles. Cambridge,
Harvard University, 1947. $3.00

:

: This volume, the third in the American Foreign Policy
Library series edited by Sumner Welles, describes post-

r.} war developments in Russia, analyzes the issues at stake
- between the United States and Russia in Europe, Asia,

and the Middle East, appraises the respective roles of the
two countries in the UN, and in the perspective of Russo-

> American relations before 1945 points out some of the

i
possible bases of 'a modus vivendi. The book contains an

• annotated bibliography.

The Development of the Soviet Economic System: An Es-
say on the Experience of Planning in the U.S.S.R., by

^ Alexander Baykov. New York, Macmillan, 1947. $6.00

The author of this volume, a Russian who
t
is now lec-

—turer in,charge of the JDepartment of Economics and .Iii-

stitutions of the U.S.S.R. at Birmingham University in*

\ England, gives a valuable analysis'of the main features

s
Of economic policy

5

and economic developmehrin^he Soviet

<UL» difficult; siyle,,£lls

a long-standing need for a.comprehensive study in English,

on this subject; "
/’
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'

-.-v, Forced Labor in Soviet Russia, by David J., Dallin apd
Boris I. Nicolaevsky. New Haven, Yale University"Press,

.

f 1947. $3.75

1
\Mr. Dallin, a member of the Russian Socialist party
\o served as opposition deputy in the Moscow Soviet

i >-r )m 1918 to 1921, when he left Russia for Germany, has
= ; r Assembled information gathered from eye-witness accounts

f Regarding conditions in forced labor camps in Russia,

W/where estimates that between 7 and 12 millions are at

fihjp work as punishment for various acts—for the most part,
' he believes, acts of political opposition. These labor camps,

, in his opinion, have become an integral feature of the

Soviet state.

Covenant Everlasting ; Palestine in Jewish History, by
Berl Locker. New York, Sharon Books, 1947. $1.50

This is considered “required reading” for all who write

or speak on Palestine.

China: A Model for Europe, by Lewis A. Maverick, San
Antonio, Texas, Paul Anderson, 1946.

A valuable contribution to the underst nilng of Chinese

influence on European economic and ppK .1 theory in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries^Bound together in^
two volumes, volume I explores the subject as a whole, and
volume II is a translation of Le Despotisms de la Chine by

v

the eighteenth century physiocrat, Francois Quesnay.

China’s Destiny and Chinese Economic Theory, by Chiang
Kai-shek. New York, Roy,T947. $3.50

China’s Destiny, by Chiang Kai-shek. Translated by Wang
Chung-hui. New York, Macmillan, 1947. $2.76

Two editions of important material, throwing light on
the thought of Chiang Kai-shek. The Roy edition contains

Chinese Economic Theory as well as a translation of the

original edition of China’s Destiny, and has extensive notes

and commentary by Philip Jaffe. The officially authorized

translation of China’s Destiny by Wang
^

Chung-hui is

based on the revised edition, and has a brief preface" by
Lin Yutang.

China, edited by Harley Farnsworth MacNair. Berkeley,

University of California, 1946. $6.50

More than thirty authorities discuss the history of China

from ancient times down to the present day. The subjects

covered include various periods of the Empire and Repub-

lic, religion, philosophy, art, literature, education, eco-

nomic problems, and international relations. The chapters

vary in quality, but the book as a whole is quite useful.

The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, by Ruth Benedict.

Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1946. $3.00

An anthropologist's analysis of the pattern of Japanese

thought and behavior.

Population and Peace in the Pacific, by Warren S. Thomp-
son. Chicago, University of Chicago, 1946. $3.75

A discussion of population problems in eastern Asia and

India, with special reference to agrarian conditions, min-

eral resources, industrial development and other condition-

ing factors. Foreseeing a large-scale increase in Asia's

population during the decades ahead, the author argues

for progressive policies that will keep the unsettling effects

of this growth to a minimum.

Secret Missions: The Story of an IntelligeTice Officer, by
Ellis M. Zacharias. New York, Putnam's, 1946. $3.75

The personal history of an American naval intelligence

officer, who worked in Japan before World War II and
subsequently played an important part in American psy-

chological warfare against Japan.
,
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FOREIGN AID DEBATE COMPLICATED BY INJECTION OF CHINA ISSUE
The emphasis on the need to contain communism

placed by President Truman in his enunciation of the
"Truman Doctrine” on March 12 is causing embar-
rassment to the Administration now that it is seeking
to give its policy a more positive character. A number
of leading Republicans, including Governor Thomas
E. Dewey of New York, Chairman Arthur H. Van-
denberg of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
and a majority of the House Foreign Affairs Commit-
tee, are-using Truman’s March argument to demand
that the Administration broaden the "Marshall

~Pian” to include China as well as Europe. The rais-

ing of the Chinese issue at this time disturbs the

Administration for three, main reasons. First, it is

believed that, relative to need, Congress will prob-
ably appropriate few enough dollars for Europe
under the best of circumstances, and that anything
assigned by law to China will be taken from what
might have gone to. Europe. Second, the expenditure
of a large sum in China, it is argued, would be
wasted unless the Chinese government becomes far

more efficient than it is now. Third, it is feared that

non-isolationist Republicans are preparing to make a
party issue of China, and the Administration’s al-

leged neglect of it, during the coming Presidential

election campaign.
"

DEBATE MAY TURN ON SECONDARY IS-

SUES. The concern for China suggests strongly that

the coming regular session of Congress may fight

out the European Recovery Program on oblique is-

sues. The House and Senate have made swift pro-
gress during the current special session toward
enactment of ' the $597,000,000 stopgap aid to Eu-
rope, requested by Truman on November 17. This
action indicates the American public is more pre-

pared than before the war to admit that political and
economic dislocation abroad injures the United
States, and that foreign aid is therefore in our self-

interest. But acceptance of this principle has not been
followed by agreement on how it should be applied.

Thus the problem of Europe may be subordinated
to that of China policy. "The program of Communist
world conquest is furthest advanced in China,”
Governor Dewey said on November 24, at a dinner
of the alumni of the Columbia University Law
School, when he announced his hope that "in the

face of great peril to .China, our own government

Washington last January. Americans who believe

that we can help China by helping Chiang Kai-shek

contend that China deserves a role in any relief or

recovery program. A strong proponent of this opin-

ion in Congress is Representative Walter Judd, Re-
publican, of Minnesota, a former medical missionary

in China. He is a member of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee which on November 25 voted to

reduce President Truman’s European aid request to

$489,000,000 but to make available $60,000,000 to

China, although Secretary Marshall on November 12

had assured the committee the Administration. con-
templated organizing a $300,000,000 project for

China in April. Reports of Communist military suc-

cess during the past two months have focused atten-

tion here on the Chinese issue.

MORE INFORMATION NEEDED. Administra-'

tion leaders privately contend that both the Euro-

pean Recovery Program and the stopgap request are

founded not so much on the simple “stop-com-

munism” of the Truman Doctrine as on the fact that

it is vital for us to keep world trade channels clear.

They explain that our whole economy is based on a

system of world trade, and that we will not be able to

insulate ourselves from the impact of a starving

world. Instead of advocating the programs on these'

grounds, however, the Administration itself, look-

ing,for a way to aro.use public opinion, continues to

rely on the, appeal to block communism. This in-

complete explanation of- the, bases, of American-pol-
icy;hot only encourages, the\advpcafes of help'for

i^iang:«K^ critics,.- pfi the -A^-
fiimistetiOft;pfogram, like Sisigr® ....

\Vho feaf the domestic consequences of irifefftar.eco-

nomic controls or others, Uke Senator H. Styles

bridges, who hesitate to commit the country to con-

-

tinued large-scale’ exports. /
Despite the readiness of many Congressmen /

oppose the aid programs obliquely, several faf
must be noted. Republican Senators Baldwin, of Coi

necticut, and Aiken and Flanders, of Vermont, have

attacked the party leadership for its criticism of Tru-V
man’s proposal for internal controls. On December 1 ?

the Senate voted, 83 to 6, to authorize the full >

$597,000,000 recommended by the Administration

for emergency winter relief to France, Italy and Aus-

would reverse its policy and take positive steps whil&l «, I**
3

,'
General support for the principle of assistance f

there is still time.” mrvn? 'IVaMfe’
bui- the recovery program may yet

The China question has been smouldering in the
Subjected to disputes over secondary issues.

United States since General Marshall’s retqrhhfo 2 U
•j Blair Bolles
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close the gap in the balance of payments.10 The
growth of industry and income in other countries

had not increased British exports proportionately.11

One reason for this was the rising tide of protec-

tionism abroad; but another important factor was
the failure of British industry to maintain its com-
petitive efficiency through modernization.12

As a result of the 1931 British tariff policy and
the modifications which other nations made in

their foreign trade controls during the great de-

pression of the 1930’s, a substantial change was
wrought in the pattern of European—and thus of
world—commerce. Not only was there a decline
in the volume of total trade; there was also an im-
portant change in commercial relationships. The
system of offsetting trade balances through tri-

angular and multilateral commerce, which had
been developed over the course of several decades,
was seriously crippled.13 Confronted with a grow-
ing problem of idle resources, governments in-

creased the protection given home producers; at the
same time a determined effort was made to main-
tain exports through bilateral agreements, and—
where possible—through the promotion of regional

trade. Directly and indirectly, the restrictive meas-
ures reduced trade balances between countries, and
in the process the routes by which transfers had
been effected between debtors and creditors were
altered. Whereas such international payments had
hitherto been accomplished in a roundabout way,
involving trade with and between several countries,

many of these transactions were now made directly

between the two nations concerned. Thus, the

United Kingdom, France, Belgium, and the Neth-

erlands had an aggregate favorable balance of $602

million in trade with their dominions and overseas

territories in 1928—even though a large part of the

income on foreign account of the mother countries

came from investments in these areas; but in 1938,

they had an unfavorable merchandise balance of

$686 million with their empires. The income due

them as creditors was therefore collected in large

part directly.
14 As a result, intra-European trade

was also affected.

10. G. D. A. MacDougall, “Britain’s Foreign Trade Problem,”
Economic Journal (London), March 1947, pp. 79-80.

11. Ibid., p. 82.

12. The volume of domestic investment—the point of growth
and improvement in an economy—was not on a sufficiently

large scale. It may well be that even though the export of Brit-

ish capital after 1919 was less than before the war, the outflow

was at the expense of a more efficient home industry. Accord-

ing to the Macmillan Committee on Finance and Industry, Lon-
don financial institutions were in some respects “more highly

organised to provide capital to foreign countries than to British

industry.” See Cmd. 3897 (1931), p. 171.

13. League of Nations, Europe's Trade (Geneva, 1941), pp.

36-37 .

14. Ibid., p. 36.

EUROPEAN RECOVERY PROGRAM

la short, economic policy in Europe after 1930
increasingly emphasized employment rather than

productivity, domestic stability rather than the

gains of foreign trade, and consumer demand in-

stead of savings and investment. The outcome was
a greater degree of state intervention and more in-

tense economic nationalism. But apart from Ger-
many, where the production of armaments was
greatly expanded, success in solving the problem of

employment was not noteworthy. As late as 1939,

in some of the leading democratic nations the per-

centage of the working population lacking employ-

ment was disturbingly high.15 Accordingly, a con-

siderable loss of production occurred in the free

world. This is one. reason why the victims of Nazi
aggression were so poorly prepared to defend them-

selves.

IMPACT OF WORLD WAR II

The conflict of 1939-45 was the third major catas-

trophe in a single generation for Europe; within

the compass of twenty-five years the cycle of events

was that of war, followed by an unstable recovery,

a prolonged depression, and another war. Twice
German aggression has been successfully resisted,

but this time the price paid for the victory has been
tremendous—never in;modern history have there

been such destruction and disruption of economic

life in Europe as since 1939. For Britain, losses

sustained during the war are estimated at not less

than 25 per cent of that country’s national wealth; 16 '

other European nations experienced comparable de-

clines in their assets, and in some instances—Poland,

Greece and Italy—the damage wrought was even

larger.
17

In considerable part, this undermining of the pro-

ductive capacity of Europe was the direct result of

the operations of competing military forces, partic-

ularly Allied aerial bombardment aimed at trans-

port and other facilities serving the German high

command. But aside from this loss, the whole

system of production and distribution had been

distorted by the Nazi invaders, who sought to ex-

ploit systematically the resources of their victims

and thus increase Germany’s military potential. In

the process, working capital was drained away. The
most crippling blow to European economy, how-

ever, was the eventual breakdown of the transport

network because of military losses and destruction,

15. D. B. Copland, The Road to High Employment (Cam-
bridge, Harvard University Press, 1945), P* 5n.

16. A. C. Pigou, “1946 and 1919,” Lloyd's Ban\ Review

(London), July 1946, p. 13.

17. UN, Preliminary Report of the Temporary Sub-Commis-
sion on Economic Reconstruction of Devastated Areas, A/ 147
(Lake Success), October 26, 1946.
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and the failure to make repairs and replacements.

All in all, the decline of material wealth, the gen-
eral dislocation of economic relationships, as well

as the drain on the physical, moral and spiritual

resources of Europeans, were such that the capacity

to produce was markedly reduced. More important
was the drop in the productivity of labor,, which
lessened the power to recuperate.

If the nations of Western Europe are again to be
self-supporting with a reasonable standard of liv-

ing, their reconstruction programs must envisage

a productive capacity that is larger and much more
efficient than that of pre-war days. For the need to

finance imports by exports is greater now than it

was then. While it may be expected that th6 re-

building of domestic industry will lessen the de-

pendence on foreign sources of supply, there will

nevertheless remain many items, particularly food-

stuffs and raw materials, which must be obtained

abroad. But whereas in the past the trade deficit

was offset by net income on account of services and
returns on foreign investments, this overseas rev-

enue has been much reduced by the course of

events since 1939. For Britain, the decline in inter-

est and dividend receipts between 1938 and 1946
amounted to ^95 million (some $380 million),

while the revenue from services, such as shipping,

insurance, and "sb*f6rth,^'fell
4by ^33 millioli ($132

million).18 Moreover, the British position has been
made even more difficult in the long run by the

’ large amount of foreign indebtedness incurred dur-

ing and since the war. In the official Economic Sur-

vey for 1947, it is stated that the loss of gold and
foreign investments and the creation of new debts

“implies a worsening in our pre-war capital posi-

tion in relation to the rest of the world by nearly

,£6,000 millions.”19 Accordingly, it is estimated that

the volume of British exports must be increased by

75 per cent over the 1938 figure to cover the decline

of overseas income and to service the new debt

owed abroad.20 If this goal is not reached, the dis-

investment which has taken place will compel a re-

duction in imports to about two-thirds of the 1938
volume.

Another pre-war creditor nation confronted with
a similar problem is the Netherlands.201 But neither

18. New York Times, October 26, 1947, citing calculations
made by editors of the London Economist.

19. Cmd. 7046, p. 11. See also, Alfred E. Kahn, “The British

Balance of Payments and Problems of Domestic Policy,” Quar-
terly Journal of Economics, May 1947, p. 369, and MacDougall,
cited.

20. MacDougall, cited, p. 72.

20a. The collapse of the German economy has been a severe
blow to the Netherlands. Pre-war trade with Germany through
Dutch ports provided a sizeable income which as late as 1938
amounted to about 100 million florins. The Dutch investment
in German transport, commercial and other enterprise was ap-

that country nor any other Western European*
nation can hope to achieve a viable position in the
world economy unless there is a large expansion of:

their export trade. The productive capacity required
to attain this goal must be created; foreign markets
to absorb the increased output have to be found.
For several reasons, this latter undertaking will

prove difficult in the long run.

Before the war, the United Kingdom imported
more European goods than any other country, and
although the import surplus with the continent had
been declining since 1932, the British deficit in

commerce with Europe remained at about $500
million annually. Since V-E Day, however, the

trade balance has been reversed, with Europe im-
porting from Britain more than it sells there.21 But
the foreign exchange which accrues to London is

inconvertible, and thus the favorable balance with
the continent has not aided Britain in financing its

deficit with the Western Hemisphere. Recovery of

European production must be accompanied by a
revival on a tremendous scale of multilateral world
trade, otherwise it is unlikely that continental man-
ufacturers will again enjoy a large market in the

British Isles. The latter will be able to import only

to the extent that the trade can be financed by ex-

ports:' The same requirement must be met by other

European nations when foreign aid is no longer

available.

Wartime changes in the pattern of world trade

and industry, however, have created additional

handicaps for European exporters. The virtual ces-

sation of normal commercial relationships prompt-
ed many countries which formerly imported on a
large scale from the Old World to seek supplies

elsewhere and, failing this, to expand the output
of local industry. Industrial development was ac-

celerated in Latin America, the British Dominions,
and in the Middle East.22 Much of this increase in

industrial output was obtained by more intensive

use of existing facilities, the efficiency of which de-

proximatcly 1 billion florins, with the profits' and interest there-
from transferred through an excess of imports from Germany.
In 1938 this import surplus was the equivalent of $81 million;
the total Dutch merchandise trade deficit was $207 million. It

is apparent, therefore, that the national economies of the two
countries have been highly integrated in the past; in fact, about
one-half of Dutch industry was equipped with German machin-
ery. See Rottcrdamsche Bankvereeniging, Quarterly Review
(Rotterdam-Amsterdam), No. 2, 1947.

21. During 1946, Britain’s export surplus with Europe aver-
aged $38.4 million monthly; however, in the first seven months
of 1947 imports increased, and by July the trade showed a
deficit of $4.8 million.

22. League of Nations, World Economic Survey, 1942/44.
(Geneva, 1945), pp. 91#; B. D. Weinryb, “Industrial Develop-
ment of the Near East,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, March
i947> PP- 471-99; and Department of Commerce, Some Factors
in Post-War Export Trade With the British Empire, Economic
Series No. 29 (Washington, D.C., 1944), part II.
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dined because of rapid depreciation and inability

;to import parts and replacements. Assuming that

’the high-cost producers are not to be supported by
'extreme import controls, European manufacturers

'with superior productivity may once again compete
effectively in their old markets. But, as the draft-

ing of the charter for a proposed International

Trade Organization (ITO) has revealed, those na-

tions whose industrial development was promoted
during the war are determined to expand further

their domestic industry with the aid of import
^quotas. Provided the ITO proponents can keep
such protectionism within reasonable limits, the

growth of income from industrialization may result

in a larger volume of foreign trade. To share in any
such increase, however, European exporters must
achieve -a prompt and efficient restoration of their

capacity to produce, for one of the most significant

developments during the war has been the enor-

mous growth in American* industry. As a competi-

tor in world markets this country is a formidable

contender for trade.

INTRA-EUROPEAN TRADE
For the reasons given above, Western Europe

will remain more dependent on its export indus-

tries than ever before; but the current large volume
of imports from other continents will be reduced
as productive capacity is built up and intra-Euro-

pean commerce increases. Prior to the war, com-
merce within Europe was of vital importance to all

the participants; although Britain was less depen-
dent on such trade than the other countries. Every"

other European nation sold over one-half of its ex-

ports within the continent, and with the exception

of France, obtained a like amount of imports

through intra-trade.23 ' As might have been ex-

pected, the ten highly industrialized countries ac-

counted for most of this commerce. The agricul-

tural nations had a' much smaller volume of trade,

but their trade was even more concentrated in Eu-
rope—85 per cent of exports and 75 per cent of

imports in 1935.

The war, however, has changed this intricate pat-

tern of trade by means of which continental Europe
was to a considerable extent self-supporting. The
primary factors in the situation have been the de-

cline of German coal and industrial output, and of

foodstuffs in Eastern Europe. Germany, which in

the past supplied large quantities of fuel, steel,

machinery and other manufactures to Europe—72

per cent of its total exports in 1935—is now trun-

cated and its economy, particularly the Ruhr-Rhine-

land industrial concentration, is practically stag-

33 • Europe's Trade

,

cited, pp. 15#.

nant. Failure thus far of the Big Four to agree on
the terms of a German peace setdement has made
the task of economic reconstruction in Western Eu-
rope more difficult. Plant removals in payment of

reparation have been much less than was originally

planned; in the meantime, with Ruhr coal output

little more than 55 per cent of the wartime peak,

the liberated countries have lacked the supply of

fuel which they must have to restore fully their

transport services, and to increase the production

of electric power, steel, fertilizer, machinery, and
so on.

In western Germany there have been acute short-

ages of food, housing, and other consumer and
'producer goods; accordingly, recovery has been far

less than what was authorized in the Allied level-

of-industry agreement of March 28, 1946.
24 The

eastern areas of the country, which in die past ac-

counted for 20 per cent of the food supply, are

now incorporated into Poland. The population of

the combined Anglo-American occupation zones,

however, has been gready increased by forced mi-

grations of Germans from the East. Moreover, Ger-

many and other European industrial nations ob-

tained a part of their food requirements before

1939 through imports from the Danubian coun-

tries;
25 but since the end of the war only limited

progress has been made in restoring the agricul-

tural production of this region, whose trade has

been largely redirected toward the U.S.S.R.

Unless and until more food, housing and con-

sumer goods are made available to the German
workers, it is unlikely that their productivity will

increase to any extent. In these circumstances, it is

not surprising that London and Washington au-

thorities have given increasing attention recently to

ways' and means of reviving the Ruhr economy.

Unless this is done, the burden of occupation costs

will continue, while the shortage of fuel in West-

ern Europe will necessitate further credits to fi-

nance imports of American coal, without which
recovery would be halted. The issues involved are

admittedly complicated, for the final decisions must
take into account the future status of Germany.
An ever-present risk is a resurgence of German
military might based on industrial revival.

DOMESTIC RECOVERY PROBLEMS*

From the point of view of national security, the

countries which were victims of German aggres-

sion have every reason to increase the capacity and

24. See J. K. Pollock and E. S. Mason, “American Policy To-
ward Germany,” Foreign Policy Reports, November i, 1947,
p. 207.

25. Germany continued to draw on the resources of this region

until 1944.

i
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productive efficiency of their economies. After
World War I, the position of Germany had been
strengthened by modernization of its system of pro-
duction, while the other major European powers
accomplished little in this direction. Moreover, dur-
ing the depression of the 1930^, the democratic
governments of Western Europe did not achieve
as rapid a recovery as the Nazi regime.

In their efforts to overcome persistent unemploy-
ment, however, these countries resorted to more
and more state intervention, a development which
was influenced by the increasing popularity of the
new school of economic thought headed by the late

Lord Keynes^ .He and his followers held the view
that unemployment resulted from oversaving ac-

companied by inadequate investment outlets; there-

fore, they contended, the proportion of the national
income consisting of consumer goods and services

should be increased. More consumption, and less

saving were the main points of their program.
They gave litde attention to the problem of mod-
ernizing British industry and thus improving its

competitive position in world markets. Their an-
swer to the balance-of-payments problem in the
early 1930*5 was a policy aimed at maximum na-
tional self-sufficiency, which, they argued, was re-

quired if a full employment program was to be
really * effective.’

* -

In official planning for the transition from war
to peace economy, unemployment, rather than
modernization, was again the primary concern.
Thus, in the White Paper on post-war economic
policy issued by the Coalition cabinet in May
1944

26 the emphasis was on measures to maintain
full employment once the conflict ended, rather

,
than on reconstruction and modernization of pro-
ductive capacity with a minimum of ' inflation.27

But whereas reconversion at the end of World
War I was accompanied by mass unemployment,
since V-E Day there has been an acute shortage
of men and materials, with a steady upward pres-
sure on prices. Because of wartime austerity, a size-

26. Employment Policy, Cmd. 6527.
27. The Laborites, however, did contend that full production
constituted a special problem which in some industries—par-
ticularly coal mining—could be solved only by nationalization.
But neither before nor since V-E Day has there been anything -

in British economic life comparable to the Monnet plan for the
rebuilding and modernization of French industry. This need is
now being recognized. In France, the problem of increasing the
national income has been dealt with “as a problem in labor
productivity rather than one of achieving full employment.**
See Edgar Beigel, “France Moves Toward National Planning,**
Political Science Quarterly, September 1947, p. 384. Given the
shortage of labor caused by a declining population, such atten-
tion to productivity—output per man-hour—is to be expected;
but the same approach must be followed in Britain if a higher
real income* is to be achieved, for in Britain, too, there is now
a labor shortage. In particular, restrictive practices on the part of
trade unions and management must be eliminated.

able backlog of consumer buying power was cre-
ated; at the same time, productive facilities, apart
from the armament industries, declined. Such a
situation sums up in a dangerous inflationary
potential; therefore, when the Labor party came to
power in 1945 k could not respond to the popular
demand for higher wages and shorter hours except
at the peril of a breakdown in price controls an <\

rationing. As it is, the British economy has been
characterized by “hidden inflation,” a condition in
which purchasing power increases and although
prices do not rise markedly, money earnings buy
little. For a number of reasons—adverse weather,
the coal shortage, military commitments abroad,
rising import prices, and so forth—the gap in the
balance of payments has widened.
Faced with a mounting economic crisis, the

Labor government is now recasting its program.
To reduce the large deficit with dollar countries,
further cuts in food and other consumer goods im-
ports were recently announced. Oudays on hous-
ing, factories and other types of capital formation
are to be slashed by ,£200 million immediately to
make more resources available for export indus-
tries.

28 Further measures to reduce the inflationary

potential include a tax program, announced on
November 12, which is designed, to drain some
£208 millioH from the expendable funds of the
British people.29 In short, even though the -volume
of production has already surpassed the 1938 level,

the; international position of Britain has been so
weakened, as pointed out above, that to avoid an
impending exhaustion of dollar reserves more aus-
terity must be decreed—even in capital formation,
without which the required additions to productive
capacity cannot be achieved.

In France and Italy, the situation is even more
critical than in Britain. External reserves have been
reduced to the point where not enough dollar ex-
change remains to finance imports of food and
fuel, without which a collapse of the economy is

almost certain. The wage-price spiral has not been
brought under control; farmers hoard their surplus
produce in expectation of higher returns, or use
grain to feed livestock which can be sold at pre-
mium prices. In general, there has been a crippling
decline of trade between town and country. Sub-
sidies to farmers and nationalized industries to hold
down prices have added to the budgetary deficit, •

and thus the supply of currency. Some of these out-

28. See New Yor\ Times, October 24, 1947. Cf. Jacob Viner, ,

“An American View of the British Economic Crisis," -Lloyds
Ban\ Review (London), October 1947, pp. 28-38, who thinks
tliat the capital goal to date has been too small and therefore
“the most discouraging aspect of the entire picture.**

29. See G. S. McClellan, “Britain’s Economic Problems,**
Foreign Policy Reports, to be published January i, 1948.

J
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lays, however, have been reduced in recent weeks

in an effort to achieve some measure of monetary

stabilization. But another increase in wages has

been approved by the French government, which

has warned that a further rise in prices will make
all economic planning impossible.30 As in Britain,

it has been necessary to reduce the volume of cap-

ital oudays, although these are indispensable in the

fulfillment of the reconstruction program.31

In the Low Countries, reconstruction has not

thus far reached such an impasse, although the

Belgian government recently announced that ad-

ditional cuts in imports might be necessary in the

near future to avoid depletion of its dollar re-

serves.32 But if the economic situation in Britain,

France and elsewhere in Western Europe does not

soon show improvement, the process of diminished

capital formation for want of sufficient resources

to carry forward the work of reconstruction will

tend to spread. For despite the low level of activity,

members of the European community remain in-

terdependent.33

NEED FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATION
Confronted with an acute balance-of-payments

problem, those countries whose external reserves

are rapidly vanishing have^no choice but to pursue

policies aimed at more austerity and national self-

sufficiency; but, as was abundandy illustrated in

the interwar period, such a course tends to become

self-defeating. Moreover, since each devastated

country must more or less rebuild its entire national

economy, the risk of uneconomic duplication of

productive facilities is now even greater. Given an

almost universal shortage of manpower and ma-

terials in the face of an unparalleled peacetime de-

mand, logic would seem to compel the adoption

of a supranational system of priorities, if the most

effective use is to be made of available resources.

The several national reconstruction programs

have beeen developed because concerted action

within each country was necessary; the lack of co-

ordination between these plans, however, has re-

flected a failure to realize the gains to be reaped

from a regional approach to the"common problems

of recovery. Thus, while each country has relied

on a system of priorities to obtain greater use of its

available manpower and materials, a comparable

arrangement on an intergovernmental basis has
x

30. New York Times

,

October 28, 1947, quoting report of the

Monnet plan group.

31. Business Week >
October 18, 1947, p. hi.

32. New York Times, October 30, 1947.

33. Thus, for example, Sweden now faces an acute balance-of-

payments problem which is ascribable in part to the economic

difficulties of Western Europe.

been worked out only for inland transport, coal

and food imports. Accordingly, rebuilding the war-

shattered economies of Europe has been largely a

competitive undertaking. It was expected that the

Emergency Economic Committee for Europe
(EECE), which was set up in June 1945 with the

United States included in the membership, would
reduce the area of conflict in post-war planning.

But in the report of the EECE for 1946, the Secre-

tary-General noted that “governments have tended

to prefer to work out their reconstruction plans in

isolation, confining their consultation with other

governments to bilateral discussions through diplo-

matic channels or to intergovernmental discussions

on a narrower basis than that of the Committee.”34

A similar conclusion was reached by the UN Sub-

Commission on Economic Reconstruction of Dev-
astated Areas in a report on Europe filed with

the Economic and Social Council on September 13,

1946.
35 The proposal that an Economic Commis-

sion for Europe be formed by the Council was ap-

proved unanimously on March 3, 1947.
36 At first,

however, this project was opposed by the Soviet

Union. Although that country later voted for the

ECE, the outlook for fruitful cooperation steadily

declined under the impact of the growing tension

between East and West. In the meantime, eco-

nomic conditions in Europe rapidly deteriorated.

Reporting to the American people on the abortive

meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers in

Moscow during March and April 1947, Secretary

Marshall stated that this country could not await

“compromise through exhaustion,” which Stalin

had recommended.37 Fully aware that American
foreign policy objectives were in jeopardy, Marshall

in his Harvard speech on June 5 promised further

aid/ provided the European governments took the

initiative and devised a comprehensive plan for

maximum cooperation and self-help. Sixteen west-

ern countries accepted his proposal, while the

U.S.S.R and its satellites rejected it.

PARIS CONFERENCE RECOVERY PLAN
The four-year production program outlined in

the General Report which the sixteen-nation

Committee of European Economic Cooperation

(CEEC) submitted to Washington on September 22

is a signal contribution to effective mobilization

of the available resources of the participants. Plan-

ning for a concerted effort to raise the level of pro-

34. First Annual Report by the Secretary-General of the Emer-

gency Economic Committee for Europe (London, HMSO, 1946))

p. 23.

35. See UN document A/147, cited, pp. 59 and $3.

36. Hutcheson, “International Agencies,” cited.

37. See Pollock and Mason, cited, pp. 210-11.
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duction in countries which, with western Germany,
have a total population of 270,000,000 is no simple
and easy undertaking. Yet, in less than nine weeks,
experts of the CEEC and subordinate technical

committees on food and agriculture, fuel and pow-
er, iron and steel, timber and manpower, balance-

of-payments problems, and finance have together

drafted a detailed program covering the period
I94^'51 ‘ Among the principal output targets for

these four years are the following: a restoration of

pre-war bread grain and other cereal production,
with even larger increases in sugar and potatoes;

an increase in coal output to 584,000,000 tons, or
one-third more than the 1947 level and 30,000,000

tons above the 1938 level; an expansion of elec-

tricity output 40 per cent above 1947, and a growth
of generating capacity to two-thirds above pre-war;
an oil refining capacity two and a half times that

of 1938; steel production of 55,000,000 tons, or 80
per cent more than in 1947 and 20 per cent higher
than the output of 1938; expansion of inland trans-

port facilities to carry 25 per cent more traffic in

1951 than in 1938; a restoration of pre-war mer-
chant fleets by 1951; and reliance on European pro-

duction to supply most of the capital equipment
needed for these increases in capacity.38

?

Iq analyzing the domestic policies w^iich are nec-
essary if this vast production program is \o suc-

ceed, the report stresses the need for internal finan-

cial and monetary stability. Failure on this score,

it is further noted, will not only retard recovery

of production but will also have an unstabilizing

effect on other countries by limiting and distorting

trade, with the result that economic cooperation is

made more difficult.39 This appraisal of the situa-

tion coincides with what other observers have said

in criticism of the monetary policies of some Euro-
pean countries; they have pointed out that further

foreign credits alone are not the answer, for al-

though the strain on the balance of payments is

' eased, the underlying disequilibrium in the domes-
tic economy is not thereby corrected.

To effect the greatest possible measure of self-

help* the members of the CEEC propose to imple-

ment their individual production programs and
stabilization plans by promoting greater intergov-

ernmental cooperation. The Paris report points out

that the various production plans envisage export

surpluses wherever possible, with each partici-

pant supplying in part or in whole the require-

ments of others, thus reducing the deficiencies

which are now being* met, if at all, by imports.

38. For details, see CEEC General Report (Washington, De-
partment of State), vol. I, chap. iii. >

39. Ibid., pp. 26-37. For similar comments, see Bank for In-

ternational Settlements, iyth Annual Report (Basle), p. 9.

But this increase in intra-trade will not be realized

unless import barriers are reduced. The sixteen na-

tions, therefore, have agreed that the present abnor-

mal restraints on their foreign commerce should

be abolished as soon as possible; they also endorse

the principles set forth in the charter of the pro-

posed ITO, which calls for a world-wide reduction

of tariffs on a multilateral basis. At the same time,

steps are to be taken immediately to explore the

possibility of liberalizing mutual trade through the

development of customs unions in Europe—a pro-

ject which has been supported by the United States.

Already, the governments of Belgium, the Nether-

lands and Luxembourg are working out a trade

arrangement that in their case will eventually in-

volve a complete economic union. But, as the re-

port notes, revision of import controls to form a

customs union “particularly between several large,

and highly industrialised countries, involves com-
plex technical negotiations and adjustments which
can only be achieved by progressive stages over a

period of years.”40 The problems involved and the

steps to be taken, however, will be explored by a

study group on which all of the participating coun-

tries other than Norway, Sweden and Switzerland

are represented. Norway and Sweden have an-

nounced their intention tp consider separately with
l5enmark and" Iceland tfie formation of a Scandi-

navian customs union. France and Italy, as well as

Greece and Turkey, are now conducting bilateral

discussions on this subject. Given the present im-

poverished state of Western Europe, the choice in

final analysis is either more integration or more dis-

organization; there can be no real prosperity unless

it is shared by all.

FOUR COOPERATIVE PROJECTS

While the Paris committee righdy discounts the

prospect of an early integration of the productive

resources of the member countries through the cre-

ation of customs unions, at the same time it agrees

that in certain fields collective action is an imme-
diate possibility. Four examples are cited. First, it

is stated that “a series of projects is being developed

for common planning of the exploitation of new
sources of electrical power.”41 Such a scheme is

projected for the development of hydroelectric re-

sources of the Alps. Second, it is proposed that the

participants seek to increase the efficiency of pro-

duction by encouraging the standardization of cer-

tain types of equipment, as for example, freight

cars, mining and electrical machinery. Third, more
efficient use of freight cars through pooling is rec-

40. General Report, cited, p. 34.

41. Ibid., p. 38.
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ommendecL Finally, the high cost o£ installing steel

production capacity has led to an interchange o£

information by steel producing countries regarding
their programs of modernization and extension so

that each country may take account of the plans
made by others.

At best, however, these measures constitute only
a small beginning, particularly when contrasted

with the extent to which a large part o£ the invest-

ment and output of European industry was coordi-

nated and regulated before 1939 by international

cartels. So extensive was the development of car-

tels in pre-war Europe that some proponents of
continental federation looked upon them as aiu ap-

propriate institution to achieve economic unifica-

tion, provided their operations were controlled in

the public interest. “The producers,” Edouard Her-
riot wrote in 1930, “have long since recognized a
necessity which politicians are just beginning to

see.”
42

After making allowance for mutual aid, the re-

port sets forth a substantial list of import require-

ments without which the four-year production plan
cannot succeed. These imports are to be obtained
largely from the United States, with the result that

the total deficit with this country for the period

1948-51 will amount to $15.81 billion. For the same
period, the deficit with the* remainder'of the Amer-
ican continent is estimated at $5.97 billion. The
aggregate needs thus are $21.78 billion, or $22.44.

billion, if the projected imports of dependent terri-

tories are included.43 It is indicated, however, that

imports of equipment amounting to $3.13 billion

for the four-year plan might be financed by the
International Bank. Moreover, a tentatively esti-

mated surplus of $2.81 billion .with other nonpar-
ticipating countries is considered possible. But this

cannot be used to cover the dollar deficit of CEEC
members unless there is a sufficient flow of dollar

exchange to the nonparticipating countries.

The projected imports, however, will not permit
a return to the pre-war standard of living. The
committee has had to take account of the world-

wide shortage of foodstuffs, and the increased de-

pendence, therefore, on this country as a source of

supply. But the actual deficit in the period covered

may well exceed the committee’s estimates, since the

latter are based on the questionable assumption of a
“substantial and steady resumption of Eastern Eu-
ropean food, feeding-stuffs, and timber supplies.”44

Finally, a significant feature of the four-year pro-

42. Edouard Herriot, The United States of Europe (New York,
Viking, 1930), p. no. He considered continental federation the
only answer to the problem of cartels.

43.. General Report, cited, p. 54.

44.

Ibid., p. 43.

duction plan is the part which western Germany is

expected to play. The American government has

all along contended that there must be a recovery

of production in the occupied zones if Europe is

to be prosperous. The plans to increase Ruhr out-

put, already mentioned, are intended to reduce and
eventually eliminate the occupation costs now being

met by London and Washington. But they have
also been worked out in terms of the need of West-
ern Europe for more German coal, machinery, and
so forth. High State Department officials have
said in effect that the economic recovery of Ger-

many is the heart of the Marshall proposal.45 In

their deliberations, the CEEC studied the German
'problem, and those members which had been at

war with the Hitler regime accepted in principle

the thesis that European recovery requires a larger

volume of production in the occupied zones. “Other
Western European countries,” it is stated, “cannot

be prosperous as long as the economy of the West-
ern Zone is paralysed, and a substantial increase of

output there will be required if Europe is tp be-

come independent of outside support.”4^

COMMUNIST ATTACK ON MARSHALL PLAN

International politics has unquestionably com-
plicate^ the } formulation of a European recovery

program, both with respect to the future economic
position of Germany and the probable course of

East-West trade. The Soviet Union and its neigh-

bors in Eastern Europe have not only rejected the

American offer, but have gone further and declared

their intention to oppose the Marshall plan in every

possible way. On October 5 the Communist lead-

ers of nine European countries issued a statement

in which American policy was labelled “dollar im-

perialism.” To mobilize resistance to our aid pro-

gram, an “Information Bureau” (Cominform) has

been set up in Belgrade.47

' To translate this' threat into action, however, the

Communists will undoubtedly rely in the main
on obstructionist tactics by the party membership
in Western Europe. In this connection, it appears

that the current wave of strikes in France and
Italy is part of a concerted drive to block the Euro-
pean Recovery Program. For while it is true that

French and Italian workers have a legitimate griev-

ance because of their low standard of living, de-

mands for higher wages can be met only at the

expense of further delay in achieving financial and
monetary stabilization— a sine qua non of any

45. Felix Belair, Jr., "Revitalized Ruhr Termed the Heart of
Marshall Plan,” New York Times, August 12, 1947.

46. General'Report, cited, Appendix B, p. 70.

47. New York Times, October 23, 1947.
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is the further consideration that long before 1939
the economic position of Europe, particularly the
United Kingdom, had been undergoing a rela-

tive decline. In short, there are both old and new
problems to be solved in planning reconstruction
and development.

An important long-term factor in the present
plight- of Europe is the failure in the past to effect

a satisfactory adjustment to the changing pattern
of world trade and industry. The nineteenth cen-
tury network of international commerce had been
centered upon the northern and western countries.
Following the lead of Britain, these nations be-
came highly industrialized, achieving the position
of “the world’s workshop.” Although France re-

tained a nearly balanced agro-industrial economy,
the others in varying degrees increased their de-
pendence on foreign markets, both as a source of
food and raw materials—without which they could
not have achieved such a high level of output—and
as an outlet for manufactures arid services ex-
changed for these imports^. Elsewhere in Europe,
the predominance of agrarian pursuits remained
largely unchanged; markets for surplus grain and
other farm products increased as the population of
the industrial areas became more and more urban-
ized.p"Thus/ within* 'Europe* t and- in ^transactions
with other continents, an intricate pattern of trade
was developed bn the basis of territorial division
of labor. While this trade pattern enabled the in-
dustrial countries to enjoy "a high standard of liv-

ing, their continued prosperity required not only
a peaceful, well-functioning world economy but
also a high degree of adaptability to meet the in-
evitable appearance of competition in foreign mar-
kets. Other areas of the world, however, notably
the United States and Japan, developed a consid-
erable manufacturing enterprise, and the lead orig-
inally enjoyed by Europe was thereby cut down.
At the same time, the competitive advantages of
large-scale grain production in the Western Hem-
isphere steadily improved, and grain exports to the
old world created difficulties for small-scale Euro-
pean farmers.

These trends were accelerated by World War I,

which reduced the resources Europe had at its dis-
posal for necessary adjustments to the changing
conditions of trade and industry. During the de-
cade following 1919, prosperity was not widespread
—in Britain, for example, more than a million
workers were constandy unemployed. Such equi-
librium as was attained in the world economy
proved highly unstable, for it depended to a large
extent on a sizeable, but unsteady, export of Amer-
ican capital which was not always constructively

invested.6 Moreover, in 1919 there was litde plan-
ning for post-war emergency conditions. Interallied

action to meet urgent requirements of raw ma-
terials and essential manufactures was lacking;
faced with acute shortages, most European coun-
tries were forced to husband their meagre resources
by imposing restrictions on foreign trade. In shorty

“commercial policy was driven from the outset

down the wrong road and never found another.”7

Although from 1920 to 1929 the general trend of
commercial policy was toward the restoration of a
trade pattern comparable to that prevailing before

1914^ the rise- in tariff barriers was almost uninter-
rupted.8 The effect of this trade restrictionism,

however, was mild in comparison with what hap-
pened during the depression of the 1930*8 when
nearly every country imposed isolationist and dis-

criminatory controls. To overcome balance-of-pay-
ments difficulties, the industrial countries of Europe
encouraged an unsound expansion of farm output
—especially cereals—by import curbs and price reg-
ulation. In Southeastern Europe, on the other hand,
uneconomic manufacturing enterprise was pro-
moted by protectionist policies, while little was
done to increase the 'productivity of agriculture,
traditional mainstay of this region.9 Throughout
Europe—and 1 elsewhere—economic policy aimed at
greater self-sufficiency, a trend strengthened by in-

ternational mistrust.
%

Britain, whose share in world trade was larger
than that of any other country, maintained more
or less unchanged its traditional regime of freer
trade until 1931; but* this was not a symbol of eco-
nomic power, for Britain’s relative position as an
exporter had steadily declined. Tariff protection
and exchange depreciation of sterling improved
somewhat the balance-of-payments situation; how-
ever, in 1938 British exports (by quantity) were
still two-fifths below the 1913 volume, while im-
ports were greater by 25 per cent. Throughout the
interwar period, the larger purchases abroad were
made possible by the increasingly favorable rate at
which exports were exchanged for imports, and—
after 1930—by a drain on overseas investments to

6. The burden of war debts and reparations made the achieve-
ment of lasting stability and balance all the more difficult; the
outflow of American capital, however, partly offset this handicap.

7. League of Nations, Europe's Overseas Needs, igig-i c/20,
and How They Were Met (Geneva, 1943), p. 48.

8. Ibid., Commercial Policy in the Interwar Period, 1942; O.
Delle Donne, European Tariff Policies (New York, Adelphi,
1928); and Leo Pasvolsky, Economic Nationalism of the Dan-
ubian States (New York, Macmillan, 1928).

9. Royal Institute of International Affairs, South-Eastern Eu-
rope, A Political and Economic Survey (New York, Oxford
University Press, 1939); and ibid.. Agrarian Problems from the
Baltic to the Aegean, 1944.

o
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close the gap in the balance of payments.10 The
growth of industry and income in other countries

had not increased British exports proportionately.11

One reason for this was the rising tide of protec-

tionism abroad; but another important factor was
the failure of British industry to maintain its com-
petitive efficiency through modernization.12

As a result of the 1931 British tariff policy and
the modifications which other nations made in

their foreign trade controls during the great de-

pression of the 1930’s, a substantial change was
wrought in the pattern of European—and thus of

world—commerce. Not only was there a decline

in the volume of total trade; there was also an im-
portant change in commercial relationships. The
system of offsetting trade balances through tri-

angular and multilateral commerce, which had
been developed over the course of several decades,

was seriously crippled. 1
,
3 Confronted with a grow-

ing problem of idle resources, governments in-

creased the protection given home producers; at the

same time a determined effort was made to main-
tain exports through bilateral agreements, and

—

where possible—through the promotion of regional

trade. Directly and indirectly, the restrictive meas-
ures reduced trade balances between countries, and
in the process the routes by which transfers had
been effected between debtors and creditors were
altered. Whereas such international payments had
hitherto been accomplished in a roundabout way,
involving trade with and between several countries,

many of these transactions were now made directly

between the two nations concerned. Thus, the

United Kingdom, France, Belgium, and the Neth-

erlands had an aggregate favorable balance of $602

million in trade with their dominions and overseas

territories in 1928—even though a large part of the

income on foreign account of the mother countries

came from investments in these areas; but in 1938,

they had an unfavorable merchandise balance of

$686 million with their empires. The income due

them as creditors was therefore collected in large

part directly.
14 As a result, intra-European trade

was also affected.

to. G. D. A. MacDougall, “Britain's Foreign Trade Problem,”

Economic Journal (London), March 1947, pp. 79-80.

11. Ibid., p. 82.

12. The volume of domestic investment—the point of growth

and improvement in an economy—was not on a sufficiently

large scale. It may well be that even though the export of Brit-

ish capital after 1919 was less than before the war, the outflow

was at the expense of a more efficient home industry. Accord-

ing to the Macmillan Committee on Finance and Industry, Lon-

don financial institutions were in some respects “more highly

organised to provide capital to foreign countries than to British

industry." See Cmd. 3897 (1931), p. 171.

13. League of Nations, Europe’s Trade (Geneva, 1941), pp.

36-37 *

14. Ibid., p. 36.

EUROPEAN RECOVERY PROGRAM

In short, economic policy in Europe after 1930

increasingly emphasized employment rather than

productivity, domestic stability rather than the

gains of foreign trade, and consumer demand in-

stead of savings and investment. The outcome was

a greater degree of state intervention and more in-

tense economic nationalism. But apart from Ger-

many, where the production of armaments was
greatly expanded, success in solving the problem of

employment was not noteworthy. As late as 1939,

in some of the leading democratic nations the per-

centage of the working population lacking employ-

ment was disturbingly high.15 Accordingly, a con-

siderable loss of production occurred in the free

world. This is one. reason why the victims of Nazi
aggression were so poorly prepared to defend them-

selves.

IMPACT OF WORLD WAR II

The conflict of 1939-45 was the thbrd major catas-

trophe in a single generation for Europe; within

the compass of twenty-five years the cycle of events

was that of war, followed by an unstable recovery,

a prolonged depression, and another war. Twice
German aggression has been successfully resisted,

but this time the price paid for the victory has been

tremendous—never in*modern history have there

been such destruction and disruption of economic

life in Europe as since 1939. For Britain, losses

sustained during the war are estimated at not less

than 25 per cent of that country's national wealth; 16 '

other European nations experienced comparable de-

clines in their assets, and in some instances—Poland,

Greece and Italy—the damage wrought was even

larger.17

In considerable part, this undermining of the pro-

ductive capacity of Europe was the direct result of

the operations of competing military forces, partic-

ularly Allied aerial bombardment aimed at trans-

port and other facilities serving the German high

command. But aside from this loss, the whole

system of production and distribution had been

distorted by the Nazi invaders, who sought to ex-

ploit systematically the resources of their victims

and thus increase Germany's military potential. In

the process, working capital was drained away. The
most crippling blow to European economy, how-

ever, was the eventual breakdown of the transport

network because of military losses and destruction,

15. D. B. Copland, The Road to High Employment (Cam-

bridge, Harvard University Press, 1945), P* 5n -

16. A. C. Pigou, “1946 and 1919,” Lloyd’s Ban\ Review

(London), July 1946, p. 13.

17. UN, Preliminary Report of the Temporary Sub-Commis-

sion on Economic Reconstruction of Devastated Areas, A/ 147

(Lake Success), October 26, 1946.
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sound recovery plan. Instability and inflation aid
the Communists by undermining the middle class

and thereby accentuating the contrast between rich
and poor. Moreover, the fact that wages rarely rise

as fast as prices engenders more discontent among
the workers. In short, the worsening of the mon-
etary situation is a serious threat to social and po-
litical stability.

Another weapon in the armory of the left-wing
extremists is the contention that the CEEC mem-
bers are compromising their sovereignty by par-
ticipating in the American program.48 This argu-
ment, however, is offset in part at least by the belief

of many Europeans that a Communist-dominated
government would not be entirely free of foreign
influence. What is perhaps the most fruitful line of
opposition is the assertion that the primary aim of
the Marshall program is a revival of German pro-
ductive power ahead of general European recov-

ery.49 But if the demand of the French government
that reconstruction of the Lorraine steel industry
take precedence over that of the Ruhr is granted,
which seems likely, fear of a resurgence of German
military might will be considerably allayed.

Finally, the Communists of Eastern Europe may
reduce their trade with the West. Actually, how-
ever, the volume of such commerce continues much
below the. pre-way lpvel. Devastation (during *the

war, subsequent land reforms, and adverse weather
have retarded the recovery of production, and thus

automatically limited the surpluses available for ex-

port. Long before the Marshall proposal was made,
Eastern European- trade had been largely directed

toward the U.S.S.R. One exception is Czechoslo-
vakia, which has maintained a substantial and fav-

48. On October 31 spokesmen for the CEEC submitted an
aide-memoire to the State Department, suggesting that coopera-
tion be effected in such a way that this country could not fairly

be charged with interfering in internal affairs of the European
nations. New Yor\ Times

,

November 1, 1947.

49. It should bf noted, however, that this attack is not likely

to be completely successful, since the terms of a German peace
treaty as advocated by Moscow include a strong central govern-
ment and a level of industry which is actually higher than that
proposed by the Western powers.

247

orable trade balance with the West; but this situa-
tion will be changed by the provisions of its new
commercial pact with Moscow.50 Henceforth, it is

reported, almost the entire output of Czech machin-
ery and other reconstruction items will be sold to
the Soviet Union. The objective, according to gov-
ernment spokesmen, is to make the Czech economy
depression-proof.51

CONCLUSION
However well devised, the Marshall proposal is

not the final solution to the problem of European
recovery; rathef it is the beginning of a construc-
tive policy which will require further implementa-
tion. A reasonable equilibrium ih the world distri-

bution of productive power has been lacking since
before 1914; as the result of the events of 1939-45,
the international economy has been further dis-
torted. Only in the Western Hemisphere is there
an aggregate surplus of production, while the East-
er*1 Hemisphere, is a deficit area even for" the bare
necessities of life. The supreme task of economic
statesmanship, therefore, is not limited to bridging
this gap in the present emergency; substantial re-
sults will be achieved only when the necessary con-
ditions for long-range balance and stability have
been created. These include continued, and more
generous, support of the principles of the proposed
ITO charter, in the development of which the
United States has played a leading part. Pending
the adjustment in foreign trade to coincide with
our creditor status, the outflow of private capital,

must b6 resumed to provide dollar exchange and
at the same time to promote economic develop-
ment abroad. Only in this way can the United
States be a stabilizing factor in the world econ-

omy; the alternative is a repetition of what hap-
pened in the interwar period.

50. See New Yor% Times, November 2, 1947.

51. Ibid,, December 5, 1947. The impending trade shift, ac-
cording to some observers, is really a part of the Soviet counter-
offensive against the CEEC plan. See ibid,, December 7, 1947.
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The Impact of Foreign Aid on U. S. Ecbnomy
By Harold H. Hutcheson and Ona K. D. Ringwood

In the opinion o£ the President’s (Harriman)

Committee on Foreign Aid, the United States can

wisely undertake a foreign aid program costing

about $5,75 billion for 1948, which in over-all terms

“would not even require die maintenance of pres-

ent rates of exports.”1
It is noted, however, that

the problem of a “supportable” program must be

examined with reference to particular markets for

particular commodities. When this is done, it is

found that supply will be a limiting factor in sev-

eral cases. Many European requirements, even after

they have been scaled down to allow for a slower,

more feasible rate of capital formation, cannot be

fully met. Such items include those for which the

demand is greatest—food, feed, fertilizer, steel and

steel-making materials, most types of machinery

and equipment, and certain basic raw materials

(e.g. cotton)

.

FOOD SUPPLY PROBLEM •

In terms of the probable repercussion on the

American economy, the supply of food is the most

crucial factor in the situation, both here and abroad.

To meet what are admittedly minimum needs for

food and fertilizer, the CEEC plan calls for im-

ports from this country V totaling Si .5 billion ^fn

1948. As late as 1951, food purchase? here totaling

$1.2 billion are assumed. For 1948, grain supplies

from the United States are put at 9 million tons,

with 16 million tons to come from other sources.

-Even if this quantity were available, Western Eu-

rope would still be short some 10 million tons,

since the total estimated need is 35 million. But

while the voluntary rationing program now in force

may permit the shipment of about 9 million tons of

grain to Europe in the current year, only a most
favorable crop in 1948 would enable this per-

formance to be repeated. The 1947 corn yield was
less by 900 million bushels than that of 1946, with

the result that until recendy a large amount of

wheat was diverted to livestock feeding. More-
over, the fall drought may well reduce the winter

wheat crop (normally two-thirds of the yearly har-

vest), and in that event a part of the current supply

of grain might have to be withheld to cover vital

.requirements next year.2 In short, record Amer-
ican exports of grain have been made possible by
unusually favorable weather for the past four years.

Should there be only average weather for both

wheat and corn in the next $hree years, our grain

exports to all destinations ane^uplikely to exceed 10

million tons, not all available

1. Report of the President's Committee on Foreign Aid (Wash-
ington, November 1947 ) »,P- & i iV’ fs 0 ,

1,

2. Ibid., p. e3 . ; 11(1^ 0 o|

for Europe.

The present dependence of the CEEC members

on the United States for food supplies is, therefore,

a highly precarious arrangement. It must be re-

duced speedily by increased farm production in

Europe and elsewhere. With this objective in view,

the Department of Agriculture is developing a plan

to provide farm equipment, seeds, fertilizer and

technical advice to overseas producing areas. World
population has increased some 200 million since

1938, but food production has declined. According

to the Herter committee, “it appears doubtful if

actual famine levels can be avoided in some areas,

and in others the probable calorie level will not be

conducive to economic rehabilitation or political

stability.”3

THE WAGE-PRICE SPIRAL

Whether food exports from this country since the

war have caused food prices to remain high is de-

batable. The Harriman report, however, contends

that large foreign shipments during 1946 and the

first half of 1947 prevented an anticipated decline

in agricultural prices, “while the recent rise in for-

eign requirements, coupled with short supplies, has

skyrocketed^ the food^ market!”4 Since food is
1 the

most important, item in the family' budget, rising

prices bring quick demands for higher wages. Al-

ready, two major wage adjustments have been

made, and these have been followed by advances

in industrial prices. Yet another turn of the wage-

price spiral may be in the offing, for on December

2 the CIO announced that it would seek “substan-

tial” pay increases.

In his message to Congress on November 17}

President Truman outlined a program to curb in-

flation. As yet there is no certainty that his request

for controls will be approved. On the contrary, it

has evoked considerable criticism, especially in

Republican circles. The national interest, however,

will be gravely endangered if the issues involved

are decided on the basis of party politics. Unless a

stable and orderly domestic economy is maintained,

the effectiveness of American foreign policy will be

seriously undermined.

3. House (Herter) Select Committee on Foreign Aid, Grain

Requirements and Availabilities (Washington, 1947), p. 1. See

also, International Emergency Food Council, Report of the Sec-

retary-General to the Fifth Meeting of the Council (Washington,

October 1947), p. 2, where it is noted that "‘food production

this year has declined in areas which, in any event, would be

heavily dependent on imports while food production has in-

creased in areas where much of the increase is not readily avail-

able for export.” Hence, it is estimated that the volume of world

trade in food inust be 20 per cent larger than last year to main-

tain the 1946-47 relative levels of consumption.

4. Report of President's Committee, cited, p. N6.
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In this dynamic and dangerous era of world

affairs America needs the wisest possible foreign

policy. Our enormous national power will con-

tribute decisively to the solution of complex world

problems provided enough alert, intelligent citizens

are qualified to make informed decisions on con-

crete questions. American public opinion has pro-

gressed from its past provincialism to a real sense

of world responsibility. The march of events is so

rapid and. so relentless, however, that we must be

prepared by continuous information and discussion

to meet them at each step with action best calcu-

lated to preserve American principles and peace.

Thirty years of national service has given the

Foreign Policy Association experience, prestige,

and methods to make a major contribution toward

the development of a truly effective citizens’ under-

standing of world .problems. Since its.founding at

the close of World War I the sole objective of the

Association has been “to carry on research and

educational activities and to aid in the understand-

ing and constructive development of American

foreign policy”. We shall continue to be a non-par-

tisan organisation1—not a pressure group. Our pur-

pose is to create informed public opinion as the

democratic basis of a sound foreign policy.

I00KIHG FORWARD In meeting its new educational tas\s the Foreign Policy Association has a specific

program and expert leadership. It will involve an annual expenditure of $100,000 above our present

income. This sum is small for the task, and must be largely derived from new contributions: It represents

the minimum amount necessary for the further development of the following program:

The intensification of the programs of existing Branches and Affiliates already established in

thirty-six cities of the country.

The further development of our research and publications program to meet most ade-

. quately the national education needs.

A nationwide network of community centers of international education and information.

The recruitment of fulltime, well-trained Directors to supervise.the community and re-

gional programs of larger Branches and Affiliates of the Association.

The expansion of international studies for students in schools and colleges of the coun-

-1 try as the indispensable basis for trained citizenship of the future.

ENCLOSURE ^/-



RESEARCH RRD PURIICRTIORS

Million and a half copies of factual F.P.A. studies were circulated in 1947.

Fprp.ign .Policy,Association puhlicatiom. are ,usedhy .leaders „ of..public opinion,

editors, radio commentators, forum leaders, civic groups across the United States.

3,240 libraries subscribe to F.P.A. publications.

Hundreds of college and high school classes use F.P.A. studies as texts or supple-

mentary reading.

Thousands are used in U. S. Army orientation courses, government commissions,

'conferences, embassies, organisations and press in other countries.'

Study Packets contain outlines and material for discussion and study groups.

Written by our own expert research staff and other recognised authorities, each

study is scrutinised by independent critics before publication. Foreign Policy

Reports, Headline Books, and the weekly Bulletin have won an international

reputation for authority, accuracy,, and timeliness.

The F.P.A. Washington Bureau studies trends and facts gleaned from Govern-

. ment departments, the Congress, foreign embassies.

Our specialised library answers thousands of questions yearly for publishers,

firms with foreign interests, civic groups, serious students.



BRMICHES MID AFFILIATED EOUnCILS

29,000 members, half of whom are in 36 Branches and Councils.

Similar organizations in 34 other cities have applied for affiliation.

1,125 meetings in 1947 presented pros and cons on world problems, with at-

tendance of 140,000.

Staff members spoke to 97 other groups with 31,555 attendance.

.^Speakers^Bureau-provided-or—suggested-prominent-speakers -for 174 F.P.A.

meetings and advised on programs for 150 meetings of, other organizations.

F.P.A. Branches and- Councils in the major cities need well-trained directors

to stimulate and supervise community-wide educational programs. Seven cities

have such executives to organize forums and study groups, train leaders, conduct

teachers’ clinics, to service civic, college, school and church groups.

Branches and Affiliates are self-supporting, but National Headquarters must pro-

vide expert personnel, continuous consultation and a steady flow of materials.

\

F.P.A. is a living organism. It must offer guidance and service to thousands of*

volunteer leaders ready to carry on a program to span the nation.

The above is a broad outline of the growing

services to the nation of the Foreign Policy Asso-

ciation. For the past few years the annual budget

has averaged $250,000. It has been met by member'

ship fees, sale of publications, grants from founda'

iions, and gifts. Despite rigid economies, the budget

for 1948 calls for $275,000 to meet rising costs, but

cannot provide for needed expansion.

To meet this crucial period in American foreign

policy and to help our citizens play their part in

world affairs, the Association will need $100,000

in new contributions during the next twelve

months. We are bringing this challenge to the

attention of friends' old and new.



In commenting on American policy between the World Wars, Winston Churchill wrote:

Y

“Absorbed in their own affairs and all the abounding interests, activities, and acci-

dents of a free country, they simply gaped at the vast changes which were taking place and

imagined they were no affair of theirs. Under the strain the Americans merely shrugged

their shoulders, so that in a< few years they had to pour out the blood and treasure of the

new world to save themselves from mortal danger.”

The Wkite House September 25, 1943

. . . “In a democracy the Government functions with the consent of the whole people.

The latter must be guided by the facts. The Foreign Policy Association is performing a

high duty in facilitating the ludd presentation of the facts of world problems and their

impact on the United States.”
Franklin D. Roosevelt

“I have closely followed the work of the Foreign Policy Association since it was a

year old. It has performed an outstanding service in educating Americans about inter-

national affairs. This is indispensible if a. democracy is to achieve a sound foreign policy.-

.

It is not a task that can be performed quickly, nor is it a task that is ever finished. It calls

for steady, honest and usually unspectacular work over the years.”

John Foster Dulles

“I should like to testify to the immense service which the Association has performed

during its whole existence. Its public discussions and its research have been a model of how

free men look for the truth and learn how to manage their affairs.”

Walter Lippmanrt

“The F.P.A. was founded on the simple idea that judgments of any sovereign people

necessarily depend on their access to complete and factual information. The nation is again

trying to redefine its policy toward the other nations of the world, and our problem is the

samp, as when the Association was founded:— to find, define and sustain a foreign policy

which will give us peace and honor.”
Arthur Hays Sulzberger
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U.N. SETS STAGE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF TRUSTEESHIP AREAS

'\yfANY observers were surprised and encouraged

by the achievements of the second session of

the UN Trusteeship Council which adjourned on
December 16. Now supervising the administration

of 15,000,000 people in ten trust territories ruled

by six colonial powers, the Council attained addi-

tional prestige as a result of authority conferred

upon it .by the General Assembly whose meetings

terminated on November 30. The Assembly author-

ized the Council (1) to draw up plans for an in-

ternational regime for a new trust territory of

Jerusalem, and (2) to examine the report submitted

by the Union of South Africa concerning the former

mandated -territory of Southwest Africa. The latter

grant of’authority is significant because South Africa

has failed to abide by two Assembly recommenda-

tions to place Southwest Africa under trusteeship;

its reports, therefore, would .not normally be subject

to examination by the Trusteeship Council.

EWE COMPROMISE. The work of the Council,

which will, meet aga^ -in February to discuss ..tV
proposed statute for Jerusalem, is' a striking illustra-

tion of bqth the potentialities and limitations of the

UN. Although the Council can only make recom-

mendations, it does serve as an effective channel for

bringing} the pressure of world opinion to bear on

colonial/ problems. A good example of its work is

the resolution unanimously adopted on December 15
s
-to remedy some of the grievances of the Ewe people

Vffrench Togoland, British Togoland and the Gold
’ |>ast, who petitioned for unification of these three

.'as. under a single trusteeship administering au-

*
, \ty to be chosen by popular plebiscite. The Ewes

'he distinction of being the first colonial people

\send a representative, Sylvanus Olympio, to'

, heir petition in person before the UN.
- -.- Mincil did not do what the Ewes wanted,

but it did approve a joint British-French proposal

to eliminate economic, fiscal and cultural barriers

causing hardship to the divided Ewe people. It fur-

ther held that these measures were only an "initial

effort,” and that the. Council would re-examine the

problem when it gets the report of its visiting mis-

sion which will be sent to the area, probably in 1949.

The 1948 mission will visit the British trust terri-

tory of Tanganyika and the Belgian trust territory

of Ruanda-Urundi in East Africa. The Council also

obtained assurance from the French government that

.meetings and assemblies of the.Ewe people “wiil

not, shall not and cannot be forbidden or repressed.”

Questions asked by Council members on this matter

were particularly pointed because French authorities

had banned an Ewe meeting at Palime shortly be-

fore the Council met.

ONE ADMINISTRATION OR TWO? China’s

delegate, Liu Chieh, called attention to general

agreement in the Council that (1) the Ewes are a
^j«j-inci-jx’'e. ripnple with a common culture, language
and customs, (2) the population in ' the area is pre-

dominantly Ewe, and (3) Eweland was partitioned

without regard to the wishes of the people. He then

proceeded to point out that placing the Ewes under

2535

EUROPEAN RECOVERY PROGRAM
For background information and facts on which
Congress must base its decisions abou,t EBP, read:

Britain’s Crisis and American Aid January 1

by Grant S. McClellan V/V- ''

European Recovery Progra^L^ December

by Harold H. Hutchesoif1O’F K-kK a-.
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separate administrations with different fiscal and A list of fifty pertinent questions about racial segre-

educational systems was contrary to the Charter irt t } nation, discrimination and other problems was sub-

so far as it retarded rather than promoted Ewe pro^ ‘mftted to the Union government. South Africa had
gress toward the Charter objective of self-govern- declined an invitation to send a representative to

ment or independence. participate in this discussion, but had assured the

The Council, however, did not recommend arr^jvCouncil it would provide written answers to re-

early unification for Eweland. While railing the qufests for further information.

projected reform an "initial effort,” it was unable
to agree on using the phrase, "an initial effort

toward unification.” United States representative
Benjamin Gerig sought a statement from the admin-
istering powers to this effect, but French delegate
Roger Garreau responded in the negative. Garreau
even questioned the competence of the Trusteeship
Council to recommend a change of frontiers, where-
upon the American representative promptly cited

two precedents for such action—cases in which the
•Permanent Mandates Commission of the League of
Nations had successfully recommended frontier mod-
ifications.

These discussions illustrate the limitations of an
organization of sovereign states in which national

pride and reputedly vital interests are at stake. The
surprising fact is that the French conceded as much
as they did. For the crux of the Ewe question is that

the Ewes want British trusteeship. Their representa-

tive carefully avoided committing himself to this

goal, but the ultimate aim of Ewe leadership is self-

government in a union with the Gold Coast. Unifi-

cation under British trusteeship would benefit the

Ewes because the Gold Coast is the richest colony in

the area ; it has numerous secondary schools, in sharp,

contrast to neighboring French colonies; and it may
1 become the first colony in tropical Africa to attain

self-government.

WESTERN SAMOA AND SOUTHWEST AF-
RICA. In addition to the Ewe recommendations,

two other achievements of the Council are worthy

o£ “racial mention. On Decent®? s «'<• rf-coW®-!

the people of Western Samoa, a trust territory ad-

ministered by New Zealand, should be granted in-

creased self-government, and should be accorded

full self-government as soon as the people "are

capable of assuming the responsibilities involved.”

This resolution was based on a comprehensive re-

port presented to the Council by a three-member

special mission sent to Western Samoa in July and

August.

Indirect aid to colonial peoples was given by the

Council through its discussion of the report sub-

mitted by the Union of South Africa on the former

mandated territory of Southwest Africa. By a vote

of 10'to 0, with Belgium abstaining, this report was
termed incomplete and the Union was invited to

submit additional information before
.
June 1948

When the Council will hold its next regular session.

ATMOSPHERE OF HARMONY. Despite di-

vergent views between representatives of colonial

and non-colonial powers, a constructive and har-

monious atmosphere characterized the Council

meetings. Most of the members were fatigued from

several months of uninterrupted toil because, in ad-

dition to their duties on the Trusteeship Council,

they had served on the General Assembly’s trustee-

ship committee. Yet they tackled each problem as

thoroughly as circumstances permitted. Nor did the

administering and nonadministering powers split

into two camps. On the Ewe issue some of the most

effective questioning of Britain and France was un-

dertaken by the United States and New Zealand. In

.general, Belgium, France, Britain, and Australia

were the leading advocates of the status quo. New
Zealand and the United States, the other two ad-

ministering authorities, took a middle -position: Most

active in upholding the point of view of colonial

peoples were China, Iraq and Mexico, with China

•the most effective of the three. Costa Rica and

the Philippines, new members of the Council, have

not yet played an active role.

RUSSIA STILL ABSENT. The twelfth member,

.Russia, continues to boycott the organization, pro-

testing that the trusteeship agreements allow military

Bases in trust territories and do not define, in accord-

ance with the Charter, "states directly concerned” in

the negotiation of the agreements. Observers had

speculated that the Russians might take their place

at the Council table this session because the Soviet
«r j-j frnX50 *'*‘JV'r* L A.ocoxxil>ly

discussion of a report from the Council, and had an-

nounced its willingness to accept Trusteeship Coun-

cil supervision of an international regime for Jeru-

salem. Absence of the Russians, howevert, has not

impeded the Council’s work. Since the delegates have

not split into two groups, the presence of ipie Soviet

Union has not been essential to maintain the* balance-

between administering and nonadministering\f>/

thorities provided in the Charter. T
The Council’s success has indirectly thrown

on a long-standing controversy as to the natur

its membership. In some circles the view /
expressed that the Council should have beef

ized along the lines of the 'Permanent /
Commission which was made up of spey

ing no official allegiance to any nation'

of this view feared that the official r/



of member states on the Trusteeship Council would
inject national rivalries into discussions of colonial
problems, and would be unable to accomplish Char-
ter aims. The Council’s record to date justifies the

Page Three . —
Id defenders of the present system, who feel that offi-

al cial representation gives the prestige necessary to

ir- lend weight to Council recommendations,
he Vernon McKay

HOW WILL DEBATE ON CHINA AFFECT MARSHALL PLAN?
The problem of deciding what to do, or not to

do, in China is likely to be one of the major foreign
policy issues of 1948. On this question Secretary of
State Marshall and a minority group in Congress,
mostly Republican, find.themselves in at least tem-
porary conflict. Both “the Administration and these
Congressional critics, led by Representative Walter
Judd, Republican, of Minnesota, agree in their de-
sire to bolster the power of Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek, whose armies are suffering new setbacks
in Manchuria, North China and the Yangtze valley.

-But -differences exist on China’s role in American
foreign policy and, correspondingly, on the degree
of aid to be given to the Nanking government at

this time.

CHINA AND THE MARSHALL PLAN. The
Administration’s strategy abroad is to give over-

whelming priority to the Marshall plan for the

countries of Western Europe. By contrast, Con-
gressional advocates of large-scale aid to Nan-
king are recommending, in effect, that Europe’s

priority be lessened through greater emphasis on
China. The implications of the two positions are of

the greatest significance, although not necessarily ap-

parent at first glance.

In theory an effort could be made to give new,
extensive aid to the Chinese government without re-

ducing the total requested by President Truman for

the sixteen Western European nations. But this is

not the way the issue is likely to work out in prac-

tice. In what must be regarded as a preliminary, al-

though imperfect, test of Congressional opinion

on the"Marshall plan,* the recent special session of
Congress cut the Administration’s proposed total of

$597 million interim aid for France, Italy and Aus-
tria to $522 million and included an unrequested

token sum of $18 million for China. It seems prob-

able that the appropriation of really large sums for

China would have a much sharper effect on alloca-

tions for Europe under the Marshall plan.

‘\The proponents of further large-scale aid to

Tanking have sought to minimize the amounts re-

cked to achieve thek objectives in China. They
Ae taken the position that an expansion of the

V Ant American military
7
mission, the delivery of

,
Anal surplus military equipment, and the ex-

of a small fraction of' the total suggested

'V-,-' 'em Europe—perhaps a billion dollars or

three-year period—would
,
bring victory

=

J

"a the civil war with the Chinese Conxr

munists. But the ineffectiveness of past American
aid to Chiang as well as recent American experience

in Greece indicate that this could hardly be .the re-

sult. If the Administration is already discussing the

question of further appropriations for Greece, where
a guerrilla force of some 20,000 men has grown
stronger despite the fact- that a one-year program
involving $300 million is well under way, it is evi-

dent that in China, where there are considerably

more than a million Communist regulars and sev-

eral million militia auxiliaries, the disbursement of
'"many times this sum could -be nothing more than one
installment in a mounting long-term obligation.

If foreign aid is thought of simply as a matter of

appropriating dollars,, the conflict between the Mar-
shall plan and a massive China program may seem
obscure. But if the idea is firmly grasped that

Congress is really being asked to appropriate goods
and services—cotton, machinery, coal, shipping,

wheat, petroleum, and so forth—then it is plain that

the American economy has its limits. The Adminis-

.

tration, therefore, has reason to doubt, both politi-

cally and economically, whether the commitments in- ,

volved in the China program proposed by the Con-
gressional minority could be carried through. It also

fears that if large sums were deducted for China
from what otherwise might go to Western Europe
the result might be a failure of its European policy.

MARSHALL AND CONGRESS. The differences

between the Secretary of State and the China minor-

ity in Congress are quite complex. Party conflicts.

Congressional voting problems, and the Administra-

tionVconccrrr about thc future of the Nanking*gor*'

ernment all color the situation. For example, if the

Secretary of State and his China critics reached a
"

deadlock, the reluctance of the Republican Congress

to vote funds for Europe might increase. Apart from

this, the Administration’s own actions on China make
it difficult for it to. argue with its Congressional op-

ponents in public.

Secretary Marshall himself wanted the Export-

Import Bank to appropriate $500 million in loans

for China last spring and was unsuccessful only be-

cause the Bank insisted on rejecting the proposal as

too poor a risk. More recently, in November, he an-

nounced that the Administration would ask Con-

gress to appropriate $300 million for Nanking, to

cover the fifteen-month period from April 1, 1948

to June 30, 1949*. Reports from China, apparently

reliable but not ’confirmed publicly in Washington,

L
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indicate that an expansion vj. laav. acu .ities of the

American military mission has been quietly under

way. Wishing to give Chiang limited aid—perhaps

amounting to a delaying action north of the Yangtze

area and a holding action elsewhere and in For-

mosa—the. executive side of the government does

not relish the thought of explaining the reasons for

not giving more. The Ajdministration also finds itself

on the spot when asked why the Truman Doctrine

should not now be applied with the same vigor in

China as in Greece, for an answer might have the

effect of weakening a major tenet of current foreign

policy.

EXTENSIVE DISCUSSION NEEDED. The Ad-

ministration is expected to present a China aid pro-

gram to Congress early in the new year. It is desir-

able that the ensuing debate be accompanied by wide-

spread public discussion of the issues. It would be

particularly beneficial if the debate produced as

pyarh and authoritative answers as possible to ques-

tions such ....vwjiig: Precisely how much,

aid has the United States given Nanking since V-J

day? What results have been achieved through each

item of aid? What changes in the China situation,

are envisaged as a result of new aid proposals? Is

further aid likely to be sought after this appropria-

tion, if granted? But it is hot enough to approach

the aid problem simply from the point of view bf

its effectiveness. It is also necessary to ask what

influence further assistance to Nanking would have

on the attitude of the Chinese people, who are des-

perately anxious to find a way out of civil war. The

Nanking government, it should be borne in mind, en-

joys little popular support in its own areas. The

international risks of increased intervention in China

also require most careful examination, since China

offers potentialities for Soviet-American conflict that

could make Greece look like a model of internationa.!

goodwill.

Lawrence K. Rosinger

F.P.A. BOOKSHELF
The Record of American Diplomacy, edited by R. J* Bart-

lett. New York, Knopf, 1947. $6.00

This presentation of key documents of. American

diplomacy may bevused as a supplement to standard his-

tory texts in American -foreign policy or as a collection of

readings which, with the aid of the editor’s short notes,

tells the story of this country’s relations abroad from the

Colonial era through World "War II.

Empire in Green/and Gold: The Story of the American

Banana Trade, by Charles Morrow Wilson. New York,

Holt, 1947. $3.50 ^
An account of the United Fruit Company, an enterprise

which purveys half of all bananas in international trade

and, to Central Americans, is synonymous with the United

States. A good case is made for its beneficial influence in

the development of the area.

The United States, by Avery Craven and Walter Johnson,

New York, Ginn, 1947. $5.00

A straightforward account of American history from

our colonial beginnings through Hiroshima. The text is

with helpful maps, reproductions of interesting

cartoons as well as many useful photographs.

Complacent Dictator,* by Sir Samuel. Hoare. New York,

Knopf, 1947. $3.50

In this extremely interesting account of wartime British

strategy in Madrid, the former Ambassador concludes that

the sooner Franco disappears, the better it will be not

only for Britain, but for the whole of Europe. He believes

that only the restoration of the monarchy as a symbol of

“continuity and unity” can save Spain.

Towards World Prosperity, edited by Mordecai Ezekiel.

Isfew York, Harper, 1947. $5.00.

A useful world survey of post-war economic conditions

and prospects, with an excellent commentary by the editor

on the problems of further industrialization.

Will Dollars Save the World? by Henry Hazlitt. New
York, Appleton-Century, 1947. $1.50

The author rejects the idea that Europe’s present eco-

nomic difficulties are largely the result of the destruction

.wrought, during the war. The main obstacles to recovery,

he contends, are the policies now being pursued by Euro-

pean governments.

The Keynesian Revolution, by Lawrence R. Klein, New
York, Macmillan, 1947. $3.50

A thorough study of the origins, development and in-

fluence... of the economic iddas of the late Lord Keynes. The

writer is an enthusiastic supporter of the Keynesian thesis

that there has been oversaving and underconsumption.

Man and the State, edited by William Ebenstein. New
York, Rinehart, 1947. $6.50

“The purpose of this book,” the author states, “is to

present the major ideas that have animated the political

thinking of the Western world in the modern age.” This

he achieves by selections from well known theorists like

Locke, Jefferson, Mill, Hegel and Marx. But what makes
this series of readings most useful is the inclusion of many
excerpts from books and speeches of recent political lead-

ers and trenchant comments on the contemporary scene

from thinkers such as John Dewey, Maritain, Fromm,
Laski, Cohen and Niebuhr.

The British Commonwealth and World Society, edited by
Richard Frost. New York, Oxford University Press,

1947. $4.25

The British Dominions are increasingly faced with com-

mon problems about trade, colonial affairs, migration, race

and the UN, which give rise to cooperative attempts A
their solution. Such subjects are surveyed in this ht

—the proceedings of the third unofficial conference I

British Commonwealth relations sponsored by the j
}

ous Institutes of International Affairs of the sej

Dominions. / .
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HOTLy DEBATED BY CONGRESS
Washington—

T

he storm which the European

Recovery. .Program is now encountering in Congress^

broke as quickly as critics of the plan predicted

and is even more violent than its advocates antici-

pated. The objectives of the ERP are not themselves

under attack, since Congress is generally agreed that

it is. desirable for the United States to help recon-

struct Europe and strengthen it against Russian pres-

sure. There is bitter controversy, however, over two
aspects of the program: its administration and its

cost. Since the decisions reached on these two aspects

.will determine the effectiveness of the ERP, the

present Congressional debate is as important a’s

though it were concerned with the fundamental pur-

poses of the recovery plan.

WHO SHOULD ADMINISTER ERP? The ques-

tion of how to administer the ERP has intensified

the struggle between the Executive and Congress

over the ^direction of foreign affairs in an election -

year. As seen from the point of view of the White
House and State Department, the ERP should be
controlled by an executive agency under the respon-

sible direction of one man who would be subject to

the guidance of the Secretary of State in so far as

his activities touch upon foreign affairs. A proposal

to this effect was made by President Truman when
he laid the plans for the ERP before Congress on
December 19, and Secretary Marshall emphatically

requested its adoption when he appeared before the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee on January 8.^

The operation of the European aid program'must be

related to American foreign policy as whole. Sec-

retary Marshall declared, warning that the establish-
" ment of a new agency to administer the ERP would
lead to an unfortunate situation since "there cannot

be two Secretaries of State.”

Some Republican members of Congress, by con-

trast, have proposed the establishment of a special

corporation, directed by a bipartisan Board of Di-

rectors, to administer the recovery plan. Under the

leadership of Representative Christian A. Herter of

Massachusetts a plan has been devised for the crea-

tion of such a body, which would report directly to

Congress. This arrangement, according to its pro-

ponents, is needed not only to make certain that

American aid will be administered efficiently abroad,

but to guarantee that the interests of the American

economy \vill be balanced against the needs of for-

eign countries.

That the Herter proposal probably will not be

adopted was indicated'when- the Republican Chair-

man of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs,

Charles A. Eaton of New Jersey, flatly opposed this

suggestion as a violation of the Presidents constitu-

tional powers over foreign affairs. Failure of this

particular plan, however, will not mean an end to

Republican efforts to insert certain other require-

ments cpncerning administration of the program 'id

the ERP legislation. On January 9 Senator Arthur

H. Vandenberg, chief Republican ^supporter of the

ERP joined in the demand that "a new element of

business responsibility” be injected into the manage-

ment of the aid scheme so as to assure public con-

fidence in the program. "The American people,” the.

Senator stated, "have a feeling that the administra-

tion of foreign grants-in-aid since the end^ofithe war
have been pretty sterile of results.” , -

Republican demands for businesslike practices in

the administration of the ERP reflect unwillingness

on the part of the m^n^'ersc*of(tfTe^a^’Ority party on
Capitol Hill to eptrusu their political ^opponents at

the other end of BS^sy]R^@^ggT^vith imple-

mentation of a incalculable

effects on both dojtrQtic^^ policy. In per-

^ Contents of this BULLETIN may be reprhited with credit to the Foreign^^ffci
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haps equally great measure,Hi<?&ever, these requests
express the general disillusionment prevailing
throughout the country as the optimistic promises’
which accompanied the Adrnipl^ ition’s requests for
post-UNKRA aid and emergency assistance to
Greece and Turkey have proved increasingly hard
to fulfill.

But whatever the reasons for Congressional de-
mands for a truly efficient conduct of the ERP, it is

difficult to see how’ such an administration could
be guaranteed by legal prpvisions alone. What is

needed most is that the executive and legislative
branches agree as soon as possible on the particular
men who will head the ERP after it has been estab-
lished. For once men with reputations as efficient

executives have been selected for this purpose, some
of thb qualms -Representative Herter, Senator Van--,
denherg and other Congressional leaders now feel
« connection with the administration of the ERP
may disappear. The Republicans, however, are di-

vided on the ERP, and right-wing members of the
party are expected to attack other points of the
program.

OVER-ALL FIGURE CHALLENGED. Another
source of Congressional controversy over the ERP
is the cost of the program, both during the entire
projected four-year period and during the initial

fifteen-month term.’ President Truman and the State
Department, conscious of the economy-mindedness
of the Eightieth Congress, began to whittle down
the proposed cost of the ERP even before they were
obliged to do so. As early as last summer, when the
sixteen European nations were reported to be esti-

mating their;four-year needs for outside aid at $29
billion, the State Department hastily informed the
conferees that this figure was beyond the bounds’
of possibility. When the original figure was accord-
ingly reduced to $21 billion by the -European dele-
gates, American representatives again suggested a
reconsideration of this sum, with the result that the
amount was finally placed at somewhere between

Page Two h
mint#15.1 and #17.8 Milion

' In making these reductions some of the European^
economists were frankly convinced that they were
destroying part of the vital underpinning of their

proposed structure, but they felt obliged to take this

risk. The Truman administration, having secured

what it believed a reasonable over-all figure, pro-

ceeded to ask Congress, on December 19, for an
authorization of $17 billion for the full four-year

period. Now, however, after being warned by Sena-

tor Vandenberg that any mention of this large

amount would encounter strong opposition in Con-

gress, the Administration has abandoned a specific

long-term figure and merely requested $6.8 billion

for the period from April 1, 1948 to June 30, 1949.

From the point of view of political tactics in Con-

tive Eaton later declared that he would not have

introduced the ERP in the House if it had contained

this total. However, this move did not mollify.two

outstanding critics of the ERP, Senator Robert A.

Taft and Representative John Taber, who continue

their opposition. In any event, the deletion of the

over-all figure should not be judged merely in terms

of its influence on Congressional opinion but also by

its effect in Western Europe. For in the Marshall

plan countries democratic leaders are staking both

their program for revived production and their po-

litical future on American assistance. Whether these

leaders can proceed with any degree of confidence

when they are given no minimum assurance that

the United States will carry through on the ERP
is already an open question. It is regarded, therefore,

particularly important in the -coming weeks of Con-

gressional debate that the Administration eschew

compromises which would' further undermine Euro-

pean confidence in the determination of the United

States to assist in the recovery of Europe^ _

.

Winifred N. Hadsel

F.P.A. APPOINTS NATIONAL PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The Foreign Policy Associa-

tion takes pleasure in announc-
ing that Clarence A. Peters

has been appointed National

Program Director. Mr. Peters

received his B.A. from Parsons

I

College, Fairfield, Iowa, and
his M.A. from the State Uni-

versity of Iowa.

From 1940-44 Mr. Peters

was a member of the faculty

. of Northwestern University,

'Evanston, Illinois, where he apted as Director of Uni-
versity Debating, Director of the National Institute for

High School Students, Assistant Director of Radio,

and instructor in the School of Speech. During these

years he was chairman of the Big Ten Discussion

Conference and Business Manager of the Illinois

Speech Teachers Association.

In 1944 George V. Denny, Jr. invited Mr. Peters

to establish and head a department of research for

America’s Town Meeting of the Air. He served in

this capacity until the spring of 1946 when he was
asked by former Governor Harold E. Stassen of

Minnesota to help develop a nation-wide program of

discussion groups. These discussion groups, the Re-
publican Open Forums, are now active in thirty-eight

states. Mr. Peters was executive director of the Re-
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publican Open Forums at the tim?he was appointed

_ to the Foreign Policy Association staff.

Mr. Peters is especially interested in adult educa-

tion and group discussion. For the past few years he
has been active in promoting adult education pro-

4,
grams and helping with laboratory and clinical pro-

cedures for improving educational opportunities for

adults. His experience will be of great value to FPA
branches and affiliates in arranging programs of

community education in international affairs.

FREE BURMA FACES COMPLEX POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES
The movement of colonial peoples toward inde-

pendence has made new progress with the establish-

ment -of an independent republic of Burma on
January 4. As crowds surged through the streets of
Rangoon, shouting, "We are free, we are free,” the

parliament of the former British possession rati-

fied a‘ treaty with Britain, dealing with defense,

.finance, commercial relations, problems of national-

ity, and contractual obligations arising from the

transfer of authority. The Labor government thus

pulled down the Union Jack in this, cduritry of seyr
enteen Jffillidn^'eople; In area longJhcrittive tor its'

rice, petroleum, teakwood; precious stones, and ores,

such as lead, silver, tungsten, tin and nickel.

THE ROAD FROM MANDALAY. This is the
- first time since the American Revolution that a Brit-

ish colony has formally cut all political -ties with
Britain and the Empire, for even Eire still recog-

nizes a shadowy relationship to the British Crown.
In fact, however, Burma is considerably less inde-

pendent than the American colonies in 1783 or Eire

today. On the other hand, Britain has pjcobably at-

tached fewer strings to the freedom of the new re-

public than the United States tied to the Philippines,

which became independent on July 4, 1946.

Burma is of great strategic importance, bordering

on India, China, Thailand, Indo-China and the In-

dian Ocean. It is of continuing military significance

for such Far Eastern areas as Malaya and Hong-
kong, which remain in British hands. These facts

are reflected in the defense clauses of the Anglo-
Burmese treaty, which provide that, while British

troops are tq b'e-^ithdrav/n after independence, a

British land, sea and air mission shall be sent to

Burma. In addition, British military aircraft may fly

over Burmese territory in peacetime, and in an emer-

gency Burma 'shall, by agreement, furnish assistance

arid facilities for Commonwealth forces. The defense

provisions are to be in effect for three years, and after

that may be canceled on twelve-months notice by
either party.

Befoire the war British investments in Burma to-

taled some $200 million, and profits were high.

Military destruction and Japanese occupation set

Burma’s economy back, but some revival has taken

place since V-J Day. British firms are once more
operating, and Burma hopes ultimately to re-

cover.its valuable economic position.. The new .gov-

ernment wishes to encourage Burmese enterprise, but

lacks domestic capital. Britain has agreed to cancel

£15 million of Burma’s debt, under the independence

arrangements. In addition, the treaty provides for

the continuance of existing preferential tariff ar-

rangements for the time being and similarly safe-,

guards British economic interests. It appears prob-

able that, at least for some time to come, British inter-

ests will continue to dominate Burma’s economic life.

BRITAIN’S CHOICE. With local variations,

Britain’s policy in Burma is cut from the same cloth

• as its policy in India, where the two dommions of

Pakistan and India wete created on August 15^. 1947-

In contrast to the Dutch in Indonesia and the French

in Indo-China, the British concluded that a military

struggle with colonial nationalism would be a futile

undertaking which would drain their resources and

exhaust their powers. They therefore decided, in

India and Burma, to grant political independence in

the hope that this would enable them to retain a

significant military and economic position. The
clauses of the Anglo-Burmese treaty illustrate the

nature of this approach. It is also worth noting that

the peaceful surrender of power by the British has

created a far more friendly relationship with Bur-

mese nationalists than had prevailed in the past.

BURMA’S PROBLEMS. The new Burmese state

will not have easy sailing. The predominant political

party is. the Anti-Fascist People’s Freedom League,

- a Socialist organization to which most members of

the Burmese cabinet belong. The AFPFL was
formed during World War II and proved an effec-

tive organizer of nationalist sentiment, with a young

general, Aung San, as its principal leader. For many
months after V-J Day,- London nought to use other

Burmese groups as counterweights to the AFPFL,
but the effort failed because of the League’s mass

backing.

After negotiations with the British, Aung San be-

came the premier of a provisional government, but

in July 1947 he and six of his cabinet ministers were

assassinated by gunmen, instigated by Rightist op-

ponents. A Burmese court decided on December 30

that U Saw, a former premier, and eighty other de-

fendants were guilty of participating in or planning

the murders.

The AFPFL long included Burmese Communists

as an active element, but later expelled them. The
Communists are divided into two groups of which

one has seven seats in the Burmese parliament of

255 members. The Communists, whose influence in

labor circles and some rural areas makes them more
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important than these figures would indicate, alone

voted against ratification of the Anglo-Burmese
treaty, attacking it sharply on the ground that it

sacrificed .Burmese interests, to foreign domination.
The issue of the military' and economic rights con-

ceded by the AFPFL to Britain will undoubtedly
prove a major factor in Burma’s explosive politics

in the years ahead. If independence turned out to be
a matter of form rather than the beginning of a
genuine change in Burmese life, the present leaders

of Burmese nationalism would undoubtedly lose

strength to the Communists.
THE LAND AND ITS NEIGHBORS. At least

four out of every five Burmans are peasants, most
of whom are hungry for land and relief from high
rents and interest rates. It is not too much to say
that the government will ultimately stand or fall on
its handling of the agrarian problem. Another major
question is the restoration of foreign trade, for

Burma, which is the world’s leading rice exporter,

suffered heavily when the Japanese killed large num-
bers of water buffalo, the country’s main draft animal.

U Tin Tut, who is both Minister of Finance and

Foreign Affairs, is not a Socialist, but the govern-

ment is pledged to a policy of nationalization. How
far it will be able to go in such a course without

running into opposition from British interests, the

Indians (who as traders and money-lenders hold

about one-fourth of Burma’s land) ,
and the Chinese

(also an important economic element) remains to

be seen. The- Burmans have been at the bottom of

the economic ladder in their own country, and it

will not be easy for them to climb to the upper rungs.

A bare summary of Burma’s problems might sug-

gest an unusually gloomy Tuture, but Burma’s, diffi-

culties are no greater than those faced' by most coun-

tries on the morning of independence. The achieve-

ment of effective stability on a modern economic

basis will inevitably take a long time. In addition,

theTuturc vi duima, like that or other nstioas, is

intimately tied up with the success or failure of

efforts to reduce tension in the world at large.

Lawrence K. Rosinger

F.P.A. BOOKSHELF
Banana Paradise, by Frances Emery-Waterhouse. New

York, Stephen-Paul, 1947. §2.75

A rather slight, occasionally amusing, story of the life

of a banana planter’s wife in Guatemala.

Undercover Girl

,

by Elizabeth P. MacDonald. New York,
Macmillan, 1947. $3.00

5 Sprightly account of the author’s experiences with.
Morale Operations branch of OSS in China and South-
east Asia.

Janers Fighting Ships, 1946-47, New York, Macmillan,
1947. $20.00

Textual revisions and replacement of somewhat inferior
photographs mark this edition of an annual publication
which has come to be considered the last word in naval
statistics.

Inside Pan-Arabia, by M. J. Steiner. Chicago, Packard,
• 4A17. $3.00

A summary of Arab history with emphasis on recent
events. The author writes from the Zionist point of view.

Minorities in the Arab World, by A. H. Hourani. London,
Oxford, 1947. $3.25

A valuable study written by a competent Arab scholar
on a subject of growing importance.

History of the Islamic Peoples, .by Carl Brockelmann.
Translated by Joel Carmichael and Moshe Perlmann.
New York, Putnam’s, 1947. $6.00

Tills political history of the Moslem world, originally
published in 1939, is an outstanding contribution by a
noted German scholar.

Introduction to Iran, by Elgin Groseclose. New York, Ox-
ford University Press, 1947. $3.50

A comprehensive survey of Iranian culture and politics,

both past and present, by a former teacher in the mission

school of Tabriz, who in 1943 acted as Treasurer General

of Iran by Parliamentary appointment.

England, A History of the Homeland, by Henry Hamilton.
New York, Norton, 1948. $6.00

A highly readable and well illustrated survey of

the entire sweep of British history. It is not the usual

chronological text but a topical presentation. Random
chapter headings such as, “Food and the People,” “The
Money Machine,” “Economic Imperialism,” “Social Secur-

ity from Elizabeth to Beveridge,” illustrate the interesting

range of materials.

Is Latin America facing an economic crisis? How was

it affected by the war? Can readjustment occur with-

out American help? Read

Latin America and the United States

—

Problems of Economic Readjustment

by Olive Holmes

25 cents

January 15 issue of the Foreign Policy Reports

Reports are issued the 1st and 15th of each month.

Subscription §5; to F.P.A. members, §4.
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°F0I^I6N POLICY ASSOclvNON
national headquarters

22 EAST 38th STREET . NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

December 1948

Dear Fellow Member:

General Marshall has called it "the greatest problem we
have to deal with."

It is the problem of helping the American, people toward
.a_het.ter understanding, of.what-our, country„,.s,£oreign policy-means . .

to us.

Xhis is the job you and we have undertaken as members of
the Foreign Policy Association. This letter, then, is by way of a
year-end report on how we have risen to that challenge - and of the
task that still remains to be done.

1

In the past twelve months the Foreign Policy Association, its
Branches and Affiliates have:

Organized 1,580 meetings with attendance of 419,700.

Produced 88 r-adio broadcasts aimed at building better
understanding of world problems and United States policy.

Circulated 2,114,380 copies of its Foreign Policy Reports,
Headline Books, and weekly Bulletin of international news.
Thousands of leaders of public opinion are subscribers,
including newspaper editors, radio program managers,, edu.-^
cators, libraries, government officials at home andnp'rpad.

V
i

Made a start at expanding its 36 Branohes and Affiliates-

"

into centers of broad community education. The Philadel-
phia, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Albany, Cleveland, San Fran-
cisco, Dayton and Providence organizations lead the way
in this intensification of program.

Received requests from no less than 51 communities which
do not have Associations or Councils, but wish to estab-
lish them as soon as possible.

Certainly all this is evidence that there is very real
*

concern today in all parts of the country over the course of world
affairs. Indeed, the need and desire for a better understanding of
United^States foreign policy, have never been more urgent.

ft *
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But the fact is that the F.P.A. can meet these challenging
demands throughout the country only if its members support it more
generously.. Membership dues cover only 34$ of current operating ex-
penses. The remainder comes from subscriptions and sales of publica-
tions (19$) , and from special gifts (47$) .

The hard, cold fiscal facts are that deficits in 1946 and
1947 seriously depleted our small reserve fund. Rigid economies in
1948 still leave approximately $12,490 to be covered in this year’s
budget. The nation-wide expansion of our work depends upon gifts to
clear this year and allow for much needed field-work in 1949.

Consider only this: i

Because of insufficient funds, your F.P.A. has not been able
to launch more than 5 new branches or affiliates in the 51 cities which
asked help in establishing a local arm of the Association.

The youth program already tested in five or six communities,
with discussion groups and leader-training in colleges and high schools

,

must be extended across the country.

While four Branches have very successful weekly radio pro-
grams on world affairs, this method ought to be used on a broad scale.

Surely we members can take somewhat greater responsibility
for an organization with so many important services - especially in
a year like this, when wise decisions on Europe and Asia rest primarily
upon public understanding of what is involved.

Please make your Christmas or year’s end contribution as
large as possible. Make it payable to the Foreign Policy Association,
and mail it with the enclosed slip filled out for our records. Of
course, all contributions to F.P.A. as an education institution, are
fully deductible on your federal income tax return.

Most cordially yours,

Wm. W. Lancaster, Chairman Eustace Seligman, Treasurer

Brooks Emeny, President

P.S. If you have already made a special contribution to F.P.A. this
year and cannot give more , please use this letter to ' interest a friend
in doing likewise.
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W.SB.^N-The Truman .into changes is graar. Thyn.erpm.m r^ch.

non intends to be armed with the North ing.for hght aje^cularl, ««=«d» “ tofc
Adantic pact bate i. demrmi.es whedre, the agio. *Lf?1 JSd wheat conference in

the recent changes in the Soviet govern- mumst newspaper in
’

^ wych Washington, where the. Soviet representa-

ment will make it possible for East and lishing on ar P
^ , rnncist*entlv shown interest in

Lil^ V

ment will make it possible for East and

West to come to terms. The general as-

sumption in Washington is that Moscow

Changed nojhing fundamental when

fcndreL^f^ishinsky replaced Vyacheslav

"/Mj^^olotov as Foreign Minister and

[j^diael A. Menshikov replaced

TMikoyan as Minister of Foreign Trade.

''“With that attitude, Secretary of State

Dean Acheson welcomed the arrival in

Washington of Gustav Rasmussen, For-

eign Minister of Denmark, on March io,

and of Bjarni Benediktsson, Foreign Min-

ister of Iceland, on March 13 for discus-

sions on the probable participation of

their two countries in the impending At-

lantic alliance, which is meant to strength-

en the West vis-a-vis Russia. Italian Am-

XIOUUIg Vi* j.

Premier Stalin had made in March 1939,

before the elevation of Molotov to the

Foreign Ministry; At that time Russia was

preparing to detach itself from involve-

ment in the gathering conflict between

Germany and the West which led to war

in September 1939. Stalin in this speech

called upon Russia to carry out a policy

of peace and to strengthen commercial

ties with every country, to stay out of

war, to build up the Soviet military

strength, and to solidify the ties of friend-

ship with workers of all nations.

The program is essentially isolationist

or at least reflects a policy of aloofness.

Similarities exist in the situations of 1939iauu^ — v — ^

en the West vis-a-vis Rujaia^ft^ $he feet that ^ten years

TassaHor "Alberto Tarchiam in "Washing- ‘

ag0 Russja determined to stay aloof from

ton on March 9 informed his government a wov\d crisis precipitated by Germany,

that an invitation from the United States
, ^ow *

t js confronted with a crisis which

to Italy to take part in the alliance was

imminent, and the Italian government has

authorized Premier Alcide de Gasperi to

accept the invitation. Democratic leaders

at the Capitol predict that the Senate will

approve the pact.

Soviet Changes Unexplained

Elsewhere, also, the Administration has

indicated that it does not regard the So-

viet reorganization as reason for modifying

theAmerican policy of containment adopted

two years ago. Yet the curiosity of Ameri-

can officials about the ultimate implica-

tions for Soviet policy of the ministerial

Contents of this BUL1

a world crisis precipitated by Germany.

Flow it is confronted with a crisis which

its own policies have precipitated, or

helped to precipitate. Taking the speech

point by point, we see that Russia may

hope to preserve peace by a firm stand

by refusing Western demands that it re-

lax its influence in Eastern Germany, but

by refraining at the same time from di-

reedy extending its influence into new

areas. The speech implies a policy of no

military aggression. The desire to strength-

en commercial ties may imply a hope for

an increased flow of trade between East-

ern and Western Europe, for a share in

the commerce of Communist China, and

for a relaxation of the American ban on

UU

in the international wheat conference in

Washington, where the. Soviet representa-

tives have consistently shown interest in

obtaining an important place in the world

grain trade. But does it mean that Russia

is willing to lift the economic blockade

of Yugoslavia While General Tito is still

Premier there? The Eastern European

press and radio every day condemn Tito s

policy of national deviation from the in-

structions of the Communist Information

Bureau.

Armies and Communists

The Soviet Union already is following in

1949 the 1939 advice of Stalin to build

up the Soviet military strength. Russian

Finance Minister Arseny G. Sverev told

the Supreme Soviet qnjvfarch .10 that_the_

government intended to spend the equiva-

lent of $15 billion for the armed forces

this year, an increase of 20 per cent above

1948. In Russian currency, the 1949

budget assigns 79 billion rubles to the

Military, compared with 66 billion in

1948. While the Soviets have given no

sign that they intend to dispatch their

armed forces across ,any sovereign bor-

der, they possess in the existence of Com-

munist parties abroad a mechanism for

making themselves influential beyond

their borders without inviting war through

military action! The key portion of

• Stalirfw^e^yjmayyBrf lts/T^cOTHmehda^

l tion that Russia soljafiy ffie ^es£of/fnena-

l ship with workers J'.ofvail nations. Do
5iUp VV1L11
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London on February 24. Thf

frontier rectifications, autonomy w^
vene Carinthia, “substantial reparations”

and guarantees for Slovene minority rights

outside the autonomous areas. The West-

ern powers gave full support to Austria

in rejecting most of these conditions, al-

though the United States put forward a

compromise proposal on March 3, sug-

gesting four !
' specific guarantees for the

Slovene minority which, save for non-

contiguous communities, does not; consti-

tute a majority even in southern Carin-

thia.

The Russian representative asked that

Yugoslavia respond to this ‘offer, perhaps-

in the expectation that a refusal to com-

promise would put the onus for frustrat-

ing the conference on Tito, while an

agreement would cause disaffection in*

^ Yugoslavia, particularly among the Slo-

venes. Dr. Ales Bebler, the Belgrade

spokesman, on February 10 took an un-

compromising position and, according to

some diplomatic observers, “tossed the

ball back” to Moscow, forcing Russia

to accept responsibility for concessions or

for terminating the talks. Whether some

face-saving compromise can still be found,

or whether the conference is doomed, re-

mains to be seen. Fred W. Riggs

„ >w$ in the Making

Soviet Russia and the Far East

,

by David J.
Dallin.

New Haven, Yale University Press, 1948. $5 *00

A useful summary, written in textbook style, of

the activities of the U.S.S.R. in Asia from 193 1

to the present time, to be followed by a compan-

ion volume in the spring of 1949 covering Rus-

sia’s Asiatic policy fronr i860 to 1930. The value

of this timely book, which reveals the continuity

^r^Russia’s nationalist policy despite ideological

differences' and political and economic changes,

would have been enhanced if Mr. Dallin had

given even a brief picture of the conditions in

neighboring Asiatic countries which have facil-

itated Russian penetration in that area.

Agrarian Unrest in Southeast Asia, by Erich H.

Jacoby. New York, Columbia University Press,

1949. $4.00

In a period when the bonds of colonialism are

rapidly dissolving, it becomes a matter of signal

importance to understand the dynamics of a

process so distressing to the imperial powers, Mr.

Jacoby, an economist, who has made good use of

four years in the Philippine Islands presents a

carefully documented analysis of the agrarian

situation in Java, Burma, Malaya, Indo-China,

the Philippines and Siam. He gives contemporary

pertinence to his study by an illuminating discus-

sion of the relationship between the dislocation

of traditional peasant economies and modern na-

tionalist movements.

Israel and Trans-Jordan signed a com-

plete and enduring” cease-fire agreement

at Rhodes on March u as a prelude to

further negotiations for a settlement in

Palestine. Meanwhile, Israeli troops, con-

solidating positions in the Negeb desert,

took control of the five-mile strip at its

southern extremity on the Red Sea. This
^

put the Israelis just across the Trans-

jordanian border from Aqaba where

Britain is reinforcing a 1,000-man detach-

ment sent there in January at the request

of King Abdullah. ... The charter of the

International Trade Organization, drafted

by delegates of fifty-four nations at Ha-

vana a year ago, is expected to go before

Congress within .a month. The Adminisr

tration is to ask for a joint resolution

ratifying the charter and approving United

States membership. . . • The report of

the Joint Brazil-United States Technical

Commission, released by the State De-

partment on March io, may be the fore-

runner of a bilateral agreement providing

guarantees for foreign capital investment

in Brazil. Efforts to secure such agree-

ment at the multilateral level have been

unproductive. The mission, headed on

the American side by John Abbink, is

widely regarded as a pattern for surveys

of underdeveloped areas elsewhere under

Point Four of Truman’s Inaugural Ad-

dress. Its report stressed the need for

balance between industrialization and ag-

ricultural development in Brazilian plans.

... As the UN deadline of March 15

. for the establishment of an interim fed-

eral government in Indonesia passed, con-

I flicting reports from the Netherlands East

1

Indies indicated that a stalemate has been

reached. Dutch announcement of plans

‘ for a conference in The Hague on

March 12 to set up the proposed interim

e regime had to be cancelled when both

1
Indonesian federal leaders (Dutch-spon-

*
sored) and the UN Commission refused

'f to co-operate unless the Republic of In-

n donesia be restored and permitted to par-

1, ticipate. On March 13 the Dutch repre-

ss; sentative in the UN agreed to a Canadian

a proposal that preliminary talks with Indo-

l" nesian leaders be held under the commis-

1 \& Affiliate Meetings

-providence, March 20-27, 12th Annual

World Afiairs Week, Hilda Yen, Jo-

seph C. Harsch, Sir Norman Angell,

Roger N. Baldwin, Edwin M. Martin,

Kumar Goshal, Ugo Carusi, John C.

Ross, William A. Higginbotham, Ray-

ford W. Logan and others

*boston, March 21, Nationalism, Impen-

alism, Communism in Southeast Asia,

J. D. L. Hood, Charles Wolf, Jr.

^Buffalo, March 21, US—U.S.S.R.,

Harry Schwartz, John C. Best, Wil-

liam D. Hassett, Jeremiah D. Wolpert r

Pittsburgh, March 22, The SovieU

American Future, Quincy Howe

CINCINNATI, March 23, Western Union,

John Wilmot and panel

Philadelphia, March 24, Asia’s Revolt

Against Colonialism — ;

Detroit, March 25, UNESCO or Fissco,

Malcolm Bingay, W. C. Trow

shreveport, March 25, The Develop-

ment of the Foreign Policy of France,

Hon. Lionel Vasse

Hartford, March 29, What U.S. Policy

for Spain and Portugal?, Olive Holmes

SYRACUSE, March 29, Arctic Diplomacy

,

Hugh Keenleyside, Blair Bolles

utica, March 30, World Plenty and

Peace, Blair Bolles

^CLEVELAND, March 31, April L

UNESCO Conference, Milton S. Eisen-

hower, George V. Allen, Jaime

Torres Bodet, Sir Sarvapalli Radhak-

rishnan
^

Philadelphia, April i, United States For-

eign Policy in the Mediterranean, Fran-

cis Biddle, James Reston

*Data taken from printed announcement

Everyone is Asking
WHAT CAN THE UNITED STATES DO IN CHINA.

For a lively discussion, based on first-nana

information and long-time experience with

Sino-American relations, READ the For-

eign Policy Report on this subject by

Gerald F. Winfield, John K. Fairbanjc

and George E. Taylor.

March 15 issue— 25 cents

Subscription $5; to FPA members, $4.

Special discounts on large orders.

sion’s auspices to discuss conditions for

holding the proposed Hague conference

later.
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ern farm machinery, so as to enable FrSjce develop with other countries of Western7*" the French a goal greater than purely self—

to furnish Britain with wheat and meat. Europe—economic co-operation which, it centered material well-being to live and

France is thus not merely interested in is hoped here, might lay a solid basis for work for in the future.
^ ^ ^

its own recovery and modernization but some form of European union. Such a

in the economic co-operation it seeks to larger objective could conceivably give

Vera Micheles Dean
{Second of three articles on current trends

in France.)

Talks on Austria Test Great Powers’ Will to Agree
A test case of the ability of the four great

powers to reach agreement is now devel-

oping in London where the deputies of

the Council of Foreign Ministers have

been negotiating since February 9 on the

terms of an Austrian treaty under which
the occupation forces may be withdrawn.

The chief differences have arisen over

Yugoslavia’s claims for territorial changes,

minority guarantees: and reparations 1 at

Austria’s expense—claims which are being

supportecTBy"the SovietUnion and op-

posed by the Western powers.

Obstacles to Agreement
A second major obstacle to agreement

lies intRussia’s insistence on a broad in-

terpretatijjm of its rights over former Ger-

_jman_asset^t If- granted, Washington feels,

these concessions would permit Soviet

domination o\Jer the economic life of

‘ Austria with the result that political in-

dependence wjould be jeopardized. A
-French compromise proposal has brought

the two positions within sight' of agree-

ment, the chief obstacle now being not

so much the percentages of oil, shipping

and other assets involved, as the deter-

mination of just what properties and
rights should be listed.

Other questions include: 1) Soviet de-

mands ior. compulsory repatriation of refu-

gees and displaced persons, opposed by

the Western powers; 2) the complex issue

of~ whether Austria should be* permitted

to purchase arms abroad: and carry on
-research- relating-~to-armament; 3) differ-

ences over the extent of restitution for

property of UN nationals previously con-

fiscated; and 4) Russian opposition to the

desire of the Western states for an in-

ternational pledge of Austria’s inde-

pendence and territorial integrity. While
these issues undoubtedly present many
obstacles to a setdement, the underlying

question is the extent to which the ma-
jor powers themselves really desire to

reach agreement.

The Soviet Union, for its part, derives

important military and economic ad-

vantages from the status quo . These in-

volve: 1) the right to keep troops not

only in Eastern Austria, but also in a

communications corridor through Hun-
gary and Rumania; and 2) the de facto

control of a substantial part of Austria’s

industrial plan which, under a Russian

administered monopoly (USIA), supplies

goods to the Soviet Union without giving

Austria the benefits of foreign exchange or

taxes.

On the other hand the U.S.S.R. would

obtain several advantages from a treaty.

In the “cold war” it would be a demon-

stiatiorf‘of Russia’s will' for
1

peace, and

thereby a means of weakening support

for the Adantic pact in so far as it is

'

based on fear of Soviet aggression. The
consolidation of Communist regimes in

Eastern Europe makes the continued pres-

ence of Russian troops unnecessary. In-

deed, from the Kremlin’s point of view,

it might be desirable to withdraw these

troops since every soldier abroad runs the

risk of “contamination” and since, in

Austria, the presence of Russian occupa-

tion forces appears to strengthen the wide-

spread anti-Communist sentiment. In the

economic field it is thought that the

Russians have devised technical means of

influencing important Austrian industries,

which will continue to prove effective

after withdrawal. Finally, some observers

have attached importance' to the oppor-

tunity the treaty negotiations give Mos-

cow of putting Marshal Tito’s government

in a difficult situation.

American Position

The United States has every reason for

withdrawing from Austria provided there

is some assurance that the country will

be able to maintain its independence of

Russia. Not only would the treaty con-

stitute another step toward alleviating

postwar tensions, but it would mean the

withdrawal of Russian troops from Aus-

tria, Hungary and Rumania. At the same
time it would abolish an important item

of American expenditure. Directly, it

would eliminate United States occupa-

tion expenditures. Indirectly, by easing

the burden on the Austrian economy

which has so far spent some $500 million

to pay the occupation costs of Britain,

France and Russia, it would reduce the

amount of ECA aid needed in the future^

An Austrian treaty would also obviate

the risks of creating a second “Berlin”

which might confront Washington with

a serious problem since Vienna’s airports

are outside the city in Russian-occupied

territory. France and Britain support sub-

stantially the same position as the United

States.
——'—

The attitude of the Austrian govern-

ment reflects' strong popular sentiment

which is grovUng extremely restive under

the burden of occupation. Whatever fears

may exist in VHenna df ^
post-treaty Communist putsch are more

than counterbalanced by the knowledge

of strong popular support for the anti-

Communist coalition government which

received about 90 per cent of the vote in

the elections of November 25, 1945, as

against 5 per cent for the Communists.

At the same time the Austrian leaders

are confident that overt Soviet interven-

tion after withdrawal of the armies would

be met by immediate Western aid. Mean-

while the government wishes to throw

off the paralyzing burden of occupation

costs. It seeks escape from the continuing

fear that hostilities may break out be-

tween the occupying powers with the

Austrians themselves the immediate jtics*,

tims. It wants to eliminate the disad-

vantageous quadripartite division of £the

country and the resmctions' on its- own

—

sovereign .power. .
„ _

Austria^ however, is unwilling to ac-

cept a treaty at the price of crippling ' eco-

nomic or territorial concessions. The last

discussions on Austria in London, “May

1948, had been torpedoed by Soviet sup-

port of Yugoslav demands for the an-

nexation of substantial portions of Carin-

thia and Styria and for reparations of

$150 million. Hopes that Russia would now
abandon, or at least not insist on press-

ing the demands of Yugoslavia, follow-

ing the Tito-Cominform split, were im-

portant considerations in the convening

of the present conference.

Tito on the Spot
Yugoslavia, while somewhat modifying

its objectives, presented its program in



London on February 24. Thj

frontier rectifications, autonomy^

vene Carinthia, “substantial reparations,”

and guarantees for Slovene minority rights

outside the autonomous areas. The West-

ern powers gave full support to Austria

in rejecting most of these conditions, al-

though the United States put forward a

compromise proposal on March 3, sug-

gesting four specific guarantees for the

Slovene minority which, save for non-

contiguous communities, does notj consti-

tute a majority even in southern Carin-

thia.

The Russian representative asked that

Yugoslavia respond to this oifer, perhaps-

in the expectation that a refusal to com-

promise would put the onus for frustrat-

ing the conference on Tito, while an

agreement would cause disaffection in,

Yugoslavia, particularly among the Slo-

venes. Dr. Ales Bebler, the Belgrade

spokesman, on February 10 took an un-

compromising position and, according to

some diplomatic observers, “tossed the

ball back” to Moscow, forcing Russia

to accept responsibility for concessions or

for terminating the talks. Whether some
face-saving compromise can still be found,

or whether the conference is doomed, re-

mains to be seen,
, Fred W. Riggs

I
_ , irvs in the Making

1

Soviet Russia and the Far East

,

by David J. Dallin.

New Haven, Yale University Press, 1948. $5.00

A useful summary, written in textbook style, of

the activities of the U.S.S.R. in Asia from 1931
to the present time, to be followed by a compan-
ion volume in the spring of 1949 covering Rus-
sia’s Asiatic policy from, i860 to 1930. The value
of this timely book, which reveals the continuity

’^or
%4Russia

,

s nationalist policy despite ideological

differences’ and political and economic changes,
woujd have been enhanced if Mr. Dallin had
given even a brief picture of the conditions in

neighboring Asiatic countries which have facil-

itated Russian penetration in that area.

Agrdpan Unrest in Southeast Asia

,

by Erich H.
Jacoby. New York, Columbia University Press,

1949. $4.00

In a period when the bonds of colonialism are
rapidly dissolving, it becomes a matter of signal
importance to understand the dynamics of a
process so distressing to the imperial powers. Mr.
Jacoby, an economist, who has made good use of
four years in the Philippine Islands presents a
carefully documented analysis of the agrarian
situation in Java, Burma, Malaya, Indo-China,
the Philippines and Siam. He gives contemporary
pertinence to his study by an illuminating discus-

sion of the relationship between the dislocation

of traditional peasant economies and modern na-
tionalist movements.

—

w

Israel and Trans-Jordan signed a “com-

plete and enduring” cease-fire agreement

at Rhodes on March 11 as a prelude to

further negotiations for a settlement in

Palestine. Meanwhile, Israeli troops, con-

solidating positions in the Negeb desert,

took control of the five-mile strip at its

southern extremity on the Red Sea. This

put the Israelis just across the Trans-

jordanian border from Aqaba where

Britain is reinforcing a 1,000-man detach-

ment sent there in January at the request

of King Abdullah. . . . The charter of the

International Trade Organization, drafted

by delegates of fifty-four nations at Ha-

vana a year ago, is expected to go before

Congress within ,a month.. The, Adminis-

tration is to ask for a joint resolution

ratifying the charter and approving United

States membership. . . . The report of

the Joint Brazil-United States Technical

Commission

,

released by ' the State De-

partment on March 10, may be the fore-

runner of a bilateral agreement providing

guarantees for foreign capital investment

in Brazil. Efforts to secure such agree-

ment at the multilateral level have been

unproductive. The mission, headed on

the American side by John Abbink, is

widely regarded as a pattern for surveys

of underdeveloped areas elsewhere under

Point Four of Truman’s Inaugural Ad-

dress. Its report stressed the need for

balance between industrialization and ag-

ricultural development in Brazilian plans.

... As the UN deadline of March 15

for the establishment of an interim fed-

eral government in Indonesia passed, con-

flicting reports from the Netherlands East

Indies indicated that a stalemate has been

reached. Dutch announcement of plans

for a conference in The Hague on

March 12 to set up the proposed interim

regime had to be cancelled when both

Indonesian federal leaders (Dutch-spon-

sored) and the UN Commission refused

to co-operate unless the Republic of In-

donesia be restored and permitted to par-

ticipate. On March 13 the Dutch repre-

sentative in the UN agreed to a Canadian

proposal that preliminary talks with Indo-

nesian leaders be held under the commis-
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,
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_
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American Future
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Quincy Howe
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eign Policy in the Mediterranean, Fran-
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\ • This publication indicated that it maintained a research depart—

Heat corroosed of a number- of everts covering given, fields of international :

relations, and that it publishes the. Foreign Policy Bulletin each week and . -

; the Foreign Policy Reports send-monthly. In. addition it publishes numerous •

.
.

;

.

other pamphlets and members, of the -research staff have participated in radio

programs, speaking engagements, et cetera.- '

; The Association has no endowment and phe-half of its income. i& , ,

derived "from membership dues, subscriptions and literature sales and, the
is TnisRil anniialiy from contributions from friends and sobers :

• -

and foundations interested in educational and research work* 6lr755?-2-226

-

, a letterhead of the; Foreign iftOdcy Association dated in Septea- ...

ber, Iplif?,. showed the name as' Foreign Policy Association* Shcozporated, -

' .giving the' national headquarters as .22 Fast 35th Street, Hew York City . - -
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Qa iTovember 2£, 193®, Francis Ralston Ualsh testified before- the
Special Commttee to. Investigate Un-Ainerican Activities atid in connection,
with the Rational .Save Our Schools Committee h© mentioned. the Foreign
Policy Association tt*MvMch lias Soviet .spies address its. audiences and

‘

toll them how pleasant things in.Russia are...,r . . 62-23170-159,p.lh9

OH August 16, 193&, Br, Walter S, Steele testified before the, -
. Special Committee on Un-American Activities and stated that the American

Steele then quoted "Through it they claim tb have influenced seventeen
.national youth movements to become affiliated with it. These include..*
Foreign Policy Association***

;

'

She American Student ptiion was cited as a Communist front by the
Special Committee on Un-American Activities* ^i-7582-i380 p 172

'

Hhe ”ifew fork fines’* of duly' A* 193?, in referring to the
activities of the. American Youth Congress, stated that at a general
meeting a resolution condemning Communism, together with ilazism and r

Fascism,
,
had been voted down, the resolution in opposition to Comunism,

Fascism and Uazism, according to the article', was sponsored by a
.
group/

;
.

of .seven delegates including delegates of the' Foreign Policy Association.
. ... . ...

•
.

‘ 61-7567-HlX ;<
"

'
,,

:

:
The larch 12, l?lt8, issue of "Gbimterattacjc," an anti-Communist

publication, devoted considerable space concerning the Foreign Policy
..Association, It was stated that several members of the Board" of Directors
are "fellow

.
travelers or appeasers’ 1 end thatsone of them had been put

on the Board through the help of Mrs, Bean*. The ..artidLe.also ntated' -

that the organisation has an enormous influence as shown by the fact that
‘

Presidents, of the United States and Secretaries of State had made speeches
under its auspices and that it has a sejid-officiai standing with the State.
Department and other Governmental agencies* This ,article iadicatedthat -

trs* Dean had been using the Foreign Policy Association to vindicate to
the American public ;,eyerythi»g that the Soviet. IfeiGn' had dona.

V v:
o'

-V t ; -

,

-.
.

v

.

v
-.:*
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VTA LIAISON

Date: r May jj, ISfliS!

From:

..'Director -
.

v
:

"
'

...

Central Intelligence Agency -

2210 E Street, N. VU ;
••/•.*. ''/

.
. / ..

Washirigfeon, D. C. ’

;
’ / '

. / •

. .
.

.

"

;

’

•
' V - Attention: Mr. Frank G. Wisner /'

. v
.

-

' : ‘

' Assistant DirecWfor'. Policy CobrdinatioJ
.

- ~
.. -

*- •* " -
'

. .
.

. . A
John -Edgar Hooyer y Director, . Federal. Bureau of Investigation-

Subject:.
;

VERA MICHELES DEAN-
,K)RK(M poiicx’ association

th& memorandum of April.-ll, ift?, - from
'

1

'.-J
aS_®r ,^

sne?>
.JJ

^ta-oh a request is made for- information concerning-’WaE
V . :: ,.

Scheies Dean of the. Foreign Policy Association.
; t

. . ./ V - /" 2
. "

. : • wir .
‘ Mrs

;

. 'a^n and
'

the Foreiei:-
;

vi

'
• ' t?in

C
for

S
vof

la1i

J
0n ' •*? identify Mrs. Dean And the /crg*i*^#S

'

"

r llT
yon. ^No active investigation 'ha's -been conducted, by. this Bureau oil'Mrs. Dean or the Fp^eign,Policy Association,. * f 1

;
. „

*

*
. |

.

^his- data is being furnished; for yoUruon
should not be. disseminated „ outside of your agency.

Enclosure^
j l '

^
.

information an
-i4

‘..-mm and-;^:
;
- • \i%±

GHStmacjYmJ
•

- Information contained in the .attached memoranda is limited
i

:

.i
strictly 'to. public source, and c.orroburated^information in ;

.

' ,
.Thes.e ^jnem^^dc^f .dti:© iso/.lih©. above’

limitations, are-hot complete and are’
-

intended ' only'-to 'identify
Deaii arid the Association; . \ i

" • -L .. ;



SUBJECT:

r

. VERA MICHELES DEAN
0FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION

PURPOSE

W ' *

To request the transmittal ty Liaison of the attached material

to Mr* Frank G. Wisner, Assistant Director for Policy Coordination of the

Central Intelligence Agency. '
»

,

BACKGROUND
.

’

.

’

^ By memorandum dated April 11, - 19b9> Mr. Wisher requested informa-

tion concerning Vera MLchdies Deap of the Foreign Policy Association and

any other information of ’’possible Communist tendencies of any other members

of the Foreign- Policy Association", *

^ Attached are blind memoranda concerning Dean -and the_ Foreign

^silicy Association limited to. public source and corroborated information

compiled from a review of all references on Ddan and the Association*.

\ The Board of Directors and national' officers of the Foreign

Policy 'Association number forty-three while the membership is several-

thousand and therefore no check was made on’ the individual members of the .

Board of Directors or the national officers or any members.of the Association.

RECOMMENDATION -
.

t
, ,

It! is recommended that the attached memoranda-be forwarded to - .

the Liaison Section for adelivery to Mr. Wisner. At the time of delivery

'Mr. Wisner should be advised that due to the large number of individuals

comprising the Board of Directors and nations! officers no check was

made of such individuals. ’

. ,
-

.

:

Enclosure

i

GHSsmac jsrpaj kki ORpBo
8XMAY .1® '3940

\
\3l

ORIGINAL

COFW

F#

1:70
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FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION
22 East 38th Street, New York 16, N. Y. MUrray Hill 5-5740

BROOKS EMENY,
President October 3, 1949

r
‘ \ *

\
V\ *

WHERE ABE YOU^*- ^ ^
In The Tidal Wave of World Affairs?

\
The people of the world were once cautioned that

"a lie travels around the world, while the truth is put-
ting on her boots”

With this thought in mind, ... the foreign Policy
Association, born on Armistice eve, 1918, has dedicated
itself for the past thirty years to disseminating clear,
authentic and impartial news in the field of international
relations. The Association has aimed to promote among the
citizens of this nation, a fuller understanding of world affairs.

Today, with an awareness of the contraction of
global boundaries

, the PPA is extending its program to
meet the heightened publio need for continuous information
on international developments. We offer you, through our
faot-filled publications, and through the numerous member- .

ship functions outlined in the enclosed brochure, the
opportunity to share in the promotion of a wider public
understanding of world issues and the problems of American
foreign policy.

Because today’s developments in world affairs are
shaping our common destiny, we urge you to give careful
consideration to the exoiting new PPA program offered to
citizens of this Metropolitan area, which is dearly de-
scribed in the folder accompanying this speoial letter
y°u *

'

t'f

*3

c
' 'X '\

-

You are cordially invited to become, a member pf
Poreign Policy Association now.

^ | ^

,
-
-\ .<

Cordially yo;^,\p§p'

L



:i Broadw ’-x, Manhattan
Coils, 1343

Federal Bureau of Investigation:

It seems to me that I r*ad

30‘ii 1*' time .ap^o that this outfit is cToOiied. I may Toe

v^roris
But if I am not - and I send this to yon ,

so that

uoti can check up - I . . . , * i ^ . j.—
1
This letter came through the mail, det -

-n the_svcund or usingr th» mails.
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' October 359 Z949

h Zy $$$£[

flew Torjc, flew mtfc,

Bear

•
‘ S four' dcmwuni cation .dated October 299 . 1949 \

has been received* -

'

'
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;

*
~

'

1

* -
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i nfofrnatim .Qpaikable to me*. Tojur -interest i.9
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Sincerely ^byrs.
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MR,. PEITON FORD «

TrlS ASSIpAMTIQ Tp ATTORNEY GENERAL

DIRECTOR, FBI V T '^COIJFIDESKAE,

FOREIGN POLICY .ASSOCIATION ,

INTERNAL SECDRITI - C

i

.

V*

b6
hlC

- . W

•I
Kay H, 19501

..<3,1

• 1
'A » •

•Reference Is made to my memorandum to the Attorney. General dated
April 5, 1950, captioned ^Owen Lattimora, Espionage - R. ,r Included among
the documents r enclosed with the, above memorandum, "which were received

from Senator McCarthy', wap- -an aiionymoue communication' dated 'March 24, . .

'

.1950, addressed to Senator McCarthy’, which communication made:

,
non-

specific allegations of Communist influence within the above organisation.

This anonymous communication also made nonspecific allegations of Communist

sympathy on the part' cf Sr, Brooks Emeny, Director of the organization,

- No active investigation of the Foreign. Policy Association
has. been conducted by this Bureau, although an inquiry concerning Its

.

formation was made in 1942, the results thereof being set .forth in the

.

.
*

report of Special. Agent ! I dated, December 4, 1942, at New York,

New York, a copy of which report was
,

furnished to the » Division of Records. ,

.

f on April 5, 1947, ’’

,

*
,/ r

A further inqxxi^ is being made at this . time concerning’ the

above: organization,- and the JresuLts thereof will be furnished to you upon
•receipt by the Bureau,

; V-:'



^STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office M.emmmdum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

:A. H*

FROM : C. E. He

SUBJECT:

Purpose:

rich, v
1

0
[TTIMORE;

lGE - R

DATE: April 21, 1950

T

ALL INFORfMTiON CONTAINED :

HEHEIf! 13 ^CLASSIFIED . ;

DATE itbohlM 5/-^ /ml' :

To recommend that no action be taken in the Owen Lattimore
Rooa

case on an anonymous letter received by Senator McCarthy concerning The oanay
"

i
Foreign Policy Association; and to refer this letter to the -appropriate I /supervisor handling the investigation on The Foreign Policy Association
•who in turn should, advise the Attorney General of pertinent information fX HvW
in this matter,

(
mWMY

, J vA v

Background; p wrap .

/c/V <4\
Among the documents recently furnished to the Bureau by Senator? . fO

Joseph McCarthy is an anonymous typewritten letter dated March 24, 1950, which
is signed, “An American who would like to see this country free from ’infiltration's^
This letter makes nonspecific allegations against The Foreign Policy Association
and its director Brooks ESneny and the writer suggests that his information be
furnished to the FBI* Owen Lattimore is not mentioned in this letter. A \photostatic copy of the letter is attached. The Attorney General on April 5, 1950*-,in the case entitled "Owen Lattimore, Espionage - R» was furnished with a photo- - fystatic copy of this document as well as other documents received from Senator
McCarthy. x

%
. „ ^ Bureau files contain a closed case file entitled "The Foreign Policy SAssociation," (61-7802) which was last handled by Supervisor G. H. Scatterday 3
who wrote a summary of the organization on May. 4, 1949.

u~

Recommendation

:

JT
I

’

/ ^ is recommended' that the duplicate yellow copy of this memorandum, qS /l^hich is designated for Bureau file 61—7802 on The Foreign Policy Association, §
J/

forwarded to the appropriate supervisor for .handling since it does not pertainR
Qyf3Ln any manner to the investigation of Owen Lattimore. it is further recommended k

that the supervisor who handles the matter on The Foreign Policy Association advisfe
the Attorney General of what action if any ^Has been tdcen with respect to this
matter and it is further suggested that a brief statement be furnished to the
Attorney General of pertinent information concerning $he Foreign Policy Association
and its director Brooks Bneny, unless some reason for not doing so is apparent* In
communicating with the Attorney General in this matter, reference should be made
to the communication dated April 5, 1950, entitled "Owen Lattimore, Espionage - R,"

Attachment

ktrJ^k? ^
2i®HS8 Vli

EX-3

JEM:hmb
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J

‘‘-b7cf

•‘ SAC, Kaw'Xorfc. 5-11-50.

. . (£Zi
DIRECTOR, FBI /

./ x Teaman policy association
- Hi ,J '•

.'Intek^iTsecubiti - 0 '

~ m* 65-11984)

5 / y
1

/i
:
.-;b

Reference, is made to the report of SA
December. 4, 1942 at' New York, -Mew Torjc.

'

dated.

- • In connection with the case, entitled “Owen lattimore, Espionage -
Senator McCarthy- furnished to the Bureau a photostatic copy of an anonymous
letter received by him making non-specific allegations of Communist sympathy

1

.

.Vlwithin the Foreign Policy Association and On the part of its director, - '
'

; -Brooks Braeny.
'

'/• /'.» - * •••;' 'V/'- - v
.

:

-
-

'
•

•
•

f

•• Enclosed herewith are two photostatid copies: of a, letter dated
‘

* December' 1948 addiessad to
’

,,Dear' Fellow Members’1 on the.letterhead of the above-
captioned organization ahd signed by its officers,, together with an enclosure
concerning the activities and aims of - the group, v Also enclosed are two
.photostatic copies of pages '1? - 19 of the November, 1947; issue of “Current

• Blography',t concerning Emeny./ . •
.

;'. /• '
> .

-

'-
;

v,
, ;

You are instructed to review the files in your office concerning .

the' captioned organization and contact your’, confidential, informants" and..
’•

' reliable, sources of information and .thereupon immediately subpit a report. ‘

.

to"the Bureau concerning the above group. lour report 'should be - prepared •

'

in accordance avith instructions on Communist front. organizations and : ,

mu3t be suitable, for dissemination by the Bureau. /
- <: .

'
.

/'

\ - Xouinust be particularly alert to determineany evidence ‘ /
that, the organisation is or in the past has been subject to Communists
infiltration, influence, or control or engaged in the dissemination of /,

-

. Communist or . pro-Soviet propagandas fhe possibility "that the organization ’

•’ may have been used as a cover for Soviet espionage activities .must not be'
overlooked./ In connection with any possible espionage phase of this. • •

investigatibh, consideration should 'be .given tb interviewihg BbuiS Budenz
' and Elisabeth. Be^loy. V.

.

; /
- •- ••

This case must.be given immediate, attention anda report ^
'

'•

,-(|ii
!7802-29 & ,26) 5p

v X 'x
,$1 % ^

a/

# - ..& a

/***



MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED YEARS OLD”

insurance Company of Northampton county
ESTABLISHED. 1830 IN EASTON, PA.

James H. W. Hay, President

M*y 18, 1950

The Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Department of Justice •

Washington
D.O.

_

*

Gentlemen:

I asked to serve on a Committee to form a local branch
^f-afc&relgn Policy Association. »m, you kindl • ££ me %

of being subversive or1 ^ f b6en on y0urlist of communistic front organizations.

Very truly yours,

James H.W.Hay U

RECORDED -16. ! ft;//

INDEXED 16 , Jp C,K“.

JS
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March 24. I960
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PEfUQD FOR WHICH MADS

:/l9,22-26, 29*3*4
1*2,5-9412-16,

9-21/50 CHARACTER OFCASZ

TERNA1 SECURITY

SYNOPSIS Off FACTS:

,,ef
^

h

&T \,
var

l^.\^ Sb'ip ,/uw
,y -Sr!? y-jfl-
(\/ V 4 .Vo

. „ FPA.. developed frofe Meeting held in NYC, l|/23/l8j //$?£

adopted name FPA in 1921 and incorporated as ^ \

FPA, INC., 11/26/28.' Names of original founders ;

set out. Mary prominent individuals have been- \
associated with FPA. Purpose: "To carry on .

research and educational activities to aid in „ <Lh ' o
the understanding and constructive development of j~*s m
U.S. foreign policy". Headquarters at 22 ,E. 38

» S 2 t?

St., NYC and 35 branches and • affiliates throughout ft T
U.S. Current membership approximately $4. *000. ^ ^ ^ ,

Its three publications are widely distributed, 1 “^^' -•

Names and descriptive data of current officers -5 * v;

set out. BROOKS MENY, President since 19h7,
reported to be anti-Communist and- opposed to, pror "'4 1

A Soviet convictions of VERA MICHELES fJEilN,. Research &7T7
Director, who influences FPA policies and. has been

l accused of being apologetic for Russia. Informant^r^g*-
\ state FPA not a Communist front and never was so hupJi&l
\ regarded by CP, but CP has had a faction working xn/i/vyrl. i

\ it. FPA reported to have received $5, 000. contribution- (J
'

\ from AMTORG TRADING CORPORATION in 1937. Employees •

J
\
represented by UOBYA*’ ~T- A. BISSON, BRUCE BLIVEN, DAVID
H. POPPER and WILLIAM T. , ’STONE formerly associated with

'

. \? ./ . \ t.\V FPA, were ^Lso^associated' with "AMEBA&IA" .

“

VA'^Vvf' “-^L & 1 INP ’

W .JCf* - S '

. 0 Ui jw| 0. Ik
' *
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W'' »
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PROPERTY OF FBIij^'j This confidential report and its contents ano'^ioanecli tP you
-Wie/FBI and are not to be distributed apt-side of agency to which lbaned* * &T..
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NY A5-1198lt

DETAIIS :< For the purpose of conserving space, the subject organization,
which is known as the FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION, INC,, will be referred to in
this report by the initials FPA,

I. ORIGIN, SCOPE OF ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL ACTIVITIES

A, ORIGIN

The following background information as to the origin and early
activities of the FPA was obtained from a review of the following /publications
in the New York Public Library, it2nd Street and Fifth Avenue, New York City*

’’TEN YEARS OF THE FPA, 1918-1928”$
’’TWENTY YEARS OF THE FPA, 1918-1938” j

“TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF THE FPA, 19l8-19ll3"j
“THE FPA IN WAR-TIME” (19kO) :

According to the above indicated publications, the FPA developed from
a meeting held in New York City on April 23, 1918 of nineteen writers, editors
and others, who assembled to consider the role of the United States in the
period following the World War, At this meeting, a Committee was organized,
which shortly thereafter took the name of ”TheJfeo'Smittee on American Policy
in International Relations’1 , At this first meeting, S, J^^TCL^lE,.aSS";t

C'"'

)TORMA^S^£l~*gave the group “the benefit of the experience of those English-

liberals who were four years ahead of us in waking up, and three thousand
miles nearer the realities of the European conflict”,,

)

. The following individuals attended this first meeting and identifying
data! as to them, unless otherwise indicated, was taken from the aforementioned
publications j

NORMAN ANGEIL, author j General Manager, “Paris ,Daily Mail”, 190^-1912

$

home: London,England, (“Who’s Who” - 1918-1919)

CHARLES A^^EARD, Professor of Politics, Columbia University, 1907-1917?
Director^ 'Training School for Public Services, New York City, since 1917 o

(“Who’s Who” - 1918-1919)



* J

NY 6£~1198l*

TONSTONAefljJRCHILLs author ; home; Cornish, New Hampshire. ("Who's Yifho ,
.

,-»

m^-M) ;

•

HERBEjg^feSjiYj author | Editor, "Th^j^Tew Republic*1 since 191k} President,

THE NEW

®

TBLIC COMPANY, ("Who's Who" - 1918-^.919)

WILStTORiaiT,'’ authox s Director, Labor Temple School, New York City,

191)1-1927. • <
,!Who 1 s Who " , 1930-1931 )

‘

PERCY ,S$GRANT/ Rector , Church of the Ascension, NewYork City since

1893, ( "Who* s 'Who"-* 1918-1919 )

' 1

J. A. H^HOPKINS,* Chairman, National Bureau.of Information and Education.

ALVIN Hjs^TOHNSON’J 'Director, The^New School for Social Research.

MfiRTT^r^MSON/ Motion picture explorer. ("Who's Whd 1 - 19,30-1931) J

ilRTHMdfeiLLOGG^ Managing Editor, "The Survey", since 1908. (."Who's

VjKo"'- 1918-1919);. • . :

T"“» A TTT TT r\ r\~*' h X / fllS/l-i r-\ f c?
~\ QT ~1 QT

PAUL uJj^pLLOGG’/ Editor of "The Survey". ("Who's Who"- 1918-1919)

PAUL&ajN./toAl7-President, IENNADAY AND LIVINGSTON, INC., Literary agents.

„ j_ • (

HENRY Ri|MUSSEY
~

E^SJ^OOLE^'author ; resided at the University Settlement, New York

City, 1902-1905 and wrote^articles and stories for magazines 5 also

Correspondent for magazines in the U. S. and Russia; Socialist.

("Who's Who 1918-1919 )

S. K,. RATCLIFFE..

W. ^SLAUGHTER..

EDWIN EJ^OSSON^^Managing Editor, "The Independent" since 1903

.

("Who’s Who" - 19x8-1919) '

r /.

3

-
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GEORGE
" '

P. WtjVpLSON^author? member of editorial staff “London ‘Daily News* 1
?

^“WEoV Who”'- 1930-1931)

The following individuals joined the aforementioned nineteen individuals
shortly after the meeting,, held on April 23, 1918 i

LX*'
EDWMffBJORKMAN, author? editor,. “Modern Drama Series”? a Socialist
Propess'ive* (“Who’s Who”; - 1918-1919)

ALLEN T4OTURNS,. Executive Director, Association of Community Chests
'aM^Counclls

.

VfflNDELj^BUSH Associate Professor of Philosophy,- Columbia University*

X,5lLro-’b 1sjho“ - 1918-1919).

JOSEPH P^HAvIBEPLAIN, . Professor of Public Law, Columbia University .-

LINCOL^^OLCORUj author?- began writing short stories in 1909 j staff
correspondent “Philadelphia Public Ledger” Washington Bureau since
1917.. (“Who’s Who” - 1916-1919)

JOH^DEWEY,.’Professor of Philosophy, Columbia University* (“Who’s
Who“

: *~ 1918.-1919)

STEPHE^MUGGAN ^. Professor of. Education,- College of the City of New Yorkv
T^ho's Who” -

•1918-1919

)

H. E,W«^OSBROKE, Professor of History and Religion of Israel, 1909-
-*1916 'a^^iscopai ;Theological School? Dean, Generaldheological Seminary
since^l917* (“Who’s Who - 1918-1919)

jr
{ M/jNIEY .O.i^!pUDS0N, : Professor of International Law, Harvard Law School,
‘-•Cambridge',- Massachusetts and Judge, Permanent- Court of International
Relations 4 .

-

JAMES G^teDONALD, Assistant Professor of History and Political Sciences,
Indiana University, 19li*-19l8«
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CHRISrai^MSRRIMAN-

RALPH ^BOUNDS^-lasvyer, member of law firm ROUNDS, HATCH, DILLINGHAM
AND DEBKYQISE;. (i^io's Who" - 19l871919)

' ’ '

** - >

JAMES T^S^OTVffiLL^ Director, Division of Economics and History, Carnegie
-Endoment for. International Peaceo ’

‘

;

'

' MR£h MARY Kj^QffiHOVITCH^social economist, former Associate Professor
’of Social Economics at Barnard College and Teachers College, Columbia

. University] with Greenwich House since 1902. ( "Who * s Who" - 1918-1919)

MLLIAN Dy^SfflLD, ’Sociologist; founder and President of Henry Street
Settiemeiit. ("lho*s Who" - 1918-1919)

The aforementioned publications further reflect that the second meeting
was held on May 13, 1918 where ARTHl^^EASO

>
N' liput before us the. two edged

foreign' policy of Britigh labor"’- resistance in the field coupled with de-
mocratization of war aims". At .this meeting, PAUL ;&ENNADAY_ brought • in the

'

report of the organizational committee of which -WINSTON CHURCHILL was- Chair- ^
man. The report called for an -organization “national in scope and non- '

'hi

partisan in activities". - It was decided to set up a sort of seminar to [•{

take up those issues which would be confronted in any peace settlement •

and on which the group wanted to educate themselves before attempting to
educate others. Those issues were called "war aims".

'

CHARLES ...A.—BEABD. was chairman of the Program Committee in the Summer
of 1918 and N0RMAlW?'^PG00D-be

4

6'aine the chairman when the national organization
was launcbedTn Jf]^Fall of 1918. H4PGOOD was succeeded in the Winter of
1918-1919 by JAMES GhMcBDNALD.

'

*'

;

-HENRY R, MUSSEL was the first secretary ef the organization and
- he was

followeOjTpEP}ip DUGGAN. . DUGGAN in turn was followed by LINCOLN,*COLCORD, -

who was succe^eh'
J

'i'n“l'he^?
p
l3l of 1918 by CHRISTINA^ MEERIMAN, wHo continued in

,
that capacity.-lintil the Winter-' of 1928. when she was succeeded by ESTHER G.'

^ogden; . ; -
.

• WLNDELL.BUSH and ROBERT J^SSRDINER, as well as GEORGE mJ(lM©NTE •

served “as iSetsul^r*%hroughoUt the early years of the' ‘'organization#’*

f
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yMt+om.of

'

the .early meetings held iri the summer of 1918, ^Professor
THOMASrwiSARYK spoke on the theme of the small nation and Professor
P. , CHAMBERLAIN spoke on the subject of the control of- ihternationalTt^ade^

, .Vice-President of ;.th$&flfcCAN INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION . arid W j,'MORGAN
" •

jVSHUSTER, former U. S. Minister' to Persia*-' spoke on the subject of concessions
^anSTTnvestments in backward countries; In addition* ORbliW^TE/iD of the
Bureau of Industrial Research- spoke on /the subject of the distribution of
raw materials and RALgiK^UNDS, a lawyer -from New York City* presented the
draft of a constitution for a League of Nations*

* ;I

* 1

On October 10, 1918, the platform of "war aims" of the organization
was adopted and on November 7, 3.918* a meeting - was held to. discuss' ways -and

means.to secure public support "for the incorporation of the "war aims"- into
the. peace settlement* On November 27, 1918* thel"war aims" were distributed
in printed form at offices of the newly formed^League^oflEree.^- Nations
Association", which was the new name of the subject organriz ation*

On December 11, 1918, the first constitution was adopted and. in
December, 1918, the .first public luncheon of the organization was held*

In 1919 a Committee on Mexican Relations was appointed,vwhose
fact^gathering, public ; speaking • and ^presentation* at Washington in the
form of substantial briefs at the State Departmenf'showsd us how organ±Bd
common aims can help resolve a threatened war*'*

In 1919,, -the, orgapfe ation' commissioned WILLIAM -ALLEMTOTE

y

„HENR^gCATTi
GOOD and Father JOHN"A^yRYM to' undertake a collation of Russian-American docu*
“ments, which would 'throw light into a situation that was all heat and* which 1

was givda a wide berth by the more cautious agencies in American life"*

In- April, 192.1, the organization- became known as the FOREIGN ^POLICY .

ASSOCIATION and in the Spring of 1921* the first branch was opened in Boston,
Massachusetts, '

On June 1, 192L. , the FPA urged President WARREN HARDING to call a con-
ference for the reduction of armaments'*
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In November, 1921, the firgyfej^News Bulletin” was published by the FPA*

In February, 1922, the FPA Committee on the Permanent Court of Inter-

national Justice, presented a memorandum to -the Secretary of State, which

proved similar to the program $1 adherence to the doUrt later
'

submitted by the secretary to the President;
/ «

In April, 1922, the FPA presented to the State Department a brief

sighed by twentyGfour ’‘nationally known lawyers** entitled "The Seizure

of Haiti by the tJ* S»"i

According to the aforementioned publications, a ’'fundamental change”
.

took place in the organization .of the FPA in that after prolonged discussion

the Board of Directors decided that the FPA could perform its greatest service

to the American public by placing emphasis' oh education and research rather

thaiy^&tion*.
'

-— j

On' April 1, 1923,' 'a constitution was adopted by the FPA, which was later

amended in 1928*

In 1924, : the Speakers Bureau of the FPA was established and in' that year,'

-, the FPA began a series of radio talks, 'it being one of the first organizations •

to use the radio in connection with its organizational efforts and in connection

with the discussion of international affairs*

On December 1, 1928, the subject organization became known as the

FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION, INC..
‘

In' 1933, '.Tfly.fi G„- MCDONALD, resigned his position as President of the

FPA in - order to becdmdt^ s%2<$%!i

J

&r league of Nations and

.MCDONALD was succeeded by RAYMOND LESLIE 'BUELL* In addition.- Ti&LLIAM T*

^SfONE_became Vice-President.. According to these publications, during these

^early’years, the FPA was to a large extent the creation of JAMES^G* MCDONALD, .

CHRISTINA MEKRIMAN and ESTHER G-. OGDEN,- as well as CAROLYN JW^ARTIN*

In 1937, ESTHER G* OGDEN resigned as Secretary and was succeeded' by

DOROTHY FjjWESEET, former Director of Reid Hall in Paris*

•» /6 —
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B« INCORPORATION DATA
,

: :

The records of the. Clerk of *the County -of New Yotk, 60, Centre Street,

New York City, as checked on May -19 i 1950 > reflected the subject organization

filed its articles of incorporation pursuant to the- corporation law on December

1, 1928,' .said papers being filed >by the Haw: firm of ROUNDS, DILLINGHAM,* MEAD

AND NEAGLa, lo5 Broadway, New York City* :

'

/ ^ * *
f *

/ ,
* * 4

*
*

* T

The above • indicated articles reflected the following as directors of

the corporation with terms' expiring in 1929 *

ALVIN E^dODD, 3300 0 Street, N», Washington, D. C.

FRANCES A*)45AND, 'llt2 East -65th- Street, New York City (wife of

,

Judge of the"Uv S. Circuit- Court* "Who’s Who" - 1930-1931*)
' \|y/

'
.

• rVfXA/
’ ’ ^ *

FLORENCMIAMONT, 107 East. 70th Street, New -York City (wife oQHOMAS
WILLIAt^^dKONT . banker and member of the firm of J* P* MORGAN AND

COi&VJ^
;
City » . "Who’s Who" - 1930-1931)

. HELEN HOWELC^CJORHEAD, 115 East 6|*th Street, New York City*

EUSTACE^ELI(MAN
^
126 East 7^th Street, New York City •

A'. LIVINGSTON^ARNSHUIS,' 106 Douglas Place, Mount Vernon, New York'
•

(Secretary, international Missionary Council, New York City, "Who 1 s

Who" - 1930-1931)

According to the above indicated. papers, the following were the

directors whose terms expired in 1930 j <

JOSEPH' Pi, CHAMBERLAIN* 8: Sutton .Square,1 ,NeW York .City (Professor of

TuBSSTtlm^^ *'"Who»S Who" - 1930-1931)

JOSEPH P*4@@TT0N, 1*05 Park Avenue ,
• New York City (Lawyer j Under-

secretary of State* "Who’s Who" 1930-1931

)



PAUL U. TCF.T.T.onG. 18k Sullivan Street, New York City. (Editor,

^Survey Graphic ,, - •‘Who’s 'Who” - 1930-1931)

EDWARj^MHBIEL, 2i*0 Fifth Avenue, New Rochelle,. NewYork. (General

Manager said Treasurer, . GORHAM, INC. — “Who’s Who" — 1930-1931)*

RALPH S. ROUNDS.,. 836 Park Avenue," New York', (Lawyer j member of law

firm, R0tRffis7“DILLINGHAM , MEAD and NEAGLE, New York City - "Who's

mo” - 1930-1931)
' '

' ?

ELEANOR^OOSEVELT, Hyde Pa?k, New York. ' (Wife of FRANKLIN DELANO

ROOSEVELT, Governor of the State ,of'.New York - "Who’s
:

Who" - 1930-1931)

'

The aforementioned papers reflected the following as directors whose

terms expired in 1931: . . . .

.’
...’

.

BRUGE^BLIVEN, 11? Claremont Avenue, New York City. (Managing Editor

of "New Republic!’ -R'Who’s Who" 1930-1931)

CABLT0N J. prf\RAYES, 35 Claremont Avenue, New York City. (Professor

at Columbia University "Who’s Who" - 1930-1?31) ..

CHARLES Ps^OWLAND,- Walpole1

, New Hampshire.
.

(Treasurer, LAWYERS

MORTGAGE COMPANY AND MORTGAGE BOND COMPANY OF NEW YORK - "Who's Who" -

1930'1
f
3i,

u.
•’;v '

'

AGNE^ROV®jfffiACH, 170 East 6Jpbh-Stre.et, New-. York City.' (Wife of

HENRY GODBARI^EACH, author'. and editor - "Who’s Who" - 1930-1931)

JULIAN VTyPACK, 2h Fifth Avenue, .'New York TJity. (Judge, U. S. Circuit.

Court - "Who’s Who" — 1930-1931)’ :

.
.

j

t.tt.t.t an n. wat.U
t

;

. 26R Henrv’ Street'.
5'

'New'York 'City, sbcioligist and
| 5

publicist - "Who’s“Who" -1930-1931). ...
.

The articles of incorporation.' reflected the following as ex-offioio

directors j v . .

A

1
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G * MCDONALD ,.. Chairman of the Board, 1+51+ .
Riverside Drive,.

Nev^qrkQrEy. (Former Assistant Professor of History- and
Political Science* Indiana University! 1911+-1915 - "Who !s Who"-
1930-1931) . .

RUT^M^GAN* Vice-Chairman of the Board, 155 East 6lst Street*
Mew York City* : ' '

. ; .

‘

ALBERT LYTLE^DMWE
, Treasurer, 1 Orchard Parkway* White Plains,

New York ‘t -. «
,

.•
*, •

_

ARTHUB^ACHS, Chairman of the Finance Committee* 1+2 East . 69th
•Street,- New York City. • r

The aforementioned papers were signed by the following individuals
as subscribers to the certificate of incorporations

JOSEPH. Pi ' CHAMBERLAIN.
HELEN ISELB^ffiNDERSON

:
•

. h JAMES -G. MCDONALD - .
/

'

• _»
.... :

• i ... ; • n^MD^RQ^SEIlt'
FELIX M*jj4iifigRBURG (member of bankiiig

firm. KUHN, LOEB. AND COMPANY, News York City - «Who*s .

lhp« - 1930-1931)
RALPH S» ROUNDS '•

JOHN FOST^DulLES (member of law firm
• of. SULLIVAN AND CROMWELL/'New York City * «Who‘s Who4' -
.1930-1931)

.

The records of .the Clerk of theCounty of NeW York -reflect, a
’'certificate of change of number and qualifications of director^' was filed
°n June 9, 191+7 by SULLIVAN AND CROMWELL* 1+8 Wall Street* New -York City,

. which certificate was signed by BROOKS^SENY as President and HELEN M.
^BAGGERT as Secretary of the FPA.

,v '« * ' ~~

\
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C. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

1, Location of Headquarters

Confidential Informant T~l, of known reliability, advised on June 1,

1950, that the national headquarters of the FPA are located at 22 East 38th
Street, New York City and according to information furnished by Confidential
Informant T-2 , of known reliability on May 8, 1950, the FPA moved to this
address in September, 19^0, from 8 West i*0th Street, New York City.

2 « Branches and Affiliates

Confidential Informant T-3, of known reliability, advised on May 25,
1950, that branches and affiliates of the- FPA are located in tjae following
cities:

Albany, New York
Austin, Texas
Bethlehem-, Pennsylvania
Boston., Massachusetts.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Detroit,. Michigan
Elmira, New York
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Hartford, Connecticut
Houston, Texas
Indiannapolis, Indiana
Los Angeles, California
Lynn,. Massachusetts
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Minneapolis, Minnesota
New-. Orleans , Louisiana
Oklahoma City,. Oklahoma
Omaha, Nebraska
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh, . Pennsylvania
Rochester, New York
Shreveport, Louisiana

10
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St. Paul, Minnesota
Springfield, 'Massachusetts
Syracuse, New York
Tulsa', • Oklahoma
Utica, New York
Washington, D* 0.

Worcester,, Massachusetts

,

• A pamphle^World Affairs and Your -iffairs”, published by the FPA
and furnished by Confidential Informant :T-3 states 'that the branches and
affiliates of the FPA “conduct /public meetings on current world topics with
the most qualified speakers; Hundreds of forums-? • discussion groups,
student conferences, regional institutes, radio programs serve their com-
munities by analyzing world issues”

t

3» J^6uncils oh World Affairs ..(affiliated)

According to Confidential Informant T~3j there are offices or Councils
on World Affairs located in the following cities and they are affiliated with
the FPA:

• Buffalo, New York .

Cleveland, Ohio
Poughkeepsie, New York
Providence, Rhode Island
St. Louis, Missouri -

k* Current, Membership

Confidential Informant T-3 advised- on May 25, 195© that the FPA cur-
rently has an approximate membership of 21; ,000 , which is^iown from a peak of
30,000 during the war. ' According to promotional material published by the
FPA, as furnished by T-3, membership in the FPA -may be -obtained by joining any
FPA branch or affiliate Council oil World Affairs or by applying directly for
membership to the national headquarters in New York City* According to. this
material, “Contributing” members support thework of the FPA by paying $25.00
to $100.00 and they are entitled to whichever publications they choosey regular
members pay $10.00 a year and receive all publication^ ainual members pay
$6.00 and receive theJPFbreign Policy Bulletin” and^Headline Series” j associate

- 11 -

J
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members pay $4*00 and are entitled to the “Foreign Policy Bulletin
)

1 and
“Headline Series". This membership is open to

_t^cher’S7^§nbers
t

'of the
cle'rgyy-sociarl'Wofkers and librarians.

5« Past Members

The publication "Ten Years of the FPA, 1918-1928", as reviewed at
the New York Public Library, reflected the following membership of the FPAs

1918-1921 1,000
1921-1922 1,500

• 1922-1923 '• 2,300
1923*1924 4,000

1924-

1925 4,800
1925

-

1926 6,000

1926-

1927 7,500

1927-

1928 9,000

6. Finances

A booklgi^Fac^s About Foreign Policy Association", published in
January, 1950, reflects that the FPA receives no endowment and meets its
operating expenses entirely from membership fees, sales of publications,
grants from foundations and contributions from the public.

Confidential Informant T-4, of known. reliability on May 29, 1950
reported that the 1949 budget for the FPA was the sum of $2?4,600. and
that membership dues covered 30$ of the operating expense, publications
covered 23$ and special gifts 47$»

D, GENERAL ACTIVITIES

1. Research Department

According to the in&licaticiB^$^ty^fi^s
,

,Years^o£jbhe-^At- 1$1§-1943"
and "The FPA in War Time", as reviewed^rfthe NewYork Public Library,' the back-

bone of the activities of the FPA is its Research Department^, According to
these publications, the nucleus of this department was the^Jommittee on Opium
Traffic oer, 1922, which prepared a number of pamphlets, which met
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with such favorable response that the organization was urged tp expand this

type of activity • into •-’.other fields and consequently in September, 1925, the
Research Department was established with Professor MRjUffiX'BART.'fl of Columbia
University as its director. From 1927 to 1938 . RAYMOND LESLIE BUELL was
Director Research Department and he in turn was succee^ed’by VERA
MICHBIEg^EAN. The Research Department published a, series of^ESitof £'af

”

l[nfofm^ion^iLletins 11

, the first of which, on the-^iSafno Security Conference,
appeared"ori' Qcioter^I 1925* In 1931+ , the Research Department was engaged
in the survey of economic and social conditions in Cuba, which survey was
undertaken at the request of the Cuban Government.

In 1933 and 1934? the FPA in cooperation with tfaSj^orld Peace.Jfounda-
tion ..-.organi zed three special committees of experts and le^er? who prepared

"Recommendations regarding th^Pan-Americah Conference at Montevideo and on the
future of the Philippines,

The aforementioned publications reflected that the Research Department
is composed of a number of experts, each covering a given field of international
relations, such as the Far East, Latin America and so forth. The purpose of

the te.search organization is to "clarify the meaning of outstanding events,
analyze important- pending issues and to discuss the foreign policy of the U. S.

in relation to these problems,"

In 1940 and 1941, a special department carried on research work in

\regard to Latin America and published a newsletter twice a month entitled

JM^an-American News", which was discontinued when government and private
'agencies developed their work in this field,

» Another special service connected with the Research Department is the

information services of the FPA library where "thousands of questions" in re-
gard to international relations are answered annually,

The above mentioned publications reflect that in order to maintain contact
with the various fields_of jgtudy, members of the research staff of the Research
Department frequently go~abroad~and for-example T.>...A^^fesSON,..with~the

J

.
assis-

'

tance of a travelling fellowship from the Rockefeller Foundation, spent 1937 in

the Far East and JOHN’ C^MfDLDE spent eight months~'±rrthe study of Germany^
in 1938, while CHARLES E^Ji&HOMSON toured Latin America ip 193.8 i ci (.>-

- 13 -
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In addition, members of the Research Department address many organiza-
tions, including national conventions, public arid private schools, colleges,
adult education forums, clubs and other groups,. •

-
-

r i j

2. Popular Education Department

The publication ^Twenty-five Jears-of. the FPA,, 1918-19^3", as reviewed
in the New York Public'WwyT^^ organized
in 1935 for the purpose of publishirig . popular material in international'
affairs and to encourage tbe.discussion of such material among groups for which
the existing research publications of the FPA werp^too technical* This de-
partment has published a series of illustrated^aeadline^ hopkj^which are
now known - as the llHgadline_.Serie.s!l » In the eight^years" previous to 19ri3,-

- forty-one "headline Books"wereM-s.sued with a total distribution of almost
two million copies. Both th^^war- Atlas" and "The&laruggle for World Order",
which were "Headline Books', had a distribution ox over 110,000 copies*

One' of the principal outlets for the "Headline books' 1 -and the- sub-
sequent "Headline Series" has been governmental ancf educational organizations.
During the war, the War Department ordered over 25b,000 copies. of these books
for use in the Army orientation Courses and for Army camps in foreign countries,
In addition, the U. S. Navy” used them in its naval; training schools*

In addition, hundred's- of educational organizations and student groups
throughout the country have used these books in their organizations and the
Popular Education Department- of the FPA has cooperated. with- the-

JJ. ; S* Office
of Education in placing copies of these books in College.-,., War Informantion
Centers all over the country during the war -

* •
.

•

* *
. t. \

The aforementioned publications -also claimed that thousands of teachers •

were using these books for classroom work and collateral reading and were aLso
being used in social science- courses in the* New York public school -system, as
well as being distributed to secondary schools 'and; teachers colleges throughout
the' country. '

. .
- -

. .

-

(
' f 1

, . I \
s

" in ‘addition, the Popular Education Department holds special student
forums both in New York and in branch offices and also handles regular dis-
cussion meetings* In addition, college? and teacher, seminars are held under
its auspices "throughout the year*
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On May 25* 1950* Confidential Informant T-3 ascertained that the Popular
Education Department was actually no longer in existahce and its function had
been merged' with other groups of the FPAi

3U, Washihgton.Buf'eaia

.The publication "Twenty-five Year's jotLt.he_E£AwI9J8-19.U3^; as reviewed
at the New York Public Library* reflects tint the Washington Bureau of the
FPA was established in 1928 and performs two functions;

it serves as an outpost for the research staff in the collection of,
informatiorf. on issues of American foreign policy and if acts as a distributing cen-

ter- for publications of the FPA;

The Washington Bureau receives constant requests from senators and
Representatives for memoranda and documentary material on questions con-
cerning American foreign policy and international relations # Contacts
are maintained by the .Washington Bureau with officers of the State Department/
who have been extremely helpful in assisting -the educational and research
work of the FPA .within the limits imposed by their official position." For
many year's the Divisidn]g&^Current Informal ion of the State Department has
kept a complete set o^^Foreign Policy Reports" on file for the use of the
officials of the State Department and for the use of newspaper correspondents •"

. Speakers Bureau

'The publicatloif^Twenty Years of the FPA/ 1918-1938"/ as reviewed at the
New York Public Library/ reflects that the Bureau was founded in 192h for
the purpose of helping branches and other organizations to plan their program
on international affairs.-

5/ Publications

Confidential- Informant- T~£ reported on May 8/ 1950 that the publica-
, .

lions sponsored by the FPA are printed by outside contractors on monthly terms'

and bulk mailing was also done by the outside contractors.
-

- 15
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•'the supervision of the FPA Research staff of experts"*

In addition, promotional material of the FEL as furnished by T-3 on
May 25, 1950, reflected that the "HEADLINE.SERIESH consisted of popularly
written, graphically illustrated hooSets of 61* pages, each dealing with a
major problem, issued six times a year*

6* Opium Research

The publication »Tvirenty-fiyj3^eBr.s...wi.th
tr
.the.-J:RA>^.19l8-19lf3». t as

reviewed at the' NewYork Public Libraiy, reflects that the only standing
committee of .the^Board of Directors of the FPA, which deals with questions of
policy is the^Gpium Research Committee. In addition to sponsoring numerous
"FOREIGN,POLICY REPORTS!*., this committee has played an active part in as-
sStsHng government's to make decisions with respect to policy concerning opium and
similar matters of humanitarian interest.

7* Affiliation With and Cooperation With Other Groups

The publication "Twenty Years of the FJPA» 19l8*rl93S?.* as reviewed at the
New York Public library, re^^^i^EHal^tTae^FPS. has^een’ affiliated in a con-
sultative capacity with th^National Peace Conference and the FPA has also
assisted in providing material to such groups as follows:

^National Conference on the Cause and (Jure
Legion

-*«-**».,.***

>ary Clubs
jeague of Women Voters
aerican Association of University Women

of War

The above indicated publication states that while the FPA does not
endorse the programs of any of the groups which it cooperates with, it was
prepared to supply educational material and technical assistance to sny public
organization which desired such assistance*

The publication "Twenty-Five Years of the FPA, 1918-191*3" , as reviewed
at the New York Public Library, reflects that the FPA was desirous of serving
as a "clearing house" for - other agencies interested in foreign policy and
international affairs. According to the publication, -the educational and

%
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and research facilities of the FPA. were. at-.the- disposal of aiy individuals

or groups -and the FPA office was' prepared to. supply educational material

and technical assistance .’to any .public . or private 'organization desiring'

the same and .that among the groups- that haye :been utilizing the services

of the FPA were the following:

Business houses, industries' with. internation.al interest^ labor

groups, community organizations, rotary ‘dubs, phiiroh..,groups,

American orientation classes. • • :
'

.
.'.

In addition, it was indicated that the FPA .worked closely with the

following: •
,

" ;

Council on Foreign Relations

'IMnstitute of Pacific. Relatiodj<Enstitute of Pacific. Relations /\ /

JCommission to Study -the Organization of Peace [V
^Tenternational Relations Section of the National YvsjtjA

TdJnited Nations Information Service; ; "

’^Cleveland Council, oh World Affairs

llChic.ago Council on Forfeign- Relations

^m^oyal Institute of - International Affairs in London.

.Canadian Institute of International :Affairs- -

* Office oj^ar Information
Office ofjsStrategic Services

* Office ox .thenpeographer of theyptate Department

Office ofMoreign Relief and Rehabilitation' Operations

In addition, it was reflected that prior to the war, the FPA helped tb

carry on- fhe work of the^eneva Research Center in Eurp£j3'a!nd was affiliated

with thST^nternation al Studies'’5 Conferen5e through the^American Coordinating^

Committee* .->-
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8; Meetings ’

The publication ' 'jT^ylfPA'lh War Time ", as reviewed at the New York

Public Library, reflects *tlfa
:

ii
i
t'he“FPA'”reaches '•thousands 11 of. people through

its discussion meeting? held in New '"York City and in the Cities covered, by
the .branch Offices. In addition, the FPA sponsors small study and discussion

groups and occasionally conducts in New York City a series of lectures on

current World affairs. "

,

The publication "Twenty-five Years ,of„the .J?I>A, 1918-19U3 11
» reflects that

during the period from l'9X8~to^l953T”Sde FPA has’ held in New York City and in

its branches 2)686 meetings, which have been attended by 726,138 people. Among

the guests at meetings and -luncheons sponsored' -by the FPA have been such indi**

viduals asi
r

•

Ambas siadoa>JOSEpifrSRM
NELSOp^HNSON <

ARTHUR BLISOTLANE
wtlliam hStanley \\y^
Former Vice-President HENRY A^WALLACE
GHARLESftVari. derWLAS , Governor of Java

L^flERBERr BA^HMN
WALTEHmJRANTJ^ '

HERBERT L^MTTHEWS'

The publication "Twenty Ye®£sJ_of^ as revievred’ at the

New York Public LibraryJ^^fleets that the following have been guests at meetings

and luncheons sponsored by the FPAs

ViscountAASTOR
Joseph^Heavies
ANDRE^JEGFRIED

'

VICENTI^K^BARD^OLEDANO
GEORGE- P%IESSERSM1TH

.

WILLIAM ,&J^ODD
NORMAN H^^VIS'
Dr* SYNGMAN&SHEE
Sir JOffifeMON
toCKHAl^EElT

— 19
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The publications "Twenty Years of the ffBA, 19l8-1938.",_,and- ffTwenty-rfiye

• Years of' the F£A* 1918-17^, as reviewed’ at the New York Public 13Jbre5y7

''ref^ect'^Ka^th^^PX^spohsored radio broadcasts given by JAMES G, MoBONALD ,

farmer chairman of the FPA, from 1921+ to 1933, which 'broadcasts

the first organizational efforts to- use .the air for the discussion of inter-

national .affairs. According to the aforementioned publications ) members, of

the. Research Department, as well as members of the Board of Directors have

participated. an radio- broadcasts which the FPA has carried on from time to

time on a nationwide basis .
'

10. War Services

The publication "Twenty-five Years of the FPA, 1918-1943!',as. reviewed

at the New York Public Library, .disclosed that- the FPA, during World War II

made' a ^consistent' and imppr-taht contribution" in serving government' departments

and agencies, including the War Department, theState Department and the Board

of Economic Warfare. Various- members of the Board of Directors and other

officers of the FPA served, as members of. the various governmental boards

and as consultants and advisors, to various governmental boards and agencies,

11, Current Activities

The bookiet|^Meeting the Challenge of World Problems*1

,
as obtained

through- Confidential Informant T-3 on May 25, 1950, reflects -a summary of

activities for the FPA -during- 194? and which in substance, revealed that, in

1947,, 1,125 meetings were- held with .an' attendance of 140,000. During 194.7,

staff members .of the FPA spoke ;-to 97 other groups with an attendance of

31,555 and the Speakers' Bureau of the FPA provided prominent speakers, for

174 FPA meetings and advised on programs for 150 meetings of other .organiza-

tions.

- 20 ..-
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During 19l*7 j a million and a half copies of FPA studies were circulated
and 3 >21*0 libraries subscribed to FPA publications and ’'hundreds*' of college
and high school classes used FPA studies as texts -or supplemental reading.
In addition, during 19l*7, thousands of FPA publications were used in U. S.
Army" orientation classes, government, commissions, conferences, embassies,
organizations and press - in other countries.? According to the above-mentioned
booklet, the annual budget for the FPA for the past few years had averaged
$250,000.00, but the budget for 191*8 called for $275*000.00.

»!
' ' "*

. «

According to a booklet captioned ^'Foreign. Policy Bulletin.- (Reprints)"
as furnished .by Confidential Informant- T^“on^^T^T> the FPA, as of
June 1, 19l*8, had a total membership of 28,900, which was over 3,000 less
than the preceding year. These members were divided into the following

'

categories* ! •
•

Branches and affiliates . 12,357
Metropolitan area ’ 1*,272 ...

General area including members abroad 3,373
Libraryand organizations 3,2l*0

Students
'

- 5*658

According to the publication ^ the FPA wouid oontiriue to maintain those
functions which in the .past have proved to be educationally sound and which
would aid the growth of community Organizations. .-.-In addition; the national
headquarters -of the FPA would -in the future endeavor to serve as the geritral

agency of correspondence and exchange of information concerning the activities
of various communities and the new methods and techniques of education which
they devise*

.

'

. ,
.

.

‘ In addition; the FPA had the -problem of integrating certain of its
functions with other national research institutions and in this regard the
FPA had parly established a working relationship with the UN Research. Programhad^
of tfy^parnegie Endownment for International Peace and. the Far East Program of
the Institute of Pacific Relations* . The FPA was desirous of establishing
simil^^iSsErEu^s for*reaqllr§i^^

,

Europe/ Africa, Latin America and the,

Soviet Union.
” ’

> , V < <

Confidential Informant, T—1* reported on May -29/ 1950 that during 19l*9

the FPA -organized 1,600 meetings with an attendance of "more than 500,000.
In addition, during 19i*9, the FPA arranged for over 300 radio broadcasts and
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prepared and distributed 1*1+60* 75>0 copies of its. publications * .
The FPA ptiblica-

tioh "Government and Capital '- Point Pour" was .highly pfaised by leaders of
:

business and quoted at the United .Nations by one of the foreign delegates'*

According to the informant* both the National War College ini the U* S; Military
Academy used IfP^Upublications in their Clas'ses and leading newspapers* including
the St/'Louie^'POST^DISPATCH" and B'uffalo^ffVENING NEWS"- made A habit.' of re-
printing articles from FPA publications. In addition* the League , ofiJIomen..,

'

Voters and other national organizations delebted. the FPA~publi^tiq^^Ioyf

irrsTBrei gn' Policy Is Mde** as a basic heading material* The informant
"advisecL tH^^t^^FPAT^^ri11^ 191+9* also began developing in some of its bfanbhes

and affiliates successful television programs and began initiating a project
to develop community centers of citizens education in major' cities across the.'

Country and training and placing executives to head these groups* In addition*
during 191+9* the FPA conducted student programs which they considered as a

most important phase of its activities* These programs were built for par-
'

ticipation on the high, sbhboi and university level*
’

'

Confidential Informant T-2 reported as of May 8* 1950 that the FPA was
a hoft-profit membership association* which maintained branches in some thirty
cities in the U. S'* Its officers* directors and branch Chairmen were' socially
prominent individuals* who were in responsible positions in industry. and

religious circles* According to the informant* the FPA was .non-partisan

and was supported by membership dues, subscriptions to pliblifeatiohs and by
contributions from various individuals*

* 22 «
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II* OFFICERS

The following are the current officers and members of the staff of the
FPA, according to Confidential Informant T-3 who was contacted on May 25* 1950
and according to Confidential Informant T-2, jiio reported on May 8, 1950. Where
available, identifying data are alsq being set forth below.

HEADQUARTERS STAFF

1* President

,

BROOKS EMENY

According to the 1948-1949 edition .of "WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA",
BROOKS EMENY was born., in Salem, Ohio on July 29,. 1901 and has been .Associate
Professor in International Relations at Cleveland College since 1935 and was
Director of the Foreign Affairs Council from 193f> to 1942. . He has been Pres-
ident of the Council «n World Affairs, since 1943 and Consultant for the U. S«
Department of State"'sinc^l He has been a member of the Board. .of Directors
of the Institute of Pacific Relations since 1940*

* Confidential Informant T-5, of known reliability, reported'
on July 28, 1948 that BROOKS EMENY, who took overthe position of President
of the FPA in 1947,.. was well aware of the pro-Soviet political convictions of*

VERA MICHELES DEAN

.

Research .Director of the FPA,., and EMMY has commenced a
strong campaign to ..have her removed from her position* .

s

Confidential Informant T-l advised on May 31,- 1950 that BROOKS
EMENY was anti-Communist and was at odds with VERA MICHELES DEAN because of
her pro-Soviet convictions*. .

2* president Emeritus FRANK R0S£

The 1948-1949 edition of "WHO'S WHO IM AMERICA" reflects' that
FRANK ROSS McGOY was bom in Lewistown, Pennsylvania on October 29, 1874 and
was graduated from the U. S. Military Academy in 1897 and from the Army War
College in 1908*

Confidential Informant T-l advised on May 31,.1950 that FRANK
ROSS McCOY had been the President, o.f the FPA prior to BROOKS EMENY and that
his present connections with the FPA were purely honorary as a result*- of which
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he had no policy making function. The informant stated that in his opinion,
McCOY has always been anti-Communist.

3* Vice-President and National Program Director THOMAS

1*. Executive Assistant to 'the Vice-President #ARBJ NELLS

Executive Director - BMCKETT^MIS '

T^j^MILY ViDRKER" of September 28, 1938, reflected that^
BRACKETT LEWIS was one of theendorsers of the parade sponsored by th&r^SSRICAN...

JLEAGUE FOR PEACE AND DEMOCRACY. which organization has been designated by the
Attorney General as*ca^£ng’w'ithin the purview of Executive Order 9835*

On May 26, 195^ , Confidential Informant T-6, of uhknown
reliability, advised that BRACKETT LEWIS had formerly been head of the Czech-
oslovak. Desk of the Office^f War Information ahd that he had been instru-^ _ f

.

mental in getting JOSEPIg^FFMElSTER, a known Communist, to Subsequently
become head of the Czechoslovak Desk of OWI. Tn' tEe informant • s opinion, §.

BRACKETT LEWIS was sympathetic toward the Communists and the informant
based this opinion on his association with such individuals as HOFFMEISTER.

On June 6, 1950, Confidential Informant T-7, of known
reliability, reported that he has known BRACKETT LEWIS for approximately
ten years and had been employed by thw OWI at the same time as LEWIS.
According to the informant, LEWIS had been for many years Director of the
YMCA ih Czechoslovakia and in 19i*2, LEWIS joined the OWI and was assigned
to the Czechoslovak Desk* LEWIS war head of that desk from 19i*i* to 191*5,
after Which he became Director o£$taerican Relief for Czechoslovakia. The
informant did not believe LEWIS to be a Commtlnistj however, LEWIS has been
closely associated with many Czech Communists and specifically in this regard,
the informant advisedLEWIS had been instrumental in taking JOSEPH HOFFMEISTER,
a Communist, into the£\QWlv and in addition, was Very friendly with JANjrFlERLINGER
who was with the Czechoslovak Consulate in New York City from 19i*0 to 191*6
and was now in charge of the Russian De^fc of . the Communist Czechoslovak Govern-
ment in Prague. Informant further stated that LEWIS had formerly been Secre-
tary of th^MffiRICAN FRIENDS OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA, which organization was cited
by the California Committee on Un-American Activities in its 19i*8 report,
page 11*5*

'
-

- 21* -
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i» Research Director and Editor VERA MICHELES DEAN

The 19U8-19U9 edition of "WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA" reflects that
VERA MICHELES DEAN was horn in Petrograd, Russia on March 29, 1903, and came to
the United States in 1919* She was naturalized in 1928 and was a Research
Associate and Editor with the PPA from 1931 to 1938* In 1938, she became Re-
search Director of the PPA. According to "WHO’S WHO", she was author of the

following books* ' •

"NEW GOVERNMENTS IN EUROPE" (193k )}

"EUROPE IN RETREAT" (1939.) 5

"FOUR CORNERSTONES OF PEACE" (191*6) f

"RUSSIA: MENACE OR PROMISE?" (19U7)

A letterhead ;of th^pmerican Russian Institute, $6 West l*5th

Street, New York City, dated November 2l*-, 1937, reflects that. Mrs. VERA MICHELES
DEAN was a member of the Board of . Directors of that organization*. It is to be

noted that the Arnericah-Russian Institute has -been- designated by the Attorney
General as coming within the purview of Executive Order 9835.

; .
The New York '"POST"' newspaper on.December .11*, 19l*l*v^reflected

an article captioned '"A Woman in Foreign -Affair's" written by MAR^ERAGGIOTTI,
which article concerns VERA.MICHELES DEAN and her work as Research Director of

the FPA, According to the writer Of this article, Mrs-. DEAN has stated "It
is rather disturbing that there is a new wave of hostility aid .suspicion about
Russia. American public opinion is very mercurial. After Stalingrad, there
was enthusiasm. Now-, again, there is considerable doubt. While our fears
in the past concerned Russia’s atbibufe ' on property and religion, *now people
are wondering whether Russia will seek to disunite Europe, Asia or both after

the war. Tt’s my' belief 'that > Russian Communism never was the daiger to the
world that it was been,represented* .It grew out of specifically Russian
conditions. But it is true that the Soviet Government from now on will in-
fluence peoples more than it ever did with the Communist International* For

fewo reasons: first that its economic- and social system has proved able to
stand the strain of war$ second It’s one of the victors. It may influence
the Balkans and certain countries of eastern Europe because these countries
are living today in Conditions..resanbling those of . Russia in 1917* But I don’t
think Communism would have. any appeal in countries where people have had long
experience with the concept and practice of private property".

2$



The New York "HERALD TRIBUNE" newspaper of March 6, 19h6'
'

reflected an article captioned "Bomb Secrecy Is Seen inciting Red’ Espionage"* •

According to this article, VERA MICHELES. DEAN, Research Director of the.FPA
on the preceding day ''sure Russia had the atom
bomb secret, and we did not, would ' it/uethe boiinden duty of our government
to find out what it could? Russia is only doing what everyone’ predicted

1

would happen when we announced that we would not share the secret".

According to. this Article, Mrs*' DEAN was referring to
"

Russia's search for atom bomb secrets which was revealed in the' Canadian
spy arrests. The article further revealed that Mrs* DEAN deplored the
"climate of suspicion" in which the post war world seemed* to be drifting
to another war and urged a more objective study of Ru'ssian policy coupled
with American foreign policy* today. According to. Mrs.’ DEAN' "Russia is
behaving like a. world power on the pattern set by other world powers

.

lIThy should we expect from Russi’a' a standard of international conduct
higher than that the Western world practices?"

Mrs'. DEAN 'was reported as stating thatpersons who criticize
Russians cfesire for base's in .'the Middle East, should, Inquire into Britain's
bases in: Gibraltar and the :

. Suez and American bases in Iceland, Greenland-
and the Pacific. Similarly,' she’ stated that Russians desire for spheres
of economic and political influence should be compared' with American policy
in the Same fields. Mrs* DEAN, according to the’ article, charged that American
opportunism and the * cowardice of men in Congress and other governmental '

'

offices and not Communist inroads were the, real forces endangering democracy*

Confidential Informant T-£ advised, on September 10 5 1917
that VERA MICHELES DEAN had been .‘trying for some time to secure a' visa to
visit'- Russia and eastern Europe j but "had not met with success. 3 The : informant
was of the opinion that she would not succeed in getting 'a visa* primarily
for the reason that the

-

Russians are not interested in showing any' 'outstanding
consideration’ to her

-

which would act as a %iss of death"; - The informant
stated that DEAN had been of great helpto Russia ih Writing kindly about the
Russian point of 'view ih foreign articles. According to the informant, DEAN
was careful to avoid associating herself with any. Communist front groups;

' 1
; * The publication, the^NEW LEADER" of December 20,

(
19l7, page

h'i column 2, reflected an article captioned "The Teaching of'.Russian Culture
in American Universities"* written by ROGER GEORGE^FSNEHURST. In this article.

A
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PINEHURST refers to Mrs. VERA MICHELES i)EAN as the "pro-S’oViet Director of
the Foreign Policy jfesoc

On July 20; 191|8 , .Confidential Informant T-5 described VERA
MICHELES DEAN as the “guiding. light*' of the FPA -and as being pro-Communist-
and pro-Russian. This informant ort September 15> 19U8 reported that- recently
an individual submitted an article to the FPA in which the Soviet Union was
described as a ^'totalitarian regime' 1

. According to the informant,- DEAN
changed this reference to the Soviet Union to “political" dictatorship" and
in the informants opinion; this was typical of the smooth- manner in which
she always white-washed Unfriendly references to the Soviet Union.

On October 7 , 19ri9, Confidential informant T-l; reported
that VERA MICHELES DEAN had written many books about the USSR and had-..:-.''-'

been termed an apologist for the-Soviet Union*
* * i

*
" '

* ' ‘

Oh May 31#' 1950, Confidential Informant T-l- advised that
"in the. minds of the people- and-the FPA membership, VERA MICHELES DEAN' is' the
"leading spirit" of the FPA and was the leading policy making official- of- the
FPA because of herposition as Rese'arch Director and her' position- as Editor
of the various publications put out by the FPA. The informant stated" -that
BROOKS EMMY ,, since becoming President of the FPA in 19hV,; has attempted;

£6 have^Mr¥*, •' DEAN removed from her important position but that he- had not
been successful to date in carrying this out because of her support" by a
number of the members of the Board of- Directors; who consider her’" t'o be very
competent and brillianti The informant stated that- she is,-,in his opinion,- a
very -capable woman and a woman of dynamic personality; who has been successful
in influencing a great many of the officials of the FPA. Tlie informant"

""-

stated. she has been accused of being- sympathetic to- the Soviet Union and an
analysis* of her writings would bear .this out. The informant was of the opinion
that Her pro-Soviet writings were due to her having been born; in Russia and.
that with the coming of World Wat II; she; like many other Russian born
citizens, became emotionally nationalized arid she. has continued this emo-
tional nationalism for Russia to the Curreht time*

Associate Editor WILLIAM W. WADE

Confidential Inforriaht T-l advised on May; 31; 1950 that
in his opinion WADE had no pro-Soviet or pro-Communist sympathies;

- 27 -
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I

8* Assistant Editor

£* Assistant Treasurer

Confidential
CAROLYN MARTIN has been connected with the FPA for many,' many years and,that

she is very influential in regard to its -policy and is highly regarded. The

informant expressed the opinion that she is ’'politically unassailable”, in

that she had no sympathies whatsoever for any foreign ideologies.

.

10. Director, Speakers Bureau - . FRANCES • ;<ky^H21TT

Confidential Informant T-5 advised on July 26y 19l$ that^

FRANCES J. PRATT was on close terms with VERA MICHELES DEAN, who has been

described above.
.

FELICE N0VICH_
_

- : CAROL^H^StIN
. *

Informant T-l advised on May %j 1950 that

On May 31, 1950, Confidential Informant T-l advised that

in his opinion, FRANCES J. PRATT had no pro-Soviet or pro-Comraunist sympathies*

11* Director, Washington Bureau- BLAH^OLLES
I

11 * " ""
,

The 19^8-19h9 edition of ”WH0<S WHO IN AMERICA” reflects

that BLAIR BOLLES was born in St. Louis, Missouri^ February 26, 1911 and

that he has been a writer for various newspapers and magazines' einte 1925*

From 1935 to 19l$, BOLLES was a correspondent for the Washington ’’STAR”

newspaper and has been Director of the
,
Washington Bureau of the FPA since

19l$. •
'

• • •

‘

,

On September 10, 19U7, Confidential Informant T-5 reported

that BLAIR BOLLES of the Washington Bureau. of ' the FPA has been critical of

the U. S. foreign policy and- has been generally sympathetic to the Coromunist-

Russian point of view. On January 28> 191$ y. this informant reported that

BLAIR BOLLES was “definitely left-wing in sentiments” and, had recently

deliberately withheld publicity concerning several articles prepared.by
FPA personnel, which publicity favored the MARSHALL Plan*

*
A

* i
t t - ,

On May 26, 1950 y Confidential InformantT-6 advised that

BLAIR BOLLES has followed the Communist Party line? however, this informant

could not furnish ay specific instances thereof*

— 28
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On May 31, 1950, Confidential Informant T-l advised that

BLAIR BOLLES was a journalist who in his opinion 'was pushing -"basic .
liberal

'^onc^ts too'^far" > in. that he continued to support various issues which- give

cohfort' to the Communists and the Soviet Union. Informant stated that he

could not say that BOLLES was .actually a Communist, but that 60 indicated

above , he had in the past support
6
various issues which had been advocated

by the pro-Communist groups;
.

•

'

12* Membership Secretary a ELIZABETH Ci^LECKENSTEIN

Confidential Informant T-l adviSed on May 31j. i-950 that

Miss FLECKENSTEIN*S position was not that of a policy making position aid that

she had never evidenced any pro-Communist or pro-Soviet sympathies;

13. Branch Membership Sesretary-

lh+ Librarian • -

HENRIETI^REDERICKSON

ODE'TtrifeLCHRIEST

Confidential Informant T-8 , of .known reliability, has advised

that ODETTE. GILCHRIEST,- 6 Jone s Street,- New York City, was one of a group of

5) proximately 875 individuals, who had witt.en to the Governor of the State

of New York, urgin g pardon .for
,

jORRIS,, .yJ^pPFES ,
who was a'professor at iiiX'

the College of the City- of New York' andmho was convicted of perjury in con-

nection with testimony he gave before the RAPP—COtJDERT Committee. ,in, 19h0 •

SCHAPPES stated he was not. a Communist , but it was later proved he was and

it was on that account- that he was convicted of perjury •- The RAPP—COUBERT

COMMITTEE was a state legislative committee, which was investigating. Com-. • .

munism in the N.ew York City schools.

Research Associate HOWARD Cv^GARY

Confidential Informant T-B '> of known reliability, reported

that on' October 17'j.l9U9j HOWARD C* GARY, 390 East 2nd Street, Brooklyn, New

Yorki (jctirected a letter to tljeSoviet Embassy^ Washington, D. C;$ wherein he
,

inquired as to the possibility of obtaining .k yIka .to visit the Soviet Union'

in that -he would like to do .research in Moscow, /.According to the informant,

GARY stated "I am a friend of ' the Soviet. Uhioh1>T^t^j.s. it

was ascertained ‘through Confidential Informant T-10/on June 8 > X9?0 that

HOWARD C. GARY, who is Research Associate pf the FPA,- resides at 390 East

2nd Street, Brooklyn,’ NeW York ;
1
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Research Associate

:On September 10> 191+7/ Confidential Informant T-5 reported

that OLIVE HOLMES of the FPA was ; actiye in the UOFWA, which according to

the' informant was a Communipt dominated- union, In addition # this informant

reported that HOLMES- was . a' close' friend' of 'LAWRENCE^Rt^NGER, who left the

FPA to become a Research -Associate with the'IPR. \6pncerning LiffilRENCE. . .

ROSINGER, it is noted that LOUIS BUDENZ, ' Assistant -Professor at Fordham'

University, New York City and former Managing Editorof the "DAILY WOREER".
(

_ ,

and a Communist Party functionary until October, 191+5/ adyi^^53n®£ElAM '

J, MCCARTHY, JR. that while - he had never met ROSINGER, he knew him to be a

Communist from official reports he had received from officials, of the Com-

•
,

!
.

J

' On May 31, 1950/ Confidential Informant 1-1 advised that

in his opinion OLIVE HOLMES was very' definitely an anti-Communist, The .

informant staged' that when HOLMES first came to fhe FPA, she was toleranib

in a passive way of the -Communists, but that as time went on, her aiti-

Communist sentiments crystallised and she was now definitely' anti-Coimimxst,

17/ Research Associate

18 Office Manager

FRED W.^RIGGS

Mrs, HARRIET^OSTER

B, NATIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
f

1. Chairman william w, Lancaster

. LOUIS BUDENZ., Assistant. Professor at Fordham University,- New
York City and former ‘Managing- Editor of the VDAILY WORKER" and a Communist

Payty functionary until October 191+5 » advised SA WILLIAM J, MCCARTHY, JR.,

on; May .8, 1950, that I \ was known to him .to he a member.- 'of

th4 . Communist^artyj based on reports of -Communist ^arty -officials which

descriBeS'liim as a Communist. < .

'

;
r ;

* ‘ ;
K 1 '

,
*

'
'

Confidential Informant^ TrSp-reported on April 2, 191+3 that

I 1 was a sponsor' of' ihaifflfa&to

/ Friendship,. Inc,, which organization, has been' designated by the Attorney .

•General as -coming within ;the purview, ox Executive O^der 9.d35f . : ;

-

7,0
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On June 29', 19ith» Confidential Informant T-ll, of known
reliability, reported that,

|
|

of Vfcasslan
T/far Relief,, . Inc , and .in this, regard, it is noted that oh Februai^^SjT^

“

BENJMin’-MANDELJ Director of Research, House Committee on Un-American
Activitie s , Washington * D« advised- that Russian War Relief was a Com-
munist controlled front organizatioil* :

,

'

• . ,

reported that[
The '"DAILY. WORKER’ 1 January 15* 19U6, page £>, 'column h.

I

? W -*•»-***

was re-elected

[

of the
- Merican Russian Institute., which organiz^i-on has been designated by the
Attorne^Gen^al as coming within the purview of Executive Order 9835*

2* First Vice-Chairman Mrs. ANDREW GJfCAREY.sjfc

Confidential Ipfofmant
;
;T-12, of known' reliability, reported

oh November li 19h9 that ffl/EJ^ATTIMORE; was scheduled to address a meeting
sponsored by the FPA in New. York City, and that LATTIMORE had** secured, an
invitation to visit the home of Mr. and Mrs. ANDREW G^eA^Y- after 'the -FPA '

meeting. Concerning OWEN- "LATTIMORE* it is noted that. LOUIS BUDEN&, Assistant
Professor, Fordham Universityi;New York City, and formerly. Managing Editor ’

of the *'DAILY WORKER*' r arid 'a Comriiunist . Party fmetionary Uiitil October i 19h5*
advised SA WILLIAM J . MCCARTHY.*. JR*, ip March* 15.0C), that, although he- neve* •

met LATTIMORE, he heard of him many times at ndlitical. meetings pf the Coin-'

munist. Partyi -USA. According ‘to BUDENZ ± it /had been -reported to him that :

;

.LATTIMORE had been given an Assignment that^only a trusted Communist Party „

'membeir -would have been given arid that JA^f^ACEIEL,,, a meinber of the 'National
Committee pf the Communist Party, - USA,T?aet told' him in aroUnd 19&3 that
LATTIMORE was to be treated as “a Communist... Further concerning

.
Mrs » .ANDREW

G* CAREY J it is noted that records' of the. Credit BuTe.au of Greater New York
reflect a report dated February. Tj 1950, which, described. Mrs. ANDREW G; CAREY
as the wife of ANDREW GALBRAIT^MrEY,

'

former President; of R1 CAREY AND BRIGGS
INC'. In addition, this report described hor as an attorney and, former as-
sistant professor of Government at Barnard College, New York City

3* SeCorid Vice-Chairman H. HARV IKE

. [ N «. . . ,
» > ,

.On May 31* 1950.* Cbiifideritial Informant, T-l advised that in
hiS opinionJ Hi HARVEY PIKE had ho pro-Communist or pro-Soviet sympathies

*
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k* Secretazy * JOHN F^GHIPMAN

On May 31, 1950, Confidential Informant T-l, advised that
CHAPMAN had formerly been Foreign Editor for "BUSINESS WEEK" and was now
an executive with the McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. in New York City.
Informant stated that there was no question but that CHAPMAN was anti-
communist*

V

S* Treasurer
. _ EUSTACE .SELIGMAN

.
T r

"
T ' '

1_ '

r
“

[1
"
,T
" " r ‘

-I
‘
•
"9" *"

*

77

The 191*8-19149 edition of "WH0*S WHO IN AMERICA" reflects
that EUSTACE SELIGMAN was born in New York City, April 1, 1889 and has been
a member of the law firm of SULLIVAN AND CROMWELL in New York City, since
1923. On September 1;, 19l*7> Confidential Informant T-M, of known reli ability,
reported that' EBSTACE SELIGMAN was a sponsor of theJ^jfierican Committee for
Yugoslav Relief , Inc

i »

,

which organization has been designated by the. Attorney^ General as coming within the purview of Executive Order 9835*

•

On May 31, 19!?0,., Confidential Informant T-l advised that
EUSTACE SELIGMAN was def.initely4anti-Coimnunist and that it was he who was
the leader of the minority group on the Board of Directors of the FPA which

' were endeavoring to have VERA MICHELES DEANjremoved from her position as
Research Director, beeause of'lier^ro^^TieT and pro-Communist sympathies#

6* Other members of the Board of Directors

a. FREDERICK LEWISULLEN

' The 19148-19149 edition of '"WHO^S WHO IN AMERICA" reflects
that FREDERICK LEWIS ALLEN was born -in Boston, Massachusetts, July 1890
and has been editor of "HARPER »S MAGAZINE" since -19l*l.

Confidential Informant T-I reported on May 31, 1950 that \
FREDERICK LEWIS ALLEN has shown himself to be anti-Communist j .however, in
regard to the attempts by the minority of the .Board of Directors to oust

,

Mrs* DEAN from her position as Research Director because of her pro-Communist
(

and Soviet sympathies-, ALLEN has &aken a passive position, advising that since \

he is a new member of the Board of Directors, he has decided to leave the .

decision as to whether to oust Mrs. DEAN lip -to the older members of the Board*
'
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b,' ELLIOTT V^PE£l

The X9W-19U9 edition of 'TOO '5 WHO IN AMERICA' 1 reflects

that ELLIOTT V. BELL was born in New York City on September 25,1902 apd that

he has been Superintendent of Banks for the State -o£ New York since 19U3 and

a former member of]the editorial board of the New York "TIMES" newspaper.

v^Or/'May'- 31, 1950, Confidential Informant T-l advised that.

nmyr. was now an executive with tie McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.

and he had formerly been an economic specialist on the staff of THOMAS E.

DEWEY, Governor of the State of New York. The informant was of the opinion

that BELL was an anti-Communist f *
.

.

c. .
CARROLLfea^DER .

’
'

The 19iiS-19U9 edition of "WHO'.S WHO IN AMERICA" reflects

that CARROLL BINDER was born in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania on February 20,

1896 and that he has been editorial editor of the "MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE"

.

newspaper since January 1, 191+5*

On September 13, 19U9, Confidential Informant T—lU, of known

reliability, reported that on- August 5, 19U9, CARROLL BINDER had written to

OWEN LATTIMORE, in which letter- he expressed the hope that the lectures

.

^^duled^isTSXfTIMORE would bring him to Minneapolis during the following

Autumn. OWEN LATT-IMORE has been Identified above in connection mth-Jfrsy

'

ANDREW G.^CAREY.a
‘

d ‘ JOSEPH P. CHAMBERLAIN..
v

'!

‘ ;

. The 191+8-191+9 edition o£ "WHO’S' WHO IN AMERICA" reflects'

that JOSEPH P. CHAMBERLAIN was born in' Cleveland, Ohio on- October 1, 1873-

and has been a Professor of Public Law at Columbia University since 1921

and Director of the EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE U. S, sinpe 1923*

A release dated August 19, 191+L,. -Of dan

,

sQommittee f<^$gdj&^ a branch

^TTeflected that Professor JOSEPH P, CHAMBERLAIN of GpYumKi^niversity

~wa’s^“Si endorser of that organization. It is to be noted that Russian War

Relief has been previously identified above in ^connection with
I

r 33 t
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In addition, Confidential Informant T-l5> of known reliability
has reported that 'JOSEPH P * CH^EIMIN. was a sponsor of Russian War Reliefs
Inc., as df November^

'

~
*

'
' •

J
* <

On July' 2, 19b3, Confidential Informant T-l6, of known
reliability, reported that JOSEPH P. CHAMBERLAIN made a contribution of
$200*0® to" the American Russian Institute, which organization has been
designated by the Attorney General as coming within the purview of Executive
Order ‘ 9835* CM) •

The «DAILXJfORKER» of April 9, 19kk, page 6, column 8,
"

reported that ProfessoT^OSEPH^H?MBERLAIN of Columbia^University was a
cornerenccooperating sponsor** of a conference sponsored by th^Counpil^OT

African^ Affairs... which organization has- been designated tiy "thV Attorney’
'

/ general as*coming within the purview- of Executive Order 9835* (U^)

, Confidential Informant T-17, of known reliability, reported
in t9hk that Professor JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN was the uncle of Mrs ._„FREDERICK^..,
VjfeELD-and in this regard it is noted that FREDERICK- V-yrFlELD, . according

until October, 19h$> was known to him' as a member of. the .Communist P,ar._ty.«^

BUDENZ ’reported this information on -April- 5* 1959 to -SA WILLIAM J. ‘MCCARTHY,
<m.^y • V -

'

•

;

Confidential Informant T~l5 reported that Professor JOSEPH
P» CHAMBERLAIN was the sponsor of a dinner given under the auspices ‘of the’

American-Russian Institute on May t* l9b6 ' in New £ork City, It is- noted that
the American Russian Institute has been designated by the Attorney General
as coming within the puryiewof -Executive Order 9835* (M.)

6* EDWIN F.-ffiHINLUNP
'tfi K

i^The 19bdrl9h9 edition of *!WH0‘S WHO IN AMERICA" reflects
that EDWIN FJfCHINLUND was" born in

!

Chicago, Illinois on November 28, 1890
and is now Vice-President -and' Treasurer of R. H, MACY AND COMPANY, INC. OZ)

* K * '

Z *
' ^

f
- .A 19U2 letterhead; of Russian War Relief, Inc*, reflects

EOTIj|AC!HINLUND to be a member of
,
the Executive Committee' of that- organization

whibh'has been described’ above in connection with
| \

« 3b -
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f, (MISS) ELEANOI^C^k

g # BROOKS EMENY

It is to be noted) as indicated above,.. BSOQKS 'EMENY is hbw
President of the FPA.

V
4

h. ' CLYDE&ffGLETON

"
'

The edition of "WHO’S WHO IN AMERICA*’ reflect*
CLYDE EAGLETON was born in Sherman, Texas on May 13, 1891- and is a Professor
of International Law at New-York University. From 19ii3 to 19U5, he was a
legal expert with the U. S; Department of State.

Page 323 of Appendix IX, First Sectioni’.Ho.use Committee on
Un-American Activities, 78th Congress, reflects that.CLYDE EAGIE TON,. Professor
at.Ngw York University, was one of the signatories of a- petition sponsored by
the^American Committee for- Democracy and Intellectual Freedom, which organ-
ization was cited as'

a" Communist front by the. House Committee on Un-Americahi-
Activities in its report dated March 29, 1914;* page 87,

The "BRONX HOME '.JOTS"'-newspaper -on January 18, 1945' an4
nounced that on January 17, 1945, a panel -discussion.- at the Concourse Plaza).
Bronx, New- York,, was led by Dr,« CLYDE EAGLETON, Assistant Secretary to the
American delegation at the Dumbarton Oaks Conference, According to this-
article,, the panel discussion wa*- under, the auspices of the National. Council
.of ' American-Soviet :

'FriemdsM.p ; IntfVt ' which organization hasHDeSTdesignatedf^
by the Attorney^}eheraT' as 'coming within the purview of Executive Order 9835%

• The "DAILY WORKER" o'f January^ 1949, page 7., reflected thli
Professor CLYDE EAGLETON of New York University, was anong a group of
individuals who had sighed an open letter urging the abolition of the House
Committee on UnrAmerican Activities.

i. CLAYIONffiRITCHEY

- -The 1948-1949 edition of ".WHO’S 'WHO IN AMERICA" reflected. .w
that CLAYTON FRITCHEY was born'in Bellefontaine , .Ohio on June 30, 1904 and that
he was a correspondent for "TIMS" and "LIFE" magazines.'from 1SJ38, to 19% aid'he
has been Executive Editor of the "NEW ORLEANS ITEM" newspaper since 19%,

- 35
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W. GODBHALL

k* MRS.- LEARNED HAND

The 191*8-191*9 edition of "WHO* S'WHO IN AMERICA" reflects that
Mrs, LEARNED HAND is the wife of Judge LEARNED HAND of the U. S. Circuit Court.

1 . MRS. BAYARljCjAMES

A letterhead dated April 22, 1938 of the Scottsboro Defense
Committee reflects that Mrs* BAYARD JAMES was a member of the ’ sponsoring
committee of that organization, which organization was cited as a Communist
front by the House Committee on Un-American’ Aetivitie s, March 29* 19l*l*.

Page 177.

m. PAUL U» KELLOGG (Honorary Member)

The 191*8-191*9 edition of "WHO fS WHO IN AMERICA" reflects
that PAUL U. KELLOGG ivas born in Kalamazoo, Michigan on September 30,
1879 and has been Editor of "SURVEY GRAPHIC" since 1921, •

A letterhead dated June 16, 19l*l of the Spanish Refugee
Relief Campaign reflected that PAUL U. KELLOGG was a sponsor of that organ-
ization, which was cited as a Communist front by the House Committee on Un-
American Activities, January 3, 19l*0, page 9*

On May 31, 1950, Confidential .Informant T-l advised that
PAUL U. KELLOGG was now only an honorary member of the Board of Directors
and as such, had no policy making function* The informant stated that PAUL
U. KELLOGG has .aided a number of Communist front affiliations in the past*

Page 380 of Appendix IX nf’^the House Committee on
Activities reflected that PAUMKELLOGG was a member of the^Jorranitteee^bomiAmeric

of t: eric an Friends of Spanish Demcgjracy.. which organization was cibed
as "a Commuh'rst~front^y*tH^Hous^Cornmittee on Un-American Activities,
March 29, 19l*l*> page 82, In addition page 659 of Appendix IX reflected
PAUL U. KELLOGG was a sponsor of tfee^Gonsraiers * National Federation, which
was cited as -a Communist front 'by the House Committee on Un-American Activities,
March 29, 19l*l*, page 155* •

- 36 -
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Page; 770 of Appendix IX of the report of the House Committee
, on Un-American Activities reflected that , PAUL P « KELLOGG,. Editor of the
^'SURVEY GRAPHIC" was a signer of a letter supporting Borough President

^

STAHLEY.

^ISAACSpf the Borough of Manhattan in '.New York City, foj*. the appointment of
STT3eRS0N to his staff* According to the above indicated report, GERSON
was a former reporter of the "DAILY WORKER", an east coast Communist news-
paper.-

' 1

1

s

.
yPage 776 of Appendix IX reflected that- PAUL KELLOGG -was a

•sponsor of the^Greater New York Emergency Conference on Inalienable 1 Rights,
which was cited as

1

;
a Communist front by the House Committee on Un-American

Activities, -March 29, 19kh f pages , 96 and 199* -

Piage^ 1168 of Appendix IX reflected that PAUL KELLOGG was
•a, sponsor of th^fetional Committee To Abolish The Poll Tax, which was -

cited as a Communist front organization by the California1 Committee oh
'

‘
-

Un-American Activities -in its 19l*7 .report, page 1*5

Page 121*7 of Appendix IX reflects that PAUL KELLOGG was a
signer of a message -in January, 19l*3, opposing the renewal of the- House
Committee on Un-American Activities*

'
- - "•

Page 1702 of App6ndix^I^reflected that PAUL KELLOGG was
the sponsor of an advertisement, of -th^i^ashington C,ommittee; .to...Lift .

Spanish.

Embargoes,,, which organization was citea aeHa*Communist front by the California
Committee oh Un-American Activities in its. 191*8 report, pages - 335 ,

and ,336.

n . MRS* THOMAS W./ LAMONT •

The 191*8-191*9 edition of ' 'TOOIS TOO IN AMERICA!' .reflect's
'

that- Mrs* THOMAS W. LAMONT is the wife, of, THOMAS,; ff. LAMONT, Director- of J.

P. MORGAN AND COMPANY, INC., "‘and Director'bpBHuT^T^fEEL CORPORATION.

On April lit, 19l*2, Confidential Informant T-18, of known
reliability, reported that it was announced at a luncheon at the Waldorf-

-Astoria Hotel in ,New York; City, -held on. April lit, 191*2, that Mrs. THOMAS.
,

—^jSifONT-had donated- $2,500^00 to the Russian War Relief, Inc«£'^riich"^rg'an-

'ization has been previously id’entified in connectioh^itrilLLIM W* LANCASTER.
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The "DAILY WORKER”, September '29, 191*3, 'page 5," column 5,

reflected that Mr. and"Mrs.~fMii^ were among the sponsors
of a^uongress of American-Soviet Friendship” , to be held on November 6
and*7, 191*3 at the Hotel New Yorker, which Congress was sponsored by the
National Cornell on American-Soviet K-iendship . Inc » It is to be noted
that this latter organization has been designated by the Attorney General
as ‘coning within the purview of Executive Order 9835*.

RUSSELL KdmtOS

P*
MIS.. HENRY Gj^ACH

(

The 191*8-191*9 edition of «IHO*S WHO IN AMERICA" refl^cjbs
that Mrs* LEACH was born" in'Villa ^ova, Pennsylvania, on October 16, 1881* and
from 1925 to 1930, she wasjState Chairman of
Voters^

a

nd has been a member of the Advisory Council of that organization
'

since 1937* In addition, she is trustee and secretary of the Board of
Directors of the Bryfa Mawr College*

In Npvejpbbr fl*7 , Confidential Informant T-l5 reported that
Mr. and Mrs. HENRY GjjffiACH were sponsors in 191$. of Russian War Relief, Inc.,
~wKlch organization has been previously identified'in "connecHon^WlIffilOr^*
W* LANCASTER. Crf

Confidential Informant T-19, of known reliability, has
advised that as of October 10, 19l*l, Mrs. HENRY G. LEACH was a menber of the
Board of Directors of the American-Russian,institute, which organization has
been designated by the Attorney General as coming within 'the purview of
Executive Order 9835*

q. H, Ng^ifMALLON

The^l2l*8-19l*9 edition ofJ^Q*S*W^ reflects
’

.

^hat H, NEIL MALLON wasbos^in Cincinnati, Ohio , on January- 11, 1895 and
is president and director ofJJBSSSgR INDUSTRIES,' INC., Cleveland, Ohio,, asx
jell as presidentof^the^DRESSER MAN^A^RI^^COMPANY.

-^^^fidentiai^^i^oaEmfSn^T^CT^of^dmown reliability, advised
on November 8, 19l*l, that H--^^m

i
0N, president of^the DRESSER MANUFACTURING

5onfidentic
on November 8, 19l*l, that H.

— 38 —
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COMPMY, was a member of the Americ;
has been designated by the At^gj
cf Executive Order 9835*

Issian Institute, which organization
. ^ fn.T)n

Y

c—r~r

—

1;
Tl . H « u'i |

j/pTCryi *Tmirrv
J '

Genital as coming within the purview

HERBERT VY (Honorary Member)

Confidential Informant T-l advised on May 31, 1950 that
HERBERT L« MAY is only an Honorary Member of the Board of Directors of the

FPA at the present time, but that in the past he had been active in rep-
resenting the FPA in . connection with its opium research program*- This-

informant stated that MAY has been very strongly under the influence of

VERA MICHELES .DEAN, .Research Director of the FPA and has supported her.

. WILLIAM A
î

McAFEE. •.

t. GENERAL, FRANK' ROSS McCOY (Honorary Member)

It- is to be noted -that,, as indicated above, GENERAL FRANK
ROSS McCOY is President Emeritus of the 'FPA*.. •

u, JAMES ,G« .MCDONALD (Honorary Member)

The ’l9li8-19l;9 edition of "WHO’S WHO IN AMERICA” reflects
that JAMES G. MCDONALD was born in (c*ldwater, Ohio, on November 29, 1886
and that from 1938 to l9l;2, he was president of the Brooklyn Institute. of

Arts and Sciences and was .active as a radio news analyst from 19U2 to 19l4;«

"

,
*

,

r<* ' ' - v i

Confidential' Inf.ormant T^l- advised on May 31,. 1950 that
MCDONALD is completely out of -the 'picture at the present time insofar as the"

FPA is~ concerned and that his only connection with the organization is in

an honorary capaoity,.,j The. informant stated that MCDONALD ’ is ' the
Ambassador to Israel at the present time> ,

. !

v.

w.

x.

EDWARD, SNORRIS

MISS ESTHER G. OGDEN (Honorary Member)

JOHN C^ARS0NS'
:
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y# CHARLES E^SALTZMAN

The 19l;8-19l;9 edition of «WEO rS TOO IN AMERICA1
' reflects

that CHARLES E. SALTZMAN was .born in Zamboango, Philippine Islands on

September 19 > 1903 and.ttiat he 'has been Assistant Secretary' of State for

the occupied areas of Germany> Austria and Japan since July* 19U7«

s.

aa«

JAMES D^SHOUSE
T-- -

T
-

H. ATF.XANDEg^SMITH' (Honorary Member)

The 19l*9 ’'Congressional Directory11 reflects that g.

ALEXANDER SMITH was elected to the U. S. Senate from the State of New Jersey

in November/ 191*1; and was re-elected in November, 19l*6,

bb. CHARLES jrf^TnLMAN

The 191*8-191*9 edition of "WHO’S TOO IN AMERICA" reflects

that CHARLES L. STILLMAN was bom in New York City on January 5, 1901; and

is Vice-President of TIME, INC. ^ \

cc, JAMES PjMARBURG

"CURRENT BIOGRAPHY" for 191*8 reflects that JAMES F.

WARBURG was born in Hamburg, Germany on August 18, 1896 and that he is a

banker and author* WARBURG at one time was a member of the "brain trust" .

of the late President FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT and is author of books on

political and economic affairs. In 19l*2, WARBURG was appointed Deputy

Director of the Overseas Branch of the Office of War Information,

A program of a "Dinner for Racial and National Unity"

at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York City, April 2, 1914*, reflects that

JAMES^TO-RBURG was sponsor of that dinner,, which was given under the
_

/ auspices of the^National Federation of. Constitutional Liberties, which
^ organization has been designated by the Attorney General as coming within

the purview of Executive Order 9835*

The "Report on th^American-Slav Congress and Associated

Organizations", dated June 26, 1949 , and released by the House Committee on
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« 4

Un-American Activities reflects that JAMES P.JARBURG_was a sponsor as of
August 6, 1945 of the American^Committee,for Yugoslav Relief-t-;Inc which
organization has been designated by the as coming within
the purview of Executive Order 9835*
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III, STATED AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

She publication “The EPiLlrf War Time 1* «, which was published in
September, 19b0 and which was.reviewed at the 'New York Public Library,
reflects, “the men and women who founded the FPA believed that the American
people should be provided with impartial and accurate information on inter-
national affairs, so that, as citizens of a democracy, they would be -equipped
to reach their own conclusions concerning issues of foreign policy that
might arise after the world war”,

'
'

••

The publication “Twenty-five Years of the FPA. 19l8-19lj.3Jl, as reviewed
at the New York Public Library, refleaEsHi^^ constitution of the
League of Free'-’ -

Nationft^Associj^ ,_which was the name of the subject
organTzH^on^TTfure“rT

>i

became ‘tKe'FPkf "in its constitution adopted in
December, 1918, reflects -

a statement of purpose as follows*

“Careful study of all" sides of every important internatiohal question
effecting the ‘U;S. and, « communication of the results- df such study.
to as large a number of the American people as possible”*

The articles of-

;

incorporation of the FPA, as reviewed at the office
of the Clerk of the' bounty of New York, on May 19, 1950, reflects the pur-
pose of the FPA “is to carry on research and educational activities to aid
in the understanding and -

constructive development of American foreign policy”;
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IV. SUBVERSIVE RAMIFICATIONS

A. COMMUNIST PARTY AND SOVIET CONNECTIONS

Confidential Informant T-21, of known reliability, reported in/June,
1927 that the-'FPA was, considered as being pro-Russian in -its views and pro?*
posals* /

* /

Confidential Informant T-22, c£ unknown reliability* advised in-
January, 1927 that the FPA was sponsored 'in its inception by the^SEerioan
Civil Liberties Union and that it favored recognition of Soviet .Russia*

'rnT n
" >1'

1

Confidential Informant T-d reported, as of November 22, 1935 5 that
the FPA staff members are of the so oalled "liberal" or "sociologist" type, •

some of them inclined to be "pinkish" in their political views. The informant
at this time stated that the publications of the FPA were well documente

d

5 Jwell
presented and concise, but that the information contained therein was at
times subtly chosen to favor a particular viewpoint, The informant did not
specify as to the viewpoint involved.

The New York "TIMES” and New York "HERALD^TRIBUNE" newspapers of May 31/
1937, carried an- account of an open-air peace festival, staged in the Municipal
Stadium on Randalls Island, New York, as an observance of .United Youth Day.
According to these newspapers,, twelve organizations ‘sponsored this affair and
among them was the FPA which sponsored the ; affair in a consultative capacity.
It is to be noteci^Mat according to these articles, the affair: was also :

sponsored by the^American Youth Congress, and^/ational Negro .Congress, both

_

' of which organizations have -been 'designated by the Attorney General as coming
within tjafe purview" of Executive Order 9.83.5

.

In’ addition, it was sponsored .

by ttermerican^League Against War and ,Fascism, which organization was cited
as a^ommimist front by the- House Committee on Un-American Activities in

e

y'^its report” dated March 29, page ;
53*.

'
•

’ J
VS According to the above indicated newspapers,. JAMES iUKWECHSLER,

Editor of tKST^Student Adyocate",- presided at the- festival 'am it is to be
noted that- the California! Committee' on Un-American Activities, on page 377'
of its 191+8 report, reflects that the "Student Advocate" 'was "published by
the Communist-front j\mericap Students Union"*

- 1*3 -
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In June, 1937, Confidential Informant T-22 advised that an important

part of the strategy of a recent student peace strike had been worked out

at -the offices of the FPA. According to the informant, the peace strike

was directed by the Communist Party*

The publication "Twenty Years of the -
as reviewed

at the New York Public Library, reflects^at^Wggreetings sent to the

FPA on its twentieth anniversary was one from LEE^PRESSMAN ,
General Counsel-

of the CIO, in which greeting, PRESSMAN stated "It is extremely important

that the FPA continue its splendid work in research and educational activ-

ities to aid in the understanding and Constructive development of American

foreign policy".* .

It is“ to be noted that WHITTAKER CHAMBERS, pelf-confessed ;former

espionage agent., has advised SA THOMAS G» SPENCER that IEE , PRESSMAN , had

been active in a Communist Party underground group, 'active in the ..middle

1930s in Washington7“DrC7 anS~L0UIS BUDENZ, Assistant Professor at_Ford-

h’am University and a Communist Party functionary until October., 1945,

has -advised SA WILLIAM J. MCCARTHY,' JR;, that LEE PRESSMAN was known to

him to have been a member of the Communist Party*

Confidential Informant T-23, of known reliability, .reported that

on December 18, 19to, a check in .the amount of' $5*00, (payable to ‘the FPA

was made out -by the Consul General of the USSR in 'New York City*

informant could. not advise \ '•£ as- to what this check coyer edj^S^
^

.Confidential Informant T-2U, of known reliabilily,' ‘reported in.

I9I4I that mail from the FPA was received by th^CONTEMPORARY, . BOOKSHOP in

Pittsburgh* Pennsylvania*. which~bo6kshop, .'according to Confidential Informant

old Communist party literature and .in 19^5 had

been, operated by MIRIAMpS'CHULTZ, Literature Director, of District #5 of the

Cpnnmmist Political Association#

. Confidential Informant T-26, of known reliability,- advised in 19l|l

that during- the fiscal year ending June 30, 1937, l#** ?PA was among -a group

-of organizations receiving financial aid from the^MTORG TRADING CORPORATION.

The informant could not furnish the "exact amount qf financial aid given to the

FPA -by -the' AMTORG TRADING CORPORATION, but stated thaf 'the FPA was among a

group of organizations which received regular and important payments ranging

in amounts from $2,OG6,,dO to $5,000,00, in this regs^ ft is noted fhat.

-
.
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Confidential Informant T-5 reported oh July 17# 19l*2 that the FPA received
a contribution of $5,000*00 from the AMT0RG TRADING CORPORATION during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1937* It is to be noted'that"Cbhiidential
Informant T-27, of known reliability, has advised that the AMT0RG TRADING -

CORPORATION was the sole Russian purchasing agency in the U* S.

Confidential Informant T-5 advised on July 17, 19l*2 that in February
19U2 the FPA undertook to distribute pamphlets describing life in several
allied countries , which pamphlets were to be distributed to the members of
the Armed Forces of the U. S» Among these pamphlets, there was an article
entitled '‘Russia at War", written by VERA MTOHF.T.F.S DEAN of the FPA and ac-
cording to the informant, this article treated~Communism with so much sym-
pathy that it was prohibited by the military authorities, who described
the article as "candy-coated Communist propaganda,"

The records of the Bureau of Special Services and Investigations
of the New York City Police Department, 1*00 Broome Street, New York City,
as checked on May 22, 1950 by SA

| |
reflected that the

FPA participated in the eighth anniversary educational conference^ Local
555 of the Teachers Union of the UPW, which conference was held at the
Hotel Commodore, New York City, April 29, 19l*l*« According to the informant,
the FPA distributed literature at this conference.

It is to be noted that the UPW, according to "The -CIO News",
February 20, 1950, was expelled from the CIO because it was a "Communist
dominated'* union.

\,
Confidential Informant T-28, of known reliability, has advised that

on April 9> 19U5, the New York State Communist Political Association made
out a check in the amount of $2.1*0, the payee being "Foreign Policy Associa-
tion (pamphlets)*"

- 1*5 -
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”The New Leader'^ March 29., 19k7, page ll*, reflected an open letter
to the F|A-> written by ALFRESnRTOHLBERG, Chairman of the Executive Committee
of t^p&nerican China Policy Association, In this letter KOHLBERG indicated
that the Executive Committee of his organization had instructed him to call
the attention of the FPA to the method of its handling of the China situation,
KOHLBERG pointed out that the FPA experts on China during the preceding '

seven or eight years had been T. A. BISSON and L. g^foSINGER, both of whom
the American China Policy Association, according to‘KOHLBERG, considered to
be pro-Communist in sympathy and neither were considered to be competent to
objectively view the China situation.

Concerning T, A. BISSON, it is to be noted that LOUIS BUDENZ,
Assistant Professor at Fordham University and a Communist Party functionary
until October, 19U5, advised SA WILLIAM J, MC CARTHY, JR., in April, 1950,
that while he had never met BISSON, he knew him to be a Communist based on
official reports made to him by Communist Party officials.

Concerning L. K. ROSINGER, it is to be noted that LOUIS BUDENZ,in
April, 1950, advised SA WILLIAM J. MC CARTHY, JR., that while he had never
met ROSINGER, he knew him -to be a Communist from official reports he had
received from officials of the Communist Party,

-
,
"The New Leader"^ April 19, 1914-7, page h, reflected an article

.captioned "REORGArazSTI^OF^FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION", written byjRED
^PORTER, This article stated that the FPA had appointed Dr. BROOKS EMENYT'

"Head of the Cleveland Council on World Affairs , to the post of President,
of- the FPA arid has thus" enH^d~^"^r^xcal"*

a

period during which it was under
the policy-making control of y_mjgCifflLES:J,DEAN, Research Director of the
'FPA. According to the article, DEAN’S writings have frequently been
accused of pro-Soviet bias. The article went on to say that Mrs. DEAN
had consolidated her position in the FPA after the resignation in May,
191*6 of Major General FRANK ROSS MC COY from the' presidency of the FPA,
The article claimed \h1TtrM3''lTo^ on was followed by a replacement

r* i*6 *»
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of key personnel at the national headquarters of the FPA in New York City,

which included the withdrawal of DOROTHY F « LEET . who had been the Executive

Secretary of the FPA for eight years'. X^wascraimed in the article that

Mrs. JDMN^was able to extend her control over the activities of the FPA by

having herself named Director of Publications, as well as Director of ^ the

Research Department, thus assuming full control over the three periodicals

published by the FPA, namely the ''Forpl^ "Foreign^

Policy Reports 11 and the '’Headline Series''. The .article claim^^CHat^this

development lead to the r^lunation" o*f WALTER $^WSLG1JS j who had acted as

assistant to the president under General McCOY.

The article also stated thatalthough a pro-Soviet slant and a

reluctance to deal with the problem of Communism had marked the FPA

publications, ever since the late RAYMOND LESLIE BUELL was replaced by

Mrs. DEAN as Research Direct&fo^tl^ /j^rai^became 'even more extensive

after the resignation of General McCOY. **xt was claimed that the FPA Board

of Directors agreed on the^^ectianTof Dr. BROOKS EMENY. only after many

months of persistent, although skilfuUy^exleS^^sxtion from Mrs. DEAN.

The article further stated that the hew leader of the FPA, BROOKS EMENY,

was making efforts to counteract the public impression which the writings

of Mrs. DEAN had created and it was felt by the writer of the article that

there was no question about the sincerity-' of most of the members of the

association's Board and its Research staff. The article indicated that

individual members of the Board of Directors had long been alarmed by the

persistent trend in the FPA publications to give the hard facts of world

affairs pro-Soviet "sugar-coating". It was claimed that this has been

evidenced particularly in Mrs. DEAN'S writings through an aura of academic

dignity and pretension of fairness. The article pointed out that even

more important that the contents of the FPA publications, has been the

subjects which have not been treated, specificaljrthe avoidance of problems

which might reveal Soviet expansion and Communist' trojan-horse methods.

The article
'
jointed out that the "DAILY WORKER^ had approved the

speeches made by the Far East expert of'"thT^
_

K^TRosinger at

a recent FPA luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York City. It is to

be noted, as indicated above, LOUIS BUDENZ has advised that ROSINGER was

known to him as a Communist, based on official reports made to him.
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‘The NEW LEADER” of May 11, 19h7} page 15/ reflected a letter

written t§> ^e^diTor^By FREDERICK LEWIS ALLEN i a
t

member of the Board

of Directors of the FPA/ which letter was inTanswer to the article written

by FRED PORTER, which in substance has been set out above. In his letter,'

ALlS^efende'd VERA MICHELES-DEAN. and ALLEN 1 stated.he would characterize

the Directors of tHe*F^"
r

"as “anti-Communlst liberals” and he would char-

acterize Mrs.‘ DEAN in the same mahheri ALLEN alleged that, if she some-

times seefited to some observers to . argue on behalf of Russia, this ,was not

because of any sympathy with Communism/ but because of the strength of her

feeling that the U. S« must do its’ best to understand the RusSia in which

she was born* ALLEN Stated that Mrs. .DEAN enjoys the full confidence and

respect of the Board of Directors of the FPA/

Confidential Informant T-5 reported on September 10, 19U7 that

VERA MICHELES DEAN was the “guiding light” of the- FPA and had been of great

help to Russia because of her writings in a “kindly way!1 about .Soviet

Russia* The informant Claimed that .Mrs* DEAN was careful to avoid as-

sociating herself with Communist front groups*

In addition/ the informant stated that BLAIRK)1LES.,, Director of

the Washington Bureau of the FPA, .had been critical of the U. S5f foreign

policy and had been generally sympathetic to the Communist-Russian point

of view.

In addition/ the informant reported that ti^lT6^A Represented a

number of .the employees of the FPA, which union the'xniormant considered

to be Communist dominated*

Oh February 18/ 19^8, Confidential Informant T**5 advised that ‘‘strong

left-wing” tendencies Continue .to prevail in' the FPA and that the ”le£t-

Wihg" group exerted infldehCe through' ^^publications of the FPA* Ihe

informant advised .that the publicaiiaxsffipgki Shop Bulletin” was published by

the employees of the FPA, who were femb;#^f“tH^Cff^TaSd that this,

publication. went along
;

with Certain Segments of . the CP line*- Indicative

of this was the February .6/ 19.1$ issue of) the- "FPA Shop BUlletih”/ where-

in the FPA membership endol'tfedrd recommendation to support the campaign

of. HENRY a;. WALLACE and iri additioni/jn-this AsSUe/ the documentary film

‘'De^ih^For^^jphil
,,

put out by was advertised.' This union

according to the informant Was.. Communisvdomin'aiedi

h8 *
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The 11STANDARD-TIMES" newspaper of New Bedford*' Massachusetts

>

April 27* 19U8, reflected^an- article captioned "Fight in FPA Hits New
Peak", written by JULIU^^PSTEIN. The article stated that the rtlong
fought battle" against M’s,. VERA,.

MTOHFJE\GrT)BAN had reached a new peak
with the resignation of^'I^^FETKOfflS^G from his twenty year old member-
ship in the FPA: The article* set out a letter written by 'KOHLBERG, dated
April 5* 19l|8, which letter was written to the FPA in connection with
his resignation therefrom. In .his Is tter KOHLBERG accused the research
staff of the FPA of Communist Party line "pontifications", particularly
Mrs; DEAN and Ti A...B'lSSQN and L. K. ROSINGER, who have been previously
described above* ^KOHLBERG in his letter was critical of articles written
by Mrs. DEAN and mentioned specifically her apology for the Russo-Nazi
alliance and her .accusation of equal American culpability: The article
written by EPSTEIN pointed out that it is interesting to note that L. K« .

ROSINGER had been dismissed a few days previous, which might be construed as

the first concession to the many critical voices being raised against Mrs. \
DEAN and her group.'

On July 283 I9I4.8, Confidential Informant T-$ advised that in the

fall of 19U7, When BROOKS EMENY was appointed President of the FPA, there
was some speciolatiorP3s~t^w^ie^ier he would fall under the influence- of

VERA MICHELES DEAN, but that it had since been seen that EMENY was well
aware of the political convictions of Mrs: DEAN and had commenced a strong

campaign to have her replaced; The informant also stated that ^WILLIAM.
W.,,,MNCASTER , Chairman of the Board, of Directors, was not pro-Communist
’But apparently had been taken in by Mrs. DEAN and had been a' staunch-

supporter of her. Informant stated that other "left-wing" elements in
the FPA included BLAIR BOLLES,.. Director of the Washington Bureau and

OLIVE HOLMES of EEe^esearcff’Department t

On September *l5j 19U8 j Confidential Informant T-f> advised that
recently an article had been submitted .to the' FPA' which referred to the

Soviet Union as a "totalitarian regime",' which1 Mrs i VERA MICHELES DEAN
had changed to read *!a political dictatorship". The informant claimed
that this was typical of the "smooth manner" in which she always white-
washed unfavorable references to the Soviet Union.

- k9 -
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lnl°rmant T—31? of unknown reliability, advised in

nnrar/
d

u- u^
0??"?® workers o£ the FPA were members of Local 18 of the

y^-ch thiC, informant described as being very "red". It is to' be
Wews " *f pe

'

bruary 20, 1950, page 6, column. 1, reported
£.

010 Eiecutlve Board voted to expel the UOFWA from the CIO.
effective March 1, 1950 for "consistent* -inwavering support of the policies
oi the Communist Party."

i, . Pn October 7, 19h9$ Confidential Informant T—U - reported that although
. .

”* he considered infiltrated to a very limited degree, it was con-
sidered to be anti-Soviet and anti-Commu.iist. The informant stated that

.

e articles and publications of the FPA presented an impartial and intel-
ligent approach to matters concerning Arierican foreign policy* However,
its Research Director, VERA MICHELES DEAN, had written many books about ^the Soviet Union and harug^^fi^olo^>for the Soviet Union.

4lim . 1n m
Bon~ldential Informant T-32, of known reliability, reported that oAugust 19 } 1949j ^TITOMAS L. POWER of the FPA contacted OWEN LATTIMORE and

^

requested his appearance" on a program of the FPA, schedSed^foF^ovember 1,
. ^ .

LATTIM0RE was to speak on the subject "What Should -Be Our Policy-

t
11

J
he /informant also advised that VERA - MICHELES DEAN and THOMAS

L* POWER felt that LATTIMORE should be one of the speakers at the above
indicated function. .

'
.

_ .

Concerning OWEN LATTIMORE, it is to be noted that LOUIS BUDENZ. former
P™ty fmiGtionary October, 191*5, advised SA' WILLIAM J.

'

MO CARTHI^ JR*, m March, 1950 that although he never met LATTIMORE, he

™T. °* r'V1

!
11

? times at Political meetings of the Communist Party* USAno that he had been told by Communist' Party functionaries to treat LATTIMOREas a Communist.

r> ,
Confidential Informant T-33, of known reliability, advised on

December 9, 19h9 that on November 2, 19l*9, FREDERICK VANDERBIMffIELD
made out a check in the amount of $10.00, payable to the FPA;*Concerning

L
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FIELD, it is to be noted that on April 5, 195>0, LOUIS BUDENZ, Assistant Pro-

fessor at Fordham University and a. Communist Party functionary until October,

19k$s advised SA WILLIAM J. MCCARTHY, Jr, that he knew FIELD as a member of

the Communist/ aM^ifad seen him at closed meetings of the ^Goimnun^

On May 29 , 19f>0, Confidential Informant T~3U> of known reliability,

was interviewed 9 It is to be noted that this informant was an important Com-

munist Party functionary in Europe until approximately 192- and had formerly

been a member of the Communist International The informant advised that

during the time he was active in the rCwiSiuhlst Party* he had never heard of

the FPA and pointed out~that in the ^ear3.y yiars of the Communist Party, the.

technique of establishing^Communist fronts had not been ut‘;.lizedo In addition,

the informant stated that th^ing^the 1920s, the Communist International was not

particularly interested in %he United States and that it was not until the

early 1930s, when it became^ interested. in the United States, particularly

because Russia was seeking recognition by the United States# The informant

stated that any Communis^fronts existing in the United States during the

1920s were probably spontaneous and were not directly established' by the
v

Communist International^

This informant, stated that he came to the United States in the

early 19U0s and has since read public atios and material put out by the FPA,

but has never made a complete study of it* It was the informants evaluation

of this material that quite some of it reflected a^roTSoviet viewpoint and.

it was the informants opinion that the FPA was the type of organization which would

attract -many/ anti-fascist refugees who had pro-Communist tendencies,* The

informant has read* a number of the books and articles written by TOAJgCHEE^S^
^AR^Research Director of the FPA and in the informants opinion, they represent

a bias toward the Communist and Soviet position^ It was the. informants

observation that since Mrs* DEAN had not travelled in Russia during the period

covered by her articles and books, it may be that her pro—Communist bias was

due to some prc-Communist associates and advisors* It was also the informants

opinion that Mrs- DEAN seems to be confused as to Soviet Russia, she being

altogether too apologetic for some of its actions*
*

On May 29, 1950, Confidential Informant T-35, of known reliability,

was interviewed. It is to be noted that this informant was active- in the

Communist. Party in New York City from approximately 1935 to 1937 and his

activities had brought him in contact with a number of Communist leaders on

the Federal writers Project, The informant stated that during the period of
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his activities in the Communist Party, it had come to his attention that the

Party had a strong Communist faction working ih the FPA) however, the informan

never learned the identities of these individuals and had no idea as to what

success the Party had in continuing its infiltration to the present date. The

informant. advised that he ha£ read quite seme of the material publis 7

FPA and it was his observation that some of it was pro-Soviet snd pro*Commuhist

and on the other hand, quite some of it was anti-Soviet and anti-Communist,

On May 31, 1930, Confidential Informant T-36 , of known reliability,

was interviewed. It is to be noted that this informant was formerly active

in the diplomatic services of Soviet Russia prior to the 19U0s and in connection

therewith, he has knowledge and information of a general nature concerning
_

the position and activities of agehts in various Soviet intelligence establish-

ments'* The informant stated that ^during the time that he was active in the

diplomatic services. of Soviet Russia, he had never heard anything concerning

the FPA. The informant stated that subsequently, after he came to the united

States and had severed his connection with Soviet Russia,
TT?0

lowed material published by the FPA arid especially that published bjr MJgram
DEAN its Research Director. The informant ^abo advised that he has heard speeches

"llncf lectures of Mrs* DEAN and in his opinion she has extremely subtle Soviet

views, she is always defending the Soviet Union and apologizing for any of^its

actions. The informant stated that other than Mrs, DEAN and her pro-Soviet

sympathies, it was his understanding that the FPA was a. reliable organization

and that there are many prominent individuals connected therewith far above

suspicion as far as loyalty to the United States is concerned-.

On May* 31', 1950, Confidential Informant t-37ydf known reliability

was interviewed. It is to be noted that this informant- waS active in the Com-

munist Party from about 192? to 1935 and had been connected with -a number of

Communist Party publications dufring that period. The informant stated -til at

while he was active in the Party, the FPA was never a Communist front and was

hot so regarded by the Party. The formant stated -that the 'Party regarded

the FPA as a "confUgecLliberal organization" * which

by the Party* The Informant stated that he knewthat the Party had some people

inside of the organization and.that they consisted of a rather small but in-

.filaeritiai group* The informant could not identify at this time aly of these

'individuals'. The informant also pointed out that the FPA was -for recognition

of the Soviet Government before 1932 and that it has at times apologized for

the Soviet foreign policy.

'- 52 -
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The informant stated that.MTs* VERA..MICBELES;?DEAN t the Research
Director of the FPi£, was an important individual and it was his observation
that her policy was to pretend' t’o be* non-Communist or anti-Communist

1

,' but
actually she was an apologist for Russia* The informant stated that he did
not think she was pro-Comraunist, btit rather an apologist , which the informant
considered just as dangerous* The -informant also .stated’ that he believes
that recent public -opinion- against Russia has resulted in a change in some of
the apologetic material put out by the FPA on behalf of Soviet Russia,

On May 31> 1950 , Confidential Informant T-l advised that the FPA
in his opinion was never a Communist -front organization, nor did the informant
believe that the FPA, ‘with any consistency, followed the Communist Party line*
The informant stated that rather its ^publications and literature have created'
a high degree of tolerance toward the’,' views and policies, of the Soviet Union
and have avoided dealing with or criticizing the methods and polities of
Communism and Soviet Russia* The informant stated that he felt the FPA was
all right until approximately 1938, iNhen RAYMOND LESLIE BUELL resigned his
position as Research Director and VERA MICHELES DEAN became the Research
Director, It was at this time that a change in the whole FPA took place
and in the informant *s opinion, this was entirely due to Mrs* DEAN, who in
the mind of the public and in the mind of the FPA membership is the "guiding
spirit" of the FPA.

‘

The informant advised that Mrs, DEAN has been 'accused of' sympathy
to the Soviet Union and an analysis of hef writings and the output of the.
Research Department bears this out. This analysis disclosed that Mrs* DEAN
and the Research Department have been very easy with i&'e Soviet Union and

'

the informant stated thatMrs, DEAN is very .^elusive’*- in her "subtle pathmaking?
for the Soviet Union. The informant stated '^Mt Mrs. DEAN and her Research
Department have sheered clear of any forthright and objective evaluation of
the role of the Soviet Government and the : Communist movement a? played in \

regard to world affairs. The informant stated that hie was critical' of Mrs.
DEAN and the Research Department chi ef^ because of their abstention from men-
tioning anyfting which would be derogatory insofar as Communism or the ‘ Soviet
Union were concerned*,

The informant stated that an evaluation of the material put out by
Mrs* DEAN and' the Research Department seems to reflect very little, if anything
as far as Soviet slave labor is concerned and also fails to reflect very muchj”
if anything as far as the lack of freedom of the presS in 'Soviet Russia and
also very little on the current strategy and practice of the present Soviet
movement* "

-
'

•
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The informant' advises iShat these abstentions had been called to the

attention of the PPA in "THE. NEW LEADER** ' iii 19U7 1 'however, even after this, Mrs.

DEAN failed to publish material which might be derogatory as far as Soviet .

Russia and Communism were concerned* The informant stated that it was his ob-

servation that in her personal conversations, Mrs* DEAN has emphasized that.

Communists and Communism as such should not be considered unusual, and indicated

she felt an injustice was being done by a wholesale indictment of Communism.

Informant recalled that in the.FalLof 191*5, Mrs* DEAN visited the Soviet occupied

zone of Berlin in Germany and had a]talk with the' Commanding Soviet General*

The .informant felt that this was somewhat "indelicate" and an indication of

her sympathy toward Soviet Russia, jInformant also advised that Mrs* DEAN was

very strong in the FPA and it was the informant ; s personal belief that her

emotional ties with Russia,, she having been born in Russia* were brought out

during- the war period* It was the informant’s recollection that prior to the

war, she had been more critical of Russia, but that during the war period it
.

seems she recaptured her emotional attachment to Russia and the informant, is

of the opinion that she has not lost that attachment since that time, t * n

However, the informant was of the opinion that Mrs.* DEAtL.was not a.

member of the Communist Party and that she considered herself "not anti-Coromuniit

but rather non-Communist. -Mrs* DEAN- is not connected with any Communist front

organizations and in this regard she: has stated that the PPA is
(
a non-partisan

organization and therefore its officers should refrain from being connected with

any outside organizations *• The informant alstf advised that Mrs* DEAN has the

support of a great many of the Board of Directors, such, as WILLIAM

,

W.^LMC^TER^,.
its Chairman and JOSEPH P. CILIMBERLAIN,, another member of.

te

tKS**B©SJS. The

informant stated thtr^sT^DEAN "is"“a~very persuasive and competent individual*

In addition to Mrs. DEAN', the informant .stated that LANCASTER and

CHAMBERLAIN have had a numberof Cammunist front connections and that BLAIR
.

.

BOLLES, in the informant’s opinion, was pushing "basic liberal concepts too

far". The 'informant further advised that EUSTACE SELIGMAN>. a member of the

Board of Directors, has-been consistently^FiS^al^of Mrs* DEAN and her pro-

Soviet views and that BROOKS EMENT, who became President .of the FPA,in 191;?,

was disgusted with - herC'^^i^iufonhant stated that since EMENY has taken oyer •.

the presidency of the PPA, he has ' emphasized the organizational side of the

FPA’S activities, particularly lectures,', forums and discussions, rather than

complete emphasis on the publication of literature, which has resulted in a

reduction of the influence of Mrs* DEAN* The informant also stated that after

EMENY became president and during 191*8 j it was noticed that Mrs* DEAN published
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almost nothing condemning Soviet Russia >. but it has been the informant's
observation that recent' articles again seem to be in a aimiliar vein to

those published prior to 1948} namely apologetic toward Russia and still
sticking to the policy of not openly criticizing the Soviet Union*

Informant stated that another criticism of Mrs#' DEAN was the
manner in which she staffed her Research Department and in this regard he
pointed out that she appointed LAURENGE

.

ri
,ROSINGER to the staff, whom the

informant stated was very obviously^ro-Communist and who, it is to be noted,
has been identified as a member of the ‘ Communist Party by LOUIS BUDENZ, as

set out in- an earlier portion of this report. In addition, the informant
stated that a great many of the members of the staff in New York City were
from the I|Qiy[At, which the informant described as a Communist dominated union.

= Informant also stated that if there was a Communist faction operating

la the FPA, he felt that the following three individuals were member# of the
same**

‘

ELEANOR^LEXNER * Vv,
"MUMfeTcTirciSlNGER

'

HELElf^ERRY

In regard to the above individuals, the informant std&ed that" hone
them is presently associated with the FPA, \

Concerning ‘ELEANOR FliEXNER, mentioned above, it is to be noted
that Confidential Informant T-38* of known reliability, reported on April 31,
1945', that ELEANOR FLEXNER was a member of the Stuyvesant Club of the .Oop*^

munist Political Assoelation. in New York City and that on January 9, 1945,
she~iira^

<i

lKmWatWs
by"the

r
'E^ectuive Committee of that Club. In addition.

Confidential Informant T-39, 'of knbwn' reliability, advised on March 31, 1948
that ELEANOR FLEXNER was working for th^uongress of American Women in New

/ York City, which organization has beer/aesignated by the Attorney General as
/ coming within the purview of Executive Order 9838*

Further,, concerning HELEN TEI^RY, mentioned above, it is to be noted
that a throwaway, captioned "So"That America Shall Remain Free] Demonstrate

At Foley Square” reflects that HELEN TERRY ‘ of r the UOFWA was among a group of
trade union leaders,' Who had called for a demonstration at Foley Square bn
July 21, 1949 on the occasion of the first anniversary, of the indictment by
the U. S. Government of the Qommunist Party leaders. This throwaway was

*•* 5>5

I

V
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handed to SA I 1 by ah individual distributing the same at Chambers

arid Church -Streets in New York City oh July '21
> 19^9 * lt!

-is also noted that

Confidential Informant T—1 has a'dvised that HEIEN TERRY_vh-en she resigned the

FPA, went with the UOPWJ^.

Further, concerning .LAURENCE K. ROSINGER, mentioned above, it is to

be noted that it has been previously" 'reported^lri this report that LOUIS BUDENZ

advised he knew ROSINGER to be a Communist-, based on official reports he had

received from officials of the Commuhist Party.

/ On June 1, 1950, Confidential Informant T-hO, of known reliability,

f advised that he was familiar with the FPA, which published a number of publica-

tions. (According to the informant, copies of one of these publications, which

he believed to be the
'

“FOREIGN POLICY BULLETIN 11 were received and reviewed by

the top Communist Party' leadership on the ninth floor of Communist Party head-

quarters in New York City in 19^4-5 and 19U6. The informant stated that these

top leaders, such- as EARL BROWDER-, EUGENE DENNIS, received this bulletin; apparently

for informational purposes and it was the informants observation that tiese

officials considered this ?‘must» reading, sino^the bulls tin contained infor-

mation on the Far East and European affairs*^?*/

/

The informant advised thathe had observed these bulletins on file

in the office of EARL‘BROWDER whd was formerly Chairman of the Party and ap-

parently were used for reference and research by BROWDER. The informant could

not say whether’ the Communist Party had any influence on the FPA or its pub-

lications, but that there was no doubt that the Party would try to place people

in positions of influence in the FPA., but he could not say whether they had

had any success. The informant was of the opinion that the Party had not

been too successful in regard to the FPAnJ^j

On June 1, 1950, Confidential Informant T-Ul, of known reliability,

was interviewed. It is to be noted that the informant was active as a

functionary of the Communist Party until approximately 1940 and that while,

he had been active, he had never heard of the FPA at any meetings of the- Central

Committee of the Communist Party, USA or at any other meetings of the Communist

' Party. The informant stated that this would indicate to him that the FPA was

all right, insofar as Communist connections were concerned, at least during the

period he. was active in the Party.

On June 2, 1950, LOUIS BUDENZ, Assistant Professor at Fordbem

University, Bronx, New York, and former Managing Editor of the "DAILY WORKER"
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and a Communist Party functionary until October, 19k5) advised SA WILLIAM J«

McCarthy, JR., that he had heard at political committee meetings of the" Party

statements to the effect that the Communist Party had “forces*1 in the FPA. It

was his recollection that EUGENE DENNIS made these reports and that they were

made during the 19h0s. BUDENZ could not recall any additional information con-

cerning the FPA and he did not know how large a force the Communists had in the

FPA. He did state, however, that he had never heard of the FPA as being - Com-

munist controlled and after a review of h list oftits officers, he could not

identify any of them as being Communist Party members.

On June 2, 1950, ALFRED KOHLBERG. 1 West 37th Street, New York City .

who is a wealthy importer of Chine sfe textiles , was interviewed by SA
| |

| I and sa I I KOHLBERG stated that he had been

a member of the FPA off and on for a period of approximately twenty years and

had resigned approximately two year's ago. KOHLBERG pointed out that he had

newer had any part in the operation of the FPA, although he had attended some

of its meetings. - KOHLBERG advised.' that ,T. A. BISSON had been one of the experts

of the FPA on China, as well as .LAIJRENCE K. ROSINGER, both of whom he considered

to be incompetent as far as China jwas concernsdT^'KOHLBERG felt that both

BISSON and ROSINGER was sympathetic to the Chinese Communists. (U )
/

In addition, Mr, KOHLBERG stated that in April, 191*8, he had -written

to BROOKS EMMY, President of thw FPA, about an
_

article Written by VERA..MICHELES

DEM_j^'
:

the’nnfOREIGN_POLICY REP6RfS", which article .was entitled “NAZI-SOVIET

RELATIONS, 1939-19^1**, wHTcffTCOHEBER'G felt to. be "treasonable 11

, in that it was

pro-Soviet in tenor. KOHLBERG could furnish nothing additional concerning the

FPA. Ln,) .

On June 5, 1950, Confidential Informant T~l|2, of known reliability,

was interviewed. It is to be noted. that this informant was active in the

Communist Party until 191+7 * The informant stated that 'from his recollections

and experiences in the Communist Party, the FPA had no definite connection with

the Party and the informant stated' he had never heard of any Party infiltration

or espionage set up in the FPA, (jX) '

On June 6, 1950, Confidential Informant T-i*3, of known reliability,

was interviewed. The informant stated that he knew RAYMOND LESLIE BUELL, now

deceased and who had been former Research Director of the FPA. The informant

recalled that RAYMOND LESLIE' BUELL had formerly been connected, with the Councils
on African Affairs, a known Communist front, but that BUELL had left that organ-
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ization because of his anti-Communisf views. In_addition/ the informant re-
called that in about 1939, VERA MICHELES DE5N Research Director of the FPA,
was a judge in a high school debate along with ttfta other judges, both of whom
were known for their pro-Commuhist connections*- The informant stated that
he believes Mrs. DEM to be somewhat pro'-Sommunist in her sympathies* The
informant further stated that it was his overall impression that there was
no Communist influence in the FPA and he had never heard of it being Communist
infiltrated or dominated! \A

)

On June 9, ,1950, ELIZABETH T^^BEnTLEY, a self-confessed espionage
agent, was interviewed by SA THOMAS G. SPENCER, at which time she advised that
she first heard of the FPA in 1935 and read some of its articles and material
during the period 1935-1937 • She recalled th&t someof the material she read
during this time appeared to follow the Communist Party line. Miss BENTLEY
could not recall the specific pamphlets or what the specific subject matter was
that she read. It was her recollection that at least from 1935 to 1937 > the
FPA was not Communist dominated, but it was her opinion'that there was some
Communist influence. Since 1937 » Miss BENTLEY has not had occasion to read
any material put out by the FPA. Miss BENTLEY reviewed a list of the officers
of the FPA and she advised that she did not know any of them being pro-Soviet
or pro-Communist.

The following confidential informants, all of known reliability
and who are conversant with Communist Party activities, were contacted on May
25 and 26, 1950, with negative results as to the FPAs

T-Wl, T-l;5, T-l*6, T-l+7, T-U8, T-i*9, T-50 and T~5l.

The following confidential informants, all of known reliability, •

who are conversant with Soviet espionage activities were contacted with
negative results as to the FPA on the dab es indicated:

T-52 June 5, 1950
T-53 June 5, 1950
T-51; June. 1, 1950
T-55 June 7, 195b
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B» POSSIBLE CONNECTION WITH "AMERASIA"

According to Confidential Informant T-57, of- known reliability,
a letterhead of "AMERASXA'i. dated November 5, 19i+l, reflected that T. A, ‘

BISSON, DAVID1I«(F0PPER and WILLIAMJT._J5TONE.jrere members of the Editorial
Board of "AMERASIA” and it is to be not ed""that in 191+8, Dr. VERA.MICHELES.__.
mm*. FPA Research Director and FRANCES J. PRATT. FPA Director, of the Speakers
Bureau, were interviewed by SA l L ait -which time they stated
that four individuals, namely T. A. BISSON. . BRUCE BLIVEN. DAVID H, POPPER
and WILLIAM T. STONE were on the staff of bot^'AiiStASIA” and the FPA. Mrs.
DEAN claimed, however, the ‘'AMERASIA” had np/ airect connection with the FPA.

Further, concerning THOMAS A^tSsON, it is to tie noted bfergt the
indices of the ’New York Public Library refleet that THOMAS ARTHURsjmSSON wrote
the Hollowing books published by the FPA:

f

"CLASH IN THE PACIFIC" (1936)
"SHADOW OVER ASIA” (191+1)

"SHOWDOWN IN THE ORIENT” (191+0)

In addition, it is to be noted that BISSON, in an application he sub-
mitted to the Board of Economic Warfare, indicated he had been a member of the
research staff of the FPA from September, 1928 to January, 191+2.

Further, concerning BRUCE BLIVEN, mentioned above, it is to be noted
that T-l advised on May 31, 1950 that he had formerly been a member of the
Board of Directors of the FPA, but was not a member, at the present time, and it
is to be noted that the publicatio£^»TEN YEARS OF THE FPA, 1918-1928", as reviewed
at the New York Public Library, reported BRUCE BLIVEN as a member of the Board
of Directors of the FPA as of February, 1929 and the publication "THE' FPA, IN
WARTIME^ was reviewed at 'the New York Public Library and refleetednEumto be "a
member of the board as of September, 191+0. Further, concerning BLIVEN, it is
to be noted that Confidential Informant T-58, of known reliability, has reported
that BRUCE BLIVEN, former editor of the "NEWREPUBLIC” . had given a large amount
of money annually to the Communist cause. -

In addition, Appendix IX of the House Committee on Un-American
Activities , reflects that BRUCE BLIVEN was affiliated with the American. League
.against War^andJEagcism. which .organization was cited as a ComnumTst^ront by
the House Committee on Un-American Activities, in its report dated March 29,
191+1+ , page 53 «,
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Appendix IX also disclosed that BRUCE BLIVEN^was affiliated with the
^Mj®dfican Students Union, which organizationwas cited'as a Communist .front by

* the House Committee on Un-American Activities, in its report ‘dated March 29,
I9I4U, page 159.

Appendix IX also described BLIVEN as affiliated with the .American
Youth Congress

,

which was designated by the Attorney General as coming wfifmn
“the purvanw of Executive Order 9835*

Forther concerning DAVID H. POPPER, mentioned above, it is to be
noted that VERA MICHELES DEAN a3yis&a~gid 1 in 19U8 that POPPER had
been with the FPO?rom~]T9'3iTto' 19^2, being attached to the Research’ Department*

Further, concerning WILLIAM T .^SJIQNE,, mentioned above, it is to be
noted that the publication "TWENTY YEARS OF.. THE ffBA,. 1918-1938". as reviewed at

the New York Public Libaary, reflec^ecT that STONE became Vice-President of the
FPA in 1933 and the publication "THE ^A, IN WARTIME" , as reviewed at the New
York Public Library, reflected that as "ox SepTenber^ 19I4O, STONE was Vice-
President, as well as Director of the Department of Popular Education of the
FPA.

Concerning "^MERASIA", it is to be noted that on June 2, 1950,
LOUIS BUDENZ, Assistant Professor at Fordham University . and a . Communist Party
functionary until October, 19U5, .adyised SA W. S. TAVEL that the Communist
Party considered the publicatiqnj)f"CHINA TODAY" as too obviously pro-Communist
and upon orders of the Politburo, "AMERASIA" was founded by the. Party for the
purpose ©f expanding theinfluence of the Party in regard to Far Eastern
affairs. He stated that FREDERICK V. FIELD, '• known to him as A member of
the Communist Party, gatfe'^- repbrtT~aFTo^tburo meetings concerning the
management of "AMERASI.A" and at the Politburo meetings discussions were had
as to how far the Party could go in controlling the authors and articles in
"AMERASIA" without making it too obvious. BUDENZ stated that FIELD was the
link between the Communist Party and '"AMERASIA" and that the Communist con-
nection of that publication was considered to be very confidential by the
Party to the extent that orders were issued that "AMERASIA" was not to be
discussed with the staff of the "DAILY..WORKER,!i. BUDENZ also stated that
PHILIB^TAFFE and KATE/MITCHELL were” the main force in^the .operation of

JJAMERASIA" and that^he^wereTin close contact with) JAME§^ALLEN and JOSEPH
.STAROBIN, foreign editor, of the "DAILY WORKER" . BUDENZ also stated that
* r

i nf ''

/>
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JACQ^CSloS, Soviet espionage agent and that she was a dues-paying member of
the Communist Party, bejing associated with, the Book and Magazine Guild.

3. MAXWELL SLUJ^S'lWART
11 — 11———

.

The 19k2-19b3 edition of "WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA" reflects that
MAXWELL SLUTZ STEWART was an economist on the research staff of the FPA
from 1931 to 193k*

Concerning STEWART, it is to be noted that STUApfefiUJCO,
5k9 West 113th Street, New York City, a free-lance newspaperman, testified
before the House Committee ,on Un-American Activities on November 22, 1938
and in his testimony, vi/hich was reported on page 2512 of Volume ij, of
the report^of ' the House Committee on Un-American Activities, stated that
MAX]®n

t
^teWAR.IUwas known as either a' secret member̂ , of the. Communist Party

or_a_,"fellow traveller". In addition, LILLICO testified that at"onetime*
.STEWART was Associate Editor of the. ."MOSCOW DAILY NEWS" and had taught at
the Moscow Institute.

In addition, on April hj 1950, LOUIS BUDENZ, Assistant professor
at Fordham University in New York City and a Communist Party functionary
until October, 19h5* advised SA WILLIAM J. MCCARTHY, JR. that MAXWELL SLUTZ
STEWART was known. to him to be a Communist, based on official reports he had
received from officials of the Communist Party*

B* IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY LINE

The November, 19^6 issue of the magazine^PLAIN TALK" reflected
^f^tide captioned "MRS. DEAN'S FOREIGN POLICY LOBBY", written ty SHEPPARD,

jXa Pertinent portions of this article are being quoted verbatnmTToelow

:

p . o .Our foreign policy is the result of pressure from various
directions. .... » oPerhaps the greatest influence among these pressure groups
is the Foreign Policy Association (F.P.A.), which has sold itself to the un-
suspecting public as angelically and eminently impartial.

"Under the. present leadership of Vera Micheles Dean' the F.P.A. fs
Research Department, its most influential section, has been turned into a
factory for propaganda to appease the Soviet Union and to apologize for its
expansion in all directions. ....

~ 62 —



''From its inception in 1918 until the retirement of the late

President Raymond Leslie Buell in 1939> the F .P.A. hewed close to the task

it set for itself; to provide, impartially, the data upon which so. Ane rican

foreign policy could be intelligently based. Through its influential National

Council and National Board of Directors, the F.P.A. has had considerable effect

.

upon .State Department activities. In the fieldof popular education, too, the

F.P.A. has been very prominent, publishing a weekly, the ^REIGN_^IJCY^gI^INf
a semi-monthly, the FOREIGN POLICY-REPORTS;. and a series attoactiverlooking

pamphlets called HeadTi^^Sooks . ^All these publications are widely used in

schools, colleges,’ and government agencies.

»Vera Micheles Dean, the present Research Director, joined the F.P.A.

staff in 1928 , the same"year" in which she became a Radcliffe Ph.D. and a

citizen of the United States. She had lived in Russia from her birth, in

1903, until 1919, when she came to America. Her rise in the F.P.A. was steady;

she became editor of the REPORTS in 1933 j and was appointed to her present

post in 1938.

"Behind the perfect front afforded by the esteemed F.P.A., Mrs. Dean

has been sending forth an unending strean of propaganda intermingled with

genuine information, that is calculated to strengthen the position*®f’ the

Soviet Union in pursuing all of its aims, regardless of their nature and

their effect upon the interests of world peace and the United States.

"The pattern of Mrs. Dean’s apologetics seldom varies
-

; (1) Point

out that the Soviet Union is being criticized .for some action. (2) Admit

tfeat the action is (slightly) ’deplorable.* (3) Show that Russia is after

ail not much to blame for what it has. done, in view of the lack of ’under-

standing'* between it and the West. (U) Show that the ^Western Allies* have

committed misdeeds, too. (3) Philospphize about such chicanery being quite

common in international affairs. (6) Point out that all such misconduct must

be eliminated by strengthening the Big Three and the United Nations. (Oc-

casionally step 2 is omitted.)

»'A classic example of this pattern of apologetics appears in Mrs.

Dean's latest Headline Book, RUSSIA-MENACE OR PROMISE?, chapter 12. There

she points out that since' 1939 Russia has occupied the territory of certain

other countries. She rushes to the defense; 'The invasion of Russia by

Germany showed that the Russians, by these moves, had taken what was, from

their point of view, a sensible precaution by creating a zone of defense against

the anticipated German invasion.* Now Mrs. Dean gently chides the USSR;
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"'But this of course did not make it any easier for Poles, Estonians, Latvians,
Lithuanians andFinns to accept Russian domination.* And if we accept Moscow's
claim that it seized other lands for security, says Mrs* Dean, how can we
reject the similar claims of Nazi Germany and Japan? But such arguments are

fruitless, she says, speeding on to steps 5 and 6 outlined above: 'The sad
fact is, that in the present state of world affairs, weak countries are bound
to be crushed between powerful neighbors... .The only hope these countries have
of preserving some measure of national autonomy is to accept cooperation with
others in the United Nations organization. 1 ' * a

"It was around 19i*0 that Mr

s

^De^H^entered upon her most vocal
period as a fellow-traveler. She developed^quickly during 191*2-1914*, when the

ground for Soviet propagandists in America was made very fertile by the pro-
Russian feeling resulting from the successful defense against the Nazi armies.

In the FOREIGN POLICY HEP0RTS_of December 1$, 19i*0, fully six months before
Russia was lnv^ed^y*^j^^Siy7 Mrs. Dean wrote: 'The refusal of the tiro

Western powers to recognize Russia's territorial acquisitions probably rep-
resents the most serious obstacle to improvement of relations between Russia
and itsWorld War Allies. ' She did not appear to ibelieve thatthe Russian 'ac-

quisitions* themselves may have stood in the way of friendly relations.

"Her statements about theSoviet Constitution of 1936 yield a good
picture of Mrs. Dean before and after she saw the light from Moscow. In 1937
she wrote a REPORT in which she treated the subject fairly, although, as is the
tendency of students of international affairs, she took the Constitution some-
what too literally;. In 191*2 she discussed the Constitution again in a Head-
line pamphlet^RUSSIA AT WAR, page 1*3 • Here she added the, fellow-traveler's
sauce to the dish prepared by the objective student: ' 'Owing to the fact that
Russia has been living in a state of war emergency, few of these rights have
actually been enjoyed by the mass of Soviet citizens.’' -It had become apparent

to many people, by 1942, that the Stalinist Constitution was window dressing,
a relic of the Popular Front days. Mrs. Dean found it necessary to explain
away the difference between the liberties granted by that document and those
withheld by its makers.

"Although she often approaches the level of a DAILY WORKER editorial.
Mrs. Dean now and then tries to maintain some semblance olTl^’vamted academic
objectivity by admitting the mpre obvious and less defensible misdeeds of the
Soviet Union. Even in such admissions, however, she still hedges a little,
unable to state an unqualified criticism of Russia. Thus on page 6 of her .

- 6k -
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“latest pamphletjMSIA.-MENACE OR IROMISE?, she comments on Soviet elections*

*In practice the elections do not mean very much in American terms , since most

frequently there is only one candidate*** * The inclusion of the phrase *in

American terms ? suggests that perhaps the elections mean something in some

other terms, but Mrs. JDean^does not pursue this line of thought*

tt tgow much personal freedom is there in Russia? 1 Mrs. Dean asks

iri/the same opus and proceeds to answer it in a manner worthy of a contributor

tfiffpRAVDA: *It would be impossible to aiswer this question in terms of black

anct white. First of 'all, we must define for our selves just what we mean by

personal freedom in the United States*

*

^Since developing her pattern of defense of Stalin 1 s practices,

Mrs. Dean has cut many arguments in accordance with it* Ui^laining* Russia*

s

failure to. join a single one of the international bodies created under the

auspices of the U.N.' (RUSSIA.-MENACE OR PROMISE?, page 89), she points out^

that Moscow fears international inspection because it has a system of Apolitical

dictatorship and controlled public opinion * (note the objectivity)* But after

all, she adds, even in our own country 1 some military leaders have taken the

view that international inspection of our manufacture of the atomic bomb should

be barred. *j So how can we blame Russia? Mrs, Dean thus tries to compare the

refusal of ^Russia to cooperate with other members of the United Nations .with

statements of American army officers about the atomic bonib secrecy, after the

announcement cf the American plan for its control had shown that the ofxic’ers*

views had been rejected*

!,For her defense cf the Soviet government in the Iranian case,

Mrs. Dean did not vary her technique. She first points out (Bulletin, April 5,

191*6) that Russia did not leave Iran at the agreed time. In a review of the

*weakness 1 of the USSR*d*'case, however, she negleots to say that Russia did.

not permit the Iranian government to put down the Azerbaijan revolt. Nor did

her objectivity allow her to suggest that the Soviet Union may have had a hand

in starting the rebellion in the first place* That point was not admitted by

Moscow, 'so Mrs. Dean can consider it ^controversial* and can reject it* She

arrives inevitably at step 5s TIn fairness to Russia, however, it must be

recognized that other great powers are using pressure of one kind or another

on small nations to obtain new privileges* * . * *

“This plumping for Russian imperialism was displayed by Mrs. Dean
•‘>p

May 21, 19it3, when she warned against the creation of an

anti-Riissian bloc. To dispel sny suspicion that such a bloc was being formed.
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’•she added,-. Britain and the United States must not ‘fear radicalism, whatever
its form, 1 in Europe ; we must expect great changes there, through reform or
revolution. These '-remaides came at "a time when Russia’s powerful offensive of
the winter of 19l*3 and the Allies * successes in North Africa indicated that
the Red Army would soon be in eastern Europe. In a later Headline Book. ON
THE THRESHOLD OF WORLD ORDER (19l*l*, page 28), Mrs. Dean repeated this point#

’•Since Stalin does no^. run Soviet Russia with ai eye to easing the
tasks of fellow-travelers in America, Mrs *JDean has occasionally encountered
a few difficulties, but she manages to extricate herself—in traditional self-
contradictory style. In 191*3 (REPORTS, August 15, 19l*3) she very objectively
stated that ’there is little ‘evidence as yet to indicate that Russia would
want to dominate Europe through t^e familiar methods of territorial contrdL..’
She continues* ’It seems improbable that Russia would s eek, after the war,
additional territory for the sake of obtaining more people or larger resources#!

’’But when Stalin does take more terrdt ory /(for whatever reason),
Mrs. Dean is prepared to defend him. In the /BULBS TIN of January 28, 19hh, she
pointed out that the ’liberal Poles’ are content"fSTO

’see Eastern Poland go to
the Soviet Union because that area is inhabited mainly by White Russians and
Ukrainians and its- cession to Russia leaves Poland ’with a more homogeneous
population.

’

’’Another technique Mrs. Dean frequently uses is to explain that
Americans and Europeans have different notions of what democracy means. At
the August 2, 191*3 session of America’s Town Meeting of the Air, she said*
’Moreover, in asking for free elections in Eastern Europe and the Balkans,
let us remember that free elections on the Western model are not familiar to
most of the peoples of this region of Europe*..’ We have already referred
to Mrs. Dean’s ’explanation’ of the Soviet election practices. Presumably
the people of these regions are familiar with one-rcandidate ballots and con-
trolled voting, so Mrs. Dean seems to feel that their custom should not be
upset by ’Western’ ideas of democratic elections, s

’’Small wonder that Mrs. Dean joined the worldwide Communist chorus
when Churchill made his historic speech at Fulton, Missouri, and called the
great Allied war leader a ^warmonger* -from a public platform.
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“From this it ^aT'But a short step to liken Russia ’s ’intervention’

in Poland to our treatment of .Argentina. In making this glib and false analogy

before a church group , .Dean^.chose to overlook the fact that Bierut, the

head of present-day Poland, is a Soviet citizen and puppet, whereas Peron is an

enemy of the United States. Mrs. Dean ignored the point that .America does

not maintain an iron grip on Argentina by means of large armed forces and a

terrorist secret police there.

•‘Moving from the political to the economic plane, Mrs. Dean finds

.

that the countries of Eastern Europe have ’from sheBr necessity become associa-

ted with the economy of the USSR.* The fact that the ’association’ is not

voluntary would appear to be irrelevant. • Mrs. Dean tries to make it appear

that Eastern Europe had to turn to Russia because Germany can no longer supply

.it and because it cannot get dollars and pounds with which to buy from the United

States and Great Britain (she is a little vague on this matter)® There is so

much that is specious in this reasoning that even Mrs. Dean can see that it

won’t do. She admits that Russia cannot supply the countries of Eastern Europe,

but she points to the network of Soviet treaties to encourage barter. But

even from Mrs. Dean’s own account it is obvious that by this system, the Soviet

government intends, not to supply Eastern Europe with manufactured goods, but

to have that region supply such goods to Russia* But Mrs. Dean’s objectivity

has gone far enough, and she does not draw attention to this feature of Stalin’s

trade treaties*

’’This is Mrs. Dean’s conception of the kind of material that will

help Americans understand the world and that will help form a basis for an

intelligent American foreign policy. The F.P.A. has traveled (or fellow-

traveled) a long way from its work under the leadership of James G-.^cDonald...;

and the late Raymond Leslie Buell. It is now the private fns^rmie^ ofSo^et
apologists

’’Under its guise as. an organization devoted to the preparation of

objective reports to aid in the development of an effective and reasonable

foreign policy forAmerica, the Foreign Policy Association spreads the good word

for Stalin* Mrs. Dean and her associates have succeeded in stamping the F.P.A.

as the apologist for Stalin’s various crimes. It is not likely that Mrs. Deal

is unopposed by at least some members of the F.P.A.’s National Board of Dir-

ectors and its National Council. .But these persons are not much more than a

front. Behind it, fellow-travelers, led by Vera Micheles Deal, dominate the

F.P.A. ’s major activities, promoting Soviet policy at the expense of American •

and world democracy.”
- 67 -
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On May 26, 19*30, JULIUS VIKTOg^PSTETN,' 470 Fourth Avenue > New York

City, was interviewed. It is to be n<f£ed that Mr. EPSTEIN is a correspondent
with 9THE NEW LEADER" and represents that publication at the UN. In addition,

lie is assbCiateS’wLth the American Committee for the Investigation of the

iRStyn Massacre, Inc-., 1)70 Fourth Avenue> New York City.

Mr. EPSTEIN advised that in about 1946, he read some material
published by the FPA, which material so "outraged"/him

(
that he decided to

make a survey of additional material published by7
the FPA. EPSTEIN stated

that the material that had "outraged" him was in his opinion definitely pro-

Soviet and pro-Communist in tenor. EPSTEIN further stated that he began a

review of FPA material in about 1946 and continued 'the same for a period

of approximately oneyear and at the conclusion of the same in 1947, he

prepared a ' • “ -six page pamphlet covering the results of the survey he

had conducted. This pamphlet was entitled "The Case Against .VERA MICHELES ^
DEAN...And The FPA", which he distributed to a number of individuals on the

"Board'of Directors of the FPA. In addition, it was advertised in "THE NEW
LEADER", at a cost of $1.00.

The above mentioned booklet is being quoted verbatim below:
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THE CASE AGAINST -'VERA MICHELES DEAN

THE FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION

JULIUS EPSTEIN

"The influence wielded by the Foreign Policy Association upon the
American public life can hardly be exaggerated. The organization maintains

„
not not only contacts with its own correspondents throughout the world but
also has very close relations with the State Department as well as with
many other government agencies and foreign embassies in Washington. The
FPA has access to material not readily available to private scientists
and writers and boasts of its !Foreign Policy Re.ports* that 'they have
acquired an international reputation for acouracy^lmd

0

timeliness and repre-
sent an important contribution to scholarship,’ The ’Foreign Policy Re-
ports' are now being distributed at a rate of more than 200,000 a year.
2,400 libraries and institutions subscribe to them. They are xvidely used
in leading colleges and universities, among them Harvard, Columbia, Prince-
ton, Miohigan and Wisconsin. The Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace arranged for 600 of its international clubs to receive them.

"A few years ago the research department of the FPA, under the
direction of Mrs. Vera Micheles Dean prepared in cooperation with the United
States Office ,for_Educat i on a United Nations Discussion Guide ^^SdSna^^ws-.
vffiakv-and Tlje^eader ’s Digest distributed 300,000 oopies of this, guide free
throughout the United States and Canada. ‘Thousands of schools, • colleges,
women’s clubs and other institutions received -this guide. The U. S. Navy
ordered 10,000 copies to be distributed among its officers. The Washington
Bureau of the FPA frequently helps Senators and Representatives preparing
memoranda and documentary material on problems concerning American foreign
policy and international relations. The Division of Current Information in
the State Department keeps a complete set of Foreign Policy Reports on file
for the use of the officers of the' Department and newspaper correspondents.

"Besides the Foreign Policy Reports, the FPA publishes the weekly
Foreign Policy B.ull.e.tin -and . with the aid of funds from the Carnegie
0 orporat ion of New Yorfc^ a series of ’simply written and attractively
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11 illustrated Headline Books’- as the PPA puts it. In the past twelve years

more than fifty Headline Books^have been issued with a total distribution

of about 2,500,uuO copie s'"'
J

"“borne Headline" Books have had a distribution

of more than 110,000 copies. They have been widely used by many govern-

ment and educational institutions. More than 250,000 copies have been dis-

tributed by the War Department alone, especially in the Army Orientation

Courses (both statewide and overseas.) The Navy too uses Headline Books

in its Naval Training Schools and the same is true of the Army Air Force

Training Schools.

"The FPA Cooperated with the U. S. Office of Education in placing

copies of Headline Books in College War Information Center's all over the

country. Today its propagandists boast that ’thousands of teachers are

using them for classroom work and collateral reading. They are being used

in the social science courses of the New York public school system and one

of the largest textbook publishers is distributing them to secondary schools

and teachers* colleges throughout the country. Headline Books have been
translated into Spanish for use in Latin America and into Braille for the

blind.

*

"This study is mainly based upon the material presented by the

Foreign Policy Association in the weekly foreign Policy Bulletin , the

fortnightly Foreign Policy Reports and the Headline Books.-’

"To do justice to Vera Micheles Dean, her writings have not

always shown those fellow-traveler trends they unquestionably have shown

for the last years. She even wfote several excellent articles on Soviet-

Russian and Russo-American problems. Mrs. Dean, who entered the service

of the FPA in 1928, did not visibly develop her present attitude of
defending - at least In effect - everything Stalin and his Government does
until 1939. And even then she did not become at once, an all-out fellow-
traveler but rather a split-personality, who could express the truth in

articles written for The/LGHristian Science Monitor and at the same time con-
ceal the truth in her FPA publications.

"On October 7, 1939, for instance. The Christian Science Monitor
Magasine printed an article by Mrs. Dean entitled: 'European Summer, 1939...
A Diary' under the dateline. ’Paris July 17 - August l. 1 In this article

Mrs. Doan revealed a perfectly clear vision when she wrote: 'The decision
for war or peace ultimately hinges on the attitude of the Soviet Union, now
placed in the enviable position of being courted by both sides... But people
determined to believe in the incompatibility of Fascism and Communism still

- 70
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"regard a Russo-German deal as fantastic. They may live to rue their
incredible blindness.’ And a few paragraphs later we find the following sen-
tence j '3ut now the revolutionaries are acting together. And the greatest
danger of this situation is that Germany and Russia will try to convince
the world they are fighting the reactionary capitalism of the 'pluto-demo-

, ^
cracies* in the name of a new revolutionary system which in both dictatorial

’’countries can be correctly described as national socialism.’ We may well

f
sk.Mrs,. Dean what induced her to give up this opinion of Stalin’s rogimo,

^il-^which certainly has not changed since she wrote those words, and to regard
it as harmless, always understandable and to be appeased?

"In December 1939 Mrs. Dean published Ho. 7 of the World Affairs
Pamphlets ’Yfhy Europe Went to War.’ Again she displayed correct judgment
and clear vision. ’The Soviet-German Pact, whatever its long-run consequences,’
she wrote, ’had the salutary effect of dispelling the fog of ideological
slogans by revealing that there was nothing essentially different between
Nazism and Communism. The principal objections raised for twenty years
against the Soviet regime - that it 'expropriates private property, strangles
individual liberty and seeks to uproot organized religion - could with equal,

effectiveness be made against Nazism. Germany, like the Soviet Union is
governed by a single party, which enjoys a monopoly of political and economic
power, and rules by arbitrary decree. In Germany, as in the Soviet Union,
the liberties of individuals and dissident groups are ruthlessly subor-
dinated to the interests of the totalitarian state. In Germany, as in the
Soviet Union, organized religion - be it Catholic, Protestant or Jewish -

has been subjected to villification and persecution, largely because it
interferes with the undivided loyalty the totalitarian state expects from
its citizens.'

'

"If we look through the Fore ig t

n^£oJlioy^Jl.e.:Ro..st s„ the most important
|

of all FPA publications issued during the same period, ^ve encounter the in-
credible fact that Mrs. Dean as the editor of this publication did not once

}

mention the most significant event of the time for the world and for the U. S», !

the Stalin-Hitler alliance.

^"The subjects dealt with in the twelve issues of the Foreign
Policy Report covering the period from September 1, 1939, the day of the
outbreak of World War II, to February 15, 1940 are:

September 1, 1939: ,

September 15, 1939

:

’Germany’s Colonial Claims' by Paul

'The Outlook forPhilippine Independence'
by Frederick J^Marrill

- 71 -
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'October 1, 1939: •Will Neutrality "Keep U. S, Out .of War?’
by William l?7j^C?5we

October 15, 1939; •Europe’s Economic War Potential’
by John..C.,j,deWilde_and others

November 1, 1939: •Japan’s Position in the War Crisis’
by T. A. Bisson

f
1
*

November 15, 1939* ’The Outlook in Southeast Asia'
by Ruperj^EtSerson

y^December 1, 1939: ’War and the United States - Latin American
Trade.’ by Howard J^j^rcfeblbod

December 15, 1939: 'The Struggle for the Balkans' by John
C. do Wilde

January 1, 1940; 'American Neutrality and Maritime Rights'
by David H.'; Popper

January 15, 1940; ’The Oslo States and tho European War’
by A. Randl^^TTiot

February 1, 1940: 'The British Dominions at War’
by James Frederick Green

February 15, 1940: 'Progress of pan-American Cooperation'
by Howard J. -fTrueblood

•« No other periodical in the world, dealing with politics matched this triumph
of omission achieved by Mrs. Dean.’ s Foreign Policy Reports. Tho „f irst time
the Stal in-Hitler .pact appears in the'T'WUig^ s is in the issue
of -March 1, 1940, more than six months after its conclusion, « $ a

"In the weekly -Foreign Policy Bulletin, whose edlifoiri^ con-^
tributor is Mrs, Dean, we can observe a third side to Mr^A Deanes multi-
faceted personality, ' At the same time that she accused StaTTtTof being the
real instigator of World War II in The Christian Science Monitor, and
succeeded in omitting any reference to this event for six months in the
Foreign Policy Reports, she vehemently defended Stalin and everything he
did in the Foreign Policy Bulletin of September 22, 1939 in which she stated}'
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,!, To Speak of a Russian, betrayal 1 is to reveal a fundamental misconcep-

tion of Soviet aims.’ On September 29, 1939, in another article for the

Foreign Policy Bulletin ’7vill U.S.S.R. Block Germany’s Eastward Path? T
, she

been the secret clauses of the Soviet-German pact’

(Mrs* Dean and the FPA completely ignored those secret clauses when they

became well known in 1946) ’it becomes increasingly obvious that this pact

envisaged not so much collaboration by the two totalitarian powers as

parallel action in a region where both have something to gain at the expense

of weaker neighbors.

,

ull^e^rooosQ of becoming a full-fledged fellow traveler took time*

It was not before the fall of 1941 that this metamorphosis was completed*

At that time Mrs* Jean, published her Head! ine_.BAo.k, * The Struggle for world

Order

’

in which^she openly defends St^T^n and his regime, even recommend's7"7^*^

it as model for a post war world. I quote her advice printed on page 39;

* At that time, the Europeans will have much to learn from the experience

of the Soviet Union, where a considerable measure of cultural autonomy

for Russia’s 150 races and nationalities existed side by side with an extreme

form of political and economic centralization.’

11 in chapter 10, ’The Psychology of Peoples 1 Mrs* Dean wrote: ’The

Russians are a highly adaptable people. They not only » et easily acclimatized

abroad, but they have groat capacity for absorbing othor peoples or at loast

for living with them on relatively peaceful terms* Except for the United

States, there is no other country in the world which embraces so many races

and nationalities as Russia* and while administrative efforts to achieve

unification have been made * through Russification in the days of the Tsars,

through Gommunizat ion in tho days of the Soviet Government •? there has been

infinitely less friction between the 150 national groups inhabiting Eastern

Europe and the Balkans. In part this is due to the fact that the Russians

lack the sense of racial superiority which is so marked among the Germans,

and are therefore receptive to the cultures of other peoples.

nThe Russians also have a vast curiosity about tho rest of the

world, and an elemental urge to influence the universe through international

movements, be it Pan-Slavism or Pan-Communism* But they are essentially

a non-military poople, to whom the idea of anything except a defensive war

is on the whole repugnant**

"That 1 s all the reader learns about the criminal role the Soviet

Government played in employing the Russian’s ’great capacity for absorbing

other people’ as for instance Finns ^
Latvians, Lithuanians, Estonians and

Poles* Mrs. Dean does not tell her readers anything about the Stalin-Hitlor
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"pact and the .war- instigating roie Stalin played in August and Soptcmber 193S,
which she herself so eloquently depicted in a Boston newspaper. Her roaders
are never reminded of the historical fact that Soviet Russia was outlawed
by the League of Nations ^because of her aggression against Finland.

"Mrs/i)eanis efforts to defend Stalin’s regime coute qua coute
reaches a peak when she tries to talk her readers into tbe belief that
Stalin's tbtalitarian regime really solved the national question in his em-
pire bettor than the Austro-Hungarian monarchy did. She wilfully conceals
the fact that the measure of political and personal freedom enj’oyed by the
least citizen of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy cannot be compared with the
complete lack of such freedoms in the U.S.S.R. Her readers do not learn
that all the different national groups in Austria-Hungary had not only the
theoretical right but the practical opportunity to express their opinion
freely, not only in a great many newspapers but through their elected
representatives in the Viennese Parliament. Mrs. Dean, who certainly knows
better., wilfully conceals the truth from’hor readers that Stalin’s 'solution'
of the national problem in the Soviet Union is largely based upon his auto-
cratic dictatorship. Among other things, the repeated necessity for special
purges ih the Ukraine - the terrible deportations in the Baltic states, prove
this. ' •

"Mrs. Dean's complete Manual for beginners in American fellow-
travelerism appeared in 1942.. -It is her Headline Book !Russia.-at War. *

This hook is now. m its fifth printing andmuit be considered as Mrs..
Dean’s masterpiece ip the promotion of Stalin’s point of view. To say
the least ctly tho tjypg' of pro-Soviet propaganda the National
Council oflSoyiet Friendship..mrM-es on in its per iodioal^J^bviet Russia
Today.’ The following quotations will show how it was d one T

" " • ,:i

.
"Chapter 4, 'How is Russia Governed?’ (page 27 ff) starts with

these two Sentences: ’The Soviet Government, in the early years of its
existence, faced the urgent problem of achieving some form of unified con-
trol over a vast territory.. This territory had a population of 150 million
(now increased to 170 million and, if the territories absorbed sinco 1939
are included, to 193 million), composed..., of some two hundred races and
nationalities differing widely in education, tradition and 'economic develop-
ment. 1

"To fully realize the fellow-traveler character of the second rather
harmless sounding sentence, especially of the part in brackets, one must bear
in mind that this was written in 1942, at a time when not oven 'the - average
American fellow-traveler publioiy ventured to dofend the annexations by force
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"of almost half of Poland, of the three Baltic States, and of parts of
Finland. President Roosevelt had condemned Soviet aggression against
Finland *

"'The Soviet Union, as a matter of practical factj as everybody
knows who has got the courage to face the fact, the practical fact known to
you and known to all the world, is run by a dictatorship as absolute as any
other dictatorship in the world* It has allied itself with another dictator-
ship and it has invaded a neighbor so inf in'itesmal small that it could do
no conceivable harm to the Soviet Unions a small nation that seeks only
to live at peace as a democracy and a liberal forward looking democracy
at that.' (F.D.R. on February 11, 1940.)

"The American people at that time were deeply convinced that the .

war was being waged for the principles expressod in the Atlantic Charter.
They were proud of Summer Wells’ vigorous condemnation of Stalin's annexation
of the three Baltic countr^Las,., Polish treaty which declared the
Stal iri-Hitler agreement on^th^^rorniaa^ies^a s 'null and void' was just a
few months old. But Mrs. De.a.n^wag already advancing the suggestion that
Soviet Russia might, absorb all the forcibly annexod territories^ without
even mentioning the fact^ that, if this should happen, it would be in
violation of international law and of the many solemn 'commitments made by
Messrs. Stalin and Molotov.

"The fifth chapter deals with the Communist Party* 'The. constitution
of the party provides for 'complete freedom* of discussiota regarding contro-
versial questions. Once a decision has been reached, however,' party dis-
cipline demands the cessation of discussion, and all party organs, aswell
as Communist groups in non-party ‘organizations (soviets, trade. or .professional
unions,. and cooperative associations), must immediately give effect to party
rulingsi' . . •

"The average reader who is not familiar witH the history of' the
Russian State Party will 'take this statement at its face value and will
certainly be pleased by the 'complete freedom of discussion'.

;
which Mrs. .Dhan

atifibutos to Soviet Russia's Communist party. He will never learn that
since Lenin's death in 1934 there has not been any 'freedom of discussion*
either within of outside of the .Communist Party. - He will never know from
Mrs. Dean's book that the constitution of the Party as well as the Constitution
of the Soviet Union of 1936, 'the most democratic constitution in' the world'
is nothing but deceit

i
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”0n the next page Mr sy
'

ljean deal s with the Trotsky opposition with-
out taking any pains to go into the merits of the oase. It goes' without
saying that the author again defonds, at least in effect, Stalin’s totali-
tarian rulings and even his worst crimes. I quote:

n *Yfe see, then, the Soviet political system is very different
from our own. In contrast to our two-party system, where room
is allowed for the expression of political opposition hy the
Minority party, the Russians have a one-party dictatorship which
permits- a certain range of economic and cultural autonomy, but
does not tolerate political opposition. STe must remembor, how-
ever,. that in contrast to Russia, we have a population which
has undergone a more uniform political and economic experience
than the peoples of the U.S.S.R# Until the Russians have
achieved a higher degree of literacy and unity* (a few pages
before Mrs* Dean praised the Soviet Union as the model of
unification of 150 different national groups and usod her as
a model for post war planning in other European countries)
they may need a strongly centralized government to map out the
main linos of their economic developments. The question that really
interests us most of all "about Russia's political system is;
How much personal freedom is there in Russia?'

’’This, indeed, is the main question. Chapter 6, !How Much Personal
Freedom Is There In Russia?' deals with it. It starts with the statement:

” 'It would be impossible to answer this question in terms
of black and white. First of all, we must define for ourselves
just what we mean by personal freodom in the United States.
Y/hat we mean by personal freodom here is freedom to think, and
talk and write as we please; freedom to believe, and to practice
any religious faith into which we may be born or that we may
choose; freedom to work; and freedom to join political groups or
other organizations in which we may want to take part. Now, in
all fairness, it must be admitted that while theoretically all
citizens of the United States possess these freedoms, they do
not all have the opportunity to enjoy them.

'

’'After this introduction which shows that Mrs. Dean cannot answer
• the most simple question as to the existence of personal freedom under Stalin

with the clear and true statement 'There is no personal freedom in Russia’
she goes deeper into the defense of Stalin's system* On page 41 she writes:

* 76

I
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"'Soviet leaders themselves would not deny absence in

Russia of freedom in the Western sense. But they point out that,

during the past quarter of a century, Russia has been in a state

of mobilizetion and preparation for war against 'capitalist

encirclement .
' In this state of emergency, they claim, individual

wishes and liberties must be subordinated to t.xe needs of the state

as defined by the Communist Party. They also point out that, while
political and personal liberties may not exist in Russia, the Russian
people have been given considerable scope foi initiative and

criticism in the economic sphere.
.
And it is true ’chat, 'while the

Soviet press never questions the government decisions, it carries
daily comments on the inadequacy of coal production, delays in

the manufacture of elootric bulbs,, and a thousand and one other
items affecting the country's economic development. Such comments
are not only permitted, but encouraged, under the name of ’self-

criticism,’ and have done much to focus the attention of the

Russian people on what is going on. around them. Workers' in

factories and peasants on collective farms are also encouraged
to criticize their own administration of the factories and

farms, to bring in suggestions for improvement of working methods,
and to exchange ideas regarding the state of the world in general
as presented in the Soviet press and in special ’wall-papers’

prepared by each unit of production. In this way, workers and

peasants, many of whom had previously been illiterate, are re-

ceiving a considerable measure of education, and are given experience

in discussion .of matters that directly affect their daily work and

lives.’ -> . /f

"As can be seen from these examples, Mrs. Deanjs method is very

simple j Instead of driving home the fact tha^Tthere can never be any com-

pensation for the total loss of freedom and dignity of a human being, the

readers (especially the millions of younger ones to whom the Headline Books
are especially addressed) learn the exact opposite, namely, that the Soviet

citizen ’may not have’ civil and personal liberties 'in our sense', but

that he is rather fully compensated for this not so tragic loss by the right

to criticize the manufacture of electric bulbs and by the freedom to denounce

his superiors in factories and on farms* Using such 'arguments* to defend

the system of Stalin’s totalitarian barbarity, Mrs. Doan does npt^istinguish
herself from the -editorial writers of the Daily Worker and thepfew Masses.

We are tempted to call Mrs. Dean classic feirSw^travaTer style 'Deanoso'#

Its specific characteristic is the endless repetition of some words xvhich

always introduce hor justifications of every feature of Stalin's regime.

- 77 -
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" 'Deanese' is characterized by the incessant use of such qualifying ex-
pressions as ’but,’ ’however,' 'we should bear in mind' etc. With this
philological instrument Mrs... Dean solves almost every problem concerning Stalin's
regime, no matter how controversial it may be. Another trick os 'Deanese' con-
sists in the persistent drawing of a rod herring across the tra'ck which always
consists in accusing the TJ.S. and Great Britain of similar faults’.

’’in 'Russia at War' Mrs. Dean deals with the Soviet constitution
of 1936. She desoribes - taking the empty phrases of the constitution at
face value - all the 'liberties' and 'rights' accorded by the constitution
to all Soviet citizens. Then, for the sake of 'objectivity' she writes the
following five lines:

"'Moreover, it must not be supposed that the constitution
actually works in the way it reads. Practice frequently fails to
conform to the theory. Owing to the fact that Russia has been
living in a state of war emergency, fow of those rights have
actually -been enjoyed by the mass of Soviet citizens,*

"By this statement the reader learns that, if there is no freedom
in Russia and if all constitutional liberties and rights exist merely on

paper, it is by no means the fault of the regime but of others .who threatened
Russia for twenty years with war. Using this false motivation for the un-

deniable fact that 'practice frequently fails to conform to the theory' is

completely in accordance with the official Communist explanations in Europe
and in this country.

"DoAling with the question, 'Is Russia Imperialistic,* Mrs. Dean
first tells her readers that the Soviet Union already has 'so much territory.,

so large a population and such rich natural resources that it has far less

temptation than Germany, -Japan or Italy to resort to territorial imperialism.'
Having said this, the author tosses the reader the well-known red herring
by asserting., 'Nor does it (the U.S.S.R.) have capital for investment in

backward regions, SO IT IS NOT TEMPTED TO FOLLOW THE- EXAMPLE OF BRITAIN AND
THE UNITED STATES.' By this, Mrs. Dean necessarily creates the impression

in the uninformed reader's mind that Britain and the United States are

more to be feared as imperialistic and aggressive powers than Soviet Bussia.

"Now, if the author is right in hor thesis that the U, S. and Britain
are more to be feared as imperialistic powers how does she explain Stalin's
annexation of Eastern Poland and the three. Baltic States? Mrs. Doan has

little difficulty not only in 'explaining' these annexations by force but even
in justifying them. It is as easy as this-:

- 78 -
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"’While Russia does not need additional territory, she has
not hesitated to occupy the territory of other countries on the
ground that she needed to improve her defensos. This was Russia’s
plea for taking Eastern Poland, for occupying Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania, or waging war on Finland. It seems fairly clear, from
what has happened since, that the Russians were tak5.ng what was,
from their point of view, a wise precaution by creating a zone of
defense against anticipated German invasion.'

"The truth i's^K^opposite, namely that Soviet Russia never claimed
Eastern Poland on thie ground that she needed the country to improve her
defenses. That Mr

s

.1 Dean-.asserts this represents one of the. many instances
of the manner in which she and the FPA deal with well established facts.
In a famous speech of 1939 in whioh Molotov justified the annexation of
Eastern Poland he gave as the only reason the wish of the Soviets to
'liberate' the Polish-Ukrainians and the Polish-White Russians who had
been so ruthlessly oppressed by the Poles. Mrs. Dean perfectly well knows
that even the -Ribbentrop lino which left more Polish territory in Stalin’s
possession than the Curzon lin,e, did not at all prevent the Gormans from
attacking, and very successfully..

. .
"In 'Russia AtJart the Stalin-Hitler pact is no longer a proof that

'there was nothing essentially different between nazism and communism' as
Mrs. Dean wrote in the Christian Science Monitog. Now the pact is under-
standable and, of course, justif^6’iTT

e
^^1:^Would be difficult to maintain

that Stalin had 'betrayed' the Allies by signing hi's pact with Hitlor -

unless we first admit that the Allies had 'betrayed' Russia at Munich*.
This was precisely Browder's line on the Stalin-Hitlor pact.

"In Chapter 13 ('Is there a 'Fifth Column* in Russia?') Mrs. Dean
says

:

"’If there have been such activities, we may be sure that
they have been promptly and drastically suppressed. A cynic might
say that the Russians got rid of their fifth columnists long ago,
during the purges of 1934-1938, when thousands of men and women
accused of sabotage or counter-revolutionary activities wore
either executod or imprisoned. Another way. of looking at the
situation is that of a French diplomat, who said sadly? 'In
Russia, they shot their fifth columnists. In France, we put
them in the Cabinet.'

- ?9 -
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"Mrs •/Bean's readers are* injected with .this nonsense without having

the o pportun itjT*to learn from the author the truth, so well known to Mrs*

Dean, that the only mass group of -French fifth-columnists at tho timo of

the outbreak of World Yfer II was the French Communist Party and its follow-

travelers who wholeheartedly sabotaged tho war against Hitler* The

Communist leader Thorez bec'ame a deserter, fleeing first to Hitler's Third

Reich and later, with Hitjigr's consent and special permission, to Moscow,

"Concluding the chapter on the Moscow trials, Mrs* Doan writes:

booking back on tho Moscow trials in tho light of recont events, some

observers believe (another trick bf Deanese? to projoct her own opinion

into 'some observers 1
) think thatugtalih acted wisely, if brutally by

exterminating people who might otherwise have bocomo potential Quislings,

and accept the toll of lives taken by the purge as a harsh necessity of war*'

"With this quotation we have reached one of the most conclusive self-

betrayals of pro-Stalinist leanings in all her publications*

"Mrs. Dean ignored complexly the fact that tho committee of

investigation headed by Joh|^w§wey had demonstrated beyond doubt that

Stalin's and Vishinsky's accusations against Trotsky and the defendants of

the Moscow trials were based on proven lies, When Mrs* Doan wrote this

scandalous chapter she must have known Trotsky's book ’Stalin's Crimes' which

appeared in 1937, in which the author most painstakingly dealt with every

single accusation brought forward in the Moscow trials and in which he

proved that not a single one of them could be true,

i

"Reading Mrs* Dean's utterances on the Moscow trials, one is under

tho impression that she had never read tho immense literature on thoso

trials. How else could she write? 'And eyen today it is difficult to dis-

entangle fact from imagination or fiction in the Moscow trials*' For whom

is it difficult? Even for those who merely scanned the official reports

issued by the Soviet Government it should not be difficult to discern

the truth because those reports betray their own causey Tho complcto lack

of any evidence whatsoever should strike even the most inexperienced roador*

"Mrs* Dean wrote about the Moscow trials in 1942, five years after

the last of these -purge trials took place, when only official communists

and their most ardent fellow travelers still pretended to balievo in this

most gigantic legal swindle in history* Mrs* Dean .wrote her 'defense' five

years after Trotsky's book appeared* three years after Krivit zky had mado his

revelations and two years after Ma^g^astman had written in* his book * StaTin's

Russia and the Crisis in Socialism 1
?
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" 'The understanding of this mental and social process, and
tho clean rejection of it by a majority of mankind, is necessary
to the survival of ,civilization. The Moscow trials are thoroforo
in some sonse a touchstone of men - or at least of working men
and liberals. Those who swallowed the lies told in those. trials
or agroe.d to’ assist with silence or suspended judgment in their
propagation, are to be guarded against as potential total itaria ns.

Those who denounced them roundly will probably defend truth, jus-

tice, froodom, scientific enlightenment.*

"The F0reign^olig,v_Re.pprts, of April 15, 1937 promised that': 'The

Moscow trials and their relation to the political situation in tho Soviet
Union will bo discussed in' a forthcoming Foreign Policy Pamphlet. *<

’’Today, more than twelve years lator, this ’forthcoming Foroign ELicy
Pamphlet* has not appoaredi We aro still waiting.

/?

"In 1944, Mrs. Dean wrote another HeadlinflJB.o.ok^fOn the Threshold ,

of World -Order..
1 It breathes the same spirit as 'Russia at War.* It is a

determined attempt to ’understand’, that is, justify Stalin's changing points
of view. The book is full of contradications, overworking the Deanese trick

of 'showing both sides' without actually doing so objectively but always "

concluding that we must 'understand* and therefore appease Stalin. A fow
quotations will indicate the spirit of this book:

"'In 1939 many people tended to agree with tho Nazis that
tho British system was obsolete and done for...' -.Yet in spito of

obsolete practices ahd institutions, tho Briti'sh subcooded in

holding Germany at bay for two years, until Russia and the United
States, - each, only after it had been attacked, entered tho war.’

"Mrs. Dean apparently wants to create the impression, that tho U. S.

dealt with Hitlor in the same way that Stalin did* Readers are not remindod
that tho United States helped Britain ih every way short of war at a tiihe

when Molotov publicly called Germany the peace-lover, and Britain and France
the warmongers. I do not know any other American political writer who ever
developed the art of .systematic ambiguity in his writings' to such a degree
as Mrs. Dean.~- .

ff/jt?ms
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*u- •" • '" lll'' f,l,*'ln^*‘i^*f -'J

.“MrJLj Jfroag _J*x it© s

:

“In those countries - Poland, Rumania, Yugoslavia, Greece *-

we may expect to see revolutions similar to the Bolshevik re- .

volution in Russia, unless their governments-, now in London or Cairo,

effect prompt and far-reaching reforms before, thoy set foot again

on their native. soil* Such revolutions would not nocessarily bo

inspired by the Soviet Union. They would result primarily from

conditions within these countries, which in many respects are

similar to conditions in Russia in 1917. It is important for the

British and Americans to understand this situation, and not to

be shocked if fundamental changes should occur in eastern Europe

and the Balkans* On the contrary, such changes should be welcomed,

because they would hasten that equalization, of economic and social

conditions on the continent which is needed for its future stability*

So far the Soviet leaders appear to have had a more realistic under-

standing of conditions that have dovo loped behind the facado of

Nazi rule than Britain and tho United States*

’

“To be ’objective*, she adds:

”*But Russia for its part must give concrete evidence that

it does not intend to use its power' for' the purpose of dominating

its weaker .neighbors in Eastern Europe and the Balkans, or of under-

mining such regimes as they may freely choose after tho war* The

Soviet Government controls, a vast country,* rich' in most of tho

natural resources necessary for modern industrialization and modern

warfare, with ah energetic and gifted populations The Russians do

not need more territory; they do not need more resources; they do

not need more people**

“How nice to be able to point to such passages whenever a good

alibi is needed!

“This hook was published in 1944 when Soviet Russia had already

used its power to * dominate weaker neighbors 1 and had already started *to

undermine such regimes as thoy may freely* .choose aftor the war* in Poland

and Greece* Since the war’s end it has become, clear to anybody but a

Communist that Stalin does not recognize any limit to his ’right’ to oppress

weaker neighbors, but Mrs* Dean failed and still fails to note this fact

or to condemn it. She still recommends appeasement of Stalin.

-"’82 '
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"Quoting from the eighth chapter of the Headline Book titled 'Security
through Armaments - or Expansion's

t‘*a***w**s~seo~*i^^

11 'Today the procedure of territorial acquisition on grounds
of self-protection which has only resulted in bigger and more
terrible wars, threatens once more to repeat itself. The Russians
say they need the Baltic states and part of Finland in order to
guarantee their territory against future German aggression.
Should Russia's point of view by accepted, then it would bo
entirely logical for the British to claim that they must havo Italy's
colonies in Africa .and bases in Sardinia, or Sicily, or Greece, in
order to protect their 'life-lino* ‘through the Mediterranean to the

Near and Far East seriously threatened in this war as long as
the Axis controlled the coasts of that strategic sea.*** ' This
policy, if pressed to its logical conclusion, would only result in

a now imperialistic race, with each of tho greatest powers trying
to stake out as much territory as it considers necessary for its

protection, in complete disregard of the rights and interests of
smaller and weaker peoples,* , s ‘ ff -)

"This wise warning was published by Mr si DOan..._,in January 1944« But
exactly one year later, in January 1945 she^published another Headline Book,
{^After Victory* whose first chapter deals with the same problem,

"'When Russia for example, claims Eastern Poland, the Baltic
states, and bases in Finland, it claims them not chiefly on historic
gfcounds •* although it could do so (l),* since these territories
we.$e part of the Russian Empire for varying periods of time before
1917. It olaims these areas on grounds of security, to cushion
-the' shock of possible future German aggression; And as long as we
live in a world of international anarchy, with every nation, out for.

itself and no international organization to give security to any
nation, g-reat or small, Russia's claims are understandable claims.'

"This was written by the same author who wrote in 'On the Threshold
.of

|

'The Russians do not need more territory; they do not
need more resources; they do not need more people.*

"But the contradictions are not only between the two' books. They
exist in the very same book. On the same page that Mrs* Dean justifies
Russia's claims as 'understandable' , she also writes:

"'The danger, however, is that if we accept Russia's claims, then
the door is thrown wide open for every great power to follow the same
course,'
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spirit of this statement is contradicted again on page 50 where
¥r s«. DQ&.tk-gpeaks of the 'so-called unilateral measures taken by Russia in
PolaScPand where she ventures to write*

11 ’But the United States can hardly oppose the security arrange-
ments made by European countries against Germany unloss it is ready
to assume single-handed responsibility for their future protection -

which it is clearly not prepared , either by desire or military
resources, to do. Instead of sitting on the sidolioes, and issuing
our own unilateral statements as to how other nations should carry
out our ideas, it would be wiser for us to work with them on
practical measures of security for Europe and Asia.'

"Mrs. Dean wants the reader to believe that the question is one of
safeguarding the world against a now German aggression, "although, at tho
time she wrote this book* it had become clear to the whole world that a new
menaoe to world peace and security could come only from tho Soviet Union with
or without Germany as an ally,

.. t

After having ’understood’ and justified tho security argument, Mrs.
Dean shows again that she knows bettor when she writes:

"'The same technological developments - the airplane and tho
robot bomb, the possibility of transporting millions of armed men
across oceans for the invasion of one continent by another - that
have made national units obsolete for purposes of security have made
regions and continents obsolete.’

"One should assume that an author xvho wrote those lines would, now,
after the development of the atom bomb be ovenmore convinced of tho idiocy
of ’security zones.’ This is by no means true in the case of Vera. Micheles
Dean.

"The publication of the Headlinp series reminds one of a good fdot-
ball team. Wherever Mrs. Dean dr^psT^l^^B^n'*,’' somebody else takes it up.
This time it is Professor Samuej^vajaj^alkenburg who wrote' Headline Book
No. 53, 'European Jigsaw’ which appeared in August 1945*. The book continues
the follow traveler tradition of the series and Of FPA. On page 27 the
Professor begins the chapter ’The Baltic State’ with this statement:

” ’Three Baltic States (Latvia, Estonia, Luthuania) have dis-
appeared from the ranks of sovereign countries, and are now members
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

^
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That is a11 Pr °f_gg^r/Valkenburg-. has to say about one of tho most
unjust and cruellest annexations in modern history. Neither the United States .-vnor Great Britain have ever recognized the Soviet theft. of the Baltic Statos.
The simple fact that those states are forcibly occupied by a foreign powerdoes not deprive them of the ranks of sovereign powers as was shown in the
case of Hitler's occupation of France, Poland, Norway, Holland, Belgium, etc.

"Professor Valkonburg* s chapter on the Baltic States is a good
example of the kind of distortion of history and of the complete misrepre-
sentation of facts so characteristic of FPA publications.

"'Only for the short inter-war period (1920-1939) ^vere thoy
independent. In earlier times they were dominated by the Danes,
the Teutonic Knights, and the powerful Hanseatic League. Later
there came the Swedes, the Poles, and finally the Russians after
Peter tho Great had consolidated his empire,' writes the Professor

'
* Suffering was severe during the long period of German con-

trol, which followed the swift advances of the German armies in
1941. Now Russia is back and the three Republics are members of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.’

"A note appears at the end of every Headline Book saying: 'The
object . of the Foreign Policy Association's-H^ti^T^ies is to provide
sufficient unbiased background information to~en^ITIc^ader s to roach
intelligent and independent conclusions on the important international
problems of the day.

'

1

.

,,To 0nabl0 the reader 'to reach intelligent and independent con-
clusions' on the Baltic- problem he should certainly get a fair description
of the historical events which led the Baltic countries into their present
predicament. Professor Van Valkenburg does not make tho slightest attempt
to depict the most important facts about tho many err:;/. s St- lin had -to
commit to be able to annex the three states. The reader does not learn
anything of Molotov's solemn declaration that the Soviet Union would never
annex the Baltic States, he does not learn about the Russian occupation
of the three states and the tromendous sufferings tho populations had to
endure, not only under the Germans but under the Russians too. No word
is wasted about Stalin's violations of the treaties the U.S.S.R. concluded
with Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia, solemnly recognizing their independency.
No reference is made to Sumner Wells-' famous condemnation of Stalin's theft
or of the protests of President Roosevelt himself.

*
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"The great distortions of historical truth, in this one chapter on
the Baltic States, which alone constitute grave evidenco against tho FPA,
inducod two^outstanding personalties of Baltic origin to protest. Con-
stant inej^m*go la

,

president ot the Lithuanian American Council and director
of it s ^Lnfor’ma^ion Conter sent a letter to the FPA from which I quote;

October 31, 1945

"’Your recent publication (Headline Series ,. Ho. 53, ’European
Jigsaw’, by Samuel Van Valkenburg and'^^Gro^^&RefTtio s ) has come to
our attontid^.~S^^^^tSF*77"cs

o
:

h
,5;:

fcfi9 Baltic States*** is deficient
in basic knowledge of their history.***

"’Contrary to the author’s assertion that the Baltic States
were independent ’only for the short inter-war period(1920~1939)

’

the fact is that*** there had been independent Latvian and Estonian
states prior to their final conquest by .the Teutonic knights.***

"’The Grand Duchy of Lithuania had been an independent state
from the year 1200.

"’Lithuania had never been dominated by the Danes, the
Teutonic Ordor, the Poles, the Swedes or the Hanseatic League.

"’Neither was there any ’German nobility’ in Lithuania, and
the Germans never ’possessed most of the land’ there.

"’Russia recognized the independence of Lithuania (in 1920)
on its own initiative and all three Baltic Republics were lavishly
praised by the Kremlin from then on until June 15, 1940, as being
the friendliest and most cooperative among all the neighbors of
Russia.***

"’After Poland had been subjugated, Lithuania was ’assigned’
to the Russian sphere by tho Nazi-Soviet partners.

"’Concerning the so-called ’elections’ of July, the best proof
of their fraudulency may be found in the fact that the ’results’
were published in London by the Soviet Press Agency fully 24 hours
before the closing of tho polls.
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"’Finally, the last assertion of the authors - ’Now Russia
is hack and the three Republics are members of the,U.S.S.R. ’ -

could hardly be termed unbiased. It may be nearer the truth to
state that New, Russia is back and the Soviet Government con-
siders them as membors of the U.S.S.R.'

"This sound criticism of the gravest misrepresentation of basic
facts pertaining to the history of the Baltic States and their annexation
by the Soviet Union could not easily be answered. Therefore, neither
Professor Van Valkenbur g.- nor C. Grove Haines, nor Mrs. Dean, nor any j_,

other officer of the FPA answered Constantine Jurgela.
"

"*jrcw*"An even stronger protest was sent to the FPA by Kaarel^usta,
former Estonian Foreign Minister and representative to the League of Nations.
Kaarel Fusta is the author of the outstanding work ’Soviot Russia and the
Baltic States’ and an outstanding authority on the Baltic problem. An
unbiased FPA would have welcomed his criticism. Instead, Professor
Valkenburg treated Mr-

. Pusta as he had treated Mr. Jurgela. He did not
answer Mr. Pusta ’s letter to the organization, a letter which brilliantly
exposes the falsification of history by the FPA.

"Mr. Pusta ’s letter reads:

"’October 17, 1945

"’Dr. C. Grove Haines
Editor of Headline Series
Foreign Policy Association

"’Dear Sir:

"’May I as a member of the Foreign Policy Association submit
a few remarks on some omissions and misrepresentations in the last
Headline Series’ issue (European Jigsaw, number 53, July-August 1945).

"’I don’t think that it befits a Foreign Policy Association
publication, whose object is said to ’provide sufficient unbiased
background information to enable readers to reach intelligent and
independent conclusions on the important international problems
of the day’ to insist on the fiction that the Treaty of Versailles
’created a continuous zone of independent states, the so-called
’cordon sanitaire’ against Communist Russia’ (p. 7). It is easy
to prove, for instance, that the Treaty of Versailles certainly did
not create the three Baltic republics; Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania*

, ,
r

\ ;

,v r

>
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"'It is not 'unbiased background
Mr. Samuel Van Valkenburg, says (p. 24): 'The following year (1941)
when Ger'many~attacked the Soviet Union Finland decided, under Gorman
pressure, to enter the war and gamble on a German victory.' The
truth is that in the morning of June 22, 1941, Russia began to bomb
Finnish territory and, although the Russian attacks were directed
chiefly against open localities and the civilian population, Finland
did not counter-attack, but protested through diplomatic channels.
Nevertheless, on the 25th of June, tho Soviet forces launched a gen-
eral attack upon that country and only then Finland took tho field
to defend herself,

"'The three democratic Baltic republics were not created 'after
a period of revolt and unrest' as Mr. Van Valkenburg puts it, (p. 27)

but after eighteen months of fierce fighting against both Russian and
German aggression, after the liberation wars, which brought up freely

negotiated and universally recognized peace treaties with Russia in
1920.

"'Your author concludes his rather abstract record of the Baltic
States as follows:

"'Suffering was severe during the long period of German
control, which followed the swift advances of the
German armies in 1941. Now Russia is back and the
three Republics are members of the Union of Socialist
Republics.

'

"'There is no mention about tho U. S. Government's vigorous com-
* ment of July 23, 1940 (published in State Department Bulletin of July

27, 1940) on the Soviet annexation. Not a single word about the con-
ditions which they endure today. Neither does the record reveal to
the readers of the .HEADLINE^.SERIES, the fact that the United States
and Britain still recognize Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania as in-

dependent states and that their ministers and consuls are still
accredited in this country.'

"C. Grove Haines,, Professor of Diplomatic History answered Mr. Pusta's
letter:

"*I am glad tohave your letter of October 17 in regard to Pro-
fessor Van Valkenburg' s recent Headl ine Book .. It will be submitted
to Professor Van Valkenburg for^aetdritTonal reply if he cares to make
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“one. \tenofesson.j/o.n ,Talkonb.urg. d id not care!) Your reactions

are quite understandable but I think you will agree with me on two

things* First, in a pamphlet with the limited dimensions of a

Headline Bqok^it is not possible to deal with any particular question

in* ' d~etTilT^For example, the amount of space allotted in manuscript

to the Baltic Republics scarecely exceeds the length of your letter.

Consequently there could be little elaboration. In the second place,

you will agree with me that where facts are not clearly established

it would not serve the stated -purpose of the Hea,dljin^

present only one of several interpretations.

*

“This correspondence noeds no commentary. But the Baltic problem

is by no means the only/ifixsrepresented by Professor Tan Talkenburg.

Chapter 9 of his book deals with East Prussia and the -Corridor problem.

This chapter ends with:

"’East Prussia has returned to the Slavs. Russia’s desire for

Koenigsberg as an ice-free port has been supported ’in principle 1 by

the Potsdam Conference and the boundary will probably run south of

the Pregel* River. The Polish Masurians will return home, whether they

like it or not. Perhaps the Problems of East Prussia and the Corridor

have been solved.’

“The method Professor Tan Talkenburg applies to 1 solve 1 the most

intricate problems is exactly in line with the brutal and conscience-less

way of Communists throughout the world. Professor Tan Talkenburg ’solves*

in like manner the problem of Poland’s western boundaries. (He fully

approves Stalin’s ’solution’ of the problem of Poland’s eastern boundaries.)

He had thus already begun in 1945 to undermine the future policy of the

State Department. Roosevelt, Truman, Byrnes, Marshall, Churchill and Bevin

never accepted Stalin’s unilateral ’solution’ of Poland’s western boundary

problem. But Mr. Tan Talkenburg and the FPA accepted, two years before

thdfcsoow Peace Conference, Stalin’s solution. This sets up the FPA as

an agent in the promotion of Stalin’s foreign policy in the United States.

In this endeavor Professor Tan Talkenburg delivers himself of a masterpiece

in cynicism:

"’However, Poland has suffered severely and has the full

sympathy of the world* The rich land of Silesia and Pomerania

would more than offset the Polish losses to Russia as far as

productive value is concerned. Probably most of the Germans have

loft anyway (l) and although it may be difficult for the Poles at

first to populate the new land, the high Polish birth" rate will

take care of that.’

i u
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"Another international problem 'solved' bv'Mr. Van Valkenburg is that
of the Oarpatho-Ukraine, On March 5, 1943, when well-informed experts pi^e-

dicted that Stalin would like to annex the Oarpatho-Ukraine after the war,

, „Mrs,»
r
Dean stated in the -Foreign Policy Bulletin^

'

hQ Soviet Government, for its part, has stated that it

recognizos Czechoslovakia's pre-Munich frontiers, thus putting an
end to reports that, once the war is over, it might claim Ruthonia,
a section of pre-1939 Czechoslovakia whose population is predominantly
Ukrainian in origin*’

"When in 1945 Benes was forced in Moscow to cede the eastern terri-
tories of Czechoslovakia, Mrs. Dean and the FPA failed to mention the
violation of another solemn commitment made by the Soviet Government.
The FPA, through Professor Van Valkenburg, immediately justified the
annexation by Stalin. To do this he invented a lies

"’Bordering tho Ukrainians across the Carpathian passos, they
expressed willingness to join them and enter the Soviet Union.
An agreement (June 1945) between Czechoslovakia and the Soviet

Union has legalized this stop.’

"Even a professor of Geography should know that the only legal ex-
pression of such a ’willingness’ to join the Soviet Union would have been
a plebiscite without any foreign troops present, in accordance with the

principle established by Lenin. Professor Van Valkenburg should know that
there was never tho slightest idea of such a plebiscite in the Carpatho- s

Ukraine. The truth is very simple, Mr. Benes jras summoned to Moscow
and signed away tho Oarpatho-Ukraine, as Dr^jTHacha had done earlier at the
behest of Hitler.

"Tho same line of biased, pro-Soviet misrepresentation of facts and

events, the same kind of distortion of a well-established historic record
can bo found in another little FPA book, specially addrossod to the
juvenilo reader, published in 1945 and bearing the titles ’Rus.sia and
America - Old Friends - New Neighbors.’ Ite author is Deli^^joetz, staff

member of tho FPA’s Washington Bureau. - From this little and popularly
written collection of distortions, the American children learn, for
ins-cance that:

"’Two weeks later Russia seized eastern Bland, which she said she

needed to improve hor defenses. For this reason too tho following Juno
she moved in on her Baltic neighbors - Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia -

and occupied their territory.

’

jJl
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"The spirit in which this book was written can also be learned from
an attached list of ’Recommended Reading’ which appears at the end of the
book. Among the books recommended to America’s youth we finds

"Vera Micheles Dean? ’Russ ia_ T
at...Wart ,

"Niaa^Baker : ’Peter the Great*' published by tho Rational Council
, ' °f American-Soviet ' F^^'nd'sRip'

"Maxwell Stewarts ’Land of the Sov iot s
’ "

’

puBTifl^^b
y
*the

"

-i
- Institute of Pacific Relations

Anna Louisg>Strong: 'Peoples of the TJ.S.S.R.'

"After careful study of many of Mrs. Dean’s speeches over the radio,
I selected two as generally typical of her broadcasts.

"One of them was on August 2, 1945, over the American Broadcasting
Company’s Town Meeting of the Air. The subject was 'How Can Russia' and
America Live in Peace?' The pro-Stalinists consistedof Walter Duranty
and Mrs. Dean, tho anti-Stalinists were William L<$SMte 't^lTolTi^ff'sciier

.

H. Vj^Taltenborn functioned as moderator. '

"The first speaker to take the floor was Louis Fischer. Said he*

"’Silence and appeasement solve no problems. The talk of war
with Russia started when Russia began extending her territories.
During this Second World War Russia has annexed the Baltic States
after Commissar Molotov pledged his Government not to do so.

"’Russia has annexod Eastern Poland in violation of the clear
text of the Atlantic Charter. Russia has annexed Polish, Rumanian
and Czechoslovak lands which never belonged to either Czarist or
Soviet Russia.

"'Russia has placed Communists, most of whom lived for years
in Moscow and many of whom were until recently Soviet citizens, in <

the key positions of the governments of Poland, Finland ,. Rumania,
Bulgaria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Austria and Yugoslavia.

"’Russia set up the Austrian and Rumanian governments *

unilaterally in violation of the Yalta agreement which calls for
joint action.

"'Finally, Stalin handed over one-fifth of prewar Germany to
the Russian dominated Government of Poland. This is what is new.
This vast territory from the Baltic to the Aegean and inhabited by
about 120,000,000 people is Russia's new sphere of influence.
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11 'Moscow has made territorial and other demands on Turkey.***

"*I humbly submit that those aro the reasons for the tension
between Russia and the western powers.***

"'To prevent a war and to improve relations with us, Russia
must, first, take her troops and agents out of Poland, Rumania,
Hungary, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Porsia.

"’Second, Russia must permit American, British and other
journalists and diplomats free access to and free movement in all -these

countries.' , * ,

"This was the crystal clear position,
.
Mr.^lis'o^r^toQk. The first

speaker of the pro-Stalinist group to answer Mr. Fischer was Walter .Duranty,...

Said Mr. Duranty:

"’To bogin with, I cannot see that American interests are in any
way injured by this Russian policy, if it is being carried out as

Mr. Fischer claims.* *

A/i *

I/O
*

"Following him, came Mr.~J^^^^^1iiad'o this remarks

"'***we should remember that, carried beyond a certain point,
ebneessions can bring war instead of peace. I hope the world learned that

at Munich.

*

"And then Mrs. Vera Micheles .D.e.a.P«took the floor. She began her speech
with the following sentence:

"’I am in the unhappy or paradoxical position of agreeing with
practically every speaker who has spoken so far.*

"I do not know of any other remark Mrs. Bean over made which is
more compromising than this utterance.

"if words still make sense at all this declaration of Mrs. Dea-njs v

moans that she agrees that war with Russia cannot be prevented if the

Russians do not withdraw troops and agents from Poland, Rumania, Hungary,
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and Austria, as Mr. Fischer said and,
at the same time, she believes the exact opposite, as expressed by Mr.
Duranty, who said: ’I cannot see that American interests are in any way
injured by this Russian policy***.’ •



"How one can hold such completely contradictory opinions will
always remain Mrs. Deanls secret.

Mrs* Dean’s declaration becomes even more compromising if we taico
it as its face value. Then we have to draw the following conclusions:

"1. Mrs. Dean believes that war with Russia cannot be prevented
and relations with the U.S.S.R. cannot improve if Stalin does .not pull out
of Poland, Rumania, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and Austria.

M2. If Mrs. Dean agrees with this opinion why has she never told, this
to her readers of the FPA publications?

’Mrs. Dean’s participation on the Town Meeting of the Air raises some
other pertinent questions. Immediately after Mrs. Dean had told her audience
that she agrees ’with practically every speaker who has spoken so far* she
played her old trick of drawing the already well known red herring across
the trail, saying:

’But*#* we must. also remember that many c£ the criticisms that we make
of Russia are criticisms that could be addressed to any great power in
an hour of great victory.’

"Unfortunately no attendant of the meeting asked Mrs. Dean to tell him
if, when and there the United States or Britain annexed hundreds of thousands
of square miles and created spheres of influence with more than 120,000,000
people. 'Mrs. Dean said:

^Moreover, in asking for free elections in Eastern Europe and the
Balkans, let us remember that free elections on the western model are
not familiar to most of the peoples of this region of Europe.

’When we speak of Russia’s sinister territorial motives as seen
in the actions of some of the so-called friendly countries along its
border, we might notice that Greece where Britain, not Russia, is the
influential country, is asking for Turkish territory.’

’’This remark undoubtedly leaves the impression with the average listener
that the integrity of Turkey has been threatened by Greece and never by the
Soviet Union. This is a plain falsification of history* It shows that Mrs.
Dean not only ignores and misrepresents current events of historic importance
but even completely forgets what she herself has published.
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••The Russian claims for Kars and Ardahan have officially been known since

June 25, 191*5. On July 20, 191*5, the FPA.caipd.ed an article ‘Russia Resumes

Historic Role in Middle East* by Grant sJ^Mc&lellan. In this article Mr.

McClellan, endorsed Stalin* s claims for Turkish territory 0 Wrote Mr.

McClellan:

‘Recent precedents in Eastern Europe »*»• suggest that after pro-
longed negotiations and after the great powers have adjusted their

claims with respect to the Dardanelles, Kars and Ardahan will be turned

over to the Soviet Union. Here, above all, Moscow* s policy seems to be

motivated by an attempt to rectify the terms imposed on a gravely weak-
ened Russia at the time when it withdrew from World War I»‘

"When Mrs.

V

'D^nrappeared before the Town Meeting of the Air on
August 2, 191*5, she obviously had forgotten what she endorsed less than two

weeks before.

’•Another radio discussion with Mrs. Dean as participant was broadcast
over station WQXR on January 29, 191*6 (*What‘s On Your Mind,* presented by
The New York Times and rebroadcast' on March 17 , 191*6 fcy the World Wide
Broadcasting Foundation in collaboration with the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. The subject was again ‘Russia and theJJni&ed States -
Can We Understand Each Other?* The speakers were Harold E<f&tassen,
William H^Jawrence, Father Geojrge B.^Ford and Vera Micheles' Dean*

“Mrs* Dean stated:

»I think we may be overstressing this question of freedom of the

press with regard to Russia. There are not many countries where there
is freedom of the press in the American sense, and if we really felt
we couldn’t get along with a country simply because it doesn’t have
freedom of the press in our sense, I am surprised we got along so well
with France before the war. As you know, the French press was heavily
subsidized, and most of it was not free in the sense of expressing
free ideas.

*So that I think what the Russians say about freedom of the press
is not quite as mistaken as it sometimes is said to be. They misunder-
stand our view of the freedom of the press because they have too much
the impression that advertisers and others control the press, but when
they read some of our newspapers, they may get the impression that
after all, not aLl points of view gre really presented in every news-
paper published in this country**
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"The red herring trick worked again. Within two minutes , Mrs * Dsan,

reversed the positions. Now it is Soviet Russia who is right in c explaining

about the missing freedom of the press in the United States J Mrs • Dean mis-

represents the whole question of freedom of the press, pretending that *free-

dom of the press* demands that ‘every newspaper* present ‘all points of view.*

"It was also during this broadcast that Mrs. Dean again betrayed her

real sympathies,. , /

"Mr. YraSS^ce made this statements

*The only organized movement I know of in Russia is the one run

by the government , as reflected in the official press, is such as not

to promote . understanding of exactly what this country stands for or

what it accomplishes.*

1"Mrso Dean took up the defense of Stalin*s regimes

rtj am under the impression that there is no ban on the reading

of American books in Russia, is there? And, as a matter of fact, it

,i-,s~amazing how many translations that I know of have been made of

American' literature in Russia and how much the Russians are asking

for books and publications about the United States.

*

"May I ask Mrs. Dean how it comes that she, as the director of research

of a very important and influential organization, is under the fantastic

impression that there is no ban in Russia on the reading of American books,

as she stated it in this broadcast? Does Mrs. Dean not know that the American

magazine in Russian, published by the American Government, has to be submitted

in manuscript to the Russian censor before it can go to press?

"Since I am certain that Mrs. Dean was perfectly aware of the strict

censorship of all reading matter in Russia* I assume she was deliberately

obscuring the issue when she went head over heels in defending the present

Soviet regime.

"Mr. Lawrence gave the correct answer:

•‘If I may, I would like to clear up this point about the trans-
.

lations of American books which appear over there* They are ngrfectly

harmless books* They are books by Fenimor oper and I
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iknow, as a matter of fact, that the agreement providing for the Americaft

air bases in* the Soviet Union permitted the Americas, personnel to

receive copies of American, magazines and newspapers only on the

explicit understanding by £he United States Government that when those

magazines and newspapers had been read, they would systematically be

destroyed lest they fall iSpto the hands of Russians who could read*’

"Mrs. Dean’ s answer xs revealing:
V*~~'i,,rrnn .W.J *

’Now, I am very interested; in that, because it so happens that the

veiy subversive (J) publications of the Foreign Policy Association are

asked for specifically on exchange by a number of Russian institutions

in return for which the Foreign Policy Association receives the publica-

tions issued by those institutions. Those publications are not burned,

and they do happen to be 3hforming the American public about world

affairs', so I hope they are doing a little tidbit among the Russians,

too* I don’t t ink we should redly take only one end of this discus-

sion about public ations. *

"With this statement Mrs. Dean unmasked herself for the .second time .

within ten minutes* .For surely Mrs. Dean knows that FPA public ations are

not permitted general circulation in Russia but go to those particular

’Russian institutions ’ which also scan The New Leader »

_

The only publications

which go beyond the walls of the Foreign Ministry, the NKVD, etc,, are those

which follow the Kremlin line 100$ — and if Mrs. Dean wishes to make this

point about FPA publications, we ere perfectly willing to 1st her!

* * * * *

"These are' the facts. They represent only a small part of the vast

evidence which has been accumulated against Mrs. Dean and the staff of

the Foreign Policy Association, But there is sufficient material here to

constitute a condemnation of Mrs. Dean ’ s activities* It is clear that as

director of research, editor, writer, and lecturer, Mrs* Demi has used the

Foreign Policy Assoaisb ion far only one purpose to vindicate to the American

public everything that the Soviet Union has done. In other words, she has

converted an important medium of public education into a peddler of pro-

Soviet apologetics, and in so...doing worked against the best interests of her

adopted country,' the United States.
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, "There is a further, and'Sore’ direct conclusion to be drawn from the

material herein .cited. Mrs. Dean’s activities are detrimental to the interests

of the organization she 'is'”'pa£cT"to serve , the Foreign Policy Association*

The FPA, in its constitution of 1928 j pledged itself 1 to carry on research

and educational activities to aid in the understanding and constructive develop-

ment of American foreign policy.* Obviously Mrs. Dean has betrayed this

purpose and in consequence should be ranoved from her position of trust as

director of the Association’s researfh and editorial departments. Yjhen

this has been done* and when able and sincere officials have replaced the

present crew of Stalinoids, the Foreign Policy Association will regain its

place as an honest counsel of Ameri*an public opinion*

* * * * *



“Some highlights from Vera Micheles Dean’s writings or from
articles published under her editorship in tbe Foreign’policy Bulletin (FPB).

"7.M.D. — Vera Micheles Dean

"FPB, January 1, 191*3

"FPB, January 15>, 19k3

’•FPB, February 5, 19li3

- "FPB, May lU, 19^3

is one -of this war’s anomalies that the
United States should still be at peace with

> .Finland* ’ ' (Washington News Letter by John

Jwaaiot.

)

’The pattern for such a framework is not that
of the United States, as advocates of federal
Union have contended, because the problems
of Europe are vastly different in nature and
scope from those of this country. A far more
promising pattern is that of the U.S.S.R,,
where some l£0 races and nationalities enjoy
an opportunity for cultural autonomy - although
not fully in the case of religion - but have
been united under a centralized political
and economic administration.
(V.M.D. ’The Pattern of Europe’s Future’)

’The Russians, like the Americans, have un-
bounded faith in material progress, enhance^
by the relatively recent experience with the
modern machine. And, like the Americans, the
Russians combine this faith in material pro-
gress with a sincere desire to advance human
welfare.’
(V.M.D. ’Hitler again proclaims "Crusade
against Bdfehevism"’)

’The first thing that must be borne in mind
is that no American layman, without official
knowledge of Soviet—Polish relations since
the German invasion of Russia in 19Ul ***

which reversed Russia’s attitude toward Poland «

98 -



” tcan reach anything resembling a well-
founded judgment about the activities of

Poles deported or evacuated to Russia-

after Poland 1 s collapse in 1939 • If past
experience is a guide, there are probably
rights and wrongs on both sides.

’RUSSIA WANTS FRIENDLY POLAND. But whatever
j

may be the merits of the controversy over the

activities of these Poles, there is no reason

to. doubt that Stalin was sincere when he said,

on' May 5, that the U.S.S.R. wants a relation-

ship based upon “solid good neighborly relations
,

and mutual r espect" with a “strong and in-

dependent Poland” or if the Polish people so

desired, “an alliance providing for mutual
assistance against the Germans as the chief \

enemies of the Soviet Union and Poland®”

For years before 1939 the Soviet Government

had regarded with suspicion the activities

of the Polish Government of “colonels”, and

especially of its Foreign Minister, Colonel

Beck, believing that this group, inspired by
anti-Russian and anti-Communist sentiments,

was ready to play ball with Hitler against

. the U.S.S.R.

’These suspicions were sharpened by the ‘r

realization in Moscow that Poland, whose
industrial and' agricultural backwardness
made it highly vulnerable to German pressure,

would prove unable to resist an attack by

Germany, which would place German armed forces
directly on the Soviet border* Russia’s
worst expectations on that score were realized
when Germany invaded Poland on September 1,

1939# The subsequent occupation by Russia
of Polish Ukraine and Polish White Russia,

and their incorporation on November 29, 1-939

into the Ukrainian S.S.R® and the White

- 99
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n ^Russian S.S.R* respectively, was justified
> from the Russian point of view by considera-
tions of self-defense,

*

(V*M.D», tpolish Problem Tests Relations of
Great and Small Poweps*

*

)

.*>FPB, May 21, 19U3 ’It is essential, however, that in dealing
with what might be described as conservative
groups, Britain and the United States should
not for a moment give the impression that
they are seeking some kind of a bloc hostile
to theSoviet Union, Fear of such a bloc has
long dominated Moscow, and has not yet been
completely' dispelled. To dispell it, Britain
and the United States, and others among the
United Nations, must adopt a second cardinal
principle - and that is not to fear radicalism,
whatever iijP form, just because it seems to
break with theknown traditions of any given
European country* Fundamental internal .traps**

formations may have to stake place in a number
of countries on the continent '•» among them,
obviously, Germany - if Europe -is to start
on post-war reconstruction with a tolerable
clean slate. These transformations may come,
in some countries, through reforms j in' others,
where reforms are not forthcoming through
revolution**
(V.M.D*,, i

TDenccracies must not fear- Radicalism*)

”?PB, May 21, 19k3 *Nothing -could be further .from the truth than
the Nazi propaganda claim, .used by Hitler so
effectively in 1938, ;that Benes is ."Staling
stooge* **•*

(John Elliot* Washington Newsletter)

"FPB, May 28, -.19h'3 *The decision of -the Presidium of .the Eye.cp-
tiye Committee of .the Communis-t International,
.reached on May .45., and announced on May 22,

’

to propose its ;
’own dissolution to ’.its sections
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"FPB, July 30, 19k3

"FPB, December 17, 19k3

tin Various doiintriefej marks a
.
turning point

not only in the war, but also' in the turbulent

history of ouri times.^ -* Py dissolving the

ties thkt b^’T'
5 */w*umubist parties throughout

-iia into an international organization^
the Comintern removes itself from the arena 'of
the, world-shaking Ideological debate ’thAt has
raged ever since its formation by Lenin ’in
^919* Its disappearance, at the same time,

'

is the culmination of profound changes that
Have been taking place in Soviet foreign policy
during the .past quarter of a century* *

•If Russians relation with its weaker neighbors
should be guided, in the future by concern'- for
their welfare, ’and that of the world community,
as well as the 'welfare of the U.S.S.R., then
it caS. greatly help post-war reconstruction **

as the dissolution of the Comintern indicates
it wants to do*

,

’

.

’End of' Comintern Clarifies' Russia’s

’The moot question' whether the Soviet Govern-
ment did or did not; inform Britain and : the
United States of its plans for the establish-
ment of a.. German^ anti-Na.zi- committee might” be
more cogently answered if we knew whether
Britain arid the -United States had informed
Russia in advance about the establishment
of ^GOT, in Sicily* t .

•Book Reviewi ''My Native land” by LOUIS
y^ftffAMIC '

(

’Authentic and Vivid story of Yugoslavia’s
resistance to the - Axis arid

- the civil war
rinw raging between Chetriiks, and Partisans. •
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#FPB, January 28, 191*4

»»FPB, April 6, 191*5

"FPB, May U, 1945

WfFB| J^ne a5
?

191*5

*First of all, it should be said that liussia's

proposal, as expressed in its January 11 decla-
ration-, to reconsider the Ribbentrop-Molotov
frontier settlement of 1939 and to adopt the

Curzon Line as the basis of negotiation with
the Poles was a fair offer, especially con-i.

sidering tha fact that the Soviet Government
is at present in a position to dictate the
terms of a settlement that might be far less
advantageous for Poland, 1

. .

(V.-M,D,, .‘Russia's Territorial Offer Fair'.)

1

'

> , ,

‘Ever since the- announcement ' of Foreign
Commissar Molotov on February If 1944 that
the 16 constituent republics of the U,S

fS,R,
were to maintain their own military contin-

gents and conduct their own foreign affairs,

it had been expected that Moscow '-would ask
for 16 votes in an international organiza-
tion, So far it has limited its request fop
separate votes to the White Russian S‘.S«R,

(which includes Polish White Russia) and the

ihcrainian S«S,R? (which includes Polish Ukraine)*
in addition ^6. the yolbe of the U tS.S»R, proper,*

.

, fUrgent Political . Ifcsuep Steal
.

Spotl|g|| fr<?m. §an JTan^ieiip/) \
j' • « .. .

*

, j « ^ 1

,V i
•

. I
f «

1 ‘

IBook Reyiew*. ^Report op the- RudsianeJ ih^*;
;

filljam.i^.Tfeitey .

*vV\ •*¥.*;
. ,

(A glided American ^iter who ^owi, li]b|ie
.

df'RpHats past history .

yividfy presents his gloomy, impressions .on'

a.;first Visit to' tl*at Country,

*

f!£he fact, moreover, that foreigp ogrreepondphts
have ifot -bieen permitted, in many"' instances to
enter Russian-oiscupied te^i1$yie|h - § Mftiar
tipn easily explainable by .considerations of

* mtr'
i? 4 . - "
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"PFB, June 15, 1945

'FPB, June l5j 1945

At the same time, it would be dangerous to let
annoyance with this or that move of the American
Communists affect our judgment about the situa-
tion ir. Europe » For by denouncing Comnrunists

wholesale we merely carry on the work of Dr*

Goebbels. In many of the liberated countries
th| Communists played an honorable, .aid in fact,

heroic . role in resisting the Nazis, :ard have

shown genuine concern about the problems of

rd'construetion
v,

*

We still have to
;
fight reaction on many fronts,',

bit can hardly do' so by taking up its favorite
weapon - fear of Communism ,

1 :

,

' (¥.M.D» ,
'Fear of Change Most Not Be Allowed*

to* Jeopardize Peace
'

)

«' >
’ 1

Any satisfactory Far Eastern policy must
recognize that it is at least as reasonable
for the Russians as for ourselves to be inter-

ested in Manchuria, Korea and other territories

which lie directly across the borders of the

UtS.S.R* but are a considerable distance from
the United States* Nor., should it be assumed

that ary expression of interest automatically

indicates Moscow’s desire to annex or 'gain

unwarranted influence in lands .not belonging

to it* •

Our policy should also be based on the premise

that it is essential to seek common solutions

with the Russians instead of jumping to the

conclusion that their position is inevitably

unreasonable, It is true that satisfactory
American-Soviet relations depend on Moscow
As well as on- Washington and that the Russians,

like ourselves i -may make mistakes in the Far

East* But the Soviet Reeord in that region
is in certain- respects better than our own,

for" the U.S.S*R, supported Chinese resistance

- 103$'
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"FPB, June 22, ±9k$

VFPB, February 22* 19U6

land opposed Japanese aggression at a time

when the United States was still sending oil

and scrap iron to- Tokyo, Under the circum- •

stances we should be at least as aware of our

responsibility for peace in the Far East as we

are of the responsibility borne by the Russians,-

(LawrenceJ^^^singer "Sound Policy in Asia

Req^iresTjrS^Sov3^tn3ooperati on" )
• '

iWhen the Russians place on trial the sixteen

Poles accused of "diversionary activities"

in Poland during the war , they place on trial

not so much the individuals concerned as a -

way of life which; in their opinion, produced

a hostile attitude toward Russia and toward

Polish elements supporting Russia,. 1

(V.M.D,,. "Big Three Seek Common Ground on

Policies Toward Europe'.1

)

'

'

tHe (S+alin) aLso believes that the "multi-;:,

national" Soviet state has successfully stood

the test of war and has effectively solved

"the national problem and the problem of col-

laboration among nations," Stalin’s emphasis

on the "multi-national" character of the

Soviet is not in defiance of UNO, as it has

been interpreted in some quarters. Rather

it should’ be studied in 'cdnnqption .with the

emphasis placed by Pope Pius XII- qn the "supra-

national uhiversality" of the Gatholic Church#*

%'The wisest, thing We can all do today is to

air bur respective suspicions andmake no

bones about our respective grievances. A

good start in that direction was made in the

UNO Security Council, where Russia, ’far from

being lackadaisical, took ai active part in

all debates and helped to get the discussion

on a realistic basis. Russia will cbhtinue to

make a strong two-fold appeal because - of its

* 101* r
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«FPB, March 8, 1^6

•reiterated isympathy for colonial .peoples and
the success of its multi-national system,

emphasized by Stalin.*-

(V.M.D. »U.S. and Russia Must Overcome
Mutual Suspicions*)

•Is it. possible that we may be expecting of
Russia higher standards of international
conduct than our own? If the atomic bomb,

as some say, has made the possession of

strategic bases obsolete, Russia (which is
barred from sharing our atonic secret) has
therefore little reason to claim bases in
the eastern Mediterranean or Manchurih . But
then why is it that . we seek bases in Iceland
and Greenland (which might seem rather menacing
when seen from Russians northern regions),
and are reluctant to place under trusteeship
the Pacific bases we took from Japan? 'Why do
we not uTge Britain to give, up bases pre-
sumably made obsolete at Gibralter > Malta^ •

Singapore? If we feel the Russians are
selfish -and short-sighted in seeking to
establish spheres of exclusive economi# In*
fiuene'e in Eastern Europe and Manchuria*. Vrhjf

*

do we not
,

proye ourselves unselfish and far»-
Sighted by extending a loan to Britjyan with*
out further tergiversation (or even' making %
free gift, as.- former Ambassador Kennedy
has suggested )?*BB*

‘'For if we are really honest with ourselves,

we cannot escape the conclusion that since
V-J Day our economic withdrawal, our naked
Materialism as exemplified by our attitude
toward the fieding !

of starving peoples, pur
political vacillations’, and above all, oujp

moral negativism, have done’ more to keep the
world in turmoil than Russia *5 actions.* ,

(?,M.D«, 'Is Russia Alone to Blame?') ,
*
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ADMINISTRATIVE . PAGE

~ v °n Jur*e
.

12
> ffiQ* Mrs* ISABELLE <E ŴILLIAMS, 600 West 113th Street-

er ad\x^d 84
I

. , ,
I that she had been employed’ by -

Tll-Jpr+
A
r.^?

m
+!f^

r

t,
19^ ^jil March, 1950, she having been assistant to the

StJPeakerS Bureau » FRANCES jtoRATT. Mrs. WILLIAMS advised
thatBROOIffiMMI was President of the PPAandJTHQMAS L. POWER was Vice-

w +£f®S a ?
bel™lS that POWER was a ho^^TOTirnie was employed

+? r
h
fv

Fl 4* was who insisted upon his employ. Mrs* WILLIAMS belie~os
that the relationship between EMEto and POWER was more than Aus* a business •

association.

,

wnr___ addition, Mrs. WIUpMS was of the opinion that both Mrs. VERA|IC™^D%N, end Miss FRANCES^x^ATT were Communists ; however, she ” could"'notT^^anything specific to substantiate this allegation. She mentioned
that EUSTACE SBLIGMAN. ufoo is treasurer of the FPA and a wenlthy individual
who has^ contributed" a great deal of money to the FPA, had written a strong
letter to the FPA, protesting the continued employment of Mrs. DEAN. She
also stated that the FPA had attempted to get th^/drLd Affairs Council for
Southern .California and the Council on Foreign AffairTTTKans^ 4

J®dn the FPA, but that these orgariiz atibns refused'because they believed the
FPA to be sympathetic

-

toward Russia.

Further • concerning BLAIR BOLLES. Director of the Washington Bureau
of the ^ FPA, it is to.be noted that Confidential Informant T-60 , of known

i has .ady-ised of contacts and luncheon engagements between BLAIR
BOLLES. and MONROEfSTERN, Press Relations Officer of the Yugoslav Embassy.,
In addition, the 1/Vashington Field Office in aletter dated February 1#*, J.9h9
to the Bureau, captioned “YUGOSLAV ACTIVITIES IN THE U*S.$ INTERNAL’, SECURITY *
YU» has advised that file references show BODIES to be generally in contact

’

from time to time with diplomats of Russia and her satellites.

, * •
\K

,

a

In addition,HAROLD" HILImCoLLINS

,

JR., who had been named by WHITTAKER
CHAMBERS as a member of .the HOlARJfWsREv group, had directed a letter of unknown
context to BOLLES in August, 19k7 and according to the Washington Field sources,
later contacted gOlLES about getting a .job-in the writing field. Other Wash-
mgton Field^sn^rces Reported that BOLLES and his, wife were very friendly with

III, and his wife t , JENNIEoJ According to the Washington
Field, MILLER was named by informant
in the SILVERMASJER Case.

=}

as one of the person^ involved

bo
b7

b7D
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1 AIMINI5 TRATIVE PAGE, CONTINHRn

I

The Washington Field in^tT^tter to the Bureau pointed out that
I

all references pointed to contacts by BLIVEN. with persons in whom the Bureau
t has been interested^ but that sucn contacts to a great extent can be ex—

plained as commensurate with the position he holds with the FPA •

I

!

' nn , .

Father, concerning BRUCE BLIVEN, Confidential Informant T-6l, of
(U; known reliability, reported on November 10, 191+7 that VENIMIMOTACHAVARIA,Second Secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Washington, D. C., invited BRUCE

BLIVEN of the FPA to have lunch with -him and advised that BLIVEN had attended
receptions at the Soviet Embassy,

j

„ •
,
Confidential Informant T-62, of known reliability, has reported

(U) that Dr. EDWAHDj^BARTOL, Counsellor of the Polish Embassy, Washington, D. C,

,

J^l^invited_mu®^^®^and His wife to dinner on June 15, 191+9, which was'
accepted by BLIVEN , In regard to BARTOL, it is to be noted the Bureau in a
letter to the. Washington Field, dated November 23, 191+6, captioned "EDWARD
BARTOL j INTERNAL SECURITY « R & POL", advised that information had been
received in September, 191+6, from sources considered reliable, that BARTOL,
a Polish citizen, had been transferred from the Soviet Army to the Polish
Foreign Office and then to the Polish Legation as Charge d ’Affairs, In
addition, it was reported that BARTOL was fftlly backed by the Soviets and

i engaged in Polish Communist Party underground activities.

Further,
. concerning, VERA MICHELES DEAN, Research Director of the

,
(U) FPA, it is to be noted that Confidential Informant Tr-63, of known reliability,

advised that the address bookpf IRIN^ffiEKSANDER, as of October 28, 191+7,'
reflected the name of "WRA^uEAN,, 117Q pth Avenue". Concerning ALEESANDER,

i it is noted thatDr. JOSS^PoDEYE , 11 Broadway, New York City, advised SA JOHN
!

R. MORPHY in 191+8 that.since her arrival in the U, S,, ALEKSANDER has continued
to associate with Communists. and Russians and Yugoslav Consulate personnel, as

|

well as with others of a "liberal" viewpoint

On September 25, 191+7, Confidential Informant T-61+, of known
reliability, advised that HENRY HILL COLLINS ., JR.,, and H. B0WE|#MITH had
discussed tie FPA and that SMITH f had mentioned -he -had met VERA MICHELES DEAN
whom he described as being very courageous on the "Russian thing 1* to the point

,

where she was being "baited" even within her own organization.

Further, concerning OLIVE HOMES,, a research associate, it is to be
noted that- it has been mentioned in this report that Confidential Informant T-5
on. September 10, 191+7 stated that HOLMES was actively identified with the

•
UOPWA, a Communist dominated union.- ' 14- this regard it is noted that in July
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administrative page, contd

19U9 SA GEORGE H. VALENTINE interviewed .OLIiOA^HOLMES, in connection with a
loyalty investigation of WINIFRED MARI^ADSEL, who had formerly been an employee
of the FPA. During the course of the interview, HOLMES mentioned, to SA VALENTINE
that she, herself, was a member of Local 18 of the UORWA , which she categorized
as being "very red." ' *

, J,
’ „ ^

Further, concerning FR^JK.^IGGS,,^ Research Associate, it is to
be noted that Confidential Informant T-65* of known reliability, furnished a book-
ietLof the World Youth Festival* held in Prague, Czechoslovakia in August*
19h7. This booklet set out a list of the names of Americans who had attended
the festival and also set out a list of sponsors of the festival,' Included
among the names listed as the sponsors was the name of FRED W,' RIGGS. It is not
known whether this individual is identical with the RIGGS employed by the FPA,

.

Confidential informant T-29, of known reliability, reported in May,
19U5 that KATE I«rf|MITCHELL, 127 East 5Uth Street, New York City, receives the
•'Foreign Policy Reports, " published by the FPA. Concerning KATE L, MITCHELL,
it is to be no^ted. that on June 6 , 19U5 , she was arrested by FBI agents in
the office o£^"AMERASIA"

, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York City, charged with conspiracy
to violate ^Subsections C and. D of Section 31, Title 50, United States Code and'vio—
lation/'of Section 88 , Title 18, United States Code, These charges against
KATEj^lITCHELL were later dropped.

On December. % I9I4.6, Confidential Informant T-9 advised that the
Soviet Embassy, Washington, D.C», subscribed to the publications of the FPA.

On December 5, 19^8, Confidential Informant T-30, of known relia-
bility, advised that on that day a "Hands Off China Rally" was held at the City
Center Casino in New York City, and according to the informant copies of the

Reports" , published by the FPA were on display at the literature
table. The informant'stated that the .above indicated rally was' given under 1

the auspices of tlja^ommittee for a Democratic Far Eastern Policy, which
organization has been designated by the Attorney General as coming within the
purview of Executive Order 9835,

One copy each of this report is being designated for the informa-
tion of the following listed offices because branch offices .or affiliates
are located in the areas covered by these offices?

Albany
Boston
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Detroit

Houston
Indiannapolis
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
New Haven
New Orleans

Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
St. Paul
San Antonio
Washington Field
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS

The confidential in&rjnapts, mentioned in the report of SA
iated o. lyoU at New York City, are identified as

New York City
(Interviewed by SA

Checked by SE

Pretext interview oj

(Conducted by SA I

May 25, 1950)

-ONI, 3rd ND, New York ,

New YorF'Crfy""”''"

(Interviewed by SA

Interviewed -by

New York City

A high ranking official of the State of New York,
whose identity is known to the Albany Office.

Washington Field Confidential Informant
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T-10

T-ll

T-12

T-13

,T-li|

T-15

T-16

T-17

T*l8

T-19

T-20

T-rZL

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS, CONTD

Pretext- telephone call to the FPA,
22 East 38th Street. New -York City
(Made by SA | I June 8, 1950)

Confidential Informant
(Contacted by SA

Baltimore Confidential Informant

\zz\
(Contacted by SA HOWARD W. LITTLE)

An anonymous source (designated as T-l in the rpport
SA

| I 9/13/49* Albanyj New York
in the report entitled <j \ INTERNAL
SECURITY - R$ ESPIONA.

New York City
(Contacted fcy SA

Anonymous source

Confidential Informant

Washington Field

Aflronymouo /V&T U7~/L / 7. £*X>

Division of Eastern Affairs of the State Department
(According to Bufile 61-6286-1, as set out in a
memorandum prepared by the Bureau on the FPA.
12/12/40 ,)

*

ne -
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T-22
m

T-23

T-2&

T-25

T-*2$

$-27

T-,28

fc-2?

“®-3»

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS, CONTINUED

-("According to Bufile 6l-7566~lfL9, as set out in
a memorandum prepared by the Bureau on the FPA
dated 12/12/1*0.)

Mail cover on the I I Pittsburgh.,
Pennsylvania, 4urinr^i5rn^^ as set
out in the- report of SA | L 12/23/1x1. -

Pittsburgh in the case entitled *|
|

I INTERNAL SECURITY - Cj REGISTRATION- ACT” .

)

Pi'ttsburgh|

Washington Field
! 1

New York Confidential Source I
|

(Contacted by SE|
[

I New York City
W)(Contacted by SA (A) ALBERT «jT. McGRATH)

Mail Cover on .the ma-il

in the 'report of SA,
York Gity-jitt the case entitled «[

c
Y ic

1
New"York Cifry T as set, nut

S/i3/ll5 at New

was.j ETALj 'ESPIONAGE tt l

[

(Contacted by SAf 1)
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T-31

T-32

T-33

T-3U

T-3$

T-36

Albany Confidential] Informant
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CONFIDENTIAL INK)MANTS < CONTIMJED

t-AU
1 1 , .

(Contacted by SA
1 1)

T-A5 .. A HQ. :

^ (Contacted by SA b

T-A6
i

—

(Contacted by SA ‘1

T-U7
’*

1 1

(Contacted by SA| >

T-A8 .

(Contacted by SA[

T-i;9
1 1

(Contacted by SA| D

t-5o

(Contacted by SA

t-5i |

1

(Contacted by SA
\

T-52

(Contacted by SA WILLIAM J. MCCARTHY)

T-53
1

~~1

(Contacted -by SA WILLIAM J. MCCARTHY)

T-5U
(Contacted by SA WILLIAM J. MCCARTHY)

s i

t-55 1 \ «

|
New York C'±tyj -

(Contacted by SA WILLIAM J-; MCCARTHY.
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REFERENCE:

T-56

T~57

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS,. CONTINUED

i /

lonKers.> New York
(Contacted by SaT

T-58 ’ Confidential source known to the Washington Field
Office « as set out in the repcr t of SA

\ I

I I New York .City. -11/17A8. in case

|
LOYALTY OF GOVERNMENTentitled

employees:

T^9 '^Washington Field Confidential Informant

T~6Q (U) {Washington Field
| ZD^)

T-6L (U){Washington Field
|

T-6g (U) (Washington Field|

T-63 Anonymous

T-6U Washington Field^ 1

T-65
(U)oza&

Report of SA I

Bulet to New York, 5/11/50*
12/U/*2, New York City
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Confidential' Informant T>*5 reported on July 17, 1942 that the FPA received
a cbntribution of $5,000,00' from the MT0RG TRADING CQ^OMnON. durihg the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1937* It^xsto

111

ffe^no^eS^'that Confident al
Informant T-27 , of known, reliability, has adyised that the MTORG^PRADING
CORPORATION was the sole Russian purchasing agency in the U. S«/

Confidential Informant T-5 adyised on July 17, 1942 that in February
1942 the FPA undertook to .distribute pamphlets describing Iff© in several
allied countries/^hioh pamphlets were to be distributed to the members of
the Armed Forces of4^he U. S, Among these pamphlets, the£e was an article
entitled "Russia at War", written by VERA MICHELES • DEAN/of the FPA and ac-
cording to the informantf^this article treated' ConSjnnniu^rith so much sym-
pathy that it was prohibited by the military authorises, who described
the article as "candy-coated^Gommianist propaganda",/

The records of the Bureau "df Special Services and Investigations
of the New York City Police Department, hOO BrhCme S^peet, New York City,
as checked on May 22, 1950 by SA I L refected that the
FPA participated in the eighth anniversary j£?ducationai * conferenc e , Local
555 of the Te.achers Union of the UFW, whicilfoconference was held at the
Hotel Commodore, New York. City, April 29f 19ll%. According to the informant,
the FPA distributed literature at this^onferenbe'j

It is to be noted that the UPW, according to^OThe CIO Newp",-
February 20, 1950, was expelled from the CIO because%t was a "Communist
.dominated" union, ' jF

.

"

. Confidential Informant T-28
,

of' known reliability, advised that
on April 9, 1945, the New^fork State Communist Political Association made
out a check in the anouht of $2*4Or, the payee being "Foreign Policy Associa-
tion (Pamphlets)". /' • -

r 1

/

df *
'

Confident
i
j^Informant T~29, of known reliability, reported ih^May,

1945 that KATE L^ilTCHELL, 127 East 54th Street, New York City, receives the
""RYvrp’l an Pr\l -i mr.lpAvnr>T>+.c'n .

’ A-iVM n eVic/l Viir +.V»o PDA r'nMnam'inn TCArra? T nrrrrffittlPTTL "I^J^pJ^oll^Reports'', published by the FPA, Concerning KATE L. MITCHELL,
^ it is to be nctea that oh June 6, 1945, she was arrested by FBI. agents iri%
the office ofJ^vAMERASIA" , 225 Fifth Avenue, New York' City, charged with \
ccnspiracyft6 violate Subsections 0 and D of. Section" 31, Title 50, United %
States Code and violation of Section 88, Title 18, United States Code. These
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;es against KATE#IETCHELL were later dropped*

\0n December 30, I9I46, Confidential Informant T-9 advise^that the

oviet mba&Sy, Washington* D. C. , subscribed to the publications of the

.JLEADERik* March 29> 19^7 i. page lij| reflected an open letter-
4U«to the FRA* written by. ARFRED^ffOHLBERG

,

;

Chairman of ther Exectuive Committee
of the^ierican^^hina Polic/^Associationi In this letter KOHLBERG indicated.,

that tne Executive, Committee of his. organization hadrins tructed him to call

the attention of tn^FPA to the ‘method of its handing of the China situation.

KOHLBERG pointed outNdiat the FPA experts on China during, the pre ceding

seven or eight years had been T. A. BJfjgQJSUand Jn* I§<f1wSINGER , both of thorn

the American China Polic^&Ass'o^iXtaoni according to
f

K0HLBERG, considered to
be pro-Communist in .sympathy and neither wer^fconsidered to be competent to
objectively view the China Situation. f

Concerning T. A. BISSON^it is tf\ be noted that LOUIS BUDENZ.,

Assistant Professor at Fordham diversity and a Communist .Party functionary
until October, 19h$, advised SAWMlM J. MC CARTHY, . JR.., in. April, 1950,
that while he had never met .BISSON, knew him to be a Communist based on

official reports made to him by Communist Partv_offic ials

.

Concerning L 0 K., ROSINGER/it is be noted that LOUIS BUDENZ, in
April, 1950, advised SA WILLIAl/j. MCCARTHY^ JR., that while he had never
met HOSINGER, he knew him to bp a Communist 1fe>m official reports he had

: received 'from officials of the Communist Partyi

iiThe NW LEADER” ,
AraPil 19, 19147, page l4,\eflected an' article

vi captioned ”REORGAMZATION/F FOREIGN. POLICY .ASSOdMlON'*, written by £REJL
OTHL . This article stated that the FPA hid appointed Drt BROOKS EMENY .

'head of the Cleveland Council on World Affairs, to tni^post of President
' of -the FPA andhae"^ . during- which it was under
the policy-making control of VERA MICHELES..DEAN.4 Researelk Director 'of the

FPA. According to thl ar.ticlUT'DE^S wrings have frequently been
accused of- pro-Soviet bias* ‘The article went on to/'-say thaA Mrsi DEAN
had consolidated hp position in -the FPA after the resignation .ih May,

19146 of Maj ojr Genpral FRANK ROSS McCOYrfrqm the, presidency of 'toe FBI.

The article claimed that MCCOY 'S resignation wad followed by a replacement
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fKe “STANDARD**TIMES" newspaper of New Bedford, Massachusetts, y-
April 27, 191*8, reflected, an article captioned "Fight in FPA Hits New^
Peak*', written by JULIUS$BFg’ki:N. The article stated that the "loryT

fought battleX against Mrs. VERA MICHELES DEAN, had reached a newjpbak

with the resignation of _ALFRED KOHLBERG from his twenty year ol#member-

ship in the FPA/Vrhe article^sit^ourT*letter written by KOHLBERG, dated

April 5, 191*8, whifeh letter was written to the FPA in connection with

his resignation therefrom* In his letter KOHLBERG accusedrthe research

staff of the .FPA of Communist Party line "pohtif icationsf, particularly

Mrs* DEAN and T. A. BISSON, and L* K. ROSINGER, who hay#been previously

described abdTOT^KbffiBER| in his teller was criticjQTof articles written

by Mrs. DEAN and mentioned^specifieally her apologyffor the Russo-Nazi

alliance and her accusatiorXpf equal American culpability* The article

written by EPSTEIN pointed ouXthat it is interesting to note that L. K.

ROSINGER had been dismissed a f&nr days previcg#', which might be construed as

the first concession to the many\ritical v$fces being raised against Firs,

DEAN and her group.

On July 28, 191*8, Confidenti^C^ormant T-5 advised that in the

fall of 191*7, when BROOKSJMMJ* was agpMnted President of the FPA, there

was some speculation as to whether h^wointd fall under the influence of

VERA MICHELES DEAN, but that it hadfsinee b^en seen that EMENX was well

aware of the political conviction*? of Mrs. DEM and had commenced a strong

campaign to have her replaced* J$he informant^Lso stated that̂ WILLIAM

W. LANCASTER*. Chairman of the Board of DirectorIv was not pro-Communist

-btrrTppirently had been taken^xn by Mrs. DEAN and\ad been a staunch

supporter of her* Informanwhtated that other "left-wing” elements in

the FPA included BLAIR BOI^S,„Director’ of the Washington Bureau and

OLIVE HOLMES, of the'Rdse^irDepartments

On September l$/19l*8,- Confidential Informant T-5 acidised that

recently an article had been submitted to the FPA which referred to the

Soviet Union as a 11totalitarian regime?1

, which Mrs* VERA MICHEBES DEM
had changed to read/"a political dictatorship”. The informant claimed

that this was typical of the "smooth manner” in which she always

washed unfavorab^e references to the Soviet Union,

on DeeeafSber $9 191*8, Confidential’ Informant T-30, of known reliability,

advised that in that day a "Hands Off China Rally” was held at the City ^
l Center Casino in New York City, and according to the informant copies of

V / .

4 k9 **
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published by the FPA were on display at the

table* The informant/ stated that the above indicated rally was
/ T

of the "HJ

literatui? „ . _

given undenthe auspices of the^6omittee_ for a Democratic Far- Eastern
Policy, whicK organization hds teen^de'signated" by tKsT Avcoripy General
as coming mtn'in the purview of Executive Order 9835

Confidential Informant T-31, of unknown reliability, advised in

19i*9 that the offline workers of the FPA were members qfT local 18 of the

UOPWAj, which this informant described as being very $reci;! <, It is to be

^notrdv
'that HTh,|i%^„]^js.V of February 2.0, 1950, page* 6, column 1, reported

that the CIO Executive TJpard had voted' to expel t5e UO.'WA from the CIO,

effective March 1, 1950 fpr "consistent, unwave^aSig support of the policies

of the Communist Party"

On October 7, 19i*9, Confidential Informant T-U reported that although

the FPA might be' considered infiltrated to? a very limited degree, it was con-

sidered to be anti-Soviet and anti^Commiftiiste The informant stated that

the articles and publications of theSFPjf presented an impartial and intel-

ligent approach to matters concerning^American foreign policy. However,

its Research Director, VERA MI had written many books about

the Soviet Union and has been termec k>logist for the Soviet Union.

Confidential Informant JP-32, of knowa\eliability, reported that on

August 19, 19h9, THOMS, L. POWER,of the FPA contacted OWEN LATTIMORE,,-.and

requested his appearance
i5

o
:

p
?^program of the FPA cheSill^f'or November

19l*9. LATTIMORE was to speak o.n the subject "What^ShouId Be Our Policy

in Asia". The informani/also advised that, VERA MICHELES DEAN and THOMAS

L. POWER felt that LATTIMORE should be one of the spiders at the above

indicated function.
J?

•
, \ '

Concerning/6wEN LATTIMORE, it is to be noted that-LOUJS BUDEN1Z, former

Communist Party^functionary until October, 191*5* advised SA WILLIAM J.'

McCarthy, JR.,ian March, 1950 that although he never met LATTIMORE ,
he

heard of him many times at political meetings of the Communist Pa^ty, USA

and that he ^nad been told by Communist Party functionaries to tre at^LATTIMORE

as a Communist. *

Confidential Informant T-3 3, of known reliability, advised? on

December 9, 19k9 that on November 2, 19l*9, FREDERICK VANDERBILT^FIELD
< _

made out a check in the amount of $10®00, payable to the FPA. Concerning

1,

/

- 5o
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19h9 SA GEbmJE H. VALENTINE interviewed OLIVE HOLMES in connection with a
loyalty investigation of WINIFRED MAHI^^SEL, who had formerly been an .

employee of thfe. FPA . During the oourse of the interview, HOLMES -mentioned
t* SA VALENTINE that she, herself, was a member of Local 18/bf the UOFWA,
tihich she categorized as being "very red". f

' ~L.\ r

Further, concerning FRED^W» RIGGS 9 a Research^j^ssociatec , it is
to be noted that Confidential Inforsmant T—6? * of known/reliabi’ii'fw- firm t.q v
to be noted that Confidential Inforsnant*T—65> of knownfreliability, furnished
a booklet of the World Youth Festival, held in Prague^. Czechoslovakia in
August, 19hl(. This bookle

t

N
'^et out a list of the names *f Americans who

had attended the festival andN-Oso 'feet out a list/of sponsors of the festival.
Included among the names listed a.Sjthe sponsorsfwas the name of FRED W* RIGGS,
It is not known whether this individual is identical with the RIGGS employed
by the FPA. •

" X '

One copy each of this reportals^being designated for the .informa—
tion of the following listed offices becaus^branch offices or affiliates
are located in the areas covered by .these offices*

Albany
Bdstcm
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Detroit

fi

Houston
Indiannapol&s
Los. Angers
Milwaukee

\. New Orleans
X)klahomaCity
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

St. Loui'sV
St. Paul \
San Antonio - V

.

Washington- Field

,
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